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THE AGE OF CONSENT 
COMMITTEE. 

QUESTIONNAIRE. 

1\ore.-The queries below may be answered wholly or in part according t~ 
the sphere of experience of each. person answering. Persons willing t~ 
ansu:er should send their written replies ao as to reach the Secretary .. 
Age of Consent Committee, Simla, by the 15th August at the latest. 

1. Is there any dissatisfaction with the state of the law as to the Age· 
of Consent as contained in sections 375 and 376 or the Indian Penal Code? 

2. What are the circumstances which in your 'opinion justify-

(1) retaining the law of the Age of Consent as it is, or 
(2) making an advance on the present law P 

S. Are crimes of seduction or rape frequent in your part of the country?' 
Has the amendment of the law made in 1925 raising the Age of Consent to-
14 years succeeded in preventing or reducing C11Ses of rape outside the marital 
state, or the improper seduction of girls for immoral purposes? If not, what 
measures would you propose to make the law effective? 

4. Has the amendment of 1925 raising the Age of Consent within the
marital state to 13 years been effective in protectmg married girls against 
robr.bitation with husbands witbi~ the prescribed age limit-

(1) by postponing the consummation of marriage, 
(2) by stimulating public opinion in that direction, or 
(3) by putting off marriage beyond 13? 

If not, what steps would you propose to make it effective? 
5. \\nat is the usual a:;:e at which girls attain puberty in your part of the· 

country? Does this differ in different castes, communities or classes of society?' 
6. Is cohabitation common in your part of the country among any class-

or clas~es of people--
(1) before puberty, 
(2) soon after puberty, 
(3) before the girl completes 13 years? 

Do any of these cases come to court? 
7. Do you attribute the practice of the early consummat.ion of marriage

before or at puberty, wherever it exists, to religious injunction? If so .. 
what is the authority for and nature of that injunction, and does that autho
rity prescribe any, and what penalty for its breach? 

8. Is • Gaona ' or Garbhadan ' ceremony usually performed in your pan· 
of the country? If so, does it coincide with or is it anterior to the consumma. 
tion of marriage? Is it performed generally after the attainment of puberty· 
and how soon after it? 

9. Do you consider that the attainment of puberty is a sufficient indication· 
of physical maturity to justify consummation of marriage? If not, at what, 
B~!f'! and how l0ng after puberty may a; girl's physical development be con
IS'itlNed t<> be enough to justify such consummation without injury to her own. 
health and that of her progeny? 

( xi ) 
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10. At what age would a girl in India be competent to give an intelligent 
-consent to cohabitation with a due realization of consequences? 

11. During your experience, professional or otherwise, have you come acrose 
eases in which cohabitation before puberty, or after puberty but before full 
physical development of a girl resulted in injury to her health or body or 
prejudicially affected her progeny? If any, give details of age and injury 
11ustained. 

12. Do you consider early consummation and early maternity responsible 
for high maternal and infantile mortality, or for any other results vitally 
affecting the intellectual or physical progress of the people? 

13. Has there been any further development of public opinion in yo.ur 
part of the country in favour of an extension of the Age of Consent in marital 
.and extra-marital cases since the amendment of the law in 1925? If so, 
is 1t general or confined only to certain classes? 
· U. Do women in your part of the country favour early cotBmtmtatitJn of 
.utarriage for their children? 

15. Have any difficulties been experienced in determining the nge of girls 
in connection with offences under sections 375 and 376 of the· Indi:-.n l'rnal 
·Code? What· measures would you suggest to remove or minimise these 
difficulties? 

16. Would the difficulty or margin of error in determining the age be 
materially. reduced or minimised if the Age of Consent iil raised to 14 years 
-or above?· 

17. Would you separate extra-marital and marital offences into different 
offences? ·. ,If so, what is the nature and amount of maximum punishment 
you would prescribe for offences of each class?· 

18. Would you make a difference in the procedure of trials for offences 
.1dthin and without. the marital state, and if so,- what would you suggest in 
each case? · · 

19. Would you suggest any safeguards beyond those existing at present 
against collusion to protect the offender or against improper prosecution or 
extortion? · 

20. Do yo;;. consider that penal legislation fixing a higher Age of Consent 
for marital cases is likely to he more effective than legislation fi.xing the 
minimum age of marriage? Which of the two alternatives would be in con • 
. sonance with public opinion in your part of the country? 

21. Would you prefer to rely on the strengthening of the penni law to 
secure the object in view or on the progress of social reform by means of 
education a~d social propaganda? 

EXTRACTS FROM THE INDIAN PENAL CODE. 

NoTE.-The bracketed port·ions are to be omitted from. and thou i11 italic.~ 
are to be added to the original as per Sir Hari Singh Gour's Bill. 

SECTION 375_ 

375. Rape.-A man is said to commit " rape " who, except in the case 
cherefnafter excepted, has sexual intercourse with a woman under circumstances 
falling under any of the five following descriptions :-

First.-Against her will. 

Secondly.-Without her consent. 

Thirdly.-With her consent, when her consent has been obtained by 
putting her in fear of death, or of hurt. 
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Fourthly.-With her consent, when the man knows that he is not her 
husband, and that her consent is given because she believes that 
he is another man to whom she is or believes herself to 
be lawfully married. 

Fifthly.-With or without her consent, when she is- under (fourteen) 
sixteen years of age. 

Explanation.-Penetration is sufficient to collstitute the sexual intercourse 
necessary to the offence of rape. 

Exception.-Sexual intercourse by a man with his own .wife, the wife not 
being under thirteen years of age, is not rape. 

SECTIO~ 376. 

376. Punishment for rape.-Whoever commits rape shall be punished with 
transportation for life, or with imprisonment of either description ~or a teJ:m 
which may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine (unless the 
woman raped is his own wife and is not under twelve years of age; in which 
case be shall be punished with imprisonment .of either description for· a 
term which may extend to two years, or with fine, .or with both). 

Section 876-A. 

876-A. Whoever has sexual intercourse with his own wife, th~ wife not 
Illicit married inter- being under thirteen years of age and being under 

course. fourteen years of age, shall be punished with im
prisonment of either ·description- for a term which 

tnay extend to two years, or with fine, or with both. 



Extract.e from the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, Schedule 11 • 

• • • • • • 
Of Rape. 

Whether Whether a 

.XLV of the Police warrant or a Whether WhAther Punishment undt'r 
1860 Offence. may arrest summons shall bailable compoundable tho Indian Penal By what court 

Se~tion. 
without ordinarily or not. or not. Code. triahle. 

warrant or issue in the 
not. first instance. 

I 2 3 4 IS 6 7 8 

·---
376 Rape- (Shall not arrest (Summons) (Bailable) (Not compound- (Imprisonment of (Court of ~Ps~ion, 

(If the sexual inter- without war- able.) eithPr description Chief Presidency 
course was by a rant.) for 2 years, or Magistrate or 
man with hiM own fine, or both,) District Magis-
wife not being under trate.) 
12 years of age.) 

If the sexual inter- Shall not arrest Summons Bailable Not compound- Transportation for Court of Session. 
course was by a ma.n without wa.r- able. life, or imprison-
with his own wife rant. ment of either 
being under (12) 13 description for 10 
yea.rs of age. years and fine. 

In any other case May arrest Warrant Not bailable Do. Do. Court of Session. 
without wa.r-
rant. 

376-A Illicit married inter- Shall not arrest Summons Bailable Not compound- Imprisonment of Presidency .Wagi.t-
course by kusband without warrant. able. either description Irate or magistrate 
with wife not under for 2 years, or of the first class. 
13 and under 14 with fine, or both. 
years of age. 



BEN ARES. 

Written Statement of Mr. GAURI SHANKAR PROSAD, President, 
Arya. Sarna), Benares City, a.nd VISHNU BHASKAR KEKAR. 
M.A. 

1. There is dissatisfaction with the state of the law as to the age of 
consent as contained in 375, 3i6 of the Indian Penal Code. This dissatis. 
faction is general among thinking Indians and has been growing with the 
spread of education and ideas of reform, as well as experience of national 
deterioration. 

2. (i) 'Ye are not in favour of the retention of· the present law. 

(ii) The age of consent as provided for in the present form is very low. 
If tht>re i~ an advance made on the prest>nt Ia"· at least a substantial number 
of early consummations will be checked. 

3. Crimes of seduction and rape are frequent in this part of the country. 

So far as we are aware the Amendment of laws made in 192.5 has succeeded 
to a small extent only, but not a~ much as it is desirable. 

In order to make the law effective we think that only a· slight advance in 
age will not be detectable and will not have the desired effect, for a girl 
of 12 may very "·ell pass for one of 13; but if the age is raised to 16 or 18, 
the difference will be so marked that it will be easily detectable and at the 
nbm·e advanced age the gid also _shall haye sufficient discretion to give or 
refu»e her consent. 

Be~ides this if a system of registration of marriages together with proof 
of age is inaugurated it will also ha,·e a great effect in checking the crime 
of early consummation among married girls. This will not require much 
Pxpense, for it can be done through the agency of the present birth and 
dt>ath n•gi,tration department, but there should be n printed form of declara
tion which should be filled in, signed or thumb-marked by the declarant and 
ntte,ted by two respectable witnesses. 

4. Tht> amendment of 1925 raised the age from 12 to 13 only which is 
nr~· slight. As stated above if the age is raised to 16 the difference in 
age will be t>asily deteetable. No doubt it has had some !"ffect in protecting 
J!;irl< against cohabitation with husbands in all the three ways enumerated 
llll<lPr this que,.,tion. 

ii. The u,.,ual age at which gtrls attain puberty (i.e., commencement of 
nwn-truation) is about fourteen. 'Ve do not think that this age differs 
in ditferent casti"S, communities or classes of societ:r but those who are 
l>roug:ht up in well-to-do circumstances have early de>'elopments. Also those 
who are born of premature parents have a t!"ndency of early puberty. 

fi. J n our part of the country as marriages are >ery early, cohabitation 
.al-o lwgins Pari~-. in some cases before puberty, in some others soon after 
puht>rty and in nutny before the girl completes 13 years. Such cases seldom 
re;wh courts as the~e matters take place quite in pri>ate within the four 
walls of a family house during late hours in the night to the knowledge of 
only a few of the inmates who are mostly females illiterate as well as 
ignorant of law and evil effects of early cohabitation and always mindful of 
fal~e idt>as of honour. 

VIII D 
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7. To our knowledge the practice of early consummation of marriage hag. 
no religious injunction behind it according to the following verse occurring. 
in l\Iitaksara on Verse 81 of Chapter 3 of Achara Section: 

~Htlij ih:ft'lfl• ~~.J't illlllf,fn I 
-cittJ'lff ~ ~«.l'T'lfl ~~ i{l"=i 'ijJt?;f:. II 

'lf.!IT Qil~l ric[ I ::ft:ffr~trl.Jl((J~-=:rtn, trffffir~~l{_ I ift?lll t 
j~_!!:i. ,ll~jojpe'!.-t.h~lj_ th! h]I~b-~n<)._sh?ul<! haye intercourse with ~is. wife on t~e
fourth or-any of the-followmg days .upto the .16th. Otherwise he comm!Js. 
11. si~ of killing a- ·dtild ~(i.e.; not taking steps to cause ,the hirth of one) 
penalty being the same as for a homicide. 

8. Yajnavalkya Prayaschittachhyaya Gawana ceremony is u~ually per
Jot;W~d )n tpis :pa~t of _the ,pountry but in some cases wive;'! are sent away t<> 
'their husbands' houses just after the marriage ceremony and· cons\uhmation 
·of marriage takes place after Gavana. (\Vherever it is performed) and even 
before it if opportunity offers. In the matter of consummation of marriage 
people generally don't wait for the attainment of puberty partly due t<> 
ignorance but mostly due to want of self control. 

9. We do not think that attainment of puberty (beginning of menses) 
is a sufficient indication of physical maturity to justify consummation of 
marriage, for menses do begin ::.ome years before the body is properly 
developed to justify cohabitation. 

A girl's physical development enough to justify the consummation with
out injury to her own health and that of her progeny is not attained at 
least within three years after the beginning of menstruation. 

Instances are not wanting where consummation by a husband of eighteen 
'Yith his ~·ife of sixteen caused physical injury to the wife. 
i · 10. ·The age would differ with education· or ignorance as the case may 
.be.· In the ·case of ·an educated girl the proper age would be eighteen but 
in the case of .. an uneducated girl it may be much higher. 

11. Yes. In case indicated above in question (9) cohabitation with a 
girl of sixteen resulted in physical injury to the girls' private parts; and 
the issue resulted in abortions, still-born as also short-lived children. In 
.some other cases of early consummation, there have been cases of laboured 
delivery of still-born or short-lived children. 

12. Yes, early consummation and early maternity are to our mind 
mostly ·responsible for high maternal and infantile mortality. They are
also responsible for shortness of average vitality, and lack of ; endurance
as also many other evil results. 

13. There does appear some development of public opinion in this part 
of the . country ~s suggested, though not exactly on account of the amend
ment. It is general but specially among educated and the thinking clas:,e~. 

14. In this part of the country women do favour early consumwation of 
their children on account of their desire to see grandchildren rather ead~· 
and on ac-count of their ignorance of th~ evil consequences .. 

15. In a case which recently :went to the All:lhabad High Court, ther~ 
,ve.re q.j.fliculties. As suggested above in am.wer to question (3) if a systeqi. 
of. tal;.ing declaration before marriages and registration of marriages ·is 
inaugurated it will have the effect of minimising such diflicuties besides. 
checking early marriages ~tnd early consummation. 

16. It will ·be minimi~ed to some extent but the margin being very small 
it will not have the desired effect. Of course, if the age of consent is raised 
to 16 ~n the ease of ma1·ital consummation and to 18 in the case of extra~ 
marital cases it will be reduced materially with salutary effect. 

. 17. Yes. In case ~f marital offences the period of imprisonment of th~ 
husband should not exceed the limit of 16 years o~ his wife"s age. Ther~t 
should become provision to punish those who bring a.bout early marriages. 
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-and consequent early consummation. Punishment to such men should be 
m11<:h higher than of the husband himself. . 

In case of extra-marital offences the punishment to the offender must 
be l"ery hea,·y and deterrent. The present scale of punishment appears to 
be ~;utfi<:ient in this case, but should be administered rather rigorously. 

B. Yes. The procedure for the trial of marital offences should be in 
camt!ra by Magistrates of advanced age and if possible by lady Magistrates. 

In the case of extra-marital offences the present procedure is sufficient 
but the girl concerned should be examined in camera and if possible 
que .. tioned by some educated lady. 

19. ~o. We cannot think of any except the spread of education and 
awakening of the people. 

20. ~o. The rahsing of the age of consent in marital cases will not be 
so t!tfectit"e as fixing the minimum age of marriage because when children 
.are married early consummation follows and offences do not come to court 
and en~n parents come forward to give false evidence that their daughter 
is of a higher Age than ~>he nctually is as happen~d in a case that came up 
bPfore the Allahabad High Court very recently in order to save the son-in-law 
from being puni::;hed. The abo\"e will be in consonance with public opinion 
as well. 

21. As the society at present exists strengthening of the penal iaw 
would be preferable, but education should also continue if possible. 

In Vernacular and Anglo-Vernacular 11chools there should be lessons on 
e\"ils of early n.arriage and prematua'e consummation. 

Oral Evidence of Mr. GAURI SHANKAR PRASAD, B.A., LL.B., 
Y akil, High Court, Benarea Clty. 

(Dc11ares, lOth January 19Z9.) 

.ll rs. JJeilliOit : Are you a Barrister P 
A. I am an Advocate. 
·Q. How long have you been? 
..1. For 22 years. 
Q. Have you knowledge both of city and village conditionsf 
.4.. Yes. I was born in a small town near· a village and received educa.. 

tion and have been living in Benares. 
Q. Would you mind telling us what caste you are? 
.-1. I am an Agarwal Yaish. 
Q. Jn your ('ommunity what is the marriage age? 
.rl. They n1arry generally below 12. 
Q. What is the age for boys? 
.t. Between 1-l and 16. 
Q. Jf the marriage age for girls is 12 when do they go to the husband's 

hou~e? · 

. .! . There is !lo restriction, they go straight away after marriage. That 
Js the cur~;e of 1t. 

Q. Do you think in a larger number of cases consummation takes place? 
.-1. It does. 
Q. You say in your answer'! that pube1ty is attained generally at 14. 

1'hey RO to the hm•band's hou<;e before that? . · 
.!. Yf>s. I h.a'"e got the instance of my own· niece. I had to contend' 

,.{:r;\: nuu·h nj;!;aw;,t other members of my family and much to their un
"'Jlhngness I }>OI>tponed the marriage as far as possible. The marriage took 

B2 
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place last year and the girl was about 13 at that time. I could not push 
it further. I was obliged to celebrate the marriage. The boy to whom she 
has been married is 18 and though Goana has not been performed the girl 
had to go to her husband's house to take part in certain ceremonies and I 
am afraid consummation has taken place. 

Q. Is that the same in all castes? 
A. It is mostly so in upper classes. 
Q. Is it different among the lower classes? 
A. Among the lower classes consummation takes place a little later_ 

They marry earlier but consummation takes place a little later. 
Q. How is it that in spite of your desire you could not keep your niec~ 

beyond 13? Is it on account of social ostracism? 
A. l\Iostly the ladies are against performing marriage late. They d() 

not let it go beyond 12. 
Q. At other places we have been told that the ladies do want to raise 

the age of marriage. 
A. They do desire. For instan<'e, I consulted my wife and she says that 

consummation· should not take place earlier than 16 but marriage should not. 
be deferred beyond 14." 

Q. Do you think that she would be willing to have a law fixing' the age-
of marriage at 14? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think women will support such a law or oppose it? 
A. The ladies would rather favour it. There is one thing that is always 

sticking in their minds. They consider iJ; would be against religion to 
defer marriage till after puberty because they think to give the girl in 
marriage before puberty is to perform " kanyadan ". and they consider it 
to be very.sacred. 

Q. You have seen a large number of early n1arriages. Have any cases 
come to your knowledge in which injury has resulted either to the mother 
or the child? 

A. Oh, yes. There happened one case in the family of my relation. The 
girl was 14 years of age when she gave birth to the child. She died on 
account of that maternity. 

Q. Did she actually die as a result of that labour? 
A. Yes. She was sent to hospital for delivery and the lady doctor 

there can give ;rou details.· The poor girl died in hospitaL She snstamed 
such bat! injuri,js that she c0•1h1 .uot ~;urvive. 

Q. Was that a girl of fairly good physique? 
A. I had not seen her personally. 
Q. "What about her relatives? Are they strong and healthy? 
A. They are mo;,tly fairly healthy. 
Q. When did that take place? 
.4 .. It happened sometime in October. 
Q. What was the age of the husband? 
A. l\Iust be about 23 or 25. 
Q. "'ould you say that that is an extremely exceptional case or do you: 

t,hink there arc a number of cases like that? 
.4. There are a number of cases but they do not come to light. 
Q. Is there a talk abo11t them? 
A. Yes. 
(,'. Do you know of any other case? 
A. I know of some other cases too in which death did not take place 

but they were extremely difficult cases of delivery. 
Q. In this case did the child die too? 
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A. The child surtived. 
Q. What is your opinion about the children of these young mothers? 
.1 .. The children are hopelessly weak, and they are short-lived. There 

is a dose relation of mine who was married very early and he has got .five 
or six children and they are all very very weak. I don't think they will 
live long. Fortunately they are still living. 

Q. What was the age of the .wife in this.case? 
A. About 12. 
Q. When the first child was born she must have been about 14? 
A .. Yes. 
Mr. Slwh Xarraz: Have you reason to believe that most of the married 

girls are consummated between 12 and 13 independent of the question 
whether the girl has arrived at. the age of puberty or. not? 

.4. Yes. 
Q. Do you think the percentage is more than 50? 
A. I should say more. It may be about 75. 
Q. Can you tell us whether the married gids are usually consummated 

before puberty? 
.4. Yes. 
Q. What is the feeling of men regarding consummation at this early age? 
.4. The educated are in· favour of an advance. 
Q. What is the feeling of the women? 
.4. The,v generally feel that the age should be raised. There is generally

a false notion of religion that maniage must take place before the menses 
begin. They think that it is " dharma" to give away the girl before 
menstruation. 

Q. Do you thi'nk women who are literate think in that manner or the 
village women think in that way ?.• · 

.-!. The percentage of those who think like that is decreasing. 
Q. You sa~T that the age of marriage and the age of consent should be at 

par and that should be fixed nt 16? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You know at present there is no age limit for marriage, don't you 

think it would rather be a sudden jump to go to 16 at once? 

.4. A~ a matter of compromi~e the marriage age may be fixed at i4 and 
con~ummation should not begin till 16. 

Q. But how are ~'OU going to make the law effective according to you. 
Girl~ ht>tween 14 anu 16 will be· consumm-ated . 

• -!. That is a very awkward position. There is one case which came to 
my not ico anu that I have referred to in my written statement. There 
was gr~:>at diffit·ulty in· fixing the aj:!;e in that case. Justice Suleman hail to 
reduce the bentence. He said the parents <:auld not be touched as the law 
~tom!. 

Q. Who should be the complainant in marital cabes? 

.4 .. The relatiYes and family people won't come forward and if w~ leave 
the matter to the police there may be some difficulty and extortion and 
hard,hip. It is a ,·ery difficult problem. 

Q. Would you leave it to the public to report sueh cases? 

J. Public won't take interest in these things. "'hat happen!~ in a 
particular family the puhlit> don't mind. J would suggest that some medical 
officer, for instann•, in municipal areas the health officer, may be made 
re,(JOil,ihle for making report of such cases. · 

JJ rs. llend•m : Do you think it would be possible to give thi~ work to any 
~;ocial organizations? 
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A. The difficulty is that it won't come to their knowledge and as I have 
said such cases are very rarely known to those outside the house. 

Mr. Shah Nau:az: You will like that the marriages should be registered? 
A. Yes. • 
Q. Don't you think it would be advisable that the officer who registers 

the marriages may be directed to compare the entries with the birth register 
and in case of breach he should make a report to the Magistrate of the Ilaqa P 

A. That is a feasible proposition. 
Q. Don't you think that the Magistrate should make a preliminary 

enquiry before issuing summons, etc.? 
A. He should. 
Q. Can you suggest any other method? 
A. I can't think of any other. 
Q .. Would you like to leave the punishment as it is now? 

A. No. In marital cases the punishment should not go beyond the 
age of 16. Suppose the age is fixed at 14 in marital cases and consumma
tion takes place at about 13 then the husband ought to be sent to jail for 
3 years, so that when he comes back the girl may be 16. 

Q. Would you exempt the girl from punishment? 
A. She should not be punished. 
Q. Do you think a boy of 16 should be punished? 
A. He will be sent to a reformatory, and will be kept away from the 

girl. That will be sufficient punishment for him 
Q. You think he should not be exempted? 
A. No. 
Q. Would you punish the parents of the boy or the girl alsoP 
A. It is they who are chiefly responsible. 
Q. Would you punish the priest also? 
A. The priest is an innocent beast. 
Q: Soriiefiii1es, ·we have been told, they make great mischief? 

A. They do and they make money. That is their only business jn these 
ceremonies., But it is the parents· who are probably responsible; if the 
parexits";ould :iu>t, eng~!lje ~h~ priest he ~ould not come in. 

~.,_Suppose we fix the marriageable age at 14 or 16 would you like to 
make. some exemptions?' -

.i. No. 
Q. 'In some cases where the father is very old or there are economic 

t·easons would you have exemption from the operation of the law? 
A. No. 
Q. You think hard cases should not make bad law? 

.A, They should . not. 
Mr. lllitra: What is the usual age of marriage amongst your own class? 
A. About 12 for girls and about 16 for boys. 
Q. Is the same among all the castesr 
A. It differs. 
Q. Is there any class where marriages take place after puberty? 
.4. Yes, among some Brahmins and Kyshtriyas where there is a system 

of dowry the marriages are delayed. If a bey of a higher family a('(-epts 
a girl of a lower family a larger amount of dowry is claimed. If the girl's 
parents are unable to pay they have to defer the marriage in order to 
have money enougb to pay for the dowry. 

Q. 1\Iay we take it that among Brahmins and Kysbtriyas ma1·riages take 
place- after puberty P 
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A. In some cases. In about 25 per cent. cases marriages take place 
after puberty. 

Q. Can you tell us the names of those castes where marriages always 
take Illace before puberty P 

A. Among Agarwal Vaishes and Vaishes generally marriages take place 
before puberty. Among Brahmins and Kyshtriyas also in some cases 
marriages take place before puberty. Among the Kaisthas as well this is 
the case. 

Q. What about the depressed classes? 
A. They celebrate marriages very early but consummation does pot take 

place so early. Marriages are performed even when the child. is in arms. 
Q. Is there widow re-marriage among the lower classes? 
A. Because the high~r ·classes don't favour it they think that that is'a 

curse. They think they . will be classes lower if they had that custom, 
and that they will be regarded higher if they did not have it. This false 
notion of prestige and status acts prejudicially in case of widow re-marriage 
among the lower classes. 

Q. Have you any experience about MohammadansP 
A. Not much. Even among the Mohammadans ·I have learnt that widow 

marriages are not favoured by the moneyed men, men of higher castes, 
Q. Y"ou s[)eakofregistration of :births. What is the practice here in this 

province? 
A. For towns the Municipal Act lays down that births and deaths should 

be reported within three days. 
Q. If it is not reported is there any punishment? 
A. There is. 
Q. Is it strictly followed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What about the villages? , . 
A. In villages the chowkidars'have instructions to report the birth to the 

thana. They report to the nearest police station. 
Q. But" perhaps there is no provision for punishment in case of non-report 

in villages? 
A. It is there. 
Q. Is the record accurate? 
A. It is not. 
Q. Then you suggest registration of maniages. DQ you mean merely 

a record or regular registrar and the payment of fees~ 
4. A nominal fee may be charged. This registration will have I. think 

.a deterrent effect 011 the celebration of early marriages, 
Q. You are suggesting that the age of the girl and the boy should also 'be 

given? 
A. Yes, and if possible it should be accompanied by the birth registra

tion certificate. When the birth of the child is reported a receipt is given. 
That receipt can very conveniently be attached to this report and. tha.t will 
be a check. 

Q. ThPre is a great difficulty about identification as names are not givep 
immediately on birth. 'When are the names given? 

A. Generally the " namkarn" ceremony is not performed. In very high 
families only this ceremony takes place. It comes about 6 months after 
Lirth. It takes place not earlier than that. There is that difficulty of identi
fication in mO'St cases especially when there may be many children born to 
parents. Without names it is difficult. 

Q. But that 'may be provided against ~£ there is a column left to be filled 
up about a year after? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Will the Hindu community accept the idea of registration of mar

riages? 
A. They may not welcome it because it will be en~ering into details. But 

this being n national ''idea, it should not be grudged. 
Q. You say, the practice of early consummation of marriage has no 

religious injunction behind it. Don't you think that there are texts in 
the sha8fras making it obligatory to have consummation within 16 days 
of puberty? 

A. I have quoted a verse occurring in Mitaksara on page 81, Chapter 3 
in support of my ·statement. There is some religious notion among the 
people. There was one Tehsildar and he. used to take leave from the 
collector every month for two or three days. The collector asked him 
once the reason of his leave every month and he said that he would be 
(:ommitting a sin of " Brunhatya " if he did not go to his wife after her 
menstruation. He was a very simple and innocent looking man. 

Q. Do you think that is not binding? 
A. It is merely recommendatory. 
Q. Are the marriage injunctions binding? 
A. No. 
Q. You don't think the orthodox will object to the law fixing the age of 

marriage? 
A. Among the lady folk there is generally the idea that marriage should 

take place before the menses begin. They consider it sacriligious to defer 
marriage till after puberty. 

Q. But as a matter of fact you said even now among 25 per cent. 
Brahmins and Kyshtriyas marriages take place after menstruation? 

A. Yes. In some of these cases the question of dowry comes in. On 
account of financial difficulties to give the dowry the marriage is deferred. 

Q. Is there any social pressure, any ex-communication if the marriage is 
postponed? 

A. No. 
Q. Is it tolerated then? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Even' the Brahmins do not care so much for the religious injunctions 

about marriage? 
A. Xo, they do not. 
Q. l\Iay we take it that if a law is passed fixing the minimum age at 14 

there will not be much agitation? 
A. There will be no difficulty. Some of the so..called religious people 

may raise hue and cry but that will not be much. I do remember the days 
Fhen I was in school and when the age was raised from 10 to 12. There 
was great hue and cry but nothing took place. The people became accus
tomed to it later on. Similar was the case in 1925. Some hue and cry was 
raised but all subsided. It is all temporary. If the law is changed now 
there· will some hue and cry, but we have to look to the national benefit 
rather than to ignorant cries. 

Mr. lllndnliyar: In those cases where the marriage takes place after 
puberty is the fact of puberty openiy publi~hed or is it attempted to be 
concea letl or is it ignored? 

.·L' It is not openly published, it may be concealed. 
Q. If such a marriage takes place is the sense of the community against 

sueh marriage? 
A. Yes. 

Q. And that IS the reason why the fact of puberty is hidden as far as 
possible? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Don't yo'\t think therefore that in your. community, Brahmin and 

other higher castes, the feeling is much against man;iage being postponed 
after puberty P 

·A. It is due to ignora~ce. .. 
Q. It is. difficult to say .it is due to what. Can I take it among the 

educated· classes, among the fairly literate classes there won;t be, this dis
content? 

.4. To some extent they will reconcile to it~ 
Q. Is there any idea of some 'religious sanction behind it? 
A. No. 
Q. Is that not the real reason why puberty is attempted to be hidden? 
A. It is not on account of any religious idea: ·There is some false notion 

of prestige. 
Q. What is the prestige? Would you put it as prestige or as something 

not sanctified? 
A. There is a general notion that· marriage should take place before 

puberty. 
Q. What is that notion duetoP 
A. They think it will be against dharma if marriage is not performed 

before puberty. 
Q. Therefore there is no question of prestige involved in it. Is it not? 
A. Prestige, because if that is known to others the man will be lowereci 

in their estimate. 
Q. Are the other inJunctiOns of dharma. strictly followed? 
A. The man thinks that he will be lowered in the estimate of others if 

he did not celebrate the marriage before puberty. There is an idea of 
" kanyadan ". There is no idea .• that it would be going against religious 
texts. ·The idea is that people" should not think that the marriage has 
been postponed till after puberty. 

Q. And that social degradation is due to the idea thilt the marriage 
1>hould be according to religious sanction~ 

A. There is no social degradation. Nobody knows the texts. 
Q. It is a question of degree. It may be as high as outcasting or it 

may be just a little lowering of the eyelids. There may be some talk that 
such and such thing has taken place P 

A. If they had attached any such importance to such a thing they 
would have outcasted the man who performed .marriages .after puberty. 

Q. l\lay I put it this way then, where marriages take place after puberty 
it is due to either economic causes or . the difficulty of getting a proper 
bridegroom P 

A. Both. 
Q. In a few case.ji,. it is due to conscious effort on the part of parents to 

postpone marriage fill after puberty. 
A. lt is not due to that. 
Q. In all these cases is it really an involuntary act? 
A. Mostly. But the educ;ted do defer it consciously and knowingly. 
Q. What is the state of feeling of the ladies in this province? 
A. They have that religious notion of performing dJ-1arma by givina 

kanyadan ' of a girl who has not attained puberty. 
Q. Have there been any ladies' conferences in this province? 
A. Several. 
Q. Has any resolution been passed in favour of post-puberty marriageP 
A. Only lately there was a conf~rence probably at Lucknow. 
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Q. From your knowledge of the participants in these conferences would 
you say they are fairly representative of ladies of the province or only 
advanced and educated ladies take part in them? 

A. The ignorant ladies would not go out of purda even to travel beyond 
their houses. Having worked in the Seva Samiti on the occasion of 

Grahan ' or some such ceremonial oceasions I have their experience. The 
people bring ladies of their families also. Unfortunately when they become 
widows they leave them here, many of them, uncared for. I had great diffi
culty of finding out where they come from. Their knowledge is so much 
confined to the walls of their houses. Such ladies could not be expected to 
join these conferences. 

Q. But such ladies ought to be infinitesimally small? 

A. Their number is very large. 

Q. Do they belong to all classes, rich and poor? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Can it be said that these conferences are fairly representative of .the 
opinion of these ladies? 

A. If we consid"'r the opinion of ignorant ladies who have no· idea of 
national well-being then we can't say that that opinion is really repre
sentative, then that conference would not be called representative. But 
then as a political body the Liberal Party is very small in number yet they 
represent public opinion. 

Q. I want to know if the ·dews of the educated ladies are put to the 
ignorant how will they take it. 

A. They will not like but if it is explained to them they will be brought 
round. Take for instance my own family, the elderly ladies are not 
educated but when things are explained to them they welcome the idea. 

ll!r. Yakub: To whom would you entrust the duty of registering mar-
riages? · 

A. It will be less costly if it is given to the authorities registering births. 
Q. Do you think that registering of births and deaths is not satisfactory? 
A. In villages it is not. 
Q. What would you suggest to improve the registration of births and 

deaths? 
A. There is a movement afoot for organizing panchayats in villages and 

that panchayat may be entrusted with this duty. 
Q. Would you make these cases compoundable? 
.4.. No. 
Q. Don't you think that if a husband is sent to jail on account of his 

wife his relations with his wife will not remain cordial. When he comes 
out he may desert her. 

A. I don't think so. Even if that will happen it will be in a infinitesi
mally small number of cases. 

Q. What is the general state of health of women in Benares and neal' 
about? 

.4 .. They are not very good in health because consummation takes pl:ice 
early. 

Q. Can you tell us what is the percentage of infant mortality here? 
A. The children die very early. Infant mortality is very high. It may 

be 60 or 70 per cent. or rather more. 
Q. You think the proper age for maternity is three years after mens

truation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If puberty is reached between 12 nnd 14 the marriage should be 

deferred till after 16? 
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A. Yes. But it will be "rery difficult to enforce the law if we at once 
raise the age from 13 to 16. 

Q. You think it would be better if it is raised to 14 and then after 
aome time it is raised to 15 and so on? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Of the two laws would you prefer raising the age of consent or :fixing 

the minimum age of marriage? 
A. Fixing the age of marriage because in most cases when marriage 

takes place consummation cannot be postponed. 
Q. Jp. these cases to whom would you give the power of making com-

plaints~ 
A. Jf possible to the Health Department in Municipal areas. 
Q. And in rural areas? 
A. There is no such organization as Health Department in rural areas. 

So it ean be the chowkidar or the second agency is the school master and 
the panchayat would do this work. 

Q. Do you think it would be better if these prosecutions are started 
a month or so after the marriage is performed, llecause it would be very 
annoying if marriage is followed at once by prosecution? 

A. Yes. 
Q. How long after would you like? 
A. A month or so, not more. 
Q. And what punishment would you award in such cases? 
A. I would like to keep the husband and wife away. The newly married 

couple should be kept separate. 
Q. Until the girl has reached the age of 16? 
A. Yes. 
lllrs. Nehru: Would you like the idea of separating the husband and 

wife by means of bonds from th~· husband? 
A. That won't work . 

. Q. Will only imprisonment work? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In case the bond is broken the imprisonment can be resorted to? 
A. That will make the matter further complicated. The boy may be 

sent to some reformatory sehool where no other offenders are sent. We 
have got one at Chunar, where the boys are taught some industry and are 
kept within the four walls of a big house. 

Q. Do you think it is necessary to keep them within the four walls of 
the house? 

A. Otherwise they will repeat the offence. This bond system is not work
able. It will not have the effect that it is desired to have. 

111 r. r akub : Don't you think in India the boys are not responsible for 
their marnages, it is the parents who are responsible? 

A. Quite so. 
Q. Would you punish the boy for the offence committed by the parents? 
A. The boy should be punished. 
Q. "lwt about the priest? 
A. He is· not so much responsible. His duty begins and ends with 

getting dabhna. That is the only objective with which he comes in. 
Mr. Kndri: Bu' some people have said that these Brahmins encourage 

people to have early marriage and press them for it P 
A. That is simply to earn their livelihood earlier. 
Mr. rakub : Would you like to have some matrimonial tribunals ta try 

these cases? 
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A. Yes, if poosible. And if available there should be a lady Magistrate 
and if not there should be some aged Magistrate to try the~ cases. The 
trial should take place in camera. 

Q. But if the 1\Iagh,trate is assisted by two .non-official. co-judges? 
A. That would be better. 
Q. Will that inspire more confidence? 
A. Yes. But those men ohould be drawn from some social reform bodies 

like the Arya Samaj. 
Q. You say marital enses should be tried in camera. "'hat about the 

trial of extra-marital cases? Don't you think they should be in camera? 
A. They may be, I am not very particular about that. 
Q. Don't you t-hink the extra-marital cases are even more scandalous 

tl1an the marital cases? 
A. Yes, even they ought to be tried in camera. In extra-marital cases 

( would not fix the age below 18. In all worldly affairs girls and boys are 
both expected to be majors at 18 and in these matters a lower age should 
not be fixed. 

Mr. Hlturyaca: When was the Arya Samaj established here? 
A. It must be before 1903. -The Mandir was constructed in 1903, so it 

must have been established before that. 
Q. How many members are there? 
A. About 100. 
Q. So far as Arya Samajists are concerned they marry their sons and 

daughters late? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the usual age amongst the Arya Samajists? 
A. They are expected to marry their girls not before 16 and their boys 

. not .before 25, but there is some relaxation as they are not so absolute. 

Q. They try to raise the age among other per~ons also. They carry on 
some propaganda? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Are the1·e any other associations? 
.4. No. 
Q·. Are the caste panchayats and village panchayats of old fashion or 

of new fashion? 
A. I\ew as well as old. 
Q. Have those conferences or panchayats fixed no age? 
A •. No. 
Q. Leaving aside the Arya Samajists is there any society which is work-

ing for. social reform? 
A. For instance -among the Agarwals there is the Agarwal Samaj. 
Q. Have they taken up this question? 
A .. Yes. 
Q. \Yhat is the membership? 
A. About 200. 
Q. Has this social reform made any headway among AgarwalsP 

A. Early marriage has been abolished to so_me extent. I was married 
when I was 12 years, but I ba,·e been marrymg my brothers and other 
relations at a much more advanced age. 

Q. Among the Brahmins the only question which makes for late marriage 
iii economy. 

A. Mostly. 
Q. 'That is the rule among other communitiesl 
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A. There are several castes among whom there is a system of doWIY, 
-that makes for the marriages. 

Q. What are those communities? 
A. Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Bhoomihars, Kaysthas. 
Q. What are the communities in which' early mar.riage takes place? 
A. Among these very castes. 
Q. Among the more orthodox: section? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What about the lower classes? 
A. They marry their girls at a· very early age. 
Q. At what age? 
A. Two, 3 or 5. Kories, Kurmies and such other castes all marry very 

early. 
Q. What about ChamarsP 
A. They also marry very early. 
Q. What about Julahns? 
A. They also marry early. 
Q. What is the age among them? 
A. Eight or 10. 
Mr. Katlri: Has it not been rising of late? 
A. It has been rising. That is the usual age. 
lllr. Rharorrm :·So this. is the age after it has risen? Previous to .this 

tms it less than this? _ 
A. I know cases in which child1·en were married in the laps of their 

mothers. 

Q. Since what time are these ages rising? 
A. No demarcation of time <'an be made. But it is owing to the trend 

41f the tilnes that the age has bee~ rising. 
Q. What is the present age :riow amongst these lower classesP. 
A, I think it is between 6 and 10. . 
Q. "'hen does consummation usually take place amongst these classes? 
A. Generally at and about puberty, but not before puberty. 
Q. Are these girls kept in thtlir parents' houses till they attain puberty? 
A. Yes; generally they are not SE'nt to their husbands before· puberty. 
Q. Ts there any community in which pre-puberty consummation. takes 

place? 
A. Yes; it takes plaee in most of the upper classes. 
Q. Does the s~·stem of Goana obtain in the higher cl::issesP 
A . . In some cases it does; in most cases it does not. The girls . are 

usually sent to their husbands' houses after marriage. and . usually con
summation takes plac-e without let or hindrance. 

Q. When do the girls of the higher classes usually become mothers? 
A. At U and 15. I have cited a case in which in October last ~· girl 

of 14 ga\'e birth to a child in a hospital and died. 
Q. What is the usual age of motherhood amongst the lower classes? 
A. Tt is about the samE>, that is, about 14. -
Q. You ha\'e gh·en a suggestion that there should be instruction in 

YE'rnacular and Anglo-Vernacular schools about premature consummation. 
What st·hools do you refer to? Do you mean primary schools? 

A. I mean the middle SC'hools where the children are likely to under
atand these things. 

Q. Do you not think that these girls cannot understand the evils of 
premature consummation though they can be taught the evils ·of early 
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marriage? On the other ·hand do you not think the results will be to the
contrary? 

A. They might be told that if children are born to boys· who are of 
immature age it will be national degeneration, etc. 

Q. Then you say that lady Magistrates should try these cases. Are 
there any lady Magistrates in United Provinces? 

A. I have said if possible they might be appointed. 'Then Honorary 
Magistrates are created by the Government from amongst people who· are 
not versed in law, and who are not also much educated, wh.Y not the· 
llagistrates be ladies who are of some education and standing! 

Q. Why do you want that these lady Magistrates should try these cases? 
A. I think that ladies would be better able to understand the situation 

and the practicabilities of the case. 
Q. Do you mean to say that men of advanced age would not be able t() 

understand these things as the lady Magistrates? 
A. The lady Magistrates would be better able to understand the posi

tion of the girls and the ladies. 
Q. But the accused would be boys? 
A .. But then the party who are offended against are ladies and the 

ladies would be able to understand them better. They would have more 
sympathy also because they would be better conversant with the sentiments 
of the people. Also they can examine the girls personally if necessary. 

Q. Have you got any experience of reformatory schools? 
A. I have visited them. 
Q. 'Vhat class of accused are sent there? 
.4 .. It is not confined to any particular class. 
Q. Are there any college students, or scions of any noble families in 

t_hese schools? 
A. No. 
Q. ·Then 0why do you say that these schools will be very good for high 

elass people?· 
.4.. The ordinary jails will not be gooct to send them to. The reformatory 

schools will be better places because there they will be able to learn some 
work and study some handicraft. 

Q. As it is now, all the juvenile offenders including thieves are sent t~ 
these schools. Do you want that these boys from high class families should 
be put along with them? 

A. I would prefer them to be there as compared to ordinary jails. 
Q. What is your difficulty in accepting the suggestion made already to

you in regard to taking bonds and separating them, keeping the boys and 
the girls in their respective parents' houses? 

.4.. All the same they will approach each other, and there will be no 
check, no guard and no watch. 

Q. What is the guard or check then by whieh you believe there will be
~ report of the first offence? 

A. I have suggested Panehayats. 
Q. Do you not think the same authority will report the second offence as

the first offence? If the prescribed authority is vigilant enough in the 
first instance, there ~s no reason why it will not be vigilant in the second 
instance? 

A. The same authority will have to look after cases of first occurrence· 
as well as second ones. ·Thus cases will be multiplied. 

Q. Ho'~ will it be more? Take the case of a village consisting of a 
hundred houses. There is a registering authority who is in charge of the 
l·illage, and he is either the sPhoolmnster or the Patwari. All the cases will 
eome to his notice. What· will be the difference if it is committed a second 
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time by the same parties P There cannot be double the miniber of cases 
because the number of parties will not increase.. Also by this arrangement 
you will not be ruining the life of the boy . 

. !. I think in such cases the rule may be relaxed, but not as a general 
rule. 

Q. You say that the officiating priests should not be punished, for it is 
the means of their livelihood. Are you not for prohibiting such means of 
1i velihood? 

A. I would do, but they are not the primary cause .of bringing about 
early marriages. · 

Q. Do you not think the priest is really influential in many cases? 
A. The priests are only consulted to see whether the horoscopes agree 

and whether the time fixed is auspicious. 
Q. Supposing in other parts of the country there is a great deal of 

infi uenee exercised by them? 
A. Then they ought to be punished. 
Q. No marriage can be celebrated except through the priest or the 

-pandit, and therefore why would you not make the priest punishable? 
A. I was talking of general cases in this country where Purohits do not 

generally bring about marriages. 
Q. But they officiate at the time of marriage, and those who participate 

in the marriage will be abettors. 
A. I am not excluding them, but I was talking of those cases where 

marriages are not settled by them. 
Q. Is there any way by which you can protect them as well as enact 

the law? For instance would you punish them in cases in which it is 
proved they knew the age of the girl? 

A .. Then they must be punished and it will be open to them to prove 
that they did not know the age of the girl. . 

Q. You refer to a case in which .a boy of 18 caused injuries to a girl 
of 16. You vourself sav that c·onsummation can be allowed in the case of a 
girl of 16. "\Vhat was the case you were referr~ng to? 

.4. The girl sustained some injuries in her private parts. 
Q. Was she under-developed? 
A. Yes; it was an exceptional case. 

Q. You say that 1lh08e "'ho ·are born to premature parents have a ten
dency to attain puberty early. "'hat is your basis for saying so? 

.!. I ha,·e come to know of some cases where puberty took place early, 
and on enquiry it was found that the parents of whom these girls were born 
were married early. '[ deduce it from these cases. 

Mr. Ka(iri: In paragraph 15 ;\'OU say that there should be a declaration 
before puberty. What is the kind of declaration you are thinking of? 

. A. Declaration about the age of the girl and the boy who are going to 
'be married. 

Q. By whom should the declaration be made? 
A. By the parent O\' the guardian before a· Magistrate or the. ~gister

ing Officer. 

Q. Do you not think that it will be a hard~hip on the agriculturists who 
live in the .villages? If you 1Iav.e areur.ate registration of births and ar.C'Ii.· 
rate marriage registration, do you think there is any need for such declara
tion? 

.·L Without declaration "'hat guaramtee is there that the age given i~ 
the proper age r 

.Q. The declaration may itself he false. 
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A. It will have some 'moral effect if there is such declaration. 
Q. But people who are anxious to marry their children early will malu~ 

false declarations and commit perjury. 
A. Then they ought to be punished. 
Q. Are you satisfied with the system of choosing Honorary Magistrates 

in this part of the country? 
A: There is dissatisfaction. Honorary Magistrates are created simply all 

a reward for helping high officials. 
Q. Do you think· you will be able to get proper men for matrimonial 

courts? Who will select the men for these courts? 
A. I want that there should be either a Panchayat system or some reform 

body. . ·• . 

Q. What is the system of birth registration prevailing in these parts? 
A. In Municipal areas the birth and death registers are kept in every 

ward, and a clerk registers the births and deaths. 
Q. Is it obligatory on the parents to report? 
A: Yes; omissions are punished. 
Q. What about the system in the rural areas? 
A. It is not· so rigid there, but still there is some provision. 
Q. Do you think the system is working satisfactorily? 
A. Not in the rural areas. 
Q. What suggestion would you make to make it more effective? 
A. I think some system of village Panchayats should be inaugurated. 
Q. Is there any village· Panchayat Act here? 
A. Yes; and Panchayats are being re-organised. There is a movement

for the re-organisation of villages, and for the establishment of schools in 
the villages. · The teachers of these schools might be utilised in some way. 

Q. We have been told that it is difficult to work these Panchayabt 
because of internal dissensions. Do you think so? 

A. There are bound· to be such things in the transitional period. But 
I think if you entrust the power to the schoolmasters, I think they will be 
a better agency. · 

Q. Have you got better class of men amongst them? 
A. One or two people might be partisan. These are mostly trained 

teachers who have had some education. They would be better than the
ordinary run of villagers. 

Q. Some witnesses have suggested that high infantile and maternal morta
lity is more due to frequency of maternity than. to early maternity. 
What is your opinion? 

A. It may be comparatively so; .but I think both are equally responsible. 
Q. Some people have suggested that this is a soeial matter and we must 

therefore leave i.t to social organisations to remove the evil. Do you agree? 
A. I think the remedy suggested is like leaving a disease to be cured 

ll7 nature. Government enacting a law will be analogous to employing 
a doctor to curtl the disease. 

Mrs. Nehn.' · You have referred to seduction and rape in this province. 
Have you follo1te-l any of the cases? 

A. I have follow"d one or two cases. 
Q. What was tht• age of. the girl? 
A. About 13 and 12. In some cases it was 9 even. 
Q. What class '1\"as it? 
A. Nonia, or the people who dig earth. They are low class people.. 
Q. Were all the ca&~ amongst low ulns8 people? 
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A. T only know the case.~ which came lo tha courts and they- were aiD 
amongst the low class people. 

Q. \Vhen did you come across tnese cases i' 
A. Within the last 5 or 6 years. 

Cltairman: To what community do you belongP 
A. I belong to the Agarwal Vaishya community. 

Written Statement, dated the 13th August 1928, of Dr. DHARAM 
DASS, Kavira.j, Ayunedic Yidyalaya, Hindu University, Bena.res. 

I. Yes, the percentage of married persons is less than the unmarried, 
2. Since 1925 the era of progress has begun. ·On account of the prevail

ing religious conditions of the people the girls are put to lot of troubles,. 
sometimes death occurs._ \Ye emphasise therefore to raise the age of matri
mony. 

3. It 1s due to the awakening of the people that their oppos1t10n -bas. 
le&sened. It is not due to law. Indirectly it has no doubt helped by 
modifying the ideas of the people. The consent of married girls should not
be before eighteen. 

4. Country has not been benefited for its special environment. The
law has been helpful in educating the people. It will be best to ameliorate
the condition of the society. The minimum age for girls marriage- may 
be fixed at 16 years. 

5. It is written in the Shastras that menstruation begins at 12 and 
stops at 50. On account of the·'intense poverty' of the people, the menstrua
tion period is believed to be 14 or 15. The rich people have menstruatioD' 
earlier than poor. ones, for diet, dress and thoughts bring about puberty 
much earlier. 

6. The illiterate people do not- pay any attention to this fundamental 
question. They should be educated to feel its importance. 

7. Marriage according to Shastras should take place before menstruatlOll' 
commences, i.e., a youth of 25 should marry a girl of 12. It is also men
tioned that a young man of thirty should marry a girl of 12 or a young man' 
of 24 should marry a girl of 8.. Religion does give permission as stated 
above. In fact age differs according to the circumstances. The sexual inter
course is not allowed before 16. As is given in one of the Shastras " If 
pregnancy takes place before a girl is 16 years old the child dies or remains 
weak throughout his life ". Here is another authority " ]\fan at the age of 
2-5 and girl at the age of 16 attain puberty and are fit for sexual inter• 
course. 

8. At the time of marriage the bridegroom and the bride indulge in 
sexual intercourse in these days. Hence the need of raising the . age of: 
matrimony. 

9. No. 16 years, i.e., two years after menstruation has commenced. 
10. In the 16th year. 
11. Many females die in travail a~d the children are crippled for ever. 
12. There are several other causes. the chief ones are mentioned above. 
13. Everyone is in favour of raising the age-limit of marriage. Awaken-

ing of the masses is more essential than the help of the law. 
Edueation amongst the people <>hould be widespread. 
20 .. The age of marriage be fixed. 
21. The social status raised. Then the desired effect can only be brought

about. 
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·Oral Evidence of Pandit DHARAM DASS, Vice-Principal, Ayunedic 
Yidyalaya., Hindu University, Bena.res. 

(Benares, 10th January 1929.) 

Chairman: Are you Vice-Principal of Aurvedic Vidiyala, Hindu Uni
-vertisy, Benares ? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that among those people who marry early consummation 

takes place before the girl is 13 years complete? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think it-- is common ·soon. after ·puberty? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Does it take place even before puberty? 
A. Yes, in some cases. Some girls have a child at the age of 12. 
Q. 'Vhat age do you think is suitable for marriage of girls or consumma-

-tion? · 
A. I think before 16 consummation should not take place. If t'1te boy 

-is 24 years and the girl is 16 years then the ova and semen will be of equal 
strength and if they are of less age than that, the children born will be weak. 

Q. Would you recommend that marriage age of girls should be fixed? 
A. No, marriage age should not be fixed but the age of consent should 

:be raised to 16. 
Q. When do marriages generally take place? 
A. I am an orthodox Hindu and I know that marriages do not generally 

take place before 14 on account of difficulty of securing bridegrooms . 
.Fixing of any age for marriage is also against the Dharm Shaster. 

Q, In reply to question No. 10 you say that the marriage age be fixed 
,at 16? · 

A. There is no harm if the marriage age is fixed at 12 and the age of 
-consent at 16 but marriage age should not be fixed later than 12. 

Mrs. Bead on: Can you give us details of any cases within your personal 
·knowledge of evil effects resulting from early consummation and early 
-maternity? 

A. I see such cases in the dispensary but I cannot give you any details. 
'These cases take place in all communities. 

Q. Can you suggest means by which the husband and wife may be kept 
:aloof after marriage? 

· A. Girls should not be sent to the husband's house. 
Q. Do you want that parent:;; who send their girls to the husband;s 

bouse before she is 16, should be punished? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What punishment should be prescribed? 
A. A small fine should be imposed; there should be no imprisonment. 
·Q. Should the punishment be given to husband or parents? 
.A. Both should be punished. 
Q. Have you found in your practice during the last 20 or 25 years that 

:girls now attain puberty earlier than 20 years ago? 
A. No. On the other hand puberty is attained later now. Previously 

the age of attaining puberty was 12 but now it is 13 or 14. It depends on 
,diet. 

Q. Is there any other factor which affects the attainment of puberty? 
A. Yes, by early companionship of the husband. menses occur early. 
Mr. Mitra: Do you belong to Bengal? 
A. Yes, I am a resident of Nadia. 
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Q. Js Ayurved a part of the Shastras? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is the authority of Ayun·ed binding upon the. Hindus? 
A. It is not only binding but I consider it superior to other shastras. 
Q. You have said that there should be no child-birth before 16. Sb.ould

•ne follow the real purport of shastras or merely the letter? 
A. You should follow the spirit of shastras. 
Q. If it is really to follow the purport the rules and regulations should be 

framed in such a way that the real purpose of shastras may be served. Is 
it not? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You know it is very difficult to keep girls away from consummation 

till the lOth year if they are married at 8 or 9? 
A. Because the injunctior•s are not followed there are the evil conse

quences. 
Q. You think a king should legislate in a way to keep up the spirit of 

shastras? 
A. It is for the king to legislate, I am not in a ·position to say anything. 
Q. If the king legislates for the best interests of the country,_ for th~ 

health of the people, and fixes the minimum age of marriage at 14 or 15 
what will he your opinion about that legislation? 

A. I am agreeable to such legislation. If the king takes the initiative· 
and fixes the minimum age of marriage at 14 personally I shall be agreeable. 

Q. Wnat about that shloke then, 'Asht Barsha ' and so on? 
A .. I do not like marriages at 6 or 7. It should not be at less than 12. 
Q. As an actual fact you know that mostly girls are married after 12. 

If you in,.,i~t upon shastric injunction you will simply make. people say that 
their girls are not 12 when they are actually above 12. That will really bEJ
eneouraging falsehood? 

A. Yes. Shastri\ is also law. If by law it is enaeted that marriage 
should not be c-elebrated before such and such age, that should be followed 

Q. Don't you think if a law is enacted the ·orthodox will mueh resent it? 
A. I can't speak of others but personally I am agreeabe to have such a 

legislation. 
Q. You are learned in shastras and you certainly know that the shastric 

laws also dwnge with the times. As times change the Rishies have laid 
down new laws. Is that soP · 

A. Yes, J have married my own grand-daughter at 13. 
Mr. Shah Nawaz: Can the present Assembly change the lawP 
A. "·hen there is no trouble occurring to the people the king can change 

the law. The Government can for the benefit of the people enact such laws. 
Q. Is the injunction about marriage before puberty recommendatory· 

or mandatory? 
A. 'Vith the commencement of the menses sexual excitement commences 

and the Rishies laid down that marriage should be celebrated before puberty· 
le~t harm may be done. 

Q. Jf they observe ' Brahmcharya 'P 
A. They c·an be married later. 
Q. Are these injunctions observed more in breach than in practice? 
A. Outwardly they observe but really they do not. 
Q. Tf no age is fixed for marriage how will you make the age of consent 

law effectiTe~ You say the age may be fixed at 16. 
A. The girl should be kept at the father's house. 
Q. When once the marriage takes place it is difficult to keep the girl· 

alone. The man will say, I will marry the boy at some other place. 
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A. If that happens the parents must also be punished. 
Mr. Bharga ra: If you want that a girl should have· no child before 16 

-the proper remedy is that there should be no marriage before that age? 
A. I want that marriage age should be fixed beyond 13. It should not 

'be before 13. 
Q. Is there any widow marriage among the Brahmins? 
A. Except among the lower classes no widow marriage takes place. 
Q. And many girls become widows at 5 or 6. Fixing the age of marriage 

-will remedy this also. Is it not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say that the age of consent may be fixed at 16 so that a girl may 

he healthy and ripe. What about the 3 years that will remain between? 
A. She will have to be away from the husband and have no consumma-

tion. 
Q. But why can't you raise the age of marriage itself to 16?
A. That will be against shastras. 
Q. But 13 will also be against shastras? 
A. For 3 years a girl can wait if a suitable husband cannot be found. 
Q. Suppose a girl is married at 13 or 14 and she becomes pregnant and 

.then you punish the husband and send him to jail. Will it not be death itself 
for the girl who has become pregnant to see the husband sent to jail? 

A. A, fine should be imposed. For a big man a fine is very degrading. 
Q. Do you think a fine will be deterrent enough? 
A. A hard punishment is bad in the beginning. Punishment would how

.ev~r be helpful in postponing marriages. 
Q. You know according to the " Chaturthikarma " ceremony the Garbha

-dan :;,hould take place on the 4th day after marriage, and consummation 
is only allowed by the shastras for the purpose of producing children. So 
that marriage should take place at such a date that it should be 4 days 

Jess than 16. 
A. I don't think there is anything in the shastras that a man must go to 

nis wife 4 days after marriage. 
Q. You say the child dies if the girl is less than 16? 
A. As a rule that is the case. 
Q. For murder the punishment is death. You say the fine may be 2 

rupees. Nobody would ever care for a fine of Rs. 2. "Why don't you give 
a heavy punishment? 

A. If you impose a small punishment first the people will begin to learn. 
Q. But if a man is 25 or 30 nnd has consummation with a girl of 12 do 

JWU want that the punishment should be 10 years. 
A. Yes, it should be so hard as that in that case. 
Mr. Kadri: In extra-marital relations what age would you fix? 
A. I would fix no age. That is against shastras. 
Q. Would you say that the present age of 14 be retained? 
A. The age and punishment must be as high as possible in these cases. 
Q. What are the injunctions in the shastras about the education of 

'girls? 
A. Education must be given at the house of the father. There is no 

'iimit put. 
Q. Is there a rule that girls must be given education like boys? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is there any injunction that Bramhcharya must be observed upto the 

=age of 25 or 30? 
A. Where is Bramhcharya these days? Nobody ob~erl"es it. Nobody 

o(:ares for the demands of the Samaj. 
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Q. Is there any injunction that a girl should observe Bramhcharya upto 
16? 

A. Xo. 
Q. It is for the ooys? 
.4.. If Bramheharya is to be obsen·ed the boy must be sent to Gurukul. 
Q. You ha,·e said that a girl is not fit for maternity till 16. Would you 

say that up to that age she should observe Bramhcharya? 
A .. A girl ought to observe celibacy till 16. 

Written Statement, dated the 24th August 1928, of Mr. K. PARTAP 
SINHA, Superintendent, Ayurvedic Department, Benares Hindu 
University. 

In r~ply to your questionnaire I have the honour to state that as an 
Ayurvedic practitioner of long standing I ha,·e ·~ome across cases in which 
cohabitation before full physical development of a girl has resulted in 
injury to her health and progeny. In the Ayurvtldic Shastra the age limit 
for this purpobe is fixed at 16 years for a girl and 25 years for a boy r~ 
pedively: 

eii'ftTt~2JqlfhHitllHr: Wqfcf1rfffJ{, I 

~~'l:i~ 'g~T'i( ill{ ~fT<T~: ~ f~q~ II 

~riT efT i'f f~(5lt~C[ ;;l1i£~ ~-a:f€tf~tJ: 1 
. (' . -

oW~~!fl~Hli illH'cnif CFH.<lC! II ~o, 11T. to~ ot: 

I am of opinion that the only reasonable method of enforcing this sound 
rule is to di~allow the consunuuat,.ion of marriage before the age of 15 in the 
case of girls. In Hindu Society, at present, boys and girls are married 
at a tender age, although the consummation of marriage takes place two 
or three :years after. It is a very silly practice, as it tends to stimulate 
sexual instincts at an unripe age, and, in some unfortunate cases, adds 
to the number of child-widows . 

. The attainment of pub~rty is no sufficient indication of physical maturity 
to justify the eonsummation of marriage. 

If the age of consent is raised beyond 14 or 15 years, to the ext~o .... v• 
which it must be raised, one of the measures which may be proposed to 
make the law effective is to enforce the registration of marriages through 
the agency of municipalities where the birth record is kept. 

In conclusion, I may :-ay that the present law regarding the age of 
consent needs revision and effective enforcement. ' 

Oral Evidence of Mr. K. PARTAP SINHA, Superintendent, Ayurvedio 
Department,. Benares Hindu University. · 

(Benares, lOth January 1929.) 

(Vernacular.) 

Chairman: Are you in favour of raising the present age of consent? 
A. Yes. 
Q. To what? 
A. Sixteen. 
Q. Is there any spe<·ial class here among whom early marriage resulting 

in early consummation before 13, takes place? · 
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A. You find this in all castes, from the lowest to 
Kurmies and Kunbies have all early marriages. 

Q. Even among the higi1er classes is this the case? 
4.. Yes. 
Q. Do many such cases take place? 
cL Yes. 

the highest. The 

Q. 
A. 

In the majority of cases does consummation 
Yes. Consummation may be after puberty 
consideration. They only follow custom. 
Do they join soon after marriage? 

takes place before 13? 

is no 
or before puberty. That 

Q. 
A. 
Q. 

Yes. Some advanced people may not do that. 
Is the evil in all communities? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is it a fact that among the lower classes the girl is not sent to the 

father-in-law's house till she has attained puberty? 
A. I don't think there is any such custom. 
Q. Do you know of any such custom among the Ahirs? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Then this lav.- is so largely broken. "Why don't these cases. come to

light? 
A. I don't think anybody cares for the law. Nobody cares to investi

gate. We make enquiries only from the Jnedical point of view. 
Q. But you suggest that the age of consent should be raised to 16-

How will it be made effective? 
A. Therefore prohibit marriage before that. That is the only way. 
Q. "What age would you recommend for marriage? 
A. Sixteen is the age when they should have marriage and join. 
Q. Would you then rather have the age of marriage fixed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think the consent law would be effective without the law of 

marriage? 
A. I don't think so .... There are some girls who may be developed very 

soon and they can join without any difficulty atJ 13 or 14. But there are 
some who are 18 years old but may not be able to stand. 

Q. Don't you think 16 is a good enough age? 
A. Yes. 
Mrs. N eh m : You want that the age of marriage should be fixed at 16? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Wbo should make the complaint? Do you want to make these cases 

cognizable or non-cognizable? 
A. It should be cognizable. 
Q. Then numerous cases will take place? 
A. When the people know that they will be punished they won't do that. 
Q. Is there any large number of people who think that it is religious 

injunction to marry before puberty? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Don't you think there will be great disturbance then? 

A. There will be some agitation. There is agitation against every such 
law. 

Q. You say those people are bound by religion to marry before puberty? 

A. It is custom. 

Q. Do you think people know about the present law? 
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A. I don't tllink they know it. 
Q. Do the educated people knowi' 
A. Nobody has to deal with law, and therefore nobody knows about it. 

I myself don't know the law. 
Q. Have you had ocC'asion to meet any cases of injury on account of 

·early consummation an~ early maternity P 
.!. I have written two books in Hindi, "Zachha" and "Parbhooti 

Paricharya " as Principal of the Lalithari Sanskrit and Ayurvedic College, 
Pilibhit. I have seen girls becoming mothers at 11. 

Q. When did that happen? 
A. It was 7 or 8 years back. 
Q. What was the caste of the girl? 
A. Kayastha. 
Q. Where was that? 
A. At Hardwar. 
Q. Do you know whether any injury resulted P 
A. She had trouble in her back. 
Q. Do you know of any other? 
.. -!. There are many cases at 11 or 12. 
{). How many cases would there be between 12 and 13.? 
A. I get 40 per cent. such cases. 
Q. Cases suffering from suC'h sort .of diseases? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is the same in villages? 
A. I have not much knowledge of the villages. 
Q. Do you know of any case in which there was trouble to _the mother 

:at the time of birth at 11 or 12? .. • 
A. They have difficult labour. 
Q. How runny cases have jou seen 1nthin ~he last two tn· tnree v~A"" I> 
A. I can cite five or ten cases. 
Q. What about the children P 
A. SometimE's the child is C'Ured and on several occasions the child dies. 
Q. Have you compared the C'hildren of older mothers with the children 

of younger mothers? _ 
.!. The children of older mothers are healthier. My brother was married 

at 16 and the girl was 13. Eight children were born and aU died. · 
Q. Have you had ~asion to talk with the mothers? .. Do they realise 

the evils? 
.4. I ha'l'e 50,000 cases a year. I see more cases of 'younger mothers. I 

.know several cases of " white leg ". 
lllr. Shah ~·au·a::: How many years practice have you goti' 
A. Fifteen years. 

· Q. How many maternity eases have you seen P 
A. I ha'l'e seen cases in thousands. 
Q. You say regardless of puberty consummation takes place? 
.-1. In those cases injury also takes place. There is womb trouble::~Iii 

·a large number of cases there is gr~at pain in back and there is constipation. 
Q. I~ it more among the younger girls? 
A. Yes. 

. Q. Can you say what time should elapse between puberty and cofummma-
~ooP · 

A. Three ~·ears after puberty consummation should take place. 
Q. Can you give any authority for-thatP 
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A. There are many doctors who can give you authority. 
Q. Have you known of cases among Mohammadans P 
A. Because of purda we can't· know of cases ·among Mohammadans. 

Even it we go to a :Mohammadan Lady patient we have to confine ourselves 
strictly to medical questions. 'Ve have no occasion to see their faces even. 

Q. Have you ever enquired about the age? 
.-i. No. 
Mr. Mudaliar: What is your proposal about registration of marriages? 
A. To make the law effective I think this practice will be very useful. 
Q. Do you want all marriages to be regi!;lte.red P 
A. Yes, you can ask the age of the couple and the physical fitness of the 

r,irl and the boy. · 
Q. Do you require the girl and the boy to be produced before th 

registrar? 
A. A medical certificate would be sufficient. 
Q. You want registration before marriage? 
A. Yes, before marriage. 
Q. You mean a license for marriage? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How would you get over the difficulty of attendance? 
A. You can appoint lady doctors. 
Q. Do you think a sufficient number of lady doctors is available to tak~ 

up this work P 
A. Within a few years you will find a number of them. So many nurses 

are available. 
Q. Can you say who should register these marriages? 
A. The Municipality can do it. 
Q. In the rural areas? 
A. The District Boards will do it. They have got health officers who 

can be made responsible for that. 

Q. There. will only be one health officer for the district? 

A. But there are very few marriages. During the tour the health officer 
can just go and manage it.· 

Q. You don't think people will feel it a hardship? 
A. No. 
Mr. Mitra: Have you read the different texts of Shushrat? A Bengali 

Pandit said that the age given by him was not 16 but it was 12. 

A. So far as I know 12 is not accepted by any learned Pandit. It is 
quite clear that he has given 16. I don't think. there are any different 
texts. 

Q. He was quoting to us the shloke saying menstrual course began from 
12 and ended at 50. 

A. But further on it is said that when the girl is "Atayantvala" no 
consummation should take place. 

Q. Do you find that the orthodox people realise the evils of early mar-
riage and early consummation P. 

A. They do. 
Q. You don't think there will be much agitation? 
A. No. 
Mr. Yakub: At what age are the bones completely ossified to make a 

girl fit for consummation? 
A. Sixteen. 
Q. Can you give any authority? 
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Q. You said that there should be a law fixing the age of marriage and 

that the offence should be made cognizable? Knowing the condition of 
Indian Police don't you feel that the ignorant people of the villages will 
be oppressed and bribery will become the common practice? 

A. I think village people are now growing wiser. They are not much 
afraid of the police. 

Q. How long after marriage should the case begin? 
A. I am a resident of Udepur State in Rajputana. "'e have to give 

information to the Durbar that the girl has become of such and such age and 
age of the boy is such and such and permission is requested for celebrating 
the marriage. The Health Officer goes to the place and even to the villages 
and after seeing the horoscope the permission is given. 

Q. Has every Hindu a horoscope and all the lower classes too? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What about the Mohammadans? 
A .. They may swear and get license. 
Q. Whom would you punish, the parents of the boy? 
A •. Till 18 the boy should not be punished. Below that the parents 

should be punished. 
Q. "'ho should decide such c:.""" ,' 
A. Ordinary courts, the Magistrates should decide these cases. 
Q. If there is a matrimonial court having two non-officials will that 

inspire greater confidence? 
A. That will be better. 
Q. Who registers the births? 
A. The municipality. 
Q. Is the age given there correct? 
A. I have not thought out th(t question. In the villages the chowkidar 

goes and reports the births to tlie nearest police station. The record how
ever is not correct. 

Q. How will you improve it? 
A. The vaccinator. goes and he can find out the age and then the teeth 

come out after the 8th month. From that you can make out the 'age. 
The license officer and the officer registering births should compare the 
ages. 

Q. Do you want any fees for this license? 

A. No, I don't think any fee is necessary. It is the duty of the State 
to do what is in the interest of the people. 

Q. 'Yill you make these cases compoundable? 

.4 .• How C'an they be compoundable when the girl has been ruined. 

Q. E\·en with the permission of the Magistrate? 

A. 'Yhat do you want to be made compoundable? There is uu <.:ase, 
there has been no fight for compounding. They think that it is dharma, to 
marr~· girls at an early age. 

Q. Supposing bond is taken that in future he will not do so? 

A .. The trouble in the first case would have taken place. · What will be 
the u>e of the bond now? 

Q. What punishment would you suggest? 

A. It ~hould be deterrent enough to prevent other people from repenting 
this offenre. 

Q. If this marriage law is not passed can you suggest any way of making 
the ron sen~ law effective? 
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A. I don t think it can be made effective. I know wives are even not 
allowed to talk. If we ask any question they do not give any reply. My 
girl was married at 12. It was all in spite of me. The result was that she
died within six months of Tetanus. 

Q. You think women are more responsible for tlris marriage than menP 
A. Women also have that belief. Even people from the· village believe

so. If the girl is grown up they say that she should be married. 
Q. Do you think the Mohalladars and the parents should be punished 

as a bettors P 
A. Whoever tries to have the marriage celebrated at that age should be· 

punished. 
Q. What is the usual age of puberty? 
A. It is different in different families. It all depends upon the diet 

and oth~r social . surroundings. 
Q. What is the general age? 
A. I found in Madras girls of 10 attained puberty. 
Q. How many years were you iri Madras? 
A. Years. ::( was a student in Madras. 
Mr. Bhargava.: "'hat is the usual difference between the age of the bor 

and the girl at the time of marriage? 
A. Among. the Brahmins. and Kyshtriyas the boys are older by two or

three years. Among the Vaish they are equal. 
Q: Amo~g the lower classes ? 
A. Generally they are equal. There is no marked difference. The Kun-

bis and Kurmies marry very early. 
Q. But the girl is sent to the husband's house when she is grown up? 
A. I do not know about that. 
Q. You know particularly about what? 
A. I know. only about cities. 
Q. You think consummation itself without a child is harmful at that 

young age? 
4,. '\:'flS~ 
Q, If the system of registration is introduced why do you want the 

police to come in? 

A. I do not suggest that the police should have the power. This however 
is a question for lawyers. 

Q. Do you want that everybody should know the law and everybody 
should be made responsible? 

A. Everybody at the time of marriage should realise that there is a· 
responsibility attached to it. 

Q. Supposing a girl is 20 and a man wants to marry her and he does. 
not take the license? 

A. Why not, wqat is the difficulty? 
Q. There will be many health officers who will ask for bride and the

man may be poor and thus he may be oppressed. Thus before the marriage 
the case may go to a High Court. 

A.· There should be the fear that if the law is broken there will be punish
ment. 

Q. Don't you want to make it a crime- if a man does not take out the 
lif'.ense? 

A. What Is the difficulty there? 

Q. How maHy lady doctors are there in Benares? 
A. You need not have many lady doctors. There is the health officer. 
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Q. There will only be one health officer for the whole District? 
A. You can hat"e two or three. 
Jlr. Kudri: You advocate the license system in order to prevent breach 

()f the law. Would you be satisfied if sufficient safeguards are provided 
for puni~>hing the breach of the law by giving the right of complaint to the 
headman of the village P 

A. Somehow the law should be made effective. 
Q. In Baroda this is the system. The village headman makes the prose

cution . 
.4 .• It is not necessary that licensing should be made compulsory but 

there should be the fear that if the law is broken there would be some 
penalty. I do not insist upon license.· There must be some arrangement by 
which the people must know their responsibility. 

Q. You don't want to make the marriage illegal? 
A. That will be a great difficulty for the girl", 
Q. Is frequency of child-birth more responsible. for mortality than early 

maternity? 
.4. Early maternity is more responsible. Frequency of child-birth is 

.difncult to stop. It is better to put off n1aternity. 

Written Statement, dated the 15th August 1928, of the AnJlima.n. 
Islamia, Gorakhpore. 

1. There is some dissatisfaction with the state of the iaw as to the age 
of consent as contained in sections 375 and 376, Indian Penal Code. Educated 
and enlightened people in this p[\rt of the country are of opinion that the 
age of consent must be raised bf a few years if we are to derive any subs
tantial benefit out of the law as contained in the above two sections. 

2. The circumstances which in our opinion justify making an advance on 
the present law are:-

(a) A girl below the age of 15 years is generally unalile to give an 
intelligent consent to cohabitation with a due realization of 
consequences. 

(b) Cohabitation at any age below 15 is generally extremely injurious 
to the health of a girl. Children born of such cohabitation are 
also very weak. 

3. Yes, crimes of seduction and rape are frequent in this part of the 
country. The amendment of the law made in 1925 has not succeeded in 
preventing or reducing cases of rape or the improper seduction of girls. 
In order to make the law of rape and seduction effective and beneficial it 
is essential that the age of consent be raised to 15 years. 

_ 4. .. X o, it has not· been effective in protecting ·married girls against 
cohabitation with their husbands within the prescribed age limit in any 
way. The age of consent in this case must be raised to 15 years and wide 
-publicity should .be gi,·en t<l the amendment of the law. We would suggest 
that the amendment if made should be announced to the public by beat of 
urnm in eadr Tahsil in every district, if we want to gain some immediate 
benefit out of it. 

5. Among the low class Hindus the girls attain puberty generally nt the 
n~e of 12 years, and among high class Hindus at the age of 13 years. 
:Moslem low class girls attain puberty generally at the age of 13 years while 
t\.te;)loslem high class girls attain puberty at the age of 14.-

6. ~n. our part of the c·ountry cohabitation· is common before the girl 
()Olllpletes 13 years amongst low class. Such cases..selrl.q,m .co:qte .:to..eourt. 
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7. 8<> far as we know early consummation of marriage before or at puberty 
has nothing whatsoever to do with any religious injunction. 

8. ' Gauna ' ceremony is common amongst the Hindus in this part of the 
country. It is performed generally after the attainment of puberty, but 
sometimes even before the attainment of puberty. This ceremony gene
rally coincides with the consummation of marriage. 

9. We do not consider that the attainment of puberty is a sufficient indi
cation of physical maturity to justify consummation. We are of opinion that 
there should be no consummation before a girl has attained the age of 15 
years. 

10. In our opinion a girl in India would not be competent to give an 
intelligent consent to cohabitation with a due realization of consequences 
before she has attained the age of 15 years. 

11. Yes, innumerable cases. We do know of cases in which cohabitaiion 
before puberty has brought about phthisis, consumption, hysteria, and 
trouble with menstruation. Also, we know of cases in which cohabitation 
after puberty but before full physical development has produced consump
tion, phthisis, mental debility, etc., and has affected the progeny adversely. 

12. Yes. The reasons are given in answer No. 11 above. 

13. Yes, there has been, but it is generally confined to the educated 
men. 

14. Hindu women in this part nf the country do favour early consumma
tion of· marriage for their children. 

15. Yes, considerable difficulty is often experienced in determining the 
age of girls in cases under sections 375 and 376, Indian Penal Code. Medical 
opinion is very vften misleading and inaccurate. \Ye would suggest that 
prosecution should prove age in such cases by producing extracts from the 
l\Iunicipal Birth Register or the village Chaukidar's book. Should it be 
found impo~sible to produce such exti:acts to prove age of the girls in 
respect of whom the offence of rape or seduction has been committed she 
should be subjected tci a thorough medical examination with the help of 
X-rays by 3 doctors not below the rank of L. l\1. S. or l\1. B. B. S., the 
opinion of the majority prevailing. Should all the three differ from one 
another the court should exercise its own discretion. 

16. Yes, we would certainly separate extra-marital offences from marital 
offences. · l\Iarital offences are of a light character and so the .maximum 
punishment should not exeeed a year's rigorous imprisonment while for extra
marital offences 7 years' rigorous imprisonment is enough as maximum 
punishment. 

17. If the Age of Consent be raised to 15 years we think that tbe diffi
culty or margin of error will be materially reduced or minimised. 

18. \Ve do not think it necessary to make any other difference in the 
procedure of trials for offences within and without the marital state than 
that the investigation in both the cases should be made by a Police officer 
not below the rank of an Inspector of Police. 

19. In, our opinion the existing safeguards are quite sufficient. 

20. In our opinion penal legislation would be more effective than legis
lation fixing the minimum age of marriage, and the former would find 
greater favour with the public. There should be no restriction regarding 
the age of marriage. The safe-guards are required in respect of the ("onsum
mation of marriage only. 

21. \Ye would. prefer to rely on the strengthening of penal law to secure 
the object in view. In our opinion it would take too long to s€'eure the 
object in view if we rely on the progress of social reform by m€'ans of educa
tion and social propaganda. 
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Oral Eviden.ce of Mr. MOHAMMAD AFI KHAN, representative of the 
Anjuma.n lsla.mia, Gora.khpore. 

(Benares, lOth January 1929.) 

Chairman : Do you represent the Anjuman Islamia, Gorakhpur P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are you a member of that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many members are there? 
A. About 75. 
Q. ~lay we take this opinion as the opinion of the Anjuman? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say that the law of the Age of Consent. has· not been effective ire 

protecting girls below 13? 
A. I don't think. 
Q. Do you think there are a number of cases of consummation before the-

girl is 13? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Both among Hindus and l\luhammadans? 
.4 .. Yes. Amongst the low class people that takes. place. But most o£ 

ihe cases are. not brought to light. 
Q. What is. the reason? 
A. Nobody cares to report the matter to the police. 
Q. You suggest that in the case of the same law the age should be raised 

to 14 or 1.5. There will be more prosecutions then? 
.-!. Generally girls are given awAy in marriage at 15 or 16 among the higl:u 

class people and 13 or 14; among the lower class Qfpeople. 
Q. Do you mean to say that girls are married at 13 or 14 in Gorakhpur~ 
A. Yes. There are rarely any marriages at 6 or 8. Even among the 

lower classes they take place from 12 to 14. Among the higher classes the
age is 14 to 16. 

Q. Amongst the lower classes what is the earliest age· of maternity? 
.4.. I know cases of girls becoming mothers at 13 or 14. 
Q. If we raise the age how are these cases going to come to light? 
.!. Raising the Age of Consent up to 1.5 will make a world of difference. 

When a girl becomes 14 her youth is in full bloom and girls are given· away' 
in marriage generally, as I have said, at 15 or 16 among the higher classes 
and 12 or 13 among the lower classes. There is a cltance of more prose
cutions. 

Q. But how will they come to light? They are non-cognizable? 
.!. I ha,·e suggested that they should be made cognizable. But investi. 

gation ~hould not he carried on hy any one below the rank of Inspector or 
Police. 

Q. Would you raise the Age of Consent to 15? 
A. Yes. 
Q. l\lnking the cases cognizable in a delicate matter like this, don't you 

think, will mean a lot of trouble? 
A. If investigation is conducted by the Inspector of Police I don't think. 
Q. What is your objection to the law of marriage? Is it religious? 

A. Tt will he irreligious. Aecording to the Shariat there should be n(). 
re5trietion so far as marriage is concerned. 
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Q. Does it say that there should be any restriction with regard to 
.cohabitation? 

A. No, not at all. 
Q. Then fixing the age at 14 will also be restriction. Is it not? 
A. In one way it may be. I do not transgress the law of Shariat when I 

say that the Age of Consent should be raised .to 15. 
Q. But in both cases there is no injunction of the Koran one way or 

the other? 
A. No. 
Q. How do you think that it is breach of r('ligion? 
.4. So far as marriage is concerned I think it is given that a girl may be 

given away in marriage at any age. 
Q. After puberty you are entitled to consummation of marriage. Put

ting the age at 15 curtails their freedom because a girl may attain puberty 
.at 12 or 13? 

_4.. It does. But there is one more law of the Shariat. Nothing is 
irreligious if it is for the good of the humanity. 

Q. Does that apJ.?lY to marriage also? 
A. But it is explicitly given that a minor may be given m marriage. 

There is no prohibition to marry a child girl. 

Q. Will you admit that the breach of the law of Age of Consent even 
if ·you raise the age to 15 will not be discovered unless the girl becomes a 
mother below 15? There is no other way of deciding whether consumma
tion has taken place or not. How is that fact to be known even to the 
police? 

A. It is possible if there is any minute enquiry. 
Q. You don't expect the police to make enquiry in every house wherever 

there is a girl? 
A. We have to do this thing otherwise we cannot save so many persons 

-who are dying. 
Q. But it is not effective. The evil is there? 
A. If the police try hard to discover, the cases may be found out. If 

the girl is sent to the husband's house there is the presumption that there 
is consummation, the police may go and enquire. " Rukhsati " should be 
stopped. 

Q. Would you like that "Rukhsati" should be stopped till 15 by law? 
A. That all depends upon the police. The police should make a thorough 

-.enquiry. 
Mrs. Beadon: You have said in answer to question No. 11 that you know 

innumerable cases of injury as a resu)t of early consummation. 'Vould you 
mind giving us details of one or two cases? 

A. I have seen some 10 or 12 cases in which the girl was married at the 
age of 12 in which the girl died of consumption later on. In some cases 
after a year and in some after 2 years and in others after 3 years. 

Q. But the girl may die of consumption even if she was not married? 

.4. It was heard that th-ere was some trouble with her menstruation and 
from that it was inferred that that was the cause. 

Q. Have you seen any cases in whic-h a young girl had a child and had 
trouble? 

A. I have known some caS('S in which there was trouble at the age ol 
13 or 14. 

Q. How many cases can you remember within the last 3 years? 
A .. I may have heard one or two c-ases. 
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Q. What was the caste? 
A. There was one :Muhammadan girl as well as one Hindu girl. ',J'hey were. 

both about 13. 
Q. What happened? 
A. The Muhammadan girl died. 
Q. What about the babies? 
A. The baby also died immediately within two or three days. 
Q. Are you an advocate? 
A. Yes. 

Q. What abouj; the children of these young mQthers? Are they on the
whole fairly strong and \'\·ell-off?' 

A. I don't. think so. 'They are vei'~ weak. 
Mrs. Nehru : Can you tell us "·hether your confidence is shared· by th&-

other people? 
A. At least I can say about our An]uman. 
Q. Are they 'willing for the police interference? 
A. Yes, somehow or other they would prefer 'this to prematu,re d~ath. 
Q. If this power of investigation is given to certain coq1mittees app~int-

ed for this purpose would you prefer that? 
A. Would they have the power of punishment also? 
Q. No. 
A. If they come strong enough that will be better. I don't think suQh. 

a strong and powerful committee can be formed. 
Q. If such committees are appointed by Government what is your objec

tion to that? The object of the Committee would be only to bring to light 
such cases in which there is a breach. 

A. -Respectable men of the town would be like the police, I think thai will 
be better, but I do-n't think it. js possib~. There ·.will ·oe difficulties. r 
don't think big men would like· to investigate s·uch matters; 

Q. By big persons are you thinking of wealthy persons? Can you think 
of any public-spirited persons who for the sake of society will give time? 

A. It is possible that with difficulty some men may come out. 
Q. Will you prefer that arrangement to police? 
A. I would, if that is possible. 
Q. Among which class of people is seduction and Tape very frequent P 
A. Low. class people. 
Q. What do you mean by low class? 
A. Chamars, Khaliks, Kevats and others. 
Q. l;; rape more frequent or seduction more frequent? 
A. Seduction is more frequent. 
Q. Are girls taken out from this province to other provinces for sale? 
A1· Sometimes thill happens but· it is. seldom. 
(/. Is seduction generally resorted to for the personal use of the man who 

seduces? 

A. Yes. 

Q. They ~tre not sold? 

A. No, they are not. 

Q. You say there is a difference of one year in the attainment of puberty 
between the lower classes and the higher classes, The higher class of people 
get puberty later than the lower classes. Can you tell us the reason for this• 
difference? 
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A. I think the girls of the lower classes are excited by the loafers. 
Q. So far we have been told that higher class girls on account of their 

_getting good food mature earlier. 
A. That •as my impression, but my experience shows otherwise; My 

o8Xperience shows that puberty is attained by low class girls at 12 or 13 and 
·the higher class girls get it later. 

Q. What is the reason of Muhammadan girls getting it later? 
A. I can't give any reason for that. That is my experience. I say this 

.thing because I belong to a l\Iuhammadan family. 
Q. You hear from women? 
A. Yes, I am not a doctor and so I have not examined any cases. 
Q. You have said that there is a change with regard to the Age of 

.Consent among the educated men. Do you notice any change among women 
also? 

A. I don't think women know anything of this. They don't know much. 
Q. Was there any public meeting of ladies at Gorakhpur to consider this 

~natter? 

A. No. 
Q. What is the state of women's education there? 
A. It is not good. 
Q. Are there girls' schools there? 
A. There are primary schools and Go;ernment schools up to the 4th or 

15th standard. 
Q. Do l\Iuhammadan girls go to these schools? 
A. Yes; but a few only go to these schools. 
Q. Do most of the Hindu girls go to the schools? 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Shah Nawaz: Are you against the law of marriage simply because 

it will deprive the parents and guardians of Muhammadan girls of the right 
.of giving the girls in marriage when they are minors? 

A. Yes; because the law of Shariat is explicit on the subject. 
Q. There may be different interpretations and conflicting opinions even 

~mongst the Muhammadans. Apart from the Shariat, what is your personal 
-opinion as: lawyer on if? 

A. I do not think I can answer this question, because it will interfere 
-with my religious principles. 

Q. Do you not think that the main object of giving minors in marriage 
"IS the welfare of the minor? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Acrording to Muhammadan law IS it enjoined that girls should be 

married before they attain puberty? 
A. No. 
Q. Is it not against the Shariat that the husoand should cohabit with 

.his wife when she has not attained puberty? 
A. It is not against the Shariat because jt is not given in the Shariat. 
Q. Do you think it is bad? 
A. Yes, it is bad. 
Q. Do :you not think that the e>il &hould be cherked? 
A. Personally I think it should be checked, but it IS not against the 

"Shariat. 
Q. Does not Islam order you to pre,·ent this e\·il? 
A. If it is an evil, Islam must prohibit it.) 
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Q. Do you not think that so far as connection before puberty goes, it 
must be checkmated. 

A. That is my per:;onal opinion; but I cannot say anything about the 
Shariat. 

Q. Amongst the Muhammadans in Bengal a large percentage of marriages 
are consunuuated before puberty. Do you think it is proper? 

A. It is not proper, and it must be checked. 
Q. How are :you going to check it? Supposing we find that the only 

method is to penalise marriages, would you not go to that length? Do you 
not think it will be in accordance with Islam? 

A. I think there are many other ways of doing it. 
Q. Penalising of marriages by law is the easiest and the simplest way. 

Do you think there is any way of checking this evil without a law? Pre
puberty marriages amongst the l\Iussalmans are mainly for the welfare of 
the minor. When the evil is so widespread that about 65 per cent. of the 
marriages in Bengal and about 30 to 40 per cent. of the marraiges in other 
provinces are consummated before puberty, do you· think that Islam will say 
that it should not be checkmated P 

A. I think the evil should be checkmated, but this is not the only way. 
Q. What is the other way? 
A. There are people who are advanced and they might carry on social 

propaganda. 
Q. Supposing we find that a number of Muhammadans are wasting their 

property in prostitution, and we want to checkmate it by bringing in a law 
saying that no 1\Iuhammadan should alienate his property for immoral pur
poses, would that be against the Shariat or not P 

A. I do not think it would be against the Shariat. 
Q. Similarly if you find that this liberty in regard to the marriage which 

has been given by Muhammadan law has been so much set at naught or 
abused, do you not think that it !s our duty to checkmate it? 

A. Our idea is that in regard to marriage what is given explicitly in the 
Quran should be observed. 

Q. DOPs not Islam say that one can alienate property at will? Have you 
heard of the Punjab Alienation Act? That is a law relating to the aliena
tion of property passed in 1901. Do you think that we are not Mussalmans 
to have accepted it? 

A. I think that if the Shariat says anything about any subject, it must 
be adhered to. l\Iuch good lies in that. 

Q. Supposing you abuse the power given by the Shariat? 
A. Then we should try to remove the evil from the people somehow or 

other; but that must not be against Quranic injunctions. 
Q. But the Quranic injunction here is permissive. The Quranic injuno

tion does not enjoin on you to give your daughters in marriage before they 
-attain puberty. It is simply permitted for certain purposes. Supposing the 
permission is abused very largely by Mussalmans, are you going to take away 
tha.t liberty or not? 

A. I think I might refuse to answer this question on religious principles. 
Q. You started the question of Shariat. 
A. I said it is clearly laid down in the Shariat. 
Q. It is only permissive power given to the legal guardian to give the 

girl in marriage before puberty. But my point is, supposing this power is 
abused, how will you prevent it? 

A. Hut I think it is mandatory. 
Q. It is not mandatory, because everybody is not obliged to marry his 

girl before puberty. 
VIII C 
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A. It is mandatory in the sense that the girl must be married after 
puberty. 

Q. You say she must be married, evidently for producing children. And 
yet you want to delay to Age of Consent. If a girl attains puberty do you. 
think that she must be married? What for? 

A. For the procreation of children. 
Q. Then why do you postpone consent? 
A. Because that is for the safety of the girl. I do not want to answer 

any more questions on this point because there is the danger that I might 
embroil myself with the community. 

Q. Do you• mean to say that you are not prepared to answer these ques
tions? 

A. I have not consulted the Mullahs on this point. 
Q. Do you mean to say that you being a lawyer, and I being a lawyer, 

1re cannot int€rpret Muhammadan law? Muhammadan law allows the guar
dian of a girl to marry a girl before puberty when she is a minor for some 
reason or other. Cannot we then interpret it by saying that it is per
missive? 

A. I do not think that any such discussion is given in our Muhammadan 
law books. 

1\I r. 111itra : Do you belong to the Sunni sect? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you belong to the Hanafi Sect? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is the payment of interest against Islamic scriptures? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If a man brings in a Bill to the effect that int€rest should not be 

charged at more than a particular percentage on the capital lent, would it 
be against Islamic scriptures? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know that Abu Haniia has suggested 18 years for consumma-

tion? 
.4.. I believe he has said it is up t{) 17. 
Q. Is it not a fact that his two disciples recommended 16? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will it be far wrong to infer from this that these Muhammadan 

authorities recommended at least 16 for consummation? 
.-1. Yes; _in the absence of any signs of monthly course. Then puberty 

will be presumed. 
Q, And have any other Imams like Shafi, Hambali or Malik suggested 

anything about consummation? 
A .. Nothing. 
Q. Is it not the spirit of the Islamic law then that consummation should 

take place at about 16? 
.-1. There is nothing definite or fixed in it about the age. 
Q. Is it correct to say that when the Imams have suggested that it 

should not be less than 16, the l\Iuhammadans should agree to it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say that there is no way of making the law of consent effective. 

Can you then suggest any other method by which consummation before 16 
carr be prevented? 

.4. It is not possible. 
Q. If you really agree with the spirit of Islam, unless there is anything 

against it, do you not think that the age should be fixed at or about 16? 
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A. I do not think that any age can he fixed, because it is explicitly given 
there that a girl can attain puberty from 9 to 17, so that if the girl attaimt 
puberty there may he cozn,urnmation. 

Q. Are you against compulsory primary education? 
A. No; not on principle. 
Q. Are you against a law for the prohibition of dl'ink? 
A. No. 
Q. Are they not against personal liberty? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you therefore mean to say that you are not on principle opposed 

tll marriage legislation? 
A .. Here there is a conflict with religious injunction, and I therefore 

reru~e to answer it. I do not want to give my personal opinion where there 
is an explicit law in the Quran . 

.llr. Yakul,: 'Vhat is. the law in the Quran which you refer to as being 
explicit? 

A. That a minor can be married. 
Q. Is it given in the Quran that a minor can he married? 
.4 .. I have read it in the hooks on l\Iuhammadan law written by Tyabji, 

l\fullah and others. 
Q. Have you read any hook written in Arabic? 
A. No; I have read hooks on :1\Iuhamrnadan law in English. 
Q. Have you read Hadiz? 
A. Yes; in Urdu. 
Q. Are you in a position to express your opinions about questions relat

ing to l\Iuhammadan law? 
A. Yes; I might answer, if '~ere is nothing in it which is against my 

religious principles. 
Q. Are you so much learned in l\Iuhammadan law that you are in a posi-

tion to express your opinion as an expert in Islamic law? 
A. No. 
CJ. Have you consulted any of the Ulemas on the subject? 

A .. I have consulted some Ulemas. (The witness here handed over to 
Maulvi 1\fd. Yakuh some papers which he said he got from a Maulvi.) 

Q. There is no reference in these papers about marriage. The only prin
ciple of law to which you have referred is that according to the Quran 
parents are at liberty to marry minor girls. 

A. Yes. 
Q. How then do you differentiate between a law of the Age of Consent 

and a law fixing the age of marriage? Both of them interfere with the 
libt>rty which is given to you according to Islamic law. 

A. I have already said that I object to fixing the age of marriage 
bec·ause there is an explicit reference to it in the Quran. As regards con
summation there is nothing. 

Q. Is it your opinion that if there is nothing for or against any prin
<>iple in Iolaruic law you can enact any law about that matter and it will 
not be considered an interference? 

J .. I do not think so, because the law of consummation as it is to--day 
fixes the age at 13, and that already interferes. 

Q. Did any Muslim object to the passing of the law when it was 
enacted? 

:1. No ; not before. 
c 2 
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Q. So may I take it that the ralSlng of the Age of Consent was not 
considered by the Mussalmans to be an interference? 

A. I do· not consider it is an interference. 

Q. Are there any Ulemas in your Anjuman P 
A. Yes. 
Q. When was your Anjuman formed? 
A. 16 or 17 years ago. 
Mr. Bhargava: At present the age in extra-marital relations is 14 and 

intra-marital relations 13. Witnesses have suggested that the age in extra
marital cases might be raised to 16 or 18, and nobody opposes. I would 
like to know the views of the .Anjuman and yourself on the matter. Suppos
ing a stranger has intercourse with a girl with her consent, at what age 
do you consider the girl is capable of giving an intelligent consent under
standing the implications of such consent P 

A. I do not think before 15. 

Q. Would you raise it further? In section 363, Indian Penal Code, it is 
16, and it is 18 under section 366.A, Indian Penal Code. 

A. It can be 16. 
Q. Do you realise that the fixation of any age for extra-marital relations 

is against the ShariatP 
.4.. But then there is already a British law on the point. 
Q. Supposing the law is not against the spirit of Islam and there is 

already a law for the welfare of the community, would you be in favour of 
the law? 

A. In so far as the religious point is concerned, I would not favour it; 
but there is already a law and it cannot be helped. 

Q. Leaving aside the Muhammadan stand-point, would you like that there 
should be a law for the Hindus, supposing the Hindu Shastras are not 
opposed to it P 

A. Yes; if the Hindu Shastras are not opposed. 
Q. So that your sole objection is the religious question. Otherwise you 

are not opposed? 
A. I have said that I cannot express any personal opinion on these 

matters where there is an explicit law. 
Q. Am) I correct in inferring that Balugh is the period when consumma

tion of marriage is allowed, and it is the period which is indicated by the 
onset of the menses by the declaration of the girl herself? 

A. Yes. 
Q. May I also take it that according to the explicit text of. the Quran 

any age which is beyond puberty is an interference with Muhammadan 
religion P 

A. I would construe it by saying that nothing is bad or against Muham.., 
madan law unless it is opposed to Muhammadan law. 

Q. Do you know ·anything about the condition of Arabia when this law 
in the Quran was written? Were there early marriages in those days in 
.Arabia? 

A. I do not think. 
·Q. Then do you realise that this law was propounded not with a view 

to do away with early marriages but to be the rule of conduct in a normal 
state of. society? 

A. Yes. 
Q. So that if there is nothing in the Quran, should you not find a way 

out? 
A. Yes; if there is nothing in the Quran. 
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Q. Do you not think that people are at liberty to find out solutions 
according to the changing circumstances? 

A. Yes; but consistent with equity, justice and good conscience. 
Q. Would you like to have a provision in the law analogous to section 107 

of the Criminal Procedure Code, saying that whenever the court is satisfied 
that the commission of the offence is likely to occur, the court may caD 
the parties and order the separation of the husband and the wife with a 
view to prevent the commission of the offence? 

A. Yes; if there is nothing in the Quran against it. 
Q. As regards the investigation of the police, have you attended any 

investigation yourself? 
A. Yes; I have. 
Q. Have you attended cases in which it is the bounden duty of au 

Inspector of Police or a superior officer to conduct the enquiry? 
A. Never. 
Q. Do you not think that even if a provision like- this exists, the subor. 

dinate officers conduct the investigation in the name of the superior officers? 
A. It may be. 
Q. Do you not think that this provision will be nugatory? 
A. We should move the Government to see that this provision is strictly 

followed. 
Q. There are some non-cognisable cases in which the Magistrates them

selves enquire into the offences. What is your objection to these cases 
also being enquired int() by the Magistrates? · 

A. It will be better. 
Q. You say that there is a large number of pre-puberty marital cases 

both amongst Muhammadans and Hindus. What will be the percentage? 
A. About 50 per cent. 
Q. Is it in rural areas, or in towns, or in both? 
A. They are more in rural areas. 
Q. Is it in Gorakhpur or in U. P. generally? 
A. I know it is so in the Gorakhpur division. 
Q. Is it found even amongst 1\luslims? 
A. A few cases amongst 1\Iuslims, but mostly amongst Hindus of the 

lower classes. 

Mr. Kadri: What are the objects of your .Anjuman? 

A. To promote good feelings between Muhammadans, and give them 
religious as well as secular education. 

Q. Have you got social reform also? 
A. Yes. 

Q. Has your Anjuman carried on any propaganda against early marriage-
by way of social reform P 

A. We have not done anything in tha_t direction. We might take steps. 

Q. 'Vas the btaternent discussed at any meeting of the Anjuman? 

A. These things were read and explained to the members of the Com
mitt(>e and they ai'pro,•ed of it. 

Q. You say in paragraph 2 (a) of your statement that a girl below the 
age of 15 years is generally unable to give an intelligent consent to cohabita
tion with a due realisation of consequences. Do you realise that according 
to l\Iuhammadan law marriage is a civil contract, and do you think that it 
is fair for a girl to be gi,-en in marriage before she can know the meaninl;t 
of the contract whieh she is entering intoP 
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A. So far as the marriage contract is concerned she can form an opinion 
about it. 

Q. Do you know that Bizavi says that the age of marriage should be 
18? 

A. I have not read that. 
Q. Will you accept it if Bizavi says that? 
A. I will look into other books and see what others have to say on the 

matter. 
Q. According to Muhammadan customs at present, the girl is sent to her 

husband immediately after marriage no matter what her age is. Is that 
not soP 

A. Generally it is so. 
Q. Is there any subsequent ceremony analogous to the Gaona ceremony 

amongst the Hindus? 
A. Yes; in U. P. there is. I was married in 1911 and there was another 

ceremony in 1912. 
Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: At present cases under 12 go to a Sessions Judge 

and above 12 they go to a Magistrate. Supposing instead of having these 
two different rorums we have a matrimonial court consistng of a Magistrate 
and two non-officials associated with him, do you not think that will create 
public confidence? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Would you like these non-officials to be associated as as;,essors, jurors 

()r as co-judges P 
A. I would have them as co.-judges. 
Q. Do you think that suitable non-officials will be forthcoming to act as 

co-judges? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you recommend that these marital cases might be allowed to 

be compounded with the sanction of the court in order that good relations 
might be restored between the husband and the wife? "' ould you like the 
cases to be compounded in suitable cases? 

A. I do not think there should be compounding. 
Q. But the Magistrate will refuse compounding in cases m which there 

JS a serious injury. 
A. Then the cases might be allowed to be compounded with the permis

sion of the court. 
Q. It has been suggested that in order to support the law of consent we 

might have a marriage register giving the ages and the names of the marry
ing parties so that we might know when there is a danger of the law being 
broken. Do you agree? 

.1. I am personally in favour of it. 

Q. Who do you think should be the registering authority? 

A. The Secretary of the Municipal Boards in Municipalities, and the 
District and Rural Hoards in rural area-;. 

Written Statement, dated the 18th August 1928, of Pandit Shree 
SADAYATAN PANDEYA, M.L.C., Chairman, District Board, 
(Mirza pur), Ahraura. 

1. No dissatisfaction. 
2. (I) The law as it is should exist for some time, before people adjust 

themselves for an advance on it. 
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(II) Ko ad\·ance seems necessary in the present state of our social evohr
tion. Bet~r and intelligent classes are in minority and they have begun to 
marry their sons and daughters at full age long before the existence of the 
Jaw. 

3. The crimes of :seduction or rape are not frequent in this part of the 
(·ountry. The crime of rape was never so common as to reflect any credit 
on the amendment of the law made in 1925 to prevent or reduce it. The 
~eduction of girls for immoral purposes has not been affected in any way 
by the law. This would probably happen at some distant period when not • 
only the Age of Consent is raised, but the age of marriage sacrament itself 
i~ raised. Improper S('duction can be materially reduced by taking stringeni 
action againot agents of immoral traffic, particularly public women who 
en,nare young widows and girls and put them into ignoble profession. 

4. The amendment of 1925 has not achieved anything as yet, as there is 
yet no sign of change of mentality, or knowledge of the law in general. 

5. The u~nal age of puberty here is 13; it is different in different castes 
eunnuunities or (·lasses of society. 

6. li) Kot common. 
Iii) Common. 
liii) Rare. 
Cases not (·oming to <·ourt. 
i. It is in a small measure due to religious injunctions which probably 

aimed at safeguarding honour and protection at some period in the history 
of our raC'E', but the most sacred texts of Manu prescribe 16 years as the' 
marriageable age of girls. The early consummation is done more as a custom 
than on any religious injunctions. In a country where it is for parents to 
make a proper selection of husbands for their girls, the sooner they· do it 
the more cont~mted they are to be off their responsibility. There is no 
r•{onalty for breach as poor parents in higher castes who have to make big 
pre~ents in marriage defer marriages considerably till they are economically 
~nnnd to lavish expenses for it. , 

8. Goana ceremony is perform~d with much zeal and show. It coincides 
with consummation of marriage. It is generally performed after the attain
lll!'n~ of puberty, generally a year or two after puberty. In labouring 
da~'es tht>re is no question oi age, whene'l"er the husband's side presse<>, the 
girl gof's in Goana but this is to help them in their avocation rather than 
for <·onsummation. 

~- Puberty is not sufficient indication of physical maturity to justify 
(·onsuuuuation. It is simply a sign that the cycle of life from girlhood to 
womanhood has set in. 16 years girl is well-developed for consummation 
and propagation of healthy race. 

10. 16 years. 
11. :\[~· experienf'e as a public man, magistrate and zemindar testifieS' 

that ,·ery young girls with their babies is a sickening sight. The girls are 
r•·rpetually ailing and the children are sickly, small in stature, ill-developed 
in r·onstitntion nnd generally die. 

12. I f'Onsider early consummation and early maternity not only respon
~ihlt> for high maternal and infantile mortality, intellectual and physical 
rlPierioration of the people, but chiefly responsible for social misery, and 
>:rt>at ernnomic drain sustained owing to performing marriages too often 
and "!•ending large amount of money for medi<·ation. 

l!l. There is yet no developed state of public opinion. These questionS' 
are confined to cPrtain classes. 

1-L 'Vomt>n do not fa'l"our early consummation but they are helpless in 
a 'l"ir·ious f'yclt>, when marriage and Goana are performed by the force of 
rmto•n or religion~ injundions, they don't find any virtue in restricting 
thPir 'om to ~ee their wi'l"es when they ha'l"e come to live with them. 
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15. There are difficulties in determining the age. In case~ of difficulty not 
only the age but the physical de>elopment and mental state also should 
be taken into consideration. 

16. Yes. 
17. Yes, I would separate. For extra-marital the punitive laws are suffi. 

ciently strong and effective. For marital cases it should be treated as 
misdemeanour till the time public opinion grows stronger, and the people 
are understanding their responsibilities fully well. It should be made incum
bent on husband to provide sufficiently for food, and medical treatment and 
there should be a judicial separation till the time she is fit for consummation. 

18. Yes, for extra-marital as they are done heretofore, but for marital 
a Magistrate not below 2nd class powers in conjunction with the village 
Panchayat. 

19. The proper safeguard is to announce the age of the girl at marriage, 
the period of Goana and consummation can be easily calculated afterwards. 

20. The former is more reasonable, the latter is more practicable. The 
latter would be more suitable. 

21. I prefer the hands of law partly to secure protection for the offended 
and the social workers to justify their preachings done in the interest of 
women and the State. 

Oral Evidence of Pandit Shree SADAYATAN PANDEYA, M.L.C., 
Chairman, District Board, Mirzapore. 

(Benares, lOth January 19.29.) 

Chairman: How long have you been Chairman of the District Board? 
A. 6 years. 
Q. What is the age of marriage amongst the communities in the part of 

the country in which you live? Are the ages different amongst different 
.communities? 

A. I have not marked any great difference in the marriageable ages in 
'the different communities. But as people have advanced in thought and 
.educatio:a there has been improvement in the fixing of the age of marri.lge. 

Q. What is the age of marriage newP 
A. Generally people marry their girls between 12 and 14. 
Q. And boys? 
A. 16 to 18. In this connection I may tell you that this morning a 

'Brahmin came to me with his son. The boy was not more than 12, but 
he had been married. But I was all the more shocked to hear that his 
Gaona ceremony was going to be performed shortly. I asked him to defer 
it till 17 or 18. 

Q. Are there a large number of child marriages below 12 amongst the 
lower classes P 

A. I know of many child marriages which have taken place at the age of 
4 an'd 5 of the girls. It i<> mostly amongst the Kunbies, Kachis and the 
Kohars and people like that. 

·Q. Do you think that consummation follows soon after puberty? 
A. It does. 
Q. Do you think mostl of the girls are consummated before 14 completeP 
A. Yes; 50 per cent. of them are consummated between 12 and 14. 
Q. Are there a large number of girls who attain puberty after 14? 
A. There are very many who attain puberty before H, and many after 

14. 
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A. Yes. 
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Q. Have you reason to think that the- law of the Age of Consent now 
at 13 is broken in many cases, that is, does consummation of marriages tak~ 
place in many cases before 13? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is it very common? 
A. I think it requires gathering of statistics to give a definite answer. 

But I think on the average it will be 20 to 25 per cent. 
Q. Do you think that the law of marriage would be more effective thaD 

the law of the Age of Consent? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you keep the law of the Age of Consent as it is and not increase 

it, because it will not be effective? 
A. It may be effective later as public opinion gFows stronger. 
Q. Do you want the age to be raised P 
A. Yes; it may be raised to 15. , 
Q. If you have a law fixing the age of marriage, what age would y011 

suggest? 
A. I would have 14 for girls and 18 for boys. Aw far as I am concerned 

I would start with 14 and would gradually increase it. 
Q. What age would you have for extra-marital relations? 
.-L I would have 16. 
Mr&. :Hendon: 'Vith reference to paragraph 11 of your answer can you tell 

us whether you have come across any cases in which there has been injury?' 
A. In my capacity as a Magistdte I do not get such cases because I am 

only a second class Magistrate; nor have I come across such cases in my 
private capacity. 

Jlr&. Nehru: What is the punishment you would like to have for marital 
offences? 'Vould you like to retain the present punishment, even when you 
raise the age to 15? At present under 12- it is 10 years and between 12 
and 13, 2 years. Would you like to have the same punishment between 12 
and 15? · 

A. Yes; I would retain the present punishment. 
Q. Do you think it is too much, because you have to take into considera

tion the welfare of the girl? 
A. I am in a dilemma. 2 years rather appears to be too much in cases 

of legal married relations. I would therefore have only simple imprison
ment and fine. 

Q. There is a suggestion that a bond can be taken from the husband to 
keep the girl separate from him till the prescribed age, and punishment 
might be awarded for the breaking of the bond. - Do you agree? 

.4 .. I think that would not be sufficient, but I will agree to it if you 
make the breaking of the bond punishable. But I think bonds might be 
taken from the parents of the boy and the girl. 

Q. If the boy is a minor bonds will be taken from the parents, but if he 
is a major then the bond will be taken from him and he will be held 
rPsponsible . 

.-L I agree to it. 
Q. To whom would you give the right of complaint? At present anybody 

can make the complaint. 
:L Yes; anybody might be permitted to make a complaint. 
Q. Would you like the cases to be made cognisable? 
.4.. Yes. 
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Q. Do you not think there will be police interference if the case is made 
cognisable? 

A. Police interference will not be conducive but I think it wiil be 
essential. At the same time I am afraid there will' be much corruption. 

Q. Do you not think that the police at present are not so trustworthy? 
A. Yes; but if you are going to make the cases non-cognisable how will you 

start the case ? 
Q. At present anybody may complain, but as you know nobody has made 

use of the law. Do you think if power is given to certain recognised 
organisations, it will be effective? 

A. I think that would be much better. The general public would not 
ordinarily like to report such cases, because it is not so advanced in educa
tion and social thinking. 

Q. Do you think that people are advanced enough to help such organisa
tions in their work? 

A. As education is spreading this thought is taking firm root amongst the 
less educated and illiterate people. 

Q. Do you think that such organisations will not be harasseed by the 
people? 

A. At the start they might be harassed, and they might be somewhat 
unpopular; but they will get used to it as time goes on, and there will be 
no more fuss about it. 

Mr. Nawaz: Will there be serious agitation if the law of the age of 
marriage is passed as indicated by you? 

A. I do not think. 
Q. Will it be acc!'pted by the members of the U. P. Legislative Council? 
A.. Yes. 
(The Witnesses here handed over to the Chairman a copy of the Book 

" Hindu Ethics ", by Babu Bhagvandas and said that it contained some 
slokas of Manu which meant that a girl of 20 should be married to a boy 
of 30. The witness said that there was a different interpretation of the 
sloka).' 

Mr. Bhargava: Do you know that some of these slokas have been inter
polated subsequently? 

A. Yes; some people hold that view. 
Q. Then what is the use of trying to interpret it in a different way when 

you can as well say that it is an interpolation? Do you realise that the 
Vedas only contemplate late marriages and not early marriages? 

A. I have not read the Vedas, and so I am not able to say anything on 
that matter. 

Q. Do you know that Goana did not exist formerly, but it is only a later 
ceremony? 

A. Yes. Formerly four stages of life were prescribed and after the 
student life there was the entry into family life. That life began in boys at 
the age of 24. · 

Q. Do you believe that Hinduism is a scientific religion and as such it 
could not have countenanced any early marriage like that? 

A. Yes. 
Q. What is the usual difference between the age of the boy and the girl 

amongst the low class people who have early marriages? 
A. Sometimes the age of the girl is more; generally the ages are equal. 
Q. In some cases does it happen that the boys are a year or twc older? 
A. Yes. It is not only so in the lower classes, but it is also in the Bhai 

classes, and the Kshatriyas and Thakurs, because they cannot get suitable 
husbands for their girls. 
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Q. "'auld you subscribe to the ~tatement that a boy of 14 is incapable 
of inkrcourse? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then is not your statement that about 50 per cent. of the marriages 

are <:on~ununated before puberty wide of the mark? .According to you some
tilfles the girls are older than the boys and a boy of 14 is generally incapable 
of c:ommitting the act. 

A. He might be able to <:ommit the act, but unsuccessfully. 
Q. Do you mean that these connections do not take place to that extent? 
A. Yes. 
(,1. You ~ay that punishinent in the case of marital relations should be 

[JOnd-; in the first instance and failing that there should bet punishment. Is 
it not so? 

A. Yes. 
(/. But th~n we were considering the case of yo)lng boys. But generally 

it happens that widowers marry young girls and consummation follows. Do 
you think that in those cases if the girl is pregnant there should be no 
p11 nishment? 

A. That is a different case. 
Q. What punishment would you have then? 
.i. 2 years would be sufficient. 
Q. You say that organisations might be given the power of complaint. 

Are there any such organisations in U. P. who might be entrusted with this 
power? 

A. There i:; a Seva Samiti at .Allahabad; but I do not know of any other 
organ i~a tions. · 

Q. Would it not therefore be better to retain the law as it is and allow 
anyl.udy to make a complaint plus allow such organisations to make com. 
plaints? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You are in favour of a judicial separation for a certain period. 

Supposing there is a provision of law like the one (107) in the Criminal 
Pro•·edure Code to the effect that if a Magistrate is satisfied that an offence 
i~ likely to take place when the husband and the wife are brought together, 
then the Magistrate can ask them to give Ill bond and separate, and if they 
do not separate a penalty might be imposed. Would you be in favour of 
such a provision as a preventive measure? 

A. Yes. 
J/ r. Kanhaiya Lal : Would you be in favour of a system of reporting 

111arriages to a prescribed authority giving the names and the ages of the 
111arrying parties so that we may be able to find out where the law is being 
broken? 

A. Yes; marriages might be registered on the analogy of births and 
deaths. 

Q. Who should be the authority to maintain these registers? 
A .. In urban areas the Municipal boards; but in the case of rural areas 

it will be diflicult. I do not think village Panchayats would be satisfactory 
for the purpose. · 

Q. Would you employ the same agency that is now employed for the 
n·gist ration of births? 

A .. It is not satisfactory. 
Q. Would you employ separate registrars for the purpose in each 

district? 
A .. I do not think one or two registrars in each district would be 

sufficient. 
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Q. Then what agency would you recommend for rural areas? 
A. I think the appointment of registrars as you suggest would be the 

best means. 
Q. Would you further recommend that a free marriage certificates should 

be issued to the marrying parties so that they may keep them for the 
purpose of record? 

A. Yes. 
Q. In the same way, would you recommend the issue of birth certificates 
that they might be kept as a record of the ages? 
A. It will mean much difficulty in the case of villagers, because moat 

of them are illiterate. 
Q. Would you like to make marital cases compoundable with the permis

sion of the court? 
A. Yes; because the parties are legally wedded and already maintain the 

relations of a husband and wife. 
Q. At present under 12 the cases go to a Sessions court and above 12 to 

a Magistrate. Do you recommend that such cases can be tried by a. matri
monial court consisting of a Magistrate and two non-officials associated witli 
him? 

A. Yes; it is quite good. 
Q. Will it inspire greater public confidence? 
A. Yes; these marital cases would then be secluded from the ordinary 

courts. I think it would be best. 
Q. 'Vould you have these non-officials as assessors, jurors or as co-judges? 
A. They ought to be co-judges. Of course they ought to be men of 

superior standing with some qualifications. 
Q. Do you think suitable men will be available to act as co-judges? 
A. Yes; they would be. 

Written. Statement, dated the 31st December 1928, of Rai Bahadur 
VAIDYANATH DASS, B.A., Banker and Zamin.dar, CantonmenJ: 
House, Ben.ares. , 

1. The answer to this question particularly depends upon the education, 
training and freedom of women. Provinces in India differ to a great extent 
in the above conditions, as for example, Bombay, Madras and the Punjab. 
'Vhere there is no purda system, rape cases are wonderfully l()W. The age 
·consideration is of much importance in Northern India and specially in the 
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh owing to the social barrier and inability 
of women to mix in society. 1\Iy opinion, therefore, is con~erned chiefly 
with the social, educational and communal state of boys and girls in these 
provinces. 

The nge limit of 14 or below it is not what is at present wanted. 
Though it is true that girls below 14 can realise as to what they are going 
to do, but they are incapable of understanding the consequences that will 
follow their action till the age of 16 or above it. Sixteen or above can 
safely be put as a period when complete understanding as to consequences 
that will fellow a particular action comes to a human being. Further, the 
present age limit of 14 l·annot save a girl from fraud or seduction. It is 
too tender an nge according to the present conditions, for a girl to be 
always alert and cautious. If the present age limit be raised to sixteen, there 
will be less possibility of fraud and seduction, which are many a time 
used in rape cases. 
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2. (a) I am not in favour of retaining the law as it is. 
(b) I have already stated my reasons for making an advance on the 

present law in my answer to question 1. 
3. (a) Yes. 
•b) Not to a very great extent. 
(c) The law can be made effective, if the legislators fook into the point 

from the light of Hindu sentiment on the crime of rape, adultery, etc. This 
is the gravest crime what the Hindu Law says. The age of 14 or 16 cannot 
be enough unless the girl is sufficiently alive to her interests to give her 
com-ent or not to the criminal action-a girl who is sufficiently experienced 
as to the consequences of the crime referring to her own self-degradation and 
to the family and community to which she belongs. It is not only a question 
of legal punishment, but there is still a question, equally important, of 
social and religious punishment. A Hindu girl, when deprived of her 
chastity by a non-Hindu or by a Hindu of what~ver caste he may be, is 
ex-communicated from her community and has to ·pay a heavy penalty to 
her priest, while the man in punished under law. Therefore I am of opinion 
that the law should be such, if a change is going to be made at all and 
if it is meant to be effective, as to raise the Age of Consent for rape 
ca.~es to 19 years, considering the circumstances which I have noted above 
with reference to the social, educational and communal drawbacks, and 
social and religious conditions of these provinces. 

But if the age limit be raised to 16 even, the offenders will have less 
opportunity to coax or to seduce the girls easily. 

4. The law has been effective to al very little extent. As far as I know, 
not a single case has been brought in this city by a wife against her husband 
for cohabiting with her before .13 years, nor the parents bring such cases 
because they do not like to incriminate the members of their family. 

As regards 4 (1), it is very .«ifficult to state its answer. l\Iarriages 
generally take place after 11! or 12 years, and nobody knows what is going 
on within the zenana. Though Gaona ceremony takes place in majority of 
cases, but very few know about the age of the bride. 

As regards 4 (2), public opinion is becomming strong in marrying girls 
at 13 or later than that. But generally speaking the public neither knows 
nor eares to know the law. Even if any stwh case may of'enr in any family, 
it is least p~sible that the case will be brought to the notice of the 
~nthorities. 

As regards 4 (3), this is being done in some cast€s, or rather in some 
families. The prevalent religious idea that girls ought to be married 
hPfore puberty still has got much hold upon the people and therefore legal 
authority is outweighed by religion. Further, in certain communities mar
riagps generally take place when girls are only of 4 or 5 years. 

lJiy proposals. 

In order to make the law effective, I make the following suggestions:

(1) A Marriage Registration Office should be opened. 
(2) A register keeping regularly, simultaneously with that of the 

Municipal Board, the date and name of every child born in 
each year datewise should be maintained. 

XoTE.-Jt is generally found that the child is not named on the date of 
llis birth and therefore the parents cannot give the name of the child then. 
('nn'PfJliPntly, a provision !'.hould be made that the child's name be registered 
within three years from the date of his birth. 

(3) At the time of marriage, the names of the bride and of the brid&
groom and their respPCtive ages with dates of birth and place 
be reportNl in the office. Then the calculation should be made 
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and if the girl be aboYe 1=3 ~·ears, she may be allowed to he 
married. 

~OTE.-The office need not be turned into a court and no judicial proceed
ings need be taken. It should be a sort of executive office but separate from 
the Municipal Board. 

(4) On being .informed, the office should issue a writ of permission. In 
cases where it finds that the girl's. age is below 13, it should 
issue a notice forbidding the parents to marry her. 

If the parties persist in their action an injunction duly signed by 
the Sessions Judge be served upon them to resist from the 
marriage, otherwise they will be prosecuted for contempt of 
court. 

NaTE.-This law should be made uniform throughout India. because many 
a time inter-provincial marriages take place. By this I mean that the bride 
belongs to one province and the bridegroom to some other. 

SPECIAL NoTE.-If the above suggestion be considered not practicable, 
then the only way to make it effective is to educate the public opinion of 
the zenana of the country. 

5. They attain puberty at about 13 years. 
6. (1) Yes, in the illiterate class. 
(2) Yes. 
(3) Yes. Generally cohabitation begins by 13 years. As far as I know, 

such cases are very rare. 
7. As far as I know, no religious injunction exists for consummation of 

marriage; it exists only for marriage. The principle is that consummation 
of marriage should take place after puberty. 

8. (a) Yes. 
(b) It generally coincides with the consummation of marriage; it IS very 

seldom anterior to it. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) It depends upon the consultation of stars ac·cording to the horoscope;;;. 

of the person concerned. 
9. (a} Not in every case. 

(b) The answer to this question must be very uni:·ertain. No cut and dried 
rule can be passed in answering this question. The physical development is 
a question which is concerned with the general health of the girl; what time 
an unhealthy girl can take to acquire sufficient physical development cannot 
safely be ascertained. The time and age of puberty also vary according to 
the climate and place of the country. Therefore nothing can be said definite
ly on the point. If the health is bad, care and precaution should be the 
fundamental points to be taken either by the parties concerned or by the 
guardians. 

10. The answer to this question is already given in my general remark 
given above, but ordinarily speaking 16 may be taken to be the approximate 
age. 

11. (a) Yes. In families where proper guardianship is not exercised 
cases of this kind occur. 

(b) The answer to this question is most uncertain. Generally the injury 
sustained is under 12 years, or if the health is bad it may be above. The 
injury is of various kinds; it may be mental or the heart may be affected, or 
there might be some uterine complaint and so on. 

Generally women of the urban area suffer from the following diseases :

(1) Indigestion. 
<2) Q>nstipation. 



(3) Leucorrhoea. 
(4) Weakness of the eyes. 
~5) Cramping. 
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(6) Shivering and cold sensation. 
(7) Consequently, general debility. 

12. Yes. But in addition to that there are equally important points to 
be considered which affect the intellectual and physical development of the 
people, v·iz. :-

Poverty. Want of sufficient nourishment. Unhealthy Municipal arrange
ments for hygiene. Municipal department wanting in supply of sufficient 
.doctors to look after the maternity cases. 

This question can be divided into two parts, men and women living in 
the rural area have sufficient vitality to cope with such difficulties which is 
greatly wanting in the urban area owing to congestion and other municipal 
.drawbacks in the proper administration and care of health. 

13. There has not been much development of public opinion about the 
.extension of the Age of Consent in the social circles of the household, because 
there has not been sufficient education in the zenana. The public opinion 
may be traced in the law. courts, where the officers have to meet puzzling 
:arguments, about the certainty of the age of a tender girl of 13 or 14 years 
of age. It generally happens that a girl of 12 or under 12 may be proved 
to be 13 years old or one below 14 may be considered as one of 14. Generally 
it happens that cases of this kind come before the court from lower classes 
.and very rarely from the upper. 

14. Sometitoos. 
15. (a) These difficulties have been experienced by the court officers, who 

have to depend upon the nature Qi evidence. 
(b) To advance the age limit. · 
This difficulty can also be solved by the adoption of my proposal made 

in my answer to Question 4. The court can summon the register and find 
.out the exact age of the girl concerned. 

16. Yes. 
17. (a) Yes. 
(b) In case of marital offences, if the husband has sexual intercourse with 

'his wife before the marital age limit he should be punished only to 10 years 
imprisonment witlt fine. 

In case of extra-marital ofFences, the provisions of the Indian Penal 
Code are up the mark. 

18. Nothing except already provided in the Criminal Procedure Code. 
19. No further safeguards, other than those provided for in the Indian 

Penal Code, are necessary. 
20. (a) Penal legislation may fix a higher age of consent, which is likely 

to be more effective than fixing the minimum age of marriage. The marriage 
in India, so far as the Hindus are concerned, is treated as religious and 
social duties. for the parents or guardians to perform at a certain age without 
any consideration of puberty or not puberty or any limit. of age. In differen~ 
·ea~tes different age limits for marriages are observed. In some castes like 
Kurmces, a girl of 4 or 5 may be married with a boy of 6 or 7. Further in 
the Brahman community a bride of 9 years or below may be married with a 
bridegroom of 12 or 13. So it is very difficult to fix a minimum age of 
marriage in India where so many castes, creeds and nationalities, such as 
Hindus and 1\Iohammadans, etc., reside. The legislation has in fact no hold 
upon the people. 

(/J) The form11r. 
21. J c·an rely to achieve the object under consideration on the progress of 

-social reforms by meam1 of edu<>ation and social propaganda. 
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Oral Evidence of Rai Bahadur BAIDYANATR DASS, Banker and 
Za.mindar, Cantonment House,. Ben.a.res. 

(Benares, lOth January 1929.) 

Chairman: Are you in favour of making an advance in the law of the ag& 
of consent? 

A. Yes. 
Q. What would you have for extra-marital relations? 
A. I want to raise the age to 16 or above as the case may be in different 

provinces. In my province I want it to be 18 because- I find that a girl of 
16 here is not sufficiently ripe in experience to know the consequences. 

Q. The present age of consent in marital cases is 13. \\nat would you 
have it at? 

A. 16. 
Q. \Vould you prefer that to a law of marriage? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it because the law of age of marriage restricts the fre~dom of th& 

people to marry their girls at any age? . 
A. Not necessarily because of that. In my opinion penalisation is 

necessary. Consider our social condition now. Formerly there was religious 
penalty, but it has become obsolete now. Therefore there should be legal 
penalty. 

Q. If you fix the minimum age for marriage, then in case of breach of 
the law the parents would be punished? 

A. I want 'that the parents should be punished if the marriage has taken 
place before the age fixed. 

Q. What would you have as the minimum age of marriage? 
A. It would be difficult to answer because at present among the Kunbies~ 

Kohlies and others marriages take place early. 
Q. But it is specially with a view to put this evil down that we want 

to fix the age. · 
A. I think it ought to be between 14 and 15. 
Q. For boys? 
A. Between 16 and 18. 
Q. To make the law of consent effective you have suggested certain 

methods. You say "On being informed (of the marriage) the office should 
issue a writ of permission. In cases where it finds that the girl's age is 
below 13 it should issue a notice forbidding the parents to marry her." Do 
you mean that a licence should be obtained before marriage? 

A. Isaid that there should be a marriage register. 
Q. Do you not think that it will be a difficult and a tedious procedure tOo 

ask people to go long distances to district magistrates or other prescribed 
authority to obtain the writ of permission? 

A. We are out for reform. Unless some measure of that kind is adopted 
it will be very difficult to make the law effective. 

Q. Do you not think that it will be troublesome to people? 

A. It will be troublesome because most of the people will not know 
whether there will be necessity to take permission or not. But then they
will realise that they should not marry before 13. 

1\Irs. Beadon: \Vith reference to paragraph 11 do you know of any cases. 
in which there has been injury? 

.4.. No. 
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Mrs. Nehru: You say that neither the parents of the girl nor the rela.
tions would come forward with complaints against the husband. Supposing. 
there is no marriage law, how do you think we can get over this difficulty? 

A. All I can say is that unless there is sufficient education cases will not.. 
be brought to light. The ladies in our houses are treated like slaves and 
they cannot be expected to bring the matter to light. Also there is so much. 
delicacy about the matter. 

Q. You say that nobody knows the age of bride. Can you tell us why
the age is concealed? 

1. It is known; but generally it happens that the priests if they can find_ 
a good match in a good family conceal the age. But it happens only in rare
cases. 

Q. To whom would you entrust. the power of keeping these registers? 
A. I want some responsible officer or some respectable body of persons to. 

be in charge of it. I want that only municipal boards and district boards 
should be 11;iven this duty. They may be in charge, but I do not want to
rely on them solely but would like to have some supervising officer. 

Q. What is your reason for not trusting these municipal and. district 
boards? 

A. My reason is that they have so much work which they are not attend,.. 
ing to properly and this will be one such thing more. 

Mr. Shah Nawaz: Are you in favour of a law of marriage? 
A. Yes; I would have 14 for. girls; in any case not lower than 14. 
Mr. Mitra: Do you think there will be opposition· from the orthodox. 

community? 
A. I think there should not be, because they are at the bottom of all this 

mi~;chief. These people are presumed to be orthodox, but the;r are not really-
30. 

Q. Do they realise the evils of early marriage? 
A. No; any Pandit will say that a girl should be married at 9 because 

she is then a Gowri. 
Q. Do they marry their girls before 12? 
A. Sometimes when they get a good match they marry their girls even 

at 9. 
Q. In cases in which girls are married late, is there social oppress10ni' 
A. No; In our own community we have raised the age of marriage and 

girls of 16 are sometimes married, and nobody raises any objection. 
Mr. Bltarga1:a: Did any conference of your community fix any age for

marriage? 
A. The All India Agarwal Conference was held last year at Allahabad, 

but I do not know what resolution was passed there. As far as I know
boys lower than 18 should not be married. 

Q. In 17 (b) you say that the punishment in marital cases should be 10·· 
years whereas the present punishment is only 2 years between 12 and 13. 
Would you like to alter the punishment? 

A. I think I made a mistake. I would like to retain the punishment 
as it is. 

Q. You say that a Hindu girl, when deprived of her chastity by a non
Hindu or by a Hindu of whatever caste he may be, is ex-communicated from 
her community and has to pay a heavy penalty to her priest, while the man 
is punished under the law. How is the priest paid? 

A. In such cases like this if there is some illicit connection between the 
parties, apart from the legal punishment, there is social punishment also. 
A Prayaschit will have to be performed, otherwise she will not be taken, 
haek into the fold of her caste and will be outcasted. 
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Q. Is the boy outcasted also? 
A. Yes; those who are religious think that the boy should make some 

Godan and go upon a Yatra. 
Q. Do yoll know of any cases in which a girl whose chastity had been 

~iolated underwent the Prayaschit and paid the priest? 
A. I know of a case in which she was ex-communicated. 
Q. What happens to the parents? 
A. The parents have nothing to do with it. 
·Q. What happened to the girl? Did she go away with the non-Hindu? 
A. Yes; she must go. 
Q. You say that children's names should be registered within three years 

:after the date of their birth. Do you not think there will he confusion, 
because by that time another brother or sister might be born to the child. 
Why not therefore have it after three months? 

A. Yes; you might make it three or six months inst-ead of three years. 
Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: Would you advocate a system of registration of 

marriages giving the names and the ages of the marrying parties to a pre
scribed authority so that we might know when the marriage law is being 
broken? 

A. Yes; unless it is done l do not think that the law will be effective. 
Q. Who should maintain these registers? 
A. A combination of certain organisations mixed up together, say, some 

from municipal boards, some from district boards, and some from some 
respectable bodies. 

Q. Would you like to have registrars for this purpose? 
A. That would be expensive. 
Q. Would you like to have municipal and district board agencies? 
A. Unless they are properly organised it is no good. 
Q. What then is your recommendation? 

A. My recommendation is that a separate registration marriage board 
should be appointed, and it should be under a judge or Magistrate. 

Q. In Bihar non-officials have been appointed Registrars and a fee of one 
rupee is levied. Do you think that is right? 

A. These non-officials will be helpful, but there should be some respectable 
supervising authority. 

Q. Would you like the marital cru;:es to be made compoundable with the 
permission of the court ? 

A. Yes. 
Q. At present ca.ses under 12 go to a Sessions Court and above 12 they 

go to a Magistrate. Would you like that these cases should go to a 
matrimonial court consisting of a Magistrate and two non-officials to be 
associated with him P 

A. 
Q. 

there 

That will depend upon where the court will be situated? 

There will be a matrimonial court in each district and it will sit if 
is a case. 

A. If it is a special court I will have no objection. 

Q. Do you not think it will inspire greater public confidence? 

A. Yes; it would. 

Q. Do you think that proper and suitable men will be availahlli!l to aet 
as co-judges? 

.4. Yes. 
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Written Statement of Professor RADHA PRASAD SHASTRI, Oriental 
College, Benares Hindu University, Benares. 

According to ancient holy scriptures (Vedas and Upnishads) the Dharm
shastr and Ayurveda the period of cohabitation commences only after the
completion of the age 16 and not before that. 

'ei' •rtft~1l ~ tW:rn:n::rrn: tRrfcftrfrn:r 1 . ' 
~:r~:noq-:ff gJ:Jq 1'1-ii ·~f:qo~ \f fqq~~ 11 t 11 

~"1 'Cfr if r~~<sJr~~ ~1m ~~~~~ 1 

o~~~iiT'fffT~t 1'1llll:iTif if 'Cfil~~CI II ~ II 
' 

~~Cf 1ll'h:~Ti{ 'it[~TU t o I 

ThP above lines mean that if a man of any age less than that of 25 years 
copulates with a girl below 16 years the ehild shall either die in the womb 
or after being born breathe his last before long or even if he lives shall live
with his organs quite weak and emaciated. So a nwn should aYoid raising of 
children in a girl of tender age. · 

~"'ftllJQl~Cf ~iiff Wl.ltc( ~u~~i{ 11 fq~~fo 
A girl should wait for the period of 3 menses. 

"'ftf1lf C{t{T~Glt'Rl Cfil~i'l fQf!'ll'l~ifi£. I 
?To<a~?i -q~ u fCI~ ~~'ri t~fn~t 11 cfr'{TClif ~flf 

A girl even after her pubPrty sn~uld await her father's command for 3 years. 
Thereafter she can choose for herself a hu&band to her liking. 

"'ftf~ ~~it~rr Wlll~(I'H'fl ~) 11 lf~~frr 
This abo conveys the idea mentioned above. 

ctir;rmtt~TCf. frr~ lZ~ CH~~tt«rftl 1 
if~~ift tltl~"fJ Ulll~Tif-rn cnfif~C{ n t n 

It is better for a. father to permit his daughter to remain in his own house
even till her death rather than to giYe her away to an unmerited husband. 
She should not choose her husband for 3 years after her puberty. She should 
select one for herself only after she becomes of 16 years. 

:.V.B.-From the ahm·e lines it is dear that even after her marriage a. 
hu~hand has to wait 3 years in order that her menses may be fully ripened. 
It is better thereforA to enjoin upon a girl to wait for her own selection of 
her hu>hand till the said 3 years have elapsed. The reasonable rule of law 
is eorrohorated hy \'edic injunetion saying that a husband should wait till her 
monthly-eourse becomes mature. 

~TtiH tl~.t1ltlm~~~(!J ~i'?l!lll 

~ Cf~~Rfut Ull'liT ~il1!llflfCflf'CfcnT 11 
~~. '!EPZ· ~ ~o t ~-e "q'o ~ t Jie C:.. 
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When lnlayabya asked by his wife the daughter of Birahspati to cohabit with 
her he gave a fiat refusal in the way mentioned in the stanza, considering 
her to be a quite premature age. 

N.B.-From the above lines it is evident that a girl has to complete a 
particular age when all the signs of womanhood ·as given above become 

.apparent over her body. A man must respond to the calls of the religious 
duties for deserving to be called a man in its proper sense as follows:-

1:l'J:t1 f~ iniulht~ r~21tt1 
liif~ ofl ill! ti"Jfil: ~lflifT: II 

A little consideration will make it clear that a man who has an instinct for 
~beying the holy scriptures can alone have reg:ud for the injunctions of the 
Vedas. For him only the necessity of the Vedas is unimpeachable. It is 
.only with reference to the girls who have become full grown sixteen years of 
age or are yet less than the Paraskar Grihyasutra, 8th Kandika, 21st Sutra, 
lays down:-

f::f(l::fR'T!JT~~~l!JTfJli{l ~HH~.11!tllttoi 

~~~"{if f"~Q-ll'Tifi ~~~'lu:i q~~ f~r::flitno: 1 

trru~~~'Sf c; r.nf~11 ~t ~ 
A husband and wife should not use salt for three nights, should sleep on 
-earth and abstain from association for full one year or 12 nights, 6 nights or 
lastly at least 3 nights as the case may be. If she has been gifted away by 
father she should wait for a year, 12 days, 6 days for completing the age of 
16 years. Even if she is full sixteen years she must wait at least for 3 days. 

Thus after ex~tmining the Shastric injunction we fi.nd that the real agt.J for 
-cohabitation is after the attainment of 16th year. Therefore the rule of law 
.should prescribt- 16th year as the Age of Consent and not below that. Even 
-an unmarried Swayarnbara (who selects her own husband) is permitted t<> 
-choose her husband only when she is 16 years. There is no Age of Consent 
prescribed in our Shastras for cohabitation with a person other than her own 
husband so 1,4 years as the maximum age for consent is quite untenable and 
•Consequently the age mentioned in sections 325 and 326 of the Indian Penal 
.Code is quite unsatisfactory. A man is punishable in all cases of his un
justifiable copulation with women other than his own wife. He is liable to 
be subjected to sufferings and repentance, the amount and nature of which 
is amply vindicated in the Shastras, which if needed can be given later on. 
But instead of inviting punishment upon the husband he can be better 
instructed against his temptationi' and passions and he made prepared to 
wait till her monthly-course is full-ripened. It is for this reason that 
after marriage the odd number of years like the first, the third and the fifth 
.are prescribed for Gauna. During the interval her menses will be properly 
developed. There are two advantages of delaying the Gauna ceremony till 
!the expiry of 1, 3, or 5 years as mentioned above after marriage--firstly the 
same as we have explained above and in the seeond place:-

~ij~rot "tl 'lit liHtt' \lf;;;r-q) i'fl ·:[ll~frf 1 

"Cll'(-nll ~~~«llllt ~~ ifl"!f ~'Tlf: II t II .... 
"The above law will protect a man from incurring the sin described in the 
.above stanza which means that if a man does not see his wife after she has 
taken her bath he shall be caste into the sin of Bhruna-hatya, there is no 

doubt as to this. The sentence Wriiilq 'll~% it also indicative of t'ne 

'~lame reconciliation of the Shastric aphorisms as suggested above. The above 
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reconciliating line means that being capable, if he does not see, he is liable 
for the sin. So that a husband who does not see his wife after her ablution 
or purifying bath will not be charged with the sin if he is incapacitated from 
doing so by the non-performance of the Gauna ceremony. 

Last but not the least which is important to note here that the difference 
ootween the marriage Garbhadan ceremonies in point of the time of their 
performance makes it palpable that a husband should wait for some time 
for the consummation of his marriage. 

2. At the first glance it· would appear proper to keep the law as to the 
Age of Consent the same as it is, for the non-fulfilment of the desires of a 
girl will result into corruption and generate diseases. But it is not what 
our Shastras would and do dictate. For the full play of our passions and 
impulses is chequered by the Shastras to procure to us healthy and happy 
children and an abiding spiritual benefit in the next world and a happy life 
here also. So an advance in the present law on the Age of Consent is the 
only thing which we can recommend. 'Ve would, .therefore, prefer the age of 
16 as the proper age of consent (and that too for the husband only). 

5. There is no difference in the age of puberty oD, account of the difference 
of caste, community or society. But the changes in diet, climate, and other 
similar circumstances are responsible for the ear:ly or later appearance of 
puberty. 

7. In hot climates the puberty is visible in a very early period of age such 
as 11 or 12 years. But in cold countries the period is delayed till a longer 
time. In India the usual period for puberty is between 12 and 15 years of 
age. After the marriage ceremony and before the commencement of puberty 
(.'ohabitation is never permitted. But after menses an intercourse is per
missible. 

ctr 1EI~c:r i( ~rt e""tffr =:flf{Cf!ltR3tf fer~u~i. cnr~trcfq~fif<'i1: 
~it:n'itfo o~lVTf{CfllTCl. f~~: R-sti fcf~~ Cfi111JtTftr5ft 'liT: ~~
qfiff c:ri ei'f wnnf~tfo u 

Some women asked for a boon from Indra, namely, that they should live 
till pregnancy with their husband and produce children after puberty. This 
was granted to them by Lord Indra and, therefore the women after menses 
only ean produee children. The word clearly and particularly indicates that 
at his wife's request the husband should see her during the period of and 
even after menses. 

The hushand should approach his wife if she expresses her desire even after 
the period of menses. He should abstain any other woman than his own wife 
and thus proted her from mental worries. Thus it is proved that the 
Shastras allow cohabitation even after 16 days from the last commencement 
of her monthly-course, which is deemed as the period of menses to the actual 
advent of the future monthly-course. But it is nowhere found in our Shastras 
to copulate with one's wife before the appearance of puberty for the first 
time. The infringement of this rule involves repentance or Prayashchitta. 

This enjoinment is treated as Niyamhidhi, that is to say, the offence 
under it can be purged off by Prayashchitt or repentance but in no case it 
can be substituted by any punishment from the sovereign. 

8. The ceremony of Gauna always is anterior to the consummation of 
marriage but never coincides with it. It is performed generally after the 
attainment of puberty hut to ascertain as to " how soon after it " depends 
upon the marriage at somewhat early or later period of age. 

9. In amwer to the first question the age of 16 which has been established 
as tho proper time for tl~e consummation of marriage, embraces no possibility 
of any harm. The attamment of puberty alone is not a sufficient proof of 
physical maturity. If the latter is regarded as attendant upon puberty, it 
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will clearly become inconsistent with the said stanzas or lines of Sushrut, 

which run as ~l'olc{t i'( f'G(.'551'l~f( etc. One can also clearly notice that 

the maturity of menses is achieved not before Hi years, i.e., on the expiry 
of three years after the puberty, which generally ho~;ders on the age of 12 or 
13 years, and the production of issues at such a stage ensures their good 
physique without any actual injury to the health of their parents. 'fhen the 
justifiable age for consummation commences only when three vears have 
glided away after the first appearanee of the pollen of flowers. • 

10. A girl becomes competent to give an intelligent consent to cohabita
tion with a clear foresight anJ a deep observation of the consequences, 
following it, only after she is full 16 years when, she had received sufficient 
education and cultivated a developed propriety and decorum of sense and 
experience so as not to be tempteil by misleading elements without reason 
and rhyme. 

12. Yes. They are responsible for high maternal and infantile mortality 
and stand in the way of the intellectual or physical progress of the people, 
because there is not the least doubt that the association of incompetent and 
premature couple will lead into such disastrous results. 

14. On account of lack of education among the women of the country and 
their natural cravings for issues in the earliest possible time they do really 
favour early consummation of marriage . 

. 16. The Age of Consent established by our Shastras is the 16th year and 
any deduction from it will lack corroboration but the enhancement in the 
Age of Consent from 13 years to 16 years will minimise the difficulty or 
margin of error proceeding from the actual proof of the attainment of the age 
of consent, because in that case the appearance of the signs of womanhood 
which will in itself be a sufficient proof, will dispense with the necessity of 
any other proof, as laid down in our Shastras. 

17. Extra-marital and marital offences should be placed upon entirely 
different footing because in the case of the former there is the greatest 
likelihood of additional disastrous and rough use, which may give rise to 
special injuries to the woman so it is necessary to maintain a differenc-e 
between the offences, similar in appearance but different in result. If a 
husband, although entitled to cohabitation, indulges against his wife's wishes, 
he should be punished with the common expression of unbounded contempt 
for him, etc.. But extra-marital offences should always throw highest punish
ments upon the wrong doer such as transportation and sound beating 
together with fines. 

NQ:~~~(q?;f Cfll!.~~) l;l-r~~) ~~?.IT I 

'll'l~T Olf·~n: ~U(~T 'ell Wq'(ll;lif1Hf~~ II 

"$fl{C(fQ'(l~ ~ij~ Cl\l(if Cf~ii~Tftr Cfl I 

C~~: ctiR "tf fcc'T'l ~ ~~ ~n~! urn~ 11 

In slight offenees contempt and ridicule should he shown towards the guili:y. 
But the greater the offences the higher should be the punishment 
gradually and proportionately such as scolding and rebukes fines and sound 
beating, culminating in capital punishment. If a joinder of offences happens 
the punishment should also be various. In estimating punishment one must 
take into consideration the country, time, capacity, age, deeds and pecuniary 
circumstances. Our Shastras recognise differences in punishment according 
to those of motive, caste and age, which, if required, will be further elucidated. 

20. In India the marriage of girls is considered as sacrament in lieu of 
that of Yagnopabit as shown by:-

llfffllcn 1Ji\CfTm ll'itil sf.1ifqft;fiG{t u 
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So just as the Yagnapabit sacrament can be celebrated in early period of age 
.similarly the marriage ceremony of girls also can take place in early times. 
This age has been clearly explained in the chapter known as " Ryabastha
bhag " of my work Vevaha dharma manna samalochana. But the modern 
tendency of our society is not to marry girls before 12, with a view to mini
mise the number of widows in our country. Because this will totally prevent 
girls from being widows below twelve, whatever may be their lot later on. 
What the above lines come to is that although the early marriage of girls 
is not discountenanced by our Shastras, yet when the society is not in favour 
of such marriages, there is a great possibility of the accrual of rape cases. 
This brings home the necessity of penal legislation fixing a higher Age of 
Consent for marital cases. But the punishment in extra-marital should be v.:•ry 
severe and rigid, whereas in marital cases, very slight and that also in order 
to improve the conditions of the .society. Even if early marriages are 
granted, it is not possible that the rape cases will be totally abolished. So 
in all cases it is impossible to dispense with the'.necessity of penal legislation. 
Therefore, what i1 required is that the Age of Cpnsent in marital cases only, 
should be raised up to the 16th year in consonance with the rules of our 
Shastras and as there is no recognition of the Age of Consent for extra
marital cases, it should be wholly overruled and discarded. 

21. The fear of punishment cannot for ever extinguish or weed out evil 
desires and passions in the heart of a man, but can only eclipse ·his impulses 
for some time. They shall lie dormant like seeds in the heart and can grow 
into trees if favourable circumstances happens to come into existence or 
stimulating forces come into pay. But instructions and education can totally 
eradicate them and drive away human mind from persuing them once for all. 
So we can never safely rely on the strengthening of the penal law only to 
achieve the object in view, but must seek the aid of social reform by means of 
education and social propaganda. · 

Oral Evidenoo of Professor RADHA PRASAD SHASTRI, Professor, 
Oriental College, Hindu University, Ben.a.res. 

(Benares, 11th January 1929.) 

(Vernacular.) 

Chairman: You are a Professor of Dharma Shastra in the Hindu Uni-
versity, BenaresP 

A. Yes. 
Q. What community you belong to? 
A. I am a Saryupari Brahman. 
Q. You think that according to the Ayurveda, Shruti and Smriti, Garbha

dan should take place at 16? 
A. Yes. It is given in Griha Sutra, 8 Kandila, 21 Sutra. My inter

pretation of these is that consummation should take place after 16. 
Q. What is the Vedic injunction you refer to? . 
A. The Vedic injunction I refer to is Rig Veda, Ashtak 2, S~tr~ 127, 

Anuvak ,11, Mandai 9. 
Q. Is your opinion that the Age of Consent should be raised to 16? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that the age for marriage should also be fixed by lawP 
A. Yes. In my opinion it should be from 12 to 15 for contracting mar~ 

riages aecording to the necessity of the times. 
Q. If the age is fixed by. law you will have no objection? 
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A. No. In Manu it is laid down that a girl on attaining the age of 1& 
becomes a woman. I recommend that if marriage takes place before 12 it 
should not be treated as invalid because the Shastras permit it but con
summation should be made penal if it is attempted before the completion of 
16 years. 

Jlr. Kanhaiya Lal: Consummation before 16 should be prevented by law~ 
A. It may be prevented either by law or by social propaganda. Yagmalkya 

lays down in Book 2, verses 186-187, that whatever practice prevails if it is
inconsistent with the Dharma should be observed and carefully enforced and. 
any Dharma laid down by the King should similarly be observed. Whoever in. 
fringes the Dharma laid down by the King for the time being should be
expelled from the kingdom. In Manu Smriti punishment is also laid down 
for a man going to another woman who is not his wife. The reference is to 
!\lanu, Chapter VIII, Verses 352 and 353. 

Q. Can you quote any references that consummation should or should not 
take place before puberty? 

.4.. Manu Smriti, Adhya VIII, Verses 364, 365, 366 and 367. 
Q. Can you tell us whether consummation before puberty 1s permitted 

or interdicted by Shastras? 
A. A rule is laid down that a man should approach his wife during 

menses. 
Q. Is there anything showing that consummation before puberty shoulcll 

not take place? 
A. It is laid down that a man should not go to his wife before puberty, if 

he does he falls down (degraded). By wasting the semen he gets the sill\.. 
of killing of a Brahman. 

Q. Is it true that a man incurs sin and falls into hell by marrying his 
daughter after puberty? 

A. If the man is busy in looking for a husband for his daughter but is 
unable to find a suitable husband for 3 years after puberty he does not fall 
into hell nor does he commit any sin but if by negligence he allows the· 
puberty to be overstayed then he is at fault. The time principally recom
mended for marriage is before puberty but marriage after puberty is per
mitted by way of exception. 

Q~ Is the rule requiring marriage before puberty mandatory or recom-
mendatory? 

A. It is a Niyam (recommendatory). 
Q. Is there any Prayaschitta. laid down for violating this rule? 
.4.. A man can postpone celebration of marriage for 3 years after puberty 

and if the girl attains puberty there is a Prayaschitta laid down and by 
taking that Prayaschitta the sin is removed. Bodhaiyan also lays dowm that 
no Prayaschitta is necessary if the father of the girl is vigilant in looking 
about for a bridegroom for 3 years. 

Mr. Bhargava: You have given a Katha of Brihaspati. Where is this 
Katha referred to? 

A. I have taken it from the Rig Veda. 
Q. Supposing marriage takes place in the 15th year, do you think they 

should wait until the girl is 16 years old? 
A .. Yes. 
Q. It is laid down that Chaturthi used to take place on the 4th day. 

Does that not mean that in the Vedic times marriages used to -take place 
when the girl was 16 years of age? 

.4.. That was in the case of Swayamvara. I cannot say when marriages 
used to take place. 

Q. According to Rig yeda, Chapter 7, Mandai 10, Sutra 85, a girl must 
have grace, melody of vo1ce and strength before she can be considered to be
capable of being mated or married. Do you agree? 
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A. This text if applied without reference to the Smritis may indicate that 
unless the girl attains all these 3 qualities completely she may not be 
married but taken along with Smritis it may indicate that at the beginning 
of these or while these qualities are in course of being attained in perfection 
a girl may he married. It is at 16 that all these qualities are attained in 
perfection. 

Q. And even without reference to Smrities, your opinion is, that girls 
may he married at 16? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You have said about the sin of Bhrunhatya. It means that if a man 

goes to his wife during menses and if conception takes place he commits only 
one Bhrunhatya, but if a man does not go to his wife for 10 months, he 
~ommits the sin of 10 Bhrunhatya. Is it only to frighten people? 

A. I cannot say. 
Q. In reply to question No. 4 the story that you have given is in referenc-e 

to age? 
A. It is with reference to menses. 
Q. If early marriage is practised for a very long time does it induce to 

-early puberty? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it laid down in the Shastras when marriages used to take place in 

<llden times? 
A. I cannot say. 
Q. What is Gaona? 
A. Gaona means that early consummation should not take place. 
Q. Is there any reference about it in the Shastras? 
A. Gaona ceremony has come into vogue during the last one thousand 

years. In the old Shastras thtn~ is no mention about it but in the new 
Jyotish granthas there are rules given in regard to it. I think the age of 
consummation should be fixed at 16. A girl is called Pushpwati when she 
gets menstruation and from the analogy of flowers I come to the conclusion 
that it is not at the first menstruation that impregnation should take place. 
'There must be sometime say 3 years that should elapse between menstruation 
.and impregnation. 

Q. You have said that in the case of rape in extra-marital cases the 
punishment should be that the man should be put to death? 

A. A man should be turned out of the kingdom if he disobeys the law of 
-the King. 

Q. You suggest that the marriage age should be fixed at 15. 
A. It should be between 12 and 15. 
Q. If 15 is fixed as the age of marriage, will it have the effect of de

-creasing the number of widows P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it laid down in any of the Shastras that virgin widows before 12 

may be re-man ied? 
A. There are 7 kinds of widows. According t<~ At.harva Veda re-marriage 

-of virgin widows is permitted. 
Q. In your opinion if a man goes to his wife before she attains the age of 

16, he commits a sin? 
A. Yes. 
Mian Mohd. Shah Nawaz: You have said in your statement that if a 

husband cohabits with his wife against her will he should be treated with 
contempt. ]s there anything in the Shastras about it? 
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.4. There is nothing in the Shastras. That is my own opinion be<:ause the· 
authority is that only at the desire of woman a man should have connection. 
with her. 

Mr. lllitra: Do you want a law fixing the minimum age of marriage? 
A .. Yes, but marriages at 8 and 9 should not be rnape illegal. 
Q. But punishment will be given for the breach of the law? 
.4. Yes, punishment may be given. 
Q. What is the age that you would fix? 
A. Between 12 and 15. 
Q. Don't you feel that would be against Shastras? 
A. That would be in accordance with Shastras. 
Q. You are of opinion that Vedas support late marriages? 
A. Yes. 
Jfrs. Nehru: Do you want any age to be fixed for consent? 
A.. It should be 16. 
Q. And the man should be punished if there is cohabitation below that· 

age? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What should be the punishment? 
A. I am for a fine in marital cases. 
Q. In answer to question No. 20 you say, "yet when the soeiety is not in 

favour of such marriages, there is a great possibility of the accrual of rape 
cases ". How do you think the enactment of the law would lead to the 
accrual of rape cases? 

A. I believe if marriages are postponed beyond 16 there is a chance of 
girls going wrong and rape cases taking place. 

Mrs. Beadon,: Do you know any cases in which injury might have taken 
place as a result of early consummation? 

A. I know of many instances. I know of a case of a :Kshatriya girl who 
got a child at 13. For the last 6 or 7 months she has been ill and it is not: 
known whether she will survive. 

Q. What about the child? 
A. I do not know whether the child is alive. 
Q. How long ago was that? 
.4. "About a year back. 
Q. Do you know any other case? 
A .• I can't mention any specific cases. I have seen two girls suffering. 
Q. What about the children of thE:>se young mothers? 
A .. They are weaklings and very small in weight. 

Oral Evidence of Mahamahopadbayaya Pandit PRAMOTH NATH 
TARKA BHUSHAN, Principal, Oriental College, Benares Hindu' 
University. 

(Benares. llfh .January 19.'29.) 

(Yernncular.) 

('hair-man: Are you the Principal of the Oriental College? 
.4. Yes. 
Q. Did you preside over the Hindu Conference? 
A .. Yes, that was in April 1928. 
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Q. Is your speciality Dharm Sbastra or ~yaya Shastra? 
A. Dharma Shastra. 
Q. What do you think can be infeiTed from the Vedas-was there early 

marriage during the Vedic period? 
A. Early marriage during the Vedic period was unknown but in the 

Smriti period early marriage is often found in our Shastras. 
Q. Is there any injunction or deduction of the Vedas from which it can 

Le infened that soon after attaining puberty a girl should rue married? 
A .. In the Sutra period I find that marriages were eelebrated after puberty 

Lut in the Puranas and Smritis there are certain texts which show early 
marriage. 

Q. Can you give us any text from the Sutras laying down maniage of 
mature girls? 

A. There is ample authority in the Sutra period that marriages used to 
take place when the girls were fully developed·, because Goghil says that 
after marriage the husband and wife should sleep tor three nights in Braham
charya. After that they are permitted to cohabit. I can produce this kind 
of injunction from the Dharma Shastra. · 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: It may be 3 nights, 12 nights or one year. 
A. I think that is Deshachar (custom). 
Q. According to you in those days a girl must have attained puberty 

.before she was married and hence the neeessity of keeping Brahamcharya? 
A. Yes, otherwise it is useless. 
Q. Do you think the text about pre-puberty marriage is mandatory or 

Teeommendatory? 
A. There are eertain texts which do enjoin early marriages. In the Smritis 

there are texts which show that if a girl attains puberty before marriage the 
father of the girl is supposed to drink her blood and he will go to hell. 

Q. With regard to that are 1-/ou aware that there is a Prayaschitta laid 
down for a girl attaining puberty before marriage so that the sin can be 
expiated nnd removed? 

.1. Yes. There are many verses. (The witness promised to send the 
nuthorities.) 

(J. By taking the Prayaschitta is the sin removed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. There are eertain texts which require the man to go to his wife after 

menses. Do you think they are recommendatory or mandatory? 
A. I cannot say now; I will have to see vivah vidhi. 
Q. It is said that the object of marringe is to have offspring and the off

spring should he strong, pious and energetic . 
. 1. In Ayurveda the1·e are many injunctions that on the completion of 16 

years a girl should :le ma1Tied and if cohahitation takes place before 16 the 
off~pring will he weak. In Jotishtava Niband by Bhujobalbhim, an old text
writ('!', recommends that the age for marriage should be 20 and 16 for boya 
and gil'l~. In the commentary of Parasora Madhava. Bodhayam says that 
aftf:'r pulwrty if a man does not go to his wife for 3 years he commits the 
crime of killing the f<Ptus. It means that for 3 years after puberty he can 
wait. In Vishnu Puran the word Parishat is used which has a referenee to 
Ayurveda text which means when a girl is fully developed, i.e., 16, consider
ing all these texts I am of opinion that even when early marriages were 
taking place consummation must have taken place after 16 in consonance with 
the directions of Ayurveda. 

Q. Do you think that those girls who become mothers before 13 or 14 
complete suffer? 

A. Girls becoming mothers at 14 or 15 are common but mothers at 13 are 
rare. I think poverty is one of the causes of deterioration of girls after 

<lelh·ery hut there are exc·eptions in certain cases. 
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Mrs. X eh ru: Were you present at the conference of Brahmans where the 
age of marriage for girls was fixed at 12? 

A. No. We do not agree with that. 
Q. Did you have any ShasrarthP 
A. I was prepared but they did not come. 
Q. According to you during the Vedic period marriages took place at a 

later age but during the Smriti period marriages were earlier. Can you say 
why it was so? 

A. On account of the decline of Vedic education early marriages began to 
take place. It was from the time when foreigners (Greeks) came into India 
that marriages began to take place early. 

Q. From what exact time early marriages came into vogue? 
A .. I think it was from the time Alexander the Great came into India. 
Q. You call that Puranic period? 
A. Smriti period. 
Q. Can you tell me whether there is any difference in age for the mar

riage of Brahmans and non-Brahmans? 
A. In regard to marriage there is no difference. Among Brahmans the 

girls are married at 3 or 4. There is no specific injunction that Brahmans 
should marry before puberty and others should marry after puberty. 

Q. Some Pandits have said that marriage is for the girl what the cere
mony of Yagopavit is for the boys, and they say at the age at which boys are 
given Yagopavit girls should he married? 

.4. It is not laid down in the Shastras but it is their personal opinion. 
Q. Can you gi,·e us any examples in olden times of Brahman girls having 

married after puberty? 
A. Devayani, Savitri. 
Q. Pandits say that these were exc~>ptions? 
A. At the same time there is no proof that there were pre-puberty mar. 

riages. 
Mr. Jlitra: Cannot you tell us from your study of the Shastras that 

customs develop or change according to time and circumstances? 
A. Yes; it happens. There are many instances. It can be proved from 

Dharma Shastra that according to change of times and social conditions and 
othe1~ causes the Dharma was changed, .4char was changed and if circum
stanees so arise it may be changed. 

Q. Will you kindly give reference to some of these· text-writers? 
A .• Dharma Shastra, Xibandkary and Raghunandan Bhattacharya. In 

the Adi Puran it is laid down that for the protection of people these religious 
duties were changed by people who were not Rishis but Mahatmas and 
Sadhus. The l'ya rasthas brought about by Sadhus may be regarded as Sruti 
or Veda. These are the Dharmas whi<"h have been made and brought inro 
force. "\Ye can therefore say that according to the present changed condi
tions the Dharma may be changed. 

Q. So you think it will not be against tradition or against the Shastras if 
for the b€st interests of the counry some of these rules are now changed. 

A. No. 
Mr. Bhargat·a: You have said that during the Vedic period there were 

post-puberty marriages. Your inference is that marriages used to take place 
after 16? 

A .. :\Iarriages used to take place at 15, 16 or 18. 
Q. In Ayurveda it is said that if consummation takes place when the girl 

is not fully developed the offspring will be very weak. Does it not therefore 
follow that marriages used to take place at a time when they did not trans
gress the Shastric injunctions? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Therefore marriages used to take place at 16? 
A. My opinion is they used to take place at 15 or 16. 
Q. Is Ayurved considered a part of the Vedas? 
A. Yes. It is laid down in the Dharma Shastra that if any other Shastra 

goes against the Dharma Shastra, Dharma Shastra should be observed iB 
preference to that. 

Q. When were Sita and Drowpadi married? 
A. In Ramayana there are two or three opinions but it is not clear. 
Q. When was Drowpadi married? 
A. As she selected her own husband it is clear that ~she must have married 

when she was fully developed. 
Nofe.-Pandit Durga Dutt Shastri, Principal, Sanskrit College, Muzaffar

pore, was invited to give evidence both at Patna and Benares, but did not. 
come. 

Oral Evidence or fiv& Kunbls, RAMSARAN, son of J&kri of Ha.riharpur,. 
District Bena.res, SOMER, son of Ram.da.t of Pandepur, RAM 
NIWAS, son of Shiv Daya.l of Basinh, TULSI RAM, son of Shiv
Niwas and HAR NANDAN, son of Shiv Daya.l. 

(Benares, 11th January 1929.) 

(Vernacular.) 

Chairman: ""hat-is the usual age of marriage amongst youP 

A. Marriages take place at 3 . .br 4. Four is the utmost that they go to 

Q. Will you not find any unmarried girl of 10 yearsP 
A. No. 
Q. When is the girl sent to the husband's house? 
A. After 12. 
Q. Do you send the girl t~ the husband's house after she has attained 

puberty? 
A. In some cases they are sent before puberty and in other cases they-

are sent after puberty. In most cases it is before puberty. 

Q. Consummation takes place before 13? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do many such cases occur? 
A. Yes, many. 
Q. When do the girls attain puberty generally? 
A. At about 11 or 12. 
Q. Child-birth takes place ·before 15 or 16P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you find any evil consequences, any injury as a result of early 

consummation? 
A. l\Iany girls become very weak. The children are very bad and are

unfit to do any sort of agricultural work. They cannot be strong and 
healthy. 

Q. Do you feel that early maternity and early marriages badly affect 
the mothers and children P 

.4. Certainly, they are very badly affected. They are very poor in; 
health. 
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Q. Would you like to have a law fixing the minimum age of marriage? 
A. We have had many caste meetings, but without legislation there is 

no remedy. We have tried our best that marriages should not take place 
before 10, but nobody agrees to it. 

Q. Therefore would you like to have a law fixing the minimum age of 
marriage? 

A. That will be very good. 
Q. There will be punishment if the law is broken. Do you know that? 
A. There must be punishment. 
Q. Have you carried on any propaganda in the caste panchayat in 

favour of raising the age of marriage? 
A. Yes. I have got a daughter who is now 5. 'I c·annot get a husband 

for her. 
Q. What is the reason? 

A. Because she is considered to be too much grown up. The people 
are not agreeable to raise the age to 7 for girls and 10 for boys. 

Q. What is the difference between the age of the boy and the girl 
generally? 

A. In some cases the difference between the age of the girl and the boy 
is very small. When a girl becomes of a bigger age they do not get hus
bands of their age and they go away and we have that evil also amongst us. 

Q. Is there no custom of widow marriage among you? 

A. Even when the husbands are alive the girls are married again and 
several cases have come to court on account of this. 

Q. Is there a custom of dowry among you? 

A. The father of the girl pays money, but there is no compulsion. 
There is a sort of rule. Rs. 100 is the maximum. 

Q. How is it that marriages take place so soon? 

A. In the time of Mohammadan rulers whenever there was a beautiful 
girl she was taken away by the loafers and as a result the girls began to 
be marri?d >ery young. 

Q. Would the women like a law? 

A. All want a law. ~-ill want that marriages should take place at a 
later age but nobody does it. 

Q. What age should be fixed for girls? 
A. The first two witnesses reply that they would have 10 or 11 and the 

next three witnesses agree to 13 years. 
Q. And then should Gaona take place at the same time~ 
A. Yes. 
Q. If the law for Brahmins and Kshattriyas is 14 would yon agree to it? 
A. We are afraid that if the age is raised to 14 our girls may go wrong. 

They have to work in the open fields. 
Q. 'What age would you fix for extra-marital cases? Do you desire that 

if girls of 16 or even 18 are taken away by anyone who is not the husb~nd 
of that girl the man should be punished even if the girl has consented; 

A .• Yes, the man should be punished. 
Mr. Shah Nawaz: Do you think that a girl of 13 will go wrong? 
A. No. 
Q. Will a girl of 14 go wrong? 
A. No. The marriage age may be fixed at 13. 
Q. At what age should Gaona takt:> place? 
A. Fourteen. 
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Written Statement, dated the 8th August 1928, of the Hon'ble Raja 
MOTICHAND, C.I.E., of Benares, Member, Council of State. 

1. Yes. I am inclined to think that it is being seriously realized that 
the present age of consent is a positive evil for the progress of society. 

2. (1) None. 
(2) Advance is necessary in view of the social reform for which the 

country is crying and also for which it is ripe. The age of consent as 
permitted by the existing law is certainly detrimental to the full growth 
and development of a girl to womanhood. 

3. I think so. I think not. .Any measure that would prove effective 
would be to still raise the age of consent to 16 years. 

4. No. (2) and (3) could be relied upon to ameliorate the evil and also 
to make the law effective. 

5. Generally between 13 and 15. Yes, as it depends largely on diet and 
association. 

6. Yes. 
(1) .Among low class people who have no separate dwellings or even sepa-

rate beddings. 
(2) Among Brahmins, Kshattriyas and Vaishas. 
(3) Amongst any class without education. 
I am not aware of this. 
7. Certainly not. If there were one that countenanced the perpetration 

of cruelty on girls in such a merciless manner I would not personally abide 
by it. 

8. Yes. Not necessarily. It mainly depends upon the wishes of the 
parents of the girl wife and the boy husband. 

9. No. I should think that 18 would be the most justifiable age limit. 
10. Between 16 and 18, 16 for husband and 18 for outsider. 
11. Many. 
12. Yes. And the evil has dssumed such alarming proportions that 

even if the mothers and children of such mothers live at all their life is 
always miserable and wholly devoid of physical or intellectual progress. 

13. Yes, but it is at present confined to higher and educated classes. 
14. Unfortunately they do. 
15. Such difficulties are always present, I would recommend the forma

tion of a board of experts and non-experts for each locality that would 
help the court who generally, and in many cases reluctantly have to rely 
upon medical evidence alone. 

16. Surely if it is raised to 16. 
20. No, as cases do not usually come before the Court. Raising the age 

limit would be very effective. 
21. Progress of social reform should always be relied upon but it is 

necessarily of very slow growth, owing to the prevalence of illiteracy, 
among the mas.ses to a very shocking degree, combined with other economic 
causes it would in the interest of society to still more strengthen the penal 
law. 

Oral Evidence of the Hon'ble Raja MOTICHAND, C.I.E., Member. 
Council of State. 

(Benares, 11th January 1929.) 

('hairman: Are you a. member of the Council of State P 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long have you been a :Member? 
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A. From its very existence. 
Q. Between the law of age of consent and a law fixing the minimum age 

cof marriage which would you prefer. Which of these do you think would 
be more effective? 

A. I would prefer law fixing the minimum age.of marriage, I think that 
.would be more effective. 

Q. \Vhat age would you recommend for marriage? 
A. Fourteen for girls and 18 for boys. 
Q. Supposing there is a law of age of consent only what age would you 

Tecommend? 
A. Sixteen. 
Q. What would you recommend for law of consent in extra-marital 

1:ases? 
A. Eighteen. 
Q. Do you think that the evil of early marriage and early maternity 

in this part of the country is so widespread that it would be justifiable for 
the Government to undertake legislation? 

A. Certainly. 
Q. Do you think the people will generally accept the law of marriage? 
A. Opinions vary. 
Q. What· classes would be affected thereby? What percentage they 

would be of the entire population? 
A. I think 50 per cent. 
Q. Is child marriage found in some communities or is it general in all 

-communities? 
A. It is in all communities. 
Q. Do you know anything about Ahirs in this part of the country? 
A. Yes . 
. Q. We are told that they have their Gaonas after 16 or 17? 
A. That is true. 
Q. Have you had any chance of comparing their children with the 

~hildren of those who go in for early marriage and early consummation? 
A. The children of Ahirs are stronger than others and also mothers are 

,well off. 
Q. \Vould you put that to late marriage or late maternity or would you 

rather put it to there being more well fed? 
A. I think it is due to late maternity. Ahirs are very poor people. 
Q. And in spite of that are they physically well developed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it a fact that among the Karans the marriage age is advancing? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Among those who have late marriage are you prepared to suggest 

-that their prog~ny is good and there is less trouble to the mother? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Can you suggest any method by which we could allow these people to 
·have their marriages in their own way at any age but at the same time 
we may stop effectually early maternity below 16--the age laid down by 
-8usrhut and other people? 

A. I think a law of marriage is the only remedy. 

Q. There is no way of reconciling the two views? 

A. No. 
Q. Supposing there is no marriage law and we simpjy raise the age of 

-tonsent to 16 as suggested by you, do you think it will be effective? 
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A. No. If the marriage is celebrated early it is very difficult to stop 
early maternity. 

Q. Supposing there is no marriage law but there is the age ·of consent 
law, are there any means by which cases may be brought to light more 
than they are at presentP 

A. I cannot suggest anything. 
Mrs. Beadan: Why are the Ahirs married late-is there any. reasonP 
A. It is mere custom. 
Q. You say in answer to question No. 11 that you know of many. cases 

in which early consummation has been deleterious. Would y:ou mind giving 
us one or two instances which may have come within your personal obser
vation? 

A. A girl of 13_years died soon after delivery. That was last year. 
Q. Was she a poor girl or was she well-to-doP 
A. She belonged to a well-to-do family. 
Q. Any other cases P 
4. There are several cases like that. 
Q. Do these cases occur now P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Wbat. about the children of young mothersP 
A. They are very weak. 
Q. What do you think is the ladies' cpinion about marriage? 
A. I think ladies want late marriages. 
Q. Do you think orthodox ladies desire early marriages or late marriages? 
A. They want late marriages. 
Q. Have there been 'any meetings .on this pointP 
A. No. 

Mr. Mitra: You say that. about 50 per cent. of marriages take place 
before puberty. Can you tell us-what is the percentage of cases in which 
there are pre-puberty consummations? 

A. I think it Is 25 per cent. to 30 per cent. 
Q. You know that the or:thodox people will not accept any marriage 

law. Can you tell us what shape their opposition will takeP 

A. They will only hold protest meetings. 

Q. As a Member of the Council of State can you tell us whether there 
are chances of marriage law being passed by the Council of StateP 

A. I think so. 
Q. What punishment would you suggest for cases ()f infringement ()f 

marriage law if passedP 
A. In the beginning I think only fine should be imposed and after some 

years if experience shows that it is not sufficient, imprisonment may be 
prescribed. 

Q. We have been told by some witnesses that in Baroda where there is 
a marriage law, a fine imposed is considered as an item in marriage ex
penses. 

A. In the beginning there should be fine only but imprisonment may be 
prescribed after some time if it is proved that it is not deterrent. 

Mr. Bhargat•a: What is the usual age of marriage of boys and girlsP 
A. It is 13 years for boys and 11 years for girls. 
Q. Does the ceremony of Gaona generally take place here? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At the time of Gaona do the parents of the girl give clothes and 

ornaments in much greater amount than they give at the time of marriage? 
VIII D 
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A. At the time of Gaona they give much less nearly !th of what the1 
give at the time of marriage. 

Q. So far as cqnjugal relations are concerned is it at the Gaona that the 
husban.d and the wife see each other P 

A. Yes. 
Q. When does Gaona usually take place? 
A. It is usually three years after marriage. 
Q. Is the evil of widowers marrying young girls very common here~ 
A. Yes; 
Q~ Would you say th.at it is 10 per cent. of the marriages? 
A. Ye~. . 

Q. In their case early consummation generally takes place? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In paragraph 1.5 you have been pleased to suggest that there are

some difficulties and you have recommended the formation of a board of 
experts and non-experts. Would you be satisfied if there iii a gub-com
mittee of the municipal community or the District Bpard which can co-opt 
members if it likes to? 

.4. Yes. 
Q. Will its work generally be tQ publish or make known the evil effect:i 

of early marriages or to help in the administration of this law? · 
A.. Certainly. 

Written Statement, dated the lth January 1929, of DoctOl' (Miss) B. 
THUNGAMMA,. F.R.C.S.E., W.M.S., I.M.H., Bena.res. 

1. It is generally difficult to fix the exact age of a person and when the
_law provides the age of 14 and the g;irls mature about 13 or 14, it is 
difficult to work the law. 

2. An advance is necessary for the following reasons:-

.(a) To avoid the physical deterioration .of the girls and their progeny. 

(b) To help female education which is seriously affected by the 
· early marriage of girls. 

(c) To give the girls the beoofit of childhood and girlhood and enjoy 
. life. 

(d) To help women to be self dependent economically and to improve
their social status. 

(e) For the improvement of social life as legislation to raise the age 
of marriage ~·ill have to be undertaken and that· will give a 
chance for the wishes and inclination of the girl to prevail in 
marriage . 

.3. The raising of the age of consent to 14 has not materially succeeded 
in. p~venting or reducing <·ases of rape outside the marital state, be('ause 
the age fixed is too low and it is difficult as already mentioned to work the 
law as it is. 

The raising of the age for cohabitation outside the marital state and 
legislation fi~ing an ~ge for marriage are necessary to make the object of 
the law effective. 

4. The amendment of 1925 has had no effect to postpone marriage beyond 
13 or in stimulating public opinion in that direction, since girls attain 
puberty generally at nbout the age of 13. The consummntion of marriage 
generally follows closely on the attainment of puberty by girls. Since the 
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age fixed is only 13, there are many cases coming under the law. Even in 
ca~es coming under the law, publicity or prosecution cannot be thought of, 
as it is not in the interests of the girl herself that the husband be prosecuted. 

8. Yes. It has nothing to do with the attainment of puberty or the 
consummation of marriage, but after the ceremony the girl is in the house 
and in some families she is allowed to live with the husband. 

9. It is not. About 2 years after attaining puberty will be necessary for 
the proper growth and development of the girl. 

10. For a girl to give her intelligent consent with a due realisation of 
<·on»equences she ought to be about 22. 

11. In cases where cohabitation has been allowed before the girls attained 
LJUbtorty, there have been local injuries and these cases have been very few 
to come to my notice professionally. And in cases where the girls. had 
attained tmberty but before full physical development, the first conception 
has invariably been an abortion or miscarriage f.ollowed by a series of such 
aec·idents. Thus invalidating the girls permanently. High maternal and 
infantile mortality are its consequences. 

12. YPS--Certainly. 
13. The generality of the people are now in favour of raising the age of 

con~ummation hut soine people of the orthodox classes are against legisla
liQil in this matter. 

14. Xo. 
1.5-16. It is difficult to determine whether a girl is 13 or 14. The 

difficulty will be removed if the age for marriage is fixed and the age for 
con~ent be raised to about 22. 

17. Yes. I would continue the present for offences outside marriage and 
for offences within marriage a light punishment. The provision of heavy 
punishment for marital offences will defeat its purpose as people will.hesitate 
to prosecute or give evidence in cases under marriage if there is heavy punish
ment. 

18. Yt>s. In cases outside marriage, the present procedure inay be 
followed and for cases under marriage complaint by a person interested in 
the ~~;ir.l or by a philahthrophlc association may be insisted upon. 

19. The procedure Jproposed in 18 will provide the necessary safeguards, 
20. I think the fixing of the minimum age for marriage is the only 

.. afeguar·d against offences under marriage. As I have said above, except a 
few orthodox people, the generality of the people will be in favour of 
fixing a minimum age for marriage. 

21. While education and social propaganda are necessary for the pro. 
gre~~ of ~;oc·ial reform, the place of penal law to secure the object in view 
Gmnot be ignored. In matters of serious import like the one under con-
1-ideration the legi.;lature has it.~ duty and it ought not to wait until every 
ho<ly agret>s to the legislation proposed. Nor can education and propaganda 
alone attain th~ object without legislation. 

Oral Evidence of Doctor (Miss) B. THUNGAMMA, F.R.C.S.E., 
W.M.S., I.M.H., Benares. 

(JJcnares, 11th January 1929.) 

J/ro. 11c(ltlon : Are you in <:harge of the Ishwari :Memorial Hospital, 
Bt>nart>s? 

. .J.. Yes. 
Q. How long have ~·ou been hereP 
. .J.. I ha,·e been here for the last five years. 
Q. How many beds have you got here? 

n2 
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A. Fifty-six. 
Q. What class of patients do you get here? 
A. Hindus and Muhammadans and also a few Christians. 
Q. Have you a fairly large number of in-patients? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many do you have in a year? 
A. About 300 labour cases. 
Q. What class of patients come? Are they poor or rich P 
A. Not the highest. 
Q. Do better classes of people come? 
A. People come from the better classes but in wealth they may be poor. 
Q: Don't you have the cooly caste? 
A. We don't have tbe chamars and the 'doms, these people go to the 

male hospital. 
Q. In those labour cases which you have come across do you see a fairly 

large number of young mothers or do you see only a very small proportion 
of young mothers? 

A: I ~ee a very small proportion of young mothers. 
Q. Is that because you don't get the first labour cases. Do they prefer 

to have them in their houses? 
A. The first confinement cases are preferably done at home. 
Q. Do they come to the hospital for subsequent confinements? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the average age of cases of the first confinement that come 

to the hospital P 
A. About 16. 
Q. Have you worked in any other places? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. Would you mind telling us in what places you have worked? 
A. I have worked in Erode in the Coimbatore District for about 5! 

years, in Karachi for a short while, in Rawalpindi, Surat, Nagpur and in 
Vizagapatam. 

Q. Now in all these places, where you have worked, will you tell me 
what is the youngest age at which you have seen mothersP 

A. About 14. 
Q. You say in answer to question 11 that in cases where the girls had 

attained puberty but before full physical development the first conception 
has invariably been an abortion or miscarriage followed by a series of such 
accidents. At what age do such accidents happen? 

A. About the 14th year. 

Q. Do you think that this is so because the girls are infected with 
venereal diseases or is it because they are unable to get through the mater
nity? 

A.. It is not because of venereal disease. 
Q. Then is it on account of their youth? 
A.. It is on account of their general inability to get through maternity. 
Q. What age would you consider as the safe age for motherhood? 
.-1. About 16. 
Q. Ha~e you seen mothers of 16? 
A.. Yes. 
Q. Have you seen their children? 
A. I think the children are all right. 
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Q. You say in your answer to question 15 that it is difficult to deter
mine whether a girl is 13 or 14 and that the difficulty will be removed 
if the age for marriage is fixed and the age for consent be raised to about 
22. Is not 22 very high? 

.4 .. For a girl to give her consent outside marriage with the full realiza
tion of the consequences of her act it is not until about 22 that she can 
realise what steps she is taking. 

Q. But then if an age for marriage is to be fixed what age would you 
recommend for it P 

A. About 16. 
Q. Do you know that the present law for consummation is 13? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you like to raise this age? 
A. In my opinion the age of consent in marital cases cannot be worked 

out satisfactorily. 
Q. And so would you prefer to have a marriage age fixed and that age 

would be 16. -
A. Yes, but as a first step 14 will do. 
Q. Do you mean to say that we can have 14 for marriage as a first step 

and afterwards raise it to 16? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that people would agree to 14 or offer great opposition? 
A. I don't think there will be a great deal of opposition from ~he gene-

ral public except a very few orthodox people. 
Q. But have you noticed these villagers saying that they are afraid of 

their girls going wrong after 13 or 14 and are you also aware of the fact 
that there the girls have no occupation P Do you think that in the cities 
it will be difficult too P 

A. I don't think so. 
Q. Do you suggest that puberty generally comes at about 13P 
.4.. Yes. 
Q. What the Brahmins tell us is that a girl who attains puberty i.e 

beginning to feel the sexual craving and if that desire is not satisfied at 
once, there is every chance of her going wrong. Is that your experience? 
Do you think that they will really go wrong P 

A. I don't think so. 
Q. But have you heard them say soP 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you taken the opportunity of speaking to the women that you 

meet about? 
A. I do speak to them. 
Q. What is their opinion as regards these questions? 
:1. I think they would like a law. 
!). Do you think that the orthodox women would like fixing an age for 

marriage or would they be opposed to it? 
A. T think that they would like a law. 
Q. Do you think that they seem to realize the evil consequences of early 

mothe1·hood? 
.L Yes, the mothers do realize that. The mothers don't want to have 

the marriages soon. They realize the evil effects of early motherhood. 
Q. Is it the mother or the social custom that stands in the way of an 

advanc-ement? 
.L I think it is the social cust-om that stands in the way. 
Q. Do you think that there is really a definite religious scruple in a large 

number of them, which lead them to marry their girls before puberty. 
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A. i think it is a S(){"ial scruple and not a religious scruple. 
Q. Do you therefore think that if a law is fixed it would be of very 

gre~t help to them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you gh·e us one or two instances that you know of within the 

last three or four years where these young mothers had any particular 
difficulty during maternity P 

.4. In one particular case the mother developed something like a very 
severe type of hysteria amounting to puerperal insanity? 

Q. What was the age of the mother? 
A. About 14. 
Q. Was that during child-birth or after the child-birth or during the 

pregnancy? 
A. It was during the child-birth. 
Q. Was she a Brahmin or Kshatriya? 
.4.. Agarwal. 
Q. Did the baby survive? 
A.: Yes. 
Q. "'bat do you think about the infections P Do girls resist the septic 

infection and venereal infection or do you think that the septic infection 
doesn't give n\uch trouble? 

.4. The girls generally get over the septic infection, but afterwards they 
are liable to tuberculosis. 

Q.- Have you seen sterility foliowing the infection? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you not think that on account of early child-births there is much 

damage to the soft parts? 
A. I don't think that there is any permanent defect left behind. Apart 

from septic infection I don't think that there is any other special damage 
to her. 

Jlr-~. Nehru: Can you tell the age of the youngest mother you have come 
acrossP 

. .t. Foutteen. 
Q. Did ·you find a large number of young mothers in Benares or else

where? 
.4. It is the same everywhere. 
Q. Can you not differentiate between the number of young mothers of 

one place and another where you have worked? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you think there is any difference in the children which are born 

to a mother of a young age and to the same mother at a later age? 
.4. I don't think there is much difference, but after about 35 or 38 the 

children that are born are weaker, in Indian mothers. 
· Q. That is another thing. I wanted to know whether you noticed ally 

difference between the child that was born to a girl say at the age of 14 
·and the second child that was born to the same mother at the age of 16 or 
18 .. 

A. I don't think there is much difference. 
Q. Have you noticed any difference in tl1e age of puberty in the differ

ent castes? 
.4. It is different according to families and some times the better class 

Jleople menstruate earlier. 
Q. Do you tl1ink that the better class of people attain puberty earlier 

because they get good food? 
A. I think so. 
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Q. Don't )'Rlf thil)lf ther!! is lillY 4ilferenc~ in th~ 1!-ges of.pu~ertl' amqn~~ 
the villa~ers and tlJ.e tqwns-peopl!) or th~ cop1~up.it!es wluch are marrymg 
late and the communities which are marrying early P 

4. Jn tiJp yippg!';~ th~ girls wenstruate later than in the cit~s. 
'l· Is thertl ~~y differenee in the age of pttberty between the J3mhroanB 

and Muhammadans? 
4. I don't thin~ there is any difference. 
Q. Wl!..en J'PU 4a<l ll tql~ lfHh th13 la4~fl abput the fixing pf tiul ~um

~um ~~llrri!lge~mle ag~, did yoy. ~yer h~ve ~f)qsion to ill~· tq th~m wJta.~ 
punishment they would be wi)Jil)g tq giv~ to tllos~ who brea~ the la'f P 

;J. No, 
Q. Did you ever take part in any of the meetings that hl!!l takeq plac~ 

with regard to these questionaP 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was the question of punishment discussed in those llll"etingsP 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. Do you mean to say that in those meetings only the age was fixed 

and nothing elseP 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it possible for Doctors to. report cases of breaches of the age of 

"P~»t la1f if they a.r~ !ll!ke4 ~o do ~~~~ 
A. I don't think that an;y report would reQ.Ch· the. D.QCt,ors. 
Q. I mean when the Doctors who attend thQ maternity':cases find tha-t 

the girl is younger than the prescribed age, will it be possible' for them"tl> 
repor~ sw:b c11ses ~o the aut)IOritiesf 

A. I doubt whether they will report such cases becpuse they will p.ey~ 
be called in P 

Q. If they do ~his work, will they los~ their practice? 
.-1.. yes. 
Mr. Ya.kub: In reply to questiOn No. 10. you su that for a girl to g1.ve 

her consent with a due realization of the consequences she ought to- 11e 
about 22. Do you ~ant this law- for extra-marital cases? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You know that jf a woman legally becomes mature at 18,. ~he can 

diHpose of her proper~· and ~<he can deal legRll:V with' all' ·other worldly 
afl·airs. Don't you therefore think that it will be very hard' to raise' tile 
age of consent in these cases even higher than 18 P • · 

A. The age of consent I think in these cases is much more· important 
than even the disposal of one's property. It is the disposal. of one's own 
exibtencfl and J <J,on't think thQ.t 11 girl at the age of 18 is intelligent 
fnough to realize t~e con~~qu~nces of her act. · · 

Q. Don't you think that from 14 to 22 is a big jump P 
.4.. It is a. big jump. 
Q. Don't you think that there will' be so many practical difficulties in 

putting this law into operation. if you raise the age to 22? 
..l. But as this is a very serious matter, you must raise it to 22. 

(,1. :What age would you recommend for the age of consent within marital 
relations? ' 

A. Sixteen. 

Q. Now the offence in both cases is the same and how is it that in one 
tase you fix 16 and in the other case 22? 

A. In the extra-marital case the woman can be easily disposed of whereas 
it is not so in the intra-marital case and the relations will have a strict 
watch on the girls. 



Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: There is a complaint that these marital cases are 
not brought to light. Can you suggest any measures for helping the detec
tion of these cases? 

A. The difficulty begins because the prosecution involve the husband 
of the girl who is one of their own after all and the punishment is also 
heavy. 

Q. Supposing the punishment is reduced, would many cases come to light? 
A. Still the difficulty will co~tinue, especially because they are prose

cuting one of their own. The only solution is to fix the marriageable age 
and afterwards let them do whatever they like. 

Q. You have suggested 14 for marriage and 16 for consummation. Sup
posing it is fixed at 14 for marriage, still there is a difference of two years. 
How would you detect cases of breaches of the law P 

A. It is very difficult to detect the cases. 
Q. Supposing some how or· other it so happens that a marriage law is 

not passed, then can you suggest any measures to make the consent law 
effective? 

A. No. 
Chairman : Have you ever examined mothers at 14 or even at 15 having 

no injury and l:oaving their children. quite all right? 

A. No, I haven't examined so, but my own experience is that mothers 
of 14 or 15 can give birth to children but that they are devitalised to an 
extent that they fall, a prey to .diseases especially to tuberculosis even 
after one child. 

Q. Do you know that there are so many causes which lead to the 
deterioration of mothers' health and that of the children P 

A. Yes. 

Q. How would you attribute this deterioration of health to early mater
nity and not to frequency of pregnancy, insanitary surroundings, want of 
proper care and good diet and so on? 

A. The early mother is not educated enough. There comes the time for 
her education. She cannot take care of herself and her baby because she 
hasn't got the chance of education. 

Q. How can you connect education with early maternity? I want 
to know whether early maternity is the cause or one of the prominent causes 
that lead to the deterioration of mothers' and childrens' health. 

A. I would probably put it down as the first cause, which is a very 
vital factor in deteriorating the mother. 

Q. Supposing a girl of 14 is well developed and gives birth to a child 
and doesn't have frequent child-births as also she is given all the proper 
care and attended to by a lady Doctor and so on, do you mean to say that 
ahe will suffer and her children will suffer? 

A. I have had one case where the father was very well-to-do. The girl 
got very good medical attendance and she got on all right but afterwards 
say within a year or two she died and she was a medical man's daughter. 

Q. What did she die of? 
A. Tuberculosis. 
Q. Did she contract it soon after delivery? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you reason to attribute this to early motherhood? 
A. Yes. 
Q. D'o you think that girls lose a good deal of stamina on account of 

early motherhood? 
A. Yes. 
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Written Sta.tement of Pandit IQBAL NARAIN GURTU, M.L.C .• 
Bena.res. 

1. There is considerable dissatisfaction with the state of the present 
law as to the age of consent among the educated middle classes, and more 
particularly among the women of this class as is clear by the very strong 
opinions expressed by them at their various Conferences and meetings ancl 
in their magazines. 

2. The huge infant mortality, the low average of life in India as com
pared with that of other nations, the rapid decline noticed in the physical 
health of each succeeding ·generation, the serious hindrance to the educa
tion of girls caused by early consummation of marriage, the large number 
of fatal maternity cases, the permanent injury to the body and health· of 
girl-mothers, the unintelligent methods of rearing up children by child
mothers leading either to mortality or to permanent injury to the physical 
growth and proper mental development of the child-all these crimes against 
the laws of nature and against social and moral· laws are crying for an 
urgent and early remedy by the State by means .of a more sensible, pro
gressive and courageous legislation. 

8. Crimes of seduction and rape are not infrequent in this part of the 
country. It is yet too early to conclude whether the amendment of the 
law made in 1925 has succeeded in preventing or reducing cases of rape 
outside the marital state or the improper teduction of girls for immoral 
purposes. But the figures of offences as given in Police Administration R&
port of United Provinces for 3 years are as follows:-

Olfence. .Ye&r. No. re;Jortel 

Rape by a person other than the husband . 1926 243 
{ 

1925 264 

1927 210 

1 
1925 598 

Kidnapping or abductioll', selling, etc., for 
1926 716 prostitution and dealing in slaves. 

. - 1927 785 
If by the amendment of the law in 1925 the age of consent were increased 
by several years and not by one year only the results would have been 
more appreciable. ln order to make the law more effective the age of 
consent should be raised from 14 to 18. 

4. The raising of the age of consent within the marital state from 12 to 
13 only by the amendment of the law in 1925 has not been very effective 
in protecting married girls as (1) it has not, so far as I know, by itself 
appreciably helped in the postponement of the consummation of marriage; 
(2) it has undoubtedly stimulated public opinion in certain classes in that 
direction; (3) but outside the educated middle class it has not yet appre
ciably succeeded in putting off marriage beyond 13. 

The law about the age of consent can in my opinion be only made 
effective when the age of marriage as well as of consent is raised considerably 
beyond 14. 

5. The age at which girls attain puberty in this part of the country 
is usually betwt>en 11 and 13 among well-to-do classes who lead a less 
physically active life, and between 12 and 14 among the poorer classes who 
do more of physical work. 

6. So far as I know cohabitation is not common in this part of the 
country among any class, except perhaps the Bengalis, before the girl• 
completes 13 years. The number of cases that come into Court under sec
tion 376, Indian Penal Code. "Rape by the husband" as given in the 
Police Administration Reports is as follows:-

(}925),-14; (1926),-7; (1927),-27. 

The adunl cases of cohabitattion under 13 years must undoubtedly be 
very mu<:h larger. I believe it is only one or two cases out of a hundred 
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that go to a Court of law and that too when the relations ettlier between 
the husband and wife or between their parents are strained and unhappy. 

7. The early consummation of marriage and, still more than that, early 
m~rria~e is due to tradition. and custom with a strong background o£ reli
giop.s injunctions in its favour, . But it is chiefly the fear of public opinion 
of :the community \vhich gives strength to a general pre-disposition among 
tlie parents in favour of eai-ly marriage. The authority of Manu is gene
rally quoted among the Hindus in favour of early marriage but I am not 
aware of \\·hat penalty is prescribed for its breach. It is generally con
sidered to ,be a "sin" to ?natry aftet puberty, but the postponement of 
<:o'hsummatioit after puberty is not regarded as a sin. 

A Yes,. Gauna is usually performed. in most communities in these Pro
vmces. It is often several years after the marriage. if the marriage is 
})~rform~d, ¥eJ,"y early. ." Gaup.a " very often coincides with consumma
iion of inarriage and is generally performed some years after the attain
ment of puberty. 

9. Attainment of puberty is not' at all a sufficient indication of physical 
n1aturity to justify consummation of marrillge? In my opinion 18 is gE>ne
rally the age when the girl reaches her full growth and when consumma
tiOil of marriage may take place without injury to her health and to that of 
her progeny. 

10. In iny opinion 18 years, •the age of majority generally recognised in 
India, is the proper age when 3 girl could be considered competent to 
TeaJise intelligently the consequences of het consent. 

11. I ha.'ve no experience of any particular case where I could give a 
detailed account of the bodily injuries sustained by a girl. 

12 .. I am decidedly of tlie opinion that early consummation of marriage, 
and consequently _early maternity, is to a very large extent responsible for 
high maternal and infantile morta1ity. Besides high mortality it seriously 
affe-::to::: the physical health of most of our women and of the ~-ounger genpra
-tion. Still more than physical ill-health the present system of early marriage 
and early consummation of marriage is a serious hindrance to the intellec
tual. progress and .mental happiness of our girls. I need not dwell at length 
<>n the. very serious obstacle early marriage proves to be in their education. 
Secondly t when small girls are cut away from their parents at a very early 
age and suddenly thrown into strange surroundings at a period of life 
when they cannot possibly make a voluntary and intelligent choice, this 
1.hlnlltural' _fOrced and' pruel migration gives a permanent shock to their 
:vo'ting nature. . The severe task of adjusting oneself to one's surroundings 
which baffles 'so inariy grown up and experienced persons heavily falls on 
those young shoulders ,at a tender age. Even in the most fortunate cases 
these poor little beings are for ever deprived of a chance to experience and 
·enjoy the thrill, the buoyancy and the happy freedom of girlhood and 
.:~dolescence. On the top of this comes the rude shock of sex experience 
when they are hardly out of their child stage, and they soon find them-
1;elves plunged into the deeper abyss of child motherhood, its physical pangs 
and its solemn responsibilities. Before they reach an age of sufficient 
·discrimination, self-assertion and self-control they already become mothers 
<>f two or three children. Thus in a large majority of cases the child-wives 
.and child-mothers pass through experiences of mental suffering and cares 
at a period of life when they should feel happy and free. I look upon this 
stunting of their mental and moral growth as a much greater injury than 
'merely the physical injury involved in early consummation of marriage. 

13': There has been decidedly a remnrkable developmE>nt of public opinion 
<lthirtg the last few ye11rs, particularly amongst women themselves, in fa¥our 
(lf later alliances and later consummation of marriage than what is pro
¥ided for in the amendment of the law in 1925. It is true it is so f:u co11r 
fined to the educated arid progressive section of the community, b~~ that 
would be no argument against further extension of the age of consent by 
law:. Modern progressive National States do not allow thelnse:kres to be 
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guided by the most con~rntive and reactionary social elements but are 
e\·er watchfJ,Jl ~f true national interests and social well-.being. 

U. I 4o not think that among the better classes even orthodo;ot women 
favour early C()JlS\lJWD.ation pf marriage, although owing to a thoughtlesa 
adMr~u.ce to custom and tra!lition they are often in favour of ~arriage 
near puberty. But the new generation of wome11 is very stronglr in fav0ur 
of later marriages and a very much further extension (lf the age of con
summ)ltion of marriages for their cltildren. 

15-16. So far as I know in cases of offences undeT secti.<>ns 375 and 3i6, 
Indian Penal Code, considerable difficulty has been experienced in deter
mining the correct age at or near puberty which varies .between 1~ and l4. 
These difficulties would be materially reduced if the age of consent is fixed 
at an age much above 14. It should be at least 18 for marital and the 
same for extra-marital cases, with the safeguard and provisos recommended 
in my reply to the succeeding questions for marital cases. 

1i. To my mind early marriage is the very root of the evil as it necessarily 
lead:~ to an early consummation of marriage. It is hopeless to expect that 
if marriages are allowed at any age before puberty, the consummation of 
marriage could be postponed long after puberty_ and effectively controlled 
by legislation. I hold that in the long run it would be easier to regulate 
the minimum age of marriage than to regulate its consummation. Society 
1muld much rather tolerate the fixing of a minimum age for marriage than 
tolerate an unnecessary interference with domestic affail·s of a most delicate 
and intimate character. I would strongly recommend that the minimum 
age of marriage should under law be fixed at 21 for boys and 18 for girls 
and for consent also at 18. But at the same time, regard being had to 
practical difficulties and to the need of educating public opinion in its 
favour, I v;ould advise the introduction of a proviso that for the next 6 
years immediately after the passing of the .Act the minimum age of mar
riage for boys be fixed at 17 and for girls at 14. The age of consent should 
also be 14. This minimum is to be automatically raised by one year after 
every six years till the minimum of 21 and 18 for boys and girls respectively 
is reached in 24 years. The ad;,antage of this course will be that public 
opinion will have been sufficiently prepared in the meantime by means of 
education and social propaganda and also by means of an intensi>e propa
ganda by the State it~elf. I maintain that it is necessary to fix the statu
tory minimum of 21 and 18 for marriage for boys and girls respectively 
from now, so that the people may distinctly know what they will be ulti
mately required by law to do. It will have in itself a very useful educati>e 
effect and the country shall be saved from long and protracted enquiries 
on this question every time and from conflicting and hostile propaganda 
on both sides. 

l\Iarital and extra-marital offences must be separated into different 
offences. l\Iarriage~ before the age fixed by law should not be made null 
and void but should certainly be penalised. In marital cases punishmenfs 
for breach of law a<> regards the age of marriage should be a heavy fine 
which will be of a deterrent character, or simple imprisonment for 6 months 
or both, according to the gravity of the offence. Wnile in cases of Rape 
b~ t~e husband imprisonment of either description for two years if the 
w1fe 1s under 13, and fine or simple imprisonment for two years if the wife 
is 13 but below the age of consent specified in law for the time being. 
They should all be sw1unons cases, bailable but non-compoundable with no 
nrre&t without a warrant. 

In extra-marital cases the age of consent must be fixed at 18 with the 
punishments now provided for. 

1&-19. For extra-marital cases the present procedure of trial will do 
but it will not at all be suitable for marital cases. But before I deal with 
the procedure to he adopted in case of marital offences I should like first 
to state the procedure by which marriages should be registered. For this 
purpoo;e it is nece~sary to utilise the agency of Municipal and District 
Ho<lr<ls and other local self-go,erning bodies. They may be required to 
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register marriages just as they are required to register births and deaths 
and to prepare other vital statistics. Section 298, J. (b), of the United 
Provinces Municipalities Act, 1916 empowers the Boards tQ make bye-laws 
f();r the registration Qf marriages and, if the Local Government BQ requires, 
they are bound tQ make such bye-laws. These lecal booies may be further 
required to fQrm a new Committee which may be designated as "WQmen 
and Children Welfare CQmmittee" on which, as far as pQSSible, they are 
tQ elect as well as to C<H>pt WQmen. Besides, the Board should appQint as 
many Sub-CQmmittees in its different wards as it may consider necessary. 
As far as possible women living in that particular locality and willing to 
WQrk on such Sub-CQmmittees should be appQinted. Parents or guardians 
of bQys and girls t() be married shQuld be required to report at a place and 
tQ such a person or persons as the BQard may appoint, at least twQ 
mQnths befQre the marriage all necessary particulars abQut the age Qf 
boys and girls tQ be married, their residence and the date, place and 
approximate time of marriage.. After such information is received it would 
be open_ to members of Ward Committees or Mohalla Sub-CQmmittees, to 
pay a visit tQ the family and in cases where they find that the age is less 
than required by law they should warn the parents or guardians and 
persuade :them tQ postpone the marriage. They should simultaneously 
submit a report of the same tQ the Board. Parents and guardians should 
further be required tQ submit a second report within a week after the 
marriage has actually taken place. In cases where the Board· is satisfied 
that the age of marriage is below the age specified in law for the time being 
the Board shall prosecute the offending parents or guardians. The trial 
in such cases should, as far as possible, be before a bench of women Magis
trates specially appointed to deal with such cases. Every Local Board 
should appoint a qualified -lady Doctor to examine and give medical evi
dence in cases of doubt where such examination and evidence may be 
necessary. The income from fines, etc., will probably cover the additional 
expenses of the Board and, if necessary, a nominal fee of two annas for 
every report may also be charged. In cases of "Rape by the husband" the 
offending husband will also have to be charged. In rural areas the services 
of Tahsil or Taluqa Committees and Village Panchayats will have tQ be 
utilised for this purpose. The procedure suggested above does not give 

-the police any hand in prosecuting marital cases. The agency through 
which control is proposed to be exercised is mostly non-official, and it is 
hoped it will in the long run prove a much better safeguard against 
collusion 'and corruption. 

20. As I have already explained in my replies above. I do not 
think that without fixing the minimum age of marriage legislation for 
only fixing a higher age of consent will have much effect. Although 
public opinion confined only to the illiterate and orthodox section will at 
present be against fixing a minimum age for the marriage of girls yet 
with the spread of education and of modern ideas among the people this 
opposition has grown less and is bound to grow very much less in no 
distant future. And then, I have no doubt, Society will very much prefer 
a Statutory minimum for marriage rather than prosecution in public in 
regard to the consummation of marriage. 

21. It cannot be denied that education and social propaganda of reform 
is the most effective solvent of social evils, but this should not rule out 
all legislation which may be simultaneously helpful in checking and eradi
cating social evils. The excess of caution and hesitation displayed at 
present by Government in legislating for the removal of serious and cruel 
social evils was, happily, not th!l policy of British Government when it 
introduced and enforced legislation to stop the cruel practice of Sati and 
of female infanticide or when it sanctioned the remarriage of widows. 
I would repeat that Modern National States all over the world do not 
allow themselves to be guided by the most conservative and reactionary 
social elements but are ever watchful of true national interests and social 
well-being. A courageous action on the part of the Government is again 
needed in the regulation of the age of marriage and of the consummation 
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of marriage in India, and it is my earnest prayer to the Committee that it 
"Jlay be pleased to make a bold and strong recommendation to that effect. 
ro the Government. 

Oral E.vidence of Pa.nd.it IQBAL NARAIN GURTU, M.L.C., 
Benares. 

(Benares, 11th January 1g29.) 

Chairman: Are you connected here with any social reform movement? 
A. I have been connected more with religious, educational and v~litical 

movements. 
Q. Do you think that there is at present a breach of the stat1,1tory law 

·which stands at 13 with regard to the age of consent? 
A. I am afraid that there must be breaches, 
Q. I believe you know that they do not come to light. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that the reason why you suggest a law of marriage? 
A. It is one of the reasons but not the sole reason. 
Q. Can you suggest any method by which marriages may be permissible 

at any age but consummation of marriage could be definitely postponed so 
that maternity can be avoided till a girl is complete 15 or 16P 

A. Personally I hold that the only solution is having late marriages 
because once you have early marriages you cannot expect that consumma
tion of marriage will be postponed long after puberty. The only solution. 
is to have late marriages. 

Q. You know that there is a very strong orthodox feeling which believes 
that pre-puberty marriages are e~se:u.tial. Is there, therefore, any way of 
preserving their feeling in tact •'that is to say permitting them to have 
marriages whenever they like, and securing maternity at a- late ageP 

A. I am afraid that you cannot secure maternity at a late age. It will 
not be effective. When once a marriage has been celebrated, the State 
cannot interfere very much with the domestic life and if it does the society 
would naturally resent it. What I personally think is that there will be 
more resentment if you enforce later consummation but allow early mar
riage. Of course in the beginning the orthodox people will be dissatisfied 
with any legislation fixing the minimum marriageable age but it seems to 
me that after some time the society would rather tolerate this than tolerate 
unnecessary interference in domestic affairs. 

Mrs. Nehru: May I ask you whether the same means which you have 
suggested for preventing early marriage can be used for preventing breaches 
against the age of consent law P 

A. Even the law as it at present stands is not effective; and if you 
raise the age of consent and allow marriage at any time, it will be still lesa 
effective. 

Q. You have suggested the formation of Sub-Committees on whom you 
have laid the duty to find out breaches of the marriage law. If the same 
Sub-Committees are utilized for this purpose of finding out breaches of 
the consent law, will it not work effectively? 

A. I am afraid families would resent it very much because one cannoi 
very well go and put such delicate questions and ask whether a marriage 
has been consummated in the case of a particular girl or not. I am afraid 
the society would resent it and it will be very difficult to find whether 
a girl has been consummated or not unless you have a medical examination 
which is all the more worse. 

Q. Supposing instead of these sub-committees of municipalities if com
mittees of ladies are appointed for this purpose, will they be able to work? 
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A. lJltimately it will lead to medical examination. 
Q. Not neceso.arily because in these cases it is not necessary to hunt out 

breaches of the law. If out of 100 cases 5 cases are brought to light, they 
will have a deterrent effect on the rest. Therefore even if cases of preg
nancy are brought to light, they will be sufficient·. 

A. Supposing even if such an enquiry is started by a lady, and if an 
untrue reply is given, how are you going to ·establish that consummation 
has taken place below the prescribed age? But don't you think that if 
there is a law as regards the marriage, then it could be better regulated? 

Q. As far as that goes it is all right. Supposing it happens that the 
marriage law is not passed, what is the second best thing for our purpose? 

A. If the marriage law is not passed, the second best thing is to have 
a consent law, in which case the committees should go and find out the 
cases. 

Q. But will they be able to work at all or do you think they will be s<> 
unpopular, as to be unable to work. 

A. They may not be so very unpopular but I feel that their work will 
be absolutely ineffective in finding out the true facts. 

Q. If such committees as suggested by you are appointed, do you think 
that their work will be easier if the punishment to be given to those wh<> 
break the law is in the form of a bond? 

A. I don't think that taking of a bond will help you. Who is going to 
find out whether the covenant has been observed or not? 

Q. But the taking of the bond will imply the necessary separation of 
husband and wife . till the prescribed age. So what objection would you 
have in taking a bond? 

A. That would upset the family life very much. Supposing the girl wife 
has no parents where will she be sent? 

Q. Don't you think the same objection applies to the marriage law as. 
well i1;1 the case of a girl who will ha1e no parents? Where can she li"ve 
till she reaches the prescribed age? 

A. I think the cases of uncared for girls are very few. As long as they 
are not married they either live with their parents or their relations or 
guardians or friends. But after they are married, if their parents are not 
alive, then even the friends won't like to keep them with them and take 
any further ·responsibility. Supposing a girl is married very early and 
then consummation takes. place also very early and if she is separated from 
her husband, where is she to go? 

Q. Ca.nnot she either go to her parents or relations or to some Home
if nobody exists? 

A. It seems to me that the taking of a bond will be absolutely ineffective. 
Mr. Mitra: Are you ready to provide for exemptions in t}J.e marriage 

law in very hard cases? 

A. I am afraid that once you do that there will be practically more 
exemptions and that you will be making your law ridiculous. 

Q. Do you know that in l\Iadras the Brahmins though they get tht>ir 
girls n1arried earlier, consunrmation never takes place before the girl attains 
puberty? 

A. That is so in this province also. 
Q. Is there no consummation taking place here before a girl attains 

puberty? 
A. I am not prepared to say that. After the Gaona ct>remonv the girl 

is sent to her husband's house. I should think that in the national interest 
an~ in the interests of the health and moral growth, there are certain steps 
wh1ch are absolutely nec-essary should be taken and especially in this 
matter the State should introduce a le"'islation otherwise the evils will ne>er 
be eradicllted. "' 
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Q. What puni~luuent hal"e you suggested for infringement of the marriage 
lawi' 

.·L I ha,·e said fine ot six months' imprisonment. 
Jlr. Bhargat·a: You hal"e further suggested that ftt least two months 

b"efore the marriage all necessary particulars about the age of boys and 
girl~, etc., sho_uld be supplied and that another report should be submitted• 
\l'ithin a week after the marriage and that a bench of women Magistrates 
;:,hould be appointed to deal with such cases to know whether the marriage 
wns <.-elebrat~d · below the prescribed age and that a lady, doctor should 
gi,·e evidence in cases of· doubts after examination. Have you sliggest~d 
,111 these methods with a view to dissemination of the knowledge of the' 
law among~t the public? 

A .• Both control as well as dissemination of the knowiedge of the faw. 
Wliat I have said there' is this," that it would be open to the members of 
thi.; sub-committee to visit that family and if U1ey find that· the girl i!l 
below· IS or 14 as may' be fixed by law then, then 'they should persuade the 
parents to postpone the marriage and to warn them of the law which· they 
will ha·ye to face. · 

Q. So is this a part oT the propaganda for the spread of the law P 
• .J.. This propaganda 1;uiy if po8sible' stop 'eariy marriage. 
Q. Have you suggeste<l thes~ methods oniy ·to find out if the marriage 

law is broken i' 
• .J.. Yes. 
f). Then what do you mean by your suggestion that after a week of the 

warriage a report should be made to the Board? 
. .J.. I have sugge;.ted reports at two stages. The first report is to be 

made two months before the marriage so that it may be open to the sub~ 
committees to make any enquiry if they deem it necessary. At that stage 
I ha\·e !>Uggested that there ma:\"·• be propaganda and persuation and 'the 
,er-ond report is to be submitted within a "·eek after marriage. 

Q. Then it follows that in case the committee members or the lady 
doctor are of the opinion thtlt this is not a fit age, they can· prosecute the 
oft'entler. Is it not!' 

.!. They will only report that in their opinion that a certain marriage 
has taken place and that the girl is below the prescribed age .. , 

Q. 'Yill it not he a.n inquisition into the domestic affairs? 
.!. This inquisition will be more tolerable than the consummation of 

marriage. · · 
. '.). I could see your suggestion that after . the maniage there should be 

a rt>port. But ~·our suggestion that two months before the marriag·e there 
-hould be a report giving the information, etc. I doubt the efficacy of this 
report . 

. .J.. I thought that that will be· more helpful because most of the 
JWOJ,Je will be ignorant of the law and if information is sent and if anybody 
goes and just has a talk with them and tell of them of the law, they lnay 
probably postpone the marriage. 

Q. Would you like to have this work done by private organization and 
not in~i~t upon a statutory committee and the lady doctor? 

.L The prh·ate organizations will not be debarred in· exercising any 
influence they would like to. 

Q. If ~·ou propose, that this committee or a lady doctor can go into 
a person's house to ascertain these facts, will it be liked by the publici' 

• .J.. I lwven't said that a lady doctor should go and examine the case to 
know whether the offence has been committed or not. 

Q. Supposing if &ome members .as suggested by you of the committee 
go to a person's house, will it be open to him to say that he will not receive 
them? 
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A. Be can. 
Q. Will they not have a right of entry into his house P 
A. Not necessarily. If you give a power to· a certain Board I don't 

wish that they shall go but I say that they may go. 
Q. Do you think that this kind of work will be practical in villages. 

alsoP 
A. It will be easier there because people are more familiar with each 

other,· 
Q. Will all these nominations to the committee be made by some autho

rity? 
A. I haven't gone into those details. It may be partly by election~ 

co-option and so on. 
Q. Do you realize the fact that the assistance of a lady doctor will not 

be available? 
A. I say that there may be a salaried lady doctor of the District Board 

and the Municipal Board. 
Q. You have proposed that there should be some propaganda in respect; 

of these matters. So far as the ,particular objects are concerned, I want 
to know in what concrete form the Government should spend money. 

A. Over pamphlets and giving information to the people as to what 
other nations have been doing and so on. 

Q. If the age of consent is raised to 16 do you not think that· in the absence 
of the marriage law this consent law will act as a very great thing which 
will prick the people now and then? 

A. It may prick a few people but it will not help the national advance
ment. .A few people you may be able to catch but it will be a very great 
hardship to catch a majority of the cases. 

Q. Bow do you think that the cases will come to court according to you? 
A. They will come to the court. 
Q. Don't you know that the number of cases coming to the court will 

be so infinitisimal? What is your own opinion about this lawP 
A. It is a dead letter. That is why I maintain that there must be a 

marriage ,law. 
q. Then why do you want to increase the age of consent? 

.4. Because I am not satisfied with the present consent age. 

iJ. But don't you think that, according to you, the age of consent law 
would work a great hardship and if the boy is prosecuted and punished, it 
would take away the bread of the gfr1P 

A. This will be a matter for the court to decide taking into considera
tion all the facts of that particular case as to what should be the maximum 
punishment and so on and if the court is satisfied that it will work as a 
hardship on the girl probably the judge may lessen the punishment. 

Q. Do you want then to have these cases tried as summons cases? 
A .. Yes. I wouldn't allow the police to have a hand in these matters 

and if you have it as a warrant case necessarily it becomes a police case. 
These cases therefore can be tried as summons cases. 

Q. So far as the question of bonds are concerned, when Mrs. Nehru 
asked you whether bonds may be taken for separating the husband and 
wife till the prescribed age, you are of this opinion that they will be in
effective. Will not the bonds_ be effective as preventives P 

.! . I say that there is too much unnecessary interference with the domes
tic life and it will make your law very much unpopular. 

Mr. Yakub: You say that the parents should give two months' notice 
of . the marriage. Don't you think that in certain cases it will work very 
bard where the marriages are arranged within a week? 
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A. I believe that there will be very few cases like that at least amongst 
the Hindus. The reason why I suggested two months is that it always 
takes two months' time for the Board to go through this information and 
then it is sent to the members of the committee who may not find time to 
go through it and so to cover all contingencies I suggested two montha 
but I am prepared to reduce it to one ·month if in practice it is found 
that it will work hardship. I only thought that that will give sufficient 
time for the machinery to move. . 

Q. Mr. Mitra. asked you about the exemptions and he gave you &Iso 
several examples. You know that there might be certain cases in which 
if the marriage is not performed it may be detrimental to the girl herself. 
Even in that case will you not allow marriage to be performed with the 
permission of the judge P 

A. What will be the evidence P 
Q. Supposing there is an old man and he wants to marry his girl before 

he dies and there is nobody: to look after her·. after him;, in such a case 
won't you make an exemption? 

A. I would bring forward all those reasons in my defence when I· am 
prosecuted and appeal to the judge for mercy otherwise how are you going 
to define these exemptions P . ' 

Q. Can you not say that it is to the best interest of the girl that the 
marriage should be done and an exemption should be made to that effect P 

A. The words "best interest" are very big things here. You may 
confine these words if you like to health. You may obtain a medical certi
ficate. As I said before, if you make an exemption public opinion will be 
against the law. 

Mr. Kanhaiya LaZ: Do you call this marital offence a domestic offence!' 
A. Strictly speaking from a larger point of view I call it so which ia 

against the best national interest. 
Q. Would you advocate the .~onstitution of a domestic court consisting 

of a Magistrat4;! and two non-officials to try these marital cases? 
A. I have suggested that such matrimonial cases should go before a 

bench of Magistrates as far as possible consisting of women. 
Q. Would it not be necessary or desirable to have at least a seniol' 

Magistrate to be associated with these non-officials so that the procedure 
and other things may be properly regulated? 

A.. I haven't gone into those details. Surely if you mean a stipendiary 
!fagistrate I have no objection to your suggestion. 

Oral Evidence of Tha.kUl' SHIYSHANKER SINGH, Private Seuef;arJ 
to Ra.Ja. Motlcha.nd, Benares, Tha.kUl' RAJWANT SINGH, Udal 
Pra.tap College, Bena.res, a.nd Tha.kUl' LAUTU SINGH GOUTAM, 
Joint Secretary, Kshatrlya. Association, United ProYinces. 

(lJenares, 11th January 1929.) 

Chairrru1n: What is the age of marriage and what is the age of con
summation amongst the KshatriyasP 

A.. (Thakur Shivshanker Singh.) The age of marriage begins from 5. 
The age of consummation depends upon something which I will explain 
to you later on. 

Q. Have you Gaona ceremony? 
A.. Not in all cases. l\fostly amongst the Kshatriyas as soon as the 

marriage is done, the girl is not allowed to live in her parent's house. 
Q. Does actual co-habitation take place in a large number of case.a 

below 13? 
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A. There is no bar to it. 
Q. But I hope it is all after puberty in any case or not necessarily . 
.4:. Not always. I think that in· 50 per cent. cases co-habitation takes 

place before puberty. 
:· Q. In these cases what is the difference between the age of the boy and 

the girl"r · 
.4. If. the girl is 12 or 13 the husband is i5 or 16. Sir, I would like to 

divide mv class into four classes. The first class is the Maharajas and the 
:ftaj!J,s .. The second dass is the well-to-do persons amongst whom the marriages 
are celebrated mostly at the ages of 8, 9 and 10. 1 Then comes the third 
dass - who are only' ordinary people and these people want to range as 
11igher class people and they imitate the second class and amongst them 
there i,:; a law of ill-matching, i.e., the boy i~ Rometime,:;' 16 and 'the girl 
i~ 12 and vice versa. I say that as .the. ·match . itself is concerned it is very 
bad ·but they want to see their girls married in a good house. 

Q. That is to say marriages don't take place necessarily in the interests 
-of the girls concern'ed. 

A.: Yes. And tl1en the fourth class is the poor class. Amongst this 
class marriages arE> very rare. It is very rare that they get an opportunity 
-of marrying with the result that when they become very old they sell their 
prop'erty: and buy a girl and therefore consummations take place as early 
as p·ossible. 

q. Have you remarriages in your castes? 
A. :No. 
Q. 'Vould you prefer a marriage law to mend all these evils? 

.-1. I fear that unless there is some legislation there can be no reform. 
\Ve h:we tried for re>nnns and we have failed. \Ye· have been trying for 
l'eforms for. the last 30 or 40 years. The Rajput Sabha if it has not done 
anything else, has been crying from . the platforms always to raise the 
age of marriage and_ it hasn't succeeded in its attempt to do so. 

'J. :bo you think _that the sanction of the law is necessary? 
A. Yes. . . : . . 
Q. Do _you feel that it is an evil and affects your girls? 
A. Certainly we do feel it. 

;.( ('l'halnir Lautn s'ingh Goutam.) In _fact the main eau~e for hring-
ing this Sabha into existence is to do away with these social evils. 

Q. What age has your Kshatriya _l:?abha recommended for marriageP 
A. 14 for girls and 18 for boys. 

Q. Do 3•ou think that in a large lnunber of cases the Age of Consent 
law which now-stands at 1S is broken? 

A .. Ye9. 
Q. Can you suggest any measures for making this .law effective? 

A. (Thakur Shivshanker Singh.) You should raise the age of marriao-e, 
Personally I think that the age of marriage should be 16. When I :Uy 
16 I am speaking for a very_ large section of my community. 

Q. What age would you fix for the Age of Consent? 
A. -la'. 
Q. "What age would you recommend for extra-marital cases? 
.4. (Thakur Rajwant Singh and Thakur Lautau Singh.) Not below 18. 
Q. (Thakur Shivshanker Singh.) What I say is that when a certain 

girl has arrived at the age of 15 or 16, there ought to be a sort of license 
sold in the post office ·which should issue a certificate to the effect that the 
tnan cal\ marry his girl. 

Q. Don't you think that it will be a very great hardship on the people? 
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A.. (Thakur Lautau Siugh.) T~at will be a serious encroachment upon 
one's civil rights. 

Q. Don't you expect that if there is a law of marriae:e it will e:enerally 
be obeyed? 

A. (Thakur Shivshanker Singh.) .If you are going to place other steps 
afterwards for instance if a' mau ·ereaks t4e law, the result is that he will 
be punished, this will be a much great or botheration, and the buying of 
a certificate will be a very Sl,llall bothera~iqn . 

• 4.. (Thakur Rajwant $ingh and Thakur Lautau Singh.) We don't agree 
with Thakur Shivsanker Singh on this point. We say that the certificate 
bu:.iness will be a very tedious process for the villagers. 

Q. Do- you know of any cases in your community where the mothers have 
suffered and the children have suffered P 

A. (Thakur Lautau Singh.) A friend of mine married a young girl 
aged 12 and she got a female child and for years together be had no child. 
He told me confidentially that the health of his wife has been shattered 
owing to early co-habitation. 

Q. When was this? 

A. This happened ten years ago. 

Q. Do you know of any recent case P 
A. (Thakur Rajwant Singh.) In my own village there was a widower 

who was only about 30 years old and he married a girl of 12 and he got a 
child after two years, and the wife is now suffering from hysteria and so 
many other diseases. 

Q. What about the children? 

A. The children are t"ery weak. 

Q. lias she net"er had another child? 
A. For the last 5 or 6 years she has had not a second child. 

Q. Do you ·attribute the sufferings of these young mothers to early 
maternity only or it is oply one of the causes? 

A. (Thakur Lautau Singh.) This is only one of the causes and I call 
it a secondary cause. If they had sufficient to eat, very good clothing and 
very good housin~, etc., I think they would be far from suffering. Our Sabha 
has reconciled the orthodox and heterodox views and . therefore I believe 
that in the name of the Sahha, you can take it from me that 14 is the 
happy minimum of the Sahha, 12 is the old ideal and 16 is urged by the 
advanced. As regards legislation we can speak for ourselves but I don't 
know what the attitude of the Sabha will be. 

Q. But if we fix th~ age at 1-! for marriage, will that be accepted by all? 

A. Yes. 

Written Statement, dated the 21st August 1928, 9f Mr. RAM 
SWAROOP, Secretary, Arya Samaj, Ghazipur. 

The Arya Samaj, Ghazipur, duly received your letter of the 27th July 
192S, and in reply thereof states the opinion of ih members as follows:-

1. There is no doubt that the question of fixing the Age of Consent for 
the purposes of Sections 375 and 376, I. P. C. is agitating the minds of 
tl~t• well wishers of humanity. The legio;lators are busy on this question 
since the verv ad>ent of British rule in India. t""nfortunatelv .the 
SQ-(·alled principles of the orthodox Hindu community were very perverted 
and had become against the \·edas wlwreas ostensibly they were represented 
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to be according to the dictates of the Vedas. For example the following 
text was put before popular interested people:-

'f~~~ ll~~ i~Rt -.~ w.tr ~ ~tf~qr), 
t '"' ~ 

~~' 'Wf(lqj~T ftff~q ~~T I 
"' ,.._ ... j:\. .,. 

llfflT :qq I"Cffi ?I~T ~.~Tnt ?If:(~~' 

~ -.~cri~rfiff 'f:F CliifiT ~call{ 1t 

1lNil~: I 
The British Government from the very beginning of their rule declared 

that they would not interfere with the religion and religious susceptibility 
of the people of India, and would govern them according to their own 
personal laws. It was more than impossible under these circumstances to 
lose sight of such text as I have quoted above. Yet the greatest English 
law giver could not kill his conscience altogether, and I believe, it was 
against his conscience still that he was obliged to put down 12 years as 
the Age of Consent for the purposes of Sections 375 and 376. 

But society has advanced, and with the spread of civilization and 
education, and more so from the time of the advent of the Arya Samaj, 
the people of India to-day feel the pinch of the legal Age of Consent. 
To-day we are in possession of the news showing the great havoc produced 
oy this sanction of law, and we find that voice is raised unanimously against 
it from all quarters of the world. Everybody does feel that this age of 12 
or 13 years as the Age of Consent is a black mark on the good name of 
law and humanity. \Ye the members of the Arya Samaj, Ghazipur, appre
ciate the good officers and the gentleman who are helping to revise this law 
and strongly recommend that the " Age of Oonsent" be raised to 16 years 
for the purposes af Sections 375 and 376. 

2. (1) We are not in favour of retaining the law of the Age of Consent 
as it is. 

(2) We are in favour of making an advance on the present law and we 
give our reasons as follows :-

1. In such cases under Sections 375 and 376, we generally find that 
girls of tender years are generally the victims. They cannot resist the 
brutal force applied by their seducers as well as they have no courage to 
avert this danger. 

2. On account of their tender age they sometimes can not understand the 
wnole internal business. 

3. If the girls were of mature understanding and advanced age, they would 
understand the wiles of the wicked and would be in a position to defend 
themselves. 

Under these circumstances girls should be protected from indecent 
assaults and the violation of their chastity by a very stringent law. (Other 
points as given by the Secretary in his own replies 3 and 4.) 

The mere raising the Age· of Consent won't do. So long as there is 
no law to prohibit the marriage of girls under the age of 15 or 16 there 
will be no good result in this matter. The cases of rape are not so frequent 
ns the misu~e by ~usbands so far as girls under the age of 14 years 11re 
concerned. There is no doubt that public opinion has under"one a aood 
deal of change for the better in this ~espect. b b 

I am quite sure if the question of raising the age of marriage is defi
nitely put down by the Government and the age of the girl is fixed at 15 
o:r: 16 there will be a go?d deal of hue and cry, .but the momentary trouble 
Will pass off after sometime. If some people raise their voice ao-ainst this 
measure, there will be men to support it also. "' 
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5. India is a vast· continent. It is not a small country. Th~ cliJl}ate 
differs at different places~ The age of pubeJ;ty therefore, is between 13 
and 15 years. (Other points same as· Secretary's report.) 

6. Generally this evil exists • in· this part · of the ·country. '.fhe child 
marriage is prevalent here. Hence this shameful state of affairs exists here. 

7. I have referred to this question in my reply to Question No. 1. This 
theory is being discountenanced by the masses now. 

8. As the Secretary reports. 
9. The great Rishi Swami Dayanand has given a passage. and has referred 

to the medical texts also on this point, which I quote as follows :-

~~ ~~thf ~m~~ ~lit 
~~Q~T~T~~rf~~ ~i1fttfll~ 

~o (e..•e..o) 

eiillft~tt ~ t4hu ~tmnr. ~f~mcHf. 
Cf~:n~::ff '!J'fli{ mf ~if~~ ~f~~ D 

Gfl('tl qf if f~i'Sft~C{, ~~'(T~%f~: 

n~T~«ioCf11fftt~t m=rhnii if Cfit'(1.tc{ 

~" ~~~')~~tit 'l£fo t • ~11n s-e-se: • 
Ill. The Indian girl is generally a very reserved and bashful maiden. 

She thinks that her husband is her Lord and God. She thinks that to 
obey her husband is to please her creator. Therefore I would not base 
my opinion on this sort of co~ent. I would raise the age of marriage 
instead of raising the Age of COnsent. All the same 16 years can be fixed 
as the age at which a girl can inetlligently understand her own welfare. 

11. Secretary please revise the language. 
12-13. Just what Secretary reports. 
14. No, absolutely not. 
15. Generally it is rather difficut to find out the exact age of the girl. 

Sometimes medical evidence is brought on the record of cases. The doctors d~J 
not give any definite opinion and sometimes unscrupulous doctors intention
ally or unintentionally give wrong ages. 

I would suggest that more care should be used to get the maternity cases 
registered as well as a birth certificate should be obtained at the time of 
birth. The maternity and child welfare scheme is a very good and excellent 
one. I would suggest that the Government should be approached to grant 
more liberal grants for this purpose. 

16. I think this marginal difficulty would be avoided if the Age of Consent 
is fixed at 15 years. 

17. It would be useless to make any difference. Yet I think much can 
be said in favour of a husband. He would generally care for the health of 
his wife. If even 14 years is fixed in case of marital conditions there would 
be no harm. 

Punishment provided by the law in both the cases is quite sufficient. 

18. The offences under Section . 376 may be heard and decided by a 
Magistrate 1st class so far as the husband is concerned, other offenders 
should be dealt with by the Session Judge. 

19. The existing law and procedure is alright. 
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20. In my opinion the minimum age is alright, because it ""o)lld l>e more 
in eonsonance with public opiniop. for the present. 

21. Social and educational propaganda is alright. But what we want is 
a penal law for bringing about the peaceful revolution in this respect. 

Oral EYidence of Mr. RAM SWA~OOP, Se~f.etary, Arya. Samaj, 
Gha.zipur. 

(Benares, 12tk January 19.Z9.) 

(Vernacular.) 

Mrs. }Jeadon: Are you the Secretary of the Arya Samaj, Ghazipur? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long has the Samaj been in existenceP 
A. 17 or 18 years. 
Q. What is the membership of the Samaj? 
A. There are about 40 or 50 re2:istered members. 
Q. What is your work? Do you go round in the villages? 
A. We go to the villages also. 
Q. What is your particular work? 
A>We carry on social reform· work and preach religion. 
Q. Do you try to help people in stopping early and child marriages? 
A. I was married at the age of 20. My brother who is a student of the 

2nd year class is now about 22 and he has not yet been married. We set 
these examples for others to follow. 

Q. When are girls usually married? 
A. 15 or l6. We mar,ry them 3 years after the attainment of puberty 

so that proper development may take place and there may be no difficulty 
in child-birth. :We are growing weaker and weaker. Our forefathers were 
much stronger. We must stop this evil of early marriage. 

Q. What is ,the age of marriage in Ghazipur generally? 
A. It is different among different people. 
Q. What are the classes that you have in Ghazipur? 
A. Every caste, from Brahmins to Sudras. Among the Brahmins marriages 

take place early. ~y t> have a widow home anJ all Brahmin widows han• 
run away from theu houses. 

Q. Among the Brahmins what is the age of marriage? 
A. From 9 to 16. 
Q. Besides the Brahmins what other castes have you P 
A. Banias and Sudras. 
Q. What is the age of marriage among the Banias? 
A. On account of the preaching of the Arya Samaj the age of marriage 

has begun to rise and caste meetings have also taken place. The Kalwar 
Sabha has perhaps fixed 14 for boys and 12 for girls. A meeting of the 
l\Iher Kshatriyas took place last year and recommended 18 for boys and 16 
for girls. 

Q. What is the age of marriage among the Kshatriyas? 
A. The same as among Brahmins. They are a fighting race and when

ever they get leave they marry. They do not get opportunity to wait and 
see. 

Q. What about the age of the girl? 
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A. Among the rich child-marriage is prevalent and _the poor marry a 
bit late. It is not because they realise the evil consequences but because 
of the heavy dowty that the father of the girl has-to give. 

Q. '1\'hat 'frorild you like; to fix an age of marriage or to raise. th~ Age 
of ConsentP • 

A. If the age of marriage is fixed that would be the best thing~ 
Q. ,,:hat age wouldyou fix? 
.4., 16 for girls and 18 for boys. 
Q. :\Vould it not be a- big jump?. 
A. If there is a law the people will bow to it. There is always. some 

agitation but that will subside. 
Q. Will 16 be not very high? 
A. Our principle is to move according to the times and whatever- \.be 

times dictate must be- accei_:)ted, I do not believ.e; i11-1 compromises. 
Q. Among the Arya Samajists is there a great. deal-of edacation?· 
A. Yes. 
Q. Among the ordinary classes what is the state of education in Ghatipt.r? 
A. There is a girls' school but they are educated only up to .. the 4-th 

standard~ There is no arrangement for further education •.. Funds ao not 
permit of starting new schools and schools providing instruction 'up t() a
higher standard. 

Q. If there is no education for girls there is nothing to occupy their 
min<ls. How are you going to keep them straight from 13 to 16? ' 

A. Even the non-Arya Samajists keep their girls till -Ht The ' dowry 
system is so heavy that they are forced to keep their girls unmarried till' 
that age. In' Some ciises I have. noticed that a- girl of 30 lias hot been 
married on account of this dowry system. In all these cases' I find that 
<·hastity is not spoiled. ..• 

Q. In the villages also is there heavy dowry? 
A. There also is heavy dowry. I went to a village and t saw a child 

'dio Wlls very thin and lean: add was 10 years of age. 
Q. What was the father of the girl? 
A. He was a landholder. He had to pay very heavy dowry. But the 

girl died on account of early consummation; 
Q. Do you think early consummation is a very serious cause of physical 

<legeneration? You think this must. be stopped. at all .eosts?
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the caste of the girl you just now mentioned?. 
A. She was a Kshatriya girl. 
Q. Have you seen any other ease? 

A. There is a disease called ' Prasant' which is a very common and is a 
.-esult of early consummation and becoming mothers at a very early .age. 
I have seen 30 or 35 such cases. 

Q. What about the children of these young mothers? 

.4 .• The mothers are very thin and lean a'nd thei-r children are also 
Jmny and weak. This is among the higher classes. 

Q. What about the lower classes? 
A. It is not so bad. Among the Kunnis there is. early marriage but 

·Goana takes place when the girls are mature. 
Q. What about. the Ahirs? 
.·1. Marriage tn_kes place at 5 or 6 a~d hoana takes place a year or two 

later. But the w1fe only stays for a mght and goes away. Then there is 
-the J?unga ceremony and then there is the Thona ceremony. On all these 
OC'C'aswns no consummation takes place. Consummation takeS pl-a:c'e ooly 
\\'hen the girl is mature. 
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Chairmmr,: What about the girls of these AhirsP 
A. They are very strong. 
Q.' They say it is on account of their getting a }Qt of good ghee. 
A. Ghee, etc., they sell it off and they take only curd, etc. Among 

the Ahirs a great watch is kept. Among the higher castes tpe watch is 
not so strict; I have seen many cases of consu:mniation just on the ap
pearance of menses. If a law is made I don't know how far it will be 
successful. 

Q. Supposing the age of marriage is not fixed but no consummation is 
allowed till 16, will it be workable? 

A. :We want that the nge of marriage may be fixed at 16. 
Q. Among the Arya Samajists there is no marriage before 16P 
\.4.. No. 
Q. Among the others do those girl~ that get 'Prasant' mostly die? 
A. They mostly die. 
Mra. Nehru: Have you got any experience about villages? 
·A.· Yes. 
Q. When do marriages take place there? 
A. Among the higher classes marriages take place early. The educated 

people have late marriage. 
Q. What are the higher classesP 
A. Those among whom second or third marriage do not take place. 
Q. Among the Brahmins and Kshatriyas do marriages take place early 

in villages? . · · 
' A. Yes. So long as the boy is young he is regarded as an eligible bride

groom and if he is grown up it is supposed there is some difficulty and 
therefore they do not get good dowries. 

Q. Have the women in villages realised the evils of early marriage? 
A. They have not. 
Q. Have Arya Samajists taken any steps to popularize the idea of late 

marriages? 
A. Not ·much. 
Q. Has any meeting of women taken place in Gha.zipur? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When was the last meeting held? 
A. Last year it took place in November. 
Q. Was any resolution passed regarding the age of marriage? 
A. No. 
Q. Was an opinion expressed about Sarda's bill? 
A. They have not gone up to that yet. 
Q. Are there any girls' schools? 
A. There are. 
Q. Is there any high school? 
A. There is the Vernacular Final school. 
Q. How many girls are there in that school? 
A. About 50 or 60. 
Q. Is there any Arya Putri Patbshala? 
A. There is. There are about 48 girls in that. 
Q. Is there a desire on the part of women to receive education? 
A. More than before. 
Q. Is there any p-urdah P 
A. There is. 
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Jfr. Shah Nawaz; For how many years have you been preaching Arya 
Samajie principles P 

A. For the last 16 years. 
Q. Has Swami Daya Nand written anyt4ing about eariy marriageP 

. A. Yes,. he has. (The witness :referred to, page 82 of, the Satyarth 
Prakash and the chapter on marriage in Sanskar Vidhi and also promised 
to send relevant. extracts.) 

Mr. Bhargava: What are the castes to be found in villagesP 
A. Every caste, right from' Brahmins to Sudras. 
Q. Are there Ahirs P 
A. There are. There· are Mehtars, Chamars and such other. castes. 
Q. Among them does marriage take place early and the girl sent soon 

after puberty P 
A. Yes. Girls. of 10 even al;'e married. 
Q. What about the'Brahmin; and Klihatriyas? 
A. Among the rich it takes place . early, .. but consummation does not 

take place, before pqberty~ I have not· seen an.)' such case. 
Q. In the cities? 
A. Consummation does not take place before puberty. 
Q. Have you met any. case in which. there was injul"f to the girl or 

the child or death occurred as a result of · early consummation P 
A. I have seen. one girl who became_ mother. at 12. After giving birth 

to three or fout children she 'died. 
Q. At what age do. girls become mother& generally? 
A. 15 or 16. · 
Q. Do not many girls. become .. mothers at 13 or 14P 
A. But in those cases there is great .trouble in delivery, and the children 

are weak. 
Q. If a law is passed fixing tbe minimum age of marriage at 14 and the 

Age of Consent at 16 there will be ,no agitation? 
A. People have begun to feel that early marriage is harmful. 
Q.· \\>nat is the system of registration of births in villagea in •your ,part 

of the country P · 
A. It is not accurate. 
Q. How many births, do you think, are not registered P 
A. The chowkidar is responsible and sometimes the reports are· made and 

sometimes not. 
Q. If the Patwaries and Lambardars are made responsible will that be 

betterP 
A. That will be better. 
Q. The Patwari may keep the register and the Tehsildar may check it. 

Would you like thatP 
A. The Patwari is heavily worked and be gets small pay. 
Q. But even now who writes the names for the ChowkidarP 
A. Any man who can read and write writes it. 
l't. Kanhaiya Lal: Would you like to have a law of registration of 

marriages, i.e., reports of all marriages being made to a prescribed antbority 
giving the names and ages of the marrying parties? 

A. That will be a good idea. 
Q. Who should report, the parents of the couple or the priest also? 

Among the Christians the priest is responsible. 
A. The parents and not the priest should report it. 
Q. Who should be the registering authority? The Municipality or the 

District Board or an- Executive authority P 
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A .. l b;l;ve ~o~ i4PugP,t pver t~at qu!!stion. 
Q. The present procedure is that cases under 12 go to the Sessions and 

cases above that go to the Magistrate. Instead of hay~ng these two forums 
wot"l1cJ yop li~e teo ,have 11- matrimonial court consisting of a Magistrate and 
t.'lfo pon-oflj.c1als t~ try these c~ses P 

4. lt is a good idea but t~e· two non-officials should be m.en of high 
standing and of good 'position and family familiar \Vith the conditions of 
the country an<l well-conversant with the customs also and should be well 
educated. · 

Q. It will inspire greater· confidence and people will be JDOre "jiV~lling to 
file complaints before such courts P 

A. Yes. 

Letter, dated the 28th January 1~~, ,fQrn 1'4~· RJIVJ Sf.l~OOP ~AL 
VERMA, Secreta.17,_ ·J.fYilo Sa.maj, Gh~JpuJ.'. 

In reply to ~·Qur Jet~er ~o. 136_1,. date<J the· 22nd instant, I have the 
honour to give · below the extracts from Satyartha · Prakash and Sanskar 
Vidhi of Rishi Dayanand as required . 

. S.atyartha Prakash, pages 83 ~nd 84.-

{ t} iain"~~l1JT i'JiiHJ"; U1if~wfijJ{ 
' ~ ~ .F.:, "" 

~~r-{~; !i~~~: :~ ~'1if~, 

( ~) ernit en if fq~~~551l~T~~f~~: 
fl~~«iff ·cn~n(;Jt 1Illt~fii if 'firdht u 

~~rr 11m~Tif ..-.r• to ~!i se.,.~t; 1 
~~ 

'JElri-'":~~ ~ lll ·~if ~lf cr~'t ~~if -qm~ Clli i ~if q"if 

if{qff -q~t~ ?If~ ~ ~.ft ili1: liT '{l"f !ifm\111 s~T 11-R . fCf'!;JfTr 

CfiT trHf'~trn ~ ~!lCIT ;seq~ ":l ol f~~cnT~ iHii ~t ~lrlT ~, 

ilf~ ~tnT t nt .EtiJT~i\1:. -w1cn ~ J 

(~)- "l(tw Q"liJl(l4i\~n WJI-n!~J:Jot ~·R) 
~~·Wfil~T~li~Tf~~tr Jl~tJfint I 

~o ~ro e. ~l'Cfi L9 

;qw-~~ ,~~t ~q: t~1"i rrT--1 rq.q. trirn 'Qfrr cnt m~ 
Cfi~ijl Y.fq~ ij~ t~fff Clil trllf 'il~ I 

( ~) "qt~if qt ~itff ~r~r~) WC4~'1:T;:--.Q~n if~t ~Cin1.1't 

~~l~"l~f 'ifHi~~(q~Cfil{ II ~l~~ ii o ~ ~ o t '1.. ii=:r t ( 
'JEl"Pi-Git fttitn ~ ~~T ~T Sif ifi;q1 ~ ~1Hif ~~~ICJ(I!II it 

~rwo ll-at~ tt=iitt ~ ~'"If Ci!iCJvrit "qit 'l.~ ~lir ~ru ~T~l~OO" 
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cfiT onil tti~~'flil .,cOif~ f~t~t ~lt ..qi{Wt' ll ~ ~~'mif 
ti wtRl f~irt irlt'ifu tfif11~1 tt ~ o?.tr ?r~l!I ~l cfil·m" 
'it~ ill¥ \n~'lf ~~ I 

Extract from Sanskar Vidhi, small size, page 136 n Marriage "-

"~r efit ~1"« t' ij~l:l !fit ':J;IT"« ~ 'j, ;ft;fl ~tf~u" 

( ~) ?IWU "«~cnft ~~Tif lfliatlttif: 'Q't~ ti«<I'Q':-~flt 

f~t fi~'df mHlT fif'!:lifffl 'etf fiff~lftr.~ I :;flo if• -~.~ ~ t 
~"if H 

.qtjf mv) ~t1tT1.T ifti\'~CiT1.T ~~ fif'=ll:l•~•i(-:-~Rl{CilN 

f'f t~~Vt;(C!,tJ "ttt~lt '!:l~f~ 1l_~ ~ifti( ,· ~· ~ ~ '< ~· ·~ '-~ \ 
'ql'J\<fl"if otfiu:rr~ 'Ef ~~t f'q: liPl~: l:nf.f ... ~itii..r 

~ . .. I - • • . ' J : 

~TJmf 'li_'!! ~T '"'~u[ ifl~Tffiil fCiif 11~ ill'fTiif l ;~o, if• ~ 
11.• ~ llf"if .. 

at'f!f~ tffit r~~iftfo 1-Tl ii~rft lff'i:ff lff,i~ f~fqt.rl(' 
m~ 'l!l~ ~!l: oqy'q' -ct)l:{ro ij~ il~i qfl:~~1Jt~ t~tf~ ;itit_~ 
il·~(!l t ~m ~ -s lio;r ~ . 

Oral Evidence of Rai Bahadur JAGEN NATH PRASAD MEHT·A, 
Ex~utive. Offi,cer, Be nares' Municipality,· Ben.8.res. 

(Benares, 12th January 1929.)" 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: Are you the Executive Officer, Benares Municipality? 
A.. Yes. 
Q. How long have you been acting in that capacityP 
.4 .• Over two years. 
Q. Where were you before that? 
A. I was in the police department for 32 years and I retired as a 

Superintendent of Police in the Indian Imperial Service on the 1st Sep
tember 1926. 

Q. In what dist~icts have you worked? 
A. I have worked in Benates, Jodhpur, Ghazipur, Fatehpur and other 

places. · 
Q. Can you tell us in what communities early marriage is practised? 
A. It is confined to the lower classes, i.e., amongst the Kahars, Gonds and 

so on amongst the Hindus of course it is practised amongst the Ahirs, 
1\unhi!'!, J\urimis and others. 
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Q. What is the usual age of marriage amongst these people!' 
;4.. ·10 and 11. 
Q. We have been told by the Kunbis yesterday that they marry their 

girls at the age of 4, 5 and so on. 
A. Some of them do so. I can say that usually the age of marriage 

amongst them is 5 to 10 years. 
Q. When does consummation take place in these castes P 
A. It takes place after puberty. 
Q. What about the other classes? 
A. Amongst 'the· higher classes owing to advanced education marriages 

do take place after the age of 14. 
Q. Do you know that the Vaishyas and Brahmins marry their girls 

very early? 
A. Yes. 
Q. People who marry their girls early amongst the Brahmins and 

Vaishyas do they form a very large number amongst them P 
A. Yes. Amongst the higher classes those who are educated marry their 

girls at 14 or 1.5. No doubt there is a very large class of people who do 
marry their girls early before 10 or 11 and who want to marry their girls 
before-puberty. 

A. Oan you tell us what is the practice about consummation amongst 
these people P · 

A. Consummation takes place soon after puberty. 
Q. Can you tell us something about the eastern districts P 
A. The same conditions prevail there. 
Q. Have you come across any evil results following early marriage a.I1d 

early consummation? 
A: Yes. 
Q. What evil results have followed P 
A. Abduction and kidnapping. 
Q. Is it on account of early marriageP 
A. If a· girl is married early then a man, saying that he belongs to the 

house of the boy takes away the girl on pretence that some relation is 
waiting for her. 

Q. Don't you think that this must be a case of cheatingP Would she 
go away like that P 

A. Because she does not know. What I mean to say is this, that for 
instance a girl is married, she has not been to her husband's house and a 
man comes and says to the girl's mother that he is related to such and such 
person and that he has been asked by them to bring the girl, the parents 
let the girl go. 

Q: Do you think that the mother will let the girl go without being 
satisfied who the man is P 

A. In some cases they do. This is one evil of early marriage and the 
other of course is the early death of these girls. 

Q. Do you think that their children also die early or are they strongP 
A. Their children are very weak and they die early. 

Q. What do you recommend as the remedy for these evilsP 

A. As a retired Superintendent of Police, I will never make it penal 
if a man goes and marries his girl before 14. If you make it a punishable 
offence, there will be endless misery in the country. 

Q. WhyP 
A.· You should not leave the matter in the hands of the police because 

there is so murh of corruption there. 
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Q. It has been suggested that there sho.uld be a. syst-em of ~egistration. of 
marriages giving the names of the marrymg parties and their ages whtch 
should be reported to some prescribed authority so that this might be 
helpful in detecting breaches of the law. Are you in favour of this 
proposal? 

A. Litigation will increase like anything and the poor people will of 
course be deceived. 

Q. Will you tell us any way to detect these evils? 
A. You may appoint a panchayat consisting of members of that very 

community to try these cases. 
Q. Do you want to transfer these cases for trial to caste panchayatsP 
A. Yes. 
Q. But they have no statutory obligation to do this work. 
A. They must be given an authority? 
Q. Would you have a marriage legislation? 
A. 1 wouldn't have a marriage legislation. 
Q. You are suggesting that they should be tried under that panchayat. 

For that don't you want a law? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What minimum age would you recommend for marriage!' 
A. At least 14. 
Q. What punishment yould you propose for contravening the marriage 

law? 
A. The man may be fined, or he may be outcasted or some other social 

pressure may be put on him. 
Q. To whom will the fine goP 
A. The fine may go to the upkeep of the panchayat. 
Q. What age for marriage wou-id you recommend for boys? 

A . It muE.t be above 21. 

Q. Supposing we have a marriage legislation, then do you require a 
further l:tw fixing the age for consummation to prevent consummation 
before the prescribed age P Do you want the present law which stands at 13 
to be raised P · 

A. In that case you will have to fix it according to the community and 
according to the general conditions and one rule cannot apply to all. 

Q. "\\nat age would you recommend for U. P. for the consummation of 
marriage? 

A. 15. 
Q. What age would you recommend for outside marriage!' 
A. 18. 
Q. Do you think that cases of kidnapping and rape are common in the 

eastern districts P 
A. There are such cases. 
Q. In order to check these cases do you want that the Age of Consent 

should be raised to 18 P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you make these marital offences cognizable by police or not!' 
A .. No. 
Q. You know that under the present law, upto the age of 12 the offence 

is cognizable and above 12 it is not cognizable. Would you retain the pre
sent law as it is or would you suggest any change? 

A. Whether the girl is under 12 or over 12, I will make the offences non
cognizable. 

Q. WhyP 
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A. Because there will be so much worry anJ tr.:~1ble to the public. 
Q. Suppose we require that all these marital cases should be enquired 

into only by Deputy Superintendents of Police oP Circle Inspectors, would 
that be a sufficient safeguard? 

A.. I wouldn't give any chance to the police whether he be a Deputy 
Superintendent of Police or Superintendent of Police. 

Q. Do you not see that yon are narrowing the chances of detection if 
:you don't give a hand to the police? 

.4. No. 
Q. Then how are \Veto detect these cases? 
A. The caste panchayats should be made responsible for .reporting these 

eases. 
Q. Would you advocate tl1e formation of vigilance societies to look after 

-and watch these cases? 
.4. Yes. 
Q. It has been suggested that in all these cases the District Magistrate 

or the trying Magistrate should first make a preliminary enquiry before 
issuing a summons or a notice or a warrant to eliminate false and vexatious 

<-ases. Are you m favour of this suggestion? 
A. No. 
Q. Would you like the formation of a matrimonial court consisting of a 

Magistrate and two non-officials for the trial of these cases? 
A .. Yes. 
Q. "'ould you assot'iate these two non-officials as assessors, or jurors or 

-co-Judges? 
A. They should be associated as co-Judges. 
Q. Do you thinlt that such non-officials will be available in every district 

to take part in the matrimonial coUl"t ~ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recommend that compounding should be made with the 

sanction of the court in suitable cases? 
A. Yes 
Q. Supposing there is a marriage register, who shoulJ keep the same? 
A, In rural areas the District -Boards will keep them and the municipal 

l1oards will keep them in Municipal areas. -
Q. Do you think. that the registration of births and deaths is working 

satisfactorily? 
A. In Municipal areas it is working satisfactorily, but not in the villages 

but it can be made to work more satisfactorily there. 
Q. How? 
A. Now the. number of chowkidars has been considerably reduced. 

Forrnerly one chowkidar had one or two villages at the most but now l1e 
has more than half a dozen villages and so the patwari along with the 
-chowkidar should be made responsible for this. Then you will have two 
agencies; and the third agency i" that of police otticerl'l who do come and 
nnd out whether the deaths and births have been correctly reported. At 
the same time you should make the revenue officers also responsible and then 
·when the reports are received let them be compared to test if they a1·e 
-accurate. 

Q. ·would you allow this work to continue to be done by the executive 
authority v.-ith the police and the revenue officers? 

A .. Yes. 
Q. If you have registration of marriages, would you employ the same 

agency or a better agency to do this work? 

.4. You ean make the headman J'esponsihle for watehina and sendin" 
ihe report and if he fails to do that you can prosecute him "'criminally. "' 
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Q. "\foul<! you recommend the employment of a separate staff for this 
purpose? 

A. Ko. 
Q. 'Vould yo\1 recoJDmend that in these cases where marriages are re

tmrted a free marrijlge certifi.f:ate should he issued by the registering -author
ity to the reporting iodividujll so that it may be ~ept 'as a record? 

A. Yes, because it would save them from worries w~en there is a 
litigation. 

Q. (Jan you iell us how Jong this bir~h. register is preserved? 
A. In villages they are PllrmanBn~ly J-ept; · 
Q. What about the Municipal areas P 
A. In the Municipal areas they are kept for 60 Yefirll. 
Mr. Bhargava: Do you want the perpetuatioQ of castes? 
A. I want the perpetuation in this way, viz., one caste. 
Q. \yhat about 1\luhamm.adansP 
A. They m~y be one. 
Q. Art:! th!lre no_<}ifferent castes .llmongst the :r.,:uhammadans? 
A. There are of course but they are not so rigi<}·as amon~st the .~indus. 
Q. There are f:ertain classes amongst ~he Hindus 'who ·are on the' border 

line. How would yop class those cases whose .claims are considered doubt-
ful !w some? · ..t: l will leave thell' daims to he considered by their ow11 community. 

Q. So how tunny panchayats would vou ·like to have- in a city like 
Benares? 

.L ;J'here should be a very large number. 
Q. How many panchay.ats for -the enforcement of this law? 
A. I would like to have panchayats according to the population. 
Q. Or woul<! yo\1 like to put down by mohallas? 
A. No. For instance we hav~· got the 'pa·11chabravidas who may· be 

satisfied with one panchayat and so also in the Cl!-Se of ~he panch Gouf.s. 
Q. Supposing Brahmins from other country comes, say ;zo of them, then 

they would require anotl1er caste panchayat. ·Is it not- so? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Well, you have just taken the case of Brahmins. Can you classif:¥ 

the Kshatnyas also into two such classes or more? 
A. Not more than three. 
Q. How would your system work in the villages, where all classes are 

not represented? 
.I. Tht>re are village~ where there are K unbis and ·no other people. 
Q. Are there no villages where all the castes can be found? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are there no villages here at a distance of 20 and 30 miles in which 

all the castes ar~ represente<l? 
A. There are no suc-h villages at a distance of 10 or 20 miles and so you 

can group these villages. 
Q. May I take it that in Benares or in· some other places the villages 

are constituted in this way that there are villages of one caste alone? 
A. One caste p~edominates over the other. 
Q. If a _caste predominates then it means that every such caste will 

have a panchayat and that caste panchayat will not decide the cases of 
other classes so much so that in a village there must be a number of 
panchayats, according to you. 

A. I say that the1·e are no such villages at a distance of 10 to 15 miles 
and you won't find that exigency arising. I will take a Tahsil or a pargana 
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and I will put 16 villages into three groups and thus the panchayat system 
<.'an be established. Even if the number is small in a certain class of 
people in a village, this class can be grouped in the next village. 

Q. Supposing there is a marriage legislation, don't you after all see 
that the simple question to be decided by the Magistrate or by the deciding 
authority will be whether a marriage has been celebrated and what is the 
age of the girl? 

A.. Yes. 
Q. Don't you see that this simple question can be decided by a member 

of any caste? Why do you want a caste panchayat to decide this simple 
question? 

A. One member cannot decide this question. 
Q. Why do you prefer a caste panchayat to decide this issue and not an 

ordinary court P 
A. The caste people may be able to decide this question better than t.he 

ordinary court and there may be other extenuating circumstances also. 
Q. Vo11.'t you know that the court will consider all that? 
A. If you go to an ~rdinary court, the man will be ruined in a litigation. 
Q. How will he be ruined? 
A. He will h'lve to engage a pleader and he will have to pay court fees, 

etc., but if there is a panchayat he can plead himself there. 
Q. Do I therefore understand that you are in favour of getting these 

eases decided without any due forms of law and you want the cases to be 
decided summarily and locally P Is that what you mean P 

A. Yes. 
Q. You have suggested outcasting as one of the punishments. Do you 

think it will be. effective P 
A. Yes. His Hukka pani ~ill be stopped. 
Q. As regards reporting, you say that an obligation should be laid on 

the patwari, mukhia and the Tahsildar. Is that correct? 
A. No, not on the Tahsildar. 
Q. Oan the obligation be laid on the public also? 
A. Yes. 
Q. W):J.o should be the complainant? 
A. The person who reports should be the complainant. 
Q. Do you not like that the crown may be the complainant in every case? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is there any dissatisfaction in any of the areas in which you have 

been a police officer that these ordinary courts are not working well? 
A. It is so in some places. 
Q. Would you not rest content with the present courts for trial of these 

marital cases if a provision is made that these cases should be given 
preference? 

A. To me they appear that they will not expedite these cases. 

Q. Then I understand that you want this new court, 'IJiz., the matri
monial court only for the purpose that the trial may be expedited. Is it 
not soP 

A. Not only the trial may be expedited but the poor people may not be 
put to unnecessary expense. 

Q. How do you differentiate a matrimonial court from an ordinary 
court? 

A.. You shall have to make a regulation. Of course they shall not be 
required to pay court fee. 

Q. Supposing a provision is made that court fee needn't be paid, would 
you have the ordinary courts to try these cases? 
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A. I say that if a court is set apart only for this purpose, it will dispose 
of the cases as early as possible. 

Q. Do you want these cases to be tried by experienced Magistrates P 
A. Yes. 
Q. If ordinary experienced Magistrates can be had who would have 

put in 10 or 15 years' service then may I take it that you wouldn't reqq.ire 
a matrimonial courtP 

A. No. 
Q. What about the chowkidar system in U. P.P 
A. Every village hasn't got its chowkidar. 
Q. What is his pay? 
A. He gets Rs. 3 per mensem. 
Q. How many villages has he in his charge? 
A. 6 villages and some times more than 6 villages are in his charge. 
Q. Is he in charge of reporting the cases? 
A. Ye~. 
!ti r. Shalt N awaz : Have you reason to believe that some married gir Is 

are ccnsummated before they are 13? 
A. It used to be formerly but not now. 
Mrs. Beadon: Do you know of. any cases in which injury ~as· occurred 

:as a result of early cohabitation? 
A. Some cases came to my_ knowledge in which the girls died. 
Q. Did these incidents happen recently? 
A. They happened some four years back~ 
Q. Would you give us the details of these cases as to what was the nge 

<Jf the girl, of what she died and so on without the names being disclosed? 
A. Yes. In one case the girl was aged 14 and the husband was about 30. 

'()f course there was early consummation and the wife died afte.t; hell 
chtld-birth. · 

Q. Do you mean to say that she died in 'child-birth? 
A. Just a few days after the child-birth she died. 
Q. How many cases like this you know for the last four or five years? 
A. Half a dozen cases. 
Q. What about the children in these cases? 
A. In some cases the children died. 
Q. Were these cases amongst the Hindus or Muhammadans? 
A. Both amongst the Hindus and Muhammadans. 
Q. Were the parents very well-to-do in these cases? 
A. They were in po~r circumstances. 
Chairman: Do you think that the law of the consummation of marriage 

by itself will be effective? 
A. No. 
Q. Can you suggest any means for making it effective? 
A. Education and the young girls should be informed of the consequences. 

Oral Evidence of the Health Officer, Benares Municfpa.lity, Bena.res. 

(Benares, 12th January 1929.) 

Chairma.n: How long have you been a Health Officer? 
A. I have heen a Health Officer for 16 years altogether but here I have 

been Health Officer for the last two years. 

VIII E 

• 
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JI rs. Bead (I'll ; 1 your figurE.'s WE.' SE.'E.' that at all agE.>s say from 1-5, 5-10, 
10-15, 15-20, 20-30, thE.>re is a distinct incrE.>ase of female deaths over male 
deaths. Why is it that girls at thesE.' agE.>s die more than the boys? Is
there any rE.>ason th,tt ;'I'OU can give for this? 

.!. I think it is almost E.>qual E.>Xcept in the yl'tlr 1918-19 when there was
influe-nza. 

Q.' Do J"OU think that there is a large numher of girls who delivE.>r children 
before complete 15? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Have you not got the statistics sl10wing the ages of mothers? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you find any special disease in :'l·oung women in this part? 
A. Tuberculosis is very common. 
Q. What are the diseases specially affe(·ting the women in this town? 
A. There is no special disease affecting the womE.>n in this town except-

ing tuberculosis. 
Q. Do you get osteomalacia here? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you gE.>t mueh of it here? 
A. No. 
Q. Is child mortality fairly high hE.>re? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you started any child welfare centre here? 
A. \\'e have fltartE.>d a child welfare cE.>utre here in September 1!"12(;. We 

expect to show more results in due course but now 1t is too early to 
prediet "anything. 

Q. Have you had any private practi(·e during these 16 years? 
A.·No 
Q. What about the health of the children of these young mothers? 
A. I l~avE not seen the ehildrE.>n very particularly. 
Q. 'Yl•E>re were ;'I'OU working before coming to BenarE.>s? 
,A . . I was in 1\lussoorie. 
Q. Do you find that the infant death rate is more here than m 

1\1 ussoorie'? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the reason for this? 
A. Poverty, etc. 
Q. Do you find greater povertJ• here than in 1\I ussoorie? 
A. I think the poor people are more here than in l\Iussoorie, 
Q. Do you think that there is any diffE.>rence in the age of marriage her& 

11 nd iil the hills? 
A. It is much less in the hills. 
Q. Do you find venE.'real diseases in the bills? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Is it more in the hills than here? 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Ka11haiya Lul: Is the infant mortalitv higher amongst the Hindu.>-

th:;m amongst the Muhammadans? · 
.! . I haven't made any classification, with rE.>gard to that. 
Q. Can J"OU tell us whether early marriage is more eommon amongst 

~the Hindus than amongst the :Muhammadans? 
.4.. It is more common amongst the Hindus. 
Q. ""hat is the usual nge of mnrriage amongst the Muhammadans? 
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A. I am not QlVare of it. 
Q. Do you come across any cases of pre-puberty consummations!' 

..4. Xo. 
Q. :What age would ~·ou recommend for consummation of marriage? 

A. After 15. 
Q. What age would you rec·ommend for marriage? 
A. I wouldn't fix any age. 
Q. Can you sugge.;t any measures for bdnging cases of breaches of tl1e 

law to light? 
.4. As other offenees are detected, in the same way this ofience also ~an 

be detected . 
.l/r. Jllwrgava: How do you think_ that the charge will be brouglit home 

to the aeeused if therP is no marriage lawP What ·will be the evidence to 
prove the ad itself i' Will you agree that it will be a dead. letter without a 
111arriage Jaw i' 

A. J would leave it to the soeial reformers to deal with. 

Written Statement, dated the 14th August 192.9, of Mr. BASHIR
UDDIN AHMED, . Lectrirer, Oriental College, Dara Nagar, 
BeJl&l'et;r ; 

W 1th 1·eferenre to your !'lio. • 42, A. C. C. • of the..l 27th ultimo, I most 
humhly beg leave to submit answers to th~ questions as follows:-

1. There seems to be no dissatisfaetion or murmuring arising, if Seetions 
;3'7;) and 3i6 of the· Indian Penal Code are Pnforced. 

2. Aceording to Ha.dis Sharif-

IJ,; jt; r-..1 .. UJI _ J; ... ; \:/c ~t.. \:.1~ ·\,.;.;..,;~ - lhsJJ ~~-,6~ 0·; 
wr .;;...~l-~ t.tfl"JF (; 6:1- ~~ ~l~J 1ll!l '1f.J! · ~:~ ... '-'l~ ~~;JI 

v.At-!~1 'y) 4-!l.c JJ.) ~li 
"iris should he married at the age of 12 (i.e.,. girls attain puberty at the 
age of 12). While Fiqah of Imam Abu Hanifa says that some girls at 
the :tge of 9 attain puberty. There is no general rule applicable to every 
da~s of girls. The chit>£ sign is running of monthly course and a conclusive 
proof of pube1·ty, and it is easily found out by women. 

3. Xo sur·h c·ase i!! brought to my noti(-e, as yet. It might be effect of 
ti,P. l:tw. 

4. Yes Sir, it proved effeetive in every way. 
·">. As mentioned in the Answer Xo. 2 girls attain· puberty in the age 

or· 12 an<l it is an admitted fact by every caste. 
_ t'. Xo Sir, among people of high classes, in search of a fit husband, 

;!ll·ls rt>main without cohabitation evf>n up to the age of 2!i. It is seldom 
that girl~ r·an't bear chastity and when dil!elosed, they are liable to punish-
nwnt h~· the eourt nf law and sodety. · 

i. This is as in Answer Xo. 2. Xo religwus mjunction in this matter 
hut girl" marrit>d before puberty often don't like their husbands eithe; 
nnd.,r fPar or _noting _some irregularities and divorce is the result. This 
result_ IS easy •f marr•ed under guardianship of any other man than her 
real father or grandfather. The husband in spite of faults demands falsely 
the return of ea,h or orname.nt, and thus teases her. The Government may 
loe piPased to take ~tep agamst such c·ases . 

. 8. Gauna among ~luhammadans is ..so observed that girl- after marriage 
•t.1~ s at hou'e ~·f her father. for year or years after u:hieh she goes baek to 
her hlhhand. l ohalntat•on 1~ not cheeked in the meantime. · 
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9. It depends on the condition of girls, if they are healthy, they will 
appear to be a child even at advanced age or vice .versa. Those who know 
her, can say about her or doctors are consulted in this matter. 

10. In India, a child is born generally at the .13th year of a girl. 
11. If either sex is suffering under dangerous disease, the result is fatal 

to the child. · 
12. Since early marriage keeping back from evils, helps in keeping in 

excellent health, is surely useful help in bringing up the child. 
13. No such case has been brought to my notice. 
14. Yes Sir, they do. 
15. No difficulty. 
16. I am not hard in this matter. 
11-18. These rest in the court of law. 
19. This is to be impressed on both parties by means of moral cultur& 

and learning. 
20. In my opinion the latter. 
21. Education is the principal thing to check crimes. Penal law is. 

used when brought to the notice of the Court of Law. 

Oral Evidence of Mr. BASHIRUDDIN AHMED, Lecturer, Oriental 
College, Da.ra Nagar, Benares. 

(Benarea, 12th J~nuary 1929.) 

Mr. Yakub: What is the book that you wish to rely uponP 
A. "Shahabul Imam " is a Book on Hadis in which it is said that the

Holy Prophet has said that it is given in Tauret (old testament) that if a 
man's daughter reaches 12 and he doesn't marry her, and she goes wrong, 
then the sin goes to ~er father. 

Q. At what age do Muhammadan girls attain puberty in India P 
· A. From 12 to 14 or 15. 

Q. In your answer to Question No. 20 you have said that you would 
prefer a law fixing an age for marriage. What age would you recommend 
for marriage P 

A. 15. 
Q. What age would you fix for consummation of marriageP 
A. 15, but the law of the Age of Consent will not be effective unless. 

there. is law fixing an age for marriage. 
Q. What age would you recommoud in extra-marital cases P 
A. It might be raised to 18. 

Ora.l Evidence of Mr. MATU PRASAD, Koeri, Koeri Sabha., Benares. 

(Benares, 12th January 1929.) 

(Vernacular.) 

Chairman: Are you the Secretary of the Koeri Sabha here P 
A. I am Secretary of Koeris, Kachhis, :Muraos and Kachwahas. 
Q. How long have you been the Secretary P 
:1. For the last 17 years. 
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Q. What community· do you belong toP 
A. Koeri community. 
Q. What do Koeris generally do? 
A. They are cultivators and zemindars. 
Q. "'ben does marriage take place among these communities? 
A. Generally girls are married from 9 to 12 years .. 
Q. When does puberty take place among these communities!' 
A. Between 12 and 13. 
Q. What is the system of gaonaP 
A. If the age of marriage is less, then it takes place 3 or 5 years after 

marriage, and if the age is 11 years it takes places immediately after 
marriage. 

Q. Does the girl go to the husband's house before puberty? 
A. Yes, but consummation does not take place .. 
Q. Does consummation take place. before· puber~P 
A. It is very rare. 
Q. Does it take place. immediately after puberty P 
A. Generally it takes place 2 years after puberty. 
Q. That means consummation does not take place before 15P 
A. It takes place at 14 or 15. 
Q. Are women and children less .healthy now than they were 15 years 

backP 
A. Those people who marry early in villages are weak but· those who 

marry late are not weak. 
Q. Are those who marry early and live in villages about 80 per cent. P 
A. I cannot say but on behalf of the Sabha propaganda has been done 

that early marriage should not talte place. 
Q. Has not marriage age been 'fixed on behalf of the SabhaP 
A. It has been fixed at 12 years by the Sabha. 
Q. And for consummation P 
A. For consummation no age has been fixed. 
Q. Do you think consummation takes place in many cases betore a guJ 

is 13 complete P 
A. lt does take place but such cases are rare. 
Q. Do you want to raise the present Age of Consent? 
A. Yes, it should be raised to 16 years. 
Q. Do you want the age of marriage to be fixed by law and marriages 

below that age penalised? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What age would you recommend for marriage? 
A. 14 years for girls and 18 years for boys. 
Q. What age do you recommend for consent outside marriageP 
A. It should be 18 or 20. · 
Q. You think it will not be possible to detect cases if the Age of Consent 

is raised without havi.ng a marriage law? 
A. No. 
Q. If a marriage law is fixed, would it be acceptable to the people~ 

. A. Brahmans would oppose it but other people would favour it. I be
heve that a girl becomes yauri at 12, rohini at 18 and kanya at 24. 

Q. Is this authority started by yourself? 

A. Rajaswala means attainment of puberty in both shlo1ca.~. I cannot 
say where we found it. 
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Jlr.~. Beadon: Can you give us any cases of injury to girls as a result 
of early consummation or early maternity? 

A. Yes. If early marriage takes place girls die. 
I may bring it to your notice that there is a· great evil prevailing here. 

People come here and leave young widows or girls and they are being sold 
and many girls are abducted by Musalmans and others. Something should 
be done for that. We have now taken precautions and the Arya Samaj 
is also uorking and now the evil is less. 

Chairnwn: Do you think. if there is a marriage law this practice will 
cease? 

A. I think it will cease to some extent. At present in towns and villages 
~~;iris marry very early and, when they are 9 or 10 years old the husband~ 
die and the guardians leave them here because they think she will claim. 
a share in the property. Now there is a rescue home on behalf of the 
Arya Samaj. 

11/rs. Nehru: Why are there more cases in Benares than elsewhere? 
.!. I think it is due to the fact that they marry early and husbands die 

when they are young. 
Q. Does this evil exist more here than at any other place? 
A. It is more here on account of its being a place of pilgrimmage and more 

widows come 'here .. 
Q. Do more widows come from Bengal than from other places? 

a:.~4.: No.·; Girlsarid widows from Nepal and Azamgarh Districts are brought 
here and they are sold. Now the evil is less. 
o 'Q. If the:Age of. Consent is fixed at 16, will it be effective? 

.!. I do not think. 
'Q; Oan~ you suggest ·any means by which the Age of Consent law may 

be•made more effective without the marriage law? 
A. I cannot suggest anything. 
Jlr. Shah' Nau•az ~ If the marriage age is fixed at 14 would not the girls 

go wrong? 
A. No. 
Q. You think in the communities of which you are the Secretary, girls 

will: not: go wrong?· 

.!. No. When they are grown up they will understand that they wiil 
have to be married. 

Q. Will women g(>nerally like this law? 

A. Yes. 

Jlr. Bhargava: Those communities whi.ch you have mentioned-are they 
more numerous in this district P 

.4. res. In Allahabad th(>y are called Kachhis, in this District they 
are called Koet·is and in Oudh they are called Muraos. 

Q. You· say that your Sabha has done some propaganda work and i.he 
age has been raised. "'hat work has your Sabha done P 

A. A .Mahasabha is h(>ld every :year. 

Q. If marriage law is fixed at 14 or 1;}, will your Sabha he able to do 
more propaganda work to popularise it? 

.4. Yes. 

Q. Has your Sabha any S{'hool? 

A. There are one or two Hindu l"chools, hut there j,. no girls school. 

Q_. What is generally the age of those girls who are brought here and sold? 

A .. Th(>y are from 15 to 20 :years old. 
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Oral Ei"idence of Shrimati NISTARINI DEYI of Badaun (BrahmJn), 
Shrima.ti SHAsaiMUKHI BHADURI of Calcutta (Brahmin) • 
Shrima.tl JANKI DEYI DURGA PARSHAD,' Kama.chha, Bena.res 
(Ya.ishya), Shrima.ti SITA MAl, Superintendent, Bas8.n.t Ashra.ni. 
Benares (BrahmJn), and ,Mrs. MADHO PARSHAD, Theo5ophic&l 
Society, Benares (Kshatri~a). 

(Benare1, 12th January 1929.) 

(Vernacular.) 

Chairman: (To Shrimati Sita 1\Iai) What is the number. of gir1J in your 
lt0t<tel? 

A. 90. 
Q. What is the number of girls in the schooiP 
A. About 300. 
Q. What are the ages of the girls in the hostelP 
A . The age ranges from 5 to 25. 
Q. Are there any married girls also in the hostel P 
A. There are two married ladies and tlle rest are unmarried .. We gire 

instruction up to the Intermediate and then coach them up privately •' and 
send them to the Benares Hindu University.. : , , , : · .· 

Q. Do you come in contact with the mothers <?f these girlsP ~ , ·: 
A. Yes, some of the mothers come here and stay. for. some day!il sometimes. 
Q. For how many years have you been the Superintendent? 
A. 15 years. 
Q. Are all girls from outside Ka&i'tiP 
A. They are non-residents of ~en ares. 
Q. Do the people know the present law of Age of Consent in the villages? 
A. We receive girls from well-to-do· families and we get maid servants: 

from tillages and they tell us that early marriages are current but the· 
people do not want to send their girls to their husbands soon. -I come across' 
many ladies here in Benares who are of opinion that early connection 
should not take place. 

Q. What age, you think, would the ladies accept? 
A. Even the most uneducated amongst them think of 14 and 15 as the 

limit for conne<-tion. If a law is made I think the 90 per cent. uneducated 
will IK'<.'ept 14. .My own idea is that the age of marriage should be raiseci 
1o _16. 

Q. What about the 90 per cent. uneducated? Would they not agitate? 

A. They won't agitate. 

Q. Have the women realised the evil consequences? 

A. Th~y have. 

Q. This law you think will strengthen the hands of those who have to 
(·elehrate marriage before puberty under pressure? 

A. Yes. Personally I want that the age may be 18. (All the witnesses 
agrt'f'd that the minimum age should be 16.) 

Q. Do you think women will agree to a law fixing the age of marriage 
at 16? 

A. I think so, be(·ause this is the custom already even among the un
('ducatell. Tht>re are several reasons why marriages are delayed. 

Q. At present the age for extra-marital cases is 14. Do you think that 
a girl is intelligt>nt enough at that age to give consent? 
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A~ A. girl does not attain full maturity and understanding till 18. 

Q. (To Shrima~i Janki DevL) When does marriage take place among 
the Yaishyas P 

A.-It used to take place very early and Goana was done after · 5 or 7 
years. But now gtrls are married usually at 13 and sometimes Goana. takes 
place immediately and sometimes it is postponed. But generally it takes 
place. 

Q. Do you think in many cases consummation takes place before 13P 

A. Yes, and that is a great evil. 

Q. (To 1\lrs. 1\Iadho Parshad.) When do ~arriages take place among 
the Kshatriyas P · 

A. They take place at 8 or 9 and there is no system of Goana and 
consummation takes place at about 12. The girl goes after marriage nnd 
comes back after a day or two and for the purposes of consummation she 
is not taken before 12; in some cases marriages take placll at 17 or 18 
also. But in any case early marriages do take place. 

Q. When does consummation take placeP 

A. Consummation takes plac~ even before puberty. 

Q. How many. such 'cases take placeP 

A. In most cases that happens. 

Q. (To Shashimukhi Bhaduri.) When does consummation take place 
among your community P 

A. Among the Bengali- Brahmins here pre-puberty connection does not 
take place among the educated. There is no Goana amongst us. But among 
the Brahmins consummation takes place be{ore puberty, immediately after 
marriage. 

lllr~. Beadon: Have. you met any cases in which injury has taken place 
as a. result of early consumation or the child has suffered P · 

A. I know a case in which the child was born .at 12 .. Two or three 
children wete born and all of them· died and the girl herself diad at the 
age of 1~. 

Q. When did that take place? 

A. 17 or 18 years ago. 

Q. Do you· know of any other case which is recentP 

A. In another case the girl was 19 and she had given birth to two or 
three children before 19 and she got consumption and died last June. I 
have seen 10 or 15 such cases during the last vacation. 

Q. Are the evil effects due to too frequent pregnancies or to child-birth 
at an early age P 

A. ~f the. first child-birth takes place late then it is likely that frequent 
matermty wtll not produce the same kind of dama"'e but when the first 
delivery takes· place at an early age the damage is g;'eat. In the last 5 or 
6 years I know of 7 or· 8 ·instances of girls becomin"' mothers at 13 and 
dying. "' 

Q. Was that among the rich or the poon 

A. Among the middle class lleople. There have been cases of a girl of 
15 giving birth to a child and the delivery being very difficult and the 
girl dying soon after. 

Mrs. ?-:ehru: Is there a feeling of resentment amongst the girls against 
early marriage P 

A. There is. 
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Q. Do they feel that this is an evil which they have to fight against? 
A. They do dislike it. Our girls even, dissuade the servan~s . from 

marrying girls early and they themselves are opposed to early marnage. 
Q. Do you find that the uneducated girls are stronger and have less 

trouble in delivery P 
A. I have seen uneducated girls giving birth to children and I have seen 

that they are sometimes weaker instead of being stronger~ I don't find 
there is any difference between the educated and the uneducated. 

Q. Have you noticed that puberty comes earlier now than before? 
A. 15 years ago when I came it used to take place at 11 or 12 and it 

now takes place at 12 or 13. 
Q. What punishment would you fix for the breach of the consent lawP 
.!. (Shrimati Sitamai was in favour of giving 6 months to the 

respective fathers of the couple and all other witnesses were in favour of one 
year.) 

Q. Won't you punish the mother? 
A. No. She is not responsible. 
Q. In case of a widow whom would you make responsible P 
A. Therefore I say the best remedy is to fix the age of marriage. .As 

a first step it may be fixed at 14. 
Mr. Shah Nawaz: We have been told that women want that marriage 

should take place before puberty P 
A. There are many who believe in 'kanyadan' and think that there is 

great merit in that. 
Q. What do the Brahmin women feel? 
A. The old fashioned want that marriage should take place before 

puberty. The present day women do not want early marriage. 
Q. (To Mrs. Madho Parshad.) What about the Kshatriya women? 
A. I think they will agree with'me. 
Q. (To Shrimati Janki Devi.) What do the Vaishya women feel? 
A. There is that religious belief in some cases that marriage should 

take place before puberty. 
Q. Some witnesses have said that girls may go wrong if you fix the 

age as high as 16? 
A. The widows can also go wrong. What would you do about that? 
Q. Supposing the age of marriage is fixed at 15 and in some classes 

marriage takes place at 8 or 9 will the women come forward and report? 
A. Those who are honestly for late marriage will make a report. In 

every l\lohalla there should be a small vigilance committee consisting of 
men and women who should make investigation and report. 

Q. What about the villages? 
A. There also the same procedure may be adopted. 
Q. Can you suggest anything to make the Age of Consent law effective? 
A: It should be made obligatory on the parents to make a report before 

marnage. 
Q. Will there be great agitation if the age of marriage is fixed at 14? 
A. About 40 or 50 per cent. of the women will agitate. 
Mr. Blwrgava: Out of the 300 girls how many girls are there who are 

over 18 and are unmarried? 
A. 1\Iore than 20. 
Q. And of 16? 
A. More than 40. 
Q. What caste are they? 
A. All castes, Kayasthas, Kshatriyas and Brahmins. 



Mr. rakub: When should the report about marriage be madeP 
A. ·when it is settled that marriage is to take place between such and 

tluch boy and such and such girl the report should be made even though 
It may· be a· week or two days before the marriage actually takes place. 

Q. Are there any Muhammadan girls also in your school? 
A." There are 4 or 5. 
Q. ,When does marriage take place among MuhammadansP 
A. It takes place late after the 17th or 18th year. 
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Written Statements of persons not orally examined. 

Written Statement, dated tha 13th August 1928, of the Chairman, 
Municipa.l Board, Bena.res. 

1. In our Provinees there iR ·dissatisfaction with the state of law as to the 
Arre of Consent as contained in Sections 375 and 376 of Indian Penal Code. 

0 . . . 

2. In my opinion the present law of the Age of Consent as it is, 
should not be retained and I am in favour of making an advance on the 
present law for reasons as will appear from my answer tu the 11uery No. 3. 

3. The crimes of seduction and rape are frequent'~n my part of the country 
and the amendment of the law made in 1925 · raiRing the Age of Consent to 
14 years has succeeded in reducing as well as preventing the improper seduc
tion of girls for immoral purposes. In our part of the country girls are not of 
mature understanding before fifteen years of age, and if the Age of Consent 
is lower than this, people get ample opportunities of committing such crimes 
without being held liable under the present la.w, and the girls being of immature 
understanding fall an eMy prey to such designing persons. 

4. The present amendment of 1925 raising thl) Age of Consent within the 
marital state to 13 years has not been effected to a greater degree in· pro
teeting married girls agaillflt cohabitation with husband within the presn.ribed 
age limit, for the following main reasons:-

.• 
(i) that such crimes are seldom brought to the notice of authorities 

and huRbands feel quite safe as if no such amendment in law 
has been made; 

(ii) that people are very loath in changing their opinion and ways of 
life, they being used to early marriages and consummation from 
long ages past; 

(iii) their backwardness in knowledge of hygienic principles of life and 
living. 

(it·) The three ways suggeRted in my opinion the measure (iii) of 
putting of marriages beyond 13 would be most effective, con
summation of marriage cannot possibly be postponed when the 
married couple live together nor can the public opinion be stimu
lated so soon in this direction against the existing custom of 
early marriage and consummation. 

5. In my part of the country the girls generally attain puberty betwefln 
13 and 14 years. It differs in different castes, communities and classes of 
t;OCiety. Among higher and rich classes of people the girls attain puberty 
between 12 and 13 and sometimes at 12 and even at 11 accordina to their 
mode of life and nourishment. · · · " 

6. Among higher and richer classes of people cohabitation is common before 
the girls complete 13 years or soon after puberty and sometimes even before 
puberty and none of sueh cases ever come to Court. 

7. There are no such religious injunctions to the practice of the early con
~.ummation o~ .~a.r;iage before or at pubert~. The old standing Slokas in 
· Porasar Smmtl were meant to save the guls from the clutches of rai~ers 
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in early .l\Iohammadan period. I know not ot any other religious injunction 
in its favour or the penalities attached to it. 

8. Gaona or Garbhandan ceremony is generally performed in my part of 
the country,~ it i~ -generally :perfOn:ned sc;\on :.aftet~ attai..nffient.of- puberty,. this 
ceremony coincides with the consummation of marriage. This ceremony is per
formed soon after attainment of puberty and sometimes a year or a year 
and a half after the attainment of puberty. 

9. In my opinion th& attainment of puberty is not suffic-ient indication of 
physical maturity to justify consummatio~ of marriage. A girl's physical 
development will be considered for consummation without injury to her o·1vn 
health and that of her progeny if the consummation be postponed to two 
years after attainin~ puberty. I think this age would be 15 years. 

10. In India in my opinion a girl at 15 would be competent to give an 
intelligent consent to cohabitation with due ·realization of consequences. 

11. I have had no professional experience in that direction but I have 
come to know of certain cases in which cohabitation before puberty or after 
puberty but before full physical development greatly affected and impaired 
the health of the girl for good and rendered the progeny weak and affected 
the future generation. I cannot give any detail. 

12. In my opinion early marriages and consummation and early maternity 
is responsible for the high maternal and infantile mortality and this greatly 
affects the intellectual and physical progress of the people. 

13. As the amendment of 1925 has done some good aud as the opm10n 
of the masses is growing against the early marriages, owing to wide spread 
of education, the· public opinion is in favour of further extension of the Age 
of Consent in marital and extra-marital cases. 

14. In my opinion, this view is taken generally and not by any certain 
classes of people. 

15. Yes, the women are in favour of early c-onsummation of marriages owing 
to their lack of education, and immemorial family tradition and custom. 

16. · Some difficulties are often experienced in deter:_mining the ages of girls 
in connection with offences under Sections 375 and 376 of the Indian Penal Code. 
This i~ 9-ue to the fact that the physical development of different girls varies 
greatly. Sometimes a girl who has been in adverse circumstances but is 
of mature age looks young while some nourished in lap of luxury though 
young look of mature age. Medical examination and extracts from the Muni
cipal birth registers will minimize these difficulties. If the Age of Consent is 
raised to 14 or more there would !Je less error in determining the age as at 
that age this difficulty would be less experienced. 

17. In my opinion public policy demands that marital and extra-marital 
offences should not be separated and I am not in a position to say anything as 
regnrcls the nature and amount of maximum punishment to be prescribed for 
offenc::!s of each class. 

18. In view of my answer to th~ query No. 17, I don't think that there 
should he any difference in the procedure of trials in the offences within 
and without the marital stat-e. 

19. In my opinion, public opinion should be. stimulated to help the autho
rities if any such cases occur. 

20. In my opinion the penal legislation fixing a higher Age of Consent for 
·marital cases is more likely to be effective than by legislation fixing the 
minimum age of marriage. In my part of the c·ountry penal legislation would 
be in consonance with the public opinion. 

21. ~al. reioam or propaganda has been going on for ages without any 
material progress, only penal law would secure that end. 
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Written Statement, dated the 18th August 1928, of Mr. BARISH 
CHANDRA, I.C.S., Officiating District and Sessions Judge, 
Benares. 

1. None that I know of. 
2. I think an advance should be made. For cases· of abduction are very· 

common and are as a matter of fact on the increase as far as I· am nware 
and if there is the risk of a man being run in for rape in case {)f. sexual 
intercourse with a woman under sixteen years of age even with her consent 
the crime is likely to decrease. 

In case of a husband however I would retain the maximum of tmrtoon ana 
twelve years respectively in the two sections. For such cases are no~' of fre
quent occurrence and it is undesirable to interfere too much with married life. 
That problem can best be tackled by the proposed bill, illegalising ' infant 
marriages. 

a. I believe the crime of seduction is fairly frequent in these parts. but 
not that of rape. I have no comparative figures befGre me and can,pot answer. 
the second part of the question. 

It is only by greater police vigilance and the inflicting of deterrent pumsn-.: 
ments that these crimes can be checked. But in my opinion Sections 375 and 
876 are often very difficult to make use of and although e; man may be 
living with a woman in sexual relationship and committing acts which comt. 
under one or other of the two sections he cannot be convicted unless evidence 

i...J available of the commission of a particular act which is very often difficult 
to procure if the woman is a consenting party. I would therefore suggest 
that it may be made an offence for a man to have sexual relationship with a 
woman, sexual intercourse with whom would be an offence under one or the other 
of the two sections. Thus if a man is living in sexual relationship with a 
woman under sixteen years of age who is not his own wife he would commit 
an offence although it may not b• possible to prove any particular act of 
sexual intercourse. Similarly a husband living with his wife who is under 
thirteen years of age would commit an offence although it may not be possible 
to prove any particular act of sexual intercourse. It may however be open 
to the man to prove that no sexual intercourse was committed. But whenever 
it is found that a man is living with a woman in such circumstances the 
burden of proving that no sexual intercourse has been committed should lie 
on the man. The punishments for these offences would however be not so 
severe as that for the offence of ' rape'. But they should be severe in case 
of a man who is not the husband of the woman with whom he is found living 
in sexual relationship. Legislation on these lines should have the effect 
of preventing the crime of seduction to a much greater extent. 

4. I do not think this change in the law has had much effect on the 
('Ondition of things. The reason is that the police is unwilling to interfere' 
too much with private married life--and rightly too. It is only when a oirl 
is seriously injured or dies and the matter comes to the notice of the pollee 
that action is taken. In my opinion this is quite right and the remedy lies 
in making ' infant ' marriages illegal. 

6. Such cases are not as far as I am aware very common. Even in classes 
of people ~here boys and girls at:_e married early marriage is consummated 
when the gtrl has grown up. But I do not think they wait until the girl 
is over 13 and marriage is often consummated after puberty. 

7. Religious injunction has very little to do with it. 
8. ' Gaona ' is the usual thing in these p~rts and generally precedes con

summation of marriage. It is usual to perform it after the attainment of 
puberty. Among the lower and poorer classes it is I think usually performed 
soon after puberty. 

9. I cannot answer th~· question except that.· in my opinion some time 
must elapse after the attiunment of puberty before marriage is cODsummated. 
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10. I would fix the age. at eighteen. 
lL I cannot give any instances. The rule I think is not applicable 

universally. 
15. The question of determination of the age of girls is indeed sometimes 

a difficult one. I do not think these difficulties can easily be avoided and 
Courts have to consider all the evidence that is before them and arrive at a 
decision. In cases of doubt benefit is always given to the accused. 

17. Extra-marital offences must of course be separated from marital offences_ 
The reason· is obvious. The former involve moral turpitude of an entirely 
different kind and require a more severe punishment. The maximum punish
ment for marital offences should in my opinion not exceed two years. 

18. I would make all marital offences bailable and triable exclusively by a 
Court of Sessions. 

· 19. The present safeguards I think are enough and it would he no use 
complicating the procedure further by the introduction of fresh ones. 

20. Legislation fixing the minimum age of marriage is likely to be more 
effective. But it is obvious that the penalties prescribed under any law fixing 
the minimum age of marriage cannot be very severe and such legislation 
has therefore to be aided by penal legislation fixing a higher Age of Consent 
for marital cases a.lso. 

21. I would rely on both. One has to aid and a~sist the other and without 
this social reform will be difficult to achieve. 

Written Statement of Rai Baha.dur Prof. SHYAM SUNDAR DAS. 
· B.A., Head of the Hindi Department of the Benares Hindu Uni

versity, a.nd President, Na.gari Praoharini Sabha., Benares. 

1. There is di><~ati,.;faction with the state of the law as to the Age of Consent 
as contained in Seetions 375 and 376 of the Indian Penal Code. This cli"'
satisfaction is general among thinking.Indians and has been growing with the 
spread of education and ideas of reform, as well as experience of national 
deterioration.· 

2. (i) We are not in favour of the retention of the present la"·· 
(ii) The Age of Consent as provided for in the present form i~ very Jo·,\·. 

If there is an advance made on the present law at least a substantial number 
of early consummations will be checked. 

3. Crimes of seduction and rape are frequent in this part of the country. 
So far as we are aware the amendment of laws made in 1925 has succeeded 

to a small extent only. but not as much as it is desirable. 
In order to make the law effective we think that only a slight advanc~ 

in age will not be detectable and will not have the desired effect, for a girl 
of. 12 may very well pass for one of 13; but if the age is raised to 16 or lS. 
the diffetence will be so marked that it will be easily detectable and at the 
above advanced age the girl also shall have sufficient dis('retion to give or 
refuse her consent. 

Besides this if a system of registration of marriages together with proof 
of age is inaugurated it will also have a great effect in checking the crime of 
early consummation among married girls. This will not require much expense. 
for it can be done tl}rough the agency of the preS~ent birth and death regi."
tration department, but -there should be a printed form of declaration which 
should be filled in, signed or thumb-marked bv the dedarent and attested bv 
two respectable witnesses. • ' 

4. The amendment of 1925 raised the age from 12 to 13 only which is very 
slight. As stated above if the age is raised to 16 the difference in age wilf 
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t.e easily detectable. 1'\o doubt it has had some effeet in protecting girls 
against cohabitation with husbands in all the three ways enumerated under 
this <Juestion. 

t,. The tumal age at which girl!! attain puberty (i.e.l c~mmence';llent ~f 
Jllenstruation) is about fourteen .. \Ye do not think that this age differs lD 
different ca~;tes, communities or classes of Rociety but those w~o are brqught 
11p in well to do circumstances have early developments. Also those who are 
born of premature parents have a tendency to early puberty. 

1). In our part of the country as marriages are very early, cohabitation also 
begins early, in !'Orne ca,;es he fore puberty in some others soon after puberty 
and in many before the girl completes 13 years. Such cases seldom reach 
Courts as the,.;e matters take place quite in private within the four walls of a 
family house during late hours in the night to the knowledge of only a few 
,,£ the inmates who are mostly females illiterate as well as ignorant of law 
and evil effeds of early cohabitation and always mindful of false ideas of honour. 

7. To our knowle<lge the practice of early C'On"Aummation of marriage has 
no religious injunction behind it according to the -verse occurring in Mitak
>aJ·a, Ver!'<e f!l of <'hapter 3 of Achara Section. 

It j;~ enjoined that the husband should have intercourse with his wife, on 
the fourth or any of the following days up to the 16th. Otherwise he commit,; 
the "'in of killin;.{ a child (i.e., not taking steps to cause the birth of one) 
J•enalty bein;.{ the ~<ame as for a homicide. 

fl. Yajnavalkya Prayasehittachhyaya Gaona ceremony is usually performed 
in thi~ part of the country but in some cases wives are sent away to their 
lou~handH' hou~<es just after the marriage ceremony and consummation of 
marriage takeR place after Gaona (wherever it is performed) and even 
J,efore it if opportunity offers. In the mattei· of consummation of marriage 
people generally don't wait for the attainment of puberty partly due to ignor
·o~mce hut mostly due to want of self .control. 

9. \Ye do not think that attairt'ment of puberty (beginning of menses) is a 
·~<ufficient indi(·ation of phy11ieal maturity to justify consummation of marriage, 
for men~<eR do begin 1;ome years before the body is properly developed to 
ju~tify cohabitation. 

A girl'R phyl'ieal development enough to justify the consummation without 
injury to her own health and that of her progeny is not attained at least within 
thrPe :years after the beginning of menstruation. 

Instance" are not wanting where consummation by a husband of eighteen 
with hiR wife of 11ixteen caused physical injury to the wife. 

10. The age would differ with education or ignorance as the case may be. 
fn the ca~<e of an educated girl the proper age would be eighteen but in the 
ca;;e of an uneducated girl it may be much higher. 

11. Yes. In case indicated above in question (0) cohabitation with a girl 
c•f ~ixteen resulted in phy~<ical injury to the girl's private parts; and the issue 
resulte(l in ahortionR, ~;till-hom, as aiRo short.Jived children. In some other 
ea;;es of early conRummation, there have been cases of laboured deliverv of 
,;till-hom or ~;hort.lived children. · • 

12. :f"s, earl! consummation ~nd e~rly mate~ity are to our mind mostly 
reApons1hle for !ugh maternal and t!Jfantde mortality. They are also resptnsible 
for shortness of average vitality, and lack of endurance as also many other evil 
results. 

13. There does appear some development of public opinion in this part of 
-the country a'l sug-gef'ted, though not exactly on account of the amendment. 
It i11 general but specially among educated and the thinking <'lasses, 

14. Jn this part of the country women do favour early consummation of 
their 1·hildren on account of their desire to see- grand-<:hildren rather early 
and on acc·ount of their ignorance of the evil consequences. ' 
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15. In a case which recently went to the Allahabad High Court, there 
were difficulties. As suggested above in answer to question (3) if a system 
of taking declaration before marriages and registration of marriages is in
augurated it will have the effect of minimising such difficulties besides check
\pg early marriages and early consummation. 

16. It will be minimised to some extent but the margin being very small 
it will not have the desired effect. Of course, if the Age of Consent is raised 
to 16 in the case of marital consummation and to 18 in the case of extra-mllrital 
cases it will be reduced materially with salutary effect. 

17. Yes. In case of marital offences the period of imprisonment of the 
husband should not exceed the limit of 16 years of his wife's age. There 

·should- be some provision to punish those who bring about early marriages 
and consequent early consummation. Punishment to such men should be much 
higher than of the husband himself. 

In case of extra-marital offences the punishment to the offender must be 
very heavy and deterrent. The present scale of punishment appears to be 
sufficient in this case, but should be administered rather rigorously. 

18. Yes. The procedure for the trial of marital offences should be in camera 
by Magistrates of advanced age and if possible by lady Magistrates: 

In the case of extra-marital offences the present procedure is sufficient but 
the girl concerned should be examined in camera and if possible questioned by 
some educated lady. 

19. No. We cannot think of any except the spread of education and awaken
ing of the people. 

20. No. The raising of the Age of Consent in marital cases will not be so 
effective as fixing the minimum age of marriage because when children are 
married early consummation follows and offences do not come to Court and 
even parents come forward to give false evidence that their .daughter is of a 
higher age than she actually is as happened in a case that came up before 
the Allahabad High Court very recently in order to save the son-in-law from 
being punished. The above will be in consonance with public opinion as well. 

21. As the society at present exists strengthening of the penal law would 
be preferable, but education should also continue if possible. 

In Vernacular and Anglo-Vernacular schools there should be lessons on evils 
of early marriage and premature consummation. 

Written Statement, dated the 31st August 1928, of Mr. Y. MEHTA, 
Judge, Small Cause Court and Subordinate Judge, Benares. 

1. In a fairly large section of the educated Indian public, there is '3oma 
dissatisfaction with the state of the law as to the Age of Consent as contained 
in Sections 375 and 376 of the Indian Penal. Code, but the uneducated public 
is indifferent and does not think at all on this point. I would go to the length 
of saying the uneduc-ated and backward masses would like to stick to the 
age-old practices. 

2. (1) There is no justification for retaining the law of the Age of Consent 
as it is, except the fact that if the law be changed, it will be a novel thing 
for the large uneducated section of the population. In the beginning the 
chan~e in la_w may be resented in some quarters but that. is no ground for 
not mtroducmg reforms, which are conducive for the uplift of the people 
~~tenerally. 
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(2) The high infant mortality in this country, the growing deterioration of 
the health of the population, the increase of· the scourge of tu~erculosis in 
this country and the fact that girls often lose their health owing to too early 
childbirth are, in my opinion, reasons which justify an advance on the present 
law. Sexual intercourse with a girl below 14 years of age is generally speak
ing cruelty. 

3. Kidnapping and abduction account for a large proportion of the reported 
offenl'es in these provinces. I am unable to say whether the amendment of 
the law made in 1925 has achieved its object in preventing or reducing cases 
cf rape outside the marital state. 

4. In my opinion the amendment made in 1925 has not been effective in 
preventing married girls against cohabitation with husbands within the pre
scribed limit in the three ways mentioned in the question. It is very rare 
that a wife would complain against her husband for having intercourse with 
her at an age below 13. Such cases seldolh come to light in any other way 
aloo. This is due to the present state of Indian society. I know of only 
one case which came before me when I was an Assistant Sesjjions Judge at 
Cawnpore. That was a case of a Rahar girl aged approximately 11 or 
12 and as far as I now recollect, that case came to light on a report of the 
father of the girl. The husband in that case was convicted by a Jury. 

In my opinion the only effective check would be to raise the !}ge of marriage 
by legislation on the lines laid down in Mr. Har Bilas Sarda's bill. 

5. The average age at which the girls in these provinces attain the age of 
puberty is about 14. I am unable to answer the other part of the question. 

6. t' sually consum_!llation of marriage takes pla~e . soon· after puberty and 
rarely befure 13 or before puberty. Among educated communities generally, 
the age of marriage has risen or is rising and consequently cases of consum
mation of marriage before puberty are almost negligible among them. It is 
very rare that cases of consummjftion of marriage come to Court. 

7. This is due more to the age-old custom than. to any religious injunction. 
There are some among the Hindus, who believe that consummation of 
marriage should take place soon after puberty but I do not k~ow of any reli. 
gious authority for the same or otherwise. 

8. In this part of the country, gaona ceremony is common and it usually 
coicc·ides with or is soon followed by consummation of marriage. It is usually 
performed after attainment of puberty or shortly after it. The time for the 
ceremony i$ fixed after consulting an astrologer and it may come .months after 
the attainment of puberty or ~hartly lifter it:. Cases are. known in. which 
the gaona cert'mony has been performed before the attainment of puberty 
but I am unable to say if ronsummation is postponed for that reason. Parents 
often do not allow consummation before puberty but there may be cases. to 
the contrary. 

9. I do not consider that the attainment of puberty (by which I mean 
begiuning of monthly periods in girls) is a sufficient indication of maturity to 
justify consummation of marriage. It is well-known that girls do not cease 
to grow for some time after that. They are also not fully developed men. 
tally at that. period of life. From the medical and physiological point of view, 
ehange in the internal structure of the female body goes on until complete 
maturity is reached. I think that the earliest age at which marriage may be 
c-on.;;ummated without any harmful consequences to a girl would he about 16 
and in some cases, even more. In the case of precocious girls, it may be 
put do'\\'Il at 15. This is a question which medical men may answer better 
bnt I have given my own impressions. · 

10. In this question the words 'with due realization of consequences ' are 
important. Having regard to these words, I believe- that even a girl of. 18 
'llrould not be fully competent to give an intelligent consent to cohabitation. 
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11. I have not collected ~<tati.;tics but I am sure that if they were collected, 
many such cases would be discovered. 

12. One of the chief reasons for high infantile ~nd maternal mortality is 
-early consummation of marriage and more so the early motherhood. 

Only a section of the intelligent clasfJ.es take an interest in these matters 
and I believe that a great majority of the people do not know if there was 
.any ehange in the law in 1925. 

14. Generally mothers of girls of age about 15 and more want that 
their daught-ers should preferably re~<ide with their husbands. In the case 
of mothers of sons, who have daughters-in-law, they often desire early con
t;ummation after puberty !<O that they may live to see their grand-ehildren. 

15. There is generally some difficulty in determining the age of girls in 
·conneetion with these offences. In such cases, one has to rely on medic-al 
eviclenee, which is never conclusive, and oral evidence of relatives, who are 
sometimes unable to give the correct age. Compulsory registration of birth,; 
may minimise the difficulty. 

16. No. I do not think so. 
17. It would be better if extra-marital and marital offenc-es are made 

~<eparate and distinc-t. The word ' rape ' is too strong to be used in cases 
()f offenc-es by husbands. I would leave the question of punishment as it is. 

18. In my opinion offences by husbands against their wives, who are 
below 13, should be tried by a Court of Sessions and in other cases, b~- the 
District Magistrate. 

20. I think that penal legislation fixing a higher .-\ge of Consent would 
not be so effective. I would prefer rai8ing the age of marriage by legi:-lation. 
Once we do so offences by busbands against their wives would automatically 
tend to disappear. 

~1. Both legislation and social propaganda should go hand in hand. Soc-ial 
propaganda in this direction has been going on from the last 25 years or so 
and that would appear from the proceedings of various General Social Con
ferences and Caste Conferences. 

Generally, I would fix the Age of Consent for the husband at H and 
in other ca~es at 16 or even 18. 

·written Statement, dated· the 8th September_ i928, of Maha.ma.h~ 
padhyaya. Pandit MURALI DHARA JHA, Ramkatora., Benares. 

Our Hinclu marriage system is a religious duty (Dharma) which ordains 
·a mnn to marry juRt after finishing the life of a student with a girl who h11s 
not attained puberty. The main object of the marriage is to be relieved of 
the ancestral debt by begetting a son by one's own legal wife. The meaning 

of the sanskrit word " '!f'!' " (Hon) is one who protects from .(falling into) 

ihe hell called '91{ (Pum). Another sanskrit synonym for 'g"!f is ~which 

means one by whom the family is saved from being destroyed. Hence the 
Hinln marriage system is quite different from the western marriage which is 

ca. sort of contract between the husband and the wife OfHJl which means 

one in whom the husband himself is reproduced. 
Aecording to the Hindu religion a woman cannot give her consent to 

C'ohabitation with a man who is not her husband. Fornieation in everv case 
will make her liable to be ousted from the pale of society. • 

1. All the ancient ~flf (Rishis), the authors of religious books, have 
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11nanimou"ly laid down that a girl should be married before she reache~ 
puberty, i.e., before her first mewtruation, otherwise both the giver and the 
receiver of the girl are cursed to fall into hell. 

Gnutama Fa,vs-

~ llmflt: -Giving over (a girl in marriage) before men

struation. Vyasa and l\Iatsya Purana say-

(1) ~~ '&i~~ iih) ~Cf·CI~T ~ itf.f~t I 
~1J~ ric{ .ifll' ~?I' ~~ ~:~~ II 

(2) ··~~1u r:~?C "'iil~qi lllfur ~ftq(Y ~, 
Cfi~f ~ ~Cfi·Rt~: tll:if ~~J{ 1\ 

Translation of the above 

(1~ A girl is C'alled Gauri at 8, Rohini at 9, Kanya at 10 and after that 
Raj,;vala (one in whom menstruation has C'Ommenced). · 

(2) One by giving over (in marriage) Gauri, Rohini and Kanya attains 
re,;pectively Brahmaloka, Suryaloka and Svargaloka. and hence th~ 
mo;;t desired end. 

JJT-c:.m:tfif: iii\~: and l\Iahabharat say-

(1) "~'~"=act.~ ~Rll~nt li~ 1 

li'Wi 1JTT(ftl64~T ~ ~cfi{ 'q r:T~m:fi .. II 

(2) mrn ~Cf fq('ty ~Cf :&ijit ann naCJ ~ I 
>;{~~ it~efi ~fit:r ro Cfi~t ~~~tfl&£ 11 

(3) liTH ij mil !ltf 11: Cfi~T ~ ll?.l~fR I 

Rtfu RTf~ ~~: ftlftT fq~fn 1JT1ilfrH{ II 

(!) ~ nmy1Jq_ ~i ClTIPVT ~iilf"":rl: I 

~~hnltlr omt:rticl: ~ fm ~ qfi:r: u 

( 5) fcro1~ ij <IT Cfi~T ~er; 'Q~ ~ffi I 
~'lt~ fqei~~T: qr Cfi~T ~~~m II 

Engli,;h Translation-

(1) Therefore a girl should be married before her attainment of puberty_ 
She should be given over (in marriage) before her attainment of puberty •. 
After that the giver is sinful. 

(2) .-\11 the three, the mother, the father and the elder brother also £{0 to 
hell if they ha.ppen to see (unmarried) girl during mensttua.tion. 

(3) If a father does not hand over '(in marriage) his ·daughter he drinil.s in 
eaeh month her menstrual excretion. 

(4) A Brahman being deceived by passion marries such a girl no one should 
talk with him. He is inadmissible in societ:v and that Brahman is the husband 
()f the woman in whom menstruation has commenced. 
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(5) If a. girl attains puberty in her fathers house her father is charged 

tvith the sin of causing abortion and 'the girl is called v rishili (eft~~)) 
Owing to the above reasons the law as to the Ag~ of Consent as contained 

in Sections 375 and 376 of the Indian Penal Code, is awfully repulsive if a 
husband is to be punished for cohabitation within the prescribed · age 
limit, although cohabitation has taken place after the attainment ·of her 
puberty. 

The cohabitation with men other than the husband is never allowed by 
Hindu religion. 

In reality with the exception of a very limited number ·of educated gentle
men of European ideas, the Hindu people do not like that the.re should be 
any law setting an age limit for~cohabitation with one's own wife in opposi
tion to the injunctions of the Shastras. 

2. (a) Therefore the Age of Consent in the case of wife with her husband 
should not .be limited by law. 

(b) The cohabitation with a man other than the husband is diametricall1 
opposed to the Sanatana Hindu Society and hence the punishment in such 
cases should be very severe and exemplary. 

3. In villages crime of rape is not committed, but crime of sedur'j:ion some
times takes place; whereas in to\1.-ns the number of such crimes may be 
far higher. The law made in 1925 has not succeeded in preventing or reduc
ing cases of rape outside the marital state or the improper seduction of girls 
for immoral purposes. 

In my opinion it is not the law limiting Age of Consent that will counteract 
fornication, but exempla.ry punishments dealt out to fornicators irrespective of 
the age of the girls seduc-ed. 

4. I am not in a. position to give a definite answer to this question. 
The idea of keeping the wife separated from her husband by law is in 

opposition to the Hindu idea of married life. Chastity in women is looked upon 
from a very different point of view by Hindus from the point of view of 
the people of modern enlightenment. A Hindu woman has lost her all morally 
and socially when she has lost her chastity. So the Hindus and their 
Shastras have always guarded the chastity of the women with greategt zeal. 
The enjoinz:nent of the marriage of a girl before she attains puberty is meant 
as a safeguard against her loss of charader for a girl will not be tempted 
to do wrong in this direction before she has had her first menstruation. After 
the first menstruation the Garbhadhan ceremony is enjoined so that thence
forward she has her husband by her to satisfy all her cravings and to guard 
her against being misled. Separating the wife from the husband by law 
after she has attained puberty will amount to counteracting these safeguards 
of her chastity and the truth of this can be proved by hundreds of examples 
in practical life of the disastrous results brought about by the absence of 
these safeguards. And as a husband is forbidden by the Shastras to cohabit 
with his wife before she has attained puberty the law has only to fall in with 
the Shastras and mete ·out punishments to such husbands as may be found 
to have violated this rule py any disastrous results following from such violence. 

· 5. The usual age at which girls attain puberty is between 12 and 13. But 
the girls who are of weak constitution and are badly fed and poorly brought 
up attain it at still later age. It is said in Shastra. that puberty is due to 
the planet ~Iars and the moon, which are the masters of blood and mind respec. 

tively. (~~~Vo: trfnlinf ifT~l{ I) In other words menstruation takes 

place due to the quantity of blood and to thoughts of sexual intercourse enter
tained by a girl, the latter being often due to the SU"'"estion of it presented to 
her mind by her mode of life and environment. "'"' 

6. (a) Cohabitation before puberty is not permissible in our country. 
(b) I am not in a position to say more than this on this point. 
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7. The practice of the early consummation of marriage at puberty is due 
to reli"ious injunction "·hich ordains a man to practise it, and in default he 
is said" to commit a sin of the most heinous kind. He is also thereby spoiling 
the important Sanskar of the progeny to be hom. 

The following are the injunctions for cohabitation with one's wife at every 
men~trual period including the first which is the occasion of performing 
Garbhadhana ceremony before cohabitation :-

... " (! ... " tm:"{Cfi~lJ'm ~-qrr. t• Cfi. t t• ~· ~ ll!lij t(q"Jl'~1{' 

(After having married a girl the husband should cohabit with her at the 
menstrual period.) 

~oR:-"~ot ~tnq li~""'f -en trfofl:i~~at~ t'' 
(A man should cohabit with his wife at every menstrual period and may 
also do so on other occasions leaving out the forbidden days. 

ll'N~-fcrcr-N Jf~ ~ I ~~ I 

"~~f~m: ~'!Tt of~-r ~mll ~f~ilcr.t 
(The menstrual period comprehends sixteen nights from the beginning of the 
period and one should cohabit with his wife only on the even nights in the 
period.) 

~~~-~ \ Bit I 

"~t~tf~~tct ~~~ fil'~o: lr~'' 
(One should cohabit with his 'Yife in the menstrual period and one should 
always be constant to his wife:) 

liltm:-~ift.a&ofiij ih ~T?.tl' ~fffi ifTtttr~fo 1 

~mt ~ tJt~«.rTllf ~"S'f:l'~ ifr;t~1lll: u'' 
"' (If a man does not cohabit with his wife after her bathing in the. menstrual 

period he is undoubtedly guilty of a heinous crime equivalent to the destroy
ing of a child in the womb.) 

Etc., etc., etc. 

!3. The Garbhudhana Sanskara is a necessary sanskara. just after the first 
menstruation of a girl. There are some prescribed rites which have to be 
performed and they are duly performed by all Brahmans in our country.· The 
non-Brahman classes generally do not perform the actual prescribed rites; 
but they have some popular rites akin to this and this is known to the vulgar 
as Gaona. Consummation of marriage as has already been stated does not 
take place before the performance of these rites and therefore before fir~t 
menstruation. 

9. The attainment of puberty is a sure and sufficient indication of physical 
maturity to justify consummation of marriage for religious purpose to produce 
a child with the exception of the cases of such girls as may be suffering from 
any bad constitutional or organic disease. · 

10. A ~irl is supposed to be competent 'enough to give consent to her hus
band to cohabitation after the attainment of puberty. In cases of others 
than the husband the consent of the girl is of no value in Hindu social life 
for it does not in any way lessen the offence of the man who seduces her. 
Only when the man pollutes a woman by force he is held to be more guilty. 
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11. No, I have not come across with cases in which cohabitation before 
puberty, or after puberty have resulted in injury to her health or to that of 
her progP.ny. 

12. No. 
13. I am not in a. positiqn to answer this question. 
i-1. Yes, women favour consummation of marriage for children just after 

the attainment of puberty. 
15. I :lo not know. 
16. This ·question has already been answered. 
17. Certainly. For in marital condition unless there is force. employed for 

cohabitation before the first mengtruation with disastrous results there can be 
no offence at all, while cohabitation itself irrespective of all conditions is an 
heinous offence when the man is not the hm:band of the girl concerned. In 
the former case the punishment propoEed in the existing laws if strictly dealt 
with may prove quite enough. 

18. I have nothing more to say on this point. 
19. To propose a method would mean t.o prop08e a thorough reformation 

of a whole department. For all ·criminal ·laws are generally used by the 
department to which the apprehension of ('rime is entrusted as an instrument 
for extortion. And to make such a proposal one hag to study the whole 
machinery to make himself thoroughly acquainted with all its leakages for 
which I have no time and leisure. 

20. In my part of the country neither of these two measures, I am afraid, 
will be welcomed by the public as either of tbem will stand opposing the 
injunctions of the Hindu religion. 

21. Answering from the orthodox Hindu point of view neither the progress 
of modern education nor the modem reform!; made in penal laws has done an~·
thing to bring about any real reform in the pre;:;ent degraderl moral con<lition 
of our society. Every step taken in opposition to the injunctions of the 
Shastras serves only to undermine the belief of the people in them without 
proposing to give anything better to replace them with. The so-calletl refor
mers themselves reali,;e this but they seem not to care. 

Written Statement, dated the 18th August 1928, of R. S. Munshi 
. GOPI BEHAR! SAHAI, B.A., "Deputy Collector, Partabgarh. 

1. The dissatisfaction is not general. Of cour;:e among the educated dasse'! 
and those who are given to think more there is a feeling that the present 
Age of Consent is low and should be raised. 

2. (1) I think that the Age of Consent is low and should not be retained. 
(2) I think an advance be made on the present law by two years. 
My reasons for so doing are that it will check early marriages and seduc

tion of too young girls. The mental and rational faculties of the girls of 
this country where illitera<.>y prevails are not sufficiently developed and ma
tured at the age of 13 or 14 years to enable them to arrive at any sound or 
reasonable conclusion as regards sexual intercourse and its consequences. 
Girls of 13 or 14 years and boys of 16 do not attain full physical maturit_\· for 
sexual intercourse, and if they indulge in intercourse thev suffer in bodv 
ann mind t.hem,.;e)ve;: 11nd lead to producing weak, unhealth;. and short-Iiwd 
children and progeny degenerates. · 

3. I think crimes of seduction and rape are frequent in my part of 
the country. The amendment of 1925 has not been much effective in protect
ing girls as the change is so slight that it cannot be felt or realized bv th~ 
general public which is very backward in education. • 
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Legi$lation fixing the minimum age of marriage would make" the ·law more 
effeetive. 

4. 2\fy answer to this question is in the negative-the change in revising 
the Age of Consent was very slight--this would not be felt by the general 
,public on account of backwardness in education. . 

6. Girls in this part of the country usually attain puberty at the age ?f 
14. It differs a bit in different castes and classes. Girls of well-to-do attam 
puberty little earlier, 

6. Yes. It if! common among J:lrahmans and certain low caste people such 
.as Kurmis, Kahars, Ahirs, etc., where child girls are married to aged men. 

Such cas~s come to Court very seldom. I would attribute the practice to 
ll"ant of education which keeps people in the dark as to the grave consequences 
of it. In some caRes I would attribute it to poverty also. 

7. There was a time when people thought it was irreligious to marry 
girls after they have had menses. I am not aware of any religious injunc
ti0n on the point prevailing at the present age. 

B. Gaona ceremony is usually performed in mY. part of the country. It 
sometiilles coincides and is sometimes anterior to the consummation of the 
marriage. It is performed sometimes before and sometimes· a year or two 
after the attainment of puberty. 

9. I think the attainment of puberty is not a sufficient indication of 
physical maturity to justify consummation of marriage. Consummation should 
in my opinion be postponed for 2 years after the ·attainment of puberty for the 
Pake of the health of the girl and progeny. 

10. 16 years I think. 
11. I know of three such cases. In 2 cases cohabitation before puberty and 

in one t•a><e immediately after puberty the girls had introversion and retro
version and gave birth to children who died before or immediately after 
bii-th-girls have constant utrus ~roubles and do not keep good health, age of 
two was 14 and of one 15. 

12. 2\fy answer to this question is in the affirmative. 

13. The eclueated classeR are strongly of opinion that the amendment of 
1025 is inadequate and desire the Age of Consent to be raised higher. This 
number is smaller as a large number . is still uneducated. 

14. The backward and illiterate families only. 

15. Medical evidence is the only source of determining the age of girls 
in connection ~&·itb offences under Sections 375 and 376 of the Indian Penal 
Code-it is sometimes doubtful and inaccurate. 

I think some measures like people obtaining a certificate of birth from . 
Municipality or Magistrate may be made compulsory. In village.'! such certi
ficates may be given by the local panchayets or other similar bodies. 

16. I do not think it will be appreciably reduced' till the Age of Consent 
is not raised to 16 years. 

17. In m:v opinion. extra-marital and marital offences should be classed 
separately. Punishment of each as now prescribed is enough. 

18. Trial of marital offences should in my opinion take place .in camera. 

19. Aga.in~t collusion to protect offences a: punishment of fine according to 
means of person!! concemed would do. Against improper prosecutions , and 
extortions Revere punishments with Iigorous imprisonment would be adequate. 

20. I think legislation fixing the minimum age of marriage would be in con-
sonanee with public opinion in this part of the country. 

21. Penal law should in my ppinion be strengthened to secure the object· 
in view. Social reform would .take a very very long time to root out the evil. 
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Written Statement, da.ted the 28th August 1928, of Mr. N. D. PANT, 
B.Sc., LL.B., Pleader, Deoria (Gorakhpore). 

1. The• people, as a rule are indifferent. 
2. The age of consent at present is too low. It is necessary to raise 

the age of consent to protect the young girls from early maternity and 
seduction for immoral purposes. ' 

3. Orime of seduction of girls is not uncommon here. .As the girls seduced 
are generally above 14 years, the present law can hardly make any differ
ence. The only remedy lies in raising the age at least to 16 years if not 
to 18 years. The raising of the age limit to 18 years will also prevent 
the numbers of girls being brought up for immoral purposes as the. girls 
chosen to lead a life of shame are generally from 14 to 18 ye~rs of age. 

4. ~he amendment of the law has hardly produced any change·, as it is 
very difficult to know about such cases. .A sense of delicacy and honour 
of the family will always prevent such offences from being brought to book. 
If there· has been any change in the age of marriage or consummation, it 
is due, not to the amendment of the law, but to the general awakening 
of the classes and m~sses to the dangers attendant upon early marriage, 
and early consummatiOn. 

5, 6 & 8. See the memorandum. 
7. Religion certainly does 'not order immediate consummation after 

marriage. .Amongst certain class of Brahmans marriage of the girl must take 
place before she attains puberty, but there is no injunction to the effect 
that it should be consummated within a certain time, though there is a 
custom (based on certain sutras of Karmkanda) amongst certain Brahmans 
here that the marriage should be consummated within the 1st, or 3rd, or 
5th, 7th year of marriage. But it does not prescribe any penalty for 
its breach except of course that it is postponed for another two years as 
explained above. 

· 9 . .Attainment of puberty is no criterion of the full development of girls. 
The age of puberty depends to a large extent upon the climate and en
vironments in which a girl lives. The usual age here is 12-13 years, while 
in the hill districts of Almora and Nainital it is 13-14. I also know of 
some cases in which it is postponed even to 19 years, such instances are 
not vE-ry uncommon in the cooler districts. A girl usually takes 16 years 
to become fully mature, and puberty cannot be a sign of full physical 
development. I would fix 16 as the age most suited for consummation. 

10. In my opinion a girl of 16 years is fully competent to give an in
telligent conse·nt to cohabitation with a due realisation of its consequences. 

11. Yes, I have been told of at least one case where cohabitation with 
a girl before she attained full physical developme-nt led to permanent injury 
to the pelvic girdle, and the displacement of the womb. There are many 
instances where early consummation has caused tuberculosis in girls. 

12. Early marriage and early consummation are not only responsible 
for high matemal and infantile mortality, but also for the gradual dete
rioration of our nation physically and intellectually. 

13. Public opinion on the age of Nnsent has only deVEloped among 
educated men and women,-the latter particularly. 

H. "Women of the viilages favour consummation after puberty. In fact 
that is the only criterion amongst them for the full development of the girls. 

15. This is a very difficult question to answer. In fact no two 
doctors would themselves agree· as to their opinion about the age of any 
girl or· a boy. It is only in the young that the age can be determined 
with any amount of certainty. In the girls above 12 years, the con
clusions 'derived by the presence of teeth, pubic hair, and breast-develop
ment can only be a matter of opinion. No hard and fast rule can be 
laid down· for the correct determination of the age. No doubt the X-Ray 
examination for the ossification of the bones would be much better, but 
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no_ne-the-less, very expensive method. In the interest of justice, and hi all 
fa1rness to the accused I would strongly suggest this method particularly 
when the difference of one year in the age of the girl would change the nature 
of the offence. The doctors' conclusions at best are (with due ·apologies) 
very liable to be incorrect. I would also suggest that the government should 
keep a closer watch on the birth registers, so that we may get really 
correct, and not fictitious entries (which are not quite uncommon at present) 
for the criminal as well as the civil courts. 

16. The margin of error in the determination of age o.f the girls would 
be very much reduced if the ages of consent are fixed at 14 and .16 yeau 
w1thin and without_ the marital states respectively, and' more' frequent re
course is had to the X-Ray examination. I am giving below how 
X-Ray examination can prove to be of immense help in such cases. 

(a) The presence of the pisiform bone is a strong piece of evidence 
that the girl is over 12 years of age. 

(b) The external condyle of the humerouS· appear on the 13th or the 
14th year. 

(c) The head the humer0us usually appears from 13th w 15th year. 
(d) At 14 years. after birth points. of ossification appea,· in neck and 

le3ser trochanter of femur. · 
(e) The centre of acromion, and the border and the lower angle of 

the scapula. appear between the ages of 14-16. 
(j) At 15 years points of ossification appear in the inferior angle 

of scapula and body union occurs in the last 4. sacral vertebr~e 
coracoid, and the body of scapula. 

(g) The epiphysis at _the knee joint unite at the 16th year. 
(h.) The' olecranon appears at the 16th. year. 

From the observations carried out under the, X-Rays ((a) to :(f) for the 
age of 14 years and (c) to (h)..'for 16 years), aided by the examination of 
the external pa_rts, it is clear that it will bec.;me comparatively much easier 
and accurate to fix the age of any boy' or girl. ·As I have pointed out 'an 
effort should be ·made to ensure the accuracy of the entry· in . the; birth 
registers. It \\'ill also appear from above that a child takes"l6 to 19 years 
for the full development of 'the bones i~ the' body. · 

17 .. I am in complete• accord with the amendments as regards punish· 
ment as ~uggested by Sir Hari Singh's.BilL 

18. Yes. The procedure of trials· to be followed in the case of offences 
within the marital state must be differe·nt' from that ·followed in other 
cases, as otherwise· in the words of Sir Andrew Scobie, it would involve 
the intrusion of the police " into the domestic . sanctity of the ·Hindu 
household '·'. Such offences should only be investigated by a Deputy Magis
trate, or a police officer not below the rank of Deputy Superintendent of 
Police, and the committal and the trial of cffences should take 'place in 
camera, and· the newspapers should be prohibit.ed from. publishing the 
reports. 

10. 1 If mv recommendation for safeguarding against unnecessary publicity 
are accepted, I would strongly advise the stiffening of the law as regards those 
colluding to protect the offender. 

20. Jn these districts fixing the minimum age for marriage is more likely 
to be effe<'tive. Bnt this will arouse a storm of opposition from Kurnaon, and 
other orthodox districts where Brahminical influence still holds its sway. 
There the girl must be married in pre-menstrual period. But even the·e com
munities would not oppose the fixation of particular age for the consumma
tion of marriage. I find amongst them also the marriageable age has gone up 
from 8 and 9 years to 12 and 13 years. So that in course of time I am 
sure the hatTier of puberty will not operate and marriages will take place 
when the girls attain full physical development. 
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21. I would not rely on the strengthening of the Penal I .. aws alone. 
The masses should be ~Jade fully conscious of the infinite dangers to which 
our nation is open on account of the evil of early marriage and early 
eo11summation by means of exten:sive· propaganda carried amongst them. 

Written Statement, dated the 9th- Augusat 1928, of B. GOYIND 
SWARUP MATHUR, Sessions and Subordinate Judge, Mirzapur. 

There is dissatisfaction with the present provisions of law among the 
educated classes, educated men and women both see with disfavour the
consummation of marriage before the age of 1! in the case of girls and 
before 17 or 18 in the case of boys. In many castes, marriage of g,irls 
generally does not take place before 14 or 15. I belong to :Mathur Kayasth 
community and in my community marriage of a girl bEfore 15 or 16 and' 
of a·boy before 18 or 19 is now a rarity. Unmarried girls of _the age of 
IS -or· 20 in respectable· members of the community can be found in 
numbers and no notice is taken of such things by the other members of 
the community. 

Among the communities in which "Qarardad" (dowry) system is ob
tainable girls attain the age of 17 or 18 simply because the suitable husbands 
are- not found and when found exorbitant demands of dowrv on the side 
of the bridegroom make it- impossible for the parents of the girl to
accept the match. _While there is a volume of dissatisfaction among the 
classes who can think for themselves and for the future of the community r 

while the bias which existed 25 ye<trs ago in favour of the early marriage 
and -prejudice against marriages after puberty are dying out. 

2·. Eiih~r India and the races residi~g therein should advance with 
the. times or 'they should go further on the path of degradation and dete
'rioration. ·No community can progress with the times unless it provides 
·and insists for the education of her girls who would become the future
mothers of the race. If it is once conceded that female education is 
necessary for the uplift of the community and the race, it cannot be· 
gainsaid that the girls cannot be kept in pardah to the extent to 
11·hich they were forced in the past. Muslim countries like Turkey and 
Afganistan have realised the necessity and the advanced Turkey has done 
away with Pardah by legislation. The other great obstacle in the· 
education of the girls is the early marriage which leads to early motherhootL 
If once it is accepted that education of girls is the .~ne qua non of the
_progress of the nation, it becomes the duty of the State to protect the girls 
during the educational period from the attack of the outsiders as well as
from the follies, of her so called well wishers (may they be her parents 
and husband) follies based upon old and dead customs and traditions, 
which are sapping the vitality of the further race. A girl requires greatest 
care and protection between the ages of 14 and 18. It is the time when 
she begins to bloom in her youth and naturally is most attractive. I leave 
aside the question of consent within the marital state, but· I do not see 
any earthly reason why she should not be protected from the snares of 
a man who treacherously allures her for a moment's en.ioyment, robs her 
of her best j€wel and leaves her for ever to lend a life of sorrow and 
shame. It not only blights the life of the girl, the whole family and 
.near relations are affe<·ted thereby and it sometimes ends in murder or 
suicide. Is such a wretch, who <·auses so much misery, entitled to an~· 
protection from Ia w? The only answer can be in the nega~ive. I had 
several talks with ,-en· orthodox people and though they dtsfavonr the 
.raising of consent age i.n the case of husband and wife, they enthusiastirally 
support the raising of ro&<>ent in the case of a stranger. 
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A girl of 16 or 17 when she is suddenly attaeked by a man loses her 
wits and sometimes does not realise -the situation before the whole afl'ai~ 
is over, sometimes t.he abstains ·from raising alarm as . it would bring 
degradation upon her and her family and so the culprit escapes scot frt'e. 
In India a girl of 16 or 17 is generally not fit to determine what is good 
;ond what is injul'ious for her in such matteJ'S and in my opinion there 
1s absolute D('('d for making a suhstantial ad¥ance on the present law. 

3 and 10. The crime of rape is not uncommon in -the United Provinces and 
the raising of the nge to 14 ~-ears has not succeeded in preventing or 
reducing the cases. In many cases which came before me as a judicial 
officer it was medica II~· difficult to ascertain definitely whether .the. girl 
was. 1~ or 1;;, if the girl was _neai'IJ· of that age the. medical evidence is 
alwa~·s indefinite in such cases unless the girl happens to be of' poor con., 
1;titution or much below fourteen. In one case . which I tried at Bijnor, 
<lne officiating Civil Surgl'on was of opinion that the girl was not le.>s 
than 18 while another. Civil Surgeon was of opinion that she. was below 
14. To make thr law effecti¥e I would J aise tl1e age of consent in case 
.of othl'l" persons than the husband to 18. If this is done a man ,\·ould 
think twice before he takes the honom· of a girl and in most cases the 
plea of consent would not find place .. In ninety per CEnt. of rape· £al!e8 
the woman is below 18 and it is very seldom that. a grown up _woman 
iigure!! as a complainant in a rape case. It may be said that· a girl of 
the 11ge of 1i or 18 is competent to gi¥e an intelligent consent to cohabi~ 
iation and 4'"an realize the · eonsequences of her action. I differ from thi$ 
opinion. The majorit~·· of the girls are b1~nght up in ignorance .. They 
havE" no education and no ~elf reliance. A Christian or a. Parsi young 
J!irl Nm travel alone in railway and ·go fm· marketing in big towns like 
Bomhay and Calcutta but a Hindu or· a Mohammadan ·girl cannot go 
alone from one house to another tmless she i~ e..:cort.ed bv a male.· \Vhat 
to say of travelling hy rail or • going for purcl1ases in 'the market.' No· 
" Bad mash "· would dare to pas.'!l' rfmarks on nn English girl while- going on 
a puhlic road, hut when a girl who has got no education is seen alone 
:Hlvantage is taken of her helplessness. In higher castes girls have an 
innate sens£ of protecting their chastity and would tr.v to repulse their 
~educe•· hut the;"~· are not sufficiently mentally developed till they are about 
17 or 18 to intelligently realise the consequences of their consenting to 
the amorous overtures of the &edu~er. I think till the time that education 
Is well ad,·anced among girls and they have acquired some self-reliance 
thl' consent age must be pretty high in ca~e of strangers. I go so far as 
to sa:'l· that the~· should be protected against themselves. 

4-9. Cases of husbands' cohabiting with their child wives below 13 
;;eldom see the light of the day. The poor girl is helpless, the traditions 
of the 1·ountry and the shameful nature of the matter force her to remain 
~ilent. The relations are interested to keep quiet. the neighbours are afraid 
to pick up quarrels with their neighbours and the matter is hushed up. 
During my 28 years' experience at the bar and bench I never come across 
sueh a case. In good families and generally in high caste Hindus marriage 
is performed at the age of 12-14 nnd then the girls wait at the house of 
the J'HI·ent" for ·• gaona " fmm 1-3 years according to the age of the girl. 
It is \'e•·:v seldom thnt a girl is allowed to cohabit with her husband before 
1.). Among educatl'd people marriage is not performed before the age of 
l.'i and maidens of the age of IS or 19 are not nn<'ommon. The girls attain 
puherty natnrall.v at the agr of 13 or 13} if b~· puberty is meant flow of 
mt>nse-;. It docs not dl'pend on C'aste, but on the nature of diet a girl 
get~ and on general constitution and health. 

C'ohahitation hefore 13 is not common among any clas;; of people, l)ut 
in <>ases where :voung girls arl' married to pe1·sons ahout the age of 20 
ll1· 25 and the girl is allowed to live with the hn~hand, the consummation 
t.lkt>s place hefore 13. 
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Early consummation of marriage is not authori<>ed by '..lny religious 
injunction though, early marriage is supported on the authority of Smirti. 
I give in the accompanied appendix the Sanskrit authority for early mar
riage and also the Sanskrit authority of vadic books for time when the 
husband should search for his wife to raise a child of her. 

In this part of the country girls are detained for " gaona " up to the age of 
14 or 15 and thus the ceremony is performed after sometimes, say a year, after 
th~ attainment of puberty. 

13. Yes, there has been further development of public opinion. In the 
case of extra-marital case people think that the age may be fixed at 17 
or 18. The educated classes are in its favour and those who may be called 
conservative and do not bother with such questions of reform, agree to exten
sion of the age in case of extra-marital cases. As regards marital case the 
educated 'classes are in favour of raising the age, but the majority of 
the people does not approve of the measure. They admit that girls in 
good families do not go to their husbands before they complete the age of 
14 but any legislature on the point is nausea to them. 

14. Not now, there has been much improvement on this point within 
last 15 years. It ia due to some extent to economic causes. 

15. Yes, much difficulty is experienced ,in ascertaining the age of the 
girls in rape and abduction cases. Indians do not keep authentic records, 
medical evidence is not definite and Birth registers are not available in rural 
areas. The only way to get better evidence of age is to preserve the public 
record in the birth registers. I propose that birth registers should show 
the date of birth of a child and better agency should be employed in pre
paring these registers. The copies of such registers should be ~ade avail
able in evidence in judicial cases and there should be a presumption of 
law that the date given in such registers is correct unless the contrary is 
proved. Such registers should be preserved for not less than 20 years. 

17. I would like to see the marital and extra-marital offences put under 
different heads. It should be borne in mind that punishing a husband in 
many cases may eventually mean to punish the wife and sometimes the 
whole family. The offence of cohabiting with child wives is not very common 
and it does not require the same punishment which is required in the 
case of a stranger. I would never like to keep a husband away from his 
wife for the whole life or for ten years after she becomes a woman, it 
would be hard upon the wife herself. I would never allow a longer 
sentence than that of five years for an offence committted by the husband 
against the wife and therefore, I propose 5 years as the maximum punish
ment for the husband. It may be two years when the girl is above 13. The 
imprisonment may be of either description with or without fine. 

18. In my opinion the procedure in extra-marital cases should remain 
the same as it is now, while in marital casEs except when the girl is below 
11 years warrant may be issued, in other cases summons should be issued 
before arrest and all the marital cases be triable by a first class Magistrate, 
with an option to the accused to take the case to the sessions. 

20-21. The fixing of minimum age apparently would be more effective 
while fixing higher age of consent would be practically abortive. If b:f 
public opinion is meant the opinion of persons who are not competent to 
form an opinion and who do not want to budge an inch in the matters 
of social reform then none of the two measures can be in consonance with 
public opinion. As regards the minority of thoughtful men who want to 
see their country advanCEd either measure or say both would be acceptable. 
Rather they would prefer both to see the reform successful. Social :re
form and propaganda are useful things in thEir own way and a time would 
never come when their utility would not be felt. If national vices which 
sap the vitality of the na.tion are left to be taken care of by social reform 
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and propaganda then,. Governments are futile and legislative councils waste 
of public money and energy. 
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Written Statement of Mr. MISREE LALL, Ra.ida.ni, Raidani Pa.Jaoo, 
Mirza pur. 

In reply to your enquiry I beg to inform you that the Members of our 
community (Jain) at .Mirzapur in a meeting have resolved that marriages 
under 16 years of age of the bridegroom and under 12 years of the bride 
should be held invalid. Above the limits of those ages persons should 
be free to enter into marital relationships, and they should also be free 
to have their marital intercourse, 

Written Statement, dated the Uth August 1928, of Mr. HARI HAR 
PRASAD, Sessions and Subordinate Judge, Civil Court, Ja.unpore. 

I. Under Section 375, Indian Penal Code, sexual intercourse amounts to 
rape if the woman ravished is under 14 years of age generally and under 
13 years of age if she is the wife. This is so whether the intercourse is 
with or without the consent of the woman. I have not come across any 
case of rape by a husband upon his wife. The reason is plain, The offender 
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41nd the victim being mtmhers of the same family. and the act being one 
of seclusion does not see the light of the day. Ordinarily this provitsion 
of the law is not ot much value but it would be of considerable useful-

:.ness in cases where an aged husband marries a minor girl. Such 
instances of disparity in ages 11re not uncommon. The onlv difficulty in the 
practical utility of this provision in the law would he· that the offence 
would remain unnoticed for the reason given above. I would therefore 
:~m~gest that marriages of;girls hehw ·15 to. men ahove.25 should he made 
penal h~· codification. 

As to the nge of women genernlly J· would prefer the age of 16 to that 
·<~f 14 as at present. Girls of the age of 14 are of immature undentand
ing nnd my experience is that their consents are obtained by fraud or 
improper persuation and such girls r€quire the protection of the law. 

2. The answer: to this question· is covered by the answer· to question 
No. 1. 

3. Crimes ._of -1·ape are. not frequent· Jmt those of seduction are numnous. 
In majority of such cases jt is young widows .. who are the victims. The 
amendment of the Law in 1925, did not. carry tbe mattet· .far. The d€licate 
period of the age hegins at 14 where the Law ends. If the Law is to be 
at all effectiye the age . ..s_hould he raised from H ·tO' 18. Girls at the age of 
18 attain a fair amount of· discretion and ran he left to take care of 
~hemselyes. 

·i. I have satd above that J have not come across any case of cohabita
tion by a husband with wife below 13; ·{have also said why such in~tanc€s 

-do not come to light. This Provision of the Law will be of importance in 
-<·ases where aged men ._sometiuies mar:r.v minor -gir.ls. : ln ·my opinion the 
1·emedy to this lies as sugg€sted above in making such maniages penal. 

. . . 
5. The usual period. at· which· girl!i· hi. thiS' part· of the country begin 

io menstruate is at the age of 13 to 14. But this is not the age of her 
full development. The age1 of ·normal puberty would he at 16 or tl1ereafter. 

6. Cases of cohabitation .. before pl,)bE;lrty or before the girl completes 13 
years at·e rare. These cast's come to light only in cases of ·rape. Cases of 
f'ohahitation soon after puberty are_ instanced in cases of early marriages. 
The~· "'do not come· to cQurts ·as the.v ·are ·due to the practice pre..-ailing in 
·the country. 

7. As far as I know thue is no religious injunctions to which the practice 
·of early consummation of marriage b!.'fore or at puberty can he attributEd. 

8. Garbhadan ceremony is almost unknown in this part of the country. 
"The Gaona ceremony is usually pt-rformed 'In cases whEre the married 
eouple' is. too young for consummation at the time of the marriage .. In 
·the majority of cases the Gaona ceremony tak€s place after the attainment 
~f puberty. There are some instam·es in which the Gaona ceremony is 
perfermed bdore the attainment of puberty, but generally consummation 

-does not take place before puberty. 
9. No hard .and fast age limit can he prescribed for consummation of 

marriage, because it depends to a great €Xtent upon the physical develop
mtnt of the girL ·.In cases of normal development the minimum age for 
-<·onsummntion without injury to her own health and that of her progt>ny 
would in my opinion l.l€ 16. 

10. Tn cases of husband and wife 16 ve1u·s would he a fit and proper 
.;Jg,e_ hut in other cases I would like to rai~e it to 18. Tht> age of majority 
in all civil tl'ansactions is 18 except in cases of wat·ds of <·ourts anJ I do 
not see an~· reason why~ this prot€ction should not he given to· girls who 
are seduced h~· men of vieious habits b~· fraud and other temptations. 

·11.-if know one instances in which a girl was married at the age of about 
·14 hut~ u·as not ·physically developed for consummation. She gave birth to 
-u. child hut soon got Phthysis and expired. 

12. This question is .me of ·pure mt>dical seience. The semen is ]ike 
"" ,;eed "and the womb is the soil on which it is sown. .\ny weakness in the 
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seed or the soil is bound to affect adversely the c•·op raised in the field. 
Eal"ly commmmation means that either of the couple or both is deficient; 
and the product out of these two will not he of normal health. The drain
on the mother in the product of the child is bound to, 1\ffect the healtl! 
of the mother. · 

It is equally clear that a progeny of weak health cannot develop fult 
normal intellectual activities. A sound mind gofs with a sound body. In. 
the long run it is therefore hound to affect the intellectual and physical 
progress of the nation. 

13. The period between 1925 and this day is too ·small to say whether 
there has been' an.v further development of public opinion in favour of an 
t>xtension of the age of consent. But it is clear that every day the develop ... 
n1ent is in favour of the extension of the age in all classes literate or illiteratea 

14. The answer is in the negnti\'e. 
15. Jn criminal cases generally it is the medical opinion which is relied 

upon in fixing the age of the girl. That evidence is often supported . by. 
the oral testimony of the near relatives of the girl. ' .Copies from register~ 
of hirth and horoscope are other pieces of evidence.which can be relied upon' 
hut they are seldom produced in criminal cases. 

16. The difficulty would reniain the same in all ca~e> when the question 
refPrs to a pPriod verging on the age limit;. be it. 14 or 16, because the• 
difficultr ari~es only in such cases ~nd not in others where· the margin is 
r.uffici£nt. 

17-18. I have said ahove that I have not come across any, case of a 
husband having been prosecuted for rap~ upon his wife, In my opinion, 
this proviRion of the Law is almost1 a dead Jetter. 

19. The answer is in the. negative. 
20. Jn my opinion the real ·and more effective remedy would be legisla-' 

tion fixing the minimum age of marriage. ·•This will eut ·the ver;Y root of 
the evil and in my opinion the coantry is prepared on the whole to h1eet 
such legislation with approval. .. l'he penal legislation fixing a higher age 
of <-"Onsent is like a medicine sought to cure. a disease create<l by. an earl.\' 
ma ni nge. 

21. Considering the slow progre~s of education and soCial reform I .would. 
prefer to rely on the strengthening of the penal Law'.! In my opinion· 
the penal La"· will aid the progrE:Ss more effectively and quickly than· diffu
sion of education and social propaganda. History teaches us that the State. 
hull led the public hy legislation even in social matters. The reason is 
plnin. The number of the intelligentia is always much smaller in any 
country than that of the masses. ,The masses are ignorant people and: 
they have not with clear vision to see things ahead and they are always far. 
hehind the times of the day. In such a case it is the clear duty of the· 
State which is the custodian of the welfare of the Raiyats to lead them 
on the right path. Educating the masses by social propaganda specially· 
in a vast rountry like India will be a v.ery slow means of achieving the 
ohjPf't. 

Written Statement, dated the 11th August 1928, of Kunwar MAHA
RAJ SINGH SAHIB, C.I.E., Bar.-at-Law, Commissioner, 
Benare Division, Benares. 

1. There is no general dissatistactton. The great majority of people in 
the t'nited Provinces live in rural areas and are illiterate. They are coa
tent to li\·e on old traditional lines and have little or no active desire for 
f'hange of an.\· kind. Among the educated classes and particularly among 
those who are interested in social reform there is dissatisfaction with the 
\:!:Osting law. 
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2. In my opinion an advance on the present law is desirable. Premature 
cohabitation is a grave evil both from the moral and physical standpoint. 
Like all evils, even if it is confined to a minority, steps should be taken 
to remove it. I consider that the age of consent should be raised to 
sixteen in the case of a stranger in the fifth description in Section 375, 
Indian Penal Code, and to fourteen in the case of the husband (see ex
ception No. 2 in Section 375). 

3. Crimes of seduction and rape are not frequent in this part of the 
country. On the other hand it is equally true to say that at least five 
out of ten cases of rape do not come. to court in view of the reluctance of 
the relatives of the girl to disclose her shame in public. I do not consider 
that the amendment of the law made in 1925 has succeeded in prevent
ing or reducing cases of rape or the improper seduction of girls. Nine 
out of ten persons in rural areas have probably never heard of the change. 
Moreover, the Act has been passed too recently to enable any definite opinion 
to be given on its effect. I consider that one method of making the law 
more effective is to proclaim it widely in rural areas and to repeat such 
proclamation from time to time. Exemplary punishments should also be 
imposed on persons breaking the law. 

4. For the reasons given in my answer to 3 I do not think that any 
practical change has resulted from the amendment of 1925 beyond stimulat
ing public opinion ,in a right directioQ. Further the raising 'Of the ·age 
from 12 to 13 was too small a change to be effective. In my opinion the 
iaw should be changed as JJ.oted in my reply to question 2 and the age 
should be 14 in ·place of 13 in the case of a husband and sixteen in place 
of fourteen in the case of a stranger. 

5. The usual age is about '12 years. But it varies with individuals and 
classes. The mode of living, association '(e.g.; ·with young married women), 
fQod, climate, etc., all make- a difference. Generally speaking among the 
poorer classes -the attainment • of puberty is later than among the more 
'Well-t~do. 

6. Cohabitation before puberty is very rare. It does take place, howerer, 
in a small minority ·of cases soon after. puberty. It seldom takes place before 
the girl compl€tes 13 years. Among the lower classes and in particular 
the working class€s .in ·rural areas T should say that cohabitation before 14 
was uncommon.. Practically no such cases come to court. 

7: I doubt 'if exCept in rare cases the practice of the early consumma
tion of marriage before or at puberty can be attributed to religious in
junction. It is more probably due t0 the great desire to have a son, for 
instance, in 'the case of a man of advanced years marrying it young girl. 
Sometimes too the father is anxious· to get a motherless girl out of his 
house as early as possible. 

8. " Gaona " is. usually, though not universally, performed in this part 
of the country. After " Gaona " t.here is nearly always consummation. 
It is almost invariably performed after the age of puberty, though it is 
difficult to say how soon it takes place after puberty. 1 should say that 
it generally takes place two years after puberty. 

9. No. I am inclined to think that there should be an interval of at 
least three years between puberty and consummation. This question, how
ever, can best be answer~d _by doctors. 

10 .. I . would say 16 'years.· .A gi'rt · of_ 16 · in .this country, is as mtelli
gent, generally speaking; as a girl of 18 tn western countries. On the other 
hand below this age I am of opinion that she is enti tied to·. the fullest 
protection against a stranger. 

11. I havd not come aeross such cases per~onally but I have heard of them. 
12. I consider that early. consummation and €arly maternity are partly 

responsible for high maternal and infantile 'mortality. These early mar
riages sap intellectual as well as physical vitality. This is one of the 
reason why parents of boys at school increasingly desire to postpone mar
riage until the boy has finished his education. 
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13. I con~ider that there has been such development among the educate<J. 
classEs · both men and women and particularly among t~ose ·who are keen 
on social reform. · h is notl of course general and· cannot be el>:pected to 
be general in view of the apathy and illiteracy of the great majority of the 
people. But during my 23 years of Government service I have seen an 
increasing desire for reform among the educated class in generat, And 
this de~ire exists among women as well as men. 

14. I do not think so except in t.he case of a small percentage of women 
who are anxious for pecuniary or other reasons to get a girl off their 
hands. 

15. There have been difficulties in determining the age of girls and they 
will <'ontinue unless and until compulsory registration of births and mar~ 
riages is introduced. I consider that, even apart from the subject under 
consideration, such a measure is overdue and should be introduced experi" 
mentally in certain areas in each province. 

16. I think that there would be some reduction in the margin or error. 
A difference. of two years is obviously more easy to discover than a difference 
of one ye11r only. 

17. I think that there should be such separation, since the .nature of 
•hP offenc~s is not identical.. The penalties at present prescribed are in 
my opinion adequate. 

18. The procedure for· trials for offences within the ·marital state should 
J,e in eamera. As regard.~ the other cases I am of opinion that they should 
be in mmera if the relations of the girl think this advisable in any parti
cular ca~e. For one thing proceedings in camera will enable parties and 
their witness to gi•·e evidence more readily. 

19. I have no suggestions to make. 
20. I consider that legislation fixing the mmnnum age of marriage. would 

be more effective than legislation fixing a higher age of consent .. But I 
think that in view of the state of public opinion· in this country the 
former is at this stage more feasible. There would be great opposition to 
thP latter · 

21. In my opinion both a strengthening of the penal law as well as 
eduC'ational propaganda are required. The latter alone is not sufficient. 
Jndin is a country in which people have to be protected against themselves 
in (·crtain matters and I consider that there should be legi,slation ;~.gainst 
the pnwention of early consummation of marriage. Such legislation .will 
not in the beginning be effective but it will have an educative value .. - Year 
by year the objection to social reform weakens even among the uneducated 
cla~~c~ :md I do not consider that even among them there :would b~ 
great ol>j<>rtion to the changes suggested by me. 

Extract paragraph 2 of Letter No. 2733/XVII-102, dated 1\l~.y ~' 1928, 
fror:1 the Commissioner, Benares division, to the Secretary ·to Government• 
United Provinces, Judi. (Cr.) Department. 

2. 1 eonsid<•r that the Bill embodies the views of educated Indians as 
a \1hole nn<:l should be passed into law. Year by year the opposition to 
measures of this kind weakens. To the best of my knowledge anq. belief 
the ndvance made by Act No. XXIX of 1925, though opposed at· the 
time by sections of conservative opinion, is no tonger the subject of .('riticism. 
Simihtrly I nm confident that th~ provisions of the present Bill, 'if 'passed 
into h:w. will in a short tin1e cease to rouse opposition. It is true that 
among the uneducated masses as a wl10le there is little or no desire for 
a <'hange and that the amendments proposed may in practice remain largely 
ineffectiv.~. Nevertheless the proposed· legislation will have an educative 
,·alue and sin('e the early consummation of marri;1ges is jnjurious and 
further :;inN, as was admitted by the Hon'ble 1\Ir. Crearar on behalf of 
the Government of India, the objects of tl1e Bill are laudable ,_ction l~ 
rc(jnired. The Jegi~;lation recommended by Sir Hari Singh Qopr proviq~ 

.one, though by no means the only, form of actiop;. 
YIII F 
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Written. Statement, dated the 14th August 1928, of Mahama.ho
pa.dhyaya ANNADA CHA.RAN TARKACHUDAMANI, Benares 
City. 

1. The people do not wait for the statutor;r age. The consummation of 
marriage (Garbhadan) is performed on the attainment of puberty and hence 
there is no dissatisfaction. 

2. Further raising of the age would seriously affect the religious suscep
tibilities of the people and cause widespread dissatisfaction. Making a further 
advance is not prudent or justifiable. 

3. ·crimes of seduction or rape not frequent in this part of the country. 
I do not think the raising of the Age of Consent to 14 years succeeded in 
preventing or reducing cases of rape outside marital stat€. Improper seduc
tion of girls might have been affected to certain extent. Prompt action by the 
police to apprehend the culprits seems to be the only means to stop these 
offences. 

4. I do not think the amendment of 1925 :r;aising the Age of Consent within 
the marital state to 13 years been effective in protecting married girls against 
cohabitation with husband within the prescribed age limit (a) by postponing 
consummation of marriage (b) by stimulating opinion in that direction or (c) 
by putting off marriage beyond 13. 

The religious sentiment of the people requires that the marriage of girls 
should be performed before puberty and consummation of marriage on the 
appearance of 1st menstruation. I do not think any steps are required which 
would interfere with the religious sentiments above referred to. 

5. The usual age at which girls attain puberty is 12 to 14. Almost all 
the girls attain puberty between the age of 13-14. 

6. Cohabitation is not common before puberty but it is common after 
puberty. Cohabitation takes place before the girls complete 13 years if thsy 
attain puberty before that age. None of these cases come to Court. 

7 and 8. Consummation of marriage at puberty is enjoined by religious 
injunctions. The Hindu Sastras enjoin certain religious ceremonies called 
garbhadan on the first happening of puberty. All Hindu sastras refer to this 
ceremonv and its uses and objects are explained in all books. Many cere
monies have to be observed. The husband and wife have to fast and gods hav& 
to be worshipped and sradh has to be performe.d. The m~ntras that have to 
be recited on this occasion conclusively estabhsh the pomt that garbhadan 
has to he done on the first menstruation. 

I quote one of the mantrati from Bhabadeva which are to be recited on 
the occasion : 

"0 thou eternal, Sun, thou 
Are the creator, the preserver, 
And the destroyer of this Universe, 
I offer you this oblation on the 
First occurrence of menstruation ". 

There are a number of mantras mentioned by Bhabadeva which all men
tion " first occurrence of the menstruation ". 

The Ashwalayan Grihya Parisishta, Chapter I, clearly enjoins that the 
ceremony has to be performed on the first occurrence of menstruation. 

Garbhadan coincides with the consummation of marriage. It has to b& 
done within 16 nights after the 1st menstruation. 

Garbhadan is usually performed in this part of the country. 
All 1;\'enuine Hindus. o_bserve this ceremony. Its antiquity dates from the 

oldest times through million of years and through cycles of ages, this practice 
has been observed in our country continually wit.hout any intermission. In 
all religious books whether they are Vedas, Smritis, Puranas, this ceremony 
has been emphr.tic~~olly insisted on. 
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By its omission, one incurs sin and the progeny bom of him becomes unhol1 
and corrupted in the eyes of the shastras. 

?· ~he attainment. of puberty !s a sufficient indication of physical maturity 
to JUStify consummation of marr1age. Consummation after puberty does not 
injure her own health and that of her progeny. 

N.B.-" The first menstruation is the usual sign that girl has become· 
capable of conception and child bearing " (Gallabin's Midwifery, page 45). 
In the most cases the first menstruation is believed to mark the 1st ripening 
(see Gallabin 's Midwifery, page 39). The first appearance of menstruation 
coincides with the establishment of puberty, and the physical changes that 
accompany it indicates that the female is capable of conception and child 
bearing. (The Science and practice of Midwifery by W. S. Playfair, 1\I.D., 
LLD., page 72.) 

10. No definite age can be fixed in regard to it. Puberty which varies 
with physical vigor and development is the only poiq.t to be taken into con
sideration. All girls attaining puberty can give consent to cohabitation. 

11. I am a Sanskrit scholar, professor and precept~r,' I am in touch with the 
whole Hindu society of Bengal. I have no such experience that cohabitation 
after puberty resulted in injury to health or prejudicially affected the progeny, 
on the other hand. 

12. I do not think consummation after puberty can be said to be early 
consummation. In this connection I would invite the attention of the Com. 
mittee to pages 10-12 of the pamphlet published by Babu Charu Chandra 
l!itra, Attomey-at.Iaw (a copy of which is herewith enclosed). 

I quote from the Rationable of early marriage system by U. P. 
Krishnacharya, page 35 :-

" Take Madras city itself where the corporation authorities lately published 
their death rate returns for 1026-27. These figures clearly show that in the . 
most early married community, i.e.,,,the Brahmins, infantile mortality is the 
lowest.'' • 

13. Since the amendment of 1925 I do not think there has been any 
further development of general opinions in favour of an extension of the 
Age of Consent (marital or extra-marital). 

14. All favour consummation on the attainment of puberty. 
15. There has been considerable difficulties in determining the age of 

girls in connection with offences under Sections 375 and 376 and also under 
Section 363 of the Indian Penal Code. No doctor can be sure about the age 
of a girl when there is the difference of a year or so and no two doctors will 
agree as to the precise age of a girl when the difference of e. year or six months 
is in question. I think the attainment of puberty should determine the Age 
of Consent. Medical science can easily determine whether a girl has attained 
puberty or not and extraneous evidence will also be much more reliable if 
menstruation is fixed as the limit. 

16. Nobody whether a medical or a layman can positively swear whether 
a girl is 13 years six months or 14 years. It is impossible for any jury to 
rely upon such evidence. The difficulty in determining the age will not be 
reduced if Age of Consent is raised to 14 years or above. 

17. I do not think it is at all necessary if puberty is fixed as the Age of 
Consent. 

18. I would not suggest any difference in procedure of trials if puberty 
is made the Age of Consent. 

19. Not necessary if puberty is made the Age of Consent. 
20. I would not prefer any of the alternatives. People consider their 

religions as sufficient safeguards which enjoins 
(1) ·Marriage before puberty and 
(2) Consummation on the attainment of puberty. 

21. I am again~t the codification of any penal law in such matter. The 
normal evoktion in all matters religious and social should not be interfered 

F 2 
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with by any legislation. The civil law should not interfere with by the
marriage law-marriage being a sacrament with· the Hindus. 

Written Statement, dated the 9th August 1928, of Mr. N. C. MEHTA, 
I.c.s., Collector and Magistrate, Azamgarh. 

1. The public opinion is indifferent. 
2. I shall deal with this as a part of my general note. 
3. Cases. of seduction are very common but not of rape. The amendment 

of the law m 1925 has not affected the number of cases of either varietv •. 
The legal re~~dy is already effective but no law can to any great e~tent. 

affect the prevailmg standard of sexual morality observed by the people. 
4. The law had practically no effect whatever on the questions raised. The 

marriages do not take place so early as before principally on account of the 
grmdng realisation of the consequences of child-marriages. 

5. The gene.ral age may be said to be thirteen or fourteen. 
6. (1) No. 
(2) Yes. 
(3) Not as a rule. Such cases do not come before the court. 
7. The religious injunction is said to be that of shastras and whatever 

penalties may have been prescribed by these authorities-which are largely 
social and religious in their nature, they are no longer operative at present. • 

, 8. The word ' Gauna' is not equivalent to or synonymous with • gar
bhadan '. The ceremony is generally so arranged that the girl goes to her
husband's house at the age of puberty after her marriage or a little later. 
It generally roincides with the consummation of marriage and takes place· 
generally on the attainment of puberty or a couple of years later, say, at the· 
age of fifteen. 

9 and 10. This is a question primarily for the decision of scientists and 
it is of course well known that puberty does not mean either physical or 
intellectu11l maturity. The age of eighteen in this country may be suggested 
as a proper age for consummation of marriage as well as for regarding the· 
woman as mature. 

11. This is a question which can be best answered by the hospital records 
or a detailed statistical investigation of certain groups of people. It is only 
common sense that cohabitation before puberty or before full physical matu
rity reacts di~asterously 011 the "·omen and C'OnsequentJy the progeny-if not 
pbysiC:•all,y at any rate morally in the case of the latter, for a girl of 11 or 13 · 
is n0t onlv unfit to be a mother but even unfit to look after herself, let 
alone her children. 

l2. Early consummation and early maternity are respon;:;ible for mos~ of 
the ill~; of India, and volumes can be written to prove these facts. Bnefly 
they are responsible for the extremeiJ: .low ,·itality and !'tam~na .and c.ourage 
of the people, and also for the low pmnhon of the women, which IS a disgrace 
to any people calling them~elves civilised. 

13. Public opinion has been strongly supporting late marriages, as would 
be expeeted primarily among educated classes-And even among them accord
ing to the quality of their education and the- qmmtum of moral courage poos
essed h~' them. Public opinion has been indifferent towards the amendment. 
of the law. 

14. The answer may be said to be generally !=:peaking-yes. so far as the 
bulk of the orthodox women is concerned. 

15. Yes. The remedies suggested are compulsory and more accurate re
gistration of births and of marriages. 

16. No; for the appearance of a girl from the age of 11 up to 15 or 16 ie' 
J<itjely a matter of environment, feeding and social status. 
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17. No. The penalty should be provided for the offence whether outside 
the marriage or not. The prescribed punishments at present are sufficient. 

~8. ~o; because in my opinion the offences should be regarded as one 
ag:amst the_ societ_Y ~t. large and not against any private system of marriage 
or any part1cular md1v1dual. In fact the offences committed at present within 
the marital age are indefinitely more frequent and serious in consequences 
than those outside the marriage state a few of which come before the Court-s. 

10. ~o. 
20. The educated public opinion would favour a minimum age for marriage 

to be fixed by the legislature and such legislation is also likely to be more 
effective than the enactment of penal laws fixing a higher Age of Consent. 

21. In a vast country like ours where people aJe used to look to the State 
for initiative and guidance for centuries past, it is incumbent and in fact the 
.fir~t duty of the State to secure the vr:ry rudiments of protection to men and 
'''Otul.'ll boru in this country against the coi?-sequences of ignorance, prejudice. 
wper.;tition and custom-whether at the hands of themselves or at the hands 
of thdr guardians. Education and social propaganda· are powerless before the 
or(!ani~ed tyranny of the numerical but ignorant majority. If India is to 
take her proper place among the civili!\ed peoples of the world, social legill· 
lati(jn on a much rnore extended scale will have to be undertaken compre
hemdvely and urgently. 

A propORal has recently been made by the Education Board of the United 
l'rnviuce~ to the effect that no boys Rhould be admitted in the High School 
who marry after a certain date. A siinple rule like this for High Schools and 
Culleges will be infinitely more effective than merely raising the Age of Consent 
or milking the provisions of the Indian Penal Code more penal. In every 
sphere of life legislation has to be undertaken to raise th~ standard of social 
life a>~ ha!! been done in all the progresRive countries of the world. . India is 
l'rohably the only countr3 which has had the least amount of social legislation 
generally on the ground of the old-.fll.shioned plea of neutrality of the state in 
matters religious, and unfortunately in this country anything from the use 
of onion or garlic to the touch of a human being can be included within the 
F<pl1ere of religiou.s ob!':ervances. \Ve have not even made a beginning to 
treat women as ,eitizens of, the state as .any country calling itself civiliz~d 
"lnu~t do, if its citizenF<-rnen and women are to rise to the fu1l stliti.ii:e 'df 
their growth. In 11 countr,v like India publfc 6pinion has ·to be titiiibed 'Up to 
fc•llow rather than to precede farseeing· legislation in the social sphere. 

Written Statement, dated the 15th August 1928, of Mr. M. L. 
SHARMA, M.A., Kama.cha, Bena.I'es. 

I. 1 e~. the intellig-ent and medical people are dissatisfied with the stat€' 
of law a~ to the Age of Consent as it exists to-day. 

2. (2) .\u a1lvanc>e on the present law is e!'sential, because the existinz 
law has be~m found inadequate for suppressing sexual crimes. 

3. TlH! crirueR of seduction and rape are nowhere rare in our country and 
they were prettr frequent in my part of the country till 1926, when the 
F<t~•t" intrc·rlucerl a new lPgislation, which has indirectly suppressed the crimes. 
In m:v ~tnte {l\otah, Rajputnna), a girl ifl a minor before 18 so far as the 
rrin, ... ~ of ~cauction and rape are concerned. 

Tbf' !l!•Jendment of tl1e law marlC' in Hl2."i hafl not sufficiently Rucceederl in 
,,rf Yer.1in~ or 1educin;:: the C'a~es of such C'rimes. 

4. It. is impn~~ihle to protect married girls against cohabitation with 
hu~!,anrlR, and the amendment of 192."i has not done it. Personally I think 
no ~teps can make the law effective, unless it be an entire and completQ 
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separation soon after the religious rites of marriage are over. But this is 
rather impos.c;ible. 

5. It i~ most!~ . between 12 and 13 in the '-'Bpi tal and other big towns 
where soctal condi~wns are much or kss unnatural. Yes, it differs in diff
erent classes of so01ety. 

6. Ye~, till 1926.' cohabitation before puberty was quite common, but now 
th~ mamag~ o~ a girl before 1_2 has been penalised by law. As I have already 
said, cohabttatwn after marnage whether the girl has attained puberty or 
not cannot be checked either by law or social opinion and hence it is 
still common. ' 

7 .. So far as my knowledge of Hindu religion goes, consummation of 
p1arnage before or at puberty is not at all bindin<>. Even the authorities 
who prescribe it are either minor or allow option. " 

8. Yes, Gaona is performed not only in my state but all over Rajputana, 
but the time of its performance has nothing to do with the attainment of 
puberty and the couple can meet even before it is formally celebrated. 

9. No, I don't think that the attainment of puberty is sufficient indica
tion of physical maturity. It is often due to unnatural and exciting environ
ments. I think consummation is not physically justified before a girl 
is 16. 

10. Not before 16. 

11. Yes, I know of three cases where girls conceived before 14 when they 
were not physically well developed, with following results :-

(1) Died during dQlive,ry. 

(2) Had to be chloroformed and operated upon. Succumbed to it. 

(3) The child was still-born. 

Written Statement of Mah&m&hopadhy&y& PADMANATH BHATTA· 
CHARYYA, Yidy&vinod, M.A., Retired Senior Professor of Sa.ns
k:rit, Cotton College, Gauh&ti, Assam, (Present Address): 4i5, 
House K&tor&, Benares City, United Provinces. 

1. I do not feel competent to answer. 
2. Under no circumstance the "Age of Consent should be raised. I joined 

those who emphatically protested against the previous Consent Acts (of 1891 
and 1925). The social rules and customs of the Hindus are based on the 
shastras and I should tolerate no interference with them. 

3. Crimes of seduction or rape are not frequent in our part of the country 
-I mean Assam and Bengal. The Amendment of 1925 has not affected the 
usual state of things in this respect, nor will any future amendment. io. 
:Men criminally disposed do not mind the Penal Code : but greater vigillUlce 
in the detedion of crime and inflicting condign punishment on the ~>t?rpe
trators are what may go a great way to check the crime. 

4. The amendment has not been effective as the people obey the injunc. 
ti0nf< (If the sha.<fras in cohabiting with their wive;; on the latter's attaining 
pubert:v. i.e., on the fi~t appearance of menstruation, if that occurs within 
the prohibited age. It is expedient therefore to fix the Age of Consent so 
as to be cPeval with the first appearance of menstruation and not an> • year • 
This will l"' a popular step and will have a moral effect on the people. 

5. Girls attain puberty between 11 and 15 and this depends on the phy~ical 
develc..pment of the girl and not on class, caste or community. 
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6. There are cases of cohabitation before puberty though this is against the 
injunctic.n of the shastras : but all who obey the lfMstras muet cohabit with 
their wives as soon as menstrua-tion occurs, even if it takes pla~e before 13. 
I know of no case ever coming to Court in- this matter: 

7. Ail hns hlready been stated above, early consummation of ml!.rriage at 
(and not before) puberty is due to religious injunction. A Hindu (of course 
orthodox) \\ill, on the first appearance of menstruation of his wife, perform 
a religious ceremony-beginning with offerings to God and to forefathers and 
culminating in cohabiting with the wife solemnly with utterance of mantras: 
failnra of y.erformance of this ceremony---<called garbhadan-is C')nRidered 
sinful : pregnancy without this ceremony is looked on as inauspicious and 
the progeny as unholy. ' · 

8. In our part of the country (Bengal and Assam) the garbha!!au ceremony 
is duly performed: only the heterodox might neglect it and they are generally 
looked on as out-caste. It coincides with the consummation of marriage, and 
j,. J•erformed immediately on the attainment of pub.erty-the first appearance 
of rnen~truation. 

9. I consider that the attainment of puberty is ordained by nature and so, 
is a sufficient indication of physical maturity to justify consummation of 
murriag~. 

10. The age when puberty is attained should be looked on as rendering 
a girl fit to give her consent, for obvious reasons. 

11. I have not come across any case of injury due to cohabitation before or 
aff,t!r puberty. 

12. Early consummation occurring after attainment of puberty and early 
maternit.v in consequence, cannot be any way injurious. In my humble opi
nion nothing done at the dictation of nature and the sanction of the holy 
sh.astras, can be harmful. Maternal and infantile mortality is due to soms
other causes. The people have b~~n obeying the injunctions of the shastra•· 
from time immemorial : and that there were no cases of untimely death 
in the ide'll ndrninistrlltion of Raja Sri Ramach(mdra (who himself married 
early as i-1 well known, Sits was only an infant at the time of her marriage) 
i>~ chronicled ir• the Ramayana. The mortality referred to, is due to extreii'e 
poverty of thr- people-and to what is this poverty. due, is a matter t.hat 
belongs b the province of politics. 

13. Public in our part of the country do not at all care for extension of 
the Age of Consent: it is the zealous reformers who raise such questions, but 
their numl1cr is Hnl\11. 

14. There are no doubt some fond but unwise women in our society who 
would allow their sons to sleep with their young wives : but this is certainly a 
matter not encouraged by the intelligent men as well as women : and, as I 
have already stated is strictly against the shastras. 

15-16. Not within my experience. 

17. I would only make extra-marital offences punishable under the law: 
the maximum punishment for such (extra-marital) offences should be 10 
years .rigorous imprisonment. 

lS-19. I have no suggestion to make. 

20. I would suggest non-interference by law with social matters; the Age 
of Con~ent may however be fixed at puberty but to fix a minimum age of 
marriage would be a direct interference with the social rules based on the 
holy shasfras and I should emphatically protest against it. 

21. As I would protest against enacting penal laws that might interfere 
with the injunction of the shastras I would only allow the ~<o-called social 
reformers to carry on their propaganda but they should, on no account, be 
encouraged to move the legislature to amen<! social rules and customB based 
on the holy sha.,fras. 
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Sufrut,l and adult mnrriage. 
I l1ave noticed it that the advocates of adult marriage including some of 

the members of the Age of Consent Committee have been making much of 
the fgllowing extract from Sl"!iruta :-

ei~ q):;it cnnlltlrtrn(: -Qmmnl{ ' 
(l-qT'!:t~ "gltil_ ~6:{ ~f'q~: ~ fqq~. 11 

·~Hfft efT il f:qi. ~~~ ~l~"irT ~ct~f~: I 

ollfT~«lit'f"CfT~T m:rl~Tif if Cfil~~C{,II 
Susruta Saiphita-Sarira;thann, Chapter X, paragraph 43 (Bangabasi Edi

ti9n). 
" l!ere ", say the marriage reformers, " the orthodox Ayurvedic view is 

that :J. girl of less than 16 years jn age must not be impreanated : ergo, the 
child marriage is prohibiterl in Ayurveda ". 

0 

I shall demonstrate here that the ass\lmption as above of the so-called 

reformers is far from correct b;v proving that the reading ~if ~~11 qT.:fhlll{ 
Unasho~asavarshii.y::im) in the above extract is incorrect-the correct reading 

m.ust be ~if "if~ CflSihHlf tlU'nadvitlasavariihayaiT',i·e., of less than twelve .. 
years in age). , 

Just in the preceding paragraph (Sarirasthii.na, X 42), Snsruta says-

~fm~iff"iii (~lni) ~t(qT a~.nq~ · fq~i l;illf~ct 1 "..j('2ft~ 
"Q~ilfff Cfl;flll '{1~21 crifcrt lfil1Hq~'Q fqca~Tii~ CfillHFill: .. 

so, here, Snsrnta has presC'l·iLed the marriage of a vouth of 2.3 years in age 
with a girl of 12 _)ears, just as :Manu (IX-94) Ia,)·s down-

f~"if~ Cf~{Cft~l ~t "ifl~ytqTftl~li{ I 
:q~qqh~t:rt· crt '!:t-.«' i\'ifn ~(Cf(: 11 

Only, Susruta evi<lentl~, has given the maximum age permis~ible for a girl's 
marriage-whic-h is also the maximum age prescribed by the great law.givtlr 
:Manu: rather Ru ruta has given a less age to a male, riz., 2S, while ::\Ianu 
hns laiJ down 30. Thus the reformers will see that as regards marriageable 
age the mt•clical opinion does not at all clash with the opinion of the sastra.s. 

As b conmmmation of marriage by cohabita~ion with tl).e wife, S11sruta 
strictly follows the Sastras, as he says-

!:' ~ ~ 
n~ ctl;fl~ "ifT~mq_ cnl~ q'ffJtt-.=m~~ '!Jif: 1 

~T"qrfiilU-mrt ~tfo ~": ~~1{ 11 

WR~ Q "gltTi{ mom) f~~it1~?.fll:~~r I 

'!i~l~ ~foq~llfT~Tm f~ ii~ II 
f&!·irasth1n:J. III-8 and 9. 

,,4., she menstruation time ranges from 12 years to 50 years, and at 
t.ne time of menstruation, a man desirous of begetting a chilJ shouhl 
cohabit with his wife, on even Jay~ if· he desires a mal.:~, and on 
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odd day•, ii a female 'child. The view of the sastras is exactly the same-the 

Vedna co:mnar:d ';flo)l{T'l!fl~TR j (one mus~ cohabit with ·wife on rnen

~truation), and so says !lfanu (III-45), ~'Wfil~lf~TfTm~TC( meaning the 
eame. 

Susruta has not stated here that a man must wait until the wife attains 
the age of 16; only he has ordained that both husband and wife must observa 
BtahJJ,achar;ya (Cessation from sensuality) for a month:-

Rt'I"TS'trU~ "gflli( IH~ ii'W~T~ ~ftrfVl\{: ~fq~~TlllT m·~'-lt~ 
~.j ij;;cnT 1H~ '"1:{-:qTft'tlt ~fv~t ~~1H~'tlJH~T\f ifTi\~i;t~.n~· 

'{l~ lJT'lTlf~llU~f~~ fCICfi~~ci 'tf~?;((t' q~Tll'!'RIT ~1l~T 

'CT~mT~Cfti:tltTf~R !f'Sf=liT1l: 1 
~\il'il'atithlna 11-118. 

From what has been stated above, if, in the extract eiif lft~1l'Cfli{hHi{ 

etc., the word;oif li'T~2l would have been correct, and a husband bad to wait 

till the v.ifo completed 16th year of age, then, Sutit-uta would have been in
Cfllt~i,tent as he states (1) that menstruation begins at 12 years, (2) that thero 
~hould ue cOhabitation at such a time (i.e., on menstruation of the bride) and (3) 
that nnly a month should be awaited-which month should be devoted to 
rE'stridi:m <Jf diet in strict Brahmacharya. 

Awl moreover a sage (~ishi) like Susruta could not have made a statement 
wl!ieh i~ h<·llo'\' as it never stands on fact and experience: millions of Cll~es 
,,f pn·bi'auc·:: have oe<·urred in India •• and in fact in all the countries in the 
world where a girl'~ marriage takes place at an age ranging from 12 to 15-
and there have been very few cases of evil consequence as promised by 
Susruta : issues of pregnancy before 16 years are found healthy and of long 
life-and if there have been cases of bad condition, well, such cases are found 
ah;o where there is late marriage. 

In the extract under critieisrn ( :aiif 1lil~11' qqh:fT'Jt ·ti'Tlt: tii:ffctt:lfi'f1{) 

e\i'f q)~ ij'Cfl;fhH '{ has been qualified by ~it'T'CiltffTCIT'{ 1 i.e, 'very tender 

iu Hge ', b:lt =non-adult in age): a girl is called b"ll up to 16th year: so a 

wonum of about 16 years in age could not be designated ~~Tit'lill~T I aa 

in the extract : so the reading must be efit ~T~1f'Cfq'hfl1f I to be rightly ... 
qualified by ~TltfafT~T'liT1{ I (very tender in age). 

Again. in the immediately preceding paragraph (already quoted) wherein 
marringeable age has been prescribed, Susruta allots to a male aged 25, a 

wife aged 12 years: in the very next passage i.e., :eiif llt~1JC11SflltTJt 1 ete.} 

lH• n·tains " 2:> " in the case of the male but changes the wife's age to " 16 " 
'' hieh i-< ahsurd anrl then•fore an apparent error for 12 : when ·a girl of 12 
(married to a youth of 25) attains an age of 16, the youth would be of 29 
years of age: so the line, instead of-

should have been 
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Hence, I have proposed the reading as 

~if 1'T'~1J~nr1~tJJJHll: q~fci11frnt 1 
i.e., if a girl aged less than 12 becomes impregnated then all these evil con. 
sequences (as enumerated in the second and the third line of this extract) 
would come off. 

_Dne might argue here, that as the '?enstruation time begins according to 
Susruta (as s~ewn above) at 12! there IS no chance of pregnancy in an un
menstruated g1rl below 12 years 1n age, and hence the amendment is meaning-

less. The answer is, that a girl below 12 becomes sometimes iJ._~"{51~t 1 
of latent puberty, i.e., one whose signs of puberty have not appeared, and 
such a girl can bear child-but the consequences are often as have been 
stated in the extract under criticism. 

In fact the \{.ishi (Susruta), quite in harmony with the Sastras, warns 
here the lascivious husbands not to cohabit with their wives below 12 (and 
so unmenstruated) as that would lead to undesirable results. 

Again, another question arises: Susruta has prescribed marriage of a girl 
of 12 years in age, and why should speak of girls below 12 in the next 
extract? The answer is, as I have already stated at the outeet, that this 
(12) is the maximum age prescribed for a girl's marriage; Susruta does not 
speak d the age-period below 12, as this falls within the province of the 
Dharma Sr.stras which recommend marriages of girls of even 8 years of age, 
t•iz.-

"P~tra8ara 8arp.hiti VII-6. 
Apparently Su~ruta has no objection to _an earlier marriage performed in 

obedience to the injunctions of the Dharma $istras : only he has thought it his 
duty as a medical scientist to warn against cc.habitation at an earlier age 
than the menstruation time, t·iz., 12 and upwards. 

Written Statement, dated the 26th August 1928, of Mr. SRI 
PRAKASA, B.A., LL.B. (Cantab.), Bal'.-at-Law, Sevashra.ma, 
Benares Cantonment. 

I acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your printed circular letter No. 42 
without date, as well as No. 242, dated August 17th. I am intending to 
reply to as many questions as I possibly can from my very limited experience 
of the subject matter of your enquiry; and then briefly to make some general 
remarks giving my opinion on the whole question of legislation on such matters. 
If what I say is found helpful, I shall be glad to appear personally before the 
Committee and for such assistance as I can in ite work. In case the Com
mittee wants to hear my views orally, I should be informed at least two weeks 
beforehand the date and place at which I am wanted, to enable me to fix up 
my programme acc.ordingly. 

I now come to the questionnaire. The numbers hcre given at the be~in
ning of paragraphs correspond to the numbers in the printed paper. Before 
I begin, however, it would be but fair both to Government and to the Com
mittee to mention that my experience is totally limited to such observation 
as is possible in social life and to the work I have been able to do in connec
tion with the local Seva Samiti of which I was the Secretary for many years 
and in which I have held other offices and for which I have worked actively 
for about 12 "\"ears now. Despite the apparent length of time, I regret, 
howe>er, I have never been a1J!e to make any pe~sonal investigations of cages, 
and as it is possible most of what I say may be regarded as hearsay and 
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hence untrustworthy. It is for the Committee to appraise the value of what 
I say. I only wanted to sound a note of warning lest there should be any 
misapprehension later on. 

1. So far as I know there are very few cases under these sections of the 
law. The police may occasionally sum up a rape case: but the circumstances 
are almost impossible to prove, and the social feeling being so much against 
public exposure, people try to cover up such offences to save the ' honour ' 
of the persons concerned. In such circumstances there cannot be, and, so far 
as. I kno_w ~he~e is no dissatisfaction with the state of law, people generally 
bemg qmte md1fferent as to what the Age of Consent is: 12, 14 or 16. 

2. As ~ hope to. explain la~r, I regard any attempts merely to change 
these parhcular sectwns as futile. The problem has to be tackled in other 
ways, i.e., by the making of other laws and enforcing them stringently even 
at the cost of unpopularity. Ordinarily I should put 16 as the Age of 
Consent for a girl in the marital state and 18 if the cohabitation is outside 
that state. I should penalise all marriages of girls before 16. Thour:rh I 
know the prevalent sentiment regarding marriage of ·girls before puberty,"' and 
th.ough I know y~u may raise a great deal of opposition if you suggest it, 
sh!l I feel that th1s must be done if we want to save ·our race from the moral 
and material ruination towards which it is heading. As I have already said, 
I cannot take the question of the Age of Consent by itself. I must deal with 
the problem of tbe age of marriage as well. If marriages (i.e., the ceremonies 
of marriage) are allowed before the Age of Consent (actual sexual intercourse) 
the law would not work however necessary it may be. It would be impos
sible to enforce it, as I am sure has been the case so long; and it would also 
entail a certain amount of prying about by the executive in the domestic 
concerns of the citizen, at all hours of the day and night, to which I cannot 
be a party, and .which I should re6ent myself. I, therefore, feel there should 
be no time and breath wasted to change this law, unless we are prepared to 
overhaul the whole of the laws relating to marriages. Social legislation 
means co-ercion to get right vindicated against all prejudices. It is an un. 
popular business besides. The soci~l reformer must face both the difficulty 
and the unpopularity. · 

3. I don't think cases of rape, as defined by law, are very common. I 
mean to ~ay that illicit intercoume is common, but it is by consent of both 
parlieR. There is not much violence on girls of tender age, nor are there many 
opportunities for such girls to give their consent. So far as I know, however, 
there iR a great deal of what may be called • "l'l'hite slave traffic ' carried 
on undetected in our midst. If I am not very wrong, heaps of young women 
are Rent from this ~ide to the Punjab both for marriage and for immoral pur
poses. I do not think the change in the Jaw has made any difference because, 
so far aR I know, girlR seduced for immoral purposes are above the age of 14 
or even 16. Usually thev would be widows or women very unhappy in their 
fathers' families or in the families in which they have been married. But 
I fear this is a different problem, though an allied one. This has also to 
be tackled in thi" connection. I don't think any measures can make the law 
effeetive, a!> it Rtands. It is bound to remain a dead letter, more or lesR. 

4. The marri11geahle age of gi:rls has been generallv going up because 
of Rocial and eeonomic pressure among the so-called higher and educated 
cla~seR. R11t the great mass of our people are still bound to their ancient 
methods and prejudices. So while among the ' better ' classes-']aw nr no 
law. there is scar<'l"lv any marriage and <'erbiinly no cohabitation befort' the 
girls are l:l. among the humble, the poor and the in~umerable claRBes whi;:n are 
wPighed down hv c·ustom, there has been, I fear, no Improvement at all. Those 
who know the lnw and fear it may put off 111arriages, or postpon~ consumm~
tion as sugge~ded in sub-heads (3) and (1) beyo~d 13, but there bemg no pubhc 
opinion at all on the matter and no attempts on the part of anyone to ta<'kle 
these difficult anrl delicate problems-this answers sub-head (2)--the mass re
mninR where it was. There are, I think, plenty of cases among the poor, 
living hopeless conditinns of homelife, where there iR sexual connection iu 
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the married state between the ages of 11 and 13, hefore puberty. The law, 
~o far as I know! ha!! h.:en powerless to prevent this. The only step that J 
can recommend Is to raise the age of marriages itself. I can think of no 
other means of preventing all this wrong. 

. 5. ~o far as I know the us~al ag? of attaining puberty in the ca~e of 
girls_, Is about 13 or 14. I beheve girls of humbler clas~es attain puberty 
ea_rher as they come to know of sex matters and even cohabit earlier than 
this age. 

6. (1) ~ohabitatio_n is not very common, RO far as I know before pubertv. 
But there Is a _certam amount of it amonl? all classes, and a great deal of "it 
amo~g the agncultural. !lnd manual workmg classes__,(2) cohabitation, when 
!fla;tied, aft?r puberty IS the general rule. (3) The answer to this I believe 
l!l J,!lCltided In the earlier statements. 

7. The. mar:iage cerei?ony ~efo;e puberty. is due to religious injunction 
l'.·herever It exists. Sentiment m Its favour 1s -very strong still, though, as 
f have said before. other factors are operating against this amoncr certain 
classes. Consummation, however, is not due to any religious injun~tion. It 
takes place because of the comparative freedom from anT idea of ~vroncr doin<> 
existing in the mindS Of the JOUng COuple, which enables them tD

0 

satisf~ 
curiosity with(-ut any danger of stigma. Then there are youncr women-re1:1-
tives in joint families who intrigue to get young folk togethe;' out of amuse
ment: and the :young people fall willing victims in their hands. ·There is. so 
far as I know, absolutely no injunction for such consummation and hence no 
penalty for its breach. • 

8. ' Gaona ' is a common ceremony in this part of the country, translated 
as ' second marriage ' by persons anxious to enrich the English language! 
The marriage having been performed befor~ the puberty of the girl, this- is 
performed soon after puberty; and as a general rule, consummation takes 
place immediately afterwards. Sometimes as num~· as three :years elapse 
between marriage and Gaona. If it is a post-puberty marriage, the Gaona 
ceremnnv is either dispensed with or performed along with the marriage. A 
differt'IW, of one year between the two ceremonies is very common. 

9. I don't think pubert~- i>: a sufficient indication of physical maturit~- to 
justify consummation specially because maternity may immediately folio"-· 
I am. of course, not a doctor: still as a la~-man and a citizen. I think at 
lea•:t three years Rhould elapse between puberty and consummation Ior a girl. 
If it is 5, it would be still better, but I should be satisfied if it is 3, and so sh:11l 
he further satisfied if no marriage is allo\Yed before the age of 18 for a girl. 
This should help us to rear a vigorous race. 

10. I think 18 in the marital state, and 18 in all other cases. 
11. It is difficult to answer thh: question: but there are many relatives of 

mine who, I think, have not grown to their full Rtature or become prematurely 
old, because of early marriages, resulting in early responsibility-and early 
mc.therhood. I have, I fenr, no Rufficient grounrls to say whether, coh:1hitation 
in such cases occurred before puberty or not. I fear thi!: is an unsati:o;factory 
an~wer, but I cannot say more for want of definite knowledge. 

12. I most definitely think that early maternity is responsible for a lot 
of trouble. If the que~tion of maternity were not there, perhaps cohabita
tion by itself once puberty has been attained, would not be so harmful. High 
maternal and infantile mortality are, to my mind, ine-vitable when girls are 
mothers before thev know what it is to have a child and how a child sllould be 
taken care of: when child after child arrives Ln quick succession. and the 
econcm1ic poRition of the household is anything but satisfactory. Such children 
are bound to be weaklings and ahsolutelv worthless for the battle of life 
eith9r intellectually or physicalJ.i. I am· talking of the general situation. 
There may be exceptions but they prove nothing. 

13. There are unfortunately, ver:v few people who are interested in such 
mPtters. '!'here is, so far as I know, no thinking even on such prohlems, 
henee no public opinion worth the name. The people have yet to be taught 
to approach such subjects in a spirit of sympathy, of enquiry and of reverence. 
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·Goo~ men sh?~ld app~o':'ch it. _An;; vulgar people ~eal with it. and ~hat they 
do m the spmt of ndwule, h1lanty and sarcasm. So lona as th1s exists 
no_t~ing is yossibl~. If only medical practitioners would have the publi~ 
:spmt to del~ver quiet lectures from time to time in suitable places and invite 
persons to hsten to them, they would be doing a great .!leal of good. 

H. So far as I know, women generally are only anxious to have the mar. 
riage ceremonies performed before the girl attains puberty. They · try to 
put off consummation as far as possible themselves, and I have known of cases 
of unequal marriages, where women have taken special steps to protect the 
youl.g married girls from the attentions of their grown-up husbands. As a 
rule the~; are not very successful and f;;O they bow to the inevitable. 

15. I fear I cannot answer this question for though a barrister, I have never 
practi&ed. The question can best be answered· by persons who have dealt 
\dth such cases-magistrates, judges and criminal lawyers. -I am sure \he 
Committee is consulting them. · · 

1U. I fear this question is also beyond me. 
17. I should certainly have two classe~, punishing marital offences less 

seYE·rely than extra-marital ones. In my scheme there would be no marital 
offences. I find it impossible to suggest the nature· of punishment, 'as I have 
my own views on both the causes of crime and ths methods of dealing wit!> 
them. Plunging in that vast subject would be irrelevant as it would go 
beyond the duties of th~ Committee. But the Committee when recommending 
punishment, should remember that a man committing an offence like this 
WO<Jld be of a very sexual nature. If he is so, what good can we do to him 
b.v imprisoning him, for long or short periods during which he is completely 
deprived of any legitimate sexu~l satisfaction, and in which he may become 
a dangerous pervert. A study of physics-analysis is essential before recom
mAnding punishment. If the Committee is interested in this matter, I should 
.like to defer to a future occasion any elaboration of my views on the subject. 

lR. The Committee will please excuse my inability to answer this question, 
·as I am not competent to advise on matters of legal procedure. I should how
ever, recommend in camera proceedings in all such cases, to protect girls from 
improper expo>~ure and to elicit all.• possible facts as w~ell. I should also con
~;titute speeial courts conHisting of 'men and women-ordinary householders-to 
try sul'h offences. Both sorts of cases if there should be two sorts, may be 
ln·ought before this tribunal, even if the procedure is different. 

tn. I fear I cannot add anything to what I have said in paragraph 18 above. 
20. I perRnnally favour the fixing of a minimum age for marriage. I regard, 

-afl I have said before the mere fix.ing of a higher Age of Consent for marital 
ca~es, a~ futile, when marriages are permitted to be performed. Such laws 
are hound to be dead letters more m· less, unless someone is maliciously in
clined towards someone else and is anxious to expose that other for causes 
very different to sexual offences. So far as public opinion is concerned, I 
have said it is indifferent. Generally people would like that there should be 
no l11w at all on such matters. According to them social custom and stigmas 
attaching to offences !:hould be regarded as l"ufficient both to regulate sexual 
relations and to pnnish any transgression. Public opinion has to be created 
nnd not followed in this matter. I may add, however, that, though not 
voral, there is a definite and growing class wanting reform. 

21. I re~ard sorial legislation as a most important factor in social reform. 
1\fere education and social propaganda would not do, important as they are. 
Even advanced communities cannot do without social legislation. Examples 
of Ru;;sia and Turkey show what can be done by social legislation. I defi
nitPly want law, which i,; nlso strictly enforced, to regulate the age of marriage. 
And 1 shall proceed now to give my general views briefly, as I preshadowed in 
the beginning, after giving such replies as I could, seriatim, to the Com
mittee's que,;tions. 

It is worse than useless to legislate merely on the Age of Consent when 
marriages are permitted to be performed at any age. The problem has to be 
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t.ackled at the root. All marriages before the age of 16 for girls should be 
prohibited. It should be made a penal offence for parents to marry their 
daughters before that age. No llirl should be allowed to give herself away 
in marriage either by any sort of ceremony whatsoever before that age. If we 
regard this as a desirable aim, we must have stringent legislation to that 
effect. Then alone can consummation before that age become imoossible, 
even in the marital state. The sentiment regarding pre-puberty marriages 
has to be over-ridden by penal laws as an effective help to general S<'cial pro
paganda and education. To ensure doing what we want to do, we sho•Ild have, 
again by legislation, an effective system of birth certificat-es. The oresent 
system of municipal certificates without actual means of identification. is 
not effective. All legitimate children should have the names and ages of both 
oarents mentioned on this certificate, in other cases also, as far as possible. 
the mother's age should be given. Then there should be a system of licensing 
all those who have the right to act as priests or otherwise officiate at marriage~. 
They should b~ required to keep a full record of all marriages they perforw. 
The grant of hcenses should be an easy process. In communities where there 
may be no regular priests, it should be the parents or guardians' imperative 
duty to give all the information that the priest would otherwise be required 
to do. All marriages must be registered and a proper certificate of marriage 
taken. When we have all these three things-birth certificates, licensed priest.~t 
and marriages certificates-we can be more or less assured, humanly speaking, 
that no marriages are performed before the age of 16. There should be no 
further prying as to whether cohabitation takes place immediately after or not. 
This should be allowed as soon as the marriage has been performed. 

Outside the marital state, the Age of Consent for girls should be 18. In 
the married state, there is, after all, some one who is responsible for any 
result of cohabitation, who would, in all likehood, take care of the girl. 
Outside marriage, a mature age is necessary, as the results of cohabitation 
are likely to react wholly on the girl. The age of 18 years seems to me to be 
reasonable. It would be wise legislation to provide for this, for human societ1 
and human nature being what they are, we must expect such things in the 
world. \Ve can only regulate, we cannot aboli~h all that we regard as evil 
from life. This hasty and lengthy letter, I must offer my apologies for what 
may perhaps appear as useless or unhelpful to the Committee and for occa
sional repetitions. I am sorry for this length. I had never expected that 
my reply would be so long when I started. 

Written Statement, dated the 3oth Au,&ust 1928, of Khan. Sahib 
MIRZA MOHAMMAD HUSSAIN ALI KHAN SAHIB, Deputy 

Collector, Jaun.pore. 

1. Yes. there is. The general opinion of the society is that the age under 
section 3i5, Indian Penal Code, should be raised to 16 years. - I strongh 
favour this change inasmuch as I have h:Jd a long experience of pitiablt 
rape cases which could not be brought to hook because of this deficiency in 
the provision of law. The crime is one that ought to be checked with ;J'1 

iron hand :md in my opinion raising of the age to 16 years would go to 
serve the purpose to a very great extent. It may also be noted that a girl 
of 16 years or more is generally strong enough intellectually to use her own 
mind freely, which is probably not the case with girls of lessE-r age. barring, 
of course, a few exceptions. But the law is to be for the good of the gener
ality of them and so the exceptions may be left out of acco•1nt. 

Under section 3i6, Indian Penal Code, the age of the woman, who is a 
wife, should be raised to 14 years for the same reasons. 

::!. I have stated a few reasons above. The most of the population in 
this country lies in the villages and people there are generally illiterate an<l 
their standard of morality is not very high. Considering this and the fa"t 
that our women-folk are almost all illit€rate, it is essential that the age of 
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consen,t llhould be raised as suggested. above. The girls would in that casa 
be in a better position to receive higher education in public schools freely 
and that is a very great need of the time. \Ve are advancing on the lines 
of the civilized countries of Europe and there is no reason why we should 
lag behind those countries in this respect. 

3. Crime of seduction is most frequent in this district, and that of rape 
is not so frequent. The amendment of .1925 has succeeded in reducing 
cases of rape to a certain extent but I think that a further raising of the 
age would make the law considerably more effective. Without entering into 
the independent discretion of the Judges and the Magistrates so far as 
individual cases are concerned, I would suggest that they should take a 
serious view of this offence and set aside " the misplaced mercy " in pro
nouncing sentences for these offences. My experience shows that thet'e is need 
for them to pass exemplary and deterrent sentences which will go to minimise 
the crime. 

4. So far as I think. although I had had no such case before me. the amend
ment of 1925 has been effective to a limited extent 'in all the three cases 
under this para. The provisions of Jaw have not yet, reached the masses 
living in distant villages and so the effect under 4 (3) is not a very marked 
one. However, I think that the suggestions contained above would go a long 
way to making the law effective. 

5. The usual age at which the girls attain puberty in this part of the land 
is lietween 13 and 14 years. It does differ in different castes and communi
ties according as the custom of marriage and Parda system goes and in 
different classes of society according to their standard of living. A girl 
would attain puberty earlier in a well-to-do family, rather than in one in 
"hif'h they had not enough to live upon. Thakurs, a section of the 
Ka~·asths, and l\fusalmans are well off in these parts of the country. 

6. Cohabitation is not common before puberty in this district, while it 
i" ~.,on after pubertJ·. 'fhe girl nttains :n:berty near about 13 years of age. 
I had no such case in this district during the last eighteen months. 

7. The present enlightened view amongst the l\Iusalmans and Hindus 
does not admit of any injunction in the matter of early consummation of 
mn.niage before or at puberty. The second part of the question does not 
arise. 

8. Gaona ceremony is generally performed in this part of the country. 
GenPrally it coincides with or is followed by the consummation of marriage. 
The Gao!l!b!s performed generally after the attainment of puberty. _ 

9. Yes. I do consider it to be so generally. But, of course, there are 
cases in which puberty is attained at a comparatively short age and in that 
case it will not be sufficient indication of physical maturity. The age of 
fourteen years may be taken as a safe limit. 

10. Not below sixteen years of age generally, so far a.s I think. 
11. Ye:., J have come across such cases. I might mention just one. The 

age of the girl raped upon was seven or eight years. She had sustained 
very serious injuries on her private parts and was bleeding profusely. 
Jt was a case in l\Iuttra District. 

12. Yes, I do consider that to be so for obvious reasons. The Parda 
sntem also comes in when we take into account the causes that vitally affect 
the high maternal and infantile mortality. 

13. Yes, there has been a development. It is distinctly marked in t~e 
a.dvanced and literate people while its effect among those classes who are m 
the back-ground is rather slow. 

14. Yes, a wrong notion gO<!s like that among the backward classes. 
15. Yes, difficulties have arisen. I think that raising of the age would 

minimise those c1i•f,culties inasmucl1 as a rirl d sixteen years of agl! can 
be easily marked out because of the general development of her body from 
one v·ho is of twelve or thirteen yenrs of age. 

113. YN. &I explained above. 
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17. I would separate them, for the nature of offences differ. The .maxi-
mum punishments provided appear to be adequate and while I would not: 
recommend a modification of them, I would like those who are charrred to 
dispense justice not to take a leniept view of the offences. "' 

18. The procedure now prescr~bed appears to be satisfactory for the 
District Magistrate is expected to be as experienced as the Sessions Judge. 
1 ·would make the difference with two type of offences for that is logical and 
reasons have been given above. 

19. 1 think that a definite provision may be added to the general law of 
the country, for those that exist are too general and it is more often than 
not that an accused manages to escape punishment under those sections. 

20. I eonsider the first part to be more effective. I may also add that the 
advanced view in the land is not adverse to proposed legislation under the 
secrmd part of the question although the extreme orthodox section will 
militate, however feebly. 

21. The result of the general law would be more effective and bring abou1 
the desired result earlier and hence I would prefer that. 

Written Statement of the Hon'ble Sheikh MAKBUL HUSAIN, 
C.I.E., District Magistrate, Jaunpur (United Provinces). 

1. Xone among the mass of the people. 
2. I consider the proposed advance in the present law certainly justified 

as the present ages are low. 
3. No. No cases have come to my notice. 
5. Twelve as rule. It depends largely upon the state of nourishment and 

health. 
7. No. Even low class l\Iusalmans indulge in early marriage. It appears 

to be a matter of simply following old traditions. 
9. No. There can be no general n1le, but I should consider an age below 

14 certainly unsuitable in the int~rest of the girl's health. 
10. l\lust depend upon the class of people and education. 
12. Certainly. 
13. I do not think so. United Provinces is the most tradition-bound pro-

vince in the country. 
14. Not among the high class 1\Iusalmans. 
15. A proper system of registration of births should be adopted. 
16. I do not think it would. 
17. I see no need for this. 
18. No. 
20. The latter would be more effecth·e, I think. Neither, I fear, but 

such " Public Opinion" as is likely to be against it does not in my opinion 
deserve aiiy importance in such matters of vital interest to the people. 

21. If you rely on the latter you may have to wait for half a ceniury. 

Written Statement, dated the 25th December 1928, of RANI MOTI 
CHAND, Benares. 

There is nc denying the fact that the present provisions of law as to the 
Age of Consent as contained in sections 375 and 376 of the Indian Penal 
Code do not meet the requirements of the society which is making sufficient 
headway towards the recognition of the evil that the low Age of Consent 
as allowed under the existing law is detrimental to the full growth and deve-
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lopment of girls to womanhood. It is ail admitted fact that the girls of to-day 
are the future mothers of the nation and unless fu.U legal protection is extend
ed to them, India cannot rise in the scale of nations. 

It is difficult to imagine that there will happen a complete social revolu
tioll which will bring about the desired ·state of affairs. as. far as the girls 
are concerned and therefore it is highly desirable that there should be some 
very effective law to deal with the present evil. 

I have read 1\·ith great satisfactioii that in Lancashire it is proposed to 
supply a pint of fresh· milk on each school day to every poor child in 
Westhoughtou schools who may be suffering from malnutrition and to provide 
Codliver oil and malt to children who require special nourishment. Thi.B care 
and attention is bestowed not as a matter of mere charity. The authorities 
hate undertaken to do so because they realize their national responsibilities. 
I think it is high time that we should also have turned our attention to the 
appalling state of affairs in our own society with. regard to the girls on whom 
our future entirely depends. I would, therefore, suggest only one rem.edy 
for all this and it will be to raise the marriageable age of boys to .18 and of 
girls to 14/15. This will solve all the difficulties-, for I am convinced that 
high mortality among females is principally due to early maternity. This 
very cause is also applicable to the high infant mortality in the country., 

For the trial of marital and extra-marital cases I would suggest the crea
tion of special tribunals and would fix any maximum punishment allowable 
under the law for those who ravish the modesty of young girls. 

Written Statement, dated the 26th December 1928, of :Paildtt 
PANCHANAN TARKARATNA, 88; Mansarobar, Bena.l'es City, 
Pel'IIlanent Address Bli~iplU'a, District 1-loogh.ly (Bengal). 

1. There is no dissatisfaction with the state of law as to the .Age of Consent 
as contained in sections 375 and 376, I have no objection to the raising of 
.Age of Consent to 18 as outside marital limits, so that innocent girls may 
not fall a victim to rogues and scoundrels. No law should be made to 
fix up the age of the consummation of marriage. Cohabitation before puberty 
is strictly forbidden by the " Shastras " and the law, fixing up the age of the 
marital couple for cohabitation, must be in accordance with the Shastric. 
injunctions. 

2. The answer to question 2 will be found in .Answer 1. 
3. The question is not cleat. Does " In your part of the country ,., con"' 

vey the idea of our village, sub-division, a district .or a. province (ordinary 
or as made by state)P These sorts of crimea are rare in· our village and 
sub-division. .After the last 1\lahomedan riot I hear such cases occurring ~ 
large numbers in East Bengal. In the District of Midnapore,. such cases 
are sometimes met with. I have heard of one . or two such cases occurring 
in the south of Calcutta. In the tea garden& of .Assam such crimes are some
times committed. 

I do not think the amendment of 1925 has been successfu't to thEi extent 
desired. In a rape case " Benefit of doubt " should not be given to the 
accused. Section 275, Indian Penal Oode, should be applied unlike other 
sections of that Code. For, when an Indian woman accuses any person of such 
crime it must be understood that the accusation is not false. 

The Ini1timum punishment for such offence should not. be less than 5 
years. 

4. The amendment of 1925 has not been quite successful. it lS not the 
law but the excessive dowry system which compels the parents to marry their 
dau'ghters at an advanced age. It depends on the society, and with the 
vrogress of society the desired reform will by itself come. 
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5. Generally, our girls, no1l of poor parents, attain puberty at about 13. 
The girls of poor parents attain it at an advanced age. It does not differ 
in different castes, communities and classes of society. 

6. Cohabitation before puberty is scarcely done. Cohabitation after 
puberty is done, and it is enjoined by the Shastras. If a girl attains puberty 
before 13, she can be cohabited with according to Shastras. 

I have not heard of an,v case, brought to the Court, for cohabiting with 
a girl who has attained puberty but whose age is not less than 13. I heard 
of one case in which a man was put to jail for c?habiting with his wife, aged 
not more than 13 years, and of another durmg the viceroyalty of Lord 
Lansdowne. 

8. Garbhadan ceremony is performed by us. This ceremony must be 
performed within 16 days, 4 days having elapsed from the date of the 
attainment of puberty. 

9. Yes. 
10. It is very difficult to fix up any age. It depends on the intelligence 

and education of girls. 
11. I do not remember whether I heard of any such case. 
12. I do not think so. .High infant and maternal mortality i.s solely 

due to want of proper nourishment and the violation of the natural law that 
after the birth of a child, the wife should not cohabit for a certain time. 

13. The term " public-opinion" is misleading. A number of men forming 
a society may call themselves a public body. If the question io;; asked to 
such men then I think that they want to enhance the age of consent in marital 
state. But in tlle truest sense of the term I must unhesitatingly admit that 
the majority of men do not want the Age of Consent to be enhanced in marital 
state. 

Outside the marital state, the opinion of myself as well as of many others 
is that the Age of Consent should be enhanced to 18. 

14. The women of our country wish-their daughters should associate 
with their husband so as to create love between them, but not in the sense 
of sexual intercourse. 

15. The Birth and Death registration office should be well organised, and 
then there will be no difficulty in ascertaining the age of girls. 

16. Error may often happen in any other method except the one I have 
suggested in my answer to question 15, and as a result of which an innocent 
may be put to trouble. 

17. I do think there must be some difference. About the punishment of 
the offence committed during extra-marital stage, the punishment must not 
be less than 5 years; but offence under marital stage, when cohabitation 
has been made before pubetry, the punishment should not exceed one year. 
Fine should be added to both these kinds and a part or whole of it should be 
awarded to the plaintiff. 

18. Offence under marital stage should be compoundable one. 
20. I do not wish that any law should be enacted for fixing up the age of 

marriage. Regarding the age of consent I have answered before. 
21. I am not in favour of penal law, education and social arrangement will 

serve the purpose. 

Written Sta.tement, dated the 28th December 1928, of Pa.ndit 
LAKSHMI KANT PANDEY, B.A., LL.B., Advocate, High Court, 
Benares. 

1. There is considerable dissatisfaction with the state of the law as to the 
Age of Consent as contained in sections 375 and 376 of the Indian Penal 
Code. The Age of Consent is too low. 
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2. The present limit of the Age of Consent is too low. In my opinion the 
Age of Consent should be raised within the marital limits to sixteen years 
and outside the marital limits to eighteen years. Early marriages and earl' 
procreation of children are in a large measure responsible for the weakening 
of the race. A mother of fourteen years even if perfectly healthy cannot 
be expected to bring up her child properly she being herself a mere girl. 
Apart from the fact that the females suffer from a large number of maladies 
and the sweetness of their lives is poisoned on account of premature mother
hood, the large number of infantile mortalities in India are mainly due to 
t.his cause. It is unfortunate that most, if not all, of such females contract 
serious maladies and their lives are cut short. Their deaths mean a rui11 
of the career of their young horns whom they may have had the misfortune to 
leave behind. 

3. Crimes of seduction and rape do occur in my part of the country bui 
they are not so frequent as in some other provinces. I do not think that thf 
amendment of the law, made in 1925 raising the Age of Consent to 14 years, 
has succeeded in preventing cases of rape outside the marital state or the im. 
proper seduction of girls for immoral purposes. ·.Girls of such tender yeat1 
-:annot be expected to have sufficient foresight to coqsider all the pros and cons 
<>f their action before giving their consent. A little foolish action on their 
part is calculated to ruin their lives for ever without the offender being 
called to task for his action. I would suggest that the Age of Consent outside 
the marital state should be raised to at least eighteen years in order to make 
the law more effective and prevent such heinous offences. 

!. I do not think that the amendment of 1925 raising the Age of Consent 
within the marital state to 13 years has in the least been effective in protect. 
ing married girls against cohabitation with husbands within the prescribed 
age limits by postponing the consummation of marriage or by stimulating 
public opinion in that direction or by putting off marriage beyond 13 years. 

Amongst the better and educated classes on my side of the country then 
has no doubt been a stimulation of opinion in that direction and girls ar~ 
now married not so early as bef.ore. But this is not due so much to thl 
stimulation of public opinion as the difficulty in getting suitable match~ 
and the payment of heavy dowries. 

J. would suggest legislation to the effect that the girls should not be marriea. 
before they are sixteen years of age. To make the law more effective thert.. 
should be special Magistrates in each district to whom applications should b6 
made for the grant of marriage license. Such Magistrates on being satisfied 
that the girl is not less than sixteen years· shall grant the license. Any 
person who is a party to the solemnization of a marriage for which no license 
has been granted should be punished with a heavy fine. No doubt such a 
legislation immediately is calculated to lead to the raising of a large amount 
of hue and cry. But in the interest of social purposes it has to be faced. 

5. The usual average age at which girls attain puberty in our part or 
country is fourteen years. But there are instances of early developments 
in well-to-do families. This differs in different classes of society. Girls of 
well-to-do families attain puberty earlier. In some instances I have noticed 
girls of only ten years well developed. But such instances are rare. The 
average age is 14 years. 

6. Cohabitation in my part of the country with girls before puberty and 
before they attain the age of 13 years is common. This is so specially in the 
low community. None of these cases ever come to Court. I know of instances 
in which girls have been maimed for their lives. One girl had the misfortune 
of dying a day after the consummation of the marriage. 

7. The practice of the early consummation of marriage before or at 
puberty is not due to religious injunction. The Sloka " Ashta barsha bhavet 
Gouri nava barsha cha Rohini, dasa barsha. bhavet Kanya Ekadase Rajas
wala ", is in a large measure responsible fol" all the troubles. It is due t~ 
early marriages and the inexperience of childhood. 
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8. The. Gaona ceremony is usually performed in my part of the country. 
The practice has grown up to perform the ceremony soon after the marria"' 
regardless of the fact whether the husband and wife have both attained f1~'t~ 
puberty. The consummatio~ _of marriage_ u~ually takes place soon after 
the Gaona. .In some commumties the practlCe IS to perform this Gaona cere
mony soon after the fi;st signs of puberty in the girl, but generally it is per
formed regardless of It. 

9. T~e attainm~nt of pub~rty is not, in _my opinion, a sufficient indication 
of physical matunty to JU.stify consummatiOn of marriage. I think at least 
two years after the first Signs of puberty and generally on the attainment 
of the age of six~ee~ years a girl's physical development may be considered 
to be enough to JUstify such consummation without injury to her own health 
and that of her progeny. 

10. I would put the Age of Consent outside marital limits in India. for 
a girl at 18 years. At this age she ~nay be expected to give a reasonable 
~onsent to cohabitation with due realisation of consequences. ·within the 
marital state there is no question of consequences and there can be cohabi
tation after the attainment of sixteen years without any injury to her 
health. 

11. Yes. I have. In one case a girl of about 14 years was married to a 
boy of about 25 years of age. Cohabitation resulted in hremorrhage. The 
girl's life was saved but she became lame for her life. In another case a man 
-of about 30 years was married to a girl of about 13 years. Immediately 
·after the marriage the girl was brought to the home of the bridegroom who 
~ohabited with her. The result was such a hremorrhage that the girl died 
the next day of her marriage. There must be lots of such other instances 
but these two have come to my knowledge. There are thousands of cases 
in which girls lose their health and are mostly affiicted with some malady or 
another, hysteria, menstrual disorders, phthisis, etc., etc., due to premature 
cohabitation. I have noticed that those girls who were married late and had 
the opportunity of cohabitation after their attaining the age of sixteen 
years generally lead a very healthy life. While in the case of others life 
is misery and is occasionally cut short by the han<is of death. The fate of 
poor children whom they may have the misfortune to leave behind can be 
better imagined than described. 

12. Most certainly early consummation and early maternity are mainly 
responsible for high maternal and infantile mortality. It also affects vitally 
the intellec;tual and physical progress of the people. Children born of young 
girls with young boys as their fathers cannot be physically or intellectually 
strong. Their parents also cannot bring them up properly. In most cases 
:their lives are cut short. 

Apart from the above there are economic considerations also which vitally 
-affect the intellectual and physical progress of the people. Young boys. on 
account of early marriages, are overburdened with a number of issues before 
they have established themselves in life. These children grow up and before 
their father is able to earn his living he has to look after their bringing up 
their education, marriage, etc. On account of all these reasons the nation 
1s never able to grow, and few persons are able to lead adventurous lives. 
Their lives are really full of turmoil and misery in trying to make both ends 
meet. 

13.There has been some development of public opinion in my part of the 
country in favour of an extension of the Age of Consent in marital and 
-extra-marital cases since the amendment of the law in 1925. It is not 
general. It is confined mostly to the educated classes. By educated classes 
I mean not those educated in Sanskrit only. H has very little affected ;he 
Brahmin community which is still very backward. 

14. Women in my part of the country are still most uneducated. They 
have still thcir ola ideas. Thev would like the girls to be married before 
they show signs of puberty and would favour consum~ation imme~atel_y on 
,attainment of puberty. But some women are now haVIng progressive ·news. 
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15. Considerable difficulties have arisen in determining the age of girls. 
'The present method of determining the age by means of the evidence of a 
medical expert is most unsatisfactory. I would suggest, as far as possible, 
to procure the copy of the birth certificate ·of the girl and her brothers and 
~isters and prove by other conclusive and reliable evidence the identity of 
the girl whose birth certificate is relied upon. Where this is not available 
medical evidence is the only reasonable remedy. 

16. I do not think that the difficulty would be reduced or minimised if 
the Age of Consent is raised to 14 years. 

17. Yes. I would separate extra-marital offences and marital offences into 
different offences. The present punishment provided for rape is, in my 
-<lpinion, suitable, for extra-marital cases. For marital cases with due regard 
to circumstances and gravity or otherwise of the offence, I would, for the 
present, think that a fine of Rs. 1,000 only or imprisonment of either des
-{Jription for a term which may extend to six months shall be enough. 

18. Yes. I would make a difference in the procedure of trials for offences 
within or without the marital state. In the case of offences outside the 
marital limits, the present procedure is satisfactory. In the case of offences 
within the marital state I would take away all the powers from the police. 
The offences are to be cognizable, but no person b'elow the rank of a magis
trate of the 1st class (Stipendiary) shall investigate the offence, and the offence 
itself shall be triable by a magistrate of the 1st class. 

19. I have already suggested above that marriages should be allowed to 
be performed only after the grant of a license by a special officer appointed 
for the purpose. If this is done, offences within the marital state shall be 
reduced to minimum. Besides when the offences are :hot to be investigated 
by a Police Officer, but by a 1\Iagistrate much of the troubles would be mini
mised. 

20. The passing of penal legislation fixing a higher Age of Consent in 
marital casPs is not likely to be satisfactory and is likely to lead to wide 
doors for chicanery and extortion. The best remedy lies in preventing mar
riages of girls below a certain agtl by fixing the minimum. The latter would 
be in consonance with public opinion in my part of the country. 
~ 21. I prefer to rely on the strengthening of the penal law to secure the 
object in view. 

Written Statement, dated the 24th December 1928, of Mr. AYODHYA~ 
DAS, Bar.-at-Law, Anandabhavan, Gorakhpore. 

1. I am not aware of any particular discontentment in this part of 
the C'ountry. 

2. I am of opinion that the time is not yet ripe for making any advance 
on the pre:-<ent law. Even the present law when the Age of Con~ent has 
lJeen raised t<' 13, in big families is not effectively carried out, and as far 
as the poor men are conC'erned it makes little difference whether the pre
sent Age of Consent is raised or not. In most of the Kayastha and Chhatri 
families girls are seldom married before they are 16 and therefore as 
far as those families are concerned the present proposed legislation in 
further incnasing the Age of Consent is unneoessary. 

3. Ther~ are some rape cases confined to the poor and labourer classes in 
this part of the district, but such offences are not frequent. I can give no 
-<lpinion as to the latter part of this question. 

4. So far as tl1e marital families are concerned I doubt very much whether 
the raising of the Age of Consent had any material effect in preventing 
married girls against early cohabitation. 

(1) r don't know that the postponement of consummation of marriage 
bas been affected by this legislation. 
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(2) My reply is the sam~. 
(3) In well-to-do families where early marriages are prevalent this legisla.

tion had little effect. The steps which are proposed to make the legislation 
effective are :-

(a) That a strict law should be passed preventing marriages of the girla 
under (13); .and 

(b) that married boys should not be allowed to enter in public schools. 
Some Departmental Rules have recently been framed in U. P. and the same 
are being given effect to. 

5. Usually the girls attain puberty in this part of the country between 
13 and 14 provided they are well nourished. In poorer classes where nourish
ment is not sufficient it is regrettable that consummation takes place much 
earlier, because according to their system of marriage, they are married 
at a ve,ry early age generally under 10 and they are forced to submit 
to cohabitation earlier before the 13, because the parents of both sides do 
not object to it and the poor girls have got no resistance power. In rich 
families where also early marriage prevails the girls are forced to cohabita
tion before they attain puberty owing to want of education on the part of 
parents of both sides and there being an earnest desire to have children, 
and the poor girls due to modesty have got no wish of their own to pre
vent such occurrences. 

6. {1) Jt. is common mostly in the poorer and labourer classes. 
(2) In middle class 
(3) In both rich [!nd poor families where early marriages are prevalent. 

None of these cases have come to Court to my knowledge. 
7. I don't think there is any religious injunction which is responsible 

for the practice of early consummation of marriage before or at puberty. 
It is mostly due to want or ignorance on the part of married couple and 
their parents. There is a general t·eligious feeling among Hindus of higher 
<:lasses that the marriage should take place before the menses commences, 
otberwise a belief prevails that if a girl is given in marriage (by Kannya-dan) 
after the mens~s has commenced then the whole ceremony is supposed to 
b.J devoid of all religious sanctity and this is to a large extent responsible 
for early marriages in various families. Moreover, there is a strong idea. 
prevaleut among well-to-do classes that a girl should be given away in· 
marriage before her menses commences, and wherever this is not possible 
and such marriages have not been performed before menses commences. 
then the fact of the menses is kep~ a hidden mystery. 

8. The Gaona ceremony is greatly fallen into disuse and usually 
no such ceremony is performed. It is mainly due to economic poverty. 
Where Gaona ceremony is prevalent it is generally performed before the 
consummation of marriage because till Gaona is performed the girls live 
with their parents and there is hardly any opportunity for consummation 
of marriage taking place. The Gaona ceremony is not alwavs performed 
after puberty, but is generally performed after one or three "years of the 
marriage, and is selllom performed after two years of the marriage. 

9. I do not consider that the attainment of puberty is sufficient indica
tion of physi<·al maturity to justify consummation of marriage. I would 
suggest that in order to ensure healthy progeny the consummation should 
not tak!) plac,; before the girl has attained at least the age of H and the 
bnys of at leil,:;t 1!?. 

10. The girls' education is so much negleeted at present that I don't. 
thini• generally nn average Indian girl will be competent to give an 
intelligent consent after realising the consequences before she is of the age 
of 16. 

11. The cases have occurred in the families of my relations where early 
cottsnmmatioJl of marriage have led to the poor health of the mother and 
tn inf,;nt 1'11)ddity. In the Vaish l'<lmmunity to which I belong I find that 
the ~~ir1'! ate u'!ually mall ;ed betv.ce•J the ag~!' of 10 and 12 and Go0r,a 
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taked place between the agel! of 13 and 15. Where cohabitation had taken 
pla<:e b~;fore 13 cases have come to my knowledge that girls became pregnant. 
At the age of 13 and the <:hildren produced were of very weak health 
and most of them have died within a month or two. The mother's health 
had been considerably affected and by the time she was 18 or 19 she had 
become an old woman. 

12. Yes. 
13. No. 
14. Yes. 
15. Mostly rape cases that have come to my knowledge belonged to 

labouring classes and as far as those cases were concerned there was not 
much difficulty in fixing the age of the girl by medical examination. 

16. If the age is raised from 13 to 14 the difficulty of determining the 
age or the margin of error would not be materially reduced, because in 
Medical Science it is very difficult to fix the age with certainty within a 
year or two. If the age is increased to 16 then only it is possible that 
the difficulty of determining the age would be re.duced. 

17. I would suggest very nominal punishment confined to fine in marital 
offences. So far as the extra-marital offences are concerned the law should 
remain as it is. 

18. Offen'=!es within marital state should not be cognizable by the police 
and I would suggest no difference in procedure of trial of offences without 
marital state. 

19. I cannot suggest any safeguard. 
20. I don't think that penal legislation fixing a .higher Age of Consent 

for marital cases would be more effective than fixing the minimum age of 
marriage. Such penal legislation would remain as it is at present a dead 
letter. If the minimum age of marriage is fixed it would be more effec
tive. Public oninion is so weak in this part of the country that neither 
of the two legislation would be n~pular; but I would suggest that fixing the 
minimum age of marriage would be more effective than any legislation for 
fixing a higher Age of Consent for marital cases. 

21. The real progress can only come in by means of social refClrm and 
education, but a legislation prohibiting early marriages would be more effec
tive, specially if rules are made as suggested before that married boys 
Rhould not be admitted in educat·ional . and industrial institutions it is 
likely that in the first few years this may act as hardship; but after the 
first few years are over this is bound to have a good effect on the general 
public. 

Written Statement, dated the 19th January 1929, of Shreemati 
NARAIN DEYI, Luna Road, Benares City. 

1. In Kashi or in the neighboui;hood girls attain puberty at the age of 13. 
2. Girls of every community attain puberty at the same period. 
3. So far as I am aware, in respectable families or in educated classes 

cohabitation does not take place before puberty. It is seen that in some 
families where illiteracy is predominant cohabitation does take place before 
puberty, as soon as signs of puberty are visible. Generally cohabitation 

does take place at the age of 13. or after mt:rr (a custom to allow 

cohabitation for the 1st time) ceremony is observed in all communi
ties in this locality or if the girl attains puberty before this ceremony, 
the cohabit-ation is allowed. 

4. Whenever before puberty or even on attaining puberty when the 
body of the girl is not strong enough and she is allowed to cohabit, it 
has a bad effect on her health, or if gets a child the offspring is very 
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\h~ak and the girl surely appears old very soon, this happens generally in 
highe~ classes who do not do manual work, of this I am quite certain. 

5. The girls, who cohabit before attaining puberty, remain weak through
out their life, and brain also gets weak, and the ~hildren are very weak. 
In such cases children often die very early. 

6. Foolish mothers, when their sons are of mature age, allow their 
daughters-in-law to cohabit as soon as signs of puberty are visible. In 
such cases girl's mother does not agree, but she is helpless. 

7. Now-a-days if the Age of Consent be fixed from 13 to 14 or 15, this 
will not he considered as improper. Age of Consent should not in any case 
be less than 15. 

8. If the age af marriage be raised, it is useless, unless thu Age of 
Consent is not raised. 

Written Statement of Mr. KARUNASHANKAR YIASHI NATH 
MADANMOHAN DAY, HARESH CHANDRA GOKAL CHAND, 
Jeweller, Ben.ares. 

According to our religion we are against rmsmg the age of marriage or 
Gaona. There should be no legal restriction about this. Besides every one 
performs marriage ceremony in accordance with her religious belief or social 
customs, anrl such restriction is literally observed and children as the result 
of such marriage are heir to the property and life of their parents. So 
far there is no law on this subject. Still social and religious restrictions 
are strictly adhered to in preference to law. r nuer the circumstances rai~ing 
of the age-limit is against the social law and religion. 

Passing of law about this would be considered as improper. 

Restriction about age allowed by religion or social customs is enough 
and correct. This is such a matter where religions or social restriction is 
preferable to law. People of different countries have different ways of life 
(eating, drinking, etc.), and climatic effects are also different. There are 
so many religions and various classes of mankind, and each of these ha'l 
got different religions or mental ideas. 

Development of mind and body is also different from one another due 
to the effect of climate and therefore restriction about the Age of Consent 
is different. Restriction by law would be more injurious than good. For 
example, a girl at the age of 11 generally starts to feel a desire of 
cohabitation which is very difficult to control, therefore rai~ing the age
limit would possibly be injurious rather than good. There is a religious 
proverb meaning, till the age of 10 she is girl, after that Rajasula 
and if the marriage of the girl is not performed at that time it is a 
sin aceording to our religious bookR, in d,efault thereof we ~hall make our
selves liable. to be thrown into hell or shall be put to some such trouble. 
Such is the saying of a Rishi (Saint of Hindu Religion) that when a girl 
becomes Rajasula for the first time a sort of religious worshipping is 
enjoined by the Hindu religious books at the time, such is the first ceremony 
according to Hindu religion. There is a proverb. With Sanskars (perform
ance of religious rites) a nation becomes powerful, such is the saying of 
ancient· times when people were of much longer age, who U>"ed t<> live 
upto the age of one thousand years. Sanskar of Sita and Rukmari was 
performe<1 aceordingly. 

~ow-a.day!> death generally takes place at 50. Such law woura never help 
much in raising the general age of mankind. We are of opinion that at 
present Gaona ceremony is performed when the couple become of proper 
age. 'Now-a.da.vs tenc:lencie« for cohabitation among the boys and girls are 
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titl<:h that we cunl'lw..ie that a law to raise the .Age of Consent would be a 

cause of much trouble. The word ~ (Woman) means the placing together 

of Shukra and Shonit. ,Restriction of age about marriage- would. be against 
religion and this would mean a great hardship to us. We would very 
much prefer to perform such ceremonies according to our religion. We do 
not mind if thus we lose our life even. ' · 

J>rou1 b.-Our happin"'ss d"'pends on strict peri'ormal'.)ce of religious rites 
and such ill the way of getting f;alvation. 

'Ye wi~h to strictly ob:.;erve our customs and ceremonief; according to the 
sa;dngs of our saints and sages. ~te !mmbly request that Government would 
l1_v all mean~ pmtect our religion. Nothing more to say with best wishes. 

1'. S.--Our request is that evidence of such persons may be recorded who. 
have got 10 sons and daughters, because they fully realize their position 
and difficulties and such others who are in favour of this proposal should 
not only he asked to give their opinion. Such Ia~ would place more power 
in the hand& of police to harrass the people, and there would be many cases 
in the Courts and rich will oppress the poor ana. will threaten society in 
ev"'ry possible way. Thus there· would be much trouble, we therefore pray 
that the Government would look after the interests of their subject and 
t>;onld not 1111~s such a law 

Written Statement (Hindi) of YIRCOHWAR BHATTACHARJEE, 
Kaviraj of Benares. 

Marriage among the Sanatanists ill a sacra.ment, which is as sacred, as the 
tltre:J.·l c·<>remony. To sPe tltt•S(>Jfo:)igious matters being·subjected to regula
tion hy legislation, the mind ot" every Hindu is so agitated that he is 
~oll,f"tinH"' prone to b>ive expression to\ ha1""h words. The Bharatvarsha. 
J.as heen tlH' treasure house of knowledge llnQ is still" keeping that flag 
aloft. The gteatness of this country is thus sung by Shastrakaras. Manu 
savs "All men in this world should take lessons in their life . from the 
fl;,,lmtnn horn in thig Country " 

The omniscient old sages have alrea.uy. made a clear exposition of Trutl).. 
To wnture to &uggest anything new in addition to that exposition is sheer 
folly. 

"Tl1e l!C'nrning:, wenlth nnd wife acquired in the past birth, comes forth 
in this !if"'." · 

~Iillions of marriages take place every year through the influence of some 
unknown power and so many of them are broken.· Young men and wom<>p. 
marr~· after mutual love. But after a few days, that love disappears. 
fionwtim"'s it also happens guardians marry brides and bridegrooms even 
nc:ain,.;t their. will and yet the res~Jlt is life-long happiness to the pair~. 
Therefore "1se men regard birth, death and marriage as the result of 
former life. Our Shastrnkars have also declared this. ' 

Those who are firm helievers in their religions, be they 1\lohamedans, 
Christians or Buddhists, must have blind faith anQ. ·must· abandon the 
application of logic to them. Ordinarv people like ourselves. cannot grasp 
the depth of religion by our gross vision: Therefore Shri Vyas says, " Follow 
the way of the great men ". 

No douht, there are instances in the Puranas of girls married in an 
ndvanced ag~>. But that is under peculiar circumstances and not as a general 
rule. The Pnran writers have sometimes laid down observations on 
J)harma cns1Jally while writing history and not independently as such. But 
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the sages enumerated in the following verses were the real authorities 
of Dharma. 

li~f~~TllnUT'if~~iftSfJn: I . ... ,_.. 

lHtltl~"~nicrnt 'tfiT«rn:rife~nt u t u 

li"(T11"~~r~~~ ~)~rn ~'eftltnlft 1 

1nnnttil crfll~~ ~ilfl~t~m-srctil: u ~ n 
The Puranas were created for thoRe for whom the Vedas were not avail

able, e.g., women and the Shudras. How can those authors of the Puranas, 
who created them for all the common people, advocate the marriage of 
grown-up girls, which is opposed to all the Smritis? Those few instances 
which occur in the Puranas are only isolated instances due to peculiar 
circumstance~, which are explained in their proper places. I do not go into 
greater details for fear of increasing the volume of this statement. If the 
Age of Consent Committee desires I shall explain the details of different 
ages of girls fit for marriage. I only dwell on one point before going to 
the questionnaire. 

People advocating the marriage of grown-up girls, cite the following 
verses m support of their contention-

~iflilGlrc:rt:JltrtlltfHf: ~SJ~1i : . ' 
um~ ~m-t trl:i ~f:eJ~: ~ fc:rq~ n 
~nrrt ~T., f'q~ -eO~~! ~~~u: n 
~r~«fit'l"q"l~lft mrhn-i il CfiT~~ct 11 

But they do not take into considera.tion what precedes these verses. 

""''-rr~"' ~~1lf7fcrt~hr ~T~c:rqt' t~Grti1T~'%ct 1 ftr~~tt1ti
CfiliH:{if T: tl'i~#l'Rl f "ff ll 
"After this, i.e., after a Brahmachari finishes his learning, he being of 
twenty-five years of age, should take a girl of twelve, so that he may secure 
the thre-e Purusharthas. In the same Sushruta it is written that there 
are certain signs which may be taken to mean puberty. When these signs 
are present, even though there is no puberty, some medicines are prescribed 
for hastening it. It is said in Charak also that even if there is no actual 
puberty at 12, it is supposed to be internal. If Sushruta had intended that 
only a. girl of 16 should be married, he would not have made mention of 
the marriage of a girl of 12. He only means to exclude girls of a very 
low age. 

Leaving this aside, if girls of 16 alone are fit to marry, see what astrology 
says. " If a girl of 16 delivers or conceives, she dies with her offspring; so 
also does hsr father." 

The Dharma Shastra also says-

f~ll~~: 1ft~~t Cfi~T fcr~ff uf"I"CfiTJ{ ~!fli1S~Cf~· ~T I 
i.e., if the bridegroom is thirty years old, the bride must be 16 and if he 
is 24, she must be 8. Even then the man of 30 may marry a girl of 16, if 
she has not attained puberty or if she is not well-developed. 

Astrology prohibits consummation immediat-ely after the first menses only 
if there is an evil combination of stars. All these autl!orities clearly 
establish that marriage must take place before puberty. As soil, for want 
of tilling and sowing, would be sterile, so also if not consummatoo at 
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puberty, may be sterile. The .\yurvedic authorities also state that national 
physical fum:tions of the body, e.g., calls of nature, sleep, thirst, the flow 
of the semen, etc., should not be withheld. 

It is observed also that grown-up girl if unmarried· sometimes. brings 
.di~Sgrace to her father's family. I shall be. able to submit names to the 
Cummittee, if so desired, of cases when a son was born within : 3 or 4 
days after marriage or a girl who ran away before marriage. Some people ask 
for medicine for abortion of unmarried girls. There are several such cases. 
The case m the Bethune College ai Calcutta is notorious. Sexual instinct 
'is overpowering and the Shastras desire a girl's marriage before it takes rise. 
This meam~ that boys also should be married at an early age. Otherwise 
they are likely to contract bad habits_ Even great sages in the Puranas 
have fallen; is it not folly therefore to expect abstinence from an average 
man, E>Specially in these degenerate days? This is not a matter for the 
law to regulate. Such laws have been and will be ineffective. A law is 
only necessary to prevent rape and consummation of a girl who has not 
attained puberty. Such cases are often compromised before they come to 
Court. But the punishments according to Indian. Penal Code, Sections 375 
and 316, must. Le more severe, so that there might be a strong check on 
~If enders. 

3. l\lost of the offences in this world are for. woman and gold. There
fore t{) say that they are more in one country and less in another is 
futile. I have seen these crimes equally prevalent in all classes in Benares. 

In households where the mothers of the bride and bridegroom take 
delight in seeing that the couple begin to cohabit as early as possible, 
no law will be effective. This must be taken in the same light as eating, 
drinking, etc. If a man touches other peoples' property, it is theft. If 
it is his own, he can use it as and when he likes. The same is the case here. 

4. No. 
(1) It is very unjust. I have dealt with the argument in the introduction. 
(2) Propaganda against cohabitation before puberty carried on by meet-

ings, associations and pamphlets. 
(3) Marriage after 12 years is opposed to religious books, astrology and 

Medical Science. Arguments have already been given in the introduction. 
Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to marry a girl after 8 and before 12. 

5. Puberty must come in the 12th year. If not, it is an indication of 
ill-health. Therefore treatment must be given according to Ayurvedic 
treatment. Signs of youth depend upon good or bad bodily development. 
A very healthy girl may attain puberty even before 12. Weak girls may not 
attain it even up to 16. 

6. (1) No. 
(2) 1les, certainly. 
(3) There is no concern with the age being either 12 or 13. It is never 

he.ard that such a question arises in the case of married girls. But such 
thmgs may happen if there is enmity between the son-in-law and the 
father-in-law. But generally not. 

7. Consummation i~ absolutely necessary as soon as puberty comes. It 
is written in the Vedas ~men ~ti~ 1 The Dharma Shastras 

,: ~Ql'Ciil~'\tf-:q~~ ~sq~iffi:mi-unanimously declare as follows. 

ric(" If these injunctions 
is ineurred. 

are tr&nsgressed, the sin of foetus-killing 

B. Amongst generally, Gaona or Garbhadhan ceremony is observed. 
Sometimes it is along with marriage, sometimes it is after puberty, generally 
the latt<'r. 

9. The word "Ritu ", i.e., flower it'!elf is indicative of physical fitness 
and mental development. So impregnation must come immediately after 
it. 
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10. In India-and I dare say all the world over-girls desire consum
mation r.fter puberty. I have already alluded to this in the introduction. 

11. Since I am a practising physician, I have come across several cases 
from which I can say definitely that a majority of young men have some 
defect in their secretion and the same is the case with a majority of 
young womf.n. There are certain faults in early marriage and some in 
adult marriages. But the health of unmarried grown-up men anJ women· 
is rapidly affected. Those who are married just at the time of puberty 
alone seem to be healthy. If the Committee so desires, I shall give hundreds 
oi iustances in Eupport of my siatamcnt. 

12 If before pnhert_y &erne unnatural action takes place resulting in early 
puberty, then certainly the result will be injurious. But if after puberty 
in the natural course conception takes place and the rules laid down by th€1' 
ancient Rishis are observed, no harm will result. 

13. There is a move for the marriage of grown-up girl>~ among the morlern 
educated and uneducat-ed people. But this movement is not found amm1g 
the educated and uneducated people of the old type. The latter only know 
that since the flower has C"ome, the fruit should soon come. In my opiniou 
there has been no benefit by legislation. 

14. Yes. They do desire it. 
15. In such matters, no remedy will be of any use. 
16. There are many women who require some special surgiC"al operation 

after every delivery even up to 40 years, on account of some defect in the
uterus. Then, are others who deliver at 16 even without a midwife. There
fore puberty is the only proper time. If there appears to be some inC"apacity, 
it should be treated. Because puberty is the outward appearance of 
inward desire. Therefore either to >;horten and lengthen the time, hoth are 
injurious. 

17. If it is established that there is cohabitation before puberty or if 
it is established that there is rape, the punishment according to Sections 375. 
and 376 is c;ui1e proper. 

18. The matter should be considered by Officers of the highest grade. 
19. I do not see any remedy beyond that indicated in answer 18. 
20. If there is a law passed to bring about marriages of girls after 

puberty, it wo11ld be a great calamity on Hinduism. Religious ties would 
slac·ken. The health of the country would gradually deteriorate. I have 
made all this quite clear in the introduction. Therefore marriages must be 
according to Shastras. If it is proved that anyone cohabits before puberty. 
he should be punished. 

21. I think there should be propaganda by books, essays, pamphlets, 
conversations, lectures, etc., about marriage and its utility, how to kee:P 
proper relations with a. wife, what observanC"es must be kept in married 
life, what rnles should be observed during pregnancy, and after deliwry. 
This would. God willing, have a salutary effeC"t on the minds of people 
Ko law would be of any use. 

I am submitting this statement to the Committee as the result of. my 
humble intellec·t and a little aC"quaintance with Shastras and the teachmgs 
of great Pundits. I bring to the notice of the C()mmittee the resolutions of 
the conference of :Brahmins in Benares in which it was unanimously resolved 
that marriages of girls must take place after 8 and before 12, that boys
should marr~· between 20 and 30 and Garbhadhan should take place only 
in the C"ase of girls, who have attained puberty. The Committee should 
not rome the opposition of the people by doing anything against this. 
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ALLAHABAD. 

Written Statement, dated the 15th August 1928, of Major Dais Raj 
RANJIT SINGH, O.B.E., (late) I.M.S., Honora.ry General Secre
tary, Agra. Province Zamindars' Association, George Town, Allaha
bad. 

I have the honour to give as follows the Association's opinion on the 
question of Age of Consent and Seetions 375 and 376, Indian Penal Code, 
The Age of Consent has to be increased by a year in each case, if not 
more. It is a common sense view, that the physique of men and women-! 
should say boys and girls-develops between 15 a_nd 20 to its full growth · 
and faculties, he they sexual or mental. They begin to get stamina and 
stability only after the 15th year of their age. And any consent below 15. 
~·ears is to send a nation and its posterity to hell and bring about wreck and 
ruin wantonly. It entails moral and material ruiri. due to the immaturity 
of that development, stamina and stability at that age. Hence it is clear 
that we should raise the Age of Consent by a year in each case as concerned 
with the above two Sections of the Indian Penal Code. 

But care must, at the same time, be taken, that the change and reform 
he introduced with as little police interference as possible, since. it is a. 
very delicate subject, bordering upon points of honour in this country, in 
rnot·e than one way, and in all circumstancPs. Under police harassment. 
and persecution under such sections, if Police is allowed powers in such cases, 
will undermine Government sooner. than even stagnation of Political reforms. 
would do. Penalty and procedures under such· sections, at least in the 
outset, should not he made too mueh of a nature as in eases of hmniliating 
crimes. On these brond outlines, the association would support Government 
aetion in this matter, otherwise, the whole public, alive as it is to th~ 
desirahility of having some such course to attack the e'Cil, ,yet. does, not 
feel inelinf>d to ask for Government help and for the long arm of the Law. 
And we have to take this feeling into account while recommendin~t such 
measures. 

Oral. Evidence of Major Dais Raj RANJIT SINGH,. O.B.E., (late) 
I.M.S., Honorary Genera.l Secretary, Agra Province Zaminclars• 
Association, George Town, Allahabad. 

(A.llahalmd, ]4th .January 1929.) 

f'lwirman: Are yon the Honorary General Secretary of. the Provinc1af 
Zamindars' Association? 

,4. Yes. 
Q. Were you in the T. l\I. S. P 
;.-l. Yes; I did honorary military duty during the war. I have other

wise lJePn a general medical practitioner in Allahabad for the last thirtv 
1.1·ears. 

Q. What is the member,.hip of the Zamindars' Association P 
A.. Tt is over 400. 
Q. Did the memher~ of the Association look into the questionnaire and 

is this statement the result of their consultation? • ' 
.4. I have w1·itten that in m:v personal capacity. The statement is there"

fore note on behalf of the Association, 
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Q. Is it your idea that the Age of Consent may be raised to 14 and 15 
Tespectively, that is, one year more than the present age? Or would you 
have more? 

tl. Yes; I would have them at 14 and 15 respectively. 
Q. May I take it that you have had a very long practice as a medical 

man? 
.4. Yes. 
Q. Have you had gynocological cases in the course of your practice? 
A. Yes; quite a lot of them. I have had midwifery work also. 
Q. Have you reason to think that in this part of the country there is 

breach of the law of the Age of Consent as it is at present at 13? Do you 
think that there are cases in which consummation takes place before 13 
complete? 

A. There are some cases like that in the cities, and in the districts tl-.ere 
are quite a lot. 

Q. There may be cases in which the girls have not attained puberty 
before 13. In such cases are there cases of consummation of marriages 
before puberty P Is it a small number or is it a very large number? 

A .. It is a smail number. 
Q. Is there any community in which the evil is common? 
A. It is common amongst the lower classes, namely the Chamars, Kohlis 

and others. I have got first hand knowledge of these things in the villag~s 
in the course of my work as a Zamindar, 

Q. What is the usual age of marriage amongst them and what is the 
age of consummation? Has consummation amongst them any reference to 
puberty? 

A. The age of marriage is sometimes so low as 4 and 5, and consummation 
h;ts no reference to puberty. 

Q. Do the parents keep their girls with them after marriage? 
A. Yes; but though there is a Goana ceremony at the time when the 

girl is sent to her husband, it does not always depend upon puberty. 
Q. How do they then regulate the Goana ceremony? 
:A. I think it is mostly a question of poverty; when the parents cannot 

fe<'d tho girl they send her away. 
Q. Do you think that there is any regard or consciousness of the fact 

that there are physiological reasons which may be considered? 
A. I do not think, 

Q. Do you know of any communities amongst whom post-puberty 
marriages, say beyond 16, take place as a rule P 

A. Amongst the educated classes, especially during the last 15 or 20 
years, there has been a tendency to raise the age. But even there I have 
seim a young mother 10 years old. .Amongst the educated Bengali com
munity in .Allahabad I have come across a case of a girl who became a 
mother in her 11th year, and it was a case of instrumental delivery. 

Q. Are such cases common? 
A. No; they are very rare. 
Q. Have you come across girl mothers at 13 or 14? 

:.4. Amongst the lower classes I have come across an appreciable number 
of girl mothers before 14. 

Q. Is there a tendency here in Allahabad on the part of the better 
classes to go to lying-in hospitals, like the Dufferin Hospital? 

A. Here the upper classes do not go to hospitals unless and until they 
think they cannot avoid it. It is only during the last few years that the 
middle classes have begun to go to maternity hospitals. 
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Q. Have you anything to do with the Dufferin Hospital? 
A. No; but I have done a good deal of child welfare work in the 

Lady Chelmsford Child Welfare and :Maternity League. We are supplying 
midwives and dais and we are trying to spread edncation of that kind 
amongst women. 

Q. Do you keep records of the casesP 
A. The committee does; and I am a member of the Committee. 
Q. As to the Age of Consent, do you think that the law is generally 

known about here P 
A. I do not think that it is known ;1mongst the masses. 
Q. Would you say that the law has beeri effective so farP 
;A. It has not been as effective as it might have been; but I cannot say 

it has not been effective at all, because village people come to know 
these things from their contact with city people. 

Q. 1f the law is known, some people will say that they cannot commit 
the offence. Do you think that the law is known to that extent P 

A. No; not to that extent. 
Q. Ilavt: you known any such cases come to lightP 
A. I do not think I have had occasion to know such cases. 
Q. At present between 12 and 13, cases under the marital relations are 

non-cognisable P Do you want it to continue to be so even when th.~ 
age is increased P Or do you want police interference in a matter like this P 

A. I "ould be happy if this thing could come from the social reform 
side. 

Q. If the law of the Age of Consent has not been effective till now, 
do you think that increasing it by a year or more would make it effective? Or 
would you like that the public should be educated more on the subject 
and the Jaw made more widely known? 

:A. Yes; I think there shoul<}.• be a little more spread of education of 
knowledge of the fact, and larger publicity. 

Q. In cases in which such cases occur, how do you think detection is 
possible? 

A. It is rather a difficult problem. 
Q. With reference to question 20, would you suggest a law fixing the 

age of n:1on iage as an alternative ~o the Age of Con,:•~ lit? 
A. Yes; I think that appears to be the only alternative, and that is 

more likely to be effective. 
Q. What age would you recommend for the minimum age of marriage 

for girls? 
.A. 16. 
Q. And boysP 
iA. 20. 
Q. Would you be satisfied with starting with 14 for girlsP 
A. Considering that this question really affects us as a nation and 

the abnormal high mortality amongst young life, which I think is largely 
the outcome of these child-marriages--I feel inclined to take courage in 
both hands and make the age 16 once and for all. 

Q. Now in this part of the country is there not a very large section 
of orthodox opinion which holds that pre-puberty marriages are essential? 

A. I believe amongst the uneducated people it is. 
Q. Do you think the educated people will be more than 2 per cent. of 

the population P 
A. No; but I believe that the influence · of the educated classes is 

apreading. 
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Q. What do you think i& the present orthodox opinion abo~t it? 
A. The orthodox opinion is for ~narriage before puberty, and it look3 

'Jpon i~ liS essential. Bl).t they ar~ ~ore or less moulded by the present 
circumstances. 

CJ. ln view of this orthodox opinion prevailing to a large extent, 
~auld you have us begin at 14, or would you rather have 16 all at once? 

A .. I would go the ,whole hog, and make it 16. 
(). Jn the case of consent in extra-marital r.elations you say it ~an 

be 15. Are you prepared to go to 16? 
A. I think it is better that it is 16. 
Q. You say in your evidence that in taking steps of this kind one 

~hould not .be very hasty. 1\fay I take it that the present age limits 
JOU h:tve given are in consonance with that view? 

A. They may not be. 
Q. Do you want us to he cautious? You say that the whl)le public, alive 

as it is to the desirability of having some such course to attack the evil, 
yet does not feel inclined to ask for Government help and for the long 
arm of the law. And we have to take this feeling into account while 
1·ecommending such measures. Are you here referring to the orthodox view, 
and do you mean to· say that even in spite of that view, we should proceed? 

d.-. Yes. 
Jfrs. Beadon: You say that you came across a girl who' ~came a mother. 

in her 11th yeat. : Was it long ::~go, or was it recently P · 
.4. It was in 1902, I think. 
Q. Have you seen any eases recently of child mothers below 14? 
.4. I did not get gynorologieal C"ases myself. But I have seen them 

i1'1 the villages. 
Q: What is the general condition of these young mothers? Do they go 

through their labour easily? 
A .. Only yesterday I happened to go. to & village, and there I saw ~ 

)·oung mother together with her husband's sister. That was in Benares 
State. The girl could not have been more than 14. 

Q. In the cases in which you might have come across these young mothers 
in your gynocological work what is your opinion about them? Do they 
:stancl labour as well as older mothers? 

A. I think it tells upon them very badly and affects their general 
health very adversely, and there is the further strain of suckl~ng babies. 

Q. Has there been very great trouble as a result of .labour? 
.4. l\Iostly they get 'phthisis. Yoting mothers going on every second year 

for children is one of the most important causes of tuberculosis. 
Q. Have you rome across any cases in which first child-birth has been 

very difficult, or has 1·esulted in harm to the mother? 
A .. Yes. 
Q. Can you give us one or two instanees, with the particulars a.bout 

the age$ of the girls and their caste? 
A. In un9 rase the age. of the girl was 14, and there was dnmage to 

Jler private parts on account of ller tender age and later on it led to 
general diseases. 

Q. Was it rfcentl:d 
A. Yes; during the last 3 or 4 :years. 
Q. We are told that motherhood below 16 is not very common. Is that so? 
.!. In the cities in the educated dasses it may be ver;r uncommon. 

But in the villages it is common. 
Q. From your experience what WQuld you put down as the usual age 

of puberty? 
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A. That depiO'nds upon so many cases. It varies so much between the 
different castes. 

Q. Can you tell us anything about the difference in the castes? 
A. It varies almost in the ratio of the difference of contact. In a 

village in which a girl is not associating with sexual ideas, or that kind 
of company she gets menses· at her 14th or 15th year. But amongst 
the l\lussalmans and other meat-eating people I find that it is a little 
earlier than amongst the vegetarians. It is the same amongst the Anglo
Indians and domiciled Europeans. 

Q. What is the age amongst the educated and higher classes? 
A. It depends very largely on the bringing up. If the girls are taught 

sex ideas, it is bound to be a bit earlier. 
Q. You say that the Kohlis and other lower classes marry early. Is 

there widow-marriage amongst them? 
A. I think there is. 
lllrs. Nehru: Is pre-puberty consummation of marriage considered sinful 

.amongst the Hindus? 
A. I do not know; I have no idea. 
Q. What is the prevalent idea amongst the people? 
A. l\ly idea is that they do not consider it sinful. 
Q. Is it considered to be sinful amongst the lower classes P 
:.1. I do not think they trouble themselves with the idea. 
Q. "'e are told that amongst the lower classes they are very particular 

about it, and that they mwer send their girls to their husbands till puberty 
is attained. Is that soP 

A. l\Iy personal opinion is that in this part of the country they do not 
-consider it so. I do not think they bother themselves very much about it. 
Their sending their girls to their husbands' houses depends more upon 
extranPons considerations than u{lon the real age, health or the growth of 
1he girl. 

Q. Are pre-puberty marriages still considered to be enjoined by religion? 

.4. I do not know anything about that part of religion. 

Q. You come in contact with so many classes of people. Do you think 
that the:v consider that they are religiously bound to marry their girls 
before puberty? 

A. It is an infinitesimally small percentage of people who think so. 
It may be amongst a few Brahmins who are very strict in the matter of 
•·eligious customs. 

Q. What do you think is their strongest objection to marrying girls 
late? 

A. I think that is different amongst different classes of people. For 
instam-e, amongst Muhammadans, they would say that they would marry 
arcoruing to custom, because there is nothing in their religion one way or the 
<>ther. 

Q. Are thPre early marriages amongst Muhammadans? 
A. Not comparatively so much as amongst the Hindus, but I think 

some l\fnssalmans marry early in this part of the country. In the villages 
even 1\fussalmans have pre-puberty mar'riage; but their proportion is 
much less than the Hindus. 

Q. Jf religion is not the cause, can you give us any idea as to what 
prevents them from marrying their daughters late? 

A. It ma~· hi' due to want of education, and a fear that their daughters 
might go astray. 

Q. Do you think that thiO'y have reasons to entertain that sort of 
11pprehPnsion? 

VIII G 
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A. Here again it is due to illiteracy; and also the moral tone of the 
villages being so low. That is one of the reasons 1especia~ in the 
villages. 

Q. Are they justified in their apprehensions? 
A. No; not at all. 
Q. If they marry their girls late, will they suffer? 
A .. They will not, provided we raise them socially and give them more 

education. 
Q. Supposing the present state of things continues, do you think 

there will be danger? 
A .. If there is danger at all I do not think it should be exaggerated. To 

a large extent they are not justified in their apprehensions. 
Q. You say that this law is not known amongst the ignorant peop]q. 

Do you think it is known amongst the educated classes? 
A. I believe they do know, but they do not seem to bother themselvQs 

about it. 
Q. Is the very fact of the existence of the law known amongst them? 
A. It is not realised even if it is known. 
Q. Do you think this age of 16 will be agreed t{) by people or wilt 

people submit to it if the age is fixed by law at 16? · 
:A. I think they would gradually acquiesce in it wherever these strong 

measures are thought ro be necessary from a national point of view. 
Q. Do you think the opposition will not be very strong? 
A. No; it will die very soon. 
Q. Do you think the villagers will be able to realise it t{) be able 

to abstain from it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think any special measure of publicity is neededP 
A. I think it will he very largely needed especially from non-official 

bodies such as the Seva Samities. They should carry on publicity campaigns 
and explain things ro people. 

Q. Do you think if it is not possible to fix a marriageable age, the 
Age of Co~sent law will be effective? 

A. It is very difficult. 

Q. To whom would you give the right of complaint in cases 
of the law of marriages as well as the Age of Consent? 

A. In the villages I would refer these to the Panchayats. 

of breaches 

Q. 
work 

And in the towns? Do ~·ou think municipalities can take up such 
by appointing Sub-committees for the purpose? 

:A. They should, and they should be made to. 

Q. 
law? 

What should be the punishment in case of a breach of the marriage 

A. It should be fine. 
Q. \Vould you make parents punishable as abettors or as offenders? 
A .. Yes. 

Q. In both the cal!es, if the boy is a major, would you still make th,> 
parents punishable as offenders? 

A .. Unless we make both parties suffer, we will not be able to give 
~ffect to the law. 

Q. Will you make the hoy responsible if he is over 18, and the parents 
responsible if the boy is less than 18? 

A. Yes; and the punishment should be fine only. 
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Q. Why do you fix the Age of Con~ent at 16 in _extra-marital cases. 
l<'o1 all other purpo&es a girl is a maJor when she 1s 18. Do you ~ot 
therefc>re think that 18 would be better than 16 as far as extra-manta! 
ofiene~s go? 

A. I.ooking to the climatic conditions and so on, I think 16 gives good 
maturity. 

Q. We have been told that (•onditions in India are such t~at a girl 
11ttains int€1\ectual maturity perhaps later than in other countnes because 
~he is },E-pt in strict Purdah and does not get education. _,Vould that not 
l-It' in iavuur of raising tiJEl age higher than in other countnes? In some of 
the other countries it is !IS high as 21. 

A. Considering that we have to make a beginning with so many pre
judH·es, 1 should he personally satisfied with 16. 

(,1. ])u you think there nre prejudices even as regards extra-marital 
<Jfft>Hees?' Do you think anybody will sympathise with offenders of that 
Lind!' Do you not think everybody wants to "give protection to the girl 
as far as Jmssihle? Do you think there would be opposition if the ag~ 
is flxPd at 18? 

A. I think there should be. 
Q. Who do you think will be oppo•ed to it? 
.t. In thE' hills there is some agitation going on about Naiks and 

It is possible that if you raise the age there will be a hue and cry . 
.llr. J[ifrrz: You say that the lower classes have pre-puberty consum

mation. What will he the proportion of that class to the whole population 
bE>re? 

A. I am afraid T am not an authority on that. If you go to the villages 
yo•1 tind them to he common amongst the Chamars, Takurs and others. 

Q. JJo ~·on think it will be abont 50 per cent.? 
A. ::"o; it may he about 25·'per cent. or even less. 
Q. Do yon know that there are orthodox people who sincerely believe 

that for the sake of religion they must marry their girls before puberty? 
.·1. I l1ave heard that there are snch people; hut I believe that their 

nuruh(•r should he infinitasimal. 
Q. Have you nny objection if it can be arranged that marriages can 

take place at any age, hut consummation should be postponed till 16? 
.4.. It will he impossibl(l. There are some times circumstances in which 

the parents of the hoy say that they must have the girl. 

Q. Are ~·ou prepared to ru_ake exemptions for hard cases in your marriage 
law? For instam·t-, wonld you say that the party should apply to the 
District Judge for exemptions? Supposing a man is old and dying, and 
want'! to marry his girl; or supposing he has got two girls, and 
wants to marry them together, would you allow exemptions in such C'SSes? 

A. Xo: I would not exempt Rnch C!H<eR. 
Q. Do you not think there are people who sincerely believe that it 

IS ngain~t their rPligion t<) marry after puberty? 
A. We hnvE' already had too much of that in this country. 
Q. You >ay that. puuishnwnt in the car.e of the breach of the law 

shonlcl he fine only. Do you not think that that will be considered only 
~~~ an itern in the marriage expenditure? Fine would be a hardship more 
<Jn the poor than on the rich. 

A. Public opinion is gradually moulding itsE'lf, and raising the age. 
I would not go he~·ond fine at present. 

Q. You say thnt girls attain pubert~· in different das~es in different 
rir('tunstances. Did ~·on mark that in families where early mnrriages are 
(•ommon girls att11in pnherty earlier? 

.4.. Y P~; decidedly. 

a2 
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Q. Are you in favour of a system of recording of marriages? 
A. Yes; I think it would he excellent. 
Mr. Bharga'ra.' You say that if the age in tlxtra-marital relations i~ 

raised beyond 16 it will cause hardship in certain classes, namely, the 
prostitutes. What is the hardship that it will cause? 

A. They will say that their girls are ready to earn a livelihood. 
Q. Who will say that? 
A. There are certain classes in the hills, especially the Naiks, wh~J 

carry a regular profession. 
Q. If there is a Bill in the local Legislature for the betterment of 

these people . . . . . 
A. Besides these Naiks, there are thousands and thousands of prostitute 

classes. I think that would be another question, and a debatable one, 
whether prostitution should be stopped at all. 

Q. At present this profession is begun at 14 or 15, and if the age is 
fixed at 16 as you suggest, do you not think there will be hardship? 

A. I do not think there will be the same comparative difficulty. 
Q. Do you think 16 is a safe age according to physiological considerations r 
A. Yes. 
Q. But before a girl is forced into this profession, do you not th!nk 

that she must be mentally mature to know the consequences of adoptmg 
this profession? 

A. A girl born in the profession does not require long to know the 
consequences. 

Q. If the age of the girls is fixed at 18, then the parents of the girl 
will say that they c·annot maintain these girls till then. That is why you 
do not want 18. While giving some facilities to the parents, are you not 
depriving the girls of an opportunity of backing out of the profession 
because they are not fully intellectually developed for mental selection? 

A. I think there will be only one case in a hundred where the girl will 
be found to get out of the profession. 

Q. Is that not because they enter the profession fairly early, namely 
at 13 or 14? Do you not think that this is arguing in a vicious circle? 

A. Tht>y are born in the profession. 

Q. Do you think they are in a position to discriminate till 16? 

A. I think about 16 they can discriminate. 

Q. One may be able to understand whether a thing is good or bad, 
but one may still not be able to understand all the implications of the 
profession with an insight into the future of the profession. Do· you think 
that girls of this sort or any other girls are able to understand such 
implications? 

A. Some may not; but looking into the generality of the circumstances, 
I think you have to look to both sides of the question. 

Q. Leaving prostitutes aside, do you think that an ordinary girl living 
in Purdah and not educated even up to the middle school standard will 
~e able to understand the full implications of allowing a stranger to have 
mtercourse with her? 

A .. I think in India she will understand the implications. 
Q. Do you think that Indian girls are in this matter better off than 

girls in other countries? 
A. Girls of 16 in other countries also understand it. 
Q. You do not seem to care for the religious notions of what vou call 

an infinitesimal dass of people. Are you for caring for tl1e suscevtibiliti~ 
of any single individual? 
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A.. Personally speaking I think religion has done us a lot of harm in 
this country. 

Q. Therefore whether there is dissatisfaction or not, do you want the 
age of marriage to be fixed at 16? 

.A.. Yes. 
Q. If some people say that they will resort to Satyagraha or to riots, 

do you think we should not care for that? 
A.. I think that in view of the harm that religion has brought into 

our country and its devitalising influences, we should face any danger. 
Q. Would you place this reform over political reform in importance? 
A. Political reform you can have in a nation which is healthy. What 

political reform can you have in a nation which is not healthy P 
Q. Are you satisfied with the Government's attitude of neutrality on 

k,his matter? 
A.. I am very much dissatisfied. If the Govern.rnent had helped us, we 

would have had these reforms long ago. 
Q. If Government is agreeable to pass this legislation, do you think that 

Government should do propaganda of this sort to popularise the evil effects 
ef early marriages P 

A.. If this subject is kept on the transferred side, I will not object. 
Q. Do you want Government to spend money on this propaganda? 
A. Yes; it is worthwhile. 
Q. How would you make propaganda? 
A. I will work hand in hand with the Seva Samities and with other 

organisations who come into contact with low classes. We can have cinema 
shows, in which we can show how we get pigmy children because of early 
marriage and other evil customs. ·'Ve can spend a lot of money on this. 

Q. Do you think that Governi;1ent has so far done anything in the 
matter? 

A. I do not think any Government has done anything in this direction. 
Q. You say that the Panchayats may be given power to complain. Have 

you got such Panchayats in U. P.? 
A. Yes; big villages have got Panchayats and little villages are grouped 

together. 
Q. In villages where there are Panchayats, Panchayats will report. 

Dut what about the villages where there are no Panchayats P 
A. The Headman or l\fukhia will make the report. 
Q. Will the l\fukhia report the marriages to the proper authority? 
!d. Yes; he will report it to whatever machinery may be appointed. 

Q. Will you make it obligatory on the persons celebrating the marriages 
to report them? . 

A. That will make things easier. l\farriages might be registered pro
vided no fees are charged for the purpose. 

11/aulvi Jfd. Yaku~: Is it possible for a girl to become pregnant before 
she attains puberty? 

A.. Not before she has got her menses. 
Q. At what time do girls in this province attain puberty P 
A. Generally between 13 and 14 or the beginning of 13. 
Q. Does it vary in different communities, and the difference in the 

bringing up P 

A. There are so many factors. 
Q. Do you think that even the difference between different classes i1 

likely to be more than one year P 
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A. It is generally one or two years, but sometimes it is even three yean. 
Q. Do some girls attain puberty at lOP 
A. Very few. 
Q. At llP 
A. Still fewer. 
Q. What is the general age? 
A. Between 12 and 14? 
Q. At what age do they generally become mothers? 
A. That depends upon when they are married. Some become mothers 

at 16 or 17, and there are girls who become mothers even in their Hth or 
15th year. . 

Q. What would be the number of girls between 13 and 14 who suffer 
pain during child-birth? 

A. Every female suffers pain during child~birth. 
Q. Such pain resulting in injury or in her being crippled f(Jf' lifE-, or 

as a result of which either the mother dies or the child dies? 
A. The greater the age, the less the danger. 
Q. What is the safe age? 

A. Lowest 16. It is a mistake to suppose that as soon as a girl has 
attained puberty she is mature to begin maternity. 

Q .. Is it not a fact that there are a large number of girls who are mothers 
at 14 or 15, and they are quite healthy and their children are healthy? 

A. From my experience I have noticed that the first child born to 
such mothers is a weakling, and as the mother is grown up the snl•se-quPnt 
children are stronger and healthier. 

Q. You say that in cases of infringement of the marriage law the puni,h
ment should be fine only. Who do you think r;hould be thE.> aC"c-used in SUC'h 
cases? 

A. The parents of both the parties. If the hoy is mature he will 
also be a party. 

Q. Would you allow the priest and the Pandit to he pro.~e<·ute-rl? 
A. They might be treated as abettors. 
Q. In such cases would you give the right of complaint to the Panchayau? 
A. Yes; information might be given by the Panchayats. 
Q. Will you make it obligatory by means of legislation on the llukhias 

and the Panchayats to report such casesP 
A. Yes. 

Q. In the urban areas? 

A. I would entrust the power to the municipality just as they are 
responsiblo:) for reporting hirths and deat.hs. 

Q. 'Vould you like to have some preliminary enquiry in such c-:-~~e~ 
before the accused is summoned in ordt>r to avoid maliC"ious prosecuti,>ns 
on aCC'Ottnt of personal enmity? 

A. I think that any Court whieh takes <·ognisanC"e of such cases must 
make an enquiry before it takes the matter in hand. 

Q. There will not l.e a preliminary enquiry in all cases? 

~-1. I thought if the eomplaint was false, then t.he complainant. mi~ht l•e 
prosecuted. I would leave the details to the legislators. 

Q. By what courts would you like these C"ases to he tried~ Would ,·ou 
be satisfied with the ordinat·y court-s, or wou!J vou like to l1ave a se>pa~ate 
court conRisting of a magistrate assisted b;r two non-offidals? 

A. I think that would be much better. 
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Q. As regards the Age of Consent, up to what age would you make 
1he ooy guilty i' 

A. I think up to 1g the boy should be exempted, and the parente made 
liable. 

Q. Would you make the mothers liable as well as the fathers? 
A. Certainly. 
Q. Do you not think that in marriage matters it is the will of the 

women that prevails P 
A. Yes; but by virtue of their being the fair sex I would give them 

the same punishment as men. 
Mr. l\unhaiya Lal: Do you want to make these marital cases non

cognisable? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At present up to 12 th~ (:AReS are cogn!Sil.ble, and after 12 they are 

non-cognisable. Do you want to keep the law as ·.it is or do you want 
to alter it? 

A. I will keep the law as it is. 
Q. 'fhe complaint is that the cases are not brought to light. Supposing 

it is suggested that these marital cases should be enquired into onl,v 
J,y gazetted officers of the police, like the Deputy Superintendent, would 
you make them cognisableP 

A. In that case I would make them cognisable, 
Q • .A.re you in favour of vigilance societies in the cities and rural 

areas to watch and report such cases? 
;.4. It is very desirable. 
Q. Would you have the members of the societies nominated by t.he 

f'Xt><·utive authority, or would you have a partly elected and partly nominated 
b(l{ly? • 

::1.. I think election would be beiter. 
Q. By whom should they be elected? 
.4. By tJ,e muni<·ipal boards and districts boards, and other social reform 

organisations. They should be partly elected and partly nominated by 
tl1e~e organisations. 

Q. Do you think that caste panchayats will be able to help in these 
matters P 1 

. .J.. Yes; only if they are properly tackled and properly approached. 
Q. It has been suggested that th£-'le marital cases might be made com. 

poundahle so that good relations might be restored between the partie!~ 
1\-here possible lest the girl might be ruined for ever . 

.4 .• How will the girl be ruined for ever? 
Q. The Jmshand might take another wife . 
• .J.. Cannot the wife take another husband? 
Q. Xo; because there is no divorce by the women either amongst the 

Hindus or amongst the liuhammadans . 

. 4. Then I will make it compoundable, but only in suitable cases where 
the magistrate permits. 

Q. Do ''ou think that the system of registration of births is working 
sati~;fadoril;v in the city areas? 

~-1. I think generally people go and report. 
Q. On whom would you place the obligation of maintaining the marriage 

registers? 
.4. I wc,uld create a small department. 
Q. Would yon place the obligation on the municipal and district boards 

or on the union boards and the vi1lage pallchayats? 
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A. I think it is in Brussels that the Chairman of the t:nion Board records 
marriaO"es and the marriages are performed in the Town Hall. I think 
registr:ti~n must be made over to the l\Iunicipal 1~,oards and there must 
be a separate department for that purpose .. In the rural areas the 
District Boards may do it. 

Q. Would you give the power to an executive authority? 
A. No. 

Q. You have recommended 16 both for marriage and consummation. 
Are you aware that at a meeting of the All-India Sanatana Dharma Confer
ence held at the time of the Magh Mela last year it was decided that the 
marriage age should not be fixed above 12P Do you not think that there 
is still a large volume of opposition against a marriage age being fixed 
higher than 12? 

A. To me the question is the most important one. I will go the whole 
hog and face opposition rather than let the nation go down. 

Q. What do you think would be the safe age for consummation of 
marriage without injury to the girl or to her progeny? 

A. I should think 16. 
Q. Do you think that consummation before 15 would be injurious? 
A. I think so. 

Written Statement, dated the i4th January 1929, of Dr. KEES, 
Medical Officer, Dufferin Hospital, Allahabad. 

1. Yes. There is dissatisfaction regarding law as to Age of Consent. 

2. Circumstances which in my opinion justify

(!) retaining law to Age of Consent as it is. 

Social conditions especially those met amongst the poorer classes. 

3. No cases of seduction or rape have been treated or admitted into 
the Dufferin Hospital, Allahabad, since I have been in charge since 
April 1927. 

4. Yes, the amendment of 1925 raising Age of Consent to 13 years has 
been effective by postponing consummation of marriage. 

5. Usual age at which girls attain puberty in the 1:. P. is between 
121 years to 13 years of age. Have not noticed any difference in different 
castes, communities, etc. 

6. Have met only one case of cohabitation before the girl had com
pleted her 13 ~ears of age. She was said to be just 13 years of age and 
was two months' pregnant. 

8. Garbhadan ceremony usually performed anterior to consummation of 
marriage. " Gaona" ceremony performed later--after attainment of 
puberty and about the age of 14 years. 

9. No. I do not consider attainment of puberty is a sufficient indication 
of physical maturity to justify consummation of marriage. 

The ideal age should be 18 YE:a~"', About 5! ~·eRrs after pubertY. 

10. At the age of 16 years a girl in India would be competent to give 
an intelligent consent to cohabitation, etc. 

11. Yes. One case about three months back. Girl said to be U vears 
of age, was delivered of a full term child, delivery normal by a midwif~. 

Perineum badly lacerrted, complete tear down involving the Sphincter 
Ani. Girl's development poor, otherwise normal build. 
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12. Yes. I consider early maternity responsible for high maternal and 
infantile mortality other ~esuJt.s vitally affe~ting the phy.sical ~rogreas of 
motl.e1·s viz., Osteo-malacia. Usual h1story IS early marr1age w1th a first 
delivery' normal, then second delivery either forceps or craniotomy, and 
third delivery Caesarian section or second delivery Caesarian. 

13. There has been further development of public opinion in fq.vour 
of an extension of the Age of Consent only amongst the educated classes. 

14. Yes. Women do. 
15. Not had any cases. 
17. No. I would not separate extra-marital and marital offences into 

different offences. 
Amount of maximum punishment same as punishment under Indian 

Penal Code for Rape. 
18. No difference in procedure of trial . 

. 20. No. It would be more effective to legislate. by fixing the minimum 
age of marriage. 

21. Yes. I would prefer to rely on the strengthening of the penal law 
to secure the object in view. 

Oral Evidence of Dr. KEES, Medical Officer, Dufferin Hosplta.l, 
Allahabad. 

(Allahabad, 14th January 1929.) 

Mr. Beadon: How long have you been in Allahabad? 
A. Since April 1927. 
Q. Have you been in other places? 
A. Yes; I was in Cawnpore in 1'926 for 10 months; 4! years in Quetta; 

and 6 months in Calcutta in the Dufferin Hospital. 
Q. Altogether how many year's service have youP 
.A. About 8 years. 
Q. In all these places where you practised, did you find child marriages 

very common P 

A. I found child marriages more common amongst Hindus than amongst 
!Muhammadans. 

Q. What is the usual age of marriage hereP 
~. 14. 
Q. Do you have maternity cases only or do you have all kinds of cases P 
A. I get cases of all conditions. 
Q. Do you have maternity practice? 
A. A good lot of it. I had 199 cases last year. 
Q. Do you find any special trouble amongst young women P 
.1. There is a lot of osteo-malacia here. 
Q. At what age do they get osteo-malacia? 
A. At abou~ 20 .. Th~y have generally a n.ormal baby at the first delivery; 

the second dehvery HI either forceps or cramotomy, and the third or second 
is caesarian. 

Q. Is osteo-n:wJ~da more common amongst girls who begin maternity 
at 14 or 15, or IS It more common amongst mothers who begin at 16 or 17P 

A. We have got cases at all ages. It is sooner amongst girls who begin 
pregnancy early. 

Q. With regard to .the gynocological co~ditions do you find any special 
trouble as a result either of early cohabitation or early maternity p 
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A. I had recently a case of a girl of 14. The delivery was normal, 
hut the perineum was badly lacerated, and there was a complete tear down 
involving the Sphincter Ani. I think that is due to early maternity. 
The girl was a Dhoby's daughter, and there was a very bad tear. 

Q. Do you think the tenrs are worse in these young mothers? 
&A. I think so. 
Q. "\Ve have been told that the parts are elastic and therefore there is 

no difficulty in these early pregnancies. Do you think so? 
A. I have not had very many cases like that, but I have seen a few 

cases where there were bad tears. 
Q. ls there a great liability to abortion in these young mothers? 
A. I cannot say it is specially so in young mothers. It is also found 

m old mothers. 
Q. Do you think that young mothers are more liable? 
A. It is so common here; I cannot say what it is exactly due to. 
Q. What would you put that to? Is that due to any special disease? 
A. Of course more than 50 per cent. of the abortions are due to 

venereal infections. 
Q. Do you notice that the results of venereal infection are harder on 

the young mothers than on old mothers? Do you think there is any special 
trouble? 

A. I cannot say that I have come across any special difficulty. 
Q. What about the babies of these young mothers? Are they all right? 
A. They are quite good; though the mother is not always so healthy as 

the babies. . · 
Q. What about the vitality? Do you think if a girl is properly nourish

eo there will be any special difficulty? 
A. It tells upon a young mother more than it does on an older mother. 

The young mothers become old women by 30. 
Q. Do you not think that it might be due to repeated pregnancies? 
.A. Yes. 
Q. Have you noticed any cases in which a woman has become sterile 

after th,e first child-birth? 
A. One child sterility is very common here. 
Q. Do you think it_ is commoner amongst young mothers? 

A. One child sterility is due to sepsis. 

Q. Do you think that ;"~'onng mothers stand sepsis fairly well or do 
they SllCCiimb? 

A. They do not succumb. They recover, but become sterile.-
Q. Have you been long enough in any of the cities to notice the develop

ment of children? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you met cases in which there was mE>ntal trouble as a result of 

early consummation? 
A. I have not. 
Q, Or as a result of first cohabitation? 

1.4.. No. 
Jlrs. N ehn1: Can you tell the age of the youngest mothE>r you have come 

across? 
A. I came across a mother at 14 only thrE>e months baC'k. 
Q. In Cawnpore, Qnetta. Calcutta and Allahabad, when• of all the9e 

T>lacE>s you saw the youngest motherP 
!A. 14 is about the. youngest I have come across. 
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Q. Have you had many cases of 14? 
A. No; not many. 
Q. What are the class of patients who come to your hospital here as 

1\·ell as in other places P 
A. In Quetta I had l\luhammadans from respectable families.· I bad 

Pathans, Afghans and Baluchis. 
Q. What class of people go to your hospital in other places? 
.1.. We get both high and middle class people. We do not treat 

prostitutes. 
Q. Have you noticed any difference in the age of puberty in the different 

da~ses or castes? · 
A. Due to climate it is sometimes 12 to 13 in some places and 13 to 14 

in others. In Calcutta it is 13 to 14. 
Q. Have you noticed any difference between Caicutta and here? 
A. I was only 6 months in Calcutta and I have had no time to notice 

much. 
Q. Do you think that later deliveries are more ·difficult? 
A. Supposing a girl is married young, the first child will generally bt. 

a normal baby. The next delivery is difficult. In the third case the 
child has to be destroyed. That is so in cases in which osteo-malacia. . 
develops. There is a lot of it in this province. . 

Q. Do you think that if the duty of reporting cases where maternity 
comes on before the prescribed age is fixed upon the doctors they will be 
able to fulfil it? 

A. I do not think so. 

Q. What do you think will be their difficulty? 

:.1. They will get into bad odour with the patients. 

Q. Supposing the reporting is co~dentialP 

A. I have not had much private practice myself, but I think we will 
be up against a lot of difficulties. 

Q. Do you think 16 complete would be a safe age for a girl to be a 
mother? You have suggested 18 as an ideal. 

A. 16 will be safe. 

Jlr. Jlifra: Do you think that the age of puberty varies with the differ-
ence in climate P 

A .• Yes; in colder climates it is later. 
Q. Does it differ with vegetarian and non-vegetarian diet? 
A .. I have not noticed it. 
Q. Have you found cases of child-birth before 14? 
A. I have come across maternity at 13, but I did not deliver the girl. 
Mr. 11/wrgara: Do you think maternity cases at 14 have been very few? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do ~·ou think children of mothers at an advanced age, say 25 or 30 

are lietter than those born to the same mother at 16 or 17? 
.4. Yes; I think they are better. 
Q. Intellectually as well as physically? 
A .. Yes. 

Q. You say that the ideal age for cohabitation would be 18 but in 
India a vil"! of 16 would be competent to 'rrive an intelli"ent 'con~ent 
Are. you of opinio!l-leaving aside marital reGtions-that th~ age ~ight 
be JIJ('Ten<>ed to 18 1f the <"onnedions are with a stranger? 

A .. The ideal would be 18, hut for India I think it can be 16. 
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Q. As against tempters and seducers do you not think that a girl requires 
protection for a longer period than 16 P 

A. Yes; it can be 18. 
Mr. Muhammad Yakub: Do .all the mothers at 14 receive injury during 

ckild-birth P 
A. I have seen only one case. 
Q. At 15? 
A. We do not get many such cases in the hospitals. They are attended 

to outside the hospital by the midwives. Only cases which are considered 
hopeless come to the hospital. 

Oral Evidence of Dr. R. N. BANERJI, Honorary Secretary, Child 
Welfare Centre, Allahabad. 

(Allahabad, 14th January 1929.) 

Mrs. Beadon: Are you a private practitioner? 
A. Yes. I was also the Secretary of the l\Iedical Association for the 

last ten years. 
Q. Have you been taking up maternity cases? 
A. In this side I haven't been taking up maternity cases but I have 

to do a fair amount of gynecological work. 
Q. Do you find young girls under 15 coming up for gynecological com-

plaints? 1 

A. Yes. 
Q. Are they mostly married girls? 
A. Yes. They come for menstrual disorders. 
Q. How many women come to see you in a month? 
A .. 200.' 
Q. Of these 200 how many would be girls under 15? 
A. 25. ~ 

Q. Of these 25 how many girls come for gynecological complaints? 
A. 4 or 5 per cent. 
Q. In your experience have you found the girls of 14 and 15 giving 

the history of maternity or do they give the history of early consumma
tion? 

A. They give the history of maternity. 
Q. When do the troubles arise P 
A. The troubles arise after the child-birth. 
Q. Have you seen their children? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What do you think of their children? 

ct. They are quite healthy. 

Q. Do you think that early maternity is an evil or do you think 
that it is good P 

A. Early maternity upto the age of 15 is an evil. 

Q. Don't you think that the children are bad? 

A. The children are all right but it is an evil to the mother. 

Q. Do you think th11t there is any difference in the development of 
these children? ~ 
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A. Personally I have seen these children for a pretty long time as a 
family doctor. I think the children are quite healthy and all right. The 
real difficulty arises where there are too many children. 

Chairman: Do you not find any difference between the children born to 
a girl who starts motherhood at 18 and the children born to a girl who 
iitarts motherhood at 14 or below 14 P i 

A. Take a group of mothers who are having late maternity and another 
group of mothers who are having early maternity as stated above. Then 
_you will find in both cases that there is not much difference in the children 
physically. 

Q. Do you think that there is a fairly large amount of pre-puberty 
-consummations? 

A. Leaving aside infant marriages, I think in towns the people marry 
their girls late. 

Q. Do you mean to say that the majority of the people marry early? 
A. They may marry their girls early but the gaona ceremony takes place 

-only after the menstruation. J 
Q. Are you talking of the higher classes or the lower classes P 
A. I am talking of the town population. 
Q. When you say that you don't find much difference between a mother 

-of 14 and 18, why do you call this an evil at all? 
A. I call it an evil at 14 because the mother is not developed at that 

time physically. · 
Q. You don't think that would happen to a girl of 18? 
A. The development is reached at this age. 
Mra. Nehru: Do you think that the age of consent la.w is known to the 

people? 
A. The average man in the street does not know very much about it. 
Q. Do the educated people kndw it?. 
A. I never heard them talking about it. , 
Q. Do you think that it has had no effect? 
A. I think so. \ 
Q. Do you think it is desirable to stop early marriages by legislation? 
A. It would be very desirable now if early marriages were stopped 

'by legislation, if it were possible, because it will give the mothers a chance. 

Q. Why do you say if it were possible. What are the difficulties that 
·you are thinking of P l 

A. The difficulties in a matter like this are these. It is not possi~ to 
-override the customs and manners. Personally I think a campaign of 
social education will do much better. You may legislate and that is one 
thing, but it will be very difficult to carry out that legislation. You ca!l:.tot 
-punish everybody. , 

Q. If there is a marriage law, what age would you recommend as the 
'Illinimum age of marriage? 

A. I personally as a medical man would pul it at 16. 
Q. What age would you recommend from a practical point of viewll 
A. 15. 
Q. Do you think at present the age of consent law is broken in a very 

Jarge number of cases? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But you say that consummation takes place mostly after puberty . 
. A. Yes. 
Q. So according to you puberty must be earlier than complete 13 . 

. A. Yes. 
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Q. Does the consummation of marriage vary amongst different <:lasses 
or communities? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Can you say amongst whom it is early and amongst whom it is late? 
.4. I can speak of Bengalis where in certain communities they are 

a-trict about it and in others they are not but in other castes like the 
Khatris and others there is not so much early consummation of marriage. 
They marry their girls at a late age. 

Q. Can yon give any reason why inspite of their education amongst 
the Bengalis, the age of consummation is so low? 

A. It is on account of certain customs which are time-honoured things. 
Q. But don't you think that some other people have got out of those 

customs? 
A .• The educated Bengalis have got out of those customs. 
Q. Amongst the Bengalis is dwiragaman invariably observed? 
A .. It is invariably observed in one form, and that is when the girl 

finally goes to live in her husband's house then the< dwiragaman ceremony is 
observed. 

Q. What period elapses between the marriage and the •lwiragaman 
ceremony? 

.4.. From six months to two years. 
Q. Is it getting out of vogue gradually? 
A. Yes. 
J/ r. Bhargava: About your child welfare centre, will you tell me when 

'this institution was started ! 
A. In 1923. 
Q. Do you have any annual show? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you find any difference in the state of babies? 
.4 .. The child welfare centre is supposed to attend to the mothers at 

I he time of confinement and to attend to the children when they are 
sick upto the age of 1 year. There has not been much effect on the 
physique of the children but the infant mortality has been very much 
reduced. 

Q. Does your institution get any aid from GovernmentP 

A. Yes. We get Rs. 4,000 per year. 

Q. Does your institution train Dais? 

A. Till- last year our institution was training dais but from this year 
the local maternity work is left with. us. 

Q. What kind of mothers come there? 

.4 .• Poor class mothers come. 

Q. Do you get mothers l>elow 16? 

A. Generally mothers of the age of 14 to 3.5 come. 

]Jr. M. Yakub: Is the first du1d more healthy than the sub•equent 
children or pice 1-'ersli? 

A .. One medi<:'al opinion is that the second <:'hild is always the smartest 
and the best whereas the first child is not so. and still there are so many 
fadors say the food conditions, the e<:'onomic condition of parents and 
so on for deciding this point. 

0. Is it a fad that the more a girl arlvan<'e~ in nge thE' m0rt> tht> 
~hildrE'n are healthier? 

A. I cannot say that. 
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Mr. Kanhaiya wl: Can you tell us whether the weight of .babies .of 
girl mothers of 13, U or 15 is below the normal as compared w1th bab1e~ 
of mothers of a higher age? 

A. ~Iy opinion is that babies are healthy from the weight point of 
view and size too as babies of older mothers. 

Q. 'What is the safe age that you would recommend for consumma. 
tion of marriage? 

:l. 15. 
Q. There is a t:omplaint that these marital cases or breaches of the 

con-<ent law 1we not brought b light. Can you suggest any measures for 
bringing these cases to light. Can 1nedical men and women help us by report
ing these cases confidentially? . 

A. I don't think so because it will he a breach of confidence. 

Q. Supposing there is a rule, will they report thenP 

,L We are not bound to report. I personally think that even if the 
law is there, it will be yery difficult for the medical ma,n to report. Nobody 
p,·ill come to him if he were to undertake this work. 

(j. Can you suggest any other measures for bringing these cases to light? 

A .. I haven't thought of any and it is very difficult to suggest off-hand. 

Q. Do you think that your medical association will be able to help 
1tS in this matter? 

.1. We ean consider this matter but I cannot tell you that we can 
gh·c ~ou any pmctical or effective help in the matter. As a matter of 
fact the real thing is that you should educate the people and tell. them 
what are the evils of early marriage and early consummation and about 
other things. 'Ve will carry on a social propaganda work but not a 
.detective work. 

Written Statement, dated the 31st July 1928, of Mahamahopadhayaya 
Dr. GANGANATHA JHA, M.A., D.Lit., LL.D., Vice-Chancellor, 
Allahabad University. 

1. Not among "the people"; but there is a certain amount of manu
factured dissatisfaction among the so-called " advanced" people. 

2. At the very outset I may say that I confine my opinions to the case 
of married couples. I have always felt that it is not only wrong but also 
futile for the legislature, or even the State, to interfere in the matter of 
soPial or soPio-religious customs. I remember the agitation in connection 
with a similar bill during the Viceroyalty of Lord Lansdowne. There has 
been absolutely no difference resulting from that enactment. · If there is a 
tendency among the people against the practice of early consummation 
of maniage it is the result of their own inner consciousness of its unhealthy 
-t>ffects. I am quite sure, apart from the students of the Penal Code, not 
one man in a thousand knows anything about the present law on the 
suhjP('t and ~et it ('annot be denied that there is growing a slow but 
·steady opinion against the practice. The proposed legislation will also 
llaYe no effect, except that the litigious instincts of the people and the 
lwtred between class and dass and men and men have grown BO strong 
that there may result a certain amount of trouble by complaints, real 
or false, made h:v the people against one another. The greater the pub
lic>ity given to the proposal and the consequent agitation the ~rea.ter the 
chnn('es of such frivolous complaints. M:v opinion therefore would be that 
th.•1'e is nothing to ju,..tifv the propDRed enactment. It will be futile· it 
rnny he mi"Chievous. ' 
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3. No. As already stated there has been no change. 
4. On economic and also to a certain extent on hygienic grounds ma.rriaga 

is being put off now to, not beyond 13, but certainly beyond 1.0 or 11. 
" Public opinion " there is none in the matter, exc~pt among a very limited 
number of people. 

5. Between 12th and the 13th year. 
6. Soon after puberty. I don't think cases come to court. 

- 7. The motive behind early consummation is in the main purely reli
gious. The old Hindus wished to have as many sons as possible and there
fore did not like to miss a single chance. That is how the practice started 
and the law-givers made it 11. very severe offence to miss a single chance. 
Even now the religious motive is patent. The penalty for missing such 
chances is heavy. .It is said to be a grave offence for a Hindu, almost as 
grave as a murder. If one were not to try his best to beget children there 
would be no justification for his marrying at all ;-the begetting of 
sons being the sole purpose of marriage. 

8. Yes; generally it is performed immediately after puberty. 
9. Medical authorities, even ancient Hindu ones, do not encourage such 

consummation on physical grounds. The ancient Hindu physicians have 
declared that a child born of a mother before 16 and father .before 25 
is bound to be short-lived. 

10. This would depend upon the environment in which the girl has 
been brought up. 

12. As a layman I do not think early consummation is conducive to
maternal mortality or infantile mortality either, except in so far as might 
be due to the inexperience of the girl-mothers. 

13. As I have already said before, there is no public opinion in the 
matter among the people in general. They do not know of even the 
existing law and the little public opinion that there i3 against such 
interference in socio-religious m~tters. 

14. Yes; but the opinion is slowly and steadily growing towards the 
postponement of consummation. J 

15. So long as the system of the registration of births and deaths is 
not perfec-Ged there will always be. difficulties in determining the age of 
girls or even of boys. This difficulty is aggravated by the fact that the 
physical development of girls in proportion of their age varies in various 
<'ommunities. · 

16. No; for reasons stated above. 

17. Certainly; because in the case of marital offences there is the reli
gious motive behind the act which should minimise the gravity of the 
offenc€1. In either case the punishment should be deterrent and· in extra
m-arital cases I would put the age of consent at the attainment of majority 
by the girls which I suppose is 18 years. 

18. In the interests of respectable families marital offences should be 
tried in camera and the punishment should always be in the shape of a 
fine; whereas in the case of ~xtra-marital incidences the trial and the punish,_ 
ment should be made as . deterrent as possible. 

19. In the case of marital offences I would suggest that action be 
taken only on the complaint of the girl's parents and it should not be
what is called cognizable by the police on their own account. 

20. The two cannot be separated. The opinion against a higher age 
for marriage is based upon the same religious injunction that lays down 
the necessity of taking advantage of every chance for the beg£tting of a 
child. That is the reason why post-puberty marriages are opposed to
Hindu religious injunctions. The two are so inter-related that in th~ 
matter of legislation they cannot be separated. 
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21. As I have already said the strengthening of the Penal Law wm 
never succeed in securing the object in view; its only result will be some 
trouble brought upon the people by frivolous complaints made by their 
neighbours. Social reform, and all the more, socio-religious reform, can 
be really successful only by means of education and social propaganda, 
not by means of legislation or compulsion of any kind. 

Oral Evidence of Mahamahopadbayaya Dr. GANGANATHA JHA, 
M.A., D.Llt., LL.D., Yice-Chancellor, Allahabad University~ 
Allahabad. 

(Allahabad, 15th January 1929.) 

Chairman: Are you the Vice-Chancellor of the. Allahabad University? 
A. Yes, I ha>e been the Vice-Chancellor for tM last six years. 
Q. Were you the principal of the Sanskrit Coll~ge, Benares, before? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that opinwn is slowly and steadily growing towards 

postponement of consummation P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that this is on account of the realization or con

sciousness of the evil effects of early consummation P 
A. It is very difficult to speak of the causes that are ,tending towards 

it. I think people are getting conscious of the evils of early maternity. 
Q. 16 and 25 are given by you as the opinion of old medical autho

rities. Would you consider this as binding on the Hindu society to-day 
or not? 

.4. Certainly it is binding, but I would like to lower the age of the 
man. 

Q. Would you keep 16 for the girl for garbadhan? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What age would you fix for boys P 
A. Between 20 and 25. 
Q. But don't you think that to-day Brahmmacharya is le~s usential 

than it was in the medieval times . 
. 4. It is more essential now. 

Q. Are you of opinion that there are religious texts enjoining marriage
before puberty and consummation soon after puberty? 

d. Yes. 

Q. Do you mean to say that probably the motive behind that is to 
have progeny at any cost? i 

.4. Yes, that is the object of the injunctions. 

Q. Are you aware of the fact that to-day people would rather have 
as few progenies as possible and not have many children P 

A .• I don't know if that is the tendency throughout the country. 
Amongst the educated people there is that tendency but I am speaking 
here as a villager pure and simple. In the villages I don't think that 
there is any such tendency. Whether they have anything to eat or not 
they want children. 

Q. Don't you think that the economic conditions come in the way of 
the people? 

.4. Perhaps amongst the educated people that feeling has come in bn' 
not amongst the uneducated people or amongst the villagers.· 
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Q. Are you aware of the text which lays down a prayaschittw for a 
girl attaining puberty before marriage? 

A .. Yes, there are very many texts. 
Q. Do you think that therE• is a prayaschitta for a husband not going 

w his wife during the menstrual period? 
A .. There are texts to that effect. 
Q. Do :you think that if the prayaschitta is performed the sin dis

appears? 
A. The whole question is in the efficacy of the prayaschitta. The autho

rities are divided. Some say that the sin is washed off and others say 
it is not so. There is a difference of opinion on the point as to what 
.are the effects of the prayaschitta. 

Q. May I understand that yon recommend social propaganda and no 
legislation for attaining the ideal laid down by Ayurveda? 

A .. Yes. Wben I make this assertion I have the villages in view. 
Q. Will you give us details of those conditions which make you say 

like that? 
A. In the first place especially in all the higher orders of society it 

is practically impossible to determine the age of the girl. Secondly if 
you have a penal legislation it will either have to remain a dead letter 
as the present age of consent law is; or if it is made at all effective; it 
will lead to a lot of harassment and mischief. Thirdly there is H.e question 
.of agency of prosecution. Who is to prosecute in the villages? 

Q. As to prosecution I would mention what has been suggested hy 
other witnesse~ that the marriage is to be recorded by the same authority 
-who registers the births and on finding that the age has been exC'eeded, 
the authority will make a report direct to the magistrate who will make 
:t preliminary enquiry before issuing a summons. 

A .. That pre-supposes that there ~>hould be a perfect birth registration 
.nnd marriage registration. 

Q. Don't you think that it is so? 
.4.. I don't know how many years it will take to obtain that. 
Q. Supposing if that was accomplished, "l•till not one difficulty disappear? 
.4. Yes. 
Q. As ;egards the reporting agency what do you say? 
A.. :My own opinion is who is to be held responsible? It will be very 

difficult to secure a headman who would be suitable and who would be 
relied upon as a prosecutor. · 

Q. What is your fourth difficulty? 
A .. The fourth difficulty is that this reform by legislation will not be 

so effective as reform by propaganda and other movements. In our com
munity in Bihar, the Maharajah of Darbhanga is the head. Our com
munity is a limited community. There are only 1,000 male persons and 
no marriage can be performed without his written permission. We are 
called the Shrotriyas amongst the ::\Iaithil Brahmins. The l\Iaharaiah has 
laid down a rule. of course with our consent. that 16 is the marriageable 
age limit for boys and 7 or 8 for girls and he }Jas nominated 3 persons 
in every village to certify age. Even then with this low limit there are 
all sorts of subterfuges everywhere, so if you legislate about this matter 
it will lead to a lot of troubles. 

Q. Do you mean to say that efforts at determining the age made by 
the Maharajah of Darbhanga have been so far more or less fruitless? 

.4. The_v have not been fruitless but the system has been effective only 
because the community is so very limited. Wben it is a question of a 
large communit:v, the difficulties will be greater. We live within an area 
of 10 or 15 miles and every one knows the other, and there is not much 
room for fraud. 
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Q. Will the bame objections apply to towns? 
A. Not to the same extent Lecause in the towns I find that there is 

some ~ystem of registration of births. In the towns the registration is 
Letter, and the s;ystem in force does not require much reformation. 

Q. Do you think that the rules of Hindu law apply to Dwijas only or 
to Sh udras also? . 

A. There is one thing with regard to the Hindu Law. The texts them-· 
selves differ so much that it is very difficult to reconcile them all and it 
is no wounder that was so because they were laid down at long intervals 
of timts. : 

Q. Do you think that they were laid down for different times? 
.4. Yes. 
Q. You don't believe that alLwere written down at the same time? 
A. No. I say that there has been a regular evolution of the Hindu law. 
Q. So far as the Smritis are concerned, are you of opinion that they 

have been changed from time to time? · 
A. l'es. Till the time there was the Hindu ·Brahmin pow~r, Hindu 

law has been undergoing a change; but as soon as the Brahmins ceased 
to be in power further changes didn't take place. Otherwise there would 
have been constant changes. All the latest changes were introduced by the 
Nibandha writers. Their opinions are at times in variance with several 
texts. 

Q. Have you any idea as to any instance in the vedic period showing 
the age at which marriages used to take place? 

A. I cannot think of any, but I think from the rituals and other 
things that the girl was of such an age that she could understand the 
mHming of the mantras and the Saptapathi. In other words they show 
that the gil'l should be of a mature age to be able to understand the 
meaning of the mantras and their import. 

Q. Have you come across anp' Vedic authority which shows or from 
which strong inferences can be drawn that there were in those times 
post-puberty marriagesf 1 

A. There may have been one or two . cases but they cannot lead to 
any inference. 

Q. Don't you know that Pandits now rely on these few instances and 
say that po~t-puberty marriage was the rule in vedie timesP 

A. Yes. 
Q. But as you say, the interpretation differs and the inferences are 

too small for drawing any conclusion . 
. 4. Yes. • 
Q. Do yon think that the law of the Age of Consent upto 13 is broken 

in a good many instances in this part of the country? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does consummation take place immediately after pubertyP 
.{. Even before puberty consummation takes place, in Bengal and Bihar. 

I don't know the conditions in United Provinces. 
Q. h it amongst the Maithil Brahmins that pre-puberty consumma. 

tion takes place? 1' · 
.4. Yes. Tn the middle classes gradually the marriage age of the girl 

is heing raised. Now the marriages before 10 are very rare. 
Q. What about the lower classes? 
.4. lfarriages take place at an early age amongst them nominaliy but 

they don't consummate them soon. In our parts the lower class girls 
are not sent hefore puberty. They don't send their girls before they are 
16 or 17. 

Q. Do you know of any community where consummation takes place 
necessarily after 17 or 18? 1 
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A. In Bihar the lower classes always do that. 
Mrs. Nehru: Do you believe in the sanctity of pre-puberty marriages? 
A .. If we have any regard for the shastras, the religious ceremonies 

should be performed before puberty but I do not. mean that consumma
tion should immediately follow. 

Q. Do you believe that early consummation or early motherhood is an 
evil? 

A. I am not sure whether early motherhood is an evil because I don't 
think that question has been sufficiently impartially investigated. Of course 
this child mortality is sometimes attributed to early consummation but 
I don't think that anybody has yet investigated as to the percentage of 
this infant mortality. We do not know how many infants die in classes 
where there is no early marriage or early c_onsummation. 

Q. Even if you are of opinion that the progeny does not suffer, 
do you think the mothers remain healthy? 

A. Yes; I am afraid what brings down the women is the large number 
of children they have got to bear. I think it is more often the later 
children that cause injury to the mother than the earlier children. 

Mr. Yakub: What about the children who you say were born at 12 
and 14? Do they live their natural life? 

A. Yes; they live as long as their parents live. 
Mrs. Nehru: Do you believe that early marriage interferes with the 

education of the boys? 
A. Yes; it does. 
Q. Would you like to stop early marriage on account of that? 
A. Yes; I would not like boys to be married before 20 or 22. 
Q . . And girls? 
A .. 12. Manu has fixed 12 for girls and 30 for boys. The rest I would 

like to secure by means of propaganda. 
Q. Do you not think that we have been doing propaganda work for 

the last so many years and it has not been effective? 
A, I do not think there has been any propaganda work worth the name. 

You have been simply delivering leotures. 
Q. Then what are the measures which you would suggest? 
A. It is 'very difficult. But what I meant was that in order to get 

at the real thing, you must work with the people and try to ingratiate 
yourself with the people. On the other hand the propaganda that is now 
being done is being done with a superior spirit on the part of the people 
who do it. They seem to assume that their listeners are an fools, and 
that they should do things in the way in which the propagandists want 
them to do. I do not think that that sort of thing will appeal to peopl& 
in any walk of life. You have to work with them. 

Q. Has the progress so far made towards late. marriages been satis
factory? 

A. It is not yet satisfactory. But there is a tendency towards it. If 
it goes on that way in course of time it will become satisfactory. These 
things take time to take root. It is only when they have taken root 
that the effects are permanent; a forced growth is never healthy. 

Q. How many years do you think it will take? 
A. In a country like ours it is difficult to say. It may take 50 o~; 

even 100 years. 
Q. If social legislation is resorted to for facilitating or advancing the 

rate of progress, have you any objection? 
A. My fear is that social legislation will retard rather than fadlitaw 

progress. 
Q. WhyP 
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A. It will create a feeling against this sort of reform. 
Q. Can you give us any instances in which social legislation has pro

duced bad result? 
A. For instance there was no outspoken opposition against the raising 

of the age, but now there is a strong propaganda in the country against it i' 
Q. Do you think if propaganda is carried on intensely and severely it 

will not give rise to a counter-propaganda i' 
A. It will have an educative effect which legislation will not have. 
Q. But at the same time you say that legislation will give effect to 

counter-propaganda. How will it do soP 
A. It will give rise to a rebellious spirit. People will say "Here are 

new-fangled people going to assert their power against our time-cherished 
notions and religion ". It will arouse this sort of rebellious spirit. 

Q. If the majority of people believe in the sanctity of pre-puberty 
marriages and EIRrly consummations it will be so. But if the majority 
do not believe in it what will happen? 

A. Then they will neither need propagancla nor legislation. 
Q. Do you not think that for the minority there may be need for legis

lation even if the minority opposes it. If there is a majority of people 
in the country who are against social legislation then perhaps it would be 
difficult to pradise it or there will be this spirit of resistance which you 
are talking about. But if there are only a . few people, do you not 
think that this spirit will die a natural death? 

A. You are putting in an i/, but that is a big "if"· We do not yet 
know what the vielw of the majority is. 

Q. Can you suggest any definite means of making propaganda which 
you think would be successful in rooting out this evil i' 

A. You will have to bring home to the people the evil effects of early 
marriage. 

Q. I think wE• have been doing that sort of propaganda for a very 
long time from the time of Raja Ram 1\:lohan Roy and others. 

A. But you have been doing it only in the cities. 
Q. In the cities do you think the result has been successful? 
A. 1\Iore successful than elsewhere. 
Q. Has the result been satisfactory P 
A. These habits of the people have been there for thousands of &-ears, 

and you cannot eradicate or alter these practices in a hundred years' time. 
Q. Do you think we should wait till things take their own course? 

A. You have to wait if you want the reform to be real. 

Mr. Mitra: Do you really wish that consummation should take place 
when the girls at~ain their 16th year P 

A. That might be from th€1 medical point of view. But I would put 
marriage• at 12, and would suggest that Goana should be postponed till 
the 14th year. Consummation might take place in the 14th or 15th year. 

Q. Do you not think it will go against the texts? Do you not think 
there is a large class of people who believe in the Shastras and say that 
consummation should take place immediately after puberty P 

A. I suggest a compromise between the medical and legal authorities. 

Q. Do you not think that there are men who sincerely believe in the 
Shastras? 

A. Yes; I sec that difficulty. 
Q. Do you think there should be exemptions in those cases if a mar

riage Ia w ·is enacted? 
A. Something will have to be done in order to bring the two together. 
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Chairman: Can you suggest any method by which pre-puberty marriages 
might be allowed, and yet consummation till the desired age, say 1-5 or 
16, can be postponed? 

A .. In most communities the girl is not sent to the house of the husband 
at the time of marriage. 

Q. On that there is a difference of opinion. There has been abundance 
of evidence to show that girls are married at 12 or 13, and immediately 
after marriage the Goana ceremony is performed and the girls are sent 
to thelir husbands. 

A .. The practiC"e now-a-days is that Goana is performed soon after 
puberty and the girls are sent. 

Q. Therefore Garbhadhan does not extend beyond 13? 
A .. No. 
Q. Do you think there is any method by which we can achieve our 

object, except by postponing marriage? 
A .. Yes; but marriage legislation will be repugnant to the feelings of 

most people. The• Goana ceremony might be postponed, hut even for that 
I would rely on propaganda. 

· M1·. Jlitra: If 12 is fixed as the minimum age of marriage would that 
be acceptable to the Hindus? · 

A .. I had :Manu's text in view when I spoke of 12, but I realise that 
that there• are many parts of the country where puberty takes place 
before 12. : 

· Q. But do not the people think that marriages should take place 
before puberty whatever the age might be? 

.4. I had this also in view, name·ly, that 12 is the normal age at which 
puberty takes place. 

Q. l\lay we take it that if the age is fixed at 12 there will be no oppo
~ition? 

A. Even if it is fixed at 12, my general objection remains. But apart 
from that I do not think the opposition would be so great if you fix the 
age at 12. 

Q . .Are you on principle opposed to legislation on social matters? 
A. Yes; also on account of the practical difficulties. 
Q. Eve~ if it is expedient, would you oppose it on principle•? 
.4. Yes; the principle on which I would oppose it is that our legis

lators have not so far been in sympathy with the genera] community. I 
think they are far in advance of the people. 

Q. Supposing there is no interference by the State, but legislation is 
undertaken by your own representatives? 

.4. Yes; if they are my own representatives; but it is difficult to get 
my own representatives. ' 

Q. Supposing you send representatives to a Dharma Sabha of your 
own and they make the change? 

.4. I am disgusted with these Sabhas. I do not have much faith in these 
Sabhas and counter Sabhas. 

Q. Is there any way by which we can have legislation? The .ancient 
texts are hy themse-IYes a kind of legislation. Can you have such a thing 
now? 

A .. You can haYe any amount of Sabhas and opinions but the sanc
tion hehind them must always be the sanction of the Stat~. Otherwise it 
cannot. be put into force. The~e- are two Sabhas and they have passed 
resolutiOns. The Sabhas have d1sappeared and there is not much gain. 

Q. Do you tl1ink we cannot comtitute a bodv that can supplv us with 
sufficient sanction? · ' 

.4. Jn tl1e present state; of the country there is nol)ody which can- do it. 
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Q. You say tnat there is a certain amount of manufactured dissatis
faction amongst the so-called advanced people. What do you think is the 
motive behind this r 

.4. Since th€• ad\·ent of English education it has been considered fashion
able to decry all our institutions and to say that everything Indian is 
Lad and everything non-Indian is good. I am afraid that is at the root 
of all this dissatisfaction. Of course there are more honest people coming 
up now. 

Q. In paragraph 4 you say that mat-riage is being put off on account 
of economic as well as hygienic conditions. How is marriage put off 
(In account of hygienic {)onditions? 

:1. I think it must he a mistake. I remember I referred to it in con
nection with infantile mortality. 

Q. You say that the object of marriage is to have children. If you 
find that medical authorities are of opinion that if girls are married 
at a sufficiently advanced age there is a great~r chance of their producing 
a larger number of children, will you not be recommending people to 
marry late so that the real purport of the Shas~ras might be fulfilled? 

A. I would pet·sonally recommend consummation not before 15 or 16. 
Q. You say that punishment should always be in the shape of fine-. 

Do you think that even if the girl. is below 12 and the result has been 
grave injury to the girl, even then the punishment should be fine only? 

.4.. At the very ontset I would not penalise anything at all. I am against 
an.v legislation on this matter, but if there should be legislation then the 
pnni.>hment should be in the way of fine only. I do not think that in 
~uch cases the husband should be sent to prison. 

Q. Snpp''~ing' the girl i~ below 12 nnd it rel"lllt>'< in personnl violence? 
.4 .• Fine the culprit heavily. 
Q. Jt will he a hardship only on the poor pe~ple, and it will not affect 

the rich people at all. 
A .. It is not hardship we are considering, but punishment. 

Q. Will you make any distinction between girls over 12 and below 12? 
A. I think it may be in the amount of fine. 
llf.r. Shah Nawaz: Do you feel thai! early marriage at 11 or 12 and 

t:~arly consummation at 12 and 13 is an evil? 
A. I am not prepared to assert that. It may or may not be. 
Q. Do· you know that the Shastras say that a girl need not marry 

unlfss and until she finds a suitable husband? 
.4. The general trend of the Shastras is that the girl has not much 

choice in the matter. 
Q. Do yo11 know the text which says that the girl need not marry unless 

and until she finds a proper husband? 
.4.. The Hindu Shastras are so very immense, and there are many solitary 

text~ like this, and if there .is such a statement it must be a ver'l" rare 
statement. The general rule is that the father is to marry the girl, 
and the girl has not much choice in the marriage. It is only after puberty 
if th£' father does not find H suitable husband for her that the girl should 
exercise her own rhoire and find her own husband. 

Q. Do you not consider this a suitable authority? 

.-1. That may he regarded in case the father has failed to marry her 
after puberty. It is only then that the girl is permitted to exercise 
her choire. The two texts should be read together. 

Q. Is it not the Rpirit of the Shastras that the boy or the girl should 
not marry unless and until a suitable husband or wife can be found? 

.4.. In the Rhastras tliere are qualifications laid down for the bride and 
thE' bridegroom and the choice should be made accordingly. 
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Q. What do you mean by a proper wife? Is it not proper that the 
child wife should be able to read and write? 

A. It is not amongst the qualifications of the girl. 
Q. Should she not look after the household affair!!? 
A. It is difficult to say anything off-hand with regard to the Hindu 

texts; but I do not think it is one of the necessary qualifications. 
Q. Do you not think that she should be. fit for consummation and mater

nityF 
.4. Not at the time of marriage. For the age of consent puberty is 

the limit in the Shastras. 
Q. Is it not a fact that you are against legislation in these matters 

because it is a social affair? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is taking cocaine or drinking a social affair? 
.1. Yes. 
Q. Then why am I run in for possessing cocaine? 
A. You are run in for possessing cocaine because you may be doing 

harm to others. 
'{J. And smoking? ' 
A. Yes; it does harm to children. 
Q~ Supposing you find that early marriage and early maternity do harm? 
A. It is only a question of supposition. 

Q. Are you of opinion that soon after puberty consummation does not 
do any harm. Supposing we do find that it is an evil, do you not think 
that the State must prevent social inequality and social injustice P 

A. Yes; the State must prevent it if it can, but not prevent it and 
create fresh difficulties. That is my main objection. 

Q. Has the State got power to prevent social injustice? 

A. It has got power; but the question is whether it would be wise, in 
the present conditions of India, to exercise that power. 

Q. Are the Shastraic injunctions imperative or recommendatory? 

A. So far ,as pr&-puberty marriages are concerned, they are obligatory. 

Q. How do you find whether a certain injunction is imperative or 
not. I :find that the injunctions with regard to pr&-puberty marr-iages and 
consummation of marriage after puberty are similarly worded? 

.4. Both are mandatory; pre-puberty marriages as well as post-puberty 
consummation. • 

Q. Do you not think that marriages are consummated in this part of 
the country before 16 years? • 

A. Yes; in this part of the country they are. 
Q. ·Are you aware that many people are of the opinion that cohabita

tion soon after puberty is not mandatory? 
A. It is mandatory, because it is said that if the injunction is trans-

gressed one goes to perdition. 
Q. What is the penalty? 
.4. It is a great sin. 
Q. Then why are you for social propaganda if you consider that these 

are mandatory? 
.4 .. I am for social propaganda because I am born in this age. 
Q. Do you think that these Shastras must be followed P 
A. I think in the present state of the country we cannot entirely break 

off from the Shastras. 
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Q. Has not the penal code broken the Sha.strasP 
A. Yes. 
Q. How have the people taken it? 
A. They will take any law, but with what effect it remains to be seen. 
Q. Do you not think that public opinion is in favour of legislation? 
A. I think it is not. 
Q. What about the Women Conferences that have been held all over 

the country P 
A. But by how many people have these conference3 been got up? I think 

the members of these conferences are as much representatives of the ladies 
in the country as the members of the legislature are repre~entatiV€s of the 
masses of the people. 

Q. Is it not the trend of the opinion of the educated classes at any 
rate that the age of consent should be raisedP 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is it not also the trend that pre-puberty marriages must be stoppedP 
A. It is only amongst the English educated classes. The Sanskrit edu. 

cated classes do not accept it and they do not subscribe to that view. 
Q. Do they take their stand on the Sha.stras? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do they reason it out? 
A. Yes; if you discuss with them they reason it out. 
Q. Do you not think that women should have a voice in the selection 

of their husbands? 
A. If they are grown up women, they must have. 
Q. Women generally? 
4.. If the girl is married befqre 12 she cannot have a voice. 
Q. Can you reconcile the Shastras with the present trend of opinion? 

A. I do not believe that it is the general trend that the women 
should have a voice. 

Mr. Bhargava: You say that there are certain people who from the 
various texts of the Vedas draw the conclusJon that post-puberty marriages 
were the rule. But you think that the material is not sufficient to 
warrant such a conclusion. May I know if there are any texts which 
would warrant a conclusion to the contrary, namely, that early marriages 
were the rule? 

A. I c.mnot say. If you talk of the Vedic period, that raises the 
question M to what is the Vedic period. If you include the Grihya Sutras 
also in the \·edic period it is different. If you restrict the period to 
the Vedic texts only it is another thing. 

Q. Can you find anything in the Vedic texts to warrant any conclusion? 

.4.. [ c::nnot say whether there are texts or not. 

(1. Do you tl1ink that the Grihya Sutras support early marriages? 

A. There are any number of pre.pubert.r marriages in the Smriti period. 

Q. Supposing the Grihya Sutras were the only material bffore you 
woulLI you say that the Grihya Sutras warrant early marriages? 

A. The Grihya Sutras pre-suppose sufficient education on the part of 
the girl to understand certain texts. 

Q. If you follow the Smritis the proper age of marriage is 8 to 12, 
and if yon take the Grihya Sutras into consideration and the statement 
that you ha'l"e made that the girl must be able to understand certain texts, 
am I right in saying that a girl of 8 to 12 years cannot understand 
the texts? 
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A. Of course a girl of 8 may not, but a girl of 12 may be able to under-
stand them. 

Q. Do you think that a boy will understand the texts? 
A .• The mantras that the girl has got -to recite are very simple. 
Q. So that it i,," your opinion that a girl of 12 can understand ''"hat 

it is to be a mother ? 
A .. The trend of the Grihya Sutras is that the girl must be able to. 

understand the .Mantras that she recites. 
Q. Does not that suppose that ordinarily she should be a mature girl? 
.4 .. If you are talking of the full implications, then even grown up 

women may not be able to understand them. 
Q. Is there anything to warrant the conclusion that a girl of 15 or 

16 can understand the full implications? 
A. There is nothing to warrant that conclusion one way or the other. 
Q. You are of opinion that when the paramount power was Hindu the 

Smritis were changing. If that is so may I know why you think there 
will be religious objection. The Smritis have been changing according to. 
the customs of the times. Then girls of 12 were giving birth to children. 

A. Why do you c!lnsider that a girl of 12 giving birth to children is an. 
evil? 

Q. Do you not think it is an evil? 

A. No; I do not think it is an evil. 

Q. Then why do you think there should be propaganda I' 
A. Supposing it is an evil, then I ·say that the corrective is only pro

paganda. It is a moot question to my mind whether motherhood at 12: 
is really the cause of all evils. 

Q. I do not say that it is the cause of all evils. If you regard it a& 
an evil sufficiently baa, would you agree with me that the very fact that 
there are mothers at 12 or 13 requires some remedy? 

A .• No; I am not prepared to go so far as that .• 

Q. Supposing all the medical witnesses that have appeared before this 
Committee think that if a girl becomes a mother bEfore 16 and mother
hood is followed by evil consequences to the mother as well as to the 
progeny, supposing this premise is agreed to, would you then agree that 
the time is ripe for a change to be brought about? 

A. If that premise is correct, of course! some effort should be made to 
remedy it. 

Q. Then I would like to know if within a definite distance of time you 
can visualise a state of things when by mere propaganda you will· be able 
to effect that? 

A. It can be effected by the consciousness of the people themselves. ThET& 
has been a change during the last 50 years. , 

Q. Previously when the paramount power was Hindu, the changes were 
brought about by the Smritis which were regarded as authoritative texts. 
It is not open to prepare such authoritative tq:ts now. Can you suggest any 
substitute to legislation which will be as effective as that P 

.4. I cannot suggest any substitute. 
Q. Do you not think then that legislation is the only effective n:ethod? 
A. Yes; but oniy if the legislature were in sympathy with the massea 

of the people. 
Q. By sympathy do I understand that the legislature should make such 

rules as may be generally acceptable or be such as may not raise any 
resentment amongst the people P 

A. Yes; or trouble or difficulty. 
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Q. Suppocing the legislature comes to the conclusion that 12 will not 
cause great trouble and it will be acceptable to the majority of the people, 
will you advocate legislation? 

A .. You can lay down legislation; but to make it effective would be 
difficult. 

Q. l\Iay I take it that you will agree to legislation but you want to 
eliminate all possible sources of friction? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Supposing as suggested by the Chairman, there is a Birth register 

and marriages are also registered. Then it will be open to the registering 
authority to report cases in which the law has been broken; and only such 
persons will be punished as are found guilty, and the punishment is not 
~>evere; would you then agree to legislation? 

A. All this procedure pre-supposes a perfect system of registration of 
births and marriagEs. 

Q. Supposing efforts are made to make them perfect? 
A. If you can secure a perfect system of registration of births and 

marriages that difficulty will be eliminated. 
Q. If these difficulties are eliminated are you in favour of fixing the 

age of marriage at 12? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you agree that the present age of consent at 13 is an inter

ference with the texts? 
.4 .. No; post-puberty consummation is sanctioned in the Shastras. 
Q. You say that the text which says that the girl should go to her 

husband as soon as she has attained puberty is mandatory. Supposing 
menses comes off at 11, do you not think that the law prevents consum
knation before 13? 

.L To that extEnt the present law is an infringement of religion. 
Q. Do you want t{) retain it? 
A. It may be retained because it is a dead letter. 
Q. It may be a dead letter, but do you not think it has an educative 

~f:fect? 

:L I don't think it has any educative effect, because many people do 
not know the law. 

Q. Supposing it is brought to their notice, will they break the law? 
.1. They will break the law, but they will say that the girl is over 13, 

and get over the law.· 
Q. Supposing the practical difficulties you mention are removed? 
A. Then of course you can have any legislation you like. 

Q. You say that the law of marriage. and the law of consent are inter
related, that they cannot be separated. Do you think that a boy of 14 
and a girl of 12 or 13 have any idea that they are going to procreate a 
<·hild? You say that the injunction lays down the necessity of taking 
advantage of every chance for the begetting of a child . 

.4. I am not thinking of these rare cases, but of cases of men of 18 
or 20. 

Q. Do you think that a boy of 18 has a desire to have a son at that ageP 
.4 .• That is generally the motive. It is not only the motive but is the 

only juRtification for the act. 
Q. If that is so, do you not think that you must fix the age at such 

a figure when people have got that desire. Do you think that a boy of 
14 and a girl of 12 have that desire? 

A. You cannot say. If a boy is told that it is the duty to procreate 
a child, the motive may be there. 
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Q. Supposing a rule is made by the educational authorities that a boy, 
if he is married, will not be admitted in the schools, will you agree? 

A. Yes; because there is no hardship there. I· think it will have a 
much better effect than any amount of penal legislation. 

Q. You say that the greater the publicity given to the proposal and 
the consequent agitation the greater the chances of such frivolous com
plaints. Have you got any experience of these frivolous complaints? 

.4 .. At present the villagers do not know that there is such a law and 
tha,t they can bring charges against their neighbours. 

Q. Supposing they know it? 
A .• They will bring complaints. 
Q. What do you think is the percentage of such false cases in other 

respects? 
.4. I do not know, but I know that there are many such frivolous 

complaints .. 
Q. Is there any offence in relation to which false complaints are not 

made? 
A. But then why should you add one more? 
Q. Supposing only the age of marriage is increased, and no other thing, 

do you say it will be an interference with the religious susceptibilities of 
the Hindus or l\Iussalmans? 

.4. If you make the age of marriage 16 or 18, it will interfere with 
the religious injunction that the marriage should be before puberty. 

Q. What will be the social objection? 

A .. In Hindu societies marriages generally take 
gested propaganda because it comes from within. 

place before 12. I sug
But by legislation yon 

will be doing from without. 

Q. In 1891 was not the law amended 

.4. That is why it is a dead letter. 
like that you can have it. 

on these very grounds P 

If you want this law also to be 

Q. What is your warrant for saying that the existence of the law on 
the Statute Book is not one of the reasons for the present state of things? 

.4 .. l\fany people, especially those in the villages, do not know the law, 
and as such the effect could not have been because of the law. 

JJ. Yakub: When were these injunctions about early marriages inserted 
in the books of the Hindus? 

.4 .. It is difficult to say. 

Q. "11m were the Smritis written? 

A .• It is difficult to say; in the Smritis 12 and 8 are laid down as alter-
natives. 

Q. Can you say when the Gaona ceremony was pro;ided for? 

.4. It is a custom. 

Q. If a law were passed to this effect, that in cases where marriages are 
performed, the Gaona or nuptials should not be performed until 16, do 
you think it will achieve the object we have in view? 

A. That will apply only to the communities where you have the Gaona 
ceremony. But there are other communities where the girl goes to the 
house of the husband at the time of marriage, for instance amongst the 
Bengalis. How cun you prennt such cases. 

Q. Is it also a religious injunction that the girl must go to the house 
of her husband after marriage? 

A. In some places it is a custom. 
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Q. Then it cannot be a matter for grievance. 
A. As regards the enforcement of this law, there will be no religious 

objection. But there are practical difficulties. 

Q. What is your experience as Vice-ChancE-llor of the University, in 
cases in which boys are marri£d late? Do you think there is any risk 
of their becoming immoral? 

A. l\fy experience has been very ~greeable in that re~pect. The leyel 
of morals amongst our boys is very h1gh. As for bad habtts, even marned 
boya fall into bad habits. 

Written Statement, da.ted the 13th August 1928, of Mr. JAGANNATH 
PRASAD SHUKLA, Ya.idya (Aylll'Yedio Pa.ncha.na.na.), Allaha.
ba.d. 

2. (2) The Age of Consent in section 376A should lie increased to 16 years. 
Defore that age the uterus (Garbhashaya llm1l1l ) of Indian girls is not 
fully" developed and sexual intercourse before that age is bound to have a 
very injurious effect on the health of both husband and wife. From my 
own experience I can confidently say that the child born as a result of such 
intercourse is generally very weak and short-lived. Vagbhatta, the ancient> 
Ayurvedic writer says:-

~TCfi' I 

~ ti1~11CIUT ~') ~ f~~~ ~1ffiT I 
JJ~ 'fl~ht~ mif ~~··'2:!-;fisf~~ ~f~ u t u . ~ 

cft~CJirf ~({ ~if i'i'oT 'itl'iH~i\": 'gif: 1 
0.. 

4. The amcndnwnt of Hl2.) has not at all been effectual in protecting married 
girls against cohabitation with husbands within the prescribed age-limit. 
Propaganda work should be undertaken in right earnest by the Public Health 
Department by means of lantern lectures, pamphlets in vernacular and 
cinema shows, etc. Vaidyas, Hakims and Doctors should be requested to 
co-operate in the work. Propaganda work is essential and must be taken 
in hand without delay as the public is ignorant of the blessings of these 
precautionary measures. 

5. Amongst vegetarians the age of puberty is about 14; but in the case 
of communities taking meat, fish and wine, the age of puberty is about 12. 

6. (i) Cohabitation before puberty is common to some extent amongst low
cnste people. 

(ii) It is common soon after puberty amongst all castes. But practically 
no case comes before court until it is brought to light by especial circum
stances. 

7. In almost all the Smriti granthas, e.g., Smrities by Manu, Yajnavalk.a, 
Parasara, etc., it is written that a girl should be offered in marriage before 
the attainmen~ of puberty or else the parents have to undergo expiation for 
the same. If the girl is not married within three years of the date of 
puberty she is at liberty to choose her consort herself. :But there is no 
such injunction for boys to be married at any particular age. As after the 
Sacred Thread C'eremony at the age of eight, a. boy is required to study for 
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at least twelve years. So the age of his marriage in usual course comes t{) 
twenty. But according to some Acharyas the Sacred Thread ceremony may 
be celebrated even before the age of eight and in these cases the consumma
tion of marriage may be less than twenty; hut ih no case cohabitatinn is 
justified before the age of twenty. 

8. Gauna ceremony is generally in vogue in these provinces. It is more 
often celebrated after the consummation of marriage and the celebration of 
Gauna and marriage together is also permissible. Garbhadana is not a 
synonym for Gauna. Gauna may be performed before the age of puberty, but 
puberty must precede Garbhadana. 

From the religious point of view Garbhadana ceremony should he per
formed according to convenience after menstruation but from the view-point 
of Ayurveda a respite of three years should be given after the first menstrua
tion for complete development of the Garbhashaya so that the progeny may 
be healthy and long-lived. 

9. H is only an indication of the girls entrance into womanhood. The 
<·onsummation of marriage may be effected before puberty; but Garbhadan 
in no case should be permitted before a period of three years elap:>es after 
the first menstruation. The consummation of marriage does not necessitate 
or involve immediate Garbhadan. Details about marriage, Gauna and 
Garbhadan have heen given in questions Nos. 7 and 8. 

10. Three years after the first menstruation, say, sixteen years. 

11. I have come across several cases during my practice of 20 years in 
which cohabitation with girls before the age of sixteen years resulted almost 
invariably in weak and short-li,·ed progeny. The healthy mothers abo suffered 
very much. · 

Acharya Susrutu also supports this in the Samhita after his own name. 
His words are as under :-

~ •nn~,.rq-~mHtrm: q~fcnrfrrJt r 

1:rol~Tl ::{HTi( ~lf: lif'ef~: ~ fa-q~~ ll 

"Sffiil~TPf f'"f{"5Jl~'d51l~":·t~:f~f~~: I 

'i'f~T~~iff~T~T~i mrh:nif Of cnR!J~ II 

According to the extract given above Sushrnta fixes the age of coh;~bita
tion for· males and females at twenty-fi,~e and sixteen respeetirely; but 
Acharya Vagbhatta, who followed him, ;~grees with Sushruta to the age of 
females but the males according to him ma~· he allowed cohabitation at 1he 
age of twenty. 

12. Certainly. 

13. The educated c-lasses of people except the strictly orthodox anJ the 
conservative have appreciated the amendmPnt of the law in 192-3; hnt the 
public at large is not acquainted with these amendments as no mPasures are 
.adopted to bring these matters home to them. 

14. On account of laek of education woruPn do like early mm-riage. They 
lack foresight. 

20. Legislation fixing minimum age of marriage would be more elfPctinl 
.and would be more in consonance with public opinion in these prodnc-es. 

21. Strengthening of penal law would not he sufficient to secure the object 
in view. Social reform hy means of education and social propaganda should 
also be undertaken, simultaneously, so that ~·oung men and women may realise 
the great harm whieh results from early marriage and early cohabitation. 
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Oral Evidence of Pandit JAGANNATH PROSAD SHUKLA, Yaidy~ 
Allahabad. 

(Allahabad, 15th January 1929.) 

(Vernacular.) 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: For how long have you been practising? 
A. 20 years. 
Q. Have you been practising in Allahabad or anywhere else? 
A. I am practising in Allahabad, but I go in the villages also. 
Q. Have ~ou been conneeted with Ayurvedic Conferences or other Ayur

vedic institutions in the province? 
A .. I was President of the All-India Ayurvedic Conference in 1924. I 

was a member of the Ayurvedic and Unani Committee appointed by the 
t'nited Provinces Government in 1924. I was a General Secretary of the 
Ayurvedic Vidya Peeth examinations for about 6·. years. I also presided 
0\"er the United Provinces Ayurvedic Conference in 1918. I am Vice-Presi
dent of the All-India Ayurvedic Conference, United .Provinces, and of the
Ayurveda Pracharni Sahha, Allahabad. 1 am also editing an Ayurvedic 
Journal called Su.dhar Nidhi. I have written several Ayurvedic works. 

Q. Have you come across any cases in which young girls got injuries on· 
account of early consummation or early maternity? 

A. Yes. There was a Brahmin girl, she was married at 12. The husband 
was 26 or 27 years old. She got consumption. 

Q. How long after marriage did she get consumption P 
A. A few months after marriage. 

Q. Can you say that she got consumption because she was sent to the
husband early or was there any other cause? 

A. I think there was no other ·~ause. 8 or 10 years ago another case
happened. A girl of 12 was married, she got a child at 14. She had no 
milk and she was ill for some months. She was very weak. Now she gets 
children but there is no milk, the children are very weak. 

Q. What remedy do you suggest for this state of affairs? There are two 
alternatives, either to fix the age of marriage or Age of Consent. Which of 
these would you prefer? 

A. I think marriage age should not be fixed above 12 because Dharma. 
Sastra says that there may be pre-puberty marriages. Puberty generally 
takes place between 12 and 14. The Age of Consent should not be fixed at 
less than 16. Yagbhat in Ashtang Hriday recommends that marriage should 
not be consummated till a girl is fully developed and that is not before 16 
complete. Sushrut has said that a girl should he married at 12 and consum
mation should take place at 16. I recommend that. 

Q. Supposing marriage takes place at 12 and consummation takes place-
at 16, how can they he kept separate for 4 years? 

A. The ceremony of Gaona should not take place. 
Q. Does the ceremony of Gaona take place generally? 
.4. Yes. 
Q. "nat is the usual age of marriage among the lower classes? 
A.. Between 3 and 4 or 5 and 6. 
Q. And among the higher classes? 
:1. From 8 to 12. 
Q. When does Gaona take place? 
A. It takes place one or three years after marriage. 
Q. Does it take place before puberty? 
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A. No. One year is laid down in Dharma Shastra. 
Q. Does consummation take place before puberty? 
A. No. According to the Dharma Shastra there is a ceremony of Ritu 

Shanti and then Garbhadan takes place. 
JI,JT. Bhargava: Is Gaona according to the Shastras? 
A. Yes. Dwiragaman is given in the Shastras. 
Q. One Pandit at Benares told us that it was referred to in Jyotish 

Grantha (astrological works) only and that was 300 years ago. It is not 
given in any other Dharma Shastra? 

A. No. 
Q. During the Vedic period chaturthi karma used to take place on the 

4th day after the marriage. Does it not mean that the age of the girl was 
such that she was fit for consummation after the marriage? 

A. It takes place on the 4th day after puberty. 
Q. But it used to take place on the 4th day after marriage. How long 

after marriage does it take place now? 
A. There is a ceremony on the 4th day after marriage but consummation 

does not take place. 
Q. In the Vedic period when it used to take place on the 4th day after 

marriage, it meant that the boy and the girl were of good age? 
A. It is not so said in the Dharma Shastra. It is said that before 

puberty the father, mother or guardian of the girl should marry her and 
if he does not he commits a sin and if a girl is not married within 3 years 
after attaining puberty, she has a right to select her own husband. It is 
clear from that that marriage should take place at 12 or 13 and if it does 
not take place till 16, she has a right to seleut her own husband. 

Q. I am asking about the time anterior to the Smritis? 
A. A man should be married when he has learnt the Vedas, and he has a 

beard. The age of the girl is not written. It is said that she should be 
married before puberty. 

Q. The man may be more than 20 years old when he has learnt the Vedas 
and he gets a beard. 

A. It is not necessary. 

Q. Does it not appear from the Vedas that unless a girl understands 
everything and unless she is fully developed she should not be married so 
that she may be able to understand the Mantras cited on the occasion? 

A. That would not show that -marriages used to take place at a good age. 

Mr. Bhargava: If you fix the age at 14 you will obviate child-widowhood 
below that age. In olden days marriages of widows used to take place. 

A. I do not want that anything should be done against the Shastra&. 

Q. How will you make the Age of Consent Law effective? 

A. The law should be enacted and propaganda should be carried on. 

Q. But how would you make the law effective? 

A. By means of education. To go beyond puberty will be against 
Shastras. 

Q. If you fix the age at 12 that will also be against Shasfras because 
many 2;irls attain puberty at 11 in Bengal and 1\Iadras. 

A. The average age has been fixed at 12. 
Q. Then at least in 40 per cent. of cases you will be going against the 

Shastras Y 
A. Yes. 
Q_. There are many people in Gujrat who believe that unless the " De>i " 

<>rdams no marriage should take place. 'Will you make a law for them? 
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A. I must know what their belief. js. If it. is something religious it 
~;hould not be interfered with. 

Q. Supposing all the Pandits say that in order to save the nation from 
evil consequencea the age of nwn-inge should be raised, would you agree to 
fix an age? 

A. Yes. 
Mr. Shah l\·au·az: Is it not laid down in the Smritis that consummation 

mu5t take place within 16 days of menstruation? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Is thls rule about marriage before puberty mandatory or recom

mendatory? 
A. It is mandatory. No Smritikar has said anything against this in

junction. 
Q. Is there any Prayaschitta laid down? 
A. There is a Prayaschitta but it is only for cases where marriage could 

not hut be postponed. It is not that you may intentionally commit a sin 
and then perform Prayaschitta. 

Q. Is it not laid down that a girl must be of good health and well.edu
<'ated at the time of marriage? 

A. It is. (The witness filed the attached extracts to support that.) 

Q. ThP hoy should see that the girl is healthy and well-educated and the 
girl should see that the boy is educated and healthy? 

A. Yes. The girl must be "Sundar". 

Q. How do you define Sundar 1. Do you think that a girl of 12 can under
stand marriage at all and look to the household affairs and receive education? 

A. She can be edueated after marriage. 

Mrs. Sehru: In answer to questipn No. 14 you say "women lack fore
sight ". Do you refer to any particular class of women or women in general P 

A. I was referring to the uneducated only in this question. 
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Written Statement. dated the 28th August 1928, of Dr. KAlLAS: 
NATH KATJU, M.A., LL.D., Advocate, High Colll't., Allahabad. 

1. The educated community is dissatisfied with the staie of the l'aw on th-e· 
subject and desires that the Age of Consent should be raised. 

2. I favour the raising of the Age of Consent on the ground that to· 
attach any weight whatsoever to the consent of an Indian girl is really 
farcical. The age of minority in India is 18 and is in some cases e>en 21. 
The Indian Law regards any Act such as Contract or Transfer of Property
on the part of a minor as absolutely void. Theo Privy Council lias held that 
even if a minor by successfully misrepresenting himself to be a major 
induces another party to enter into a contract with him, even then the 
contract is void and the minor can subsequently plead the bar of infancy-. 
It is to my mind startling that the law should on the one hand, on the ci>il' 
s~de treat the consent of a minor as of no conseqnenees but on the criminal 
s1de should regard it as a complete defen<·e from the soeial and moral point 
of view of a criminal act. A girl just above H has no knowledge of the 
world. She Il?-ay he illiterate and her consent n\ay he obtained by cajolery or 
by undue excitement. She may not know the consequences of what she has
been asked to consent to . yet the law makes. her consent material. The
consequences of consent in a case of sexual intercourse may be far greater 
than the consequences resulting in the case of a contract by a minor. I see· 
no reason why the law should make any distinction between the t.wo cases--
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1 would propose that consent below 18 sho~ld be no defence wha~soever •. 
Everv one who seduces a girl below 18 recogmses or ought to recogmse that 
l1e is. taking advantage of an unexperienecd immature young person and h~ 
iohould thank himself if he is seriously punished for it .. 

3. Crimes of seduction or rape are not frequently reported. The parents 
of the girl to save the honour of the family try to hush up the matter. So 
far as reported cases go I cannot say that such crimes are frequent. Accord
ing to the report on the administration of criminal justice in the province 
of Agra for the year ending 31st December 1927, the total number of cases 
·reported during the year was 271, of th.ese 186 were returned as true and 
the rest either as false or not proved. Out of these 186 cases, 174 were 
'brought to trial. Altogether in the year 1927 including the ii cases pending 
:from the last year 251 persons were tried out of which 131 were acquitted 
;and 120 convicted. These figures are not by any means large. I am unable 
to say that the amendment of the law made in 1925 has had any effect in 
;preventing or reducing the cases of rape. 

5. So far as I know about the age of 14. 
8. Gauna ceremony is usually performed in the province of Agra. Gene

o-ally it coincides with tile consummation of marriage.: It is performed gene
rally after the attainment of puberty when the girl· attains the age of 15 
and in some cases even later. · 

9. I do not consider that the attainment of puberty is a sufficient indica
-tion of physical maturity to justify the consummation of marriage. I think 
<'on.~ummation should not he allowed before the age of 18. 

10. Speaking from experience gathered by 20 years' practice in the law 
comts in the province of Agra, I think a girl in India is not competent to 
give an intelligent consent to cohabitation with a due realization of conse
CJUt>nces before the age of 18. It is, of course, true that every Indian girl 
knows from experience gained in her own family and in that of her neigh
hours that motherhood comes even before the age of 18. But I am of opinion 
that very few girls realize the process by which that stage is reached or its 
c·on,equences on their own health aH(I that of their progeny. Female educa
tion is blowly spreading in urban areas but in rural parts of the country 
illitera.c·y among women is still prevalent. Having regard to the general 
standanl of intelligence of the Indian girls of the rural classes, in my opinion 
it would he ahsurd to suggest that a girl can give an intelligent consent 
in such matters before she attains a sufficient mature age. . 

11. I have eome across cases in which cohabitation after pube~·ty but 
l1efore full deYelopment of a girl has resulted in injury to her health. It 
has frequently led to the deyt:Jopment of pulmonary and respiratory diseases 
whil'h are unfortunately spreading in urban areas in the case of young 
mothers. 

12. Yes. (See my answet· to question No. 11.) 

14. Among; P<lucated classes women do not favour early consummation of 
marriage of their children. 

16. The margin of error whether the age be 13 or raised 'to 14 will always 
€Xist. Unle.,s the age is raised hy several years such as to 16, the difficulty 
if any in determining the age will not disappear. From this point of view 
I suppmt Sir Hari Singh Gour's proposal to raise the age to 16 years. 

li-20. These questions relate to matters of difficulty. A marital offence 
~i.ll ne'·.er come to light unless the wife meets with death or serious physical 
IDJUry m eonsequences thereof or unless there be some domestic dispute 
between "eYf'ral members of the family, leading one member of the husband's 
family or the relations of the wife to report the matter to the police. To 
encourage poliee interference in such cases would lead to an intolerable 
interference with the liberty of the people and result in all sorts of abuses. 
After a c·areful consideration, I am opinion that legislation fixing the mini
nm.m age _of marriage is likely to be more effective than penal legislation 
fixmg a h1gher Age of Consent. There can be no effective method of taking 

H2 
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marital offence against the law as to the Age of Consent. Whenever and 
even whether such an offence is committed, the endeavour of all the mem
bers of the family of the accused would be either to hush up the matt~r or 
if it reaches the court to shield the accused by giving perjured evidence. 

21. Along with a law fixing a minimum age of'marriage I would prefer to 
~ecure the object in view by relying on the progress of social reforms by 
means of education and social propaganda rather than on the strength of 
the penal law by raising the Age of Consent in marital state. 

Oral Evidence of Dr. K. N. KATJU, Alla.ha.bad. 

(Allahabad, 15th January 1929.) 

Chairman.: How long have you been at the bar? 
A. 20 years. 
Q. Do you come into contaet with people in villages? 
A. Not very often. 
Q. I understand that your opinion is that you prefer a law of marriage 

to a law of consent P 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the marriage age that you propose? 
A. 16. 
Q. For boys? 
A. Between 18 and 20. 
Q. Do you think the law of age of consent could be worked by itself 

without a law of marriage? 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. Do you think there are inherent causes for its being ineffective or 

there are causes which can be removed to make the law effective? 
A. I think it will be unworkable both on account of inherent causes and 

causes that exist outside the family. 
Q. What are those causes that exist outside the family? 
A. It ;will lead to intolerable persecution by the police if you make the-

offence cognizable. 
Q. But it we make it non-cognizable? 
.4.. Then nobody will ever report. 
Q. You mean detection will be well-nigh impossible? 
A. Yes. As it is even cases of rape in respectable families are not re

ported and are tried to be concealed and hushed up. 
Q. Have you beard of cases of rape in good families not brought to light 

on account of shame? 
A. I can't giYe you instances, that is my impression. 
Q. You are in favour of raising the Age of Consent outside marriage to 

18? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Supposing there was a law of Age of Consent what age would you 

propose? 
A. If you say that you are going to legislate then it is yery difficult to 

answer that question. It may be 15 or 16. 

Q. Don't you think you would recommend the same age for marriage and 
~onsummation? 

A. The difficulty would be that unless there was some method bv which 
the husband and wife could be kept separate my impression is that "the law 
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would become unworkable. My idea is that it is no use legiHiating when it 
cannot be enforced. 

Q. Have you reason to believe that in this par~ of the cou~try the law of 
Age of Consent is broken? Are there consummatiOns of marriage below 13? 

A. In the society in which' I move and so far as I know from ms pro
fesbional experience I don't think there is any case of consummation below 
13. 

Q. '\\"'hat is your communityP 
A. Kashmiri Brahmin. 
Q. But don't you think there are many other communities which have

child marriages and among whom this law may he broken? 
A. l\Iy idea is that apart from the Kashmiri community, amongst the 

people of urban areas, the Kysthas and Kshatriyas, the people with whom 
I am much acquainted, cases of consummation below 13 are extremely rare. 
I can't tell you much about the rural areas. 

Q. But there are many other classes among whom early consummation 
takes phu·e excepting the Kayasthas? 

A. I don't know. Among the lower classes like the Kharas, Gauna takes 
place between 13 and 15. 

Q. Do you know anything about Kurmis or Ahirs? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know of any commumty amongst. which marriages are per

formed usually after puberty at 16, 17 or 18 and no pre-puberty marriages 
take place? 

.4. :Marriageable age is now rising in my own community, but speaking 
generally of the Hindu community I don't think it has gone beyond 16. 

Q. What is the extent of the Kashmiri community here? 
A. About 2,000 people. It is a .• very small community. There is cent. pel"l 

cent. literacy. You are quite justified in saying that what prevails in the 
Kashmiri community is by no means an· index of the prevailing customs in 
other parts. 

Q. Have you reason to believe that this evil of early consummation is· 
rampant in a very large portion of the population in this province? 

A. I don't think so. 

Q. "·hen does marriage take place among the lower classes? 

A. :Marriages among the lower classes take place between 5 and 7. 

Q. When does consummation take place; after puberty or before puberty? 

.4. I have not heard of any case of consummation before puberty. 

Q. And among the higher classes in the United Provinces? 

A. I don't think that consummation specially among the educated classes 
takes place below 14. My impression is that consummation generally, takes 
place about 14. If you want me to give any specific instances I am unable 
to do so. 

Q. Do you think there are any classes among whom pre-puberty marr1age 
is essential? 

A. That may be the opinion among the very orthodox people. 
Q. But don't you think that the orthodox is a larger clas'!? 
A. Yes, that is quite right. 
Q. So among a very large population there is that belief? 
A. There is the practice of early marriage but I don't agree that there 

is the prac·tice of early consummation. 
Q. WhE>n do you think consummation takes place? 
A. As I said about 14. 
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Q. E'fen then do you know of any ease where a girl-mother has suffered on 
account of her being a mother at 14? 

A. I can give you cases of girl-mothers suffering from diseases after child-
birth . 

..lfrs. Beadon: ~at was the age of the girl? 
A .. 16 or 17 and the result was tuberculosis. 
Q. But that may he due to anything else, bad feeding or strain caused on 

the mother's health due to the birth of three or four children. Can you 
give any cases in which after one child-birth there was any definite trouble 
apart from tuberculosis? 

A .. Cases have come to my knowledge where within one month there has 
been fever. After delivery the girl had slow fever within a month. After 
two or three months it was discovered to be a case of phthisis. 

Q. What was the age of the girl? 
A. 16 or 17. 
Q. Was that the first child? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was she weak in health or well-developed? 
A. Average. 
Q. Had enough of feeding in the home? 
A. Yes. It was a fairly well-to-do middle class case. 
Q. You know two or three cases like that? 
A. Yes. That was all after the first child-birth above the age of 16 or 17. 
Q. Do you know of any case of very early motherhood? 

A. None has come to my knowledge. 

Mrs. Nehru: Do you think the age of 16 which you propose to fix for 
marriage will be workable? 

A. One thing that I lay emphasis on and what leads me to fix a fairly 
high age is to prevent the evil of child-widows. If you allow early marriages 
and then place some restriction on consummation below a prescribed age 
you will be putting the girl to an unnecessary risk of becoming a widow. 
"The Widow Re-marriage Act in my opinion is, up till now if not a total 
failure, a failure to a very large extent and the girls should be protected from 
that danger. 

Q. But the question is, will the people agree to it? 
A. If the Government were strong enough I do not know why it should 

not be workable. , If the Government being an alien Government would not 
like to take that risk that is a different matter. If the law were to be 
passed I think within five years it can be enforced. 

Q. Even in villages you think people will know the evil consequences? 

A. I think it will be workable to a large extent without any difficulty. 
Q. Will you make the offence cognizable? 
A. Yes, I would make it cognizable because I think the evil of child

widows is so serious that it ought to be stopped. 
Q. Do you think there will be no poliee harassment if the offence is 

made cognizable? 
.4.. I· don't think that because matters can be easily proved. 
Q. You think the age can be easily provedP 
A. There will be some margin for error between 15 and 16, but you call 

say whether a girl is 12 or 16. 
Q. But if you make it cognizable don't you give a handle to police? 

Don't you think people will be very mueh harassed. It will be very difficult 
to find out whether the girl is 15l or l6, specially in villages and the police 
would be in a. position to trouble the people. ' 
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A. The law E>hould be cnforced, that is all what I mean. It can be made 
~ognizahle for some five years and we can see the results. If it is not enforced. 
11-e can again make it non-cognizable. If it is cognizable you can get at the' 
parents and stop the marriage being performed. 

Q. If you make it non-cognizable who is to make the complaint? 
A. In the villages I will give the right to the relatives, to the lambatdars, 

to the pate! or to the headman. 
Q. ·But even there don't you think public opinion being against it, there 

will be difficulties in working? 
A. l\Iy own idea is that if the law were made it is not a matter of such 

tremendous importance that the people would break it. 
Q. What is your objection to the Age of Consent Law except that by 

means of marriage law you want to put a stop to child-widows? 
A. Jt is very difficult to detect the offenee. How will you prove the age? 

Would the girl be asked to undergo a medical examination? So far as 
mat-riage is coneerned it can be stopped by extra.neous causes also. 

Q. If out of a 100 cases even 5 are proved b.y pregnancy or otherwise, 
wouldn't it suffice to have a deterrent effect on ot'4ers? 

A. I doubt whether it would have a deterrent effect. 
Q. You can keep the husband and wife separate for the requisite period 

by means of bonds. The parents can be asked to execute bonds to keep the 
couple separate till the girl has reached the prescribed age. ·Then the cele
bration of GaoM can be stopped. Certain measures like that can be adopted. 

A. But in the case of marriage law there will be difficulty in cases that 
are on the border line. The magistrate can otherwise easily find out whether 
the girl is 12 or 16. 

Q. Will you accept the raising of the Age of Consent as a second best if 
marriage legislation is impossible or will you entirely reject it? 

A. I should like to see what the definite proposals are. 1\ly own idea is 
that what should be tried to be p.t'evented is early motherhood. I am not a. 
doctor and I can't say what is the actual effect of the union between husband 
and wife if motherhood does not result. If motherhood results a. girl pro
fH\bly of 16 or 17 is physically fit for that. l\Iy idea is it is much better to 
stop marriage till that age rather than allow marriage and prevent con~ 
rmmmation till then. 

Q. Will you accept it as the second best? 

A. I should like to see what the proposal is. 

Q. Supposing the Age of Consent is raised to 16 within marital relations 
and the right of complaint is given to cet'tain vigilance committees or recog
nised social reform organizations? · 

A. I shall he against it because it will be intolerable interference with 
the liberty of the individual whether it is b:y committee,· whether it is by 
the lambardar or whether it is by the police. 

Q. Then your opinion is that even in case of no marriage legislation 
there should be no Age of Consent Law? 

A. Yes. It will be so unworkable that it is no use having it on the 
Statute Book. 

Q. That is to say, you entirely reject it under all circumstances even if 
the law of marriage is not to he had? 

A. My opinion is th:1t the law about the Age of Consent will be so 
unworkable that it is no use enacting it. 

Jlr. Mifl:a: ~n your marrJage law a~e you ready to provide for exemptions 
under eertam Circumstances i' Supposmg there is an old man who has got a 
daughter and nobody to look after and he likes to see her married in his 
lifetime? 

A. I shall exempt in that case. 
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Q. Secondly are you rE>ady t~ permit early marriage in .those cases where 
-ebme orthodox man sincerely beheves that he must marry h1s daughter before 
she attains puberty? 

A. I won't accept that as a ground for exemption because there will be no 
limit to orthodoxy. 

Q. Are you ready to permit those few cases where some orthodox pE>ople 
sincerE>Iy believe t)lat they must marry their girls before they attain thE>ir 
o.ge of puberty? 

A. No. 
Q. You know that there are really people who bE>Iieve that thE>ir rE>ligion 

requires them to marry their girls before puberty. So would you not give 
them E>xemptionsP 

A. My idea is that they ought to change their opinion. 
Q. Don't you like to provide exemptions for them? 
A. I would like to provide exemptions in individual casE's but not on the 

ground of orthodoxy. 
Q. What punishment would you suggest for infringement of the marriage 

law? 
A. I should insist upon prevention of the marriage otherwise imprison

ment. If a complaint is made before a marriage is performE'd, I would 
provide that the Judge or thE' Magistrate should be E'ntitled t,~ stop the 
marriage otherwise if that cannot be done, the punishment should be by 
imprisonment. 

Q. How are you going to prevent the marriage? 

A. Everybody will know when it will he celebrated. There should he a 
marriage register. 'Vhat I have in my mind is a case that came to my 
knowledge. In that case the District Judge was moved and he took steps 
by issuing orders to prevent the marriage from being celebrated. That was 
a Court of 'Vards case. In this part of the country if a marriage is to 
take place, there are so many things done before that. The date is fixed, 
weeks if not a month before, then invitations are sent, and people assemble 
and so on. But what I personally think is that everybody will be deter
mined to break the law and there will be secret marriages. My idea is that 
if you make some rule, probably the secret marriages will not happel'. 

Q. Do you suggest that a notice should he given before the marriage is 
performed? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is there much police harassment now? 
A. I have no experience of this. 
Q. Do you know of any cases of harassment? 
.4.. No. 
Mr. Shah Nawaz: Don't you think that a considerable number of girls, 

iiay, from amongst the lower classes, will go wrong if they are not married 
before 16? 

A. I am unable to answer that question. 
Q. Have you come across many cases of kidnapping of girls below 16? 
A. I haven't had this type of case myself but I have read about cases 

of this sort in the newspapers. But I don't think personally speakin~ that 
the law of marriage will have any great effect. I mean if there is a girl 
under 16 she either lives under the protection of her father or under the 
protection of her husband. You may say if you want that the protection of 
the husband is more effective than the protection of the father. 

Q. But do you recognise the fact that the girls of the lower classes when 
t~ey go. to the fields, are not under the protection of their pa!!oots for the 
ttme bemg? 

A. Or of the husband either. 
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Q. Do you think that there will be no danger if they are kept unmarried
for such a long time? 

A .. No. 
Q. Don't you think that it is rather a sudden jump to go to 16 and it will 

lead to some sort of serious agitation? 
A. I say that my idea is that gi'rls should be_ of. ~uch an age that no· 

danger or injury should result to them or. the child-widows may be fewer. 
You may put it if you like a little less, say, 15. 

11lr. Bhargava: So far as the extra-marital cases are concerned, am I to· 
under•tand that you are in favour of raising it to 18? 

A. Yes. 
Q. If you raise it to 18, will you also think it proper to raise the age' 

under section 363 to 18 P 
A. Yes. 
Q. You were just speaking about the District Judges eni;-ertaining a~pfi~u

tions. Have you come across any legal flaw in the ·a.uthor1ty of the District 
Judge iSRuing injunctions against the father also in a case whe~e t!te father 
gets married his minor girl and then a relation comes to the District Judge 
and makes an application in the interests of the minor praying that the 
marriage should be prohibited? 

A. I have not come across such cases because the jurisdiction to the 
District Judge will only be given if an application for guardianship is made .. 
l'here may be cases where if the Judge is satisfied that the father is giving: 
the girl in marriage with an ulterior motive, he may interfere. But no. 
such case has come to my knowledge. 

Q. But do you think that the present provision is qmte e~;uiugh to combnt 
this evil P · 

A. If the committee accepts my !l'llggestion about fixing a law of marriage, 
I would certainly make a supplementary provision· in the Guardians and 
Wards Act that it may be open to any relation if he comes to know that the 
father is going to break that law, to apply to the District Judge and. the 
marriage can be stopped by the District Judge. 

Q. Don't you know that the Judge cannot interfere with the parental 
authority P · 
, .4. But if there is a law to the effect that no marriage should take place 
before 15, then I would suggest that a section might' be introduced in the 
Guardian and Wards Act by deleting the words " in the interests of the 
minor" and adding the words "if it is below a particular age and so on ...... " 

Q. Do you think that according to law, the husband is a better guardian 
than the father P 

A. Yes. 
Q. If you are raising the Age of Consent or if you are fixing the minimum 

age of marriage, would you then like that this law of guardianship also 
should be changed in favour of parents as against the husband up to the 
age of 16? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Are you of opinion that generally the headman or the patwa.ri or some 

other persons may be authorised to report breaches of the marriage law P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you like that an obligation as contained in sections 44 and 45 

be pla<'ed upon the village offi<'ials so that in all cases whenever they come to 
know of a breach of the marriage law, there may be a duty upon them cast 
by law that they must report the matter? 

A. I would rather accept the suggestion which was made lJy one memLer 
that there may be a duty on the parents to notify the celebration of an 
intended marriage. 
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Q. You know that in villages the duty of. reporting b~rths an~ d~aths is OD 
the chowkidar. "'ould you prefer that tins may contmue as It IS or some 
obligation may be placed upon the parents also? 

A. I \vould place the burden of reporting upon the parents, provided you 
have some authority in the village to whom the report may be sent. The 
system of the birth report in this province works very well because such 
matters come to the court and we find that the registers are reliable. 

Q. Do the Patwaris keep the registers here? 
A. No. The chowkidar makes a report to the thana and the report IS 

kept in the thana and he also keeps his own register. 
Q. Are all the registers relating to the mutation of lands kept with the 

Patwari here? 
A. The Punjab system does not prevail here. 
Q. Are there Patwaris in every village? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is the Patwari to record the marriages or is he to report the marriages 

to the higher authorities? 
A. 1\Iy idea is that the Patwari should report the marriages. 
Q. Will there be a corresponding obligation on the parents to report to 

the Patwari? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Supposing there is a consent law, \\"ill you prefer that the law should 

make a presumption that whenever 'the husband and wife are proved to live 
together, sexual intercourse has taken place? 

A. I don't accept it. 

Q. According to you it is a secret act and the wife will be always an 
unwilling witness. The parents will be interested in .defending the parties 
and evidence may not be available. This will be a rebuttable presumption 
but as a rebuttable presumption, it may do some good. 

A. Before the presumption can arise, the facts will ha>e to be proved 
that they lived together, which, under the circumstances, would give them 
l!>n opportunity of consummation. Such a thing can safely be said in 99 
cases. But having regard to the economic and poverty-stricken .conditions 
of the people if you were to say that the mere fact of their living together 
in one room raises ·a presumption, the presumption would have to be raised 
in every case and cases of difficulties may arise. 

Q. It may not be a conclusive presumption but it will be a rebuttable 
presumption . 

. 4. Then it will be reversing the whole Criminal Procedure Code. 

Q. In marital cases will you make the offence compoundable or not if the 
girl is above 13? 

A. No. 
Q. Would you like that the commitment stage may be also kept m these 

cases? 
A. I will make it triable by a first class magistrate. 
Q. Supp~ing there is no marriage law and there is only a consent law, 

would you hke that some provision should be made on the lines enacted in 
eection 107 of the Criminal Procedure Code to the effect that the mao-istrate 
if sa_tisfied with the commission of such an offence, then he may ~1ll the 
parties and ask th('Jll to separate the husband and wife and take bonds from 
them as a preventive measure? 

A. I would rather not go in for it because it will be unworkable. 
• Q. I want you to say whether this is unworkable because the entire law 
ll unworkable. 

A .. Therefore I say don't legislate, because the entire law is unworkable. 
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Written Statement of Dr. S. K. MUKHE.RJI, L.M.S., Ra.i Bahadur, 
Member of the Executive Committee of the Allahabad Maternity 
and Child Welfare League. 

1. There is much dissatisfaction with the state of laws as to the .Age of 
Consent as contained in sections 375 and 376, Indian Penal Code. The con
sent of a minor at 13 or 14 years of age cannot be regarded a valid consent 
because she is not mentally capable of giving any such consent. 

The criminal cohabitation of a husband with his immature wife must 
however be distinguished from " Rape ~· by a. man who is not married to the 
girl. This last is certainly a much more serious offence against society. To 
class the two togeth'er takes away from the dignity of the law in the eyes 
of the public and is stigmatized ns an absurdity of the present-day made 
laws. 

2. The circumstances whi(·h justify making an ~dvance on the present law 
are:-

(a) No girl at 13 or 14 can realize the impor't and consequences of the 
sexual act. They are mere children and minors in the eyes of 
law. As such their consent is a child's consent to play devoid of 
any appreciation of ulterior consequences. It is very curious 
that a girl below 18 is held by law to be incapable of attesting 
any document, transacting any business and looking after her 
money and property, still that same person could legally give her 
consent for a physical act which often mars her own life and that 
of her progeny and degrades the whole race. 

(b) At 13 or 14 her constitution is immature, her parts are small and 
undeveloped and linble to injury. 

(c) Any progeny from her is bound to be weak and defective. 
(d) Consummation of marriQge at 13 or 14 tends to promot~ an un

economic growth of population. Weaklings, defectives, undesir
nbles, unhealthy and stunted people who are unfit for the 
struggle of existence. 

(e) Raising the Age of Consent is bound to raise the marital age. 
Raising the age to 18 would control and check if not wholly 
prevent the rapid uneconomic growth of the population and 
poverty in the masses, besides it would solve the problem of 
child-widows in India. 

(/) C"nder present conditions the education of girls suffers on account 
of the tender years at which they are married off and cease to 
go to school. They not only miss the educative and refining 
influences but miss knowledge which would make them helpful 
companions and efficient mothers. 

(g) Raising the age would break the vicious circle and would help 
girls to find their feet. At present they are absolutely depe'n~ 
dent, !1 ~rag and a burden. Igno~ant, weak, helpless, unhealthy 
and tnmd they are unfit compamons and partners of life and 
breed slave mentality in the race. 

3. Crimes of seduction and rape are more often unreported e.g., for the 
whole of the Allahabad District cases reported were:- ' 

Year 1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 
~- 7 3 9 4 5 

For oh'l'ious reasons the vast majority deliberately hide cases from law 
authorities. The publicity, exposure, loss of caste and dignity are enough to 
deter any one and Indian Society suffers in se(')'et on account of false pride 
and the evil is perpetuated. 

The amendment of the law in 1925 has had no influence because the 
advance was insignificant and did not meet the evil. If the Age of Consent 
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is raised to 18 girls and young women would themselves protect their honour 
and womanly dignity and boldly report their grievances. 

If it was possible to set up some other agency than the police, e.g., Lady 
Doctors, Matrons, women jurors and women Magistrates who could listen to 
complaints in camera and try these cases in camera, the law would become 
more effective because more cases would be reported and punished with 
salutary effect. 

4. The amendment of 1925 has in a measure protected girls by putting off 
marriage beyond 13 years of age. Public opinion amongst the educated 
classes has been stimulated, but when girls are still married at 10, 11 or 12 
I do not think it has postponed consummation of marriage. To expect 
married people meeting in private and postponing the sexual act from day 
to day and year to year is expecting too much from the virile nature of man. 
Reform is only possible when the Age of Consent is increased to 18 and mar
riages are banned before this age. All other methods are bound to be 
ineffective and would only harass people. 

The only other way is to make " Ga{)na " ceremony compubory m all 
cases for a number of years till the girl attains maturity in all cases, where 
for some special reason marriage is celebrated earlier than the Age of Consent. 

5. Bengalee girls begin to show the first signs of puberty at about 12 years 
of age whilst up-ccuntry girls at about 14. This advent differs in· different 
castes, different communities and classes of society. There is a hereditary 
influence, the influence of surroundings, climate and diet, as also the in
fluence of calcium and parathyroid deficiency. Puberty is generally ushered 
in by stages. The girl perhaps just menstruates once to begin with, then 
there is no menstruation for several months and irregular menstruation for 
a year or so. Successful ovulation is generally delayed up to 15 or 16 years. 
As in the vast majority the first child is born at 16 years of age. The first 
menstruation should scarcely be called puberty. In any case it does not 
mean maturity of the physical body nor maturity of the ova although they 
might be capable of fertilization. 

6. In the case of married people cohabitation is common at whatever age 
the husband and wife come together unless prohibited by the restrictions of 
Gaona when the husband has no access to the wife. But none of these cases 
ever come to court. 

7. 'The consummation of marriage before or at puberty is never due to 
religious obligation or injunction but is always the result of the sexual passion 
·of man. The sanction of the Shastras is onlv a cloak for the infamv of 
man in this brutal action. The Shastras I ha;.e heard direct that pro~rea
tion should be delayed till 16 years or till after 36 menstrnal periods have 
been completed. Custom prescribes the coming t{)gether of husband and wife 
about the 3rd or 4th day after ma.rriage. Some of these customs are ancient, 
others have been adopted since Mohammadan invasions. Shastras have been 
interpolated with new code to suit the requirements of the day. In the 
periods of Ramayan and Mahabharat the marriageable age was always 17 or 
18. No Shastras could have contained 8, 10, 11 and 12 as the prescribed 
age for marriage as is sought to be made out from the body of the 
Shastras in our day. The penalty prescribed L~ " Narak " for the ancestors 
of those who do not marry girls of these tender years long before they have 
menstruated. 

8. In Bengal " Gaona " ceremony is not in eddence at all. In the better 
classes the bride stays at her father's house for one vear. Evidentlv the 
recent old customs prescribed it, because there is a special ceremonv. <•one 
through in the temple of the nearest goddess whereby the despatch· ot' the 
bride with her husband takes place soon after. 

The. cerem~ny of Garbhadan is a different thing altogether. It takes place 
some httle tune after the first mens.truation and is meant to purify the 
system of the woman and strengthen 1t for procreation. 

l~1 the. upper provi,nces " Gaona " is a mere living custom and the girl 
detamed m the fathers house for I, 2, 3 or even 5 years till the astrologers 
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.and family priests find a suitable date. There is no question of puberty in 
Ga.ona. It is just a fixed period of time. In some cases it coincides. with 
JJUberty, in others with maturity and consummation of marriage follows it. 

9. " Attainment of puberty is " never " a. sufficient indication of physical 
maturity to justify consummation of marriage". At 12-14 the girl is 
.quite immature. The internal secretion of the ovaries becomes just estab
lished and acts as a tonic for the general development of the body. The 
muscles get firm, there is an improvement in the general circulation, the 
mammary glands improve. The chest develops, the pelvis becomes wider. The 
whole aspect of the child changes to that of a woman. But it takes 4 to 6 
years for the child to change to a graceful woman, a fit companion for a 
n1an ·and a capable person to bear the strain of maternity. During the whole 
of this period the whole of the energy is directed to tissue building growth 
and bone formation. Should a pregnancy occur during this period and . the 
energies be diverted to maternity, and nourishment. and growth of the 
embryo, the mother's own growth and development are arrested. She just 
shrivels up, her bones become thin, soft and pliable even if osteomyelitis 
does not actually develop. 

Her nutrition becomes affected and her. calcium metabolism is seriously 
disturbed. Some develop Kyphotic changes and pains in the back, deformities 
of the pelvis are directly to be traced to this condition. 

The child born during this period is always undersized and underweight. 
He is generally rickety. It is a peculiar form of rickets which gives rise to 
thin limbs and a pot belly, a peculiar shaped chest, thin above, broader 
about the Diaphragm. The child is weak, often has bad digestion and if he 
lives grows to be a puny specimen of humanity. I therefore think that it is 
.JU; 18 years of age or above 18 that consummation of marriage should take 
place and the risk of pregnancy undertaken. The mother has a much better 
chance of escaping the horrors of parturition and the child born shall have 
much better chance of life, health and development. 

10. No girl is competent to give an intelligent consent to cohabitation with 
.due regard and realization of consequences till she is 18 years ·old. It is no 
good raising the Age of Consent by just a year or so. The laws should be 
based on an intelligent appreciation of the facts of development of the 
human body. Consent should come only when physical maturity has been 
attained. It is most important in India ·to be thorough about this age 
Lecause neglect in the past has deteriorated the national physique. To 
regain and improve the health of the 'nation " consent '' must be fixed at 
the age of 18 when the girl has attained a sufficient amount of maturity. 

11. During my professional experience I have met with ·hundreds of cases 
in which cohabitation before puberty, during what is called puberty and 
before full physical development of a girl has resulted in injury to her health, 
her body and has prejudicially affected her progeny. 

(a) The pain, bleeding and injury to the soft parts has produced such a 
norror and strain on the mental faculties that she has lost her mental balance 
for 2 years and ever afterwards remained a nervous person (age 12 to 15). 

(Z,) It has produced rupture of the Vagina to require treatment for silt 
·-weeks (11-13). In one case Tetanus r~sulted and the patient died. 

(c) It has produced Pelvic cellulitis (age 13-15). 

(d) I have been able to trace the precocious stimulation of sexual nerves 
result in loss of nerve control, Hysteria, Tetany, Hystero-Epilepsy, Giddiness, 
Nervousness and fits of unconsciousness all resulting from the same cam;e 
(age 12 to 16). 

The apathy of the female and girl-child has somehow been mistaken and 
there is a very widely held belief that the female is 8 times as sensual as the 
man and requires a prolonged sexual act to satisfy her sexual cravings. The 

1fact is that she has her periods of ovulation once or twice a month 8 to 12 
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days after menstruation and 2 or 3 days _before_ menstru:~;tion during l\:hicU. 
she may be said to feel a kind o~ sexual stimulatiOn. J?un~g the rest of the 
month she is absolutely apathetic and the sexual act IS distasteful and un
pleasant to her. Female animals ki~k and attack with their ho~ns any m~le 
intruding on them at any other penod. The human female qmetly submits
to the brutality of man and the man finding that the fl'male does not respond 
redoubles his efforts exhausting himself as well as the girl. Grl'at deal of 
misery and exhau~tion results from this and affects her nerves and gives rise 
to para- and perimetritis, cervicitis, displacement of womb and nl'n·ous
breakdown. 

Pregnancy following affects the mother's health more, she just withers, 
her development becomes arrested and latent diseases such as Tubereulosis 
and malignant diseases become active and kill off the patient. Those that 
live through, always are broken down in health and nerves. 

Parturition in more than 50 per cent. of these cases brings rupture of the 
perimeum, rupture of the os uteri, Leucorrhrea and in some casl's I have 
actually seen partial rupture of the body of the uterus (age 14-16). 

I have met a particular fonn of trouble-1\Ienonhagia which is diffienlt 
to treat beeause it results from Fibrosis of the uterine musculature-result of 
inflammation of the uterus either from congestion of the body during pro-· 
longed sexual acts or resulting from early pregnancy and faulty subinvolution. 

The progeny of these immature girls are almost always immature. EY<;>n 
when they look flabby they are undersized and underweight and nearly always 
suffer from flatulence and digestive troubles and rickets. They are weaklings 
and grmv as sueh. 'l'hey are backward and mentally deficient and defective· 
in other ways. They are never vigoro~s and virile. 

One more grave sequenee I cannot omit mentioning. The coolness and' 
apathy of a husband towards his wife when he finds that a wife with a 
ruptured perimeum, a leucorrhreal discharge and a broken down constitution 
has ceased to be a smiling and cheerful face about him and this is the
beginning of an unhappy home. 

12. I consider early consummation and early maternity responsible in a 
great measure for l1igh maternal and infantile mortality. These -vitally affect 
tho well-being of the race and retard the intellectual and physical progress
of the people. The precocious stimulation of the immature sexual nerves 
leads to their irregular action. Early marriage with its attendant and 
inevitable forc·ing of a sexual life on the immature girls often brings about 
hysteria and a nervous breakdown. The mentality of the race suffers from 
this breakdown and the result is a highly nervous and emotional race of 
Indian people with no fortitude, no bac-kbone, nor a c-apacity for sustained 
effort-earl:v man iage is one cause and a substantial cause for defective 
children. The defects are mental, moral and phy~ical. It is curious that the 
physical and moral defects follow mental defects. 

·we come across the dull anu baekward.~·hild who is lethargic and stupid, 
the nervous child with his fear of spiders and animals and ghosts giving 
rise to night terrors and com·ulsions. The feehle-minded ehild devoid of 
will-power showing marked moral stigma such as lying, stealing. swearing, 
timidity, distrustfulness, cruelty and misc-hievousness. From this the next 
st~p. is feehle-~indedness, imbeci_lity and idiocy. The epileptic child, the 
cnmmal, the msane and the cnpple follow in the wake of the mentallv 
defective. Children suffering from defeets of vision such as blindne<..~. 
nystagmus, squint, errors of refrm·tion from defects of hearing and speeeh. the 
deaf ?nd the deaf-dumb, the lisping and the stuttering child, even children 
suffer~ng from s~eh defects as harelip, cleft palate, spinal defec-ts and 
adenmds are all In one way or another associatt•d with the ml'ntallv defl:'c-
ti~. . 

. Early marriage precludes the chance of avoiding to marr.v highly nervous 
gnl<> who are sure to produce a great number of these defective ehildren. 
The general stamina. of children born. of early consumlllation is weak. They-
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~re small i:n size and deficient in weight. Their bones are thin, their digestion 
is v;eak. If they live they are altogether a weaker race physically and' 
mentally, so that one can confidently say that this early consummation and 
early maternity is responsible for the deterioration of the .race and retards 
the intelleetual and physical progress of the people. 

13. There has been a great development of public opinion amongst edu
·cated and better dasses with regard to extension of Age of Consent. The 
masses in India soon follow the practice of their betters. 

14. ""omen-mothers never favour early consummation of marriage for 
their children. It is an evil with which they put up and submit, but never 
favour. 'If only they had means they would delay the marriage of their 
-daughters to a Imitable age. 

15. It is impossible to definitely distinguish the age of girls as to whether 
it is 12, 13 or 14. They differ so mueh. The amount of their general 
-development depends on so many circumstances that it is no guide. The 
o()nly certain way is to keep a birth certificate. 

16. The margin of error will not be reduced if the Age of Consent is 
increa~ed to 14. But if it is made 18 it would certainly be reduced. A 
medieal man ean then more definitely certify as to her age. 

17. Extra-marital and mal"ital offences are two quite different things. I 
would use the word " Rape " for only extra-marital offences. Marital 
-olfenee or criminal sexual intereourse is only a misdemeanour and should be 
·cla~scd as a severe injury and called a eriminal sexual intercourse, and not 
rape and punished accordingly. The punishment for a first extra-marital 
.offence should. be severe flogging 3 times over at intervals of 3 weeks' and 
for a second offence 7 years' penal servitude. For marital cases rigorous 
imprisonment fol" 6 months. 

18. The btatement of the girl in both these cases should be taken in 
·CU/IIcra, in presence of a lady doetor and if possible before· a Woman Magis
trate. The atmosphere and exposur() of an open eourt and the bad· taste of 
ihe examining counsels in putting· indelicate questions is in some measure 
Tesponsihle for women not coming forward to bring a charge. 

For both classes the proc·ess. should not be harassing and· justice should 
be swift and not p10longed. A first class 1\Iagistrate the most senior in the 
-station or preferably the District Magistrate should conduct these cases and 
,punish forthwith-of course there must be right of appeal to the Judge. 

19. The whole procedure in these cases must be rapid. The Magistrate 
mu~t take up these cases first so as to- allow little time for collusion. For 
improper prosec·ution and extortion the Magistrate must frame a ,-charge 
forthwith and deal accordingly. Improper and wrong prosecution must be 
punitihed severely. 

20. " Penal Legislation fixing a higher Age of Consent " and " fixing a 
11igher minimum age of marr1age " are both necessary. The first is necessary 
in any case to meet the extra-m~rital cases. Penal legislation besides has a 
definite influence on society and social rules of marriage. The intelligent 
.people and reformers shall have an easier task to persuade people from 
unhealthy practices the necessity for which has ceased to exist. They shall 
bave a reason to break through the customary practices of the country and 
their dass and the mass always follow the practices of the intelligentsia. 
J gnorant orthodox opinion is always against all legislative interference with 
their social customs quite oblivious of the vicious circle which child marriage 
:and early consummation of marriage brings in its train. All intelligent 
[Jeople desire penal laws to act as a deterrent. 

21. Law is divine to the people of India and from the time of 1\fanu 
law has been uniformly re.~pected. Indian society (especially under foreign 
rule) is too disorganised for education and social propaganda to be effective. 
I therefore prefer to rely on the strengthening of the penal law to secure th" 
object in view. 
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Oral Evidence of Rai BahadUl' Dr. S. K. MUKHERJI, L.M.S., Mem· 
ber of the Executive Committee of the Allahabad Maternity and 
Child Welfare League, 9, LukerganJ, Allahabad. 

(.4/lahabad, lCth January 1929.) 

Chairman: You retired after 29 years of service as an .Assistant Surgeon?' 
.4. Yes. 
Q. Were you also the Secretary of the Dufferin Fund? 
.4. Yes, for ·about 12 years. 
Q. Were you also the Secretary of the Child Welfare and Maternity 

League? 
A. I was the Secretary of this League for about four years. 
Q . .Are you a lllember of the Executive Committee of the .Allahabad 

Maternity and Child Welfare League? 
A. Yes. I have also written a book on "Care of Indian Children " 
Q. Have you had experience of other districts too where you have worked?" 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that the existence of the child marriage, i.e:, marriageil 

below 12 years and consummation of marriages below 13, is common in this 
part of the country or wherever you have been or in any particular district? 

A. I don't think that it is common in the United Provinces except amongst 
the Bengalis. 

Q. Do you mean to say that early marriage is not common here? 
A. Early marriage is common but consummation of marriage is not s<> 

common before 12 or 13, except in a section of the people. Some individual 
cases have come to my knowledge. If I were to make any deduction from 
that, I would say that amongst the Brahmins, Chamars and Bengalis, these
cases are common. 

Q. Do you know of any community in which late marriages have been 
taking place as a rule? 

A. Generally it is taking place amongst the Muhammadans. 
Q. Does it take place amongst the lower classes of Muhammadans alsa-

as a rule? 
A. Their marriages are not so early as amongst the Hindus. 
Q. Have you noticed girl-mothers before 14 completeP 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you seen many such girl-mothers? 

A. A fair number • 

.4. • .Although consummation does not take place below 13, still have yolli 
seen girl-mothers under 14 and 15? 

A. Yes. I have generally seen such cases amongst the Bengalis. 
Q. Do you think that the law of the .Age of Consent has been known iiL 

parts where you were? 
A. It is generally not known. 
Q. Have you any reason to believe that it is broken in many cases? 
A. I think that in many cases it is broken. If a man marries a girl of 

12 or 11, he never knows that there is sueh a law and he consummates the 
marriage. 

Q. Do you mean to say that whether there is puberty or not or soon' 
after puberty, he consummates the marriage? 

A. He is not coneerned with puberty at all. Whenever he sees that he b.as.
charge of his wife and wheneYer he is alone he consummates. 

Q. Is that even amongst the Bengalis also? 
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A. Yes. ·I think that where a man is prevented on account of Gao~a that 
is another thing but when it is not a case of Gaona, wheneve~ the g1r~ goes
to her husband's house the marriage may be ()Onsummated Irrespective· of 
puberty or age. 

Q. Do you know of any such cases P 
A. I know of mimy cases. 
Q. Do you want both the Age of Consent Law and the l\Iarriage Law? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the age that you recommend for Age of Consent? 
A. 18. 
Q. Now within marriage, do you think that the law of Age of Con~eBt. 

without a law of marriage fixing a minimum age, would be effective? 
A. I don't think that it will be effective. Unless the two go together, l 

don't think that it will be effective for this reason that many people' are 
ignorant of this law. Similarly you will find thjs law will not be effective 
because it is not known in the first instance and secondly these cases are 
never reported and detected. 

Q. Don't you think that the Age of Consent Law standing by itself will 
be effective P 

A. No. 
Q. What age would you recommend for marriage? 
A. 16. 
Q. What age for marriage would you recommend for boys? 
A. At least it should be 20. 
Q. What age would you recommend for consummation? 
A. Consummation after 16 wouldn't be so bad. I think 16 would meet 

with the situation for the present. Scientifically speaking any age below IS. 
is wrong, but for the present 16 .11ill do. 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: 'Why is any age below 18 wrong? 

A. The development of the bone does not take place properly up to 21. 
Now in the case of females, for instance, the principal bones that go ro 
form the pelvis are not united till 20 and the ossification of the bones is not 
complete till a man is 25. 

Chairm{ln: Do you think that there is any method by which marriages. 
may be allowed at any age by the parents and yet consummation could be. 
postponed till after the girl is 16? 

A. It has been tried in India by the system of Gaona but the Gaona has 
become obsolete as well as ineffective for this reason that nobody cares for it. 
It has not now the same sanctity that used to be attached to it. Formerly 
if a girl was married when say for your or five years the man was not allowed 
to see his wife. In fact he used, to be in his house. That custom has
pra<·tically gone now. I know even now that there are some houses where
the son-in-law even if he goes to the girl's house, is not allowed to see the 
girl till the Gaona is made. Now Gaona is vanishing. I think that it is a 
great disadvantage in getting a woman married and still not allowing her 
to go to her husband's house. During that interval she might become ar 
widow with the misfortune of not having been allowed to go to her husband's. 
house besides. 

Mrs. Beadon: We were told in Calcutta. that a research is going on about 
this Calcium metabolism. Can you give us any further information about 
this? Have you any experience about this P 

A. I am sorry I cannot give you any statistics but from my personaf 
experience I can tell you that osteomalacia develops and also 1\fenorrhagiar. 
starts which is due to the deficiency of calcium. 

Q. But you have said that Menorrhagia is due to Fibrosis of the uterme 
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A. That is one cause, and if you give these girls calcium, Menorrhagia 
1Will be cured. 

Q. In your answer to question Xo. 11 in sub-para. (a) you have said that 
the pain, bleeding and injury to the soft parts had produced such a horror 
ll.Dd strain on the mental faeulties that she lost her mental balance for 2 
years and ever afterTards remained a nervous person (12-15). Does the 
figure you have mentioned there mean that you have seen 12 or 15 ca~es? 

A. No. It is between the ages of 12 and 15 such things happen. 
Q. How many such eases have you seen losing mental balance? 
A. I can at least recollect five cases. 
Q. What were the girls? Were they Hindus or :Muhammadan girls? 
A. Hindus. 
Q. Were they all about the ages of 12 to 13? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did these cases happen recently? 

A. These cases happened about 10 years ago. 

Q. ·were the_se amongst the Rengalis.or amongst any other class? 

A. One case was a Bengali, 3 cases were Hindus and one case was 
a Muhammadan. There was mental trouble after the consummation of 
marriage and the gil·l was so much frightened that she couldn't bear the sight 
of her husband. 

A. ln answer 11 (o) you have stated that it has produeed rupture of the 
vagina to require treatment for six weeks. Do you mean to say that this is 

··due to the result of early eonsummation quite apart from chil4-birth? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did this happen? 
A. Some ten y£cais ago this happened. 
Q. Was the girl -very young? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are you of opinion that the children of these young mothers are poorly 

developed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. We were i;old yesterday by a witness that the children of these mothers 

.-are well developed but that the real strain came not on account of the birth 
of the child but· owing to the lack of maternal care. Do you agree with this 

-view? 
.4.. My own opinion is that all children born of these young mothers, first, 

second and third, ·i.e., up to their 20th"year, are poorly developed. In fact 
in all other countries there is a common saying that the youngest 
child is the most inteUigent. In Bengal as well as here you will find that 
the first ehild is more or less idiotic. In Oudh you will find that most of the 
Talukdars have no cbilcrrel'l.. 

Q. Do you think. that it is due to venereal diseases? 

. A. It" is ?n account of their diet. You will find people saying that the 
neher the diet is, the stronger they will become but the result is just the 
other way. · 'l'he Ranis as well as the Rajas both lose their vitality and if at 
all they produce anything it will be a girl. You will find mo;,t of the 
'l'alukdars in Oudh lun-ing no children. I think that it is ·the diet that 
makes them lose virility. 

Q. Do they get very fat? 
.-L Yes. 
Q. Again in your answer to question No. 11 (d) von have aiven us a 

terrible list of names of diseases. Do you think that this is all a';;e to early 
~marriage? 
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A. Yes bePause the mothers' nervous system has a great influence on the 
c:hildren a'nd the mothers live in perpetual drain, besides they are hystericar. 
1 find that this mental aversion is really due to the sexual intercourse before 
the due time. I have discussed this question with a medical expert and he is 
of the same opinion. The precocious stimulation of sexual nerves results in 
hysteria and other things and of course all t~ese complaints. have an influen?e 
on the child. As a matter of fact if you wtll ask any ruedteal man, you w1ll 
find that hysteria is getting commoner and commoner in our times. 

Q. So you think that the only way to remedy these evils i~ to fi~ the age 
of marriage. · 

A, Yes. That is the most important thing and that must be done if there 
is any consideration for the development of the race at all. 

Mrs. Nehru.: What are your reasons to think that these Talukdars get 
more girls than boys P 

A. I have been working on this matter and very soon I will be able t<> 
publish the information. I think the diet has. the greatest influence on the
sex of the c:hild as well as the sterility of the woman. During the first 
four months, for instance, if a woman were to· live on simple fat-free diet,. 
you will find that the re~ult would be a boy. ·I was one day going to a· 
rieh man's lwuse. There I saw that he had seven girls and one son and he 
asked me to go and see his coachman where I saw that there were 7 boys 
and one girl and this opened my eyes and I found that my matrons and 
others had more boys and very few girls. 

I hnve experimented this method upon my patients by giving them· 
this kind of light diet fat free for the first four months and so on and the· 
result is a boy. 

Q. Do you think the age of 16 which you want to fix for marriage will be· 
practicable? 

A. l\Iost certainly. 
Q. Do you not think that, tQe suddenness of the change will be. too great' 

and may induce people to break it. 
A. 1\f.v own impression is that when they find that there is a law, they 

will begin to obey it. They have now hecome tired in a way and both the 
middle c>lass and the lower class find that they have to support 6 to 10 
children for whom such a law will be a great relief so that motherhood can 
be started late and the number of births reduced. · 

Q. Do you think that there will be a great difference in the births 
because mo.'ltly motherhood hegins after 14 or 15 or even 16 in spite of early 
consummation? 

A. Yes. In those cases it will begin from 18 and 19. 
Q. Will that make any differenc:e in the total number of children because· 

although it may start later it may continue later? 
A. You will see that at the age of 17 or 18 she be,.ins to think of his 

sexual act with more responsibility. "' 
Q. Do ~·ou think that it is absolutely impossible to penalize Gaona in any 

way to make the Age of Consent Law effective? 
A. I think so and do not approve of it. 

Q. If it is not possible to have a marriage legislation will you entirely 
rejeet the Age of Consent Law or will you have it as the second best? 

A. As I said. before, I would like to have both, hut if it were not possible 
to have a man·w~e law, then I would have the other one, viz., the Age· of 
Consent Law wh1eh may have at least some effect. I will not reject the 
consent law altogether, 

. Q. J~ that case, c>an :vou suggest any means as to how to make it opera-
tive? 'l:ou have suggested some means here to make it operative bv sug-
gesting some ~ther a gene~ of enquiry than the poliee and so on. Will you t 
please clear tins up and g1ve us your whole scheme? • 
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A. For instance, in olden days when medical science had not improved 
.tiO much and people had not advanced there was in England a Board of 
Matrons, which used to give evidence in Court, and examine women and 
serve as an authority on cases of pregnancy. \Veil, I do not see why we 
.cannot set up something like this in every village. 

Q. What is your suggestion for India? 
A. Every village should have a Board of Matrons, that is to say, of elderly 

·women to whom the complaint of any girl may be taken. 
Q. Do you think that it is possible to find such matrons here? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you want to give these Boards the right of complaint and prose

oeution only or do you want to make them the trying tribunals? 
A. They will judge whether a certain case requires to be tried and then, of 

course, they will take the necessary action. If we could set up women hono
Tary magistrates they could take the complaints to them or they themselves 
-can judge these cases and bring them to the notice of the authorities. The 
-difficulty is 'this. I find that there are no complaints because a girl is too 
-shy. Then the second thing is the girl is harassed by the Police who take 
her from one place to another and that is why there are no complaints. 

Q. Do you want the Board to consist of one or more Magistrates? 
A. I mean by a Board, a Bench of Magistrates. 
Q. ·wm you have them as honorary or stipendiary magistrates? 
A. I will have them as honorary magistrates and if it is not pQ.ssible to 

have them as such, I will have stipendiary magistrates. 
Q. In places where such ladies cannot be found competent to do this sort 

.of work, what will you do? 
A. I think the next persons should be these Dais and lady doctors. 
Q. Do you want these Dais to act as Judges? 
A. They should report in the first instance and the judges will be lady 

doctors of all grades. 
Q. Are there lady doctors in all villages? 
A. Then I really don't know what to do. 
Q. Can you say that it is possible to have a Board of Women in all places? 
A. Yes. I think there are elderly ladies in every place. 
Q. l\Iy question is this. In places where you don't find women competent 

-enough to take up the work of Magistrates what alternative will you have? 

A. There &hould be a Bench of Magistrates one or more who should go 
round and see the cases just as in England there are touring female magis
trates. 

Q. If they are not available, what will you suggest? 

A. Then men magistrates will have to go and they will have to do the 
work in camera. 

Q. You object to marital cases being termed rape. Is this objection only 
in name or do you want any change in punishment? 

A. In marital cases the punishment should be fine and that fine should 
be given over to the girl as ·istri dhan. 

Q. The fine will be paid but the girl will go baek to the husband and the 
-offence will be repeated. In fact the husband will take back the money 
·and there will be no punishment at all. 

A. As the girls get more sense probably it will work better; that 1s my 
:.o1~e. 

Q. What do you provide for stopping the repetition of the offence? 
A. When a man is fined or in some way punished, he does not repeat it 

:and if he does repeat it then the punishment should be severer. 
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Q. Don't you think that if husband and wife are separated by taking a legal 
bond from them it will be a better provision than keeping them in the same 
louse and fining the husband. 

A. The girl may remain with her parents for a period till she attains the 
age. 

Chairman: But the parents will say that they do not want to support her. 
A. The husband's people will get an order that they should maintain her. 
M ra. Nehru: Your objection that severe punishment will affect the girl 

will be removed that way? 
A. I think it is a better way. 
Q. You have mentioned that among Bengalis the age. of puberty .is 12 

while amongst others the age of puberty is 14. What is. the reason for this 
difference in the age o~ puberty among Bengalis and others? 

A. There are many factors-Food, climate, exercise and heredity, In 
people who have been accustomed to have sexual intercourse and get children 
early the development is quicker. 

Q • .Are you of opinion that early marrying people get puberty earlier 
than late marrying people? 

A. Yes, 
Q. Can the age of puberty be delayed by practice? 
A. Yes, by generations of practice. 
Q. Other people living in Bengal do not get puberty earlier like Bengalis? 
.4.. No. 
Q. So it cannot be due to climate? 
A. No. 
Mr. Mitra: The opinion of the scientific people is that the age of puberty 

is the same throughout the world but there are exceptional cases found 
everywhere in Europe and in India f 

A, There are some differences i:ti tropical countries. .Amongst Europeans 
living in India you will find that those who have been here for two genera
tions, their girls attain puberty earlier than the English girls. It may not 
be climatic effect but it may be due to social environments. You can stimu
late puberty. There is a climatic effect also. In· exceptional cases girls 
start menstruation at 11. In Bengal, for instance, you will find that at 10 
or 11 or even at 9 some girls show signs of menstruation, It is due to 
heredity as well as climate. 

Q. Can you tell us from your experience whether Bengali girls when they 
eome out of the province or are domiciled in other provinces get puberty 
late or do they keep their original tendency? 

A. Hereditary influence militates against late puberty. 
Q. You suggest 16 to be the minimum age for marriage? 
A. Yes. 
J),. You say in para. 7 that there is no religious notion about consum~ 

mation of marriage. You certainly know that there are some texts of the 
Shastras that enjoin consummation within 16 days of the first menstruation 
and that is believed by some people? 

A. My reading of the Shastras is that some Shlokas have been inter
polated into the Shastras. See about Rama and Sita's marriage-she was 
married when she was a grown-up girl. If you s~ th~ pre-historic things 
that have descended to us you w1Il never find a chlld-g1rl marrying. Then 
where does this difference come in? You will find that after the Muhammadan 
invasion when they found that these people _were very anxious to take away 
unmarried girls and left behind those who were married, they ·naturally 
sought to put in this Shloka. 

Q. In the earlier Shastras we find Shlokas supportmg ante-puberty mar
riages. 
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A. I am not versed in Shastras but I think those people are not correct. 
I have heard it from some of the Pandits that before 36 periods after first 
menstruation there should be no consummation of marriage. l\Iy reading of 
the Shastras is very poor but I have it from three or four Pandits. 

Q. Unfortunately these poor people do not rely on the Shastric thing but 
on the custom that they must give girls in marriage before puberty? 

A. This custom is a sort of vicious circle and we must break the circle.· 
Q . .Are they agreeable to have consummation postponed till the 16th year?
A. We find that in practi<;e it has been postponed, but not all over the· 

country. I am in favour of having a marriage law. 
Q. You are not for providing any exemptions if there is a marriage law?
A. I think 16 should be the marriage law. When you make that you say 

that children born of girls before 16 will not inherit property. That will be 
a good fear. 

Q . .Any other suggestion about punishment in cases of breach-fine or 
imprisonment or some such punishment? 

A. I think that marriages before 16 should be made invalid. 

Q. But the difficulty will be that once you declare the marriage invalid 
the children born will be illegitimate and at the same time if once the law 
declares a marriage void the girl will have no chance, constituted as the
society is at present, of marriage. This punishment would be very severe .. 

A. Therefore it will stop early marriage. Once they find that marriage
is not valid nobody will dare marry. 

Q. You know that early marriage is practised among the Brahmans and 
Vaishyas in Madras, in Bihar and Bengal. If you make such a law it will 
have no support? 

A. Unfortunately I find half measures are of no use. Time has come for 
India to choose between full measures or no mea~ures. The only effective 
thing I can think of is that no child should be born of mothers below 16. 

3Ir. Shah Nall·az: Can you give us any authority in support of the pro
position enunciated by you that verses in the Shastras or Smritis were 
interpolated in regard to marriage and consummation? 

A. ·when I was at Lahore our .Arya Samajist friends told me about it. 
They will tell you that there are many verses that have been interpolated 
and they would give you proof. Swami Dayanand was one of those persons
who found out all these things and gave literary as well as historical proofs. 
That is all I can say. 

Q. Don't you think that a considt>rable number of girls may go wrong if 
they were not permitted to marry before 16 in the lower classes? 

A. No. It is absolutely a misconception on our part to think that the 
girls have the urge of sex so much as men have. They are passive agents; 
you have got to excite them to bring about sexual response and it is at that 
early age that a girl is particularly more shy. She is more virile and virility 
has been proved to come on after the menstruation period ceases. Then she 
gets manly things about her. I consider it a very great wrong that we 
have got this idea. 

Q. Don't you think that a considerable number of boys will resort to evil 
habits if they are not married before 20? Hmv are we aoincr to prevent 
them? "' "' 

·~· I have found thesP- cases and I have known these cases amongst my 
pat1ents but ill-health results after the boy is married. Sexual weakness comes 
only when he gets !1 scop~. Here and there if a boy goes wrong once he 
learns a lesson, he Is all nght after that, and there is not so much sexual 
waste as there is in early marriage. 

Q. But they do resort to evil habits? 
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A. They do sometimes but that does not make them so weak as this 
early sexual intercourse. 

JJ r. Bhargava: In para. 8 you say that the ceremony of Garbhadan is a 
.different thing aitogether. It takes place some little .time after the first 
menstruation and is meant to purify the system of the woman and strengthen 
it for procreation. \Vhat do you mean? 

A .. That is the idea among the people. 
Q. Does early consummation lead to sterility? 
A. Later on it leads to exlwustion. For instance, in Bengali we have a. 

.Proverb that a woman of 20 is old. Those people who ind~lge in sexuality 

.early become sterile at 40. 
Q. Girls whose marriages are consummated very early-do they become 

more :;timulated and sensitive than they would have been if they had been 
married late P 

A .. Yes. 
Mr. Yalwb: Several doctors and lady doctors hq.ve told us that children 

born of mothers of younger age of 13 or 14 have the same weight and as good 
health as children bon,1 of older mothers. Do you agree with. thatP' 

A. :My experience is absolutely otherwise. 
Q. You say that artificial puberty can be attained by a girl. Do you 

think a git·l who attains· artificial puberty is fili for· early cohabitation or 
maternity? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Without causing any harm or injury to her 8ody? 

A. It :will cause injury to her body .. 

Q. Is early puberty .at times b,rought about artificially f 
.4 .. Artifieial stimulation takes pJace at times but is rare. 

1(.'1winnan: I think Bengal is ti;e hot-bed f~r it? 

A. There marriages take tJlace early. 

Mr. Mitra: You will agree with me that in Bengal it is never practised? 

A. It is prac·tised amongst the hill people by the girls who practise prosti-
tution nnd amongst some Muhammadans in the United Provinces. 

lllr. YukuiJ:. You say that girls should not be married up to 16 and you 
.also sny that the general tendeney is that purdah should be removed and 
girls should be allowed to move freely amongst men. Don't you think that 
this free intercourse with mnles will c-reate ·a sort of artificial passion 
amongst girls and there will be danger to their remaining less straight if 
they are not married early? 

A. I do not think so. As I have already said I have a better idea of 
female nature . 

. Q. But you yourself say their passions can be aroused? 

.t. That does not mean by moving promiscuously with men. 
'Q. Does dancing stimulate passion? 
.':!.. No. Dancing is sueh good exercise, it makes you perspire. The 

-other surrounding effects may be bad hut dancing in itself is a very good 
.exercise. If after danc-ing you tnke a glass of whisky and go in a room and 
talk to a. girl there may he stimulation. 

Mr. Kanhaiyn Lal: There is considerable opposition to fixing any age of 
marriage above 12. In view of that opposition would you ·recommend that 
as a first step we may begin with 14 as the minimum age for marriage P 

A. "·hatever the exigeneies require you know better but my statement is 
that it should he 16. If you want to improve the race, if you want to 
improve as a nation, 16 should be the minimum. 18 is better but 16 should 
ibe the minimum for India at present. 
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Q. In case the legislature adopts 14 as th~ mmimum age of marriage 
would you recommend same age for consummatiOn or would you recoDlDlend 
16 for ·consuDlDlation? 

A .. "'hen I recommend 16 for marriage I recommend 16 for consummatioa 
also. After 16 the trouble is not so muc·h as before 16. My experience of 
mothers, who get their first c:hild early is that they are torn up and this is a 
thing which they suffer and suffer quietly all their lives. I know many 
cases where this has been the cause of a great deal of suffering and want of 
conjugal happiness. 

Q. If the legislature fixes 14 as the minimum would you fix 16 for con
summation or 14? 

A. I do not know the law !!.~rt of it but if it is possible to fix a law of 
consummation at 16 I would do that. 

Q. Even if marriage law is 14 consummation should not take place before 
16? 

A. As I have said the law will be ineffective. 
Q .. 'Vould you therefore have the two ages the same? 
A. No, I am recommending as a medical man and l would re~,'Ommend 16 

for both. 
Q. In case the legislature fixes the marriage age at 14 and the consum

mation age at 16, would the medical profession help us in bringing cases of 
breaches of the law to light by giving information confidentially to the 
proper authorities? 

A. It will be against our etiquette, it will be against our instinct and it 
will be against our duty to patients. 

Q. In cases of suspected poisoning you have got to do it? 

A. The thing is that generally we do not do it uniess we are forced. I 
may tell you an instance of a boy poisoning himself with something who was 
brought to Colvin's Hospital. He was nearly dying but we somehow pulled 
him together. The question came up whether we should not make him over 
to the police. I had unfortunately the District Magistrate, the Commissioner 
and the Superintendent of Police there on the spot and that is how the thing 
started. I was advised by the Civil Surgeon in the face of those people that 
if the police ask you about it you have got to say so but it is not your 
business to go and volunteer. 

Q. Parents have greater obligation but no one will report? 

A. Very few cases come to light. I found in Allahabad only 3 or 4 cases 
having been reported during these years. For a number of years I find 
from the police that only 4 or 5 cases have been reported though many more 
occur. It is impossible to expect anyone to report. 

Q. In view of this difficulty would you recommend that these marital cases 
should be made cognisable by the police, that is to say, if they receive 
information they should at onc:e enquire and make a report? 

A. I strongly object to that. Police should have no hand in it. 

Q. Whether the girl is under 12 or over 12? 

.4 .. Yes. 

Q. Then you are narrowing the chances of detection? 

A .. Chances of detection are very few, especially in the present state of 
the ~ountry. Most ladies are in purdah and !ou have no chances of knowing. 
l\1edical people would not help you. It will also be difficult to find out 
whether a girl is 12 or 14. 

Q. For law cases yon have horoscopes? 

.L They are quite wrong, often manufactured. If there 1s no proper 
birth registration, you will have to investigate these cases. 
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Q. Would you recommend the grant ~f a fre~ birth certificate when a 
llirth is reported? 

A. I think it should be done. .As it is the man goes to the police office, 
reports the birth and gets some chit. If the law requires that it should be 
kept and utilised in future people would utilise it. 

Q. "'ould you further recommend a system 'of registration of marriages 
giving the names, birth plaee and ages of the marrying parties? 

A. Yes, I would recommend that. 
Q. \Vould you also recommend that in case of these reports a free mar. 

riage certificate shonld similarly be granted to the manying parties P 
A. Yes. 
Q. \Vhat nge would you recommend in extra-marital cases? 
A. 18. 
Q. It has been represented to us that it will be very difficult to check 

brothel girls and daughters of prostitutes. Can you keep them untouched 
up to the age of 18? 

A. If there is a law it will be practicable. 
Q. Would not young boys fall r-ictims to tempta.tion and suffer for the 

fault of girls? 

A. There it is still easier because all brothels could be licensed and the 
ages of girls practising this profession could be registered. 

Mrs. Beadon: If you license the prostitutes don't you think you are 
encouraging the profession? 

A. In India you want some kind of distinction between prostitutes and 
non-prostitutes. Otherwise difficulties might arise. .A prostitute says that 
she is 18 but she is 14 and she will say to the young man unless you give 
me so much I will report it to the police. 

Q. But there is no need for young men to go there? 
. . 

A. That is for those people whb go there; they would be in a false posi
tion unless the age of the girl was given. 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: Don't you delay their means of livelihood· by raising 
their ages to 18 ? 

A. But you do not· want to perpetuate that kind of livelihood. I think 
the sooner it goes the better. 

Q. You would also he increasing iheir chances of marriage? 

A. Yes. 

Mr. Yak ub: But the question of employment 1s very serious. If the~ 
were married how are their parents to be maintained? 

A. These people must be punished as severely as possible. 

Q. But how will you feed them? 

A. Theil: hunger will make them go and work. 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: How would you prevent hardship to young men fall
ing a prey to temptations of these young girls consenting but really not 
capable of consenting? 

A. The fear of law will deter many people from committing such offences 
at an early age. It will take a little time but it will be effective. 

Q. Do you think that weakness or early loss of virility is more due to 
frequency. of child-birth than to early marriage. In fact some people have 
suggested contraceptives? 

A. In the Indian class of society contraceptives are not possible. .Among 
the lower classes contraceptive is impossible as a preventive pessary costina 
about a rupee is beyond their means. They cannot think of it. "' 
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Written Statement of Pandit RAMA KANT MALAVIYA, Allahabad. 

1. Certainly in educated circle. 
2. (1) None. 
(2) The high rate of mortality among young girls and the large number 

of cases that come to court in which outside the marital state girls, in 
straitened circumstances, though of sixteen years in age or slightly above· 
but inexperienced in life and not mature enough to realise all the conse
quences of their action, are alleged and very often proved to have given 
their consent to sexual intercourse. 

3. Yes, it is frequent. So far as my knowledge goes the amendment has 
failed to achieve its subject. I would raise the age of consent to 16 in 
marital state and 18 outside marital state and would make it compulsory 
for all l\Iunicipal and District Boards to form sub-committees for different 
centres within their jurisdiction to which they must co-opt a certain number 
of influential persons of that locality. Such sub-committees should be pro
vided with necessary funds, 'tnd should be authorised to carry on propaganda' 
to popularise the proposed changes and to see that they are adhered to. 

4. Not to my knowledge. Same measures as suggested above. 
5. About 12 or 13. 
6. No knowledge. 

7. I would attribute it, if it exists anywhere, to ignoranee of religion. 
8. Yes, Gaona is performed but the age at which it is performed depends 

upon the custom prevailing in each community and very often in each family. 
9. Certainly not. In no caso before 16, preferably later. 

10. Not before 18. 

11. I have heard of some cases but do not remember details of age or· 
injury sustained. 

12. Certainly. 

13. I do not think that the masses even know of the amendment except-
ing those who have had to go to court in such cases. 

14. Not to 1hy knowledge. 

15. Yes .. It is a difficult question to determine. Very often expert 
opinion decides the question and we know how easy it is for a monied man· 
to get the opinion that will suit him. I would see that the registration of 
births, if properly done, would provide for the better maintenance, super
vision and eontrol of such registers and would make entries therein con
clusive evidence of the age. A duplicate of it should be kept in the magis
trate's court for which entries !>hould be periodically reported and should be· 
entered therein. 

16. No. 
17. Yes. In marital cases I would (for the first /e11• years only) prescribe 

a fine of Rs. 100 and would debar such a condct from getting any govern
ment employment for life. If given wide and sufficient publicity this punish
ment would be very effective. In extra-marital cases I wol!ld give not less 
than two years rigorous imprisonment unless the man is prepared to marry 
the girl, in case they both belong to the same religion. Otherwise I would' 
insist that the guilty person should be bound to give maintenance to the 
girl for one year. This will be over and above his sentence of imprisonment. 
I feel I am suggesting very hard methods but the trouble is now so wide
spread and so ruinous that very harsh steps will have to be taken if it is 
really desired to kill this disease and to improye the manhood and the· 
womanhood of the nation. 

18. Yes. Within marital state the cases should be tried in camera pre
ferably by the sub-committee suggested by me in reply to Question 3 above_ 
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.Outside marital state they should be tried only by the Joint Magistrates. 
"The trial in both cases to be hy the help of a jury of educated persons not 
belonging to the same religion as the accused. 

19. No. 
20. I would suggest that the minimum age of marriage be fixed by legis

lation, but without a penal legislation fixing a higher age of consent for 
,marital cases, the object in view will not be attained. Evidently the com
mittee does not want the opinion as to the marriageable age and hence I do 
'not offer any opinion about that. 

21. Progress of social reform by means of education' and social pro
ipaganda is essential for the success of such reforms but the object in view 
1will not be secured without the strengthening· of the penal law. 

Oral Evidence of Pandit RAMA KANT. MALAVIYA. 

(Allahabad, 16th January 1929.) 

Pandit Kanhaiya Lal: You are a member of the harP 
&. Yes. 
Q. How long have you been practising? 
A. I joined in 1907. 
Q. You are the Secretary of the local Sanatan Dharm Sabha and onll 

·ef the Secretaries of the All-India Sana tan Dharm Sabha P 
A. Yes. 
Q. Has the Sabha considered this matter of age of consent? 
A. I tried to com·ene meetings .. • At one meeting they authorised me to 

·~:ive replies to your questionnaire liut after that on two occasions I tried to 
•convene meetings to get their views but they did not come. 

Q. Does the statement sent by you represent the views of your Sabha:
A. I have already said I am answering it in my personal capacity but 1 

think I can carry the majority with me .. 
Q. In what communities is early marriage practised in these Provinces? 
.4.. :VathJLans, Vaishas and Shudras. 
Q. What is the usual age of marriage among the Brahmans? 
A. It h.u:; been growing for the last few years and now it is between 11 

.and 13 and among the Y aishyas it is about the same. 
Q. What about the lower classes? 
A. They sometimes marry when the girl is still in the embryo but usually 

it is 5 to 7 years. 
Q. \Vhen is consummation effected among the Brahmans and VaishyasP 
A. In the majority of cases not before puberty. 
Q. And among the lower classes? 
A. It is the same. 
Q. Is gamut ceremony celebrated before consummation is started? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long after marriages does it take place usually? 
A. That depends on the custom of the caste and sometimes on the custom 

of the family. Sometimes it is within a year and sometimes it is 3 to 5 
years after the marriage and at times along with the marriage but invariably 
it 1s after puberty. 

Q. Have you noticed any evil results following early consummation or 
-.early maternity? 
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A. There are hopelessly bad results. The girls are shattered in health 
children are very weak and they die early. The mothers also die. • 

Q. What remedy do you propose to save the country from these evil 
results? 

A. Raising of both marriage age and age of consummation. 
Q. 'What minimum age would you recommend for marriage? 
A. So far as the question of marriage is concerned it is rather difficult 

because there is a large section of orthodox people who still believe in mar
riage before pub~rty. It will be very difficult to convince them that they 
should not follow the shastras. From what I know of the shastras I think 
the shastras give power to ~arry a girl within 3 years of her attaining 
puberty. There is a growing section among the orthodox people who are 
going to stick to that and to marry girls within 3 years of attaining 
puberty. Therefore I am prepared to suggest that marriage age should be 
fixed at 15 but if a man is able to convince a District Magistrate that for 
some reason or other a girl must be married before puberty as a special case 
permission might be granted to him. 

Q. Will that not be detrimental to the interests of the girl? 
A. If a man has conscientious objection the exemption may be granted. 

Demand is so growing and education is doing, so much for it that this thing 
will go on decreasing· e,very year. Still some propaganda will have to be 
done. In exceptional cases exemption may be given for exceptional reasons. 

Q. If you include· among any exceptional cases and exceptional reasons 
the one reason you suggest namely consc-ientious objection of the orthodox 
communities, everybody will say so? 

A. My own idea is that every day, increasing number of people among 
the orthodox people themselves are beginning to realise the mistake of early 
marriage and the number of such exceptions will be decreasing every day. 

Q. Is that true of Madras? 
.-L I cannot speak of Madras. 
Q. Will that be true of Brahmans? 
A. Yes, they are beginning to realise that it is a mistake. 
Q. Is that true of Bhumihar Brahmans? 
A .. Yes, this idea is growing among them. The number of persons apply

ing for exemptions will go on decreasing month after month as the education 
spreads. 

Q. You think according to $hastric injunction there is no sin attaching to 
postponement of marriage after puberty if the postponement is not beyond 
3 years after puberty? 

A. The shastras sav that if a girl is married within 3 years after attain
ing puberty, after pe;forming a '·ery ordinary prayaschitta for that, that is 
one gao dan no sin can possibly be attached to it. 

Q. You think a gao dan is necessary even if marriage is performed within 
3 years after puberty? 

A. Yes it is necessary. 
Q. You think that the number of marriages after puberty is increasing? 
.4 .• Yes. It is not increasing as rapidly as one would like it. 
(J. You recommend 15 for marriage. Do you think 14 as it is in Sarda's 

Bill will be accepable to the people? 
.4 .• Without exemption it will not be acceptable. 
Q. And that exemption should co¥er conscientious objection? 
.i. The orthodox communities will raise a bitter objection to any law 

requiring marriage after puberty without any -E'xceptions. 
Q. If the age is fixed at 13 would there be any objection on thai acc011ntl 
A. So often we find girls attaining puberty before 13. 
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Q. You think they will object to 18 evenP 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will there be any objection to 1~? 
A. There will be no objection to 12. In fact the All-India Sanatan

Dharma. Conference held at Allahabad between the 18th and 24th January-
1927 and presided over by my father Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya passed 
a resolution unanimously that girls should not be married in any case before
the beginning of their 12th year. 

Q. That fixes the minimum marriageable age at 11 P 
A. The whole question is that of puberty. 
Q. What age would you recommend for consummation? 
A. The least 16. 
Q. What is the recommendation of the conference on this point? 
A. 'J hey have also recommended that consummation before 16 should not 

take place. In fact there was fit) resolution on this point. It was put from 
the chair a.nd nobody objected. 

Q. There is the difficulty experienced in these cases that breaches of the
law of consummation take place without being detected. Can you suggest any 
measures for helping detection? 

A. l have suggested in my reply that municipal and district boards 
should be authorised to form sub-committees of. their own and it should be 
compulsory for such sub-commiHees to co-opt unofficial persons of the locality 
and tha~ sub-committees will perhaps be able to detect much more than -at. 
present. 

Mrs. Nehru: In your statement you suggest that these sub-committees 
~hould be asked to popularise the cause also. Would you also advocate that. 
they should take up prosecution and complaint in such cases?· 

A .• Yes, I would. 

Jl r. Kanhaiya Lal: Would you advocate the formation of vigilance socie
ties ir. towns and rural areas partly, to do educative work and partly· to do
detective work in this connection? 

A .. The whole trouble is that we have had so many committees in India
and they have done no work. Municipal boards and district boards have 
done sonwthing and if you add non-official persons, specially such persons' 
as willingly offer themselves, perhaps they will work better than any com
mittees that we have had in the past. 

Q. Do you think Sanatan Dharma Sabha or the social reform organisa-
tions will be able to help us in this matter P 

A. T think to a certain extent. 
Q. Would caste panchayats help us? 
A. Not much. 
Q. Would you like to make these marital cases cognisable or non-cognis

able? 
A. I have suggested that so far as these marital cases are concerned they 

had better be tried by these sub-committees. My reason is this. I have sug
gested that even in marital cases the age should be raised to 16. The number 
of such csses will be very large and the sentence that I have proposed is
that the offenders should be debarred from getting any service in any insti
tution to which the Government grants any aid at all. I would make thE1 
offence cognisable by such committees for the first few years. 

Q. You want to make the complainant a. judge also? 

:1. Unfortunately it will have to be done. 

Q. Dvn't you think it will create a. wider and deeper discontent than a 
law fixing the age of marriage? 
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A. I do not think so. So far as eonsummation goes Hindu shastras no
'Where Jay down that marriage should be consummated at a particular age. 
ilt is only Sushrut who lays down the age at 16. There is no book which 
lays down any age earlier than 16. I consulted several pundits but I have 

not got ftny authority on that subject that consumn1ation must take place 
ibefore ]l1. 

Q. You might remeinber it laid down that every time a girl gets menses 
and is not approached by her husband you prevent her from becoming a 
mother. That is considered a sin in an indirect way of killing a foetus. 
Does not that show an obligation for consummation. 

A. I have consulted so many pundits and they all agree with me by say
ing that nowhere the age is fixed that you must have consummation at 16. 

Q. Do you think that the rule enjoining a man to approach his wife 
during menses, is recommendatory or mandatory? 

.4 .• I would go a bit further. 'Every text lays down that certain rules 
-ought not to be observed in apat l;al. We must accept for the present time 
what is suitable. 

Q. Are you prepared to say that even the rule about marriage before 
puberty is of a recommendatory character and need not be observed in apat 

·kal? 
A. lt is too much to say, but it will have to be done. 
Q. Am I to understand that you would like the present law to stand in 

;-egard to ca~es below 12 being cognisable and above 12 being non-cognis
;able? 

A. Yes. 
Q. 1,Vould you require that these marital cases should be enquired into 

.only by bigher officers of the police like Deputy Superintendent of Police or 
Inspector of Police as a safeguard against possible oppression P 

A. I would strongly support it. 
Q. Tf this safeguard is provided would you make these marital cas~s 

oeogniza b le? 
A. Not even then. In marital cases the danger is of ruining the whole 

family. 
Q. w.)llld, you recommend as a safeguard that in these marital cases the 

trying magistrate should make a preliminary enquiry to satisfy himself of 
.a prima facie case before he issues process or notice to eliminate false and 
fictitious cases. 

A. 1 would agree with that. I would further say that trial should be in 
.camera. 

Q. Instead of cases under 12 going to the Sessions Judge and abov~ 12 _to 
the magistrate, would you recommend that there ~hould be a matrimo~Ial 
court consisting of a magistrate and two non-officwls to try these manta! 
cases? 

.4 .• 1 would strongly advocate it. 
Q. \Vould you have these non-officials as assessors or jurors or as co-judges 

taking part in the assessment of the guilt as well as the sentence? 
A. I would have them as co-judges. 
1\Ir. l"akub: Would you also like to have some ladies on this tribunal? 
A. 1f the ladies are willing I can't object. 
Q. You think suitable men will be ayailable to act as co-judges? 
A. Yes. Women will also be available? 
A .• Not in all place~. They will be available after sometime after the 

spread of education. 
Pt. Ranhaiyn L1l: As regards the rural areas would you r~commend that 

these cases may be tried by ,village panchayats? 
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A. 1\;ot by so small a body as the village panchayat which will never con
vict. 

Q. 'fu•1 know people have to come from long distances and have to incur 
heavy expenses? 

A. [t is so difficult to get a conviction from a. village panchayat. 
Q. l11 order to restore good relations between the husband and the wife, 

would you allow marital cases to be compounded with the ianction of the 
court? 

A. I would not agree to that. That will be going too far. 
Q. Why? 
A. ln that case pressure will be brought to bear upon the wife in every 

case to compound it. 
Q. But the magistrate might refuse? 
A. \Ve know that magistrates do give permissiOn. 
Q. But suppose a girl has received no injury, in that case the magistrate 

might nll('w it to be compounded? 
A. Then you have to lay certain lines for the c61;1duct of the magistrate. 
Q. We will leave it to his discretion? 
A. Which may or may not be satisfactory. 
Q. 'fhen what is your recommendation? 
A. I won't make it compoundable. 
Q. Sappose a girl is 14 and the boy is 17 or 18 and there is no injury 

would you make it compoundable then? 

A. lf you give out a threat that every person convicted of this offence 
will not ~et any Go,·ernment employment it will be so effective that such 
cases will seldom arise. That will be a sort of inducement to the man. If 
you make it compoundable the offence will be committed and the husband 
will say we will see it later on r.p~ get it compounded. 

Mr. l'ahub: What will be the effect of the punishment you suggest upon 
thousan :ls of agriculturists who do not care at all for Government employ
ment? 

A. You know 2nd or 3rd year the Government has to grant Takavies·. 
We would go further and say that the man who has committed the offence 
will not ~et the Takavi. 

Q. But Taka vi is not given in all provinces and not every year? 
A. My own impression is takavi is now necessary almost every year. I 

3m prepared to go as far as that, so as to make it absolutely impossible for 
any su'-'h man to get aid from Government in any shape or form. 

Pt. Kanhaiya Lal: Would you exempt a boy of 16 or 17 from punish-
ment? 

A. Up. to 18 till he is a minor and I would exempt him from punishment.. 
Q. A boy of 18 understands all that he is doing? 
A. But what are the parents doing? Why should they not be kept in 

check. 
Mr. Yakub: Would you make the father and the mother both responsibleP. 
A. Xut the motht'!', only the father. 
Q. Bnt why not the mother? 
.4.. U i;, the father who is the head of the family and the mother has no 

voice in the matter. It is the father who is generally educated and thinks 
better. The mother will only follow the commands of her husband. 

Q. lf there is no father? 
A. 'fh~ male guardians should be made responsible. 
Pt. I.:anhaiya Lal: If we have a law fixing the minimum age of marriage

and a lnw joining the age of consent would you like to have a system of 
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ce~istration o~ mat:ri_ages, i.e., record of all marriages being kept by a pre
scribed authonty g1vmg the names and ages of the marrying parties? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Who-should be the registering nuthortiy, the l\Iunicipal Board the 
District J{oard or the Executive authority or a separate D'<'pnrtment?' 

A. :Kot a separate department, that would be too costly. 
Q. lf one rupee per marriage is charged the reo-istrar can be paid out of 

that fee. . o 

A. Our country is so poor that I ":ould not agree to add e\·en one rupee 
to the expenses. In some cases marnage does not cost even Rs. 25 and I 
would not add one rupee more to it. 

Q. What is the agency .then that you would recommend? 
A. 'l'he Municipal Boards if possible, otherwise the executive authority. 
Mr. rakub: Would you make the Patwari responsible. 
A. The patwari is hopeless. 

Pt. Kanhaiya Lal: On whom would you place the obligation to report? 
A. On parents of both the husband and the wife. 
Q. Also on the priest? 

A. The priests poor persons, are often so illiterate that I would ·not place 
.the obligation on them. 

Chaimtan: You say people have some objection to a law of marriage but 
.they w~n't so much object if we raise the age of consent? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Aad you have said the age may be fixed at 16? 
A. That is an age to which they might be induced to agree, to which 

they might be brought round. 
Q. Can you suggest any method by which marriages may be permitted at 

any age and yet consummation may be effectually postponed till 16? 
A. Goana can be penalised. 
Q. liut Goana is going out of use? 
A. In the majority of cases you will find that it does take place and it 

will be an effective check if it could be postponed. 
Q. Would the orthodox people agree to an interdiction of the girls being 

sent to their husbands' houses till 16? 
A. They will have to be induced to agree to it. 
Q. But supposing there is a law like that, no matter when you marry a 

girl she i~> not to be sent to the father-in-law's house till she is 16 complete, 
that ·.vould test their sincerity? 

A. Yes. 
Q. You think such a law would not wound the feelings of the orthodox? 
A. It would, but it has to be done. If you want to improve the manhood 

.and womanhood of the country we have to take some hard steps. 
Q. H!'.ve you taken note of th(' fact that in a law of age of consent there 

is a possibility of great interference in domestic affairs anywhere between 
13 and 16? 

A. In the beginning there would be, but by and by we shall settle down 
to that mode of life. 'Ve won't feel it afterwards. Take the case of those 
families where girls are married at 14 or 15 even now. They are growing in 
number. 

Q. You mean to say they are more than 10 per cent.? 
A. It would be about 10 to 15 per cent., but the number is growing. 
Q. There is a large number where this practice is absent? 
A. "·e have to try to bring them round. as early as we can. 

Q. 'fbo other alternative is to have social propaganda? 
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A. They will never come round without any law. 
Q. You say 15 per cent. have come round. 
A. lt has taken perhaps a 100 years or more to bring them round. 

Another two centuries will be required to bring the others round. 
Q. We are told that there are some shastric injunctions against deferring 

of con~ummation beyond puberty? 
A • ..\s I said excepting that on~:> shloke in l\Ianu I don't know of any. 
Q. Not one, there are twenty at twenty different places. 
A. 1fa.v be, but it is nowhere said in so many words that marriage must 

be consummated at a particular age. I think the society which is regarded 
as very orthodox among the Hindus also says that no consummation should 
take place before 16. 

Q. Thtre are texts which say that consummation must take place within 
16 days oi puberty? 

A. The time has come when they have to be ignored. 
Mrs. Beadon: Oan you give details of cases which you say you have heard 

of injury having taken place on account of consummation at an early age? 
A. I do not remember the details. 
Mrs. 'K ehru: I want to know whether there is a text by which we can 

judge what is 'apat kal' and what is not? 
A. That is a very difficult question to answer. 'Apat kal' is when coun

try is in danger, when the nation is in danger of suffering. 
Q. I s;1ppose it remains with the discretion of the person to decide? 
A. Not to the individual but to the community at large. But strictly 

speaking e'·ery individual has to decide for himself. 
Q. You have said that the age of the girl at which goana is performed 

varies to custom. What is the basis of that custom? 
A. 1f in one family Goana was performed at 8 and the girl became a 

widow at say 10 or 12, they will say that we will fix the age for Goana a little 
later. They will do as it suits them. If at a particular age of marriage· or 
Goana the girl became a widow, in tjre case of other girls they would post
pone it. It is all according to custom in a particular family. 

Q. How will the punishment suggested by you affect the 1\Iarwaris, 
Bankers nnd shopkeepers? 

A. Bo many are anxious to get contracts from Government which can be 
refused in the case of breaches of this law. I would make it as wide and as 
extensive as possible so as to reach every sort of community. 

Q. But how are we to know that crime has been committed in such and 
such a house? 

A. If you make it wide enough it will be in the interest of persons who 
are jealvus of those who commit the offence to go and report. 

Q. Thel'e are many difficulties here. In the first place everybody won't 
he affected by that punishment for instance the shopkeepers are not anxious 
to have contracts from Government and even if they are who is to come at 
the nick of time and say that such and such a person has committed the 
offence nnd should not be given the contract. 

A. It will be very difficult, I admit. 
Q. !\long with that won't you agree to have fine or better still to have 

bonds for punishment? 
A. I would agree to any suggestion on those lines. I am prepared to 

make it R'l hard as possible. 
Q. Of course you won't agree to imprisoning the man? 
A. '.ri1at will be spoilmg the life of the couple. 
Q. Would you agree to imprisonment in case of injury when the girl is 

below 12? 

YIII I 
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A. There of course imprisqnment :will have to be provided. 
Q. What is the maximum P\\Qishment that you would suggest in that 

case? 
A. I have absolut~ly no objection to any imprisonment in that case. It 

may Le (1!> high ~s the Committee 9~n ~gree to. 
Q. If you agree to the bonds for keeping the. husband and wife separat~ 

do you ibink therjl \Vill he nq difficulty in ~eep~ng ~he gid away from her 
husband's house? · 

A .• Th<>re will ba in the beginning. So often girls belong to very poor 
families and have no relations· and some arrangement 'will have to be made 
to provide for their maintenance.' It will not ~e an easy job. 

Q. Hut still you don't think the difficulty will be so great. 
A. It would be, lmt i~ i& worth trying. · 
Mr. Jlitra: What is the age for marriage that you would recommend? 
A. 1 would recom~end 15. 
Q . .-\1"~ yoJ.J ready ~q a,llow a man to go to th~ magistrate and apply for 

eXfmption ~·here ~W i!! auxiouli! to have the marriage early on account of 
some reason or another. There may be some hard and exceptional case~ 
where the f~ther is the only guardian and is y~ry old and thinl,;;s that after 
him nobody will take care of ·the girlP · · ' · · 

A. Then he may ~e !tllowed to marry the da"ghter. 
Q. If a man pleads that he sin~rely belie""es that it is against shastra'i 

not to m'l-rry a girl before p~berty would you exempt those cases? 
A. Yes. · - · · · · · 

Q. In other cases will th!l maq-~age be invaliq or penalisep? 
4· ~eing a Sanatan Dharmi it is difficult for me to say tha,t thf:l mar-

riage wodd become invalid. 
Q. You "'ill penalis~ it by means of imprisonment or fineP 
4. I \Voul~ npt provi<la for imprisonment. 
Q. '{ 011 want only fine? 
A. F'i;1e, as heavy as the circumstances of the man permit, otherwi~e for 

the rich it would be no punis?ment at all. 
Mr. Shah Nawaz: Suppose a legal de facto guardian of a married girl 

were to send her to her husband's house would you· make it an offence on the 
part of the legal guardians? 

A. I \yould. 
Q. What punishment would you give? 
A. In the beginning it will have to be a mere fine. It is difficult to say 

whether the marriage has been consummated or not. 

Q. Do you think this will be acceptabl~ to th~ people? 

A. l. am afraid nothing will be acceptable to the people unless a very 
strong effort is made to popularise all such l~islation. 

Q. Wquld you advis~ that at the tin.1e of marria~e t?e respect_ive legal 
guardhns should be made to eJO;ecute. the \londs the v10latwn of wh1ch would 
be regarded as an offence? 

A. That will make it much too cumbersome, I am afraid. 
Q. n~t yo~ realise that the legal guardian of the girl can send the gir\ 

to the house of the husband secretly and who is I{;Oing to detect it? 
A. It will be for the committees that will be set up. 
Q. How would the committees and sub-committees work in the rural 

areas? 
A. E'en if there is a single individual who takes interest it will be for 

him So :1\'ork and report such cases. 
Q. no you think it will work in the rural areas P 
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A. With the spread of education it would. 
Q. :U·,tt at the present moment how would it work? 
A. At present I am afraid it will not be very easy. 
Q. Don't you think therefore 'that we should take courage in .both hand~t 

and have a law of marriage? 
.• 4.. Yon will -find i: more difficult 'fo! you 'to carry the. orthodox: with you 

r;nth regard to the higher age of marriage than the age of consent. 
Q. Hut the latter will remain a dead letter? 
A. I suppose ·every effort is being 'inad'e to spi'e!u'l education and we might 

expect better results. 
Q. But that is a long process P 
A. Not. necessarily. Japan has p'rogressed in . education within a few 

years and there is no reason why India should not. If proper efforts are made 
5 years should be quite sufficient; 

Q • .At any rate you recognise that the law of mat.riage would be much 
more effective thim the law of ·consent? 

11.. ft 'would 'be. 
Q. fl<or..'t you think it will be acceptable to the women generally? 
A.. That is for 'the women to say. 
Q. non't you think it will be acceptable to the educated Classes? 
.4 .• To the educated classes it would be. 
Q. Don't you think it will be acceptable to the Kashtriyas and fsrahmin!d1 

A. So far as Kashtriyas are concerned ·girls are married at a very 'advanc-
ed age. Among them girls are already married at 20 and sometimes '25~ 
Rashtriyas would not object. 

Q. \\ill the agitation be very strong among Brahmins·? 

A. Tt would he I am a'frl!.id 'out t'h~t all depends upon the agitators con
cerned. There is in this. pt·ovince 'a body called the Bharat Dharma Maha
mandal. They will objeci to 'twery advance you propose. 

Q. \\'hat is the underlying idea of these pre-puberty marriages . 

• 4.. Th~ idea· is that no girl should get 'menses in her 'father's place other
wise the father and so many generations above go to hell. 

Q. Is it not a fact that a considerable number ·of marriages are 'performed 
after the girl attains puberty? 

A. Hardly 10 to 15 per cent. 
Q. Is it not a fact that many cases of puberty are concealed . 
. 4. Jn about 25 per cent. cases of these 15 per cent. puberty is concealed. 
Q. Those people at any rate will welcome the lawP 
A. They are already prepared to go beyond puberty by a few months and 

if you enhct the law it will not be much. · · 
Q. What is the percentage of those who will be ·ready to agitate 'against 

the law of marriage? 
A. I will not be surprised if you get more than 50 per cent. of the 

orthodox people who will agitate. 
Q. Bnt how many orthodox people have we? 
.4. That is a very difficult question. 
Jir. BM.rgava: Generally the people among whom the custom ,of pre

puberty I'Onsummation is prevalent are those who resort to pre-puberty mar
riage? 

A. In my experience I do not know of any 'community in which pre
puberty consummation is prevalent. 

Q. D•1t from the very nature of the fact that there is pre-puberty mar
riage it follows that there will be pre-puberty consummation? 

12 
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A. Jt is not necessary that marriage must be consummated immediately 
after marriage. 

Q. lt can happen? 
A. I know of certain communities among whom marriages are performed 

before puberty but no consummation takes place. 
Q. In all cases in which pre-puberty consummation takes place there must 

be pre-puberty marriage? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If that is so, if you increase the age of consent or fix the marriaO'eable 

age the agitation will be confined to those people among whom early"' mar
riage is found? 

A. T know of a high individual who in his own case married his girls at 
a late age but he joins his efforts with those who agitate against it? 

Q. So with a few exceptions of those who by their conduct belie their 
convictions that will be so? 

A. T!JE'y are not exactly belying their convictions. If they represent a 
certain orthodox section they imagine that they have to support that agita
tion. 

Q. What I mean to say is that both these proposals will affect generally 
speaking the same kind of people? 

A. To a certain extent, yes. 
Q. ff that is so, the agitation is bound to come, why not have it with 

regard to the marriageable age? 
A .. I~ut this agitation will be different from the agitation against the 

·age of consent law. 
Q. What will be the difference? 
A. So far as I can see a larger number of the orthodox people will be pre

pared to agree to the raising of the age of consent than fixing the minimum 
age of marriage. If you raise the age of consent and do not raise the age 
of marriage probably a large section of the orthodox community might be
come r.greeable to it. 

Q. I understand you object to this fixation of the minimum age of mar-
riage from the point of view of agitation? 

A. Ye~. 
Q. ~o\n·i no other? 
A. No. Personally I am prepared to say that you may fix the age at 15. 
Q. Without any exception? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You recognize that the age of consent by itself would be a dead letter 

and very difficult to enforce? 
A. ] ·would not say a dead letter. 
Q. Almost a dead letter? 
A. Not necessarily. I llelieve it can be made effective. It all depends 

upon tho committees that you form in the various centres. 

Q. Hay I know how you propose to prove the offence. The wife will_ not 
come forward to give evidence, the relations and parents would not do 1t? 

.4. Medical evidence will do it. 
Q. Do you think that medical evidence will be available even after two 

or three days ? 
A. If the girl is of a tender age the evidence will be available. 
Q. Suppose a girl is 14 or 15, do you think in that case there will be any 

marks of violence on her person? 
.1 .. Probably not. 
Q. So that medical e't'idence is out of the question? 
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A. Ordinarily speaking medical evidence will be available, but it will 
not be so easy to get it. You can make it penal to send the girl to the 
husband's house till a certain age. 

Q . .Again, is that practical at all? Who would report? 
A .. The same who would· report in the other case. 
Q. That is the difficulty, nobody reports. 
A. In that case what would you do? 
Q. The other remedy I have said is to fix the age of marriage? 
A. I am afraid that will not be so easy. 
Q. What form will this agitation take? 
A. I am not going to be a party to that agitation so I can't say. This 

will take the usual form of meetings, memoranda and deputations and those 
sorts of things. 

Q. Nothing further I believe? 
A. It all depends upon these pandits. Serious objections have been raised 

to the Religious Endowment Committee appointed by the United Provinces 
Government. 

Q. If there is to be no law of age of marriage on account of those difficul. 
ties, would you have as a substitute or as an auxiliary to the age of consent 
law a provision on the statute book for getting bonds from the persons who 
it is expected are likely to commit an offence of this nature and the law 
might presume that as soon as the wife goes to her husband sexual- inter• 
course will take place. 

A. Supposing you take a bond what guarantee is there that it will be 
adhered to? 

Q. The breaking of the bond wilt be another offence? 
.4. In that case I can't object. 
Q. Even in that case supposhrg the girl becomes pregnant would there 

be not attempts at abortion? 
A. Y<ls. 
Q. And supposing the child is born will it not be suffering from the effects 

of sorrows? 
.4. Yes. 
Q. But would it be more mischievous than conviction? 
A. In marital cases I would not send the boy to jail. I would see that 

the man is debarred from all emoluments and service under Government. 
Personally I think that would be a very strong check because 90 per cent. 
of the educated people are anxious to get employment. 

Q. But the number of educated is very small. So ultimately it will affect 
a very small number of people. 

A. But others can be debarred from getting Government contracts. Then 
Takavis can be stopped. 

Q. Do you think this is practicable? Do you think the Tehsildar or the 
Kanungu will have a list of persons who have been convicted under this 
offence? 

A. But rivalry will be so great that I think the people of the village will 
make a complaint. 

Q. Suppose a man is 40 years and the girl is 12 or 13 years old would 
you be satisfied with fine in that case? 

.4. In such cases I would not be. 
Q. Are there many cases of unequal marriages in U. P.? 
.4. There is certainly a large number, I would not say 1 many'. 
Q. So that this class of cases will have to be dealt with separately!> 
A. Yt..~. 
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Q. 1 understand then that your proposal is that yon will provide both fine 
and imprisonment and ·leave it to the discretion of magistrates to administer 
it!' 

A. It will come to that. 
Q. It has been suggested that district judges· be authorised to issue in

junctions prohibiting marriage before the prescribed age at the instance of 
persons interested in the girlP 

A. That comes to fixing the marriageable age. 
Q. That would be an auxiliary? 
A. Once you fix the marriageable age you may have this auxiliary. 
Q. Will you also change the law of guardianship so far as the husband Js 

concerned? 
.4. I think it ought to be. 
Q. Then you are of opinion that a boy below 18 should be exempted from 

punishment? 
A. lt'S •. 

Q. At pesent the age which gives absolute immunity to the boy is 7. Do 
you want to make it a general rule that a boy below 18 should not be 
punishedP 

A. But I woulu drag his parents. 
Q. Suppose he is fatherless? 

A. Any guardian should be punished. 

Q. But would you use the law indiscriminately? Suppose the boy is 
living separately? 

.4. Then he will be responsible. 

Q. ""bat about the father of the girl? 

A. I would not punish him. 

Q. If he is a party to sending the girl? In·fact the difficulty is that the 
father of the girl cannot resist the demand of the parents of the boyP 

.4 .. You can provide for it in the law. 

Q. Supposing there is a threat of remarriage? 

A. But i'f there is a law to the effect that the girl will not be sent there 
will be no fear. 

Q. Supposing there is a threat inspite of that? I therefore suggest that 
there should be marriage law . 

. {. I have been telling you that it will be more difficult to carry the ortho
dox people with you. 

Q. You have said that extra-marital cases should be tried by joint magis-
_tr!ltes? 

A. I do not want ordinary deputy magistrates there. 
(/. Do you want that the commitment stage may remain or not? 
.4.. They should be committed by the Joint l\Iagistrates. 
Q. Who commits them now? 
.-1. Any First Class Magistrate. 
Q. You want that all these extra-marital cases should also be tried in 

camera? 
.4. No, I am prepared to give them as much publicity as possible. 
Q. But there would be a good deal of scandal? 
A. I want as much publicity as possible. 
Q. But the girl will also suffer? 
A. That is right. 
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Q. So would you prefer that ordinary statements of the girl should oo 
taken in camera I' 

A. Yi:!s. 
Q. ln both ]tinds of cases? 
A. Yes 
Q. As regards your suggestion that sub-committees should try these 

marital cases may I know how you would reconcile this with the objection 
that there should be no multiplit'.ation of courts so that the dignity of the 
ordinary courts may not be ~ssened? 

A. The only trouble is that there will be greater 4anger of t4e family 
being ruined and therefore if these committees try tha~ would be ~et~er. If 
the husband is convicted he is np~ going to lead 1\ ~;J.PPY life. 

Q. If conviction by itself ruins that will be i~ every case~ 
A.. But in the case of a committee it will he more private. It will not b& 

given so much publicity. 
Q. Is that the only reason why you have these sub-eommittees. 
A. ia · 
Q. Ot)lerwise there is no inherent d~fect in the present ~courts !I' 
A. No. 
Q. You have confident'e in the magistrate~? 
A. Yes. 

Written Statement, dated the i~th August 1928, of fiUJdit BEJIARJ 
JAJ.. N~H;RlJ, (.lpv~rom~nt fle!Uler, ~Jlilb~~\\d, , 

1. Ye'i, thcro is di!>.~atisfactiotl specially as regards C;lf!es Qt}t~ide the
manta! stat(l, 

2. (2) .o\n r.clvance on the prest>nt law can be maqe wit]) ;~dvant~ge an<l 
is bound to gn·e satisfaction to a large majority of people. Under sec
tion 363, I. P. C. (kidnapping), a girl is deemed to be a minor until she 
attains the age of 16 years Jlnd··under section 366A, until she attains the 
age of 18 years. There seems to be no reason why the age of consent {0$.·· 
the purposes of rape, at least in cases ou~side the m;1rital, state, s})ould be 
lower thaJI it is for kidqnppin'g. ft is easier to seduce a child of tem),er 
years th~tn to ftidnap her. Girl~ ,can he gqat·ded agaiqst kidnapping but it 
is almost impossible to guard them ag;1in:st seduction, 'fhe .Age· of CoJlSent 
for extr~-marital cases should he raised to the same level as t1nder secti<m, 
300.A, -vi::., 18 years. There see1ns to be no actual diff~rence bet)Teen the 
two cases. Under the present law you cannot ~ouch the ;.~ct~a~ seducer 
if the girl is onoor 16 but you can punish the pro<'urer if she js under 18, 
although the seducer is more to blam.e. No one can complain on !tny groum} 
wh11tsoever, moral, social or religious, if the Age of Consent js rai~;ed tq 
18 years, for extra-marital cases. This would protect the girls from actual 
seducers as they· have been prote<·ted frQm procurers. 

3. Rape cases do frequently come before the courts in this distrir:t; 
(Allahabad). Some cases of rape never see the light of day as they ar& 
naturally suppressed by the parents of the girls. Others are not sent up 
because the age of the girl cannot be definitely determined specially when 
it is on the border linE'. ~Yen experts find it difficlllt to say definitely if 
the girl is 13 or 14. The raising of tl1e Age of Consent to 18 years can harm 
no one but would proteet the girls from .seducers and would confer a 
real boon on parents. The recent raising of the Age of Consent to 14 years 
has to a very little extent succeeded in reducing the number of cases outside 
the marital state. 

4. No case of rape hy a husband on his own wife has evE'r been brought 
to my notit'e during nearly 30 ~·ears of my pra<·tice mainly on the criminal 
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side of the profession. Such cases are hard. to detect obviously, if they 
ever happen in my part of the country. I beheve peol?le are generally care
ful not to consummate marriage till the Age of Consent IS reached. The event 
is not generally further postponed as is evident from the large number of 
girl mothers who themselves are mere children. E,·en in the lower stand
ards of girls' schools we find a fair null_lber ?f su~h girl-mother st~dents. If 
the age for the consummation of marnage IS ratsed to 16 years 1t would, I 
think, automatically stimulate public opinion in the direction of putting off 
marriage to within a few months of that age. 

5. I think, generally about the age of 13. The age does differ in differ
ent classes of society but the difference, as far as I know, is not very marked. 

6. During my lontg practice I have had to deal with a large number of 
rape cases both as a prosecutor and a defender. In a very large number 
of cases rape was committed on girls between 7 and 12. In cases where 
the girl was older than 12 the prosecution has almost always failed on the 
plea of consent raised by the accused. In my district rape cases are tried 
by jury and they convict only such cases in which the girl has not attained 
the Age of Consent as fixed by law. It will thus be found that rape is 
committed on girls before and in some cases about the time that puberty 
is attained. As J have said above no case of rape by a husband has ever 
been brought to my notice as a public prosecutor or a private practitioner. 

7. No. This custom of early consummation of marriage is a relic of 
the period when handsome virgins, married or unmarried, were snatched 
away from their homes for the harems of powerful nobles. . 

U. No, the attainment of puberty is not a sufficient indication of physical 
maturity to justify consummation of marriage. It should be postponed for 
about 3 years. The girl should be at least 16 years of age before con
summation of marriage is effected. At this age only con.~ummation can be 
effected without injury to her own health and that of her progeny. 

10. 18 years at least. 

13. I am sure there is a general feeling in favour of an extension of the 
Age of Uonsent for extra-marital cases, but it seems to be divided equally 
otherwise. 

14. So far as I am aware they are not in favour of early consummation 
of marriage. 

15--16. Yes. Sometimes difficulties have been experienced in determin
ing the age of girls in rape cases, specially when the age was on the border 
line. In some cases the age was determined by a reference to the birth regis
ter of the ·village, where available. In one case neither the parents of the 
girls nor any other member of the family or their witnesses could fix the 
age of the girl. They variously estimated the age from 13 to 20. The 
medical opinion was that she was about 14, whether above or below could 
not be definitely determined. The birth register was fortunately forthcom
ing. It showed the age of t~ girl to be 13!. But the parents of the girl 
could not even enumerate all their issue in order of their birth (they had a 
large family of several daughters and sons). It was impossible to determine 
to which of the girls the entry in that register related. If the Age of Con~eht 
is raised to 16 and 18 years,. for marital and extra-marital cases respectiT"e
ly, this difficulty would be minimised. 

17 . .l\larital and extra-marital offences should be separated in so far only 
that if a husband has sexual intercourse with his own wife she not bein<>" 
under 15 years of age but under 16 years he should be punisl~ed with simp!: 
imprisonment for one year only or with fine or both. In other cases the 
present law should be retained. Sueh offences should be bailable and the 
accused should not be arrested \vithout a warrant. 

18. There should be no difference in trials. A husband accused should 
also have the benefit of a sessions trial. It will also be a safeguard against 
improper prosecutions. 
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19. In cases of marital offences the following safeguards may be provided 
against improper prosecutions:-

(i) Investigation to be conducted by a police officer of senior rank 
preferably a D. S. P. or A. S. P. 

(ii) Previous sanction of the District Magistrate to be obtained for 
such prosecution. 

(iii) l\Iedical examination of the girl to be conducted on the express 
orders of the District Magistrate. 

(i1:) 'frial of the case by the Court of Sessions. 

:w. Penal legislation fixing a higher Age 'of Consent for marital cases 
would certainly be more effective than legislation fixing a minimum age of 
marriage. The higher .Age of Consent would be in consonance with publio 
opinion. · 

21. I prefer to rely on the strengthening of penal law to secure the 
object in view. 

Oral Erldence of Pandit BEHARI LAL NEHRU, Government 
Pleader, Allahabad. 

(Allahabad, 16tk January 1929.) 

Chairman: How long have you been Government pleader? 
A. •·or about 12 years now. 
Q. Does that mean prosecuting cases in Sessions? 
A. Only in t:;essions. 
Q. •·or how many years were you practising in Rai Bareilly. 
A. •·or about IS. years. ..• 

Q. Have you reason to believe that the law of .Age of Consent standing 
at 13 is broken in a large number of cases? 

.4. Not to my knowledge. No case of an offence by a husband of that 
nature has ever come to court. 

Q. l:Jut they occur? 
.!. Not to my knowledge. I have never even heard about it. 
Q. Hal·e you knowledge about village life only or city life alsoP 
A. I know very little of village life. I know mainly about city life. 
Q. You mean to say that you have never heard of consummation before 

13 complete? 
.-l. .:\o, excepting in some cases in Bengal. 
Q. Not e...-en lower classes? 
..J .• :-; o. 
Q. Is it not a fact that where marriage of tender girls, below 12 takes 

place there is consummation soon after puberty P 

.! . I think in most cases it is. 
(,1. Then puberty is rather the point by which they go? 
.4.. rhat is so. 
(j. There is no question of the age of the girl? 
.1. 'l'hey dou't know the ages of their girls. 
Q. What do you think is the age of puberty in this part of the country? 
A. Somewhere between 1:3 and 14. It is sometimes later and sometimes 

ear her. 
Q. Do you think there are a good number of cases between 12 complete 

and 13 complete P 
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A. Some of course but not many. 
Q. Is it a very insignificant number or a considerable number P 
.4. A fairly good number, I think. 
(1. In those cases don't you think that soon after puberty consummation 

takes place? 
A&. So far as i know such cases are amongst very low class people. 
Q. And also among those who marty a .~econd or third time girls of 

t~mder ages? 
..J .. They are precipitated, I know. 
Q. In answer to Question No. 20 you say, fixing a higher Age of Consent 

would be inore effective than fixing the minimum age of marriage. Is that 
really \Vhat you mean? 

A .• So far as marital cases are concerned, certainly. 
Q • . What age would you fix for marital cases? 
.4. 16. 
Q. Supposing the Age of Consent is fixed at 16, don't you think there 

wiU be a very large number of cases of consummation before 16? 
.4 . .Not necessarily. 
Q. Why not? 
A . .People are generally law abiding and would not break it. 

Q. You said the age of puberty is the index for consummation rather 
than the age of the girl and if you raise the Age of Consent to 16 don't 
you think consummation is possible in a very large number of cases before 
that i' Girls attain puberty generally at 12 or 13. 

A. There is possibility of consummation. 

Q. You say that puberty is the index round which consummation centres, 
and it is not a question of the age of the girl and you want to raise the 
~4..ge of Consent in marital cases to 16. Supposing we do so, then there 
would be a cettamty of a large number of cases of consummation before 
that age. Do you think that if a girl attains puberty at 13 or 14, and the 
girl and the husband remain under the same roof and with the environments 
of a Hindu home it is possible for them to refrain from consummation? 

A. ln' cases in which the husband is a boy it is possible. 
Q. If the girl is 20 do you not think that the boy will be 20? 
A. 1f they are boy and a girl it is possible; but if the man is advanced 

m age and the wife a young girl it will be impossible. 
Q. Even as it is there are very few boys of 20 who have kept their 

Brahmacharya l' 
.4. Yes. 
f.J. How do you then say that consummation will110t take place? 
..J .• The parents will be in the house. 
~!. Even now there are parents in the house, and do you think there 

is restraint? 
A'. In these cases marriage is consummated earlier with the consent of 

the parents. 
Q. And you want to raise the Age of Consent for the protection of the 

.girl. .How is the protection to be effectual? 
A. Some means will have to be found. 
Q. Supposing the age is raised from 13 to 16 there will then be a verv 

large number of rases of consummation before that age and there will b~ 
breaches of the law. How will these cases come to light? 

J .. In the same manner in which they come to light now. 
Q. They do not come to light now, and that is the objection. Cases do 

occur now, but they are not brought to light. 
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A. If such cases do occur, it is for those who know it to bring them to 
light. 

Q. It is nobody's business to report, and you cannot prove it because 
it is a secret act. The law is ineffective at 13 now. That is the complaint, 
and hence the need for this enquiry. People say it is not effective, and it 
cannot be effective. 

A. If a girl gives bil'th to a child under the age of 16 there is the proof. 
l'hat wiU be one proof and a positive proof. 

Q. .Hut there will be cases in which girls may not become mothers and 
yet the law might be broken? Do you think there is any method of getting 
these cases to light P 

A. So far as the towns are concerned, you can do something; btit what 
about the rural areas!' ·y cannGt conceive of anything. 

Q. Supposing the age of marriage is fixed as in Sarda's Bill, do you 
not think that would be more effective. There would be no marriages at 
all, and hence there will be no question of consummation. 

A. Why should we assume there will be no marriages? Supposing there 
is a B'lll and ten thousand marriages follow, wholn are you going to punishP 

Q. 8arda's Bill punishes the parents of the' girl and the priests· and 
abettors, and certainly the parents of the girl. Do. you expect that if that is 
so, there wiU be ten thousand marriages and ten thousand persons' daring 
to go to jails P 

A. Supposing they do want to go to jail on this question as they have 
gone to jail on some other questions, if you are prepared to go to that extent 
I have no objection. 

(,J. Do you really think that if we enact a law like that there will be 
persons like that willing to go to jails? 

A. Yes; I think there are some persons who will do that. 
Q. Do you think it will be half a dozen? 
A. Jn a town it may be half a dozen, and in the- whole of India there 

will be several dozens. • 
Q. )'rom your experience as"a Public Prosecutor can you say that if a 

law of marriage is enacted and the age is fixed at 14 there will be a large 
number of people who will break the law? 

A. Yes; in most cases you will not be able to deterntine the age of the 
girl. 

Q. '!nat is conunon both to the Age of Consent· law and the marriage 
law and other sections of the Penal Code which require the age to be proved. 

A. If birth registers are more- correctly and honestly kept that will. be a 
great check; but they are not· very well kept nowadays. In some parts of 
the country they are not kept as permanent records, 

Q. We are told that in towns they are kept fairly well? 

A. In a sessions case here a man had half a dozen daughters, 

Q. You have referred to that in your written statement. If you: make 
it a rule that the name of the child must also ~e given P 

A. t:!ome people do not give the name of their children till a very late 
date. 

Q. There may he a subsequent entry and it• may be·ma.de· compulsory. 
Do you not think that the difficulty will be miltimiiied ii•we-tak•sunh•steps 
as are likely to make birth rl'gisters more rl'liable? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Have you rea!>on to believe that the people will accept the ·law- ·of "con

sent with equanimity? 
A. I think they will ac~pt it with muclt more-- euqanimity than the law 

of marriage. 
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Q. Do you think they will agree if you say that a girl can he married 
at any age, but that she should not be sent to her father-in-law's house 
till she completes 16? 

A. Why not she be sent to her father-in-law's house? 
Q. Because there will be consummation. If you want the law of consent 

to be effective, then the girls should not be sent to their father-in-law's 
house. 

A. I think there will be great dissatisfaction then. 
Q. Then do you not think that the law of the .Age of Consent will raise 

the same amount of dissatisfaction as the law of marriage? 
A. No; why should it? 
Q. One method of making it effective is by saying that no girl should be 

sent to her father-in-law's house till she is 16, but you say it will cause dis
satisfaction. Then can you suggest any other method of making the law 
'tlffective? 

A. If there are cases of rape under 16 by the husband, let the father of 
-the boy or guardian be responsible for it. 

Q. Hut how to check it? 
A. I think it will be a hardship on the people to exclude one of the mem-

bers of the family, namely, the girl, on ceremonial occasions. 
Q. Have you any other method of making the law of effective? 
A. To my mind this law can be no more effective than other 'laws. 
Q. There is this difference between other laws and this law, namely, that 

the act is a secret act, and it is only the husband, the wife and one or two 
other relations know the fact. Therefore there is a great difference between 
this law and the other laws. 

A. Take murder for instance; you have penalised murder, but murders 
do occur. 

Q. The case is different. Can you suggest any remedy which will make 
the Age of Consent effectual so that at least 90 per cent. of the cases 
might be covered? 

A. You can make a law saying that before consummation of marriage 
the girl should obtain a medical certificate. But it is hardly practical. I 
cannot suggest any remedy unless Government is prepared to spend vast 
sums of money on medical examination and so forth. I suggest it is im
practicable in the sense that the money will not be forthcoming. 

Q. Do you think that it. is di,fficult to make the law of the Age of Consent 
effectual P 

A. In the case of husbands it is difficult. 
Mrs. Beadon: With reference to Question No. 11, do you know of cases of 

young girls who were mothers at or below 15 and have suffered or their 
babies suffered? 

A. I think I have, but I cannot cite definite instances. 
Mrs. Nehru: What use do you think it would be to raise the Age of Con

sent if it cannot be made effective by any means? 
A. ln course of time it will be effective as the people come to know its 

benefits. 
Q. What reasons have you to suppose it will be soP 
A. In course of time they will know it. Even now many people have 

taken to having late marriages. 
Q. Do you think it is because of the existence of the law on the Statute 

.HookP 
A; Some people would consider it a bar to consummation of marriage 

before the prescribed age. The number may be very few but there will be 
some people who will respect the law. 
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Q. Do you think there are many people who know about the existence 
of this Ia w? 

.4.. I think as it stands at present every one knows. 
Q. Do they know the law relating to marital relations? 
A.. I do not think so far there has been any difference between marital 

and extra-marital relations. I think people know their liabilities under the 
law as at present in force. 

Q. Do people know the existence of the law in marital relations as dis-
tinct from the extra-marital relations? 

A.. I think they do. They know lioth. 
Q. Do the accused plead consent? 
A.. Even in undefended cases I have seen the accused plead consent. 
Q. Do you know of actual cases of consummation of marriage or perform

ance of the marriage postponed on account of this bar under the lawP 
A.. I know of no such case. 
Q. What is then your reason for saying that it has stimulated public 

opinion? 
A. I ha'l"e not said so. 
Q. You said that the people knew the existence of the law and were 

governed by it. 
A.. I simply said that they know the existence of the law. 
Q. If you cannot say whether they have acted upon it so far, how can 

you say that they will act upon it in future? 
A.. I have heard of no cases ;.therefore I assume that there has been no 

breach of the law and they respect the law. I have not come across even 
one or two such cases. 

Q. Do you mean to &ay that they have not come to court? 
A.. They have neither come to court nor have they come to the knowledge 

()f the people living round about if not at a greater distance. 
Q. Do you apply these remarks t~ the sphere of your experience only? 
A,. Yes; I cannot say anything about other people's experience. 
Q. Though the cases under section 376, have been few, yet some of these 

cases have come to court. There was one case recently reported which took 
place in Allahabad High Court. 

A. I do not know that. 
Q. And many more cases occur than those which come to court? 
A. I have experience of half a dozen districts both in U. P. and Oudh and 

in these districts I have not come across these cases. 

Q. You say in your statement that extra-marital cases do not come to 
-court and you have given certain reasons. Can you suggest any means by 
which the Jaw in extra-marital cases can be made more effective P 

A. ~very party first conceals the thing. Only in cases where they cannot 
conceal it, they come to court. 

Q. Do you think that in the present way of conducting the cases there is 
room for Improvement? 

A. I think the present procedure of conducting these cases is good enough. 
Q. Some people have suggested trying these cases on the spot by lower 

courts or magistrates. 
A.. I would not let the cases be tried by the magistrates.· 
Q. Do you not think it is a great hardship to ask people to go to. the 

higher courts P 
A.. llut they get better and more impartial justice. 
Q. Even in extra-marital casE'S have you no other method to suggest 

besides raising the age? 
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A. No; J_ cannot suggest anything. 
Mr. Mitra: Would you like to have a marriage law? 
A. No. 
Q. Can you &uggest any means by which the Age of Consent law might btt 

:made effective?. 
A. No. 
Mr. Shah Nawaz: Why are you not in favour of a marriage law? 
A.. lt would cause much more dissatisfaction than the Age of Consent 

law. 
Q. Who would be dissatisfied? 
A. The parents of both the parties. 
Q, Why? Would they like to marry g1rls before puberty? 
A. Yes; many people like to marry their girls early even at 5 and 6. 
Q. Why; Is it on account of the Shastras or otherwise? 
A. Many people who know nothing about the Shastras marry their girls 

at 5 and 6. It is all due to custom. ' · 
Q. Do you not think it is an evil custom? 
A. !:)o far as I am concerned, it is an evil custom. 
Q. Do you not think then that it is the duty of the State to eradicate it?' 
A. Let the !:)tate eradicate it if it is prepared to meet dissatisfaction. 
Q. But do you not think that the evil should be checkmated? 
A. Yes; but it is for the state to find out the remedy. 
Q. Do you not think that it is only the prthodox who will create dissati~-

fac'iion? 
A. Yes; but there are other people also who marry their girls early. 

Q. Would there be dissatisfaction amongst women? 

A. Yes; I think so. 

Q. Will not the law be welcomed by educated women? 

A. It will be welcomed by some of them. 

Q. Have you heard of the resolutions passed at the various Conference:. 
of women? 

A. There haTe been resolutions, hut they have not been carrie•l out. 
Q. Do you not think that educated people would like that there should 

be some law? . · 
A • .JI;ducated people believe in reforming others, hut not themselves. 
Q. Do you not think that if we-have a law it must he made effective? 
A. l~ you enact a law it must he made effective. But the question is 

how to make it effective. · · 
Q. Do you not think that after all a law is the right thing? 
A, 1'he easier of the two things would be legislation about marriage. 
Q. 'l'hen why not adopt it? 
A. I am not against it personally. 
Q. What then ahould he ila~ age of mat:riage_? 
A. Not less than 16; let marriage and. consummation take place at the 

same· tinie. · · · 

Mr. Bhargava: Do you thin)t_ thail i~ the law of marriage_ is enacted, some-
p&ople will break the law? · 

II. Yes; surreptitiously. 
Q, Cannot that be said of any !awl' 
A.. Yes. , 
Q. Will tber.e !,e an open defiance of the law? 
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.!. I do not think there will be an open defiance of the hiw; tliete would 
I.e a b1·eaking of the Jaw, to a great utent; but that \tould be ignorantly. 

Q. Do you think that due publicity should be git"en to this lawP 
:l. Yes. But ignorance of the law must be made ari excitse. 
Q. Otherwise do you think there will be any serious agitation or riots? 
.L .No; I do not expet:t an;tthing of that sorl. 
Q. Are you really in favour of the Age of Consent law? 
.1. Yes. 
Q. Do you think it is the only remedy? 
.·L I will go gradually up. I will first penalise consummation below a 

certain age. 
Q. At present if a girl is first seduced and then raped, it is very difficult 

to prove rape because after the ~eduction she will be in adverse environ
ments, accompanied by friends of the accused. You cannot punish the· inan 
tor rape unless the age for kidnapping is raised to 18. Do you not think 
M? · . 

. 4.. Yes; I have said so in my written'statement. I have said that it iii 
~n anamoly. 

Q. Would you inake the cases under the Age of Consent law cognisable? 
.L No; I would not make them cognisable in marital relations. 
Q. Would you not make it cognisable even below 12? 
.!. I think cases below 14 should be made cognisable. 
Q. You have said that there should be sanctions. Do you realise that 

since the amendment of the Penal Code in 1923 the laws relating to sanc
tions are more or less regarded as engines of oppression? Would you there
fore like that the Crown should take up these cases, and sanctions should 
l,e dispensed with? 

.4.. Yes; provided the Cro?.·n in.~estigates the cases without the police. 
I have no objection to the .Magistrate going himself and investigating the 
case. 

<J. ln your experience have you not found that if a ease is investigable 
h;v the D. S. P. it is always the subordinate officers who do it in the name 
of the superiors? · 

.! . They can e\·en say that they do in the name of the Inspector General 
of l'uliee. 

Q. Do you want these cases to be investigated by A. S. P.'s? 

..J .. There should be. some cheek so that the minor police officials might 
not worry people. 

(). You say that there should he medieal exau1ination of the girls. Do 
you not know that at present every girl can ohject to medical examination 
by a man? 

:1. There are women doctors also. 

Q. The girl ean refuse to be examined even by a lady doetor . 

. ! . lf the girl is a minor her consent is no consent, but if a girl is a 
major her consent is everything. Therefore if you want to get a person 
i'Xamined, there should be some cheek . 

.llr. Jld. Yakub: If there is a law of marriage, would you make eases 
under the law cognisable by the poliee? 

:1. 1\' o; I would make them non-eognisable. What have the police got to 
do with these ea<;es? 

Q. To whom would you give the right of complaint? 
:1. Any person who has the right of complaint under the present law of 

con".·nt. .U present any person can set the criminal law in motion. Let the 
l'olice do it if they like but they should not interfere otherwise. 
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Q. There may be fri>olous complaints. Can you suggest any safeguards?' 
A. Under section 250 of the Cr. P. C., there is compensation to be gi>en 

to the accused. Let the compensation be raised if you like. 
Q. What punishment would you propose for the infringement of the 

marriage law? 
A. I would prefer a sentence of imprisonment to a sentence of fine. It. 

may be fine as well as imprisonment and it should be left to the discretion 
of the Magistrate to award suitable punishment. 

Q. Would you punish the boy or the parents? 
A. The parents of course. 
Q. Whatever the age of boy might be? 
A. lf the boy is a major he will be punished as an abettor. 
Q. Would you also punish mothers along with fathers? 
A. I would not unless the mother happens to be the only guardian. 
Q. What about the Pandit or the Kazi? 
A. 'lhey are probably the greater sinners. They must be punished a~ 

abettors. 
Q. Would you like cases of infringement of the marriage law to be tried 

by a special court consisting of a judge and two prominent citizens of the 
place to sit as co-judges? 

A. So long as the trying authority is above suspicion it does not matter 
by what name ;you call him. If the people have confidence in the tribunal 
it does not matter whether it is a l\Iagistrate or a tahsildar. 

Q. Do you think that in these marital cases people will have more confi
dence in these matrimonial courts? 

A. Let the cases be tried by a special jury then; by a court of sessions 
and a special jury. 

Q. Do you not want a separate matrimonial court? 
A.. I do not think it is necessary unless the ordinary officers ha>e no time 

to attend to these cases. 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: Under the present law cases under 12 go to a sessions 
court and above 12 to a l\Iagistrate. Instead of having these two different 
forums· do you not think that a separate matrimonial court consil'>t11lg of a 
Magistrate and two non-officials acting as co-judges would inspire better 
confidence? 

A.. I think it will be an anamoly. 
I think it would be too cumbersome. 
and a jury. 

It may create better confidence, but 
I think there can be one trying officer 

Q. ls it your idea that e>en cases above 12 should go to a _jury? 
A.. Yes. 
Q. ·Will it not prolong the trial, and necessitate a committal by the

Magistrate? If these ordinary cases ha>e to be committed to the sessions, 
it will prolong the agony of the husband. 

A .. In such cases let the Magistrate take cognisance of the case and then 
send it up. 

Q. Will not the girl be scandalized, if she is dragged from court to court, 
awaiting the trial of her husband? 

A.. All cases involving a female like that would be scandals. 
Q. But the scandal would be greater in this case? 
A. lf there has been once a scandal, I do not know how it will be a 

greater scandal. You cannot prevent that. 
Q. If you have separate matrimonial courts all this will be avoided, and 

the public will be excluded. 
A.. I am not in favour of trying these cases in camera. It will be cn•at

ing a sort of inquisition in these cases. 
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Q. Hut we are looking at the matter from the standpoint of the family 
to wh1ch the girl belongs . 

. 1. I think you should leave it to the discTetion of the Court to have the 
trial in camera in certain cases and publicly in the case of others, as the law 
at present provides. 

Q. Is it your recommendation then that cas~~ below 12 BS well as abo~e 
12 should go to a sessions court after a committal, though the sentence lD 
the case of cases above 12 is only 2 years P 

A. Yes. 
Q. What is your objection to a matrimonial court?. 
A. You may create a separate court, but I do not thil;k there is any neces

sity for it. I do not expect such a large number of cases after you enact a 
law as to engage a special matrimonial court for all time. 

Q. But the two non-officials will be honorary? 
A. I am against honorary officers. . 
Q. You have said that cases above 14 should. be non-cognisable. Are you 

not thereby reducing the chances of detection? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you make these marital cases cognisable if there is a safeguard 

to the effect that they should be investigated only by higher officers of the 
police, like the D. S., P. or the Circle Inspector? 

A. All such cases, under the present law, are to be investigated by Circle 
Inspectors of Police. But personally I am not satisfied with the arranp;e
ment. I do not like the police to interfere between the husband and wife. 

Q. Would you like vigilance societies for the detection of these cases and 
for doing educative work? 

A. Yes. That will do some good. 
Q. Should they be nominated by district authorities, or partly nominated 

and partly elected? .. • 
A. I think it is better that some of them are nominated and others are 

elected by the municipalities, district boards social reform and other recog
nised organisations. 

Q. Do you think caste panchayats will do? 
A. No; I do not think so. 
Q. It has been suggested that in order to reintroduce good relations bet

ween husband and wife these marital cases might be made compoundable 
with the sanction of the court. Otherwise the husband might discard the 
w1fe and the wife will be ruined for ever. 

A. Why should you assume that the relations between the husband and 
the wife will be strained. Unless the wife· herself is the complainant the 
relations need not be strained. If you make the offence compoundable almost 
every case will be compounded, and the law will be ineffective. 

Q. The wife will be required to give evidence against the husband. 

A. The husband will, I think, have sense enough to understand that 
she has been forced to give evidence. But I think that in such cases the 
wife will rather support her husband than give evidence against him, unle~s 
the relations between them are already strained. 

Q. In support of the law of the Age of Consent and the age of marriage, 
would you have a system of registration of marriages so that we might find 
out whether the law has been broken? 

.4. l\Iv objection is that it will be impracticable. You can do it in towns 
but what about those areas which are miles away from towns? ' 

Q. Cannot the same agency which now does the birth and death regis
tration be employed? 

A. It will be unsatisfactory, because the way in which it does its work 
is unsatisfactory. 
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Q. In some of the Native States and in French India a system of regis
-tration is going on . 

. ·L Probably there might be provision for it. There will btl difficulty about 
the money and the agency as well. 

Q. ~opposing we have a system of non-official registrars in chafge of regis
-tration and a fee of one rupee is charged for ea{:h registration, and there is 
·optional registration, do you think it will work? 

.4.. Yes ; if there is money forthcoming for it. 
Q. It will come from the men reporting the marriage. 
:1. 1t will be a hardship on the poor inan who will go long distances for 

the purpose. 
(/. Supposing we allow hiin to send the report by post!' 
.i. They might miscarry, or there may not be post offices in his village. 
Q. You have not given us any suggestion as to how to make the Age of 

{)onsent law effective. Do you not think that this proposal will work? 
.4.. The proposal will work if the parties are asked to give notice of the 

Jnarriage .to the registrar and if the registrar verifies every entry with the 
-entry in the birth register. 

Q. Do you not think it will be more difficult? 
.!. Why should you make the poor to go round every time there is marriage 

-or birth or death in his house? 
d. He can report to the Lambardar or the Chaukidar. But can you give 

·us any other constructive proposal? 
A .• I have not considered the point fully, and i cannot say anything 

-offhand. There were certain difficulties present in my mind, and I mentioned 
them. 

Written Sta.tement., dated the 8th January 1929, of the Medical Officer 
of. Health, ~iunicipal Board, Allahabad. 

l. The state' of law as to the Age of Consent is not quite satisfactory. 
2. (2) Raising the Age of Consent provides a greater safeguard against 

the offenders. It places the girl in a safer position inasmuch as her consent 
then would be an intelligent consent. 

3. Seduction is very frequent and rape is not infrequent. Amendment 
of 1925 had no marked effect. Raising the age high enough would make it 
·effective. 

4. (1) I believe no. 
(2) I do not think any public opinion was stimulated in that direction. 
(3} There is a tendency to put off marriage beyond 13 but I think for 

:reasons other than raising the Age of Consent within the marital state to 
13. Raising the age limit to 16 is calculated to be sufficiently effective. 

5. Between 13 and i4. 
Yes. With the working classes it is delayed a little longer. 
ti. It may be among the lower classes. Such cases very seldom come to 

·Court. 
7. i know of no religious injunction to which such a practice could be 

attributed. 
8. Yes. It generally coincides with the consummation of marriage. It 

is performed generally after the attainment of puberty. How soon after 
it depends on the economic condition of the parties. 

9. The attainment of puberty does not necessarily mean the girl's fitness 
tor· consummation of marriage. Girls after attaining puberty may yet be 
found to be physically unfit to discharge marital obligations. Ordinarily 
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consunup~tion of marriage should b~ deferred some two.or three years after 
the attainment of puberty to avoid injury to the girl's health and that of 
her progeny. 

10. 18 years in extra-marital cases, 16 years in marital cases. 
11. I know of a few instances of girls of tender, age wanting in full physical 

development having children. These girls have poor health and their pro
geny extremely weak and sickly. This is not from my professional experi
ence. 

12. Yes. There can be no doubt that it is responsible for high maternal 
and infant mortality and leads inevitably to physical deterioration of the 
people. 

l;j. I am not; sur~;~ whethe.z: there was. any further. development. of public 
opinion in this part of the country in favour of an extension of the Age of 
Consent in marital and extra-marital cases since the amendment of the law· 
in 1925 but ever since the introduction of Sir Hari Singh Gour's bill there
is considerable development of public opinion among the educated classes in 
favour of an extension of age. 

14. 'fhere is an inclination in some quarters to favour early consummation 
of marriage (chiefly .confined to the illiterate and lou·er classes). · 

15. Yes, the determination of age does present serious difficulties some
times. Medical opinion of age generally is at best an approximate gues!> 
when there is very often a chance of error. Raising the Age of (extra-mari
tal) Uonsent to 18 and a careful maintenance of birth registers may mend 
these difficulties. Illiterate people specially villagers have such a confused 
and vague idea of time that it is impossible to depend upon their testimony 
for the exact age of a girl. In most cases there are no horoscopes and when. 
they exist it is sometimes not difficult to discredit them. 

16. Yes, the difficulty can certainly be minimised thereby. 
17. Yes. Marital-2 years. Extra-marital-The punishment laid down 

in tlection 376, I. P. C. • 
18. Yes. Marital-Police may not arrest without warrant---Bailable

tlummons in the 1st instance. Extra-marital__:May arrei;t 13-·ithout warrant--
Un-bailable-Warrant. 

20. Fixing a higher Age of Consent for marital cases would be more in 
consonance with public· opinion but fixing the minimum age o( marriage at 
16 would remove the vexed question of marital consent and will be Ioore 
effective m removmg many of the existing defects. But this may not be 
,·iewed with approval by the public. 

21. In the ordinary course this sort of social reform should have been left 
to education and social propaganda but since the desired reforms which are
long o\·erdue, have not been achieved by these means it is expedient that 
the penal law should be strengthened. 

Oral Evidence of the Medical Officer of Health, Municipal B931'd, 
Allahabad. 

<Allahabad, 16th January, 1929.) 

Pandit Kanhaiya Lal: How long have you been working ai! a Health 
Officer i' 

,{. This is my sixteenth year. 
Mr1. Beadon: In your ans\:er to Questio!l N~. 11 yo~ say that you kaow a. 

few instances of girls of tender age wantmg m ph~·sical dev.elopment and 
having childrel!.. and they ha,·e poor health and .the1r. progemes are weak. 
Will you please tell me what happened to these girls? 

A.. I ).Qlow. one case where the girl was aged about 12. She was married 
and she was keeping very delicate health all throughout. 
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Q. Do you mean to say that she was keeping delicate health subsequent 
to her pregnancy? 

A. Yes. 
Q. What about her children? 
A. 'fhe children are all living. 
Q. When did this happen? 
A. This was a case of 20 years ago. 
Q. Can you mention one or two cases that you know of within the last 

three or four years P 
A. No. 
Q. Was this girl keeping good health before her delivery? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What do you think about the children of these young mothers? 
A. Generally all the children that I have seen born of these young mothers 

during this tenO.er age, are weaklings. 
Q. What was the general health of the women about 15 or 20 years ago? 

Do you think that the general health of women is now decidedly better than 
it was in olden days? 

A. In olden days, they used to keep very good health which is probably 
not due to late maternity but is due to less worry and mental anxiety and 
better nourishment. 

Q. Do you mean to say that the economic conditiow; are now worse than 
what they were 20 years ago? 

A. Yes. Now it is very difficult to give suitable nourishment to suckling 
mothers. 

Q. Do you find any special diseases affecting the women here? 
A. Tuberculosis is very common here. 
Q. Do you find it mostly amongst women or amongst the men as well? 
A. lt is very common amongst women between the ages of 15 to 30. 

Pandit Kanhaiya Lal: Your figures suggests that there was a very heavy 
mortality amongst females during the ages of 10 to 15, 15 to 20 and 20 to 30 
as compared with the males of those ages. Can you tell us what are the 
reasons for th,is heavy mortality amongst the females? 

A. It is partly due to the effects of childbearing and partly to the economic 
eondttions such as less nourishment and so on. 

Q. Are not the economic conditions common to boys and girls? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Then why is there a heavier mortality amongst the females than amongst 

the males? 
A. I admit that the economic conditions are common to both, but still 

there is some difference. In the cases of women, they generally get a lesser 
share of the nourishment. 

Q. Are not children whether girls or boys treated all alike? 
A. That is true but the lion's share is taken by the man. It is voluntarily 

given away by the ladies and they keep very little for themselves. 
Q. Is this heavy mortality during these age periods not largely due to 

maternity? 
A. I think it is largely due to the economic conditions and also partially 

uue to maternity. 
Q. What is the percentage of infant mortality to births? 
A. Our statistics are under one year of age and it is practically 25 per 

tent. 
Q. Is the mortality greater amongst the Muhammedans than amongst 

the tlmdus or vice t•ersa? 
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A. I believe we have no separate statements. 
Q. Can you tell us whether the system of registration of births is working 

satistactorily P 
A. Not at all. 
Q. What are the defects in the existing system? 
A. The system is that the head of the family is primarily responsible for 

getting all the cases registered, but there are large omissions 1md many 
defaulters and as a check we have got our own private sources in two or three 
different ways. First of all the sweepers of the mohollas come to know gene· 
rally what happens and they make reports to the sanitary inspectors and 
so on. \Ve have got some men who make regular visits throughout the 
mohallas to find out the cases. At the time of the vaccination the vaccinator 
also comes and tries to pick up the new cases that are not reported. So 
these are the three means by which we get the births. 

Q. Don't you see that with all these three agencies you ought to keep a 
correct record of births? 

A. Still we find a very large number of omissions. 
Q. What is the basis for this idea? 
A. ·when we send one agency after another and where they pick up some 

new cases, we surmise that that there are still some omissions. 
Q. Can you suggest any method for improving the system of registration 

of births? 
A. I think if the midwives are compelled to report, of .course a large 

number of births undetected may come. 
Q. Do you give the name of the child in the register? 
A. Unless the child has actually been named, we simply write male or 

female and so there comes also the difficulty of identity later on. 
Q. Would you advocate a supplementary report being taken from the 

reporting individual naming the child, to help the identity of the child? 
A. There is no harm, but mal-prac'tices may become common because fals~ 

names might be put forward. 
Q. Would you advocate that the name which is given at the time of 

vaccination should within six months be transferred into the register of 
births by the Municipal Office P Is it practicable? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is there a column provided for the name in the birth register? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long are the birth registers preserved? 
A. I think they are preserved for about 10 years but I am not certain 

about this point. 
Q. Can you tell us in what communities early marriage is practised here? 
A. It is practised chiefly amongst the lower classes. 
Q • .People tell us that the Bengalis are very great sinners in this respect. 

What do you say about this? 
A • .l<'ormerly it used to be so but now-a-days the age of marriage is rising. 
Q. What is the usual age of marriage amongst the lower classes? 
A. Marriages take place amongst them between the ages of 5 and 6. 
Q. When does consummation take place amongst them? · 

A. I think amongst them also consummation takes place after some period 
but all that depends upon the financial and other circumstances of the parties. 

fl. What is the usual. age of marriage amongst the higher classes P 
A. There are ser-eral cases in which girls are married at 11 or 12. 
Q. Is the age rising amongst them? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. :What is the usu.,l age of marriage amongst the Muhammadans? 
A .• They generally marry their girls after puberty. 
Q. What is the practice of consummation amongst the Muhammadans? 
A. I am not very sure about this point. 
Chairman: To what community do you belong? 
A. I am a .Bengali K.ayastha. 
Q. Is there child marriage amongst the Bengalis? 
A. Jt is fairly common before puberty. 
Q. Does consummation also take place before 13? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Even in U. P. do the Bengalis consummate the marriages of their 

daughters below 13? 
A. It is not· common now-:a-days. Now-a-days they vary from 15 to 16 or 

17 or even higher. 
Pandit Kanhaiya Lal: What age would you recommend for marriage P 
A. 16. 
Q. Do you think that the,orthodox people will accept 16? 
A. If they don't accept, I cannot help for it. 
Q. What age would you recommend for consummation of marriage? 
A. 16. 

Oral ETidence of Dr. Sir TEJ BAHADUR SAPRU, Allahabad~ 

(Allahabad, 16th January 1929.) 

Chairman: Please refer to our questions Nos. 20 and 21. In a matter 
like this, would you have legislation or leave it to propaganda? 

A. I will most certainly have legislation. 
Q. If you will have legislation, whicb. of the two would you prefer? 
A. My opinion is if you fix the minimum age for consent that would be 

futile and I frankly say that the Legislative Assembly at the present moment 
is particularly weak in the matter of social legislation. I stand for legis
lation of a very drastic character in the matter of social reform. 

Q. What is the age that you would have for marriage? 
A. I would have 18 as the minimum age for girls. I will also prefer 

going UJ;>. 
Q. And for boys? 
A. My own view is that I shouldn't allow a. boy to marry until_ he is 24. 

Q. That would be the ideal. Don't you think that we should begin 
with a.lower age if there is to be legislation? 

A. If you want a compromise, have it between 18 and 21. 

Q. Can you suggest any method by which a vast number of orthodox 
people would be permitted to have pre-puberty. marriages which they look 
upon as essential and yet postpone. consummation effectually beyond 16 or 18? 

A. My method is one: of undisgui~ warfare. against the orthodox people. 
Q. Can you suggest any other. remedy by which the two. Tiews could 

possibly be reconciled P 
A. Absolutely irreconciliable. You cannot reconcile cemmoi!Sense with 

the shastras or with the orthodpx book$ on religion. That is my honest 
opinion. 

Q. Suppose a law is passed permitting marriages at any age, pre
puberty or otherwise, hllt enjoining that a girl shall not be sent to her 
father-in-law's house till she completes her sixteenth year and imposing 
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a fine for breaking the law, do you think that in that case we can achieve 
our object? 

A. I belie,·e it is possible provided Government have substantial police 
iorces in India and post a police man in every orthodox house. 

Q. Do you in fact think that this is not feasible? 
A. Absolutely infeasible. -But e'Ven if a girl is enjoined not to go, to 

her father-in-law's house before the prescribed age, and if the law is broken 
what is the penalty that you are going to impose? 

Q. The penalty would be fine or imprisonment. Will that not doP. 
A. So far as fine is concerned, well, I believe most of the orthodox 

,people will much sooner pay the fine than forego their orthodox views . 
.So far as the question of punishment is conoerhed, I am willing to stipporfl 
the Committee provided a very seyere penalty of. impr~sonment for the 
father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-1aw and for· the husband is given. 
Xothing ~;hort of that, I would agree to. 

J[r. Yakub: What punishment would you suggest? 
A. Five years' imprisonment. 
Q. Is that the only way. by which you can bring a rule into force in 

1his country? Will you ilot also give whipping to the boy P 
·A. I have ho compunction in regard to this matter and i will be still 

more severe if the husband happen& to be a graduate or att tinder-graduate 
·of any University. 

Q. Do yoti think that Government or the Legislature would he justified 
in legislating upon a matter of this kind which is a social or soci.o-religiotis 
·£juestion? · 

A. I think that there is ample justification. both. for the legislature 
.and for the Government to legislate.• upon a matter of this kind, but i am 
not prepared to credit the legislature or the Government with the necessary 
.amount of courage to undertake it. 

Q. Do you think that the Government should legislate for instance in 
the matter of prohibiting drinks P 

A. I am an absolute opponent o( prohibition. 
Q. How do you distinguish between the two casesP One is as bad an 

-e\'il as the other • 
.4 .. I don't think that the evil is of the same character or of the same 

-extent. Amongst the 350 millions of people you will find that the number 
who drink is comparatively very much smaller than the number of parents 
who get their girls married at the age of 10 or 11. 

Q. What would be your estimate of the number of girls '1\·ho are married 
below 15 in the rural areas? 

.4 .. I think the number is very large in this province. Amongst the 
middle elasses I am glad to say that the tendency is upward, but still I 
should think that if you take the figures which I haven't examined, you 
will find that the number of marriages at the time when the girl is only 
about 12 or 14 is shocking particularly amongst certain communities in 
1his province. 

Q. But taking the whole province of United Provinces do you think that 
the pereentage will be so high as 50 per cent.? 

A. I think it is much more. 
Q. Are there any classes here who definitely marry theit giris later 

than 16? 
.4. I can tell yon of my own community which is a very small community 

in this province. It is now very seldom that we come across a girl who is 
married before 16 or 18. Generally it is about 18 or .20. Twenty years 
a..,.o it u::,ed to be different and I believe amongst the Kshatriyas and cer-' 
t;'in other communities I have come across girls being married at a very 
late age. 
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Chairman: In this case, for instance am I to understand that your 
community is about 1,000 people in the United Provinces? 

.4 .. It cannot be more than 1,500 to 2,000. It is practically a negligible 
number. 

Q. I am speaking from a different point of ,Yiew. .Are you in a position 
to generalise and compare the health of the girls in your community after 
16, and the girls of other communities where there are early marriages? 

A. My experience of communities in which the early marriage prevails 
is that the girl never reaches her youth and she suddenly jumps to o_ld 
age. 

Q. But in the case of those people who marry their girls late, do you 
find that those· girls are much better? 

A. I think the girls keep much better health, the children are much 
stronger and there is much greater happiness in the social life and domestic 
life. 

Q. Please refer to our question No. 11. Have any such cases come 
under your own observation? 

A. It is a very delicate· matter and I will not mention the. name. But 
I am just coming from the Court and some 15 minutes ago I was dealing 
with a case where a girl of 16 was married to a man of 25. She died within 
six months. The medical evidence certainly tends .to show that her death 
was accelerated by married life. It was a disputed fact whether there was 
a married life or not. This i.s not a solitary case. I have come across in 
my professional career scores of cases which a.re to my mind indefensible 
on that ground. If I were at liberty to mention the consequences of cer
tain cases during the last 34 years, I can give you a large number of them 
where girl mothers have suffered on account of married life. I remember 
one very big case in which I appeared several years ago in which the girl 
was married at the age of 12 and she died at the age of 19 leaving 3 children 
and there was a dispute with regard to the property. She died partly of 
phthisis and partly of insanity and the medical evidence was absolutely 
reliable in that case because it was given by some most eminent English 
doctors who attributed death to the excess of married life. 

Q. When did she begin her maternity? 
A. Before she was 14 years old she began her maternity. I also know 

another case in which a rich man at the age of 46 married a girl of 14 and 
that girl died at 17 and she also died of phthisis. 

Q. Was she a rich girl? 
A. She herself was not a rich girl. She came from a poor family but 

her husband occupied a very prominent position and was a Rajah. 

Q. What about the children of these early mothers? 

A. They are generally very weak and feeble. 

Q. Don't you think that if we go upto 18 for marriage, there will be 
a terrible amount of opposition, etc.? 

A. I do not believe in that at all. I believe there is as much opposition 
without it as there will be with it. 

Mrs., Nehru: Do you think that it is possible to bring about any reform 
by terrorism specially when the majority of the people are orthodox? 

A. It is not a question of terror to my mind, but it is a question of 
strength. If the Government is prepared to face some silly questions 
which arise in the case of our national life, why should not the Government 
take a bold step in this? 

Q. But where a democratic Government is concerned and the majority 
of people are orthodox is it possible? 

A. But you cannot have a truly democratic Government so long as the 
people are orthodox. That is my conviction. 
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Q. I suppose you know a great deal about Turkey. Can you tell us how 
those social laws are administered there? 

A. Personally speaking I am a great admirer of Turkey and the Turkish 
Statesmen. "lien I travelled there, I saw many schools and colleges where 
girls are educated. I think the girls' schools there might be favourably 
compared with some girls' schools that I saw in England and France. · The 
girls are absolutely free. There are a number of girls employed in the 
Post Offices, in the Banks and in the public offices. They are extremely 
dignified girls and very well-behaved. All these things were brought about 
in the case of the Turks, although the majority of them never agreed to 
all these reforms, because there was one strong man at the helm of affairs 
who thought that his policy should be carried out, and he never shrunk 
from the consequences. 

Q. What methods did he adopt to bring about those reforms when the 
majority of the people did not agree with his point of view? 

A. I think it was by sheer force. 
Q. But there must be some way of doing that. 
A. First of all he made short work of the mullahs and the priests of the 

country. 
Mr. Bhargava: But the priests do not instigate· marriages? 
A. I think 99 per cent. of the marriages are due' to the priest class. I 

should make short work of the priests. 
Q. And one of the ways is that he should be penalised? 
A. The greatest mischiefmongers in Indian history have been the priests. 
Q. Therefore you would seek every occasion to penalise him for· the 

just cause? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Whether he is guilty or ·notP 
A. If he is guilty. 
Chnirman : He officiates at marriage, but he does not know what the 

age of the boy is and what the age of the girl is? , 
A. He ought to know. The prit!~t generally is a man in these P~ovinces 

who is associated with the family in almost everything. He ought to be 
able to trust to his commonsense and power of observation to find out 
whether the girl is below 12 or above 12. 

Q. Generally the purohit of the family has that knowledge but at the 
time of marriage there is not only the purohit but there are other persons 
who are called for the occasion? 

A. They ought to satisfy themselves. 

Q. The parties who are celebrating the marriage will give them to under
stand that the girl is of such and such age. 

A. If he is misled he may be acquittro but if he knows what the agtt 
of the girl is then he is guilty and I would not spare him on the ground 
thu he is a pious priest. 

Mr. Mitra: Do you think that 18 should be the minimum age for mar. 
riage for girls? 

A. Yes, but if you put it higher so much the better. 
Q. But do you not kno\v that there is medical evidence that after a 

certain age the organs are less flexible? 
A. I should feel sorry for such doctors if they have such an opinion. 
Q. ". ould you go up to 40 for girls? 
A. I have no objection at all. There are certain countries in the west 

where a man or a woman is not allowed to marry after a certain age. 
There are laws with regard to that in Europe. 

Chairman : Where is that? 
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A. All that is given in Bur~e's foreign and Col?nia~ L~w in t~e chapter 
relating to marriages. You w~ll find the who!e thmg IS given With regard 
to Russia Switzerland. That IS to say a law IS enacted ~hat no man abo;e
a certain' age should marry. I believe it is also there about women but 
I am not sure about it. 

Mr. Mitra: In the law of marriage are you. ready ~o provide for exemp-
tions?· · . . . 

4, ~o. 
Q. You certainly think that ~here are some orthodox people who sin,

{!erely belie;e tlw.t according tq. the shastras they $houl<l have pre-puberty 
marri!lges. 

A. I don't dispute their sincerity or their existence, but I regret it. 
Q . .A,re you not ready to make any special provision for them? 
A. No. 
Q. Don't you think that those orthodox people who are in a majority 

will resent this marriage law and will try to resist it? 
A. I have no (foqbt they will resist it and they have resented during; 

these 2,000 years. 
Q. Wouldn't their fesentment take some serious shape? 
4. If it takes a serioqs shape Government should be prepared to put 

it down. 
Mr. Shah Nawaz: :Po you think that women have been so far the victims 

of t!1ese speial evils? -
A. I think so. 
Q. Do you think that fixing the m1mmum marriageable age will be one 

of the first steps towards their emancipation? 
A. It will be one of the steps but I won't liaY jt will be a very big step. 
Q. "\Ve are told by some Brahmin witnesses at any rate that women 

generally have a desire to pe married !larly and 11-lso have a desire to be 
consummated. Do you agree? 

A. I pelieve to a certain extent it is true. 
Q. What is the opinion of the wowen, from countryside, so far as the 

<>rthoih>~ womep are ·concerned? 
A. There is not much to choose between them and the orthodox men. 

• Q. Don't you t)link that some orthodox Brahmins in their heart of 
\le!irts, fee\ that tll.is js a tremendous evil, vi~ .• early marriage and early 
consummation? 

A. Well, if they feel like that, then I can say they !Ire not orthodox. 
They are insincere. 

Q. Do you think: that all the orthodox men are insincere? 

A. If you ask my candid opinion I believe at least 60 per cent. of the 
so-called orthodox men are insincere. 

Q. Have you reason to believe that some of the girls are consumm{l.tet! 
before they arrive at the age of puberty!' 

A. I believe that it is so but I couldn't give you the figures and { 
cannot substantiate that. 

Q, Po you want 3 law ~x;ing the ~inimum age for marri11ge at 1~? 
A. Yes. 

Q. But don't you think that a considerable number of girls may go 
wrong from amongst the lower classes if they are not married before 18? 

A.: That. presupposes that a com.iderable number of girls even after 
mun~ge w1ll go wrong. You take the cases of lddnapping. You will fiDd 
that _m g~ man_y cases of kidnapping the. girl who is lddnapped is a 
married gul and 1f we take the other case mvolving moral life, you will 
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find that the majority of the girls "that are involved are married girls and 
not unmarried girls. 

Q. D«t you think that there will be no difference P 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. Who should be the prosecutor in case there is a breach of the mar

-riage law? 
.4.. The State. 
Q. Do you think that these cases should be tried by ordinary courts 

or do you recommend matrimonial ·courts for this purpose P 
A. I would recommend an ordinary Magistrate. 
Jlr. Bhargava: What was the age of marriage 20 years ago among 'the 

Kashmiris? 
A. Twenty years ago girls used to be married between 12 to 14. Now 

you seldom come across cases of girls ·w'ho are married a't the ·age of 16. 
Q. How have they come. to raise this ageP 
.4.. Because of their revolt against orthodoxy, 'l'h!'lre was no law so far 

~s the Kashmiris are concerned. They took 'to western education much 
more kindly than other people did. 

Q. Is it not a fact that people do not know the ·evil effects of early 
marriage, therefore they have recourse to early marriage P 

A. They have known it for generations, ·but they have not the courage 
to act upon it. 

Q. Am I to understand that a villager knows the evil effects of early 
marriage? 

A .• An ordinary graduate understands it and my grudge is against the 
ordinary graduate. 

Q. If a villager does not know that early marriage is an evil should he 
be sent to jail for 5 or 10 yearsi' .·' 

A. That is the only way to educate him. 
Q. Instead of having recourse to compulsory education and other things 

you want to educate the people by legislation P 
A. Legislation is one of the means of social reform and it has been 

adopted in many countries. 
Q. But the question is that there are other factors. For instance if 

Government does not educate the people it has no right to inflict legislation 
of such a drastic nature on the people. Government is responsible fo'r 
gross dereliction of duty in not educating the people? 

A. I am strotigly of the opinio11 that persuasive measures would hot do. 
There must be BOme strong penal measure that should be adopted. 

Q. Before enacting this law Government should undertake propaganda 
and make every person to understand that it is evil to marry early. That. 
propaganda can best be carried on by school text books and in colleges. 

A.. I have been hearing that for the last 45 years but nothing has been 
done. No Government can undertake propaganda of this character. 

Q. So you are of opinion that Government need not undertake propa. 
ganda but should enact a law P 

A. The only effective propaganda in the matter of social reform inde
pendently of a penal measure is to have primary educa.tion, secondary edu
-cation and higher education extended over a larger area and larger sums 
of money should be spent, but there are no other means of bringing about 
reforms. You must have both law and propaganda. 

Q. What are your reasons for fixing the age of marriage at 18? 

A.. Because I believe that in this country physically girls do not arrive 
at maturity before the age of 18. I should give them time to acquire more 
1.nowledge and experience. 
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Q. I don't think you can visualise the period when every girl will be 
able to read in college? 

A. I do emphatically when every girl ord.inarily will be decently edu
cated. 

Q. But she cannot only be educated in colleges? 
A. I do not attach much inportance to college education. You ought 

to give her reasonable time for education and I think 18 is by no means 
excessive. 

Q. So far as physical development is concerned doctors are unanimous 
that at 16 there will be no physical injury to the girl or her pro_geny. 
Would you be satisfied if 16 is fixed as a first step? 

A. I beg to differ from these medical men. They may be- sound medi-
cally, but socially they are absolutely wrong . 

. Q. So that your objections are not medical but social also? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You want that every girl should be able to select her own husband? 
A. I shall be glad if things come to that. 
Q. In your experience is it true that girls before the age of 18 say at 

15 or 16, are seduced? 
A. For the matter of that you come across cases of even grown up 

women of 25 or 30 being seduced. 
Q. Generally speaking girls between 15 and 20 are seduced? 
A. Specially in villages . 

. Q. And so far as the evil of prostitution is concerned is it not true that 
prostitutes begin their profession at the age of 14 or 15? 

A. I do not believe that because in their case the earlier they begin the 
greater are the chances of their success in their own profession, their 
example can be followed. 

Q. So that generally speaking at 15 or 16 a girl begins to feel the sexual 
urge? 

A. I should not draw any inspiration so far as the life of prostitutes in 
this country is concerned. It may be true in the case of prostitutes who 
want to earn their living, It is quite different in the case of decent higher 
and niiddle class families. 

Q. But you want to provide for the whole of India. Many people are of 
the opinion that if you fix the age of 18 there is a greater danger of immo
rality among unmarried girls? 

A. If you want to yield to that temptation you can say that every person 
when he feels the sexual urge must yield to it. I think decency and social 
considerations require that you must postpone the fulfilment ·of your sexual 
desire to as late a time as possible. 

Q. But you do not want to make that ideal determining the practicable 
age for the marriage of girls. If there is any scandal about unmarried 
girls the social obliquy is much greater. 

A. What about the scandal of married women, do not they take place? 
I can give you scores of examples from every rank of society. 

Q. We are not legislating for that? 
A. You ought to. 
Q. There is already legislation there-Sections 497 and 498. If social 

obliquy is much greater in the case of unmarried girls and if you fix 18 as 
the age for marriage will many girls not be ruined? 

A. I most emphatically differ from that view that unmarried girls at 
the age of 15 or 16 are more likely to be corrupt because you do not allow 
them to live a sexual life. I do not think that is the case in the Hindu 
Soc.iety. Otherwise .so fa~ as the Hindu Society is concerned it is a doomed 
soc1ety. If unmarned guls go wrong at the age of 15 or 16 there is no 
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use of talking of legislation. I hope you are going to recommend a better 
provision for their minds than husbands. 

Q. If there is provision for occupation of their minds and if the Govern
ment provides compulsory education then you would recommend marriage 
age at 18 and not before that? 

A. Compulsory education or no compulsory education the nation should 
not be allowed to further deteriorate. 

Q. The Jaw givers recommend 16? 
A. l\Iy answer is make a bonfire of these law givers. These law givers 

are at the root of our downfall. I have no respect for any such law giver. 
Q. May I know that you want as little interference with the social and 

religious customs of the people as possible? 
A .. I want as much interference in their religious views as possible pro

vided you have got a national government or even foreign government 
which is national in its outlook. 

Q. Consistently with efficiency if you can bring about a state of things 
which you would yourself like without interfering with their customs would 
you not prefer that state of things? 

A. Would you give me any illustration. 

Q. Generally it is said that if marriages are penalised up to the age of 
16 there will be great opposition? 

A. It would not lead to disaster. 

Q. Would you be satisfied up to 16? 

.4.. So far as I am concerned 1 would take it in the nature of a very 
weak compromise on the part of the legislature. If I happen to be a mem
ber of the legislature my vote will be against it. 

Q. You will not accept anything short of 18? 

A. No. 

Q. What would you prefer between no legislation and legislation at 16i' 

A .. Personally I do not expect getting 15 or 16 fro~ the legislature. 
All this is academic discussion. 

Q. You do not expect anything from the legislature and in propaganda 
you do not believe, then how will the thing be done? 

.4. You make your own recommendation and leave it to the legislature 
to support them or to go against your recommendations, but I should accept 
no compromise on these matters. 

Q. Do you think there will be great discontent in the country if the 
Government does not make any legislation fixing the age of marriage P 

A .. So far as the bulk of the educated people are concerned I think there 
is not much to choose between them and the orthodox people. 

Q. No educated people will feel that the Government is not doing ita 
duty? 

A .. There will be a good many who will feel, but so far as the bulk of 
the educated people are concerned they are prepared to rebel against other 
things but not against their social system. That is my idea of my educated 
compatriots. 

Q. You complain that educated people do not do any work or propaganda 
with regard to this evil P 

.!. They fight shy of their intellectual convictions. 
Q. "lwt is the punishment that you would propose to give to those who 

break this marriage law if enacted fixing the age of marriage at 18 P 
A. Five years to bridegrooms, parents and parents-in-law. 
Q. It will be a sessions case P 
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A. Serious cases nre never tried summarily, they always go to the 
Sessions Court. 

Q. Suppose this ~igour of the law is made in every case, do you not 
think that many girls will not be worse than widows if you send the hus
bands to jail for five years? 

.4.. What happens now. i lhink it is better for ·girls to live as widows 
for 5 years than to live the whole life as "they do. 

Q. If you send their parents and the father and inother of the boys for 
5 :years, the -girls will have no protector? 

A.. I think there ·will be other members of the society to look after them. 
Q. Are you quite serious in supporting 5 years? 
.4.. I am absolutely serious about all I have said. 
Q. nut the "punishment seems 'to be quite disproportionate? 
A.. \Vhen I say 5 years I mean the maximum. I leave it to the discre

tion of the Magistrate. 
(J. """'hat punishment do you propose to give in the case of a breach of 

consent law P 
A. I do not believe in that law, I do not agree to any age of consent; 

that seems to be <.t futile thing. . . . 
Mr. Ya'kub: How ·long have you been associated with the legislature of 

this country? 
A. I entered the United Provinces Legislative Council in 1918 and I 'was 

associated with the legislature--provincial or central-in one capacity or 
another from 1913 to 1922. 

'Q. You were a'!so Law Member of the Viceroy's Executive Council? 
A. Yes. 
Q. During all this time did you initiate or propose any law or measure 

to remedy this evil of early marriage? 
.4.. No. 
'Q. If yon were serious about the evils of this system may I know what 

was the reason for your not introducing or producing any such measure? 
A. In the old councils it was no use. There was no such thing as a non

official elected majority. 
· Q. In '1921-22 when you were Law l\Iember of the Government of India 

there was a non-official majority. 

A. But you must remember that the Law Member has no power of 
initiation. 

Q. Did you recommend to anybody or make any suggestion? 

A. I \Yas a very strong supporter of every social legislation. I think 
people came np in my time with a Bill. 

Q. Had you any hand in that Bill? 

.1. No, it 1vas a non-Official Bill. I was a 'part of the machinery of Gov
ernment which is terribly shy of introducing any social legislation. 

Q. When you were a non-official me~ber even then you did not bring 
ii1 any meastlre? 

.1. No. 

Q. What was the reason? 

.4.. Because I believed I would not get any support from the Le<>'islative 
~ouncil.. I think the present Assembly is much worse than the Assembly 
lTl my time.. _The:e are more orthodox peop)e now who are too apt to raise 
a cry of i'ehgwn m danger than they "·ere m my time. 

(/. Don't. you think that if . there are more orthodox people i'nstead of 
hanng nothmg we may ha"l"e something by making a compromise? 
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.4. y,m ;~re quite 'll"f'llcw;n~ tq 4:}Y~ a P<l!"PfP1f!iSE! \IJl~ · l wo11ld ~nt 
support it. I would look uppq i~ as &pme j\dy~nce. 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lfll: If the legislature fails to pass marriage legislation 
would you recommen4 ilw r~ising P.f the age pf CQJ1sent? 

A. I am not very enthusiastic about it because I do not think it can be 
easily worked. 

Q. As a next best alternative what age would you recommend for the 
age of consent if the legislature fails to have a marriage law? 

A. Eighteen. 
Q. Can you suggest any measure for bringing cases of breaches of the 

Jaw to light. Suppose we have a law fixing the age of consent at 18 and 
marriage is celebr~ted ~~ l3 or l4 lto.\f 11hal~ '\Ve bring pqs~ ()f breac~es of 
the law to light? 

A. I find it extremely difficult to suggest anything. So fa.r as ti~in~ the 
age of marriage is CQ!l!)ef!leq I t4in\t it C!'~Q. be ~~&ily work!!~ if you pave 
:1 system of registratioq. If qnyon~ co1nes and makes a comP.laint yov. can 
put' the law into motion. 

Q. Wo~ld you not make the caseg cognizable on the condition that the 
ef!quiry shorld be made by ;t ga~etted officer of the police. 

A. I do not know what machinery you are going to provide; l cqnnot 
think of a suitable machinery. · 

Q. Would y~u suggest the formation of vigilant societies to educate 
the people and to watch and look after these cases? 

A. I doubt very much whether it will be effective. 
Q. Do you think that if we have a system of village panchayats regularly 

working, they will be helpful in the matter? 
A. I do~bt it. 
Q. Would you recommend a system of registration of tnHriages gjving 

the names of the ~arrying parties a11q their ages? 

A. I would recommend that. 

Q. Who should be the autho~ity on whom the obligation of maintaining 
the register may be laid. We have got 1\Iunicipal Boards and District 
Boards on one side and executive authority on the other side? · 

A. I have not thought over it but I should certaivly pro-vide some sort 
of agency whose business it shQul~ be to record these thing!i. 

Q. In those cases would you place the obligation of reporting the marriage 
on the parents or guardians of the marrying :parties ~nd also on the priest? 

A. On both. 

Q. As regards the trial of marital cases you have said that ordinary 
courts will do. Would it not expedite disposal and save gids from puhliCl 
exposure if there is a matrimonial court consi~ting of one. 1\lag\strate and 
2 non-officials to deal with such cases? · · 

A. I believe in publicity. 

Q Publicity is one thing and saving a girl from public humiliation or 
scandal in courts is another . 

.4 .• I would not provide any special tribunals either for marital cases or 
for non-marital cases. · 

Q . . Do~'t you think that such courts will inspire greater public confidence? 

A. After all in your matrimonial courts there \'"ill be meQ of the same 
class or inferio.r clas&. 

Q. Do you think W\l can have 2 suitable non-officials available in each 
District to try these cases. They may he honorary wo1·ke.rs? 

.4. I do not helie,·e in honorary ageneies in cases of this nature. 
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Oral Evidenee of Munshl ISHWAR SARAN, M.L.A., Advocate, High 
Court, Allahabad. 

(.4.llahabad, 17th January 1929.) 

Chairman: I understand that you are the President of the Kayastha 
Patshala for the last few years P 

.4.. Yes. 
Q. Were you President of the United Provinces Social Conference held 

at GorakhpurP 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are you a member of the Court of the Hindu Unil'"ersity? Were you 

also a member of the Court of the Allahabad University? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You are a member of the Legislative Assembly? 
A. Yes. I was a member of the first Assembly and I am a. member 

now. 
Q. Do you think from your experience that in this part of the country 

consummation of marriage takes place at 13 or before a girl is 14 complete? 
A. Yes, I should think so. 
Q. In what dasses do you think that is the case? 
A. More particularly I think it is in the lower classes. 
Q. And not among the Brahmans? 
A. I should imagine that it is not to the same extent among the Brahmans 

as it is among the lower classes. 

Q. Among the lower classes is it soon after puberty or is it pre-puberty? 

A. I should not venture to give an answer. 

Q. Do most of the Brahman girls attain puberty before they are 13 
complete or 14 complete? 

14. 
A. I cannot speak definitely but I should imagine it is between 13 and 

Q. When does consummation take place among the Kayasthas? 
A. After 14 as a rule. 
Q. Has that been long or is it of recent growth? 
A. The age is increasing. 
Q. Is that a growth of the last 10 years? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you any reason to belie\'"e that the statutory age of 13 within 

marital relations is broken in a large number of cases? 
A. It is broken but I cannot say whether it is in a large number of cases 

or not. · 
Q. You do not think that the age of consent law has been very effective? 
A. No. 
Q. From your experience are you in a position to say that early con

summation before 13 or 14 leads to deterioration of the mothers and of the 
children? 

A. l\Iost decidedly. 
Q. To mend matters in this respect would you have social propaganda 

or would you take the aid of legislation? 
A. I am afraid we will have to take the aid of legislation. 
Q. Ordinarily you might hal'"e relied on social propaganda but perhaps 

you think it is too slow? 
A. It is far too slow and not compelling. 
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Q. Would you have the law of consent raised or would .you .have the 
age of marriage .fixed? 

A. I would have both. 
Q. What minimum would you fix as the age of marriage and the age of 

eonsent? 
A. I would make no distinction. I would have it' at 18 but as a concea

sion I might be inclined to reduce it to 16 but in no case would I go lower 
than 16. 

Q. Do you think there is a large class of people here in the United 
Provinces who believe in pre-puberty marriages as essential P 

A. Yes. 
Q. What per cent. would you put it at? 
A. If you exclude the towns it will be a very large percentage. 
Q. In the towns that party is not so preponderating? 
A. No. 
Q. Would it be 80 per cent.? 
A. It will be larger than 50 per cent. in any ~ase. 
Q. Do you think that this age of 16 that you recommend for both would 

be acceptable to a large body of people? · ' 
A. We cannot conceal the fact that it will not be acceptable'. 
Q. Are you willing that the Government should face it? 
A. Government must face it; in fact it ought to have faced it inuch 

earlier. 
Q. Can you suggest any method by which we could leave the orthodox 

people to have marriages at any time they like but effectually put off con
summation till after 16? 

A. It will be practically impossible. 
Q. Suppose a law were enacted that no girl was to be sent to her father

in-law's house, although she may be married till she is complete 16.. Do you 
think it is possible to have such an arrangement? 

A. I am not in favour of it fQ/ this reason that the sending of the girl 
is very essential just after marriage. If the change that you have suggested 
were to be accepted, again you would come into conflict with popular opi
nion; but if you come into conflict with popular opinion in this case, why 
not come into conflict with popular opinion and have a very effective 
remedy and that is not to allow them to marry at all before that age. 

Q. Hindu girls go, as you say, to the husband's house for a very short 
time after marriage. 

A. That is very common here. 
Q. But in certain communities you have gaona in the sense of consumma

tion of marriage; but the girl goes to the husband's house and all the same 
she is expected to come back. 

A. It is not so in every Hindu community. Take for instance the com
munity to which I belong. I know it is not necessary for a girl to go to 
the husband's house after the marriage. ·· 

Q. Is there no griha-pravesh ceremony in the father-in-law's house? 
A. No. 
Q. Are there many communities where this ceremony is observed? 
A. Yes, it all depends on the auspicious date being fixed. 
Q. Is not gaona very com1uon? 
A. It is very common. 
Q. How long after marriage does it take place? 
A. It depends on various circumstances. 
Q. Is it not that till the girl attains puberty she is not genera11y sent 

to the husband's house? 

YIII K 
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A. Not necessarily. 
Q. In case there is a I?arriage law and there is a conse~t law and if 

there is bre:Jch of the marnage law and consent law what pumshment would 
you suggest P 

A. For breach of marriage law for the next 12 years I should have 
lighter punishment such as fine but after 12 years I should certainly have 
imprisonment. · 

Q. Should fine be a matter of judicial discretion or do you want that a~ 
the only punishment P 

A. It should be the only punishment and I will frankly say what is at 
the back of my mind. I want the change to be as little violent as possible. 

Q. What punishment do you want till 16 in the matter of age of consent> 
would you have the same till 16 as it is at present up to 12? 

A. In marital cases I would have a lighter punishment say fine only for 
the next 10 years. 

Q. That is between 12 and 16 you would have lighter punishment? 
A. Yes, it may be heavy fine. 
Q. 'Vhat age would you recommend in extra-marital cases? 
A. Eighteen. 
Q. Why do you make a difference in extra-marital and intra-marital 

cases? 
A. I will have it at 18 for both but as a concession I would· make it 16 for 

marital cases. 

Q. Do you know of any communities where marriages take place alwa;ys 
beyond 16? Do you know of Ahirs? 

.4.. There is early marriage am.,ng the Ahirs but they have late con:o;umma
tions. They do not send the girl till she is developed. 

- JJb·s. Beadon: Have you met any cases in which injury has resulted to 
mothers or children as a result of early consummation or early maternity? 

A. I am afraid I cannot remember any at the moment. 

Q. But have you seen such rases? 

A. Yes. The physical condition of the boys and girls that you find is. 
if not wholly at any rate very largely, due to this early marriage. Beyond 
that I cannot answer the question that you have put to me by citing any 
specific instances. 

Mr.' Shah Nawaz: Will there be any agitation if we were to legislate 
about the law of marriage? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think this measure of legislation would be welcomed by the 

women generally ? 
A. It will be welcomed by such women as are able to form an intelligent 

opinion on the question. 
Q. What about the countryside women? 
A. In the present condition of ignorance I think they ~ould not. 
Q. ·wm there be very many men and women who think it against thtt 

sastras? 
A. I think so. 
Q. But a great many wo1uen will receive this legislation with a sense of 

relief? 
A. I should not imagine that a great many women barring those wh() 

are educated will look upon it as a relief. 
Q. Don't you think that if we were to fix a minimum a(J'e for"marria"'e at 

16 it will be rather a sudden and dangerous jump? "' "' 
A. I do not know about its being dangerous but it is a sudden jump. 
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(}. Dangerous in the sense that it will lead to agitation? 
A .. I would not attach the slightest importance to. this agitation. 
{I. Who should be the pro!'ecutor in your opinioJ?-P Should everybody 

make a report if there is a breach of the law of marriage? 
.4. Certainly. 
Q. Should the State be the prosecutor or the private person? 
A. The latter. 
Q. And the expenses should be borne by the Government? 
.4. Of course. 
Q. In the case of breach of marriage law who should be punished? 
A. I should say the ·guardian of the bridegroom in case the bridegroom 

is a minor, the guardian of the bride and the priest whoever he may be. 
(). If you want to have a deterrent effect yQu must have some sort of 

imprisonment. After 10 years I suppose the whole thing will subside. 
A .. If you give a wide discretion to the courts in the case of poor men a 

fine of Rs. 20 would be a good deterrent. · 
Q. Would you prescribe imprisonment and fine and leave it to the dis

cretion of the court? 
A. I would prescribe fine and would leave the amount to the discretion 

of the court. In my oponion it must vary according to the paying capa
city of the person fined. 

Q. Are we to understand that in no circumstance you would inflict im-
prisonment? 

.4. :-.Tot within 10 years. 
Q. What is your reason for fixing 10 years? 
J. l\Iy reason is that by that time public opinion will have been educated 

:md people will be reconciled io it. The law would be widely known 
and therefore you would be 1n a better position to impose a severer 
... entence than you would be at the present moment. 

Q. Do you think that women are the victims of social evil of early 
marriage or early consummation? 

.4. Yes. 
fJ. Do you think that sastras and smiritis are getting out of date? 

A .. They are getting out of date as far as the educated people are con
cerned but at the same time I am free to confess that they do not exercise 
the same authority as they used to exercise some years ago. Their authority 
in my opinion, I speak with great diffidence, is on the decrease. 

Q. And it will continue to decrease? 

.4. I hope so. 

Q. So that after 10 years nobody will follow the sastras so far as 
they relate to the question of marriage? 

.4. There will not be the same amount of opposition and the same 
Mnount of heart-burning or dissatisfaction as you will have now. 

JJ r. Bharawca : At present the hu&band is guardian of the girl after 
marriage and he can demand her custody from the parents. Except the 
~Iadras High Court where it has been decided that she cannot be sent before 
puberty, all other High Q>urts are of the view that a husband has got a 
better right. Do you want that tbere may be change in the law of 
guardianship? 

.4. It will follow. 
Q. Supposing a law relating to the prohibition of marriage below a 

certain age is not passed and you have to fall back upon the consent law 
would you like that some provision may be made in the Criminal Procedur~ 
Code on the analogy of the provision contained in Section 107, Criminal 

K2 
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Procedure Code, that if a husband and wife come together then the 
Magistrate, if he is satisfied that the commission of the offence is likely to 
take place, may order that the husband and wife may be separated by some 
arrangement by the parents of the boy. In case they cannot make it he may 
keep the prospective offender in confinement for as long a period as they 
cannot keep him separate . 

. -l. I cannot easily contemplate any Magistrate not coming to the con
clusion on the material that you would place before him that there is a 
likelihood of consummation taking place between a husband and wife when 
they are brought together. Then in each and every case this will be the 
result that is likely to follow unless one is prepared to legislate that 1n every 
case no husband and wife should be allowed to live together but then that 
law will be nugatory because according to me it will be very difficult. 

Q. I understand that you are in favour of some legislation which may 
prohibit the coming together of the husband and wife before the prescribed 
age? 

.4 .. As you are not in a position to detect the offence, the only possible 
course to prevent consummation is to keep the husband and wife separate 
or punish them or in other words let them not marry at all. 

Q. If there is no marriage law there are two things-€ither punish them 
after the offence has been committed or prevent them? 

A. If you tell them that you may go through the form of marriage but 
you will not be ~llowed to live _together, I would not mind it. 

Q. How would you effect it? 

.4. You should not allow the girl to go to the husband's house or the 
ltusband to visit her. 

Q. So you would penalise the coming together and make it an olfem:e. 
Is it not? . 

. 4. Separate them and take bonds from the parents and if one party is 
maJor take the bonds from him. 

Q. As regards the right of complaint are you in favour that every breach 
oi marriage law or consent law may be made a Crown ~ase instead of its 
bei:ng a private case? 

.1. It should be a Crown case. 
Q. "\Vould you prefer that all reports should be made to the District 

l\fngistrate or to some prescribed authority and after goinJ through these 
rases the Crown may take them up? 

.4. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that the breaches of the law of consent may be made 

compoundable? 
.4 .. No. 
Q. In your opinion ordinarily should the police have the power of in

vestigation? 
.4. If some machinery could be devised, as it might well be devised, I 

should not like the police to do anything with it but in case it is found 
impossible to devise any other machinery I would allow high police officers 
above a certain rank to investigate. 

Q. I understand that you are in favour of not allowing the police to 
interfere in such cases but in case where the girl is below 12 and it is likely 
that intercourse with a man may cause some injury to the girl, don't you 
think there is some likelihood of the disappearance of the evidence if the 
police does not come on the scene at once and take charge of the case . 

. . -l. 'Yithout expressing any opinion on the possibility of the evidence 
bemg destro~ed, if we must have the police I am strongly of opinion that 
the police officer above a certain rank should be in charge of this investi
gat'lon. 
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Q. In order to enforce this marriage law or the law relating to the 
breach of age · of consent, would you like that there should be marriage 
registration? 

A. Yes. 
Q. On whom would you place the obligation of reporting the marriages? 
.4.. On the parents of the parties or in case the husband is major ori him. 
Q. What punishment would you provide for failure to report? 
A. Fine. 
Q. In cases in which the persons may be breaking the rules regarding 

mania,:!e deliberately, do you think that people will make reports? 
A. They will be fined if they do not. 
Q. Would you further like that to obviate such failures to make reports. 

some other agency should also be provided who will be responsible for 
reporting. for instance lumbardars, patwaris in the villqges because offenden 
are not likely to report themselves P 

A. I do not object to that. 
Mr. Kanlwiya Lnl: Suppose the legislature fails to pass the marriage 

legislation, what age would you recommend for consummation P 
A. I would personally like 18 but I would make a concession and le~ it go 

down to 16. 
Q. In case the legi~lature fixes 14 for marriage would you recommend 14 

for consummation or 16? 
A. 16. 
Q. You have said it is very difficult to get information about breaches o~ 

the consent law. \\~ould you like to have vigilance societies formed in towns 
and rural areas consisting of representatives of different classes of p~ople, one 
for each pargana? · 

A. Will they be Government officials or honorary? 
Q. The suggestion is that they may be either nominated by the executive 

authority or nominated hy Distric-t boards, municipal boards and social 
reform organisations? · 

A. I should welcome the proposal hut I am afraid it will not be effective. 
Q. Would ~-ou like village panchayats to do this matter and give them, 

both the power to do propaganda work and .also to do educative work? · 

A .. In the first place you will kindly notice as far as I am aware, there 
are not very many village panchayats of any standing in these l'rovinces and 
in the second place there are none in the towns. These village panchayats 
may be useful in the villages but it is rath\'r difficult to expect these village 
panchayats to be effective in large towns like Allahabad, Agra, Benares or 
Cawnpore. 

Q. Would you recommend the formation of villllge panchayats in rural 
areas where they do not exist to do educative and detective work and to try 
cases of breaches of the marriage law? 

A. If you get it, I would not mind it, but I do not think you will get .it. 
Q. But in this country we have had village panchayats . 
. ·L It will take time to form them and it will be difficult to get the right 

type of men. 
Q. As regards urban areas it has been suggested that we might form sub

committees of municipal boards. or district boards to look after these cases 
and do propaganda work. Do you think they will be helpful? 

:L Yes. I should welcome help from any quarter, if we get it; but as 
fnr as propaganda is concerned whether they will carry on effective propa
ganda is a different matter altogether. 

Q. Yon haYe said ~·on would not have police interference in these matters. 
The law at present is that cases under 12 are cognizable and above 12 non
cognizable. Would you alter the ~q.w or keep it as it is P 
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.-l. Keep· it as it is. 
Q. Would you exempt the boy from punishm~nt up to .a c~rtain age, and 

punish the parents or guardians who are responsible for brmgmg the boy and 
the girl together? 

A. I would punish the parents severely but not allow the boy to go scot 
free but the punishment in the case of a boy of a tender age would be much 
lighter. 

Q. The amount of punishment is a matter wi.thin the discretion of the 
magistrate. Would you exempt the boy from pumshment altogether? 

A .. No, in no case. 
Mr. Shah Nawaz: By severely punishing do you mean a heavy fine? 
,1, That was in the case of the marriage law and not in the case of 

consummation law. 
M1·. Bhargat•a: In marriage, as an alternative even, you don't advocate 

imprisonment? 
A. I should not have it for the time being. 
Jlr. Kanhaiya Lat: You have said in the case of a breach of the consent 

law you would not exempt the boy and make the parents liable? 
A. Much more liable. 
Q. Would you make the mothers also liable? 
A. Unless and until you find that there is no male guardian and the 

woman is the sole guardian I would not make her responsible. 
Mr. Muhammad Yakub: Don't you know that in case of marriage it is 

women who are anxious to have early marriage and early consummation and 
their voice prevails and they are greater sinners than men? 

A. I know that. If you ask me to make a brand new law I would make 
it that way. 'Ve have to see all the popular sentiment that exists. 

Q. Would this fine mean an additional expenditure in the marriage? 

A. You will have to take into account the vast majority of cases. 
Mr. Kanhai11a Lal: Would you make marital cases cognizable if a safe

guard is provided that all these marital cases should be enquired into only 
by higher officers of the police like the Deputy Superintendent or the Circle 
Inspector? 

A. I would not have it below the Deputy Superintendent of Police in any 
case. I would not go down to the Circle Inspector. 

Q. As a further safeguard would you recommend that every magistrate 
snould be required to make a preliminary enquiry in each marital case before 
issuing a warrant summons or notice in order to eliminate false and vexatious 
cases? 

A.:. Yes. 
Q. Under the present law cases under 12 go to the Sessions and cases over 

12 go to the magistrate. Instead of having these two forums would you 
recommend the formation of a matrimonial court consisting of a magistrate 
and two non-officials to try these cases as co-judges? 

.4 .• I should personally eliminate the magistrate. If you could get com
petent non-officials to serve on these tribunals I would much like it. 

Q. Do you think non..afficials of the right calibre will be available in every 
district? The addition of magistrate will be helpful unless proper men are 
available. 

A. This suggestion will not get over the ditffi.culty of getting suitable men. 
If you. can get two non-dffi.cials you will get three also. 

]Jr. Md. Yakub: Would you like men of the type of honorary magistrates? 
.4 .• No. 
Jlr. Kanhaiya Lal: Do you think men of superior standing and calibre 

un be obtained? 
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Q. Honorary? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Do you think these courts will inspire greater public confidence l' 
A. Yes. 
Q. And also save the girl from unnecessary humiliation P 
A. It is much better than the court where all sorts of cases are tried. It 

is just like sending the patient to the nursing home rather than the hospital. 
Q. ·would you also like to have a system of registration of marriages, i.e., 

a record of all marriages being kept with the names and ages of the marrying: 
parties? 

.4 .• Yes. It will be useful from ot~er points of view also. 
Q. On whom would you place the obligatidn to report, on the parents or 

on the priest also? · 
A. Not the priest. The village headman, the chowkidar or the patwari 

you might have. 
Q. But the priest is also a party? 
A. You might have the priest also. 
Q. But the omission to report would be penal? 
A. Yes. 
Q. 'Why do you want so many agencies, the parents of both parties, the-

headman and the chowkidar and the priest? . 
A. I will tell you why. As far as the headman or the patwari is con

cerned there will become confidence as he will be under the controi of the
Government, and the parents will consider it a responsibility and that 
indirectly will tend to raise the marriageable age. That will be a propaganda 
in itself. 

Q. But the priest or the Mulla would not know their ages. 
A. It should be their business to know their ages before they join the two 

parties in a wedlock, and if they do not they .should suffer. 
Q. Who should maintain this regi~ter, the municipal boards and the dis-

trict boards? •· 
A. Yes, that will serve the purpose. 
Q. Or would you like to have a separate department to be paid from fees 

taken from the reporting individuals? 
A. What is your objection to municipal boards and district boards P 
Q. The objection is that the register of births and deaths is not accurately 

kept and there are numerous omissions, but if this register of marriages is. 
not accurately kept our object will be defeated. 

A. If that is so I am distinctly in favour of a separate machinery being 
created which may be supported if necessary by the imposition of a small fee. 

Mr. Md. Ya~ub: But will it not be hard on poor villagers if they have to 
come to rAport the marriage from a distance of 20 miles, say. They will 
have to pay a good deal more than the fee itself as the conveyance charges P 

A. I did not go into the details. In that case you may require the priest 
to go and inform the nearest village authority including the patwari or the 
1\Iukhia, and it will be his business to send the paper on in the ordinary 
course with his other papers. 

Q. Don't you think that the 1\Iukhia and the Patwari will harass the 
villagers and won't take any report until some money is paid to them P 

A. I can only say that I live in the hope that this machinery will improve 
considerably as time goes on. 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: Would you recommend that in all these cases a free 
marriage certificate may be granted to the reporting individual? 

A. Yes. 
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Q. Would you recommend the grant of a free birth certificate also lest 
these registers may after sometime be destroyed? 

Q. At present a great difficulty arises as t<> the identity of the child whoBe 
age is in question. The name is not given immediately after birth. Can 
you suggest any means of meeting this di'fficulty? 

A. I can't answer that off-hand. 

Q. Three suggestions have been made. One is that we might require the 
parents to submit a supplementary report after the name has been given 
within 3 or 4 months. The second suggestion is that whenever the report is 
made the reporting individual should be required to state whether the child 
is the first child or the second child or the third child, i.e., the birth order 
should be given. The third suggestion is that when vaccination takes place 
the name is usually given in the register and that can he transferred from 
there to the birth register. Which one would you recommend? 

A. I would recommend that a supplementary report be asked for. 

JUr. Muhammad Yakub: Would you fix the age of marriage at 18 for girls? 
A. I would prefer 18 but as a compromise I would go down to 16 and not 

below that. 
Mr. Mitra: Are you ready to provide for any exemptions in your marriage 

law in any hard cases? The old father may be dying without any relations 
to look after the girl. The daughter may be some 6 months below the 
prescribed age. Would you permit him to apply to the district judge to have 
a special license to get the girl married? 

A. I would. 

Q. Are you also ready to include the cases of men like orthodox Brahmins 
who sincerely believe that it is against his Shastras not to get the daughter 
married before puberty? 

A. No. There are people who do sincerely believe that they have to 
marry their girls before a particular age. It is just that which you have to 
combat and overcome. 

Q. They say that though marriage is celebrated earlier consummation is 
delayed till puberty? 

A. The question raised is very intet:esting. It is a que.~tion of psychology 
and morals. Be that as it may, I may perhaps be inclined to be in favour 
of marriage at an earlier age provided there is not the danger oi consumma
tion. ,Wben once the marriage has taken place it is rather difficult to avoid 
consummation. You will not have the same safeguards. I therefore say 
that let both the age of marriage and the Age of Consent be fixed at 113. 
I am prepared to make exceptions in very hard and exceptional cases but in 
no other case. Otherwise nothing will be easier than for a man to go to the 
court and say, " I am a man who sincerely believe in marriage taking place 
at a particular age and please grant me the concession ". The court will be 
bound in that case to accept his statement and grant him the exemption and 
that is exactly what I wish to provide against. I can go to· the judge and 
say according to my religious belief the marriage should take place at 10. 
What other questions will he put to me. If he entt>rs into a discussion, I will 
simply say I do not· discuss religious questions. M,v belief may be sound or 
unsound, but here it is and my salvation depends upon the obsenance of this 
particular rule. This way you make the whole thing ineffecth·e. 

. ~· In your marriage law you provide for fine only. For the richer people 
1t will not mean anything. It will be an additional item of expenditure. 
But for the religious people are you not prepared to provide an exemption? 

A. In certain cases it may not be very effective. But the fine will ,-ary 
according to the pa~·ing capacity of the man who is being fined. Let me 
make it dear, however, that in the majoritv of case.;; this fine will be reallv 
deterrent. Take the case of an ordinary u~an in the village, if he i·; fined 
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there is no doubt that it will be deterrent enoug}) and yo:u know most of our 
people are poor, 

Q. Even for a certain period you are not ready to ma~e certain con-
cessions. · 

A. Orthodoxy will take centuries to be .reasonable,. 
Mr. Md. Yakub: Suppose there is a lady whethe~ a Hindu or :Moham

madan and she goes to the judge and says, I am an old _lady ant\ yher~. is 
nobody to look after ruy daughter after me and she is now 15j, 1.e., six 
months less than the prescribed age and I wish that she be marriecf in my 
life-time. Would you, give exemption • in that· c&se P 

A. I have already' said that in such cases;· I ·would. ·nut if the same 
lady goes and says that it is my religious belief that the girl should be married 
at 15, I won't grant the exemption. · 

.'tlr. Bhargat·a: In the other case' also you will exempt only if the ·parties 
give a bond that consmamation shall not take place? · 

A. Yes. 

Oral Evidence of Mr. NIRA.IN PER SHAD. ·ASTHANA,, AdY0<1&te, 
High Court, Allahabad. 

(Allahabad, 17th January 1929.) 

Chairman: Jiav.f.l you been connecteq. w,ith ~he m'\micipalit! ,her~,? 
A. I was connec~d with the municipality at ,Agra when I was practising 

there. I was at Agra for about H years. from 1915 1 h.ave b.een. here. 
Q. Are you connected with any !jPCial reform movement here? 
A. I have been cormected with the Kyastha .social reform uovement. 
Q. Are you conne':ted with any Hindu SabhaP 
.4. I have not been connected with any Hindu Sabha, but I have been 

taking part in the social conferences held along wit~ :the provincial con~erence 
or along with the National Congress. I presided .oven the P;r(}vincial po~i~ 
tical Conference at Lucknow. 

Q. Do you consider early maternity, be.fore a girl .finishes her. 15th year, 
an evil? · 

A. I do. 
Q. How is it an evil? 
A. On account of early maternity, in my op1mon, progeny is very weak, 

and I think the mother also suffers and becomes very weak. · 
Q. Is that also your experience from what you have seen of girl-mothers 

and their children? 
A .. I think so. I have seen in some cases that on account of early mother

hood the labour is very difficult and sometimes death results. 
Q. Are you in favour of any legislation on this subject? 
.!. I am in favour of legislation both as regards the Age of Consent and 

the age of marriage. 
Q. If there is a Jaw of Age of Consent only and no law of marriage. 

will you be satisfied? 
.! . I will be. 
Q. What age would you suggest for consent~ 
.!. 16. 
Q. And for outside marriage? 
A .. I will fix both at the same figure. 
Q. \Yhich would you preff"' (etween the two, the law of marriage or the 

Jaw (,f conAeot? 
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A. I think the two things are quite separate. The law of marriage will 
-only apply where a man is going to be married, i.e., for marital connections 
-only. But in India there is recognised prostituiion and for that a law of 
.consent is required independently of marriage. 

Q. What age would you fix for marriage? 
A. 16. · 
Q. And for boys? 
A. 18. 
Q. Do you think in the Kayastha community there is consummation of 

marriage before puberty or at any rate before a girl completes her 13th 
sear? 

A. I don't think so. 
Q. Have you· met any case of pre-puberty connection P 
A. I have not come across any. 
Q. Have you come across any case of connection where the girl has 

.attained puberty but has not completed 13 years? 
A. I have not come across any in the Kayastha community. 
Q. Is tti.at one 'of the communities· then where marriages takes place late? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In communities that marry their girls early, i.e., before 12, or about 

-that age have you reason . to believe that Ol)nsummation of marriage takes 
place before a girl is 13? 

A. I have no personal knowledge, but I think in the lower classes such as 
the Kahars, Baries, the servant class, early marriages take place. I have 
not come across any case which I can cite where consummation has taken 
place before· 13. But I have reason to believe that there may be cases. 

Q. Is Gaona not a common feature in United Provinces? 
A. That is only in higher castes. 
q; What are the higher castes? 
A~ The three twice-born classes. I don't think in the lower classes there 

1s any such thing as the Gaona ceremony. 
Q. Do you know anything about the Ahirs? 
A. I do not know anything particul;;.rly. 
Q. Have you got any untouchable class here? 

A. Only the sweepers. They are un•.ouchable in the sense that we cannot 
have food or drink with them. 

· Q. I mean pollution by mere touch!' 
A. Only the sweeper class is like that. 
Q. Not the Dhobies? 
A. No. 
(J. Not the potters? 
A. No. 
Q. Chamars? 
A. No. We can touch chamars. 
Q. What is the custom among chamars about marriagesP 
A. I think they marry early. 
Q. Is there any custom of Gaona among them? 
A .. I c"km't think there is any. 
Q. Yo 11 have been practising at the bar at Agra and here. Have you 

known of any case in which the husband has been indicted under this 
~ction? 

A. I have not. I have no criminal practice. 
Q. Do you think that the tendency of the marriage age is to rise? 
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A. I think on account of the social reform moveu1ent there is a tendency. 
Q. Is it on account of social reform movement or on account of economic 

causes, not being able to pay heavy dowries or not being able to get suitable 
busbandsP 

A. I think it is on account of education and social reform. 
Q. Do you know of any one single friend or acquaintance of yours wh() 

has told you that because there is social reform I am going to get my, girl 
married late purposely? Have you ever discussed it with your friends? 

A. There have been many discussions. I am myself keeping my girls 
unmarried. I do not marry them before they are 16. 

Q. But your community is an advanced community? 
A. We have had social movement since 1888. Since that year we have 

been regularly holding conferences. 
Q. What was the condition in 1888? 
A. The age was much lower than now. From 12 we have gone to 16 or 17. 
Mrs. Bead on: You say you have seen cases in which injury has resulted 

from early consummation. Would you mind giving us details of one or two 
cases which might have occurred within the last four or five years? 

A. I cannot give you any definite recent case. My father was· a d~tor 
and he told me of cases where there was very difficult labour and the girl 
died. She was about 12 or 13. It was about 20 years pgo. 

Q. You don't know of any recent case? 
A. No. 
Q. You have not heard of anyP 
A. I have not. 
Q. What about the children of young mothers? 
A. They are weak. 
Q. Have you had any occasion of observing anyP 

A. I have observed one or tw~ cases among my servants.· I saw that they 
were particularly weak because the man had married a very ·young girl. 
The servants were living at my premises. One or two of the children even 
died when they were four or five mohths old. 

Q. What was the age of the mother? 
A. I think she was about 13. 
Q. And the husband? 
A. He was about 20. 
Q. People will say that the mother could not .afford proper nourishment. 

Did you see her or was she in PurdaP · · 

A. She was not in Purda and .she· was fairly strong. 

Mrs. Nehru: When you say amongst the lower classes no Gaona. is per
formed does it mean that no time elapses .between marriage and consummaL 
tion of marriage P · 

A .. That is my opinion, unless of course the marriage is performed at 5 
or 6. 

Q. At what time is the marriage generally performed among those people? 

A. I hav'e known cases whe~e the gi~l is 'o~ly 5 years and. the u1arriaga 
has been performed. Of course time between consummation and marriage 
must elapse in these cases. 

Q. Then necessarily Gaona is performed in these cases? 

A. It may be called Gaona, Rukhsati or Vida among the lower classes. 
I don't know what it is called. But some such thing does take place. 

Q. Do you think there are many people who belie"e in the sandity of 
pre-puberty marriageaP, 
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A. I don't think so. People even do not know what the Shastras are unless 
somebody has read some Sanskrit or has been under the influence of Pundits. 

Q. Don't you think that women generally have this belief. 
A. Not among the Kayastha community. 
Q. What about the Brahmin ladies? 
A. I have had no occasion to talk to the Brahmin ladies. 
Q. Nor have the men that idea? 
A. No. 
Q. But had they that idea some time ago? 
A. I think they had. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of those days? 
A. There was a good deal of agitation when the first Age of Consent Bill 

was passed. I was a student in Agra College then. I remember there were 
meetings and discussions regarding this then. 

Q. You think there is absolutely no idea about sanctity of pre-puberty 
marriage here? 

A. I don't think so. . 
- Q: Then what is· the idea of marrying early? Why do they prefer early 

marriages? -
A. My impression is that early marriages are made more on account of 

the anxiety of the parents to marry their girls than on account of any 
merit therein. They want th~t the girls may settle in life early and there 
may be di:fficulty of getting a bridegroom, afterwards. 

Q. Is this Age of Consent Law known to the people? 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. Is it known even to the educated outside the circle of lawyers? 
A. I think very few know it. 
Q. In that case the law has not had any effect on the custom of marriage? 
A. I don't think so. · 
Q. Then if the age is raised to 16- as you propose, do you think it will be 

effective? 
A. I have said that I favour legislation fixing the age for marriage also. 
Q. But if the Age of Consent is raised to 16 and only that law is possible 

will that be effective? 
A. I think it will be. 

Q. If the present law has not been effective, what are your re;1sons to 
think that if the age-limit is raised it will be effective? 

A. People will be more affected- by the advance in age and there will be 
surely more prosec'lltions and that will set matters right. That will give 
publicity to the law. 

Q. Breaches of the' law have taken p1a<~e even under the present law? 
A. Might have been. 
Q. Are you not aware of the fact that there have been? 
A. No .. 
Q. You don't think consummatiOns have taken place before 13? 
A. Might have been. I have not read of it in the papers. 
Q. Well, then I tell you that cases have taken _place. How do you think 

that merely raising the age to 16 will make the people abide by it? 
A. Of course they· will be punished. · - ' 
Q .· But the difficulty is who will bring 'those cases to light? 
A. The difference in the age will be so ap'pret-"able that cases will he easily 

detected. . 
Q. Who do you think will detect them? Whose co11eern will it· be? 
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A. It will be the concern of the people·. 
Q. Then are you in favour of making the offence cogiiizable? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you trust the police to such an extent as to allow them a 'hand in 

the domestic affairs of the people and allow them to investigate and make 
reports? 

A. If the law is to be administered it must he done. 
Q. But should it necessarily be administered in that way? Would you 

approve of it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You think there is no harm in giving that power to the police 
A. No. 
Q. Do you think this opinion of yours will be shared by the people in 

general? 
A. I am myself of this impression that the people won't like it, but unless 

you administer the law in that way it will not be effective. 
Q. What do you think if the power of complaint anc:l prosecution is gi\•en 

to certain committees either of district boards or mup.i'cipalities or, specially 
appointed committees for the purp{)se or to certain recognised socia~ · .. r'efopl). 
associations? It 1 will be their business to bring these ·cases to light~)nvesti-
gate them and make complaints? · ' · 

A. If the power is .'{iven to certain, associations or committees'' the 'case 
·will have to he decided by vote~. They 'will have to decide by· votes whether 
the prosecution should be· undertaken or not. In that ·case• there ·will be a 
great" chance of canvassing which I would not like. 

Q. The committee need not necessarily be an· unwieldy committee of a 
dozen persons. It may be of the few trusted. 

A. I will agree if this power is given to a social reform ~ommittee con
'Sisting of selected perMns. I think that' would be a good substitute for the 
police. 

Q. Do you think public opinion is· sulfficiently advanced to help these 
people or will they become very unp?.pular with the people? 

A. I think public opinion is advancing and they will help in prosecuting 
:such cases. 

Q. Do you think the generality of people have sulfficient1y realised· the 
evils of this custom? 

A. I think they are now realizing. 
Q. And they postpone the marriage consciously for the welfare 'pf the' girl? 
A. Yes~ I think so. 
Q. What punishment would you like to give to the offenders· against this' 

Age of Consent Law? · · · 
A. I think the existing punishment of 2 years would. do. 
Q. Below 12 the punishment now is 10 years or penal servitude for life. 

Between 12 and 13 it is two yeais. Now you propose to raise the age to 16 
would you have the sam~· punishment? · 

A. I would maintain the punishment of two years. 
Q. Don't you think a lighter punishment would be better?' 
A. I am not in favour of lighter punishment. 
Q. When you have made prope~ arrangements for the detection of such 

ease~ and when you raise ·the age to 16, don't you think there will be many 
eases occurring? 

A. They have to be prosecuted. 
Q. In that case there will be many who have to undergo puni.BilwentP . 
A. But once the deterrent punishment is given I think the :people :will be 

warned and you can keep the present limit of two years. 
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Q. Don't you think the idea of the world is changing about deterrent 
punishment and in the civilised countries there is a tendency to give lighter 
punishment? 

A. I think we are not advanced to that extent, specially in cases like that. 
Q. What will be the result of a high puni;,hment in this. ca:~e? Would it 

not harm the girl herself and prevent the people from brmgmg such cases 
to light? 

A. Two years would be the maximum punishment. The court can i11 
special cases award light punishment, even one month or "two months. 

Q. But would not simply taking the bonds to keep the boy and girl sepa
rat~o till the girl has reached a certain age do? The breach of the bond may 
be punishable by small imprisonment. 

A. There is already a law for the first offenders, namely, section 562. 
Q. Would you have that applicable to this also? 
A. Yes, I won't mind. 
Q. Would you have this punishment of two years in the case of a second 

offence? 
A. It will be the nature of the· offence that will influence the judge. The 

first offence may be very violent and the judge may think fit to award the 
punishment of two years. That all depends upon the nature of the offence. 

Q. Would you retain the punishment of 10 years below 12? 
A. I would retain it. 
Mr. Mitra: Yon are of opinion that the .Age of Consent in 'marital rela

tions be raised to. 16 and that it will be operative? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then· why are you for a marriage law. The object only is t() provide 

against infantile mortality and early consummation and that would be
achieved. There is a strong opinion amongst the orthodox people against 
marriage legislation.· "rhy do you want to have that also? ·Is it merely a~ 
a second string to the- bow? 

A. That will make the lnw more puhlicl~· known. 
Q. Only for publicity you want maiTiage law. 
A.·Yes. 
Q. If we can make the consent law equally publlc?' 

·A. I would be satisfied with that. Then no marriage law would be neees
sary. 

Q. Th~ only reason why this present .consent law is .not· operative ac-cord
ing· to you is 

1
that it is not known. Is it correct? 

.4. It is not known and it is verv dilfficult to detec-t cases and the differ
ence between 12 and 13 is not so appreciable. 

Q. Do you suggest that the.re should 'be st.ricter birth regi,.,tration so that 
ages might be accurately known? · · 

A. Yes. 
Q. If this dilffieulty of ascertaining the age could be removed a·nd sufficienf1 

propaganda done, could the present law be made operative? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Really you are not for. any marriage law if the other law is made

public? 
A. That .will meet the purpose if it is made public. 

Q. Don't you think that the se>erity of. sentence in the present consent 
law is a cause for cases not coming to court? It has been argued that people
think that if the husband is sent to jail the whole family relationship will be 
jeopardised and therefore the cases don't come to court and the> sa> if the
rigour of the punishment could be mitigated more cases will come to .light. 

A. I do not appro,-e of it. 
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Jlr. Shah Nau:az: You say that in. many cases the parents are anxious to 
marry their children early. Is this anxiety due to economic causes, or is it 
due to some other reason? 

A. So far as the lower classes are concerned, I think it is due to 
economic causes. So far as the higher classes are concerned it is due to 
.reasons sueh as religious merit. 

Q. Do the lo\\·er classes desire to get x·id of their girls? 
A. Yes; because they cannot support them. 
Q. Will not they have to support their daughters-in-law? 
.4. In low class families aU people work. The father, mother, the son and 

the daughter-in-law work. 

Q. Will not the daughter also work? 

A. The parents of the girl do not want their· girl to work in the· sa.ine 
·way as their daughter-in-law. 

Q. Do you think we must resort to legislation with a view to ~rad\cate 
this e\·il of eady marriage? 

.-L Yes; I am of that opinion. 

Q. You say that the Age of Consent Law will be effective without 'the law 
o()f tlie age of marriage. How will it be .effective? It has been a. dead letter 
tiO far . 

.4 .• It has been a dead letter so far because the difference is not appre
-<·iahle between 12 and 13. If you raise the age to 16 either in marital or 
-extra-marital relations I think the law ought to be more effective than it is 
'flOW. 

Q. Do you think tl1at if boys' and girls are thrown t~gether soon aft~r 
maniHge tht-y will keep self-restraint? Who is going to detect if they have 
.cohahited? 'Vhereas marriage is an open fact, consummation ia: a secret 
.about which nobody knows.. .' 

A. Yes; it will be very difficult to detect consummation. 
Q. Can you tell us the means by which it can bedetected and brought to 

light? . . . . • • . 

A.. It can only be done by some soc-ial reform agencies ·or by' caste associa-
tions. 

Q. Do you think legislation would be helpless? 
J .. Yes. 
fl. Would you make it an ·offei;ce if the husband and the wife 'are brought 

together? Would you penalise the parents or the legal guardians!' 
A .. I would prefer to have a marriage law to that. · 
Q. Then what age would you have as the minimum age of marriage? 
• ..1. 16. 
Q. Do you think that a law of marriage and a law of consent should 

.go together, and one will not do without the other? 
.-L I said at the very beginning that I would like to have both. 
(/. Have ~-ou come :1eross many Brahmins? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is their opinion as regards this question of early marriage? 
A. Gt>nerally speaking the Brahmins who are under the influence of the 

literate Pandits think that the girl should be married at about 8. But those 
who are Engli~h-educated do not. But the illiterate Brahmins like to follow 
the example of the lit<>rate Pandits and therefore without. uii:derstanding 

·whether it is a religious merit or not they prefer to marry their g1rls early. 
Q. Supposing we have a law of marriage, will the Brahmins aciJ.uiesce in 

ilP . 
.4 .. I think ~bey will; they will not resort to any agitation, 
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-Q. What is the opinion of women generally regarding this question of early 
marriage and early consummation? 

A .. So far as the ~ayastha community is concerned, I may say that they 
marry late. I do not know about the opinion of the women of other com-
munities. -

Jlr. Bhargava: Do you think that the evil of early marriage is very great? 
A. I think it is: ' 
Q. Supposing there is dissa'tisfaction amongst the orthodox people and 

they resort to agitation, are you in favour of ignoring their agitation? 
A .. I will. 
Q. You might know that the Inspector General of Police in Patna said 

that 99 per cent. of the constabulary and 50 per cent. of the sub-inspectors 
in the province are corrupt. , If that is so I ~ould like to know why you 
1ike the cases to be made cognisable? · 

A. To prevent the evil. 
Q. Have you any experience of tlie administration of crimes which are 

at present non-cognisable, and have you reason to believe that there is any 
dissatisfaction? 

A .. No. 
Q. Supposing it is made non-cognisable, and complaints are brought? 

A. ~Vho will bring the complaints? 

Q., The real difficulty is that persons are not coming forward to complain. 
Marriage will be a public affair, and obligation can be laid on the Mukhia 
or Patwari to maintain registers of marriao-es. If this law is effective, the 
Age of Consent Law will not be resorted to because the ages will be the 
same. What will then be your difficulty? . 

A. Instead of the police you will be creating another agency. I will have 
no objection if you can have another effective agency. 

Q. Do you think any of the following agencies will be effective; registrars 
of marriages, or the registration of marriages by the 1\Iukhia, or a committee 
of the District Board or the l\Iunicipal Board, or some social reform organi
sation .. .After all marriage is a public affair and it will not be difficult to 
prove. ,There will be factions in the village which will help detection. 

A. If you can substitute an efficient agency for the police I have no 
objection. 

Q. Wo;uld the agency I have mentioned, be sufficient in your opinion 
or not? 

A. In my opinion any agency consisting of a few persons like social 
reform bodies or committees would do. 

Q. Do you think that they should be recognised by Statute? 
A .. Yes. 
Q. Do you think there can be a village panchayat committee of the

district board with co-opted members from the mofussil? 
.!. Yes. 
Q. Do you want the provisions of the Age of Consent Law administered in 

a punitive spirit or in a preventh·e spirit? Out of a number of cases that 
come, would you like that some should be given exemplary punishment to be 
a lesson to others P 

.!. Yes; I think if examples are made in one or two cases it will have a 
salutary effect. · 

Q.·If that is your vi~w, would you provide some agency to go through the 
cases rep_ort~d befor.e the prosec.ution is launched? The report may be made 
to ~he d1stnct mag1strat~ and If the magistrate finds that there is a prim.i 
/title case then the case might be brought to court. 

A.. Do you mean proceedings as in section 202, Criminal Procedure Code?' 
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Q. No; in that case the Magistrate will himselh~onduct the enquiry~· 1D 
the other case before the prosecution is launched some agency goes into the 
evidence available, and if they find th11t there is a prima facie case then the 
case is brought before the court. 

A. Then why not leave it to ;the prosecuting agtm~y which you suggested, 
namely, a committee of the District Board? 

Q. That is with respect to marriage law, but_ I 'am ·talking with: regard 
to the .Age of (:onsent Law •. 

A. I think proceedings should be_ under 202, Crilllillal. Procedure Code, 
instead of the materials of the evidence being sifted by any person, , i , 

Q. At present the right of_ complaint in marital- cases as. well as extra
marital cases is vested in the' public and anybody 'might complain. ; Would 
you leave that as it is, or would you say that the Crown should take it' up? 

.:1. So far as extra-marital case~ are concerned, I think it should be'- the 
Crown who should prosecute. -

Q. And intra-marital cases? 
A. I would leave the law as it 'is. 
Q. Do you realise that it is most di:fficult to get evidence in intra-marital 

cases? Would you make a legal presumption that whenev.er a husband a11c;l 
wife are brought together it shall be assumed that the act has taken place? 

· A. How can you say that the offence has been committed unless the 
evidence is there? · -- · 

Q. The wife will not be a witness in such cases, how will you p~·ove i~, 
unless there has been manifest injury? 

A. There will be medical witnesses. 

Q. Do you think that if the girl is 14 or 15 there will be medical e~amina-
tion? It cannot be made unless it be with her consent. · -

A. Unless ther~ is evidence of .• the offence, the mere fact that they.have 
been brought together shoulq not:, in my opinion, be a. ground for presump" 
tion of the act. 

Q. It has been represented by several witnesses that there are very hard 
cases as, for instance, when a person wants to see his daughter settled in 
life if he is leaving her in such a situation that there will be nobody to iook 
after her. It has been suggested that in such cases exemptions should be 
granted so that the persons may be able to apply to the district magistrate 
or district judge and get exemptions. po you agree? 

.4. No. -
Jlr. Jld. Yakub: Would you not give exemptions even in very hard cases 

when it will be detrimental to the interests of the girl herself P 
.!. Hard cases make bad law. I would not like that. 
Q. Do you think the Indian Legislature will be justified if it .fixes the 

age of marriage at 18 P 
.!. I think it should not go beyond 16. 
Q. What are your reasons for thinking so? 
.4. )ly reasons are that on account of climatic conditions of this country 

1G is a good age for marital relations. 
Q. Do you think that if girls are not married before 16 there is dan"'er 

of their going astray P · · · "' 
A. Yes; I think there will be. 
Q. If the age of marriage of girls is fixed at 18, what do you think should 

be the age of boysP 
A. 21. 
Q. Do you think there is any risk of boys also going astray if tl1ey are not 

married until 21 P 
A. I think so. 
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Q. In cases of breaches of the law of marriage to whom would· you give 
¢,he right of complaint? 

A. Social reform boards or village Panchayats ... 
Q. Do you think the village panchayats will incur the wrath of the family 

-in which th·e marriage is performed and go and lodge a complaint, especially 
in most of the villages where there are very few families, and every family 
.bas something to do with the other? 

A. I think tl1ey will do it, if the duty is placed upon them. 
Q. Would you punish them· for neglect of duty? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think it is possible to form such panchayats in all villages? 
A. Yes. 

. Q. Do you think registration of marriages will facilitate the working of 
·the law? 

A. I think it will. 
Q. On whom would you lay the duty of registering tbe marriages? And 

who should report the marriages? 
A. The parents of the marrying parties, and if the boy is a ~pajor by the 

bridegroom himself. 
Q. Who should keep these registers? Where should these reports he 

made? 
A. Either with the District board in rural areas or in municipal boards 

in the municipal areas. 
Q. Do you not think that it is a hardship for a villager to go to a District 

'board office? 
A. The District board will have to maintain an agency in every group of 

-villages. 
Q. Will you not give this power to the village patwari? In all villages 

-there is a patwari and if he is the man who registers the marriages there 
will be no inconvenience. 

A. I agree to that. 
Q. Are you satisfied with the trial of matrimonial cases by the ordinary 

-courts? ·Would you like that separate matrimonial courts may be formed 
·with one stipendiary magistrate or judge assisted by two honorary judges? 

A. I would like the ordinary courts. . 
Q. What are your objections to a matrimonial court? 
A. 1\Iy objection will be that it will be expensive. 
Q. One Magistrate or Judge working in the district will be assisted by 

two non-officials who will be assessors or jurors. Instead of the two forums as 
at present there will be only one forum, and the girl will be saved from 
unnecessary publicity and scandal. The association of two public men from 
the town will be of great help. 

A. If you make it appealable I will have no objection. 
Q. You say that aU marital cases should not go to the courts but that only 

some should be brought before the courts and severely punished to make an 
example. Do you not think that it will be making an invidious distinction 
in the administration of justice? 

A. I said that if exemplary punishments are given in some cases others 
-will be deterred. 

Q. Do you want that some persons should be punished harshlv and others 
should go scotfree? • 

A. No. 
Q. Are you satisfied with the present system of registration of births? 
A .• No; it is neither satisfactory in municipal areas nor in the rural areas. 
-<J. What are the defects? 
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A. Sometimes the births are not reported or if they are reported they 
are reported many days or weeks after the birth. 

Q. What is the penalty attached to omissions to report? 
A. The penalty is never enforced. 
Q. What improvements would you suggest in the method of the registra

tion of births ? 
A. There should be some agency to register the births in the villages. 

themselves instead of the village chaukidar having to go to the neighbouring 
Thana. 

Q. And for urban areas? 
A. We have got wards in the cities, and in every ward there should be an 

agency as there are agencies for vaccination. 
Q. Do you know that as at present no names are given in the birth 

register, and that such registers will not be useful in determining the age if 
the question arises later? 

A. Yes; the names cannot be entered because no names are gh·en till 
some time after birth. 

Q. Would you like supplementary entries to be made after the names of 
the children are given. The parents might be asked to make a supplemen
tary entry in which the names might be given, so that the persons may be 
identified later? 

A. Yes; it would be much better. 
Jlr. Kanhaiya Lal: Supposing there is no marriage legisiation, then what 

age would you recommend for consummation? 
A. 16. 
Q. Supposing the Legislature pa:>ses 14 as the age of marriage, what age

would you recommend as the Age of Consent? You say that the age of 
maninge and the age of consummation should be same. 

A. Even then I would recommend 16 for 'consummation. 
Q. How would you arrange for the. detection of breaches of the \aw

betwet>n 14 and 16? Can you suggest any measures for bringing SllCh cnses
to light? 

.4. I <·an only suggest sociaVreform committees, I think they! shbuld. 
bring these cases to light. 

Q. Would you advocate the formation of vigilance societies for this pur
pose in towns as well as in rural areas? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Should they be nominated by the executive authority or partly nomi

nated by the executive authority and partly by municipal and district boards
and other recognised associations? 

A. I think they should be wholly nominated by the public bodies including 
the municipal and district boards. 

Q. W'ould you advocate village panchayats taking up detectiVe ana. educa
tive work in this direction? 

A. Yes; there is no harm. 

Q. Would you advocate the formation of Sub-Committees of MuniCipal 
boards and district boards to do both propaganda and educative work? 

A. I do not think that the sub-committee would work properly. 
Q. It has been suggested that these marital· cases might be made com

poundable so that good relations might be reintroduced between the husban<I 
and the wife. 

A. It is a matter for serious consideration, but I have not given· thought 
to the subject. I think much can be said on both sides of the matter. I 
think in fit cases the court might be allowed to grant permission to com
pound. 
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Oral Evidence of Mr. CHET RAM, Municipal Commissioner, 
Allahabad. 

(Allahabad, lith January 1929.) 

(Yernacular .) 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: Are you a member of the Municipal Board? 
A. Yes. 
Q. For how many years have you been a member? 
A. Three years .. 
Q. Can you mention any communities in which marriages take place 

early? 
A. Pasi, Chamar, Dhobi, Mehter, Khatik, Kangar, Dharkar, Ahir, Gada-

riya and other lower classes have early marriage. 
Q. At what age does marriage take place among them? 
A. From 4 to 10. 
Q. When does Gaona take place? 
A. ·In some communities Gamla takes place along with the marriage and in some communities there is marriage then Gona and then Thona after 

which the girl goes to reside with her husband. 
Q. When does it take place? 
A. At about 11 or 12. 
Q. After the girl attains puberty? 

A. Yes. 

Q. When does Gaona take place? 
I I : 

A. Sometimes along with the marriage and sometimes two or three years 
afterwards. If the girl is young she is not sent to her husband's house. 
"Thona " only takes place when the girl attains puberty. 

Q. When do girls become mothers generally? 

A. After a year or two maternity comes. 

Q. Have yon seen any evil consequences of early maternity? 

A. I have seen instances where children are weak and mothers become 
weak and ill. 

Q. After what age do you think there is no danger to the girl or her 
progeny?' 

A. After 16, 17 or 18. 

Q. What remedy do you suggest for this evil? 

A. If the girl does not go to her husband's house before 16 there will be 
no trouble. But the trouble is that on account of poverty it is very difficult 
to keep the girl till that age. Therefore if a law is to be enacted the Age of 
Consent should be fixed at 14. 

Q. But then the evil consequences won't be stopped? 

A. I realise that the apprehension of injury to· the girl and the mother 
will continue if consummation is allowed at the age of 14 but my difficulty is 
that poor people who are labourers and workmen have not got enough means 
to maintain girls up to a very late age. Another evil is that if the girls are 
kept for a long time they run away with other people. 

· Mr. Bhargava: Have you seeri any cases of girls of 11 or 12 running 
away? 

A. By force they have been taken away, by the rogu~s. This evil should 
be remedied. 
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Q. The remedy is that the girl should be kept at the house of the mother 
up to a bigger age so that. she may become stout and strong to resis~ those 
people? 

A. The trouble is that even when the girl goes to her husband's house sM 
goes wrong when bhe works in the fields as labourer. 

Q. Then would you like that the present age of 14 for.extra-mar1tal cases 
be raised to 18 so that any man who has cohabitation with a girl up to 
that age even with her consent will be punished? · · 

A. Yes. 
Chairman: What age should be fixed ·for marriage? 
A. 14. 
Q. Before that there will be punishment for infringing the law'. 
A. Yes. 
Mr. JJhargava: To the parents? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will your biradari agree to it? 
A. If there is a. law they have to agree to it. 
Chairman: Has any meeting taken place in your caste expressing a desue 

to raise the age to that limit? · 
A. I asked some of my caste people as to what should be done to prevent 

this evil and they said that either 12 or 14 may be fixed as the age for 
marriage. ' 

Q. Will the people agree to it? 
A. They will have to bow if the law is made. 
Mr. Bhargaea: Up to that age will a girl work in the house of' her 

parents and earn a living and it will not be difficult for the parents to 
support her? 

A. There can be no objection to 14 being fixed as the age of marriage 
because the girl will work as a wage-earner in the house of her. parents_.

Chairman: In that case may 16 be fixed for Gaona? 
A. Yes. • 
Mr. Bhargava: What caste arl:i you? 
A. Pasi. 
Q. Who is the "chaudhri" of your caste? 
A. There are many. 
Q. Is there no selling of girls among" you? 
A. No . 

.. Q. Is there widow re-marriage? 
A. There is. · 
Q. Have there been any cases of irijuiy on account or early consummation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. 'Do the peopie of your community realise' that it is ali' evil_to have 

consummat'ion at a very early age? 
A. They do. · 
Q. If 14 is fixed as the age of marriage there will be rio· difficulty .of 

getting suitable husbands because all will marry at that age. 

A. There will be rio difficulty. 
Q. What do you think is the percentage of eal:ly marriages. 
A. Out of a 100, 80 marriages take place early. · 
Q. Is the girl sent to her husband before puberty? 
A. She is sent before puberty also. 
Q. What is the difference between the age of the girl and the boy at the 

time of marriage generally? 
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A. One or two years. 
Q. How is it then that consummation is brought about? The girl and the 

boy are both immature. 
A. Really no consummation takes place. But " Thona " does take place 

even· before puberty. 
Mr. l\Iitm: Have you got any special Brahmins for your community? 
A. No. 
Q. Have the Brahmins got any influence over your community? 
A. No. In our society marriages already take place much earlier. 
Q. Do you want fine or imprisonment for the breach of the marriage law? 
A. Imprisonment will be more effectil"e. 
Q. Have you got caste panchayats in your community? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who should try these cases? 
A. These caste- panchayat!! should· try to prevent early marriages and 

report these cases to court for trial. 
Q. If there is a marriage law, is there necessity for consent law? 
·A. No. 
Q. If the marriage law is not possible will you agree to hal"e the Age of 

Consent Law P 
A. Yes. The Age of Consent should be fixed at 16. 
Q. Is birth registration accurate? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Even among the village~? 
A. Yes. -
Q. Would you be in favour of registration of marriages also? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will that be helpful in pro,·ing the age? 
A. Yes. 

Written Statement of Hakim AHMED HUSSAIN Saheb of Allahabad. 

1. As far as I know there is no general dissatisfaction with the state of 
law as to, the Age of Consent as contained in section 375, Indian Penal Code, 
but in view of the illiteracy of males and females in India and the position 
which women occupy the Age of Consent is very low especially as to consent 
given under section 375. If there had been a clause to the effect that the 
consent obtained by fraud, or under fear of her being defamed that would 
han~ been a great advance in the matter inasmuch as the consent obtained 
is either by fraud or by the threat of their being exposed and defamed . 

. 2. As, past experience has shown that the consent is obtaiued . in most 
cases by fraud as for the Age of Consent it should be increased to the ao-e of 
16 at least but this should not apply the age-limit for the husband. "' 

4. Nothing can be exactly said about the amendment of 1925 beino
effective. As far as the marital relations are concerned the only remed~ 
seems to be the stimulation of public opinion. The sexual connectioil 
between the husband and wif~ before the age-limit provided by tht> penal law 
is not capable of easy deductiOn. 

5. Fourteen and fifteen as the second to. my knowledge th('re exists no 
difference. 

7. No. 
9. Yes. 
10. Sixteen. 
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Oral Evidence of Hakim AHMED HUSSAIN Sahib, Allahabad. 

(Allahabad, 15th January 1929.) 

(Vernacular.) 

Mr. Kanhaiya Lal: You are practising here in Allahabad!' 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long have you been practising? 
A. Fot' the last 40 years. 
Q. Have you been eonnected with Unani conferences and other institu. 

>tions? 
A. I am a trustee of the Ayurvedic and Tibia College, Delhi; · I was also 

a member of Ayurvedic and Unani Committee which held its sittings at 
Allahabad in 1924. I am also a member of the Board of Indian Medicine for 
-the United Provinces, and of .the Central Committee.of the A.IJ...India Ayur-
-vedic and Tibia Conference, Delhi. I am, President . of Anjumani Tibia, 
.Allahabad, and a member of the Majl~s-i-Intzamia of the United Provinces. 
I have translated Tarikh-i-lbn Khaldun. and have written other works. 

Q. Have any cases come to your notice in which injury may have· been 
-caused to the girl on account of early .consummation or early maternity? 

..4.. Yes. 
Q. Generally among the A-lohamedans when do ·marriages take place? 
A. Generally at 16 or later than 16. 
Q. Is th~t in the towns or villages also? 
A. That is the age both in cities and villages. I belong t9 a village but 

'1 am practising here. · 
Q. When do marriages take place among the lower classes? 
A. Marriages take place eaAy but consummation· takes place later.· 

1'houg;h marriages take place at 7 or 9 rukhsati ceremony .takes place after 
balugh, i.e., after 14 or 15 but there may be exceptions. 

Q. And where people marry at 15 or 16, does rukhsati take place imme
diately after marriage? 

A. Yes, or a little later. 
Q. What kinds of injuries have you noticed among the girls who are 

married early P 
A. They suffer from tuberculosis, weakness of the nerves, they get trouble 

'like cancer of the womb which sometimes proves fatal and osteo-malacia. 
Q. What do you suggest as its remedy? 
A. People should be educated and social propaganda should be done, 

·otherwise the law of consent will be a dead letter. 
Q. If a marriage age is fixed it will be a remedy by itself and you have 

.already said that among the Mohamedans marriages take place at 14 or 15 
so they will not be affected? 

A. It will be against the shariyat to fix the age of marriage. As regards 
consummation you may postpone the age. By fixing the marriage mullahs 
.are likely to raise objection because l\lohamedan Law does not fix any age 
for marriage ant.! they would not like interference. But there would be 
no objection to fixing an age for dukhla (consummation). ' 

Q. "1tat age .,hould be fixed for consummationP 
,1, 15. From the medical point of view I would like 16 because at 16 a 

girl is fully developed but under the present conditions 15 is good enough. 
Q. But cases of breach may not come to light?· 
A. It will not be effective but there will be some fear of law. 
Q. Is the custom of dukhl.a general among the Mohamedans in the United 

l'rovinces? 
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.4. The practice of -.dukhkt-.is in the same manner as aarbhadhan is among 
the Hindus. 

Q. How long after marriage dukhla takes placeil 
A. There is no fixed limit. If nikah takes place during minority, dukhla 

takes place when the girl is grown up; I think full puberty is not attained, 
i.e., parts do not become sufficiently well-developed and strong ~ill the age of 
16. There may be rare cases' where it is not attained even at the age of 16 
or where it is attained at the age of 15, but they are exceptions. 

Q. If there is a law that dukhla should not take place before 16, will there 
be any objection P 
_ A. No. 

Q. If there is a consent law how can we detect breaches. If we ask 
Hakims and d,octors to report such cases that come to their notice, will they 
help \JSP 

·A. I think breaches of the law may be detected by laying an obligatio~ 
on the midwives, lady doctors, doctors, hakims and Vaidhyas requiring them 
to make reports of information that they receive about such occurrences but 
I do not think that the V aidhyas and Hakims would like the idea of making 
reports if required. If they ·report such cases the patients will. not come 
to them. -

Q .. Therefore it has ·been suggested thai as breaches of consent law cannot 
be detected, there should be a law fixing the age of marriage P · 

A. Supposing there is an old man who has got a daughte~ and he gets a 
suitable husband. If they do not marry they may lose the boy. If there is 
a marriage law difficulties may arise when a man is ill and he has a girl to 
marry, and he would like to see her settled. 

Q. If exemptions from the marriage law can be obtained in such cases on 
application to the District Magistrate, would it not suffice P If a man wants 
to marry his two daughters together on account of economic reasons he may 
oJ:>~ain sanction to do it. 

A: If a man lives in a village he wili have to come to the city to apply 
for hcense? 

Q. If village panchayats are authorised to grant exemptions, would thai 
be practicable P 

A. I suggest that dukhla should be penalised. 
Q. What age would you suggest for marital cases? 
A. It should not be less than 16 years. 
Q. Do you think that a girl has proper understanding at the age of 16 

years? · · 
A. Yes. 

• Q. But you have suggested 16 for intra-marital cases, should it not be 
more for extra-marital cases? 

A. Within marriage it should be 15. 
Q. But you kno~ that according to law the ao-e of majority is 18 years, 

would you like to fix it at 18? c 

A. I think a girl is fully developed at 16 . 
. Q. What measure would you suggest for detecting and punishing breaches 

of con~en~ law? · · 
A. I c~nnot recommend any particular measure but trials of these cases 

should be m camera and the punishment should be light. 
JI;. Y~kub: F_or the benefit of Musa.lmans during the time of Khu!fa 

~ertam thmgs whiCh were ullowed by shariat but which were harmful to the 
Interests of the l\Iusalmans were prohibited? 

A. I do not know l!ny. · 

to ~~Nazrat Uma~· in the beginni_ng forbade the widows oi the Paophet to p 
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A. I do not know. 
Q. In Iraq Hazrat Umar forbade Mohamedans from buying lands? 
A. I do not know. 
Q. If during that time certain things were prohibited for the benefits of 

the Musalmans though allowed by shariyat, cannot we fix a law for marriage 
which is for the benefit of Musalmans? · 

A. No. If rukhasati ceremony is penalised I have no objection. 
· Q. In Bengal there are girls of 11 or 12 who "become mothers and in India 

there are about 50 lacs Musalman girls whose marriages and consummation 
take place before puberty? 

A. It is cruelty to humanity. 
Q. Don't you think such a. state of things should be remedied? 
A. It should be done by social propagarula and education. 
Q. But social propaganda is being done for many years but nothing luis 

come out of it. What method would you suggest for stopping i;his evil? 
A. It should be by law or social propaganda. ·.The education "given to 

people should he such that they should know what will be the evil results of 
early consummation. Personally I have no objection to marriage law being 
fixed but mullahs would object to it and there wi~l be a. great hue and cry. 

Q. It is laid down in the 4th Separa that the' property of orphan:s should 
be given to them when they are fit for marriage and they are fit for mar
riage between 15 and 18. Abu Hanifa is of opinion that the age of balugh 
is 15 to 18. Therefore the inference is that the age of marriage is between 
15 and 18. 

A. I have not noticed this . Tafsir. 
Mr. Bhargat•a: You have said that there is no age fixed according to 

sharitJt for marriage nor is any age fixed for marriage. Then why do you 
think the marriage law will be opposed. 

A. According to shariat there is nothing for or against dukhla or marriage. 
Quoran says that girls without husbands should "be married. · 

Q. Then why do you oppose the mariage age being fixed? 
A. There will be opposition to the marriage law but there will be no 

opposition if consummation is ~,WStponed. 
Q. But that is also an interference in religion? 
A. Personally I have no objection but people will object to marriage law. 
Mr. Shah Xawaz: In Egypt there is the age of nikah at 15 and in Turkey 

it is 15. They ha>e come to the conclusion that without stopping the nikah, 
the evil cannot be remedied? 

A. I am answering all these questions from the medical point of view 
It is for the maulvis to say. 

Q. Supposing it is known that Mohamedans spend money on prostitutes 
and lose their property, should they not be stopped? Mahomedan Law says 
that a man is at liberty to deal with his property but in the Punjab there is 
a Land Alienation Act according to which they cannot sell their lands. It 
has benefited the Musalmans to a great extent. Don't you think it is the 
duty of Mohamedan kings to stop these things, though it may be against the 
shariat 'I 

A. 'fes. 
Q. If among tbe 1\Iohamedans the evil of early marriage exists and con

summation takes place before puberty in many cases, and if we fix a marriage 
age and pro>ide exemptions, why would the Mohamedans not like it? 

A. If they do not like, what can they do. 
Q. 75 per cent. of the 1\Iohamedans marry early and cousummation takes 

place early. 'Yhat measures would you suggest for stopping the evil? 
A. E,·en if you have a mnrriage lnw they may gi>e a wrong age and say 

that a girl is 14 years, although she may be 13. 
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Q. If in the birth regi1>ters th~o> name of the child is given and if there is 
registration of marriages giving the names of the marrying parties and their 
ages, that would be a check? 

A. Yes. If there is any agitation it will be for the time being but it will 
die down after some time. 

Q. Is it not the objec·t of Islam that consent of the girls should be taken. 
before marriage? 

A. Yes. In the case of minors the consent of Ule guardians is taken and 
if they are major their consent is taken. 

Q. But the general spirit of Islam is that they should be married when 
they are major? 

A. Yes. 
Mrs. Beadon: Have you come across any cases in which there was injury to 

young girls of 13, 14 . or 15 on account of early consummation or early 
maternity? 

A. Yes. Recently a case came t~ me in which the girl was married at 1Z 
and there was consummation immediately after. There was rupture of the 
Vagina, inflammation of the womb and she had fever. Sht- died. That was 
about 6 months ago. · 

Q. Was it among the Mohamedans or· Hindus? 
A. It was among the Mohamedans. 
Q. What was the age of the husband? 
A. 25 years. 
Q. Any other case ? 
.4. About six months ago I treated a girl. She was about 11 or 12, she

was married and rukhsati ceremony had taken place. There was inflamma
tion of the womb -and she got osteo-malacia. This was a case among the 
Hindus. Displacement of the womb is very common in such cases. There
is another case of a young girl was mother at the age of 13 or 14. She had 
no milk and the baby was very weak. The mother is also very weak. This 
was also a case among the Hindus. 

Q. What was the age of the husband in this case? 
A. 22 or 23. 
Q. Were all these cases from well-to-do families? 
A. The first case was poor but the second and third were from well-to-do 

families. 
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Written Statements of persons not orally examined. 

Written Sta.tement of Imperial Purdah Club, Allahabad. 

1. There is dissatisfaction. 
2 . .Advance should be made because husband and wife should not live 

together at the age of 13. A girl ought not to be a. mother at such a tender 
·age. 

5. Age between 12 and 13. Puberty is attained earlier in the lower 
·classes. This is the average age of girls of the higher classes. 

6. Cohabitation generally soon after puberty •. 
7. The ladies believe that really there are no such religious injunctions. 
8. Such ceremony is performed in this part of the country. .As a rule 

:a few months after attaining puberty. In rare cases after a year at most. 
9. All the ladies are of opinion that it is not so. The ladies are of opinion 

that there should not be consummation of marriage till after a girl attains 
the age of 15. 

10. Fifteen, that is, after completing fifteen years of age. 
11. The ladies know of hundreds of such cases but will not give names. 
12. Yes. They ruin the constitution of the mother and make her pre

maturely old and the children are intellectuaDy and physically weak. 

13. As ladies become more educated and 'mix more among themselves, 
.among the higher classes the opinion in favour of raising the age of consent 
has increased. This may synchronise with the time of amendment as educa. 
tion of ladies in these parts is iff recent growth and has increased rapidly 
only recently. 

14. No. 

17. We favour Dr. Gour's differentiation. 

18. \Ve suggest there should be no police investigation in marital offence!! 
l:lut inquiries should be made by the headmen of the castes to which the 
parties belong and the headmen should send the case to court for trial. 

19. See answer to question 18 for safeguard. There is likely to be collu. 
sion, which will be difficult to avoid, but the law will educate public opinion 
and a custom will spring up, in the opinion of the ladies, under which girls 
won't be sent to their husbands' houses before they are 15. ·' 

20. We recommend that marriage of a girl under. the age of 15 should be 
prohibited by statute. When .there is no such prohibition there is great 
difficulty in the way of brides' parents in refusing the invitation of the 
bridegrooms' parents to send the bride to the bridegroom's house after 
puberty. 

21. The ladies do not believe that social progress will be quick tmo•Jgh 
and are of opinion that legislation is needed either by penal statute or better 
still by prohibition of marriage of girls below 15. 

Written Statement, da.ted the 22nd August 1928, of Pa.ndit JAWA· 
HARLA.L NEHRU, Ana.nd Bha.wan, Alla.habad. 

9. I certainly do not consider that the attainment of puberty is :t suffi. 
cient indication of physical maturity to justify sexual intercourse either 
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with a husband or another person. I think that the earliest child-bearing 
age iihouW not be bSJlow 18, personally I would prefer it to be 20 or .abov~. 
In no event must sexual intercourse be encouraged before 16. I believe 1t 
is recognised amongst leading sociologists that the best age for child-bearing 
from the point of view of both the mother and the child is after 20. 

10. It is difficult to generalise on this question. I think that too much 
importance has been attached to the notion that puberty occur~ earlier in 
India than in colder climates. This may be partly so but social customs, 
food and environment have a far greater effect on the age of puberty than 
climate. A healthy outdoor life will result in late puberty. In Europe 
generally puberty is supposed to begin in the 15th year but of course there 
are many exceptions on either side. c In India it may be that puberty beginii 
a year or two earlier, but this is largely due to social conditions. A girl 
of a well-to-do family doing no work is likely to have puberty earlier than 
a working girl. I can hardly imagine that a girl even of 16 or 17 has a 
full realisation of consequences of cohabitation. This would depend on 
education. In the absence of proper education a young woman of 20 may be 
sufficiently ignorant on the subject. 

12. I certainly consider early cohabitation and maternity most injurious 
to the intellectual and physical development of the people and largely res
ponsible for matArnal and infantile mortality. 

13. I think there is a definite development of public opinion against 
early marriage. Force of social customs may induce people to contin•Ie 
early marriages but they do so in an apologetic way. Even the poorest and 
most inarticulate classes are beginning to feel that early marriage is not 
desirable but they are powerless in face of old custom .. 

14 . .Among educated and semi-educated women there is a strong tendency 
against early marriages. 

17 and 18. I do not s·ee why a husband should be treated differently from 
any person if he abuses his wife. The difficulty can be got over by raising 
the age of marriage. 

20. I cannot say which of the alternatives would be preferred by public 
opinion. Personally I think that a higher marriage age would be better. 
It must be always very difficult to find out when sexual intercourse takes 
place after marriage. 

21. I am clearly of opinion that social reform must be helped and accele
rated by' means of, legislation. Education and social propaganda must be 
carried on but. the progress of reform will be slow unless legislation helps. 

Written Statement, dated the 28th August 1928, of Mr. H. DAVID, 
Retired Subordinate Judge, Allahabad. 

2. I think the present law fixes too low an age of the victim for com
mitting the offence of rape. The age is ludicrously low for married victims. 
This becomes· doubly so, when the actual committing of the offence with a 
wife of still lower an age is made punishable with much lighter punishment. 
In respect of non-marital offenders also: I think law has fixed too low 
a!):e. This I say, in reference to what I have heard about prostitution of 
guls of 12 years or lower. There are monsters who have created this class 
of low aged prostitutes. Such immature girls are to flaunt their vir"'inity 
by dangling a nose-ring. "' 

(5) I think 14 years, but puberty as. shown bv menstrual dischar"'e is not 
an occurrence at a uniform age iii all classes. :Girls of poorer clas~es show 
such a development much later than girls of better and well-fed classes. 

(8) Yes, but it does not depend. on attainment of publ'rty alone. There 
may be other causes and circumstances that may accelerat".J g,zona, as for 
example poverty or death of the parents or the guardian. 

(10) Certainly 16 yean not earlier 
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(12) l\Iost decidedly. Statistics of births and deaths and their averages 
in different. lnc;Iian communities clearly show ·.this. Amongst Hindus in
fantile mortality or premature deaths of the mothers are much higher than 
among other communities. · 

15 and 16. Even medical evidence on the point of exact age is frequently 
of doubtful nature at least not definitely positive. Differences between 12 
or 13 years are not sharp and unmistakeable especially amongst poorer 
classes. Of course 15 years would leave no loophole f.or the wicked to escape. 
(17, 20 and 21) Assuming that the present British Government will con
tinue. I would deprecate any interference with marriage institute, whether 
based on clear edict or on long established custom. The marriage law to be 
affected by th11 Sarda Bill will be that of Hindus aggregating 22 crores of 
Indian population spread all over India from Thibetan heights down to Cape 
Comorin all over hills, dales and jungres in every varying degree of civili
zation or barbarism. After all, marriage is a religious . matter and the 
Institutes of l\Ianu are ever ringing in our ears. There are signs of change 
and reform in Hindu conception of marriage. People are no longer horrified 
at the sight of unmarried Hindu graduate girls crossing the sea to die.tant 
lands. Education will bring on reform even of marriage custom and if the 
British rule continues for a century or two many practices religious or 
otherwise will drop of themselves, and the Government will be saved of 
prohrium of interfering with religion. 

But I do regard the matter of the age of consent as a purely social 
matter. Marriage before menstruation might have been enjoined by Manu, 
hut I am still ignorant of any religious injunction for consummation with 
immature married girls. 

I would in the interests of humanity and even mortality sanction improve. 
ment of law in regard to the offence of rape. I would in section 375, Indian 
Penal Code, substitute 16 years for 14 years and in the exception substitute 
14 or even 15 :rears for 13 years and in 3i6 expunge all words within bracket 
and also expunge 3i6-A, in toto. , . . 

For expunging both these I lim of opinion that in granting such an 
indulgence is amply offering a tempting inducement to husbands under the 
influence of animal passion to gratify their bestrality. Then after all there 
is every likelihood of the bestial husband escaping even that light punish
ment. The poor girl and her guardians may not have the courage to seek 
to m:~ke an example of the offending brute. 

Written Statement, dated the 13th August 1928, of Mr. MANMOHAN 
LAL, Special Magistrate, Allahabad. 

I. Xo. There appears to be no dissatisfaction with the present state of 
law as regards age of consent. It is rather generally liked by the people in 
general. 

(1) It must he retained, because it is likely to create and preserve a 
better ~tate of things in respect of the crimes coming under sections 3i5 and 
3i6. 

<2) Raising the age of consent will undoubtedly be conducive to the 
physical, mental, moral and soc·ial well-being of the individaal and his 
progeny and the race in general. 

3. Seduction is frequent hut rape is also not uncommon. 
The present raising of age of consent to 14 b~· the Act of 1925 has very 

little sueceeded to prevent the ills mentioned in Query 3. Raising the age 
of consent will undoubtedly work for the desired result. · 

4. By putting of marriage and by stimulating public opinion in that 
direct ion will be the effective means of preventing premature cohabitation 
and· its consequent physical and nervous breakdown. 
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5. Thirteen is the usual age of puberty. It varies indeed in different 
~astes and communities. The lower class girls arrive at puberty some
what earlier. Likewise the case of girls in those communities who are well
to-do and do not observe purda and allow free and active outdoor work and 
4:'xercise. 

6. Cohabitation is common-

(!) before puberty in lower classes (pasis, chamars, ahirs, khachhis, 
koris, kunbis and dhobis). 

(2) Soon after puberty in all the classes of men. 
(3) It is very frequent in lower classes but in upper classes it also 

occurs in case in which there is early marriage. 

None of these cases come to Court or "if they come it is very seldom. Because 
to bring a matter to Court entails scandal and social degradation. 

7. Yes, there are certain Shastras relating to marriage which ordain 
Inatrimonial ceremonies between 8, 9 and 10 years, and threaten the father, 
mother and brother with hell for non-compliance with the mandate. But 
it is less and less believed every day. 

8. Gaona and Garbhadan are two different ceremonies and are never the 
:Same. The Ga1bhadan ceremony is tantamount to consummation of marriage. 
"This Garbhadan is performed both before and after Gaona and also both 
before and after attainment of puberty. 

Gaona is really the going of the bride to her husband's bouse for the 
:2nd time. Hence it is also called second marriage. 

9. The attainment of puberty or the appearance of symptoms of puberty 
is by no means indication of sufficient maturity for child-bearing. The age 
'Of 18 years, or, at least three years after the indications of symptoms of 
puberty should be considered as the time best fitted for consummation for the 
purposes of progeny, that it may not be attended with injury of any sort 
to mother or child. 

10. The age of 18 years should be considered as the minimum age when 
an intelligent consent can be expected. The reason is that in really adolescent 
stage the passion gains faster than reason and a girl in India lacking in 
education, living within the four walls of a house, with little opportunity for 
mental and intellectual development can very little comprehend the whole 
series of almost permanent wretchedness and degradation, mental anguish 
and suicidal tendencies that are likely to arise afterwards. 

11. Such cases are very numerous and examples can be cited in abun
cance but it being a delicate topic the names cannot be revealed. 

12. Yes. 

13. There has been a development of the public opinion for the raising 
the age of consent but it is confined only to educated classes. 

14. No. 

15. Yes. 

16. The difficulty and error will be considerably removed in raising the 
age of consent. 

17-18. No. 

19. Raising of the age of consent to 18 years will prove effective for both 
the purposes. 

20. The raising the age of consent will be better accepted than raising 
the minimum age of consent . 

. 21. Both · meas~res are necessary. But strengthenino- the penal law 
Wlll be more effect1ve and more remedial in its results. "' 
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Written Statement, dated the .. Uth August.1928, of Mr. SRIDHARA 
PATHOKA, Sri Padam Kota, Allahabad. 

1. Yes, because the age of 14 years is considered too tender and not 
sufficiently ripe for the purpose, and the awakened instinct of society wants. 
it further raised. · ' · 

2. An advance is advisable to ward off the physical and other evils aris-· 
ing and likely to arise from the low age-limit at present in vogue. 

3. The answer to the first query is in the affirmative. . The amended law
has, I think, only partially succeeded· in reducing the crime mentioned. l 
would suggest that the law be made mo~e stiff. 

4. Yes, to a certain extent under each· head. 

5. 11 to 14 years. [~~f Wf~~T nn:silibt '(5f~~lT Kashinath]-.. 
Yes, it differs in different castes, communities and classes of Society due, to
appreciable extent, among other things, to differences of race, habits of life, 
custom.! and manners and social environments. 

6. It is not common, but occurs occasionally and. cases come to Court also• 
occasionally. 

7. No, it is not attributable, so ·far as my belief and conviction go, '&O> 

religious injunction, but to custom the basis of which seems to be the gradual 
increase of ignorance and misunderstanding or misrepresentation of Shastraic
mandates during generations of Political subjection and degeneration-! would 
however note the following points:- · 

(1) There is current the following Sloka as apparent authority. 

ctt ~ ~'ij'IH'ft lll"l:lt ~fo:rit "ifttr~~ffi . 
~milf"ff ~l-i~TCIIT a ~"«~Tiloran1 

0 

Gobhila. 

(2) I have heard it said that ~Nlif (impregnation) is forbidden 

to be effected until after 36 monthly menstruations (covering 
a period of 3 years) have taken place. 

(3) In certain quarters the opinion is held that a woman should not 
bear children before she is 21 years of age. 

These statements are considerably conflicting, but they are cited to b~ 
taken for what they are worth. 

8. Yes; and it coincides with the consummation of marriage. It is per
formed often promiHcuously but in educated circles generally after attain
ment of puberty and as soon as possible after it. 

9. Answer to the 1st part of the question is no. To attain the best 
results a period of 3 to 5 years should ·elapse after puberty before consumma
tion is attempted. This would cover cases of early as well as late puberty. 
[Vide answer to question 5.] · 

Here it would not be out of place to quote some Sanskrit texts bearing 
on the matter:-

:siif l1T~1:1' ~~hn ~ttrnr:q~fci1J'fnlf . .. 
~ml:l'i. Sifr-{ tffi ~~: ~ f~tro~ 

Susruta. 
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gRq fijllfo ilthr r'i_~ (tff~'il' ~ 
fvm ~lT~~ lT~l'sr~ "SJ~ 1::~~ftf 
~tf«i ~R ll~ iiliT ~ifNli ~n;; 

0 ... 

~Ti?il~~ ~~1T-r ~lfrrt 
~ilfllhtit mifui"SJ~Sfif€fm 
-q)~-q~ ~?{~~ m=it ~~it: gif: 

"' 
Ut<f~Ti~~T CfT mn llCTfn ~~ CIT 

10. At 16 in my opinion. 

Jyotistatwa. 

ravbhatta. 

11. Yes; the child born died at birth or even before birth, and mother 
also died sometimes simultaneously, or became incapacitated or debilitated as 
regards a number of ordinary functions of life. 

12. Yes, largely and I have been seriously thinking on this point nearly 
all my life. 

13. Yes; and it may be taken as almost general, it is most in evidence in 
well educated and literate classes, especially the Arya Samajists and a not 
negligible propQrtion of non-Arya Samajists or Sanatanists in sympathetic 
touch with the Arya Samajists. 

14. Yes, in the case of ignorant women in educated but less advanced 
families and generally in lower classes. 

15. This is beyond my pen, I am afraid. It is a question for medical 
men, judges, and legal practitioners who have had actual experience in the 
matter to answer. 

16. The raising of the age of consent ought to. affect the question directly 
I should think. 

17. Yes; and if I understand the matter rightly I consider the puni$h
ments provided in the schedule as proposed to be amended will be adequate. 

18. I would suggest that powers of the Police be reduced consistently 
with trials being fairly and justly held. Also see reply to question 19 below. 

19. The evils referred to would be appreciably reduced if such cases were 
in the first instance made O¥er for enquiry and report to Committees of 5 
members nominated by the Magistrate from amongst the respectable and 
educated people of the town concerned. 

20. I consider that it will be more effecti¥e to fix the minimum age of 
marriage, as public opinion in favour of it is rapidly gaining strength, and 
in my opinion it will be advisable to raise the age of consent also at the same 
time. 

21. I rely on both. The one would be strengthened by the other. 

Written Statement, dated the 13th August 1928, of Mr. CHAUBE 
SALIG RAM PATHAK SAHIB, Collector and Magistrate, Banda. 

1. In the part of the country where I am stationed I do not find any 
appreciable dissatisfacti01i. with the law as to the age of consent as contained 
in sections 375 and 376 of the Indian Penal Code, especially after the latest 
amendment raising the age of consent to 14 years. 

2. I am for making an .adYance on fbe present law and would raise the 
agE\ of consent of the girl to 16 years. The justification· for this advance of 
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~ge lies in the; fact .that as in a majority of· cases the giris in this part .of 
the country do not attain IllJI.turity till they reach that age and also because 
motherhood before that age results in making the mother and r:hild ~>ick!y 
for the whole of their life. .Further .I think the general awakeniug of SOC'iety 
also desires thatothe age at which girls should enter into marital relations 
should be .advanced in order to give them sufficient opportumty for · tlae 
general education both literary. and domestic. 

3. The seduction of the girls is frequent in this part of the country where 
1 am stationed .and rape is not au infrequent consequence iliereof. .This 
District (Banda) aajoins the Indian State territories of Rewa, Panna, 
Charkhari and oilier small Bundelkhand Jagirs, aud it not infrequently 
happens that the .girls are kidnapped and abducted from oue part of the 
country to the oilier. No doubt the amendment of the law in 1925 raising 
the age of consent to 14 years has to some extent helped in reducing the 
cases of rape outside the marital state but it has not in any way checked 
the improper seduction of the girls for immoral purposes. 1 do not think 
that any measures could be effectively adopted to make the law to check the 
evildoers. The question is ·more of economic importam:e than that of a legal 
one. Seduction of girls generally takes place when they find their homes and 
surroundings either .slack or otherwise distasteful to them. It is generally 
amongst the low strata of society that cases of a.bduction are too· frequent. 
If therefore the economic condition of the people. is improved, I think the 
cases of seduction of girls would of themselves be immensely decreased. 

4. The amendment of 1925 raising the age of consent within the marital 
state to 13 years to my mind has not had very appreciable effect in protect
ing married girls against cohabitation with their husbands within the pre
u:ribed age linllt but there is no doubt that a general improvement in the 
wcial condition of the people has brought out a change imd has been helpful 
m postponing the consummation of marriage and also in putting off cele
brations of nuptials beyond 13 years. Public opinion has not sufficiently been 
awakened at present but I doubt not that in course of time it will have 
appreciable effect on it. 

5. In this part cf the country girls generally attain puberty between the 
age of 14 and 16 years. Yes, this period differs in different castes, com
munities and classes of society.·· In the menial and labouring classes where 
gentJraly the .boys and girls have their other occupations and have not con
stantly to be reminded of the dome~tic relations of man and woman the 
attainment of puberty is generally at a later btage. In higher ca~tes and 
communities where the girb have not the same ~orts of ·occupations aud como 
to know of the relations between man and wife in their own household rather 
early in life, t&.ey have their conscience awakened and with the life of 
comfort and easy and better food and luxuries of life this class of girl comes 
to attain the age .of puberty generally at an earlier stage. 

6. Cohabitation in no class of people in this part of the country is· com
mon before the attainment of puberty nor soon after it and certainly not 
lwfore the girl completes 13 years of age. I have had no such cases in Court. 
\\'hen such occurrences take place they do not frequently come to Court 
unless the case is one where owing to a vast difference between the ages and 
maturity of the parties and sexual connection results in appreciable injuries 
to the girl. 

7. No; no religious injunction, so far as I am aware, does exist to justify 
the· practice of the early consummation of marriage before or at puberty. 
·Among the , Hindus a text is generally quoted from the Sanskrit scripture 
that a girl should not remain in her parent's house after she attains the 
age of maturity. In the society as it existed before, this rule had no doubt 
a salutary effect , as it checked and prevented the scandals that generally 
ari."e while keeping unmarried girls in household, where strict vigilanee is 
not kept over the movements and actions of the girls. In regulated families 
this rule has not much significance and importance. 

8. Yes. Gaona ceremony generally takes place in due observance of the 
Sanskrit text which I have referred to in my answer to query No. 7. 

VIII L 
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Genenlly the girls are marri~ som~tittll! hefore the a_ge of puberty. Tb~y 
are not; however sent to live with the~r husb_ands_ sometime after they attalL 
puberty. It is this second ceremomal which Is known by the name o1 
Gaona. From the very nature of the case it is alw:ay~ anterior to the con· 
summation of marriage and as I have noted before It IS generally performed 
after the attainment of puberty which may be a year or so thereafter. 

9. )ly reply to this query is thr..t it depends· on the particular person 
wheth,,r the attainment of puberty would be a sufficiE>nt indication of physical 
maturity to justify consummation of marriage. I do not think that any 
hard and fast rule could be laid down as to at what age and how long afte1 
puberty may a girl's physical development be considered enough to justif} 
such consummation without injury to her own health and that of her progeny. 
As I have said it would depend upon the general up-bringing of the girl anti 
also upon her surroundings. 

10. I think 16 years would be a proper age in India where a girl could 
be competent to give an intelligent consent to cohabitation with a dub 
realisation of consequence. Of course this depends on the general awaken
ing of a sense of responsibility in the society. For the common run of un. 
educated parent the girls may not have intelligence till at a very later stage 
of adolescence. 

11. No. I have not come across any such case. 
12. Yes. I consider that early consummation and early maternity are 

responsible for high maternal and infantile mortality. And I also consider 
that the results often affect intellectual and physical progress of the people. 
It is notorious how early maternity leads to complications in case of birth& 
and delivery of children and how and often the puerperal effects are disas
trous in certain cmiditions. Early maternity further results in the depriva
tion of the child of its mother's milk. Insufficient development of girls 
before maternity ~s the general consequence of the absence of milk in the 
mother's breasts. '~his gives rise to the pernicious system of feeding the 
child on outside milk and other ingredients which frequently have deleterious 
effects on the child. Maternity before sufficient intellectual development 
is not infrequently accompanied with a general indifference towards the rear
h1g of the child. It is a common saying amongst the people that the 
quantity of the mother's milk depends on the quantity of affection which 
she has for the child. With insufficient development and intelligence the 
girls have less regard for children and consequently they can afford little 
nourishment to their own children. Thus the child does not survive long 
after his coming into the world. 

13. No, there has been no further development of public opinion in th~ 
part of the country in favour of an extension of the age of consent in marital 
and extra-marital cases since the amendment of law in 1925. 

14. No, in this part of the country the women do not favour early con
summation of marriage for their children except it may be in very low 
and uneducated society. 

15. The determination of the age of girls in connection with the cases 
under sections 375 and 376, Indian Penal Code, is a fruitful source of diffi
culty in the prosecution of such cases . 

. 16. ~ think the raising of the age to 16 years might minimise or remove 
difficulties and for the same reason I answer this query in the affirmative. 

17. Yes. I would keep the marital and extra-marital offences in differ
ent <:ategories. I think the punishments already provided are suitable auJ 
sufficient. 
. 18. I do not think. that there is any necessity of making any difference 
m the procedure of tnals for offences within and without the marital state 
but I would .consider that the same PD:blicity which is given to prosecution 
of extra-manta! cases should not be given to cases arisina out of marital 
relations. "' 

19-20. I have no answers to give regarding these queries. 
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21. I would rather prefer to rely on the progress of the social reform 
by means of educational social propaganda than on the strengthening of the 
penal law to secure the object in view; As I have said in the earlier part 
of my replies I consider that the whole question of sexual offences depends 
not only on the relations between a male and a female but is generally 
a question of economic necessity and social conditions. I think with the 
reform of the society and improvement in education such offences might be 
materially decreased. 

Written Statement, da.ted the 11th August 1928, of Rai Baha.dUl 
SANVAL DAS, Retired Junior Secretary, Boal'd of ReYenue, 
Allaha.bad. 

1. My answer is that there is dissatisfaction to some extent. 
2. I. The exception to section 375, Indian Penal Code, should be re

tained, as unless marriages below 14 in the case of girls are penalized, it is 
useless to raise the age at which a man can have ·,sexual intercourse with 
his own wife and the present age of 13 should be rE;ltaine~. . 

II. As regards the age of consent. proper provided for by clause 5 of 
section 375, there is need for the age being raised, because though the girls 
may attain puberty at that age, they do not attain enough mental develop
ment to make them masters of their ownselves. 

3. I am unable to say. 
4. Very slightly. The highly enlightened classes, who can understand 

the law, do not marry girls before 13, while amongst the common people, 
there is entire ignorance combined with lack of self-control. 

5. The usual age at which girls attain puberty is different amongst 
different classes, but in the absence of well-kept statistics, it is difficult to 
fix the ages of different classes. 

6. I am unable to say. 
7. I know of no such religious ··~njunction, though the prevailing idea 

amongst the Hindus is that a Hindu father should give away his daughter 
in marriage before she attains puberty. 

8. Yes, amongst the Hindus, gaona is performed in these parts. 'l'here 
is no fixed rule, however, as to whether it should coincide with or be anterior 
to consummation of marriage. 

9. No. The best should of course be 16 when the girl attains full physical 
and mental maturity, but taking into consideration the present ideas and 
state of affairs, the age of 14 is high enough. In the case of already married 
people, it will be unnecessarily hard if consummation even after 13 is 
penaliz~.>d. 

10. At the age of 16. 
11. No such experience. 
12. Leaving the medical aspect of the question aside, it is evident that 

early maternity is the root cause of high infant mortality. 
13. Th~.>re has been some development of public opinion amongst thEt 

educated classes. 
14 .. Amongst the Hindus, there is such an idea prevalent amongst the-

women. 
15. No such experience. 
16. Medical concern. 
17. Extra-marital and marital offences should be separated. The present 

maximum punishment in the former case may be retained, while in the case 
of marital offences, the punishment should not exceed simple imprisonment 
for two y~.>ars or fine or both. 

VIII 
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18. The offences within the marital state should be bailable an~ a summons 
ease, but the evidence in all such cases should better be taken m camera. 

19. In the offences within marital state, there is danger ~f c~llusion, 
and so the offence should be made non-compoundable, bnt extortion m some 
cases shall also have to be guarded against. 

20. Legislation fixing the minimum age for marriage will be more effective 
and also in consonance with public opinion in this part of the country. 

21. I would much prefer progress of social reform by means of education 
and social propaganda to a strengthening of the penal law on the subject. 

Written Statement, dated the 12th October 
LALA . SITA RAM, B.A., M.R.A.S., 
Allahabad City. 

1. None as tat as I know. 
' 

1928, of Rai Baha.dur 
etc., 203, MuthiganJ, 

. 2. The '' age of consent " as fixed by law makes no difference to ths 
person blinded by lust. A case came up before me in Debra Dun in which 
a scoundrel tried to rape a woman old enough to be his grand-mgther, when 
she was performing offices of nature in a field in open day light and her 
clothes were soiled with filth in the indecent assault. Only two cases have 
come up 'before me in which the girl's age was less than 8 years and in one 
case it was eleven years. In another case a gentleman accused his servant 
of having sexual connection with two girls aged ten and twelve years but 
the servant alleged that his old master was his rival. There was no doubt 
that the girls had been defoliated but there was no evidence. A case of 
an indecent assault on a young girl aged 7 years was converted to one of 
an attempt to rob her of her ornaments. These are cases of girls raped 
other than wives. I do not know of any case in which a husband was 
allowed to have connection with his own wife unlier the age of 13. To the 
European the word marriage implies consummation. I remember in one 
case the wife of a high officer of Government was invited to inspect a girls' 
school of which I was one of the managers. On seeing the vermilion mark 
on the parting of the hair of one girl aged about ten, she said " What does 
that vermilion mark mean ". I said " She. is married ". On hearing 
my reply she made a long face and said " Married ! " I promptly replied 
''No madam not in the sense that you understand it. Certain ceremonies 
have· been: undergone with a boy of her own age. She is living with her 
parents and even if she goes to her husband's house, her husband will not 
be allowed to approach her till she is grown up ". Indian parents are 
neither fools nor fiends and know what will spoil the health of their children. 
There is therefore no necessity of modifying the present law. 

3. The crime of seduction is very common in certain districts. Ninety 
per cent. of the seducers in 1\Ioradabad were Muslims. Only one case of 
forcible abduction was tried by me in Allahabad in which the girl was of 
the Ahir caste and the offenders were Muslims. The law has made no 
material alteration in the practice. I have read of several cases of seduc
tion in which the girls were rescued by Arya Samajists. It is difficult to 
suggest means for making the law effective specially when even the injured 
party tries to conceal the offence for fear of loss of and of being considered un
fit for marriage. I am not in favour of giving any extra powers to police. 

4. No such cases have come to my notice. The only point in which I am 
prepared to give an opinion is (3) Hindu fathers know the difficulty of 
getting suitable husbands for their daughters. In most families astrological 
considerations stand in the way of a suitable alliance. I _know instances of 
fathers who begin their search for suitable matches for their very young 
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odaughU>rs. I have asked them why they were in a hurry and was told 
that it would take 3 or 4 years to find a good match. The girl is only 12 

:years old. The parents of the boy want him to be married soon. If the 
poor girl's father does not agree to celebrate the marriage at once, the boy 
·will be married to some one else. There is no dearth of girls here. 

5. There is no fixed age. .Among the labouring classes the age is higher, 
sometinws over 14, but among the well-to-do it is 11. .All the girls in 
my family have commenced to menstruate at the age of 11. 

Another circumstance leading to early puberty is the school education. 
Girls in my younger days did not know marital relations before the age of 
14 or 16. In schools however they learn without a teacher and once they 
understand it the desire to get married givlls a stimulus to sexual develop·· 
ment and unless they are married soon they become miserable and hysteric .. 

6. :No, exC'ept in cases of persons to whom enjoyment of sexual pleasures 
'in tlte· wm.mum bonum of their lives in this world and hereafter. Forcible 
cohabitation cases (rape) which came up before me in court have been men
tioned above. 

When I was Treasury Offi er of Lucknow in 1910. I had to pay pensions 
to several old ladies who were said to. be (mutai) wives of the late kings of 
Omlh. Now the King of Oudh was deposed in 1856 and at the time of the 
alleged mutai these ladies could not have been more than 10 or 12 years old. 
The Oudh monarchy has long disappeared but the consideration, that sexual 
connec-tion with a girl under thirteen has a rejuvenating. effect on old men 
-r.till prevails. 

7. No, except in Bengal. 1\lore than 30 years ago when ,the age of consent 
was raised to 12 years there was agitation in Bengal and as in Bengal 
menses appear at an early age it was alleged that consummation· after the 
first menses was enjoined by religion. There is no such injunction in this 
part of the country. I know of a verse of Kashi Nath's Shigrabodha in 
which it is remarked that the parents and the elder brother of a girl who 
has begun to menstruate and is not married go to hell. It is howevet 
·obiter dirtum. 

8. There is no garbhadan ceremoqy in these provinces. The gaona may 
be performed but if the girl is yo'ling she goes back to her parents after 
a day or two without meeting her husband. 

9. No. Physical development to justify consummation depends on the 
circumstances of each family. 

10. Any age above 12 when she knows that there is pleasure in consumma
tion. This knowledge is attained in various ways including watching the 
habits of animals and association with girls of sexual experience in schools. 
Realisation of consequences is always a secondary affair. It is impossible to 
love and be wise, with the words " to be lustful " substituted for love. In 
Shakspeare's Homeo and Juliet, Lady Capulet became mother at the age of 
14 and Juliet falls madly in love at that age. India is a much hotter 
country than Southern Europe. 

11. No cases have come to my notice. 
12. I am not a medical man but from what I have seen early maternity 

is not responsible for high infant mortality. In the present state of 
·educated society -i\·hich is copied by the uneducated, a wife must ·be con
stantly in the company of her husband. .As soon as she leaves the lying-in .. 
room she sleeps on the same bed with her husband and cares little for the 
infant. With the sexual excitement the milk supply is cut. off and the 

·child has to be fed by spoon. The modern educated (P) girl does not know 
how to cherish her children. This in my opinion is not only the cause of 
high infant mortality but also of the shattering of the health of men and 
women and one has only to go to the Jumna Dispensaries here (Allahabad) 
to see the large number of cases of pulmonary consumption. · 

13. No, except in the brains of psu.edo patriots who find in the allt~ged 
soeial evils the bacteria of their country's economic and political consump
-tion. 

M2 



14. No. 
15. We all depend on medical evid<?nce whicli is- conctusive. 
16. Not in my opinion. 
17. The extra-marital offence may be punished" as before but the punish

ment for the marital crime must depend· on the merits of each case and may 
not exceed two years' rigorous imprisonment. 

18. The trial for marital offences should be in camera and before a 
senior Indian Magistrate. 

19. The public should have no authority to chalan marrtal offences. 
20. Yes. Fixing the minimum age of marriage would be highly improper 

and cruel to parents so long as the society does not make suitable arrange
ments for marrying boys and girls. 

21. J; r~>ly on education and progre"s of social reform to secure the ob
ject in view. There is a class of men wlio maK:e capital of making the
Government unpopular and any legislation even at the instance of Indians 
with the best intentions is giving a handTe to- such men. 

Written Statement of Mr. LAKSHMI NARAIN TANDAN, B.A.,. 
LL.B., Sessions and Subordinate· Judge, Fatehpl;ll'. 

1. I cannot say anything with regard to the Age of Consent inside maritaT 
relations but the Age of Consent which the present Iaw prescribes for stranger& 
is generally considered rather low. 

2. I think an advance should be made on the pre::;ent law and the Age of 
Consent inside marital relations be raised to 1-t and outside marital rda. 
tions to 16. In my opinion girls suffer too much in health and general deve
lopment by reason of their becoming motliers too early. 

3. I do not think that the crimes of .seduction or rape are frequent in my 
part of the country and in regard to tfie amen-iment of the law made in· 
1925 I do not think that sufficient time has elapsed to enable one to form 
any opinion about it. The punishment for rape outside the marital state 
should in my opinion be enhanced. 

4. I do not think that the amendment of 1925 has haa anything to do with 
it but "it. does appear that marriages have begun to be celebrated after the
girl has attained 13 or 14 years of age. This in my opinion is the effect of 
the general awakening in society. 

5. I think the usual age ali which girls attain puberty in ahnost all clasf'es 
in my part of the country is 13 or 14. 

6. I cannot give any opinion on the point, but so far as I know cohabi
tation is not common before the girl attains puberty. 

7. I do not know of any religious injunction for tlie consi1mmation of 
marriage. 

8. Gaona is ttsually performed· in my paTt •'lf the country before the t'on
summation of marriage. It is generally perfol!Yied after the attainment of 
puberty-the time between the attainment of puberty and' the celebration of 
Gaona being generally from 1 to 3 years. 

9. 1 do not think that the attainment of puberty is s- sufficient indil"'ation 
of ph~·sical matutity to justify consummation of marriage. I think tha~ ali 
least 2 years should elapse between the attainmE>nt of puberty and the •on. 
summation of marriage in order to avoid any infury to the liealth of the girt 
and that of her progeny. 

10. I would put the age at 16. 
11. I have ·come across t'ase~ in whil"'h <'Ohabitation after prbert.v but 

before full physieal development resulted in serious- injury· to the girl"s lwalth< 
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;and also affected the chila:ren born of her. In one case the age of the girl 
was about 15. She died of co11summation .as the result. 

12. I am decidedly of opinion that earl,y consummation of marriage and 
-early maternity are in a great measure responsible for high maternal and 
mfantile mortality. I am also af opinion that the children born o£ boy 
fathers and gid mothers -cannot posoillly attain to the standard of intellectual 
and physical progress which would be reached ~y the progeny of grown up 
IUJd fully developed couples. 

13. Th~re is a gen·eral consensus of opinion among the educated classes 
that tl•e Age of Consent in extra-m!ilrhal cases should be raised ·to 16. · They 
are not satisfied with the amendiDflnt of the law 11s made in 1925. 

14. \\'cmen ·in my part of the eountry do not now favour early consum
mation of marriage for their children. 

15. Difficulties do occur in determining the age of girls in connection 
l\'ith offences under Sections 375 and 376 of the Indian Penal Code, when the 
age just borders on the prescribed limit.. 'The only thing to depend upon is 
mecli<>al evidence, specially X-ray test and other independent evidence of 
near relations. I would suggest the stringency of the present law as to the 
preparation of Birth Registers. · 

16. I do not think that the difficulty ou this sco'r!3 would be materially 
t'educed o't' minimised 'by raising the Age of Consent to 14 years or even above. 

17. I would Reparate extra-marital and marital offences into different 
offences. I would fix the maximum punishment for marital offences to fine 
<>nly. I<' or extra-marital offences I would enhance the p-qnishment by a year 
or two m.-.r~<. 

18. I would suggeRt that the trials for offences within the n1arital state 
~;h,·.uld be held in camera and tbat the wife's evidence alone should be held 
eonclusive. I would not change the present procedure for offences 'outside 
the marital state. , · 

19. I cannot suggest any other safeguard. 
·20. In my opinion legislation fixing the mm1mum age of marriage 

-would be ·more effective than legislatiton fixing a higher Age of Consent. Fix
ing a minimum age of marriage--which in my opinion should be 13 at the 
least would be in consonance with public opinion in my part of the country. 

21. I would rely on 'both. 1 mean the strengthening of the Penal Law 
&'I well as social reform by means of education, and propaganda work to secure 
the object in view. 

Written Sta.tement, da.ted th& 14th August 1928, of Mr. RAM AGHAL 
LAL SRIVASTAVA, Mathematics Department, University of 
Alla.ha.ba.d. 

1. Yes, there is, but only amongst the educated class of people who know 
and understand the meaning and object of the sections. The masses do not 
even know whether there is such law. 

2. Following circumstances in my opinion justify making an advance on the 
;present law :-

(i) As the country is very backward in education, and female educa •. 
tion if! most unsatisfactory, a girl of even 16 is ignorant of the 
world's ways, she cannot be expected to have discretion specially 
when she is placed in some difficulties or under allurement. She. 
has little resources to help her in exercising discretion, all tha• 
Rhe pm•sesses is what she could pi<>k up-passively, in her father's 
family, living with ignorant and illiterate m_other and o~her .reliie 
tions, who t.hemselves very seldom go outs1de the family Circle. 
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(ii) At the same time cr1mes have i'nCTeased'. We frequently hear of. 
elopements and rapes .. 

3. Crimes of rape are not so frequent as those of seduction. The amend
ment of the law made in 1925 has no appreciable efiect in reducing the cases· 
of rape or seduction. The inefficiency and immoral practices o£ the Police and. 
expensive system of litigation has been and is responsible to great extent. 

4. No, it bas got no effect upon the people, no changes in the maritaf 
state. 

5. Between the age o£ 12 and 15. Yes, it differs in different castes and 
classes of society. Girls of very rich and those of. low caste sttain puberty 
sooner. 

6. (1) Very very rare. 
f2)· Yes. 
(3) If girl is considered to h~ve attained puberty when she begins to men

struate. Hence it is not common before 13 years. 
7. No. 
8. Yes: In Kayasthas and Kshatriyas and rich and respectable families

of any caste, Gaona ceremony is usualy performed coincident with the· 
consummation of marriage. But in low castes and class of people it is per
formed anterior to the consummation of marriage. It is generally performed
soon aft~r puberty within a year or two. 
. 9. No. According to 1\lano or other books on Brahmmacharya and from 

experience three years, after puberty, must pass before consummation. But 
in the case of lean, thin and weak girls this period should be even extended to 
four. 

10. They are too ignorant to give intelligent consent. 
12. I have come across many cases in which cohabitation after puberty 

but before full physical development of the girls resulted in the death of 
the children. But I know details of three cases only. (1) In one of the 
cases the girl was of 12 years and the husband was of 40 years, a. male child 
was born. The ehild was very thin and lean and .lied after two weeks. Rut 
the health of the ·girl is not injured appreciably. She is now mother to two 
healthy and beautiful children who are living. One is a. boy the other is a. 
female child. ~2) In the second case the girl was 16, the husband 2.5. 
:A female child was born. The child survived but has this year died in her 
tenth year. But the mother's condition is pitiable. She is still living. 
Within the' period of three years after the deli;ery of the child she became 
quite crippled. Just after the delivery she fell ill and suffered from fever 
and cough .. · Then at last she was cured of all diseases but she cannot move 
from her place. Neither she can get out of the bed nor move this side or 
that. She always lies against her back. She has bet>n- reduced to a. s~eleton. 
She does everything lying in the bed. And she is still living at present and is 
only 26 or 27 years old. (3) In the 3rd case the girl was between 15 snO. 16 
(and husband 34) when she gave birth to a child of only severi months. 
While the child was in the womb the mother used to suffer from stomach 
pain and bad pains in her joints while walking. The child (male) died 
within a year of its birth. It is great pity that 13 months have passed since 
she gave birth to the child and 4 months since the child died yet she has 
not recovered herself. She has become very weak and suffers from joint 
pains while walking. 

12. I do consider. early consummation and early maternity responsible for 
high maternal and infantile mortality. They vitally affect the physical and 
intellectual progress of the couples concerned as well as that of the surviving 
children. 

13. Not appreciable. 
14. Yes, as early as possible after the age of puberty being attained. 
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20. At first instance people would like none of these le<>islation.s. But if 
they had to choose, they would choose penal legislation fixing a higher Age 
of Com:ent for marital cases, b.llcause of the prevalent custom of l'hild marriage. 
But in my opinion legislation fixing the minimum age of marriage will be more 
effective than the other legislation which is very difficult to enforce. 

21. I would prefer t.o rely on the progress of social reform by means of 
ed';lcation and socia_l pro~a"anda.. What is needed; is to change the puhlio 
opnuon about marnage and: convmce people that early marriages and early 
consummation is vitally harmful. 

I do not think that the penal law will secure the object in view. The 
reasons are obvious ;.:...._ 

(i) Firstly it is very difficult to enforce it. It will give one more 
instrument to the police to trouble the public. There is no deny
ing the fact that the existing Indian police is far from being 
efficient. 

(il) Litigation will increase unnecessarily. 
Renee it is my firm conviction · that under the present circumstances 

penal la\V can do no good. If we really want to ip1prove the condition of 
poor India at all, we secure the object in view only by education, social reform 
and social propaganda. 

Written Statement, dated the 19th August 1928, of Monlvi FAKHRUL 
HASSAN QUADIRI, Snb-Divisiona.l Officer, Gopa.IganJ. 

1. There is no dissatisfaction in this part of the country with the statit 
of law as to the Age of Consent as contained in .Sections 375 and 376 of the 
Indian Penal Code. The custom of early marriage and early consummation 
has been in existence for such a long time that a departure from it inRtead 
of being considered an improvement is regarded as an innovation. When 
rohabitation before the Age of Consent is allowed by parents in marital cases 
who cares for cases in which the connections are immoral. · 

2. I am in favour of the propoo;tJ. of making an advance on the pr~sent 
law of the Age of Consent, on the ground of health in marital cases and 
morality in extra-marital ones; although I am not sure if the proposed ad
vance will in all cases prevent the corruption of young girls in cases of immoral 
connections. 

3. The crime of rape is very rare in this part of the country but not that 
of seduction. I do not think the amendment of the law made in 1925, raising 
the Age of C'on,;ent to 14 years has ~;ucceeded in preventing or reducing cases 
of rnpe outside the marital state or the improper seduction of girls for immoral 
purpo~es. This is due to social customs and want of education and in some 
cases due· to poverty. 

4. The amendment of 1925 raising the Age of Consent within the marital 
state to 13 years has not in my opinion produced any effect in protecting 
married girls against cohabitation with husbands within the pres.cribed age 
limit. The consummation of marriage takes place not on the bas1s ,of penal 
laws but on the baflis of social customs and religious beliefs regarding auspici
ou~nes;> of times. To improve the existing state of affairs in this direction 
what is really required is the reform in social custom.'! and religious beliefs 
and not the amendment of the existing law. 

5. The usual age at which girls- attain puberty in t?is part. of the country 
is about 14 ~ears. It differs in different classes of society only to the extent 
that girls '1\:ho go out in public and work as labourers attain puberty later 
than those who live in Pardah. 

6. Cohabitation is not common in this part of the country in any mass 
of persons either before puberty or soon after puberty or before girl compl~t~ 
13 years. No such case comes to Court. 
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7. The questions do not arise (,ide above). 
8. Gaona ceremony is performed in this part of the country and it coin

cides with the consummation of marriage. It is generally performed after 
the attainment of puberty within a year. 

9. I do not think that the attainment of pub&ty ifl a sufficient indica
tion of physical maturity to justify consummation of marriage. In my opinion 
it is at the age of at least 16 that a girl's physical development may be 
considered to be enough to justify consummation without injury to her own 
health and that of her progeny. 

10. It is difficult to fix one age limit for the whole of India as climatic 
conditions have greatly to do with the health and development of girls. So 
far as this part of the country is concerned, I think, it is not before 16 that 
a girl may be expected to give intelligent consent to cohabitation with a due 
realisation of consequences. 

11. I have got no such experience. 
12. A doctor's opinion on this point would be more useful. Personally 

I think that early consummation and early mate111-ity is to some extent res. 
ponsible for high maternal and infantile mortality and other result::~ affecting 
the intellectual and physical progress of the people. 

13. There has been no such further development of public opinion in this 
part of the country. 

14. V.T omen in this part of the country do favour early consummation of 
marriage for their children. 

15. The age of girls in such cases is given by doctors. I have not come 
across any case of difficulty in determining the age of any girl. I do not think 
there is any other more feasible method of ascertainng the age. 

16. I do not think the difficulty or margin of error in determining the 
age would in any way be reduced or minimized if the Age of Consent is raised 
to 14 years or above. 

17. No case of 'marital offence is brought to Court nor can it ever be 
expected to be; but it is desirable to separate extra-marital and marital offences 
into different offences. I do not propose any amendment to the existing 
law on .the point of punishment. 

18. The existing procedure is quite good. 
19. I ca)illot suggest any. 
'20. I do not think that penal legislation fixing a higher Age of Consent for 

marital cases can be more effective than legislation fixing the minimum age 
of marriage. But the latter would not be in consonance with public opinion 
in this part of the country as people will consider it an encroachment on their 
personal, social and religious rights. Besides this, poor people, in many cases, 
marry their girls in young age because of their inability to support them and 
it would be a great hardship to them if they are prevented from dqing so by 
law. 

21. I prefer to ·rely on the progress of social reform by means of educa
tion and social propaganda. The strengthening of the penal law would not be 
liked by people who would consider it an interference by Government with 
their personal, social and religious rights. 

Copy ot letter, da.ted the 7th August 1928, from the Hon'ble Justice 
Dr. J. C. WEIR, K.C., LL.D., Judge, Alla.ha.bad High Court. 
In reply to your Circular letter No. 42-A. C. C., of the 26th July, I am 

sorry to have to say that I do not think my opinion on any of points raised 
by your questionnaire, except Nos. 18 and 20, would be of any value. 

:m. Offences " Within the marital statE:' ". These should be treated in 
camera. The public should be excluded. 
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·20. 1 -think that if the problem of child marriage is to be tackled seriously, 
-the best and the least invidious way is to penalise marriage below a minimum 
.age. This would avoid the necessity for trying to find out what happens in 
the zenana-an enquiry of that kind is bound to be uncertain in its results 
and exceedingly painful to all parties concerned. 

W.ritten Statement, da.ted the 7th August 1928, of Mr. H. CECIL 
DESANGES, M.L.C., Bar.-a.t-Law, Allahabad. 

1. Yes. 
2. (2) Because Indian girls- before attaining lt} years generally do not a.c

·quire enough intelligence as to understand the consequences they would incur 
outside the bonds of wedlock. 

The girls in India are not physically developed for consummation of marriage 
at 13, in most cases; and if marriages are consummated at 13, it affeou the 
progeny. 

3. I give authentic figures from the Admioi:>~ratioh Reports of Criminal 
Justice; the figures speak for themselves. 

Reported Reported Reported, rape. 
Kidnapping. Abduction. 

U. P. Oudh. U. P. Oudh. 

1923 962 286 259 67 
1924 912 271 199 59 
1925 . 1,112 296 247 72 

1926 • 1,157 346 209 54 

4. (2) It has stimulated public opinion, but not to such an extent 
desirable. 

4. (3) I would suggest that gaona be put off to lG ye&rs. 
5. U><ually 11t 13 in the lower t•lasses; if not properly fed at 14. 

6. (1) Not common. 
(2) Common. 
No. They do not come to Court. 
7. To Custom; (not to religious injunction). 

as is 

8. Gaona is u~ually performed in the United Province~. It coinrides with 
the cons\lmmation of marriage. · 

Gaona is performed a few months after attainment of puberty. 
9. No. Depends on health. 
The lowest age should be 15 years, in the intereRt of the mother and child. 
10. At 16. 
Il. Cohabitation before puberty doeB result in injury to her health: I have 

not followed cases to the progeny, but the child must suffer in consequence. 
12. I do. Were it not for this, I believe, intellect.ual and physical pro

gress of certain classes of people would be higher. 
13. Publi~ opinion in my part of the country· among the educated classes 

(excluding a few orthodox) is in favour of raising the age. 
14. No. 
'J5. Yes. I would make it the Law that all births (and deaths). should 

be reported and recorded with particulars, at the nea~est Poli<'e station, a!ld 
nt the ·nearest :Municipal Office, and· that these Regtsters should be mam-
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-tained with as much as accuracy as the Register of Births and Deaths. BrEJ 
maintained in Christian Churches. 

16. Difficulty or margin of error in determining the age would be mini. 
mised if the Age of Consent were raised to 16 years. 

17. I would separate the offences for non-marital and marital offences. 
For non-marital offences 7 years (but would not come under Se~tion 562, 
Criminal Procedure Code). For marital offences I would have 2 years maxi
mum. 

18. Yes, for marital offences, triable by a :Magistrate,, I class; for non
marital offences by Sessions Court. 

19. In marital cases any parent of the girl, or brother or sister or Uncle 
or Aunt could make a. complaint. 

20. I consider that penal legislation fixing a higher Age of Consent for 
marital cases would be more effective. The procedure in the first part of thi& 
para. would be in consonan~e with public opinion in these parts. 

21. Both. 

Written Statement, dated the 8th August 1928, of Mr. CHAMPAT' 
RAI JAIN, Yidya. Yaridhi, Bar.-at-Law, The Jaina. Hostel,. 
Allahabad. 

1. People are mostly indifferent to and ignorant of consequences. 
2. (1) No. 
(2) Yes. See below. 
3. No. Education, social reform, prevention of early marriage, etc., eto. 
4. No, I do not think so. 
(1) No. 
(2) Perhaps, but if so hardly appreciable. 
(3) No. 
Penalising marriage at an improper age. 
5. What is puberty? If it means capacity for sexual intercourse, them 

at any age after 11. If it means capacity to bear child, then at least 18. 
6. (1) Yes. 
(2) Yes. 
(3) Amongst all classes it is common in all <:ases under 1 to 3. 
Hardly ever, except when a charge of rape is to be preferred. 
7. There is some sort of religious sanction, but not authority truly speaking. 

The punishment is the ridiculous infliction of sufferin~ in hell! 
·s. (a} Yes. 
(b) Usually coincides with the age of enjoyability. 
(c) Soon after the attainment of the capacity to be used for ~exual purposes. 
9. See answer to Nos. 5-18. 
10. At 18. 
11. Half the girls that die in Lhild-birth die of the E>ffer:ts of bearing a 

child before the pelvis and the other organs, e.g., the womb are fully mature. 
Many die in the second confinement. The children are sickly, rickety nerve
less energyless, ambitionless libels on humanity who are fit for nothing either 
physically or mentally or even morally. 

12. Yes, yes. 
13. I don't know. Not general in any case. 
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14. Poor dumb driven cattle have no voice nor even understanding of' 
things. Probably they do I 

15. A more detailed and strict registration of births. 
16. I don't think so. The medical opinion might place the same girl at 

11--19 (in one case the Civil Surgeon of one District said the complainant 
was 11, but of another District that she was 19). The early application of. 
the sexual stimulus is not unlikely to force the pace of the appearance of the· 
outward marks of development (puberty). ' 

17. 10 years. 5 years. . 
18. Inspector, not Sub-Inspector, to investigate cases against the husband_ 

Anybody could be the complainant. Before anything further, court shoul<;l. 
enquire into the age. If age immature, the court will be deemed to have 
jurisdiction. It would then employ the services of an Inspector to make· 
investigation. 

19. False cases must be dealt with by the court at once which shalL sane· 
tion, i.e., order the prosecution of the complainant. Full term of imprison
ment may be awarded unless special reasons exist for not doing so. There 
can be hardly any effective safeguards against collusio~ in such a case, except 
that you may punish the abettors. That however will mean your catching 
them in the first instance. . 

20. (1st part) Penal legislation is not very likely to succeed in maritaf 
rape '. The .other alternative will be surely effective. 

(2nd part) Educated opinion should be in favour of the above view. The-. 
generality of men have no opinion. They will say and can be made to say
anything •. 

21. On the whole on social reform, but the raising of Age of Consent is 
not unlikely to prove· some sort of a deterrent in at least a small percentage· 
of cases. 

Written Statement, dated the 10th January 1929, of Mr. RAMDAS. 
KRISHNA, Allahabad. 

1. r have no dissatisfaction with the existing law as to the Age of Consent 
as contained in Sections 375 and 376, of the Indian Penal Code, although· 
there is room for improvement. 

2. The main circumStances whieh .in my opinion justify the non-retaining 
of the present Age of Consent as it is, or making an advance on the present 
law, are primarily the Improvement of the Race (Indian) in the first instance. 

3. Pretty common. 
The amendment of the law made in 1925 raising the Age of Consent to. 

14 years has not, I believe, succeeded in preventing ,or reducing the cases 
of rape outside the marital state, or the improper seduction of girls for 
immoral purposes. 

4. No. 
The measures suggested are, firstly the general social uplift of the people· 

by moderate legislation, or education indicating and insisting on that kintl 
of uplift, namely:-

(a) By starting an educational programme explaining to the people in 
general the vital necessity of delaying the consummation of 
marriage, 

(b) and thus creating public opinion in that direction. 
(c) By legislation, if and when it is· found that people generally have·· 

not appreciated the good that must ensue as the result of such' 
a reform. 
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5, The average is 13 or 14, and in some abnormal cases even below the age 
of 13. 

It has not very much to do with the differences of caate, community, or 
class of society. 

6. In many cases, Yes. There have been numerous cases as evidenced in 
the law Courts, or known otherwise. 

7. It is case more of a matter of Custom under the guise of religion than 
'anything else. 

8. In the United Provinces, and generally in the North, the ceremony of 
Gao>ta or Garbhaclan rs not so pronounced in its rigi<l })(.'rformance 
as in other parts of the country. 

In the higher castes a little mercy is shewn to the child-wife, but amongst 
the lower claRses -the ceremony of Gaona is more or les,; a farce, and 

llargely depends on the whims of the man-bridegroom, and consummation takes 
place almost immediately after puberty. 

· 9. I do not consider the attainment of puberty as sufficient indication 
of physical maturity for the consummation of marriage or cohabitation. 

As a general rule for the good of the average individual I would suggest 
consummation of marriage only after at least two years of puberty ";thout 

·danger to the girl's health, or that of her progeny. 
10. The average normal person in India (in the tropics) cannot be called, 

u my personal opinion (and I have evidence medical and otherwisEl), a u•oman 
fit enough to give an intelligent conRent to cohabitation until and unless she 

"bas attained the age of 17 or 18. There may be some case (which I would 
call as abnormal) or cases where a girl may he fit earlier for cohabitation. 

In the interest of publie good, and to be on the safe side from a larger 
point of view, I would strongly prefer the age of "18 " as the earliest for 
consummation of m{lrriage. 

11. Owing to a serious study during the last ten or twelve years of the 
subject· of Sex-psychology in. its relations to Heredity, I have seen, known 
and read of innumerable cases where the consequences of early consummation 
·have been disast·rous, ruinous, and in many casf's, fatal. 

12. Not only that I consider that early consummation and early maternity 
.as mainly responsible for high maternal and infantile mortality, but I can 
prove by facts and figures, not only in India but all over the world in the 
past and at the present moment, that the practice ·of early consummation 
definitely, undermines the intellectual, ph:Vsical, and moral stamina of any given 
'human being or race, whether Occidental or Oriental. 

13. I canD.ot see any appreciable change in these provinces whether amongst 
the lower dasses, or the so-called ed•1cated !leople in the Province. 

14. The poor and helpless women have no chance or say in the matter, 
'principally because the men rule supreme in their houses, being earning 
members and thus independent, and the woman being at the mercy 0f the 
·male. This province is particularly backward, and needlessly ·conservative 
·and orthodox. 

As mentioned before in answer No. 7, it is a matter of Custom under 
the cloak of religion, and, as a result, the general feeling amongst the "women
folk of the lower classes, and in some eases in the higher classes also, 
encourages the performance of early marriage and early consummation for 

-fear of ' social ostraeism ', and other social inconveniences and penalties. In 
many cases the inconveniences are purely imaginary. 

15. l\Iany difficulties arise to save the skins of the sinners. Many cases 
get wiped off for want of " evidence ". And moflt of them are legal ' con
structions ' and • obstructions ' in the path of Justice from the point of 
" larger issues ". 
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JtJ. I think it would greatly facilitn.te the progress of the reform in. view •. 
17. I would leave the question of punishment regarding extra-marital or· 

marital offences in the hands of legal luminaries who honestly nurse the good. 
and the future of this country at heart. 

18. The answer is as above. 
19. The same as above. 
20. I think that penal legislation fixing a higher Age of Consent for marital 

cases would be a progressive step. Apart from the alternative being in con
sonance with public opinion in these parts of the country, I consider that in 
the. case of an ignorant populace, those who can .think ahead of the times
should shoulder the responsibility of bringing about certain essential social 
changes by legislation where the general Jnass of people lack that sense. 

21. As an inevitable alternative I would prefer the attainment of the object 
in view by social pressure by means of education and social propaganda to 
that of penal legislation. For in that way the people in this country can 
at least save themselves the ignominy of the char!!e of "general unfitness' 
for self-determination or Self-Government " 

Written Statement, dated the 17th January 1929, of Mr. K. L. 
. GORE, Allahabad. 

I have had occasion to attend the deliberations of your committee day 
before yesterday and yesterday, which has inspired me to write to you this-. 
small memorandum. · · 

lntroduction.-I am a Mahara.shtra Brahmin domiciled in the United Pro •. 
vinces, aged 29, in a. Subordinate Service, in the office of the 
Direl'tor of Audit, United Provinces, Allahabad. I belong to a very orthodox 
family. There are about 150 1\faharashtra families in Allahabad and an equal 
number in Cawnpore and a very considerable number in Jhansi and Benares. 
I happen to be the first domiciled .Maharashtra of these provinces to revolt 
against orthodoxy and marry a widow of my community at Bombay under· 
the auspices of the Bombay Presideney Social Reform Association on 30th 
June 1925; consequently, as was natural, I had to suffer a certain amount 
of social ostracism and give up my relations and friends. This indeed is my 
title to speak on the subject of social reform. 

Evil of child marriages.-My experience is of course limited to a very great 
extent and in the instances I cite below I refer only and purely to my 
relations:-

(1) A girl born in 1906, married in 1918, became a mother in 192(}· 
nt 14 years of age. The babq. is epileptic and the mother weak. 

(2) Another girl born in 1909 married in 1922, became a mother in· 
December 1923. The baby was extremely ~ce.ak and died after 
10 davs. The mother also followed her issue after 3 months. 
of pu~rpelar fever. 

(3) A third girl born in 1906, married in 1919, became a mother in 1921.. 
The baby died after six days, though born healthy. 

In all these instances the consummation took place after puberty . 
.Minimum, age nf marriage.-I would advocate 18 for girls and 21 for boys 

but should be satisfied at 16 and 21 respectively. I do not believe it would" 
be pO!;snJle for a law of Age of Consent to work, without very great inter-
ference in private affairs, satisfactorily, and therefore I am for :fixing the 
minimum marriageable age by law. 

1'1111ishment.-I should strongly advocate ~ graduat.ed scale of punishment, 
e.g., where the girl is below 12 say, three years rigorous imprisonment •. 
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"Bet.ween 12 and 14 2 years and above 14 to the nnmmum that may be fixed, 
~ne year. I would have no fine as that would simpl~fy evasion for ~he rich. 
Then again· I would exempt the mothers of the bnde and the bndegroom 
.from penalty and also the father or guardian of the boy if the bridegroom is 
above 21, for then he would be of age to be held solely responsible for his acts. 
This would also encourage young men to oppose, for fear of the penalty, any 
overtures about matrimony with a young girl from their guardians-a spirit that 
1 '\\:ish the youngmen had possessed. 

As an exception I would exempt the bride and the bridegroom from 
puni~hment if they both happen to be minors under the law t,) be cJ.acted 
and would advocate penalty for the parents. This, it would be agrwd, is 
fair to the minors while the puniRhment of their guardians would give them 
a chance of undoing the evil of early marriage by late consummation as a 
>penance. 

Process of prosecution.-The prosecution to be ordered by a first class 
Magistrate on a complaint duly filed by a relative, a social organisation or a 
neighbour, with full details and DUIJ?eS of witnesses the complainant could pro
duce to substantiate his complaint. 

It may also be open to a J ustie'e of the Pc~ee, a District and Ses~ions 
Judge or a member of a legislature through the District Magistrate to order 
.invedigations without a comphiat being fi!sd. 

Religious a.~pect.-I have not studied much of the religious aspect of the 
question, but from the little study that I have made I gather that there are 
injunctions in our Shastras to support both the views-moreover whether 
~pproved by Shastras or not I would advocate adoption of higher ages for 
marriage on purely physical and social grounds. 

I trust the committee will very kindly consider these suggestions. 
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Notes on Ylsits to Yillages by the Age of Consent Committee, 
Allaha.ba.d • 

.At a meeting convened at the Purdah Club, Allahabad, Mrs. Nehru and 
Dr. Beadon, met about 24 ladies. In reply to questions the following infor
mation waa elicited. 

1. The marriage age in villages varies from &-12 years. 
The latest age is 12. 
One lady saw marriage at 4 years. 
One lady saw marriage at 7 years. 
One lady saw marriage at 9-10 years. 
Consummation is never before puberty, generally it is about 12-13 years. 

The girl is sent when she is big enough, this may be before, but is generally 
after puberty. 

One lady who has worked in the villages says that a number of the women 
have lost several of their children and when asked tlie reason for such loss 
say " oh because I was so young I could not care for tliem properly " 

J!otherhood-

One lady has ... een a mother nt 12 yea:'S. Th~ wom;m was very weak 
and delicate-child also. The woman was daughter of the lady's 
servant. 

One lady saw a mother at 13. l\Iali caste, the baby was very weak 
and delicate, mother all right. 

One lady saw a mother at 14. Fate unknown. 

One lady saw one mother at 14, well-to-do, both mother and child well. 
One lady saw one mother at 15, well-to-do, mother well, child died after 

2 days. 

These cases occurred this year. 
She is a doctor, haa not seen many young mothers. In Towns marriage 

is not so early as in villages. Generally the latest age is 14--15 years. At 
15-16 among Kayaatha.s and sometimes even 18-19. Among Kankjub 
Brahmins the latest marriage age is 14 years. For past 8 years they dis
regard pre-puberty marriages. Out of 300 families of this caste only one 
family haa a girl of 10 years married, and only this one family believes in 
pre-puberty marriages. 

Among Bengali Brahmins in Allahabad marriage is now later, one lady 
married her three girls at 15 years. There is no concealment of puberty. 

All ladies were unanimously of opinion that legislation in this matter is 
essential, propaganda. alone will not effect a remedy. · 

They desire that the marriage age be fixed at 16 years. The villagers 
will have to accept this age. As regards punishment all except one advo
cate fine only, one lady desired imprisonment. Two ladies ask that if marriage 
age be fixed provision be made that exemptions might be granted in special 
deserving cases. 

They are of opinion that Age of Consent legislation alone is ineffective. 
Marriage age should be fixed. 

:MGIPC-L-365 Con. Com. · 25-9-29 -300. 


